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About the Company
PPL Corporation, headquartered in Allentown, Pa., owns or controls nearly
12,000 megawatts of generating capacity in the United States, sells energy
in key U.S. markets and delivers electricity to about 4 million customers in
Pennsylvania and the United Kingdom. More information is available at
www.pplweb.com.

On the cover
The Holtwood hydroelectric plant has been part of the fabric of life in southern
Lancaster County, Pa., since the facility began producing clean, renewable energy
in 191o. A century later, PPL has begun construction on two state-of-the-art
hydroelectric turbines that will more than double the plant's output, providing
enough renewable electricity for about lOO,OOO homes.



Financial Highlights For the years ended December 31 2009 2008(a)

Financial
Operating revenues (millions) $7,556 $8,007

Net income attributable to PPL (millions) 407 930

Earnings from ongoing operations (millions) M) 738 761

Basic earnings per share 1.08 2.48

Diluted earnings per share 1.08 2.47

Basic earnings per share - ongoing operations (1 1.95 2.03

Diluted earnings per share - ongoing operations (c) 1.95 2.02
Dividends declared per share 1.38 1.34

Total assets (millions) (d) 22,165 21,405
Book value per share (d) 14.57 13.55
Market price per share (d) 32.31 30.69

Dividend yield (e) 4.27% 4.37%

Dividend payout ratio M 128% 54%

Dividend payout ratio - ongoing operations )c( 71% 66%
Market/book value ratio Idl(e) 222% 226%

Price/earnings ratio (e)lil 29.92 12.43
Price/earnings ratio - ongoing operations (c)(e)(f) 16.57 15.19
Ratio of earnings to fixed charges - total enterprise basis (g) 2.0 3.2

Return on average common equity 7.48% 16.88%

Return on average common equity - ongoing operations (c) 13.61% 14.46%

Operating

Domestic - Electric energy supplied - retail (millions of kWh) 38,912 40,374

Domestic - Electric energy supplied - wholesale (millions of kWh)o') 38,988 42,712

Domestic - Electric energy delivered (millions of kWh) 36,717 38,058

International - Electric energy delivered (millions of kWh) 26,358 27,724

System capacity controlled or owned (megawatts) (d) 11,719 12,002

Number of customers (millions) (d) 4.0 4.0

Capital expenditures (millions) $1,265 $1,503

(a) Certain items have been revised to reflect the retrospective application of certain new accounting standards and the
reclassification of amounts to discontinued operations. See Notes i and 9 to the Financial Statements for additional
information.

(b) Earnings and certain financial ratios were affected by several special items. "Earnings from ongoing operations" is adjusted
for the impact of these special items. Earnings from ongoing operations should not be considered as an alternative to reported
earnings, or net income attributable to PPL, which is an indicator of operating performance determined in accordance with
GAAP. PPL believes that earnings from ongoing operations, although a non-GAAP financial measure, is also useful and
meaningful to investors because it provides them with management's view of PPL's fundamental earnings performance as
another criterion in making their investment decisions. PPL's management also uses earnings from ongoing operations
in measuring certain corporate performance goals. Other companies may use different measures to present financial
performance. See a "Reconciliation of Earnings from Ongoing Operations to Net Income Attributible to PPL," as well as a
description of special items, immediately following the io-K report.

(c) Calculated using earnings from ongoing operations.

(d) As of each respective year-end.

(e) Based on year-end market prices.

(f) Calculated using diluted shares.

(g) Calculated using earnings and fixed charges of PPL and its subsidiaries. Fixed charges consist of interest on short- and
long-term debt, amortization of debt discount, expense and premium - net, other interest charges, the estimated interest
component of operating rentals and preferred securities distributions of subsidiaries.

(h) Includes kWh associated with generation businesses that have been classified as Discontinued Operations.

PPL Corporation 2009 Annual Report 1



Chairman's Letter Dear Shareowners,

When my structural engineering
colleagues are designing a facility,
they concentrate on essential forces
to ensure that it will be stable and
sound for an extended period of time.
They intensely examine factors such
as tension, compression and shear. As
a result, the best-designed structures
are able to withstand hurricanes, fires
and even earthquakes.

Similarly, a company's business
model must be designed to deliver
value for shareowners whether it is
being stressed by financial, macro-
economic and market uncertainty
or it is humming along in relatively
predictable, prosperous times.

I know I don't have to tell you that
our business model, along with those
of all companies in our sector, has

been subjected to unprecedented
stresses over the past couple of years.

What did we find out?
We found that our business

model - a mix of high-performing
electricity generating, marketing and
delivery companies built on a strong
foundation of excellent assets and
extraordinary people - was able to
withstand the ravages of what may
have been the worst market and
financial conditions in the history of
our industry.

Based on the experience and hard
work of PPL employees in the U.S.
and the U.K., we delivered 2009

earnings from ongoing operations
of $1.95 per share, exceeding our
forecast for the year. While this
is slightly lower than our ongoing
earnings in 2008, it is 11 percentJames H. Miller

Chairman, President
and Chief Executive Officer

2 PPL Corporation 2009 Annual Report



higher than the midpoint of our
challenging business plan for 2009.

This result was made possible by
our aggressive actions early in the
year to lock in wholesale energy
prices and to rein in costs across the
company, while maintaining safe
and efficient operations in all of our
businesses and delivering customer
service that ranks among the best in
the utility sector on two continents.

In 2009, the people of PPL
continued to concentrate on the day-
to-day basics of safety, productivity
and execution excellence while
not losing sight of the objective
of building long-term value for
shareowners.

There were significant highlights on
both fronts:

- Generation records at our Colstrip,

Susquehanna and Brunner Island
power plants as well as at our
Montana hydroelectric dams.

" A transition to a competitive
electricity market in Pennsylvania,
ending more than a decade of
generation price caps. As part of
the transition, we are providing
customers with extensive
information on wise energy use and
on their generation supply options.

* A decision to move ahead with
major hydroelectric expansions in
Pennsylvania and Montana.

* Continued progress on our
construction and operating license
application to preserve an option
to build a new nuclear unit in
Pennsylvania.

* Successful completion of a rate

Comparison of 5-Year Cumulative Total Return*
For PPL Corporation, S&P 500$ Index, and

EEl Index of Investor-owned Electric Utilities
Van. of invesumaiw I(S

$275

$250

$225

$200

PPL Corporation
EEl Index of Investor-owned
Electric Utilities
S&P 5 000 Index

$150

$100

$75

12/31/04 12/31/05 12/31/06 12/31/07 12/31/08 12/31/09

*Assumes investing $1oo on Dec. 31, 2004, and reinvesting dividends in PPL common stock,

S&P 50o® and EEI Index of Investor-owned Electric Utilities.
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Chairman's Letter review process in the United
Kingdom for the next five years.

* Completion of the second-
largest construction project in
the company's history - the
installation of scrubbers and other
environmental controls at our coal-
fired power plants in Pennsylvania
- on time and within budget.

I'm also pleased to report that
we had one of the safest years in
company history.

Looking ahead to 2010, we're
forecasting earnings of $3.10 to $3.50
per share. Achieving the midpoint of
this range would result in a nearly
70 percent increase over our 2009

earnings from ongoing operations.
I can assure you that all of us

at PPL remain highly focused on
delivering total shareowner returns
that exceed comparable investment
options available to you. As you can
see on the chart on the previous
page, a $1oo investment in PPL at
the end of 2004 would have grown,
assuming reinvestment of dividends,
to nearly $144 by the end of last
year, outperforming both the S&P
500® Index and the Edison Electric
Institute Index of Investor-owned
Electric Utilities.

We also are committed to a strong
dividend, which we know is very
important to you. Recently, for the
eighth year in a row, we announced
a dividend increase, bringing our
annualized level to $1.40 per share.
It's also important to note that we

now have paid a dividend for
257 consecutive quarters.

Uncertainty, of course, remains our
constant companion. We don't know,
for instance, when the economy will
turn around. We don't know when,
or if, we'll see new environmental
and renewable energy policies that
will totally change the game in our
industry. We don't know when
wholesale electricity prices will move
higher. We can't predict the pace
of technological developments that
may make alternative energy more
economical or carbon dioxide capture
and sequestration feasible for large
power plants.

There is one thing we do know,
however. We know that our business
model is built to deliver in a wide
range of business conditions and
that we will never lose our focus on
growing the value of your investment.

On behalf of all the employees of
PPL, thank you for your continued
investment in our company.

Sincerely,

James H. Miller
Chairman, President and
Chief Executive Officer
April 5, 2010
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UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION .;' --

Washington, D.C. 20549 . -.

[X] ANNUAL REPORT PURSUANT TO SECTION-13 OR 15(d) OF.THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934.Thorthe
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2

(Pennsylvania)
Two.NIorth Ninth Stree
Allentown, PA 18101-
(610) 77,45.5151 .

Securities registered pursuant to Section 12(b) of the Act:
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Securities registered'pursuantito Section 1(g) ofthe Act. None. ,

Indic e* '- .. ' it A c • t

Indicate by check'mark whether the Registrants are well-known seasoned issuers', a's defined in Rule 405 of the Securities Act.

PPL Corporation
PPL Energy Supply, LLC
PPL Electric Utilities Corporation

.Yes X
Yes__
Yes

No X'
No X
No.X

Indicate by check mark if the Registrants are not required to file reports pursuant to Section 13 or Section 15(d) of the Act.



PPL Corporation -
PPL Energy Supply, LLC
PPL Electric Utilities Corporation

S .,Yes-
Yes'
Yes

No X
No X
No X

Indicate by check mark'whether the Registrants (1) have filed all reports required to be filed by Section 13 or 15(d)-of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 during the preceding 12 months (or for such shorter period that the Registrants were required to file such
reports), and (2)-have been subject to such filing'requirements for the past90 days: . .

PPL" Corporation '
PPL Energy Supply, LLC

Yes X
YesX

No ___

No_

* PPL Electric Utilitieg Corporation "? . Yes' X. NO .

Indicate by check mark whether the Registrants have submitted electronically and posted 0n-their corporate Web site, if any, every
Interactive Data File required to be submitted and posted pursuant-to Rule 405 of Regulation S-T (§232.405 of this chapter)-during

.the-preceding 12 months (or for such shorter period that theR.egistrants were requiied to submit and post such files), "

PPL Corporation.
PPL Energy Supply, LLC
PPL Electric.Utilities Corporation

Yes X
Yes __

Yes

No •

No
No

Indicate by check mark if disclosure of delinquent filers pursuant to. Item 405 of Regulation S-K is not contained herein, and will
not be contained, to the best of Registrants' knowledge, in definitive proxy or information stateiments incorporated by reference in
Part III of this Form' 10-K or any amendment to this'Form 10,K... I .

, PPL'Corporati'on
PPL Energy Supply, LLC.
PPL Electric Utilities Corporation

[X]

Indicate by check mark whether the Registrants are large accelerated files; accelerated filers, non-accelerated filers, or a smaller
reporting company. See definition of "large accelerated filer," "accelerated filer", and "smaller reporting company" in Rule 12b-2 of
the Exchange Act. (Check one):.

Large' Accelerated
filer

PPL Corporation [X ]
PPL Energy Supply, LLC ] , -

PPL Electric Utilities Corporation ., .
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Indicate by check mark whether the Registrants are, shell 'companies (as defined in Rule i12b-2.of the Act).

PPL Coiporation
PPL Energy-Supply, LLC
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As of June 30, 2009, PPL Corporatiorihad 376,144,172 shares ofits$.0l par value Common Stock otutstahding. Theaggregate
market value of these common shares (based upon the-closing price of these shares on the New York Stock Exchange on that date)
held by'non-affiliates was $12,397,711,909. As of January 29,•2010, PPL Corporation had 377,900,179 shares of its $.01 pat value
Common Stock outstanding.: .

As of January 29, 2010, PPL Corporation held all 66,368,056 outstanding common shares, no par value, of PPL Electric Utilities
Corporation:-

PPL Corporation indirectfy holds all'of the memfibership interests in PPL Energy Supply, LLC.'

PPL Energy Supply, LLC meets the conditions set forth in General Instructions .(I)1)(a) and&(b) of Formh 10,'-K and is-
therefore filing this form with the reduced disclosure format.

Documents incorporated by reference:

PPL Corporation and PPL' Elejtric Utilities Corporation have incorporated herein by reference certain sections of PPL Corporation's
2010 Notice of Annual Meeting and, Proxy Statement, and PPL Electric Utilities Corporation's 2010 Notice of Annual Meeting and
Information Statement, which will be filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission not later than 120 days after
December'31, 2009. Such Statements will provide the information required by Part III of this Report.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS. AND ABBREVIATIONS

PPL Corporation and its current and former subsidiaries

Emel - Empresas Emel S.A., aChil.an.electric distribution- -
holding company in which PPL Global had a majority ownership
interest until its sale in November 2007.

Hyder - Hyder Lirmited, a subsidiary of WPDL that .was.th6.
previous owner of South Wales Electricity plc. In March 2001,
South Wales Electricity~plc"was acquired by WPDH.'Limited-and
renamed WPD (South Wales). "

PPL - PPL Corporation,-the, parent holding company'of PPL
Electric, PPL Energy Funding and other subsidiaries.

PPL Capital Funding - PPL Capital Funding; Inc., a financing•
subsidiary of PPL.t ."... . . .

PPL Electric.- PPL.Electric Utilities 'Corporation, a regulated.
utility subsidiary of PPL that transmits and distributes electricity
in its service territory and provides electric supply to retail.
customers in this territory as a PLR.. - , .

PPL, Energy 'Funding TPPLUEnergy Funding Corporation, a'
subsidiary of PPL and the parent company of PPL Energy.
Supply. . .

PPL EnergyPlus - PPLEnergyPlus, LLC, a subsidiary of PPL

-Energy Supply that markets and trades wholesale and retail,..

electricity and gas, and supplies. energy and energy services in
deregulated markets. .

PPL Energy Supply 7 PPL Energy- Supply, LLC, a subsidiary
of PPL Energy Funding'and'the parent.company.of PPL. , ;.
Generation,PPL EnergyPlus, PPL Global and other subsidiaries.

PPL Gas Utilities - PPL Gas Utilities Corporation,, a regulated
utility that provided natural gas distribution, transmission and
,storage services; and the competitive sale of propane, which was
*a subsidiary of PPL until its. salefinr October 2008.

PPL Generation - PPL Generation, LLC,'a subsidiary of PPL
rEnergy Supply that owns and operates U.S. generating facilities

through various subsidiaries.

PPL Global - PPL Global, LLC, a subsidiary of PPL Energy
Suppl, that primarily owns and- operates abusinessin the U.K.,.
WPD, that is focused on the regulated distribution of electricity.

PPL Hoitwood - PPL Holtwood, LLC, a subsidiary of PPL
Generation that owns hydroelectric generating operations in
Pennsylvania.

PPL-In nve-tment Corp. - PPL Investment Corporation, a
subsidiary of PPL Energy. Supply.

PPL Maine-PPL. Maine, LLC, a subsidiary of PPL Generation

that owns generating operations, in Maine.

OPL Martins Creek - PPL Martins Creek, LLC,,a subsidiary,
of PPL Generation that owns generating operations in
Pennsylvania.

PPL M ontana - PPL.Montaha, LLC, an indirect subsidiary of
.PPL Generation that g-nerates electricityi fof wholesale sales in

SMontana and the'Pacific'Northwest.

PPL Services PPL Services Corporation, a subsidiary of PPL
* thit provides shared servi6es for PPL and its subsidiaries.

PPL Susquehanna - PPL Susquehanna, LLC, the nuclear
generating'sub'sidiary of PPL Generation.

PPL Transition Bond Company - PPL Transition Bond"
Company, LLC, a subsidiary ofPPPL El'et'ric that was.*forihed to
issue transition bonds under the Cufstomer Choice Act.. This
subsidiary was dissolved in June"2009.

SIUK Capital Trust I - a business trust created t6 issue'
preferred securities, the common equity of which was held by.
WPD LLP. The preferred securities-were redeemed in February
2007. . "...

"WPD - refers collebtiveI.y to" WPDH Limited and WPDL. "

WPD LLP - Western Power Distr'ibu tion .LLP, a'who6llyowned,
subsidiary of WPDH Limited, which owns WPD (South West)
and WPD (South Wales).

WPD (South Wales) - Western Power Distribution (South.
Wales) plc, a British regional electric utility company.;.

WPD (South West) - Western Power Distribution (South
. West) plc,. a British regional electric utility company-

WPDH Limited - W estern Power Distribution Holdings
Limited, an indirect, ,wholly owned subsidiary of PPL Global.
WPDH Limited owns WPD LLP.

WPDL - WPD Investment'Holdings Limited, an indirect wholly
owned subsidiary 9 f PPL Global. WPDL owns 100% of the

* common shares of Hyder. .. .
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Other terms and abbreviations

401(h) account - A sub-account established within a qualified
pension trust to provide forthe payment of retiree medical co'sts.

£ - British pounds sterling.,

1945 First Mortgage Bondlndenture -'-PPL Electric's
Mortgage and Deed of Trust, dated as of Octoberl, 1945, to,
Deutsche Bank Trust:Company Americas, as trustee, as.
supplemented. , " "

2001 Senior Secured Bond Indenture - PPL Electric's
Inaenture, datedas of August 1, 2001,'to The Bank of New:York.
Mellon (as succ6ssor to JPMorgan ChaseBank), as trustee, as
supplemented.

AFUDC (Allowance for Funds Used -During Con4truction) -the

cost of equity and debt funds used 'td finance cotistru6tion
projects of regulated businesses, which is capitalized as part of
construction cost. . .

A.M. Best - A.M. Best Company, a company that reports on the
.condition of instiianice companies: . ..

AMT - alternative minimum tax.

AOCI - accumulated other coimprehensive income or loss..

ARO - asset retirement obligation...,

Customer Choice Act;- thgPennsylvania Electricity
- Generation Customer Choice and Competition Act, legislation

enacted to restructure.the state's electric utility industry-to create
retail: accesg to a competitive.market for generation of electricity.

DDCP.- Directors Deferred Compensation Plan..

DEP - Departrient of Environmental Pr'tecti6n, a state.
government agency. . ., .

DOE - Department of'Energy, a U.S-. government agency.

-DRIP - Dividen'd Reinvestment Plan.

Economic Stimulus Package - The American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009, generally referred to. as the federal
economic stimulus package, which was signed into law in-
February 2009. . ..

EMF - electric and. magnetic fields. ,

EPA - Environmental ProtectionAgency, a U.S: governmen T
agency, " .. , , ; " "

EPS - earnings per share.

ESOP- Employee Stock Ownership Plan.

*EWG - exempt wholesale generator.

Baseload generation - includes the output provided by PPL's
nuclear, coal' hydroelectric and qualifying facilities.

Basis - when used in the context of derivatives and commodiy
trading, the commodity price differehtial between two locations,
pfoducs' or time periods.,

Bcf- billion cubic feet.

Black Lung Trust - a trust account maintained under federal
and state Black Lung legislation for the payment of claims
related to disability or death due to pneumoconiosis.

CAIR - the EPA's Clean Air Interstate Rule..

Clean Air Act - federal legislation enacted to address certain
environmental issues related to air.emissions, including acid
rain, ozone and toxic air emissions.

COLA" -license application for a combined construction permit
and operating license from the NRC.

CTC - competitive transition charge on customer bills to recover
allowable 'transition costs under the Customer Choice Act.

FASB '-Financial Accounting Standfirds Board, 'a rulemaking
organization that establishes financial accounting and reportfirg
standards.., , . .

FERC - Federal, Energy Regulatory -Commission, the fede'ral
agency that regulates,. among'other thifigs, interstate .
transmission and w~holesale sales of electricity; hydroeiectr'ic
power projects and related matters. " " .

Fitch -Fitch, Inc.

FTR - financial transmission rights, which are financial
instruments established to manage price, risk related to electricity
transmission congestion. They entitle -the holde"to'receive
compensation orTrequire the holder to remit payment for c&tain
congestion-related transmission charges that arise When the
transmission grid is congested.

GAAPt--generally accepted accountifig principles in the U.S.

GWh - gigawatt-hour, one million kilowatt.-hours.

HMRC -HM Revenue & Customs. The tax authority in the
U.K., formerly known as Inland Revenue.
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IBEW- International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.

ICP - Incentive Compensation- Plan; .

ICPKE - Ilicentive Compensation Plan for Key Employees.

Intermediate andpleaking generation'-,includbs the output
provided by PPL Energy Supply's oil-'and natural gas-fiied
units.

Ironwood - ainatural gas-fired power plant in Lebarionf,
* Pennsylvania with a wint&r rating of.759;MW.. .

IRS - Internal Revenue Service, a U:S: government, agency.

IRC Sec.ý 481- the, Internal Revenue code.Section that,
prescribes the tax year in which adjustmerits"to taxable income
resulting from a: change in a tax accounting method must be
recognized. ..

ISO: Independent System Operator. : . '

ITC - intangible transition' charge on customer bills to recover
intangible transition costs associatdd with securitizing stranded'.
costs Under the Customer Choice Act.

" kVA - kilovolt-ampere."-'

kWh - kilowatt-hour, basic unit of electrical energy.

LCIDA - Lehigh CountyhIndustrial'ODevelopment Authority.*

LIBOR - London Interbank Off&red Rate.

Long Island generation business - includes a 79.9 MW,
gas-fired plant in the Edgewood section of Brentwood,'.New
York and a 79.9 MW oil-fired plant in Shorehami, New York.

MACT- maximum achievable control techlology.

Montana Power - The Montana Power Company, a Montana-
based company that sold its generating assets'to PPL Montan. in
December 1999. Through a serie.s of transactions' consummated
during the first quarter of 2002,.Montana Power sold its
electricity delivery business to NorthWestern.

Moodys'- Moody's Investors Service, Inc.

MW - megawatt, one thousand kilowatts.

MWh - megawatt-hour, one thousand kilowatt-hours.

NDT'- nuclear plant decommissioning trust...

NERC - North American Electric Reliability Corporation.

NorthWestern - NorthWestern Corporatioh, a Delaware
corporation, and successor in interest to0.Montana Power'selectricity delivery business, including Montana Power's rights
and obligations under contracts with PPL Montana.

NPDES - National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System.

NPNS - the norm al purchases and normal sales'exception as
permitted by derivative accounting rules. . "

NRC.- Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the federal ageficy that
regulates nuclear power facilities.

NUGs (Non-Utility Generators) - generating plants iotrowneidl
by public utilities, 'whose electrical .6utput must be purchased by,
utilities under the PURPA.if the plaht meets. certain.criteria:,-

NYMEX - New York Mercantile'Exchange. '" .

OCI - otiier. comprehensive income or loss. .'

Ofgem - Office of Gas and Electricity Marke'ts, the British
agency that regulates transmission, distribution and'wholesale
.sales of electricity and' related matters. ..

PEDFA - Pennsylvania Economic Development Financing,"
Authority. . .

PJM (PJM.Interconnection, L.L.C.) - operator of the electric'
transmission network and electric energy'market in all or parts.,
of Delaware, Illinpois, Indiana; Kentucky, Marylahd; Michigan,
New.Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Penihsylvania,-Tennessee,'..
Virginia, WestVirginia and the District of Columbia.

PLR (Provider of Last Resort) --"he role of PPL Electric in
providing default electricity supplyto retailicustomers within its
delivery territory who have not chosen to select an alternative
electricity supplier underothe Customer Choice'Act. , '

PP&E - property, plant and equipment., . .

PUC - Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, the state
'agency that regulates certain ratemaking, services, accounting
and operations of Pennsylvania'utilities.

PUC Final Order - final order issued by' the PUC 'on
August 27, 1998, approving the settlement of PPL Electric's4.
restructuring proceeding.

'PUHCA - Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935,
legislation passed by the U.S. Congress. Repealed effective
February.2(06 by'the Energy Policy Act of 2005' ..

PURPA .Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978,
legislation passed by the U.S. Congress to encourage energy

conservation, efficient use of resources and equitable rates. ,

PURTA - The Pennsylvania Public Utility Realty Tax Act.

RAB - regulatory asset base.. This term is-also commonly
known as RAV.

RECs - renewable energy credits.
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Regulation S-K - SEC regulation governing the content of
reports7 andother.documents required to be filed pursuant to the'
federal securities laws. . -

RFC - ReliabilityFirst Corporation (the.regional reliability entity
that replaced the Mid-Atlantic Area Coordination Council).

RMC Risk Management.Comfinittee...

RMR - reliability must run. 'Describes a generation facility'that
is operated at the request of an ISO to ensure system reliability;
generally in a transmission constrained area of the electricity
system.

RTO - Regional Trans *mission Organization.

Sarbanes-Oxley,- Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002,.which sets
requirements for management's assessment of internal'controls
for financial reporting. It also requires an independent auditor to

make its own, assessment.

SCR - selective catalytic reduction, a pollution- control process..

Scrubber - an air pollition, control devicelthat.can remove
particulates and/or gases (such as-sdulfur dioxide).from exhaust
gases. ':. .- .o - i. -

SEC- Securities and Exchange Commission, a U.S. government
agency whose primary mission is to, protect -investors and. .
•maintain the ,integrity of the securitiesmarkets.

S&P - Standard &-Poor's Ratings Services: . -. ..

Smart meter an electric. meter that utilizes, smart metering',
technology.

Smart metering technology - technology that can measure,
among other things, time of electricity consumption to permit
offering rate incentives for usage during lower cost or demand
-intervals. ., ,,.. ., •, : - . , •

Superfund - federal'environmental legislation that addresses,remediation of contaminated sites; states also'have similar

statutes.

Synfuel projects - production facilities 'that manufactured,,,,
synthetic fuel from coal or coal byproducts. Favorable federal
tax credits, which expired effective December' 31, 2007; were
available on qualifiedtsynthetic, fuel prdducts- .....

Tolling agreement- agreement whereby the ownfer of an
electric generating facility'agrees to use that facility to convert.
-fuel provided by a thirdparty into electric energy for delivery
back to the third party.

Total shareowner return - increase in market value of..a'
share of the Company's common stock plus the value of all
dividends paid on a share'.of the common stock during the
applicable performance period; divided.by the price of the
common stock as of the beginning.of theperformance period.

VaR - Value-at-risk, a statistical model that attempts to estimate
the value of potehtial loss over a given holding period under
normal market conditions at a given confidence level.

VEBA- Voluntary Employee Benefit Association Trust, :trust,
accounts for health and welfare plans for future benefit payments
for employees, retirees or their beneficiaries.

- . - . _ . • .1I - '*
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FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION

Statements contained in this Form 107K concerning
expectations, beliefs, plans, objectives, goals, strategies, -future
events or performance and underlying assumptions and other,,,
statements which are other than statements of historical fact are
"forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the federal
securities laws. Although PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL.
Electric believe that the expectations and assumptions reflected
in these statements are reasonable, there can be no assurance thIat
these expectations Will prove to be correct. Forward-looking
statements are subject to many risks and uncertainties, and actual
results may differ materially from the results discussed in'
forward-looking-statements. In addition-to the specific'factors
discussed in "Item ;IA. Risk Factors" and in "Item 7.
Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition
and Resultsof Operations'! in this Form .10-K report, the'
following are among the important factors that could cause
actual results to differ materially from the forward-looking,
statements.

0 fuel supply cost and availability;
* weather conditiois affecting generation; customer energy. use

and operating costs;
* operation, availability' and operating costs of existing.

generation facilities;.
* transmission and distribution.system conditions and operating

costs.;
.. potenitial expansion of alternative souirces of electricity

generation; ..

potential laws or regulations to reduce emissions of
"greenhouse" gases; .

* collective labor bargaining negotiations;.
* the outcome of litigation against PPL and its subsidiaries;.
* potential effects of threatened or actual terrorism, war or other

'hostilities, or natural'disasters;.
e the commitments 'and liabilities of'PPL and its subsidiaries;
* market demand and prices for energy, capacity, emission

allowances and' delivered fuel;
. competition in retail and wholesale power markets;
' liquidity of Wholesale power markets;

* defaults by counterparties under energy, fuel or other power
product contracts;

* market prices' of commodity inputs for ongoing capital'
expenditures; '-

* capital-market conditions, including the availability of capital
or credit, changes in interest rates, and decisions regarding
capital structure;- , .

* stock price performance of PPL;

* the fair value of debt. and equity securities'and thie impact on
defined benefit costs and resultant cash funding requirements"
for defined benefit plans;

i interest rates and their effect on pension, retiree medical and
nuclear decommissioning liabilities; -

s the impact~of the-current financial and economic downturn;
e the effect of electricity price deregulation beginning 'in, 20 10 in

PPL Electric's service territory;
the profitability and liquidity,, including access, to capital
markets-and credit facilities, of PPL and its Subsidiaries;

. new accounting requirements or new interpretations or
,applications'of existing requirements;
c Changes in. securities and credit ratings;

*-'foreign currency exchange rates;
* 'current and future environmental conditions,'regulations and

other iequirements and the related costs of compliance,
including environmental cabital 'expenditures, emission
allow.ance costs and other expenses;

. political, regulatory or economic conditions in.states, regions
or countries where PPL or' its subsidiaries conductbusiness;
-.receipt of necessary governmental permits, approvals -and raterelief,"; . . . .. •. -

9 new state, federal or foreign legislation, including new tax
legislation;' .

', state, federal and foreign regulatory developments;
* the outcome of any rate cases by. PPL Electric at the PUC;
* the impact of any state, federal, or foreign in•,estigations

applicable to PPL and its subsidiaries and the energy industry;
* the effect of any business or industry restructur.ng;

:'4 development of new. projects, markets'and technolOgies;
* performance of new'ventures; and
ebusiness or asset acquisitions and dispositions.

Any such.forward-looking statements should be considered in
light of such important factors and in conjunction with other
documents ofPPL, PPL Energy 'Supply and PPLElectric on file
with the SEC. '

New factors that could cause actual reshlts to differ materially'
from those described in forward- ldoking statements emerge from
time to time, and it is not possibles for PPL, PPL Energy Supply
or PPL Electric to predict all Such.factors, or the, extent to which
any such factor or combination of factors may cause actual
results to differ from those containedin any for;ward-looking
statement. Any forward-looking statement speaks only as of'the
date on which such statement is made, and. PPL, PPL Energy
Supply and PPL' Electric undertake no-obligationil to. update the
information contained in such statement to reflect subsequent
developments or infoimation.
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. , •ITEM 1.

-BACKGROUND-. .

PPL Corporation, headquartered in Allentown, PA, is~an energy,
and utility holding company that was incorporated iný 1994.
Through its subsidiaries, PPL generates electricity from power
plants in the northeastern and westernmU.S., markets wholesale- •
or retail eftergy primarily in-the northeastern and Western
portions ofitheJU.S' and deliv.ers electricity'to approximately
4million-customers in'Pennsylvania and the U.K. PPL's..
significant stibsidiaries are shown below:

'P, rpioiation''

PPL Enhergy Supply. . PPOL Eleictri -cý
" - Delivers electricity in

: , . :;.. :i• ,':! "Pennsyl•,ania .,

',,i/ PPL Global E. u'• .PPL:Generation

Owns,/operates electncity Performs marketing and Owns/operates domestic
delivery business in the tradng activiti4s ,generatio6 ,

ryU. urchases tuel

In addition to PPL .Corporation, the 'other SEC registrants
included in this filing are' " . " . i

PPL Enhegy Supply, LLC, "n redirect wholly owned subsidiry
of PPL formd in 2000, is'a"nenergy company engagedthroughl'
its subsidiaries in the giieiraiioiA andmriketing of power,
primarily in th6 northfeasteihaandwestern power markets of the
U.S., and 'inthe delivery 6f electricity in the U.K. PPL 7Energy
Supply's rnajoroperating' subsidiaries are PPL•Generation,"PPL
EnergyPlus and PPL Global. At December 31, 2009, PPL
Energy Supply owned or controlled• 11,719 MW of electric
power generation capacity and has plans to implernerit'capital
projects at certain of its existing generation facilities in
Pennsylv'ahia and Montana'to provide 239 MWof additional
gefeiating capacity. by 29014"

PPL ElectcUtilitie.s Corporation, incorporated in 1920, is "a
direct subsiadr' of PPL and a regulated public utility t. PPL "
Electric providese-lectccity' delivery. service ii its service
teri'ri ifi P'fity iih an'd provides eleciri~city supply to rýtail.
customers. iff that territory, as a PLR 'utder" the Customer, Choice'v
Act.' ý.

Secqment Infoimation .. ' ' '".'.',

PPL is organized into three segments: Supply, Pennsylvania
Delivery and International Delivery. PPL Energy Supply's

.segments consist'of Supply and International Delivery. PPL
Electýfi operates in a single business segment.' See Note'2 to the
Financial Statements for financial information about' the
segmenfs and geographic finanbiai daaa..

BUSINESS
3/'

* . Supply Seament - - .

Ownsý dnd ojeraies domestic ;power plants togeneraie:
electricity, markets and tradeS:this electricity and other
purchased power to deregulated wholesale and retail markets;
and acquires, anddevelops domestic generation'projeci."
.C6nsists primarily. of the activities of PPL Generation and
PPL Ene'rgyPlus>' ,. .' .

PPLEnergy Supply has generationassets that are located in the
eastern and :western U.S. 'mirkets. The eastern generation'assets
are located in the 'Northeast/Mid-Atlantic energy markets -Z
including PJM, the New York ISO and ISO New England. PPL
Energy .Supply's western generating capacity is 1ocated in"".
markets within, the WesternElectricity. Qordinating' Council..

PPL Energ,.SuppvyOwned or ControlledGeneration.. ýf.,
~Cavacity v

PPL Energy Supply-owned or controlled generating dapacityof
11,719MW at December 31, 2009: Through subsidiaries, PPL

ýGeneration'owns and operates power plants primarily in
PennsylvaniA;i Montana,; Illinois, Connecticut, New York and
.Maine.' The'total owned or'controlled,genefating capacity 7'
includes power obtained through PPL EnergyPlus',tollihgnr-:
power purchase agreements (including -Ironwood and othei'
facilities that consist of NUGs,, wind'farms and lhndfil ,gas
facilities). See "Item 2. Properties - Supply Segment" for a
complete listing of PPLEnergy Supply's generating capacity.

PPL Energy Supply!s U.S. generation subsidiaries are EWGs,;--
which sell electricity into-the wholesale market.".PPL Energy

'Supply's EWGs are.subject to regulation by'the FERC, ývhich'<"'
has authorized these EWGs to sell generation from their
facilities at market-based prices: Theýelectricity fromithese''
plants is sold to PPL- EnergyPlus under FERChiJurisdictional .

power purchase agreements. .

PPL Generation operates its Pennsylvania and Illinois power -
plants in conjuinction with PJM. PPLGeneratioh's Pennsylvania.
ar•d Illinois power plants and PPLh EnergyPlus.are members of-
the'RFC.., Refer to "Pennsylvania Delivery Segment" for
information regarding PJM's' operations and functions anrd the
RFC• ", , '4' ," ''

Pennsylvania generation had.a total capacity of 9,583 MW-at
Deceimber 3,1, 2009.:. These plants are fueled'byuranium, coal,
natural gas, oil,' water 'and othef fuels. " '-

PPLSusquehanna, a -ubsidiary:of PPL Generation, owns a 90%
undivided interest in each of the two nuclear-fueled, generating

'units at its Susquehanna station'inPennsylvania. Allegheny
ElectricCooperafive, Inc. owns the remaining 10% undivided.
interest. 'PPL's 90% share'ofSusqueh'anna'sogeneratingcapacity
was 2,206.MW.at December 31, 2009. The.Illinois natural gas-
fired'station has a total capacity of 585 MW.
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The Montana coal-fired and hydroelectric-powered stations have,
a capacity of 1,286 MW. PPL Montana'spower plants are
operated in conjunction with the Western Electricity .. ', .
Coordinating Council.

The Connecticut natural gas-fired station has a total capacity of
.244 MW; is operated in conjunction With ISO New England.and
the Northeast Power'.Coordinating CounciL..'.

The New,..Yorkoil/gas-fired~stations~have a capacity of.159 MW.
These generating assets are.operated in conjunction with.the.
-New' York ISO and the Northeast Power Coordinating Council.
Tolling agreements'are in place for 100% of the capacity and
output 6f this- business:. See Note 9,to the Financial Statements.,
for' additional information on the anticipated sale of the Long
Island generationbusiness...... . , .

The Maine hydroelectric-powered stations have a- total, capacity
of 12, MW.. The Maine generating assets~are'operated'in'
conjunctionwith ISO New England and the Northeast Power
Coordinating Council,.,-See Note 9 to the Financial Stdtements
for information on the November 2009 sale of the majorjty of
the Maine hydroelectric buisiness, the sale of PPL's interest in an
'oil-firefdunit in nMaine.,and the conditionalagreement of sale for
thl& remaining three hydroelectric facilities.:, '

PPL Generation has current plans for capital'projects: at certain
of its generation facilities in, Pennsylvania:and Montana't6
provide 239 MW ofadditiorial-generation.capacity-:for its use .by
2 0l4.',See",Item 2. Properties - Supply- Segment",,for additional "
informatiofl regarding these .6apitaloprbjects.

Refer to~the "Power Supply."sectionfor. additional. informati~on
regarding electricity generated by the power plants operated by
PPLGeneration.and.t6 the "Ftiel Supply"' section for a
discussion'offuel ,requirements and contractual arrangements for
I46 .. . .

A subsidiary0of.PPL Energy Supply develops renewable energy
plants on various sitesu'using..technologies suich a's turbines,
reciprocating enginesand photovoltaic sola'r panels. Included in,
PPL Energy Supply's owned or controlled g~nerating capacity
reportedin .',Itemh 2. Properties - Supply Segment" is ., -
approximately 28':MW ofdinstalled capacity fromthese projects.
thatserve commercial and industrial customers...

Certain PPL Energy Supply subsidiaries, are subject to the.,' .

jurisdiction of certain federal, regional, state and local regulatory
agencies with respect toair-and water quality, land use and other
environmentafmatters: PPL Susquehannadis subject to the
jurisdiction ,of th•, NRC in connection with theoperation of.the.
Susquehanna units. Certain.of:PPL Energy Supply's other
subsidiaries are subject to the jurisdiction.of the NRC in
connection with the operation. of their fossil plants with-respect" -
to'certain level, and: density monitoring devices. '. . . .' "

Certain',operatiohs of PPL Generation's subsidiaries are subject
to theOccupational Safety-and Health-Act of 1970,'and
comparable state statutes. , ' ..

Energy Marketihg

PPL.EnergyPlus sells the electricity produced by PPL
Generation'subsidiaries, along with ýpyrchased power, FTRs,
natural gas, oil; uranium; emission allowances aridPRECs in
competitive wholesale and deregulated retail markets' in ,rder to
take advantage of opportunities in the competitive energy.
marketpla e. ..

PPL EnergyPlus purchases'and,,sells 'electric capacity. and. energy
at the wholesale level at-Iconipetitive prices under FERC niarket-'
based'prices.. PPL. EnergyPlug'enters' iiitd these., agre'einents fo, .. ,.
market a-v'ailable 'energy and capacity from'PPL 'Generatiofnsý x

assets and to profit'from market.price fluctuations.*Within the.,
constraints of its hedging policy, PPL.EiiergyPlus actively
manages its- ortfolios to optimize.the value ofPPL's generating
'assets.an d to.limit exposure to price fluctuations. PPL
EnergyPlus ais0' eniters iiih6 6ýer-the-counter and futures
contiacts t6tp7irchase and ýlY;•nergy.and-other commodity-
basedilnaniciii:,instrunfients in-,ac6r-dafice 'With PPL's risk
management 'policies, ,objectives and strategies.
PPL EnergyPlus had contracted to provide electricity to PPL

Electric sufficient for it to meet itsjPLR ob01gation through -20094
at the predetermn siec capped iates PPL Electric wasentitted to
charge its customers. These contracts accounted f6r.29% ofPPL
Energy Supply's operating revenues in 2009 and expired
December 31, 2009. See Note 1i5 to the Financial.Staierrients for
more information concerning these contracts:',. . '

PPL EnergyPlus is licensed to provide'retail electric supply to.

customer;sin Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, Maryland,
Montana, New Jersey and Pennsylý,ania and' provides electricity
to industrial and c6mmercial customers in Monia aiad".
Pennsylvania: PPL EnergyPlus p'rovides natural gas to
customeiirs in Pennsylvana, New Jersey, Delaware and.
Maryland. "

The unregulated business'es and markets inwhch PPL and its' .
subsidiaries participate, are highly ýompetitfve. Since the early,
1990s, there has been increased compeitionin U.-Si energy
markets because of federal and state deregulation inifiatives. For
exampl,. in 1992 the Energy Act amended the Federal Power'
Act to provide 6peh nce'ss to eleciic tran'smissinsystems fo

wholesale transactionsi I 1996, the Custoier Choice, Act was.
enacted inPennsylvaia to restructure the state's electric utilty
industry to create a competitive market foi electricity generation.
Certain other states in which PPL's subsidiaries operate have
also adopted "customer choice" plans to allow.customers to.
choose their electricity supplier. ?Pp and'its'niubsidiaries believe
that'competition in deregulated energy markets will.'continue to
be int'en'e " '- e ., " '

The Supply- segment'faces compietiltin n W'holesale markets' for
available energy, capacity and ancillary services. Competitlon.is
impacted by electricity and fuel prices, new maiket entrants;•
construction'by others of generating' assets, teehtiological' •
advances in power generation, the actions of envii'onmental and.
other regulatory authorities and other factors. -The Supply"
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segment primarily competes with otlier electricity suppliers.
based on its'ability to, aggregate generation supply at competitive,
prices:from different, squrces and, to efficiently. utilize;.
transportation from third-partypipelines, and~transmission from
electric Utilities and -ISOs." Competitors in wholesale power

* markets include regulated utilities, industrial companies, non-
'utility generators, unregulated subsidiaries, of regulated utilities.'
and other energy marketers. See "Item IA. Risk Factors - Risks
Related-toSupply .Segment" and PPL's and.'PPL Energy: Supply's
"Item 7. Management's Discussion and Analysis ofFinancial
Condition and Results. of Operations -OvervieW' for more',
information concerning therisks faced with respect-to" ,
competition in deregulatedenergy markets..

Power Supply.

PPL Energy Supply's owiedl or, controlled 9ystemcapacity.... .
<(winter rating),at Decermberc31 ,,2009 was .1-1,7419,MW. The"
capacity. of.generating, units isbased, upon a number of factors,.
including;the operating- eperience and physical conditibn of the
units', and mayibe revised'periodically to 'reflect.changes in
circumstances. See "Item 2. Properties,- Supply Segment". for a
description of PPL Energy -Supply's plantslat December 3 1,
2009 ". ', .. .- . •. c ..,,. . . - '. . .. : s . : . '"

During 209,.PPL Energy Supply's plants, excluding renewable'
'facilities that are 'discussed, separately! below; ,generated the -
following 'amounts of electricity. . '. '

State Millions of kWh

Pennsylvania 46,019
Montana 8 120
Maine' 

26120

Connecticut. 1:- 08; -
New York (a),., v
Illinois 64

'Total 54,572

(a) '72 mnillionkkWs were excludedastolling agreements were in placeAfdr
"100%,ofthe output,. - .'.,"-.

Of this generation,, 49%/ of tfie 'energy was 'frim co•al-fired
stations, 32%'fromnuclear~opertionsýat the Sus q ehanna: .
station,. 11% from'oilgas-fired stations'and.8%,from ," .i-
hydroel~ctric-statioiS..•-ý,.. . .•,. ,.•; .-- , - ,. .

PPL Eneigy'Supply estimates'thatloon average, approximately
94% of its'total expected' annual generation.output for 2010 .wirl".'
be used'to meetýEnergyPlus'•committed dontr'ictual 'sales. PPL
Energy Supply has. al'so'entered ifito' commitments, of varying
quantities and terms ,for the years:201 'an~dbeyorid,-These
commitments are cohsistent with, an'd integral to .PPLEnergy
Supply's business strategy to capture profits while managing
exposure to adverse.movements in energy and fuel prices. See
"Commodity Volumetric Activity" in'Noted 8 ýto the Fi nancial .
Statements for the strategies PPL Energy Supply employs to,.
optimize .the~value'of its wholesale-and retail 'energy'portfolio...

• " ' ":- ".. . ' - . ; '; . .• , { . ? .

Subsidia;ries ofPPLEnerg~y Supply 'controlled existing ' '

renewable. energy projects located.in Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Vermont and New Hampshire with capacity 6f 28 MW.-.'PPL
EnergyPlus sells the energy and RECs produced by these plants
to commercial, industrial-and institutional customers. During

2009, these projects generated 145 million kWhs. In addition; a.
PPL Energy' Supply subsidiary owns renewable energy facilities
with capacity of 6 MW that have .power purchase agreements ifih
place. During 2009, these projects generated 23 million'kWhs,.--

PPL-EnergyPlus also purchases, the, full output from two wifid
farms in Pennsylvania with 'acombined capacity~of,50 MW.,...

Fuel'Supply 7.. ' -,

Pennsylvania, ., :

PPL. Generation, by'and through its, agent PPL EnergyPlus "
actively manages PPL's :coal requirements .by purchasingc6al.
principally, from mines located in central and northern ''. f.,
Appalachia." .' . .: , "- " .. " " . .' " :

' '. ,, :• '. K s " ,• ' ' , , .

During 2009, PPI'Generation,'by and..th-ughrits-agent PPL
-EnergyPlus,'purchased 100I% of the coal delivered:to- PPL

Generation's wholly owned Pennsylvania stations under shortv
term and long-term' contracts. 'These contracts provided PPL'
Generation,7.:3' milli'onttons of coal:', Contracts currently.,in place'
are'expected to provide-7.8 millioh tons, in20 10.: The amount of-
coal in inyevneitory yaries from time to tim's depending"on: market',
conditions and plant Operations.' '.. - :.,;: ." ' ,.

PPL Generation, by and through its agent.PPL.EnergyPlus,.:
entered into a long-term' coal purchase agreement with CONSOL

.Energy Inc. The contract will proyide more: than oneý-third of.,2!.
PPL Generation's projected'annual coal needs for the

'Pennsylvania power plants from 2010.through 2018.1.PPL.
Generation has 'other contracts that, in total,, will provide
additional, coal-supply. for PPL's projected annualneeds from.
2010.,through2013.: ' .. . :..' : '

A PPE.LGeneration subsidiary owns a 12:34% interest'in the,' ,, 2
Keystone!,station and'a .1 6ý25%•interest'in.the Conemaugh ,.,
station., The Keystone'station contracts with Keystone Fuels,.-:
LLC for, its coal requirements. In 2009, Keystone Fuels, LLC
provided 4.8 million tons of coal to the Keystone station. The
Conemaugh station requirements are purchased'under. contract"

''from Conemaugh Fuels, LLC. In 2009,. Conemaugh Fuels,. LLC.
provided 4.8 million tons of coal to the Conemaugh station,. A,,
'PPL Generation subsidiai'y also bwns a.12.34%'.equity interest in
Keystone Fuels;LLC and, a .16;2.5 /.equityinterestinC. '

ConemaughrFuels,.LL' -
Scrubbers Were placed in service at Montour in 2008andi ,ate.

"BrunnerIsland in'2009. At.December 31 2009," scrubbers were,
in place at all'of PPL.Generation's Pennsgylviania coal stations:, ,.
Contracts are'inplace forfall.the limestone requirements for all:.
the scrubbers atpPE' Generation' swholly owned PennsyIlvania. ,
coal stationsthrough 20,1:0, It is projected-,that annual limestone.
requirements will.be'approximately 600 000.tons:.,During 2009,.
approximately 325,000 tons of limestone were delivered'to PPL
Generation's wholly owned Pennsylvania stiations under long-
term contracts.
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M1ontana ' "I

PPL Montana-has a 50% leasehold interest in Colstrip Units 1
and 2,;and a 30%:leasehold interest in Coistrip Unit 3..:
NorthWestern owns a 30% leasehold-interest in Colstrip Unit 4. ".

* PPL Montana and'NorthWestern have a, sharing agreement to' -
govern each party's responsibilities regarding the operation of
Colstrip Units 3, and 4, and each party is responsible for 15%.of

.'the respective operating and construction costs, regardless, of
whether a particular cost is specified to Colstrip Unit 3 or 4.
1However; each party is responsible forits own fuel-related costs.,
PPL Montana, along with-the other owners, is party to contracts
to purchase '100% of its coal requirements with defined coal
quality characteristiks and specifications. In 2007, PPL Montana
entered' into a long-term purchase and supply agreement with the'
current'supplier for.Units 1and 2 beginning January. 1; 2010.
The contract is 'toprovide'these units, 100% of their coal - - .
requirements through December.2014, and at least 85%,of such
requirements from January 2015 through December 2019. The
c'oal supply contract for Unit'Ys requireinentsr'isirieffect
through December,2019.. Scrubbers :are in place atall of these

Coal supply. contracts are in placet'opurchase216ow-sulfur coal,
•,kith'definediqualit 6haracteristicsS and'pe'cifications for.PPL
Montana's Corette statioh:, The contracts covered 100% of the'.,

• station's coal requirements in 2009, and similar contracts are" ,
currentiy in place to supply 100% of the ekpected' coal
requirements through 20, 2., -' , '

,Oil and Natural Gas

Pennsylvania.

PPL Generation'siMartihs Creek Units 3 and 4 burn both oil and
natural gas. PPL EnergyPlus is-responsible for procuring the'oilf
and natural gas. supply for all PPL Generation operations.

.During"2009, 100% of the physical gas and oil requirements' for
the Martins Creek units were purchased on.the spot market; At'.,
December 31, 2009, PPL EnergyPlushad no 16ng-term'.
agreements for.oil or'gas. '

PPL EnergyPlus hasa shoit-term' and'long-term'gas- '
transportation"contract in place for approximately 30%'of the
maximum• daily requirefihentrs of the. Lower Mt. Bethel facility..

In 2008, PPL EnergyPlus' 'acquired the rights'to an existinglong-
term tolling agreemefit associated. with the.capacity and eniergy..'.
of the Ironwood facility. 'PPL EnergyPlus has long-term.
transportation contracts to serve approximately. 25% of
fIonwood's 'maximuin daily' requi erfiets, which begins in-the
fourth quarter of 20.10. For the first' three quarters of 2010,
,Ironwoodwill be sefv-ed :through 'a. combination of transportation
capacity release'transactions~and deliyered s upily~to"the, plant.
PPL EnergyPlus currently, has& no long-terrfi physical supply
agreements, to purchase natural gas for Ironwood.

Illinois..

At.December 31, 2009, there were no long-term delivery or
S'sulpply agreements to purchaseinatural gas for the University,'

Park facility:'.

ConnectiCut

PPL EnergyPlus has a long-term contract for approximately 40%
of the expected, pipeline transportation requirements of the, .
Wallingford'facilityý,but'has no long.tenrm physical'supply"
agreement to~purchase' natural gas.,

Nuclear

- The nuclear fuet cycle consists of several material and service,
components: the miningandrmilling•of uranium ore to produce.'
uranium concentrates; the' cnversion of these'concentrates' ifitIo

uranium hexafluoride; a gas. 6omponent; the. enrichment' of the'
hexafluoride gas; the*fabrication of fuel assemblies fortinsertion'
and use in the reactor.core; and the temporaýry storage'and fina'.
.disposal'of spent nuclear fuel..A ".' ' r * '

PPL Susquehanna has a portfolio-of supply contracts,. with
varying expiration dates, for nuclear-fuel materials and services.

'These'contracts ar' expected: to provide.sufficient fuel to permit
Unit I too 6perate into the' first!quarter.of,2016 and Unit 2 to
operate into the first quarter of 2015'.; PPL.Susquehanria
anticipates entering into additional contracts to ensure continued
.operation of thenuclear units.'.... --

Federal law requires the federal government to provide for the'
permanent disposal ofcommercial'spent nuclear fuel. Under the
Federal Nuclear Wast6 Policy Act,.the DOE carried out an
analysis of a site in Nevada for ýi'permanent nuclear Waste
r epository. There is no defiriitiv&'date by Which a rep6sitory will

'be operational. Asa result,,it was necessary to expand
Susqu'ehanna's on-site' speni el storage capacity. To support
this expansion, PPL Susquehanna contracted for the design and
constructi6n ofa. spent fuel 'storage facility employing dry cask
fuel storage,,technology: Thefacility is modular, so that
additional storage .capacfity canbe'Added as needed. Thefacility'
began'receiving spent rifclear fuel in* 1.999. PPL Susquehanna.
e"stimiates that there is sufficient storage capacity in the spent
nuclear fuelpools and the oi-site-spent'fuel storage facility at

"Susquehafnna: to, accommodate spent, fuel discharged through."
'appproximately '2017 utnder current operating conditions. If.,

necessary, the on-site -spent fuel, storage:facilitycan:be
expanded, assuming appropriate regulatbry approvals are
obtained." If additiorial on site storage capacity is required,

'supplementary t'orage capacity will be pursued.' ,

..Frahchise'.andLicenses ' '' '."' '

-See "Background -.Segmeht Information -: Supply. Segment
Energy Marketing" for a discussion of PPL EnergyPlus'. licenses
in' various states; P.PL EnergyPlus also9has an export license
.from the DOE to sell capacity and/oreniergy to electric-utilities
in Canada. ,.. % f" .
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PPL Susquehanna operates Units 1 and 2.pursuanrt-to NRC .
operating licenses. In November 2009, the'NRC approved PPL
Susquehanna's'application for 20-year license renewals for each
of the Susquehanna units, extending the license expiration dates
to 2042 for Unit 1 and to 2044 for Unit 2 See Note '8 to the,.

.Financial Statements.for additional information:

In 2008, PPL Susquehanna. received NRC approval for; its.,
request to increase the generation, capacity of.the Susquiehanna
nuclear plant. The total expected capacity increase is 159, MW,
of which PPL Susquehanna's 90% ownership share would be.'.
143 MW.. The first uprate for Unit 1 totaling 50'MW was .
completed in 2008,and the second tiprate is scheduled to be,,; •.
completed in 2010. ýThe.firstuprate for.Unit.2 totaling.50 MW:.-
was completed-in 2009,.and the-second uprate is scheduled t0'be
completed in 20.11 :,.The remainingtotal capacity incr.ease.is 59
MW,,of which PPL Susquehannia!s shaii is 53 MW. .PPIz.
Susquehanna's share of the expected capital cost for the-totali.
uprateý,of 143 MW is $345 million.

InOc.tober 2008, a PPL subsidiary submitted, a COLA to'the',
NRC for'anew nuclear generating unit (Bell Bend) to'be built

" adjacent.to the.Susquehanna plant. The COLA was accepted for
review by the.NRC in December 200.8., In May 2009,,the NRC..
published .itsofficial review schedule.that culminates with the..
issuance of:Bell Bend's final- safety. evaluation report in 2012.
See Note 8'to Financial' Statements for additional information.

PPL Holtwood operates the Holtwood hydroelectric generating
station pursuant to a license that was recently extended by the -

,.FERC to expire in 2030. PPL Holtwood operates th6
Wallenpaupack hydroelectric generating station pursuant to a
license renewed by the FERC in 2005. and expiring in 2044. PPL
Holtwood also owns one-third of the capital stock of Safe Harbor.
Water Power Corporation (Safe Harbor), which holds a pr~ject
.license that.extendsthe operation of itshydroelectiic generating.
station until 2030.. The totalcapacity, of the Safe Harbor ' ,
generating station,.is 421 MW, and, PPL Holtxood is entitled by
contract to one-third of the total capacity.'',

In 2007, PPL'requestedFERC, approval to expand its Holtwood
plant by 125 MW. JIn 20084,PPL withdrew the application in
light .of prevailing economic, conditions, including the highzcost
of capital and projections& of future energy prices. .PPE..
reconsidered'its Holtwood expansion project inview of'the tax>.
incentives and potential loan, guarantees for renewable energy,
projects contained 'in the Economic Stimulus Package. InApril

'2009, PPL resubmitted the expansion application, to. F.ERC and
in October 2009, the FERCapproved the request toexpand the.
plant and extended, the operating license through August 2030..
See Note, 8 to the FinancialStatements for additional
information. ':' , '

The 11 hydroelectric facilities and one storage reservoir in
Montana are licensed by the FERC. These licenses expire'.
periodically and the generating facilities mujst be relicensed at
such times. The FERC license for the' Mystic facility expired ,in
2009 but has been' extended, effective, January 1 .2010,, for an ":

additional 40:year term. The Thompson Falls and Kerr license's,,
expire in 2025.and .2035, respectively; and the licenses for the'
nine Missouri-Madison -facilities expire in 2040.

li connection with the relicensing of these generationfacilities,;.
the FERC may,;under applicable law, relicense' theoriginaL..

• licensee or license a new licensee, or the U.S. government may
take over the facility., If the original licenseeis.not relicensed, it
is compensated for.its net investment in the facility, notjto
exceed the fair value.of the property takeni, plusreasonable.
damages to other property affected by the lack-of relicensing:;

0 Pennsylvania Delivery Segment -

Includes the regulated electric.delivery 6perations of PPL
Electric. . '

PPL Electric ''". '

PPL Electric delivers'electricity to approximately 1.4.million.
'customers in a 10,000-square mile territory in-29;counties of .
eastern and central. Pennsylvania.ý The largest cities in this -
territory are Allentown, Bethlehem, Harrisburg, Hazleton,

• " Lancaster,. Scranton, Wilkes-Barre 'and Williamsport. • '

PPL Electric is the soleelectricity distribution provider in its
service territony, and also pro-'ides.electricity supply in that,...,
territory as a PLR. As part'of the PUC Final Order, PPL Electric
agreed to supply this. electricity at pred&erinined capped rates'
through 2009. PPL Electric-entered into two contractsto'
purchase electricity from PPL EnergyPlus sufficient for PpL •
Electric to meet its-PLR obligation through 2009,at the capped;
rates. As discussed below, PPL Electric's PLR obligation after
2009 is governed by the PUC pursuant to the Public.Utility Code
as amended'by Act 1-29, PLR regulations and a policy .statement.
regarding. interpretation and 'implementation of those 'regulations.
Both the regulations and the policy statement became effective
in September 2007. The PUC has approved PPL.Electric's.i,
procurement plans for 2010 and for the period from January.
2011 through May 2013..Refer to'Notes 14 and 15. to.the .'

-Financial Statements f6r. additional. information.,., .''

During 2009;-about 98% of PPL Electric's operating revenues.,
were derived from regulated electricity dbliveryT and supply aýga"
PLR. The remaining 2009 operating rev.ehues were from ..

Wholesale reyenues, primarily, the sale to PPL EnergyPlus of
power purchased from NUGs.:. During '2009, aboutA46% of
electricity deliveryand PLR revenues were from residential,
customers,. 37% from. commercial customers,: 16% from
industrial customers, and ..1% from other ctistomer classes.

PPL Electric's trahsmission facilities are-operated as part of
PJM, which. operates the electric trafismission network and
electric energy market in the mid-Atlantic 'and' Midwest regions
of the U.S. Bulk electricity is transmitted to Wholesale:users
throughout a geographic area including all or part of Delaware,
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland,'Michigan,'New Jerse5',
North Carolina, Ohio; Pennsylvania; Tennessee, Virginia, West,.-.,

.Virginia and.the District of Columbia. As of January, 1, '2006,
PPL:Electric became a' member of the RFC. 'The purpose of the
RFC is to preserve and enhance electric service reliability' and
security for the interconnected electric systems within its
territory and to be.a regional 'entityunder the framework of the..
.NERC.: The RFC's key-functions are the development of...
regional'standards for reliable planning, and opeiration 'of the bulk
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electric systeni and non-discriminatory'compliance monitoring
and enforcement Of both NERC and. regional standards. '. :

PJM serves as a FERC-apprbved RTO'in 6rder'to promote
greater participation and competition in the region. An RTO,
like an ISO, is a designation provided by~the FERC td a' FERC-
approved independent entity that operatesthe transmission,-.
system and typically administers a competitive power market.
PJM also administers regional markets for.energy,:capacity and
ancillary services. Aprimary purpose of the RTO/ISO is -to
separat6 the operation of, and access to, the 'transmission grid
from market participants that buy or sell electricity in the same
markets. Electric utilities continue to own the transmission
assets, but the RTO/ISO directs the control and operation of.the
transmission facilities. PPL Electric is entitled to fully recover
from retail customers the charges that it pays-to PJM~for
transmission-related services, PJM imposes these charges -
pursuant to its.FERC-•approved Open Access Transmission
Tariff. '

PPL Electric is subject to regulation as a public utility by the
PUC, and certain of its activities are-subject to the jurisdiction 6f
the FERC underthe Federal PowerAct. .. ,,. ,

PPL Electric also is subject to the jurisdiction of certain federal,.
regional, state and local regulatory. agencies with respe'ct to land '
use and other environmental. matters. 'Certain operations of.PP.L
Electric are subject 6to the Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970 and comparable state statutes.'.."

In November.2004, Pennsylvania enýcted -the Alternative, Energy
Portfolio Standard (the AEPS), which requires electric "
distribution companies,. such as. PPL,Electric, and retail electric
suppliers 'serving retail load~toultimately provide 18% of-the
electricity sold to'retail customers in Pe'nhsylvania from:
alternative energy sources by 2020. Under. this. state law,
alternative energysources' include hydro,;wind, solar, Wiaste '.

!"coal, landfill methane!:and fuel cells. An electric distribution
compaIny'will pay an altemative com'plial&c&-payrient 6f $45, (or,.

-in the case of solar; 200% of the average market value of solar.

credits) for each MWh that it is short of its required alternative
'energy supply-percentage. PPLElectricbecame subjectto'the I'

.requirements of this legislation beginninig in"2010: In 20'10, PPL:
Electric is required to. supply about 9% of the :total 'amount of
electricity itdelivers to its PLR customers from alternative' ',:.

energy sources: PPL Electric has purchased, all of the supply.,
required to meet its 2010 default service obligations pursuant to
a PUC-approved Competitive Bridge Plan (thePlan)./'Under-the'
Plan, PPL Electric obtained full~reqiuiremefnts..serv.ice'which
includes the generation or credits that PPL Electric will need to.
comply with the AEPS in 2010: ." . -:

Act 129 became effective in October 2008. The law creates'an
• energy efficiency, and, conservation programand smart metering:
technology requirements,,adoptsnew PLR electricity supply,
procurement rules, provides remedies for market 'misconduct,"'
and' makes changes to the existing 'AEPS. ,

See, "Regulatory IsSues - Pennsylvania Activities" in Note 14 -to
the Financial Statements for additional' information regarding ;
Actý 129, other legislative and reguilatory impacts:and PPL

Electric's actions 'to~provide default electricity supply forperi6ods
after 2009:.' ''"' ,.. • . '; "

Competition '.. ..

Pursuant to authorizations from 'the Commonwealth of-.,
Pennsylvania and the PUC, PPL Electric operates a regulated
distribution monopoly in its'service 'area:.':A'cdordinglyc, PPL
Electric does not' facý competition' in its electricity, distribution
business. :. . • . ' . . , ... . .

Effective January 1, 2010, PPL Electfric's rates for generation
supply as a PLR are.nolonger cappedand the~c6st of electri.C
generatibn is based'on a competitiyve solicitation 'process.' Prior
to the expifatin of the getieration rate-caps, PPL Electric's
customers' interest in purchasing generation supply from'other,'
providers was limited because,' in'recent yiears, the longtgrm.
supply agreement between .PPL Electric and PpL En-ergyPlus
provided a below-market cost of generation supply for these`,
customers. As a result, a limited' amount of "shopping"
occurred In 2010, several alternative suplliers haveýloffered't6
provide genieration .supply in"PPL.Electric's servi'ce territory. '

When its customers liurchase supply from, these~alternative
sulppliers' or fr6m PPL Electric as PLR, the puich'ase'6f such"-
supply has no significant impa't on the operating results'ofPPL
Electric'" The cost to purchase PLR supply is passed'directly.by
PPL Electric to' its customers'without markUp: PPL'Electric
remains the distribution provider for all the customers in its
service' territory and' charges. a'regulated rate for. the servibce'of
deliverihg that electricity: '. C' ' ."'"'

Provider of Last.'Resort Suppl, .

The Customer Choice Act requires electric distribution
'companies, like PPL Electric,'to.act as a'PLR of electricity.":
supply'and providesthat•eleeti'City sipply c6sts;will be
recovered by such companies pursuant, to'regulationis established-.
by the PUC..- hif May 2007, th6 PUC appr6ved'PPL:Electric's
plan to procure defauilt electricity. supply'f6r& 2010 after its
current supply agreements with PPL EnergyPlus expire - for
retail' customers who do, not choose an aljernative Coriilietitive
supplier.' Pursuant to this plan; PPL'Electric cofinleted six'.
competitive supply solicitations and has.'contracted for:all.of the
20.10 electricity supply it expects .to need for.'residenitial, small:
commercial and small industrial' customers. In October 2009,'
PPL' Electric'purchased supply.for fixedý-price'defailt 'service to.'
large, commercial ,nd large industrial'c'istomer',.who elect to
take that service:int2010"'.In November 2009;'PPL Electric o'
purchased supply.'to:provide hourlydefiult service to' large
commercial':and ihdustrial customers in 201.0.: See' Energy.':..
Purchase Commitments"'. in Note 14 to. the Financial Statements'
for additional information regarding PPL Electric's solicitations
for 2010 and its actions to provide default electricity supoly for
periods after 20.10. '

Franchise and Licenses . '. '

•PPL Electric is. authorizedto provide electric public utility:
service throughout itg service area'as a result of grants by:the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in corporate charters to PPL'
Electric and companies to which it has succeeded 'and 'as 4a' iesult,
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of.certification by the PUC. PPL'Electricis granted the right to
enter the streets and highways by the Commonwealth subject tor
certain conditions. In general, such conditions have been met by:
ordinance, resolution, permit, acquiescence or~other action by "fi
appropriate local political subdivision or agency of the
Commonwealth.

0 Inteinational Delivery Segment -. "

Includes WPD, a regulciied electricity. distribution company;
in the UK.

WPD, through indirect wholly owned subsidiaries, operates two
of the,15 distribution. networks providing electricity. service in'
the .U:K. The WPD subsidiaries fogether srve approximately
2.6 million end-users in the U.K., WPD. (South West) 'serves -1.5
million~customers in a 5,560 square riile area.of southwest.-:
England. WPD (South. Wales) serves an area of Wales opp'osite'
the Bristol Channel from.W-PD (South West)'s territory. It's-1.1
millioin dustomers occupy' 4,550 square ,iil6s Within Wales...
WPD is headquartered. in Bristol, Englahid.' See ."Franchise- and
Licenses" for additional information about WPD's regulator,
Ofgem, which sets price controls and grants distribution
licenses.

' Competition

Although WPD operates in non-exclusive concession areas in
the U.K., it currently faces little competition with respect toSresidential customers. See "Franchises and Licenses" for more

information.

Franchise and-Licenses -

WPD is authorized by ihe U.K. government to provide electric
distribution services within its concession areas and service
territories, subject to certain conditions and obligations. For
instance, WPD is subject to governmental regulation of the
prices it can charge and the quality of service it must provide,
and WPD can be fined or have its licenses revoked if it does. not
meet the mandated standard of service. .

".WPDoperates under distribution licenses granted, and price
controls set, by Ofgem. -The price control formula thatgoverns
WPD's allowed revenue isnormally determined every five-years.
Ofgem completed-a rate review in December 2009 for the five-
year period from April 1, 2010 through March 31, 2015. See
PPL's and PPL Energy Supply's "Results of Opertations -

Segment Results - International Delivery Segment" in "Itemn7.
'Manageinent's Discussion and Analysis of Financial.Condition
and Results of Opeiations" for additional information.

SEASONALITY

Demand for and market prices of electricity are affected by
weather. As a result, PPL's overall operating results- in the future
may fluctuate substantially on a seasonalbasis, especially when
more severe weather conditions such as heat waves or winter
storms make such fluctuations- more pronounced. The pattern of
this fluctuation may change depending on the t3ype andlocation

of the facilities PPL owns and the terms of its contracts to
purchase or sell electricity. -.

FINANCIAL CONDITION.

See PPL's, PPL Einergy Supply's and PPL Electric's "Itemi 7 .-
- Management's Discussion and Analysi's of Financial- Condition: -,

and Results of Opeiations" for this information. • "

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE REQUIREMENTS

See "Financial Conditio .- Liquidity and Capital Resources -".

Forecasted Uses of Cash'- Capital rExpenditures" in PP L's, PPLi
Energy Supply's'and PPL Electric's•'•te,'.-7. Management's"
Discussion and Analysisof Financial Condition and.Resultsof
Operations"-for information concerning projected, capital . . -

expenditure requirements for. the-years 2010-2012. SeeNote. 14.
to the Financial Statements for additional informatioh .
concerning the potential impact on capital expenditures from
environmental rhatters., . ..

ENVIRONMENTAL .MATTERS , .

PPL and certain PPL subsidiaries, including PPL, Electric and
PPL Generation.subsidiaries, are. subject to certain existing and.
developing federal, regional, state and local laws.and regulations"
with respect to air and water quality, land use and other "

environmental matters. See PPL's and PPL Energy Supply's
"Financial Condition - Liquidity and Capital Resources!' in'

-"Item 7. Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial
Condition and Results of Operations Forecasted Uses: of Cash -
Capital Expenditures" for information concerning environmental'
capital expenditures during 2009 and projected environmental

,'capital expendituresfor the years 2010-2012. See...-- "
"Environmental Matters" in Note 14 to the FinanciaiStatements
for infoimation regarding these laws and regulations-and the -

status of'PPL's and'its subsidiaries' cbmpliance and remediation '.

activities, as-well as legal and regulatory proceedings involving
PPL and its subsidiaries. .

PPL andits subsidiaries are unable to predictthe ultimate effect'
.of evolving environmental laws and regulations upon their'
existing and proposed facilities and operatiohs and competitive
positions. In complying with- statutes, regulations and actions by
regulatory bodies involving'environmental matters, including,
among other things, air and water quality; greenhouse gas
emissions, hazardous and solid waste management and disp61'al,
and regulation of toxic substances, PPL's subsidiaries may be.
required to modify, replace or cease operating certain of their
facilities.' PPL's subsidiaries may also incur significant capital
expenditures-and operating. expenses in amounts which are not
now determinable, but could be significant. -

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

As of December 31, 2009, PPL and its subsidiaries had the
following full-time employees. •
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PPLEnergy Supply
PPL Generation, 2,665
PPL EnergyPlus " 2,020 (a)
PPL Global.(primarilyWPD) 2,369
Total PPL Energy Supply 7,054

PPL Electric 2,166
PPL Services and other .. 1,269:

Total PPL ' .. " 10,489,

:(a) Includes union employeesofrmechanical contracting subsidiaries, whose
numbers tend to fluctuate due to the nature of this business.

Approximately 4,980, or 61%, of PPL's domestic workforce are
members of labor unilns, with'three'IBEW'localsrepresenting,
approximately 3,540 ernploygesý.' Other unions primarily
represent employees- o the i'edhaiiil c6ntractors. The
bargaining agreement with the laikegst IBEW local was
negotiated.in May 2006 and expires in May' 2010. This
agreement covers approximditely 3,200 emlloyees. The IBEW,
representing approximately 260 emlplo5 es at the Montana
Colstrip power plants, is co',ered under a four-yearlabo"r
agreement expiring in April 2012. In January 2008,-a four-yearcontract that expires in April 2012 was renegotiated with the
IBEW local of Montana that represents approximately 80 ".
employees at the hydroelectric facilities and. at the Corette plant.

Approximately 1,860, or 79%, of PPL's U.K. workforce are
members of labor unions. WPD recognizes five unions, the

largestpof which represents 37% of its union workforce. WPD's
,.Electricity Business Agreement covers-approximately 1,810
union employees; it maybe amended'by agreement between
WPD andthe unions and is terminable with 12 months notice by.
either side. .

See "Separation Benefits" in Note 12 to the Financial Statements
for information on a 2009 cost reductioninitiative, .which.
resulted in the elimination: of approximately 200' domestic
management and staff positions, at PPL..

,AVAILABLE INFORMATION

PPL's Internet Web site, is.www.pplweb.com., On the Investor
Center page of that Web site;-PPL provides access to. all SEC:
filings.of P.PL, PPLEnergy Supply and PPL Electric free of.-

, charge, as soon as reasonably practicable after filing with the,
SEC. Additionally, PPL registrants'ý,filings are available at the
SEC's Web site-(www.sec.gov): and'at the SEC's Public .

Reference Room at 100. FStreet, NE, Washington, DC-20549, or
by calling 1-800-SEC-03.30.. . .
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ITEM 1A. RISK-FACTORS , '.

PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric face various risks
associated'with'their businesses. While-we have identified
below- the risks we currently consider: material, these.risks are
not the only risks that we face.' Additional risks not presentily.
known to us or that.we currently deemimmaterial may also
impair 'our- business operations. Our businesses, financial .
condition, cash flows or results of operations could be materially.
adversely affected by any of these risks. In addition, this report
also contains forward-looking. and other statements about our
buisinesses .that are subject to numerous risks anduncertainties.
See '"Forward-Looking Infofmation," "Item 1. Business,"
"Item 7.. Management's Discussiorn and Analysis of Financial
Condition• andResults of Operations" and Note 1.4 to the_.-
Financial. Statements for more information'concerning the risks
described belowand for otier risks, uncertainties and'factors
that could impact our businesses and financial results. 41

As used in this Item IA.,.the terms "'we,' .;'our..and ,us"

generally refer to PPL and.its consolidated subsidiaries taken as
a whole, or to PPL Energy Supply and its consolidated
subsidiaries taken as a whole within-the Supply and International
Deliveqy segmend discussions, or PPL Electric and its
consolidated subsidiafies'taken as ' whole within the
Pennsylvania Delivery segment discussion.

Risks Relatedto Supply Segment:7.

(PPL ahýd PPýL Energy Supply) . " '..

We are exposed-to, operational, price and credit risks associated
with Selling handmarketing products'in the wholesale electricity

markets. . "

We purchase and'sell electri'city in whole's'le markets under
market-based tariffs.authorized by the' FERC throughout the
U.S. and also 'enter mnt 'sh'ort -term~agreements tougoarket t
available dlectricityand capacity from Our"generation assets With"

'5,the 6xpectatin of profiting froim market price fluctaitins. If•

we are unable to'deliver finn'iapacity And electricity under these,
agreements, we co•ld be requiired ft6payfdama'ges. These
'damages wotld -generally .b'6' based 'onthe difference between the,
market price'to acquire-rep ace'ment 'capacity'or'electricity and'

• .the contract-price of any indelivered' capacity or electricity. -
Depending on price volatility'in the wholesale electricity
markets, zsuch damages could'be significant., Extreme, weather
conditions, unplanned generation facility outages, environmental
compliance costs, transmission disruptions, and other factors
could affect our ability to meet, our, obligations, or cause ,,.
significant increases in the market price of replacement capacity-
and. electricity.

',Our-power agreements typically include provisions requiring us
to' post collateral for the benefit'of our counterpartie§.if the
market price of'energy varies from the contract prices in excess
of.certain pre-determined amounts• At December 3 , 2009; we-
had posted $242' millibn'of collateral, ih the form of'letters of
credit, under these.contiac'ts. -Ai December 31, 2009; we

maintained $4.1 billion of liquidity facilities toprovide for
. potential additional collateral obligations. We currently believe

that we haye sufficient'credit to fulfill our-potefitial collateral'
obligations under'these power contracts. Obi. obligation to post"
collateral could exceed the amount of our facilities or our ability.-
to increase our -facilities could be limnited by financial- market or,
other factors.

We also face credit 'risk that parties 'with whom we contract will
default in their perforhnance; in which case we may have to sell
our electricity into a 10wer-priced' market o 'iake~purchases in a

higher-priced fliarket ilian existed at th6 time of contract.
Whenever feasible, we attempt to Initigate these'risks by various
means, including agreements that require our counterp'ahres to', .
post collateral for.our'benefit if the market price of energy varies
from the'contract price in excess of certain pre-determined
amounts. However, there can be no assurance that we will avoid,
counterparty nonperformance, whichcoild adversely impact our_
ability toperform our obligations to other parties, which could in
turn subject us toclaims for damages.

'Adverse changes in commodityprices and related costs may
decrease our futureenergy margins, which.could adversely..
affect our earnings and cash flows..

Our energy margins, or the amount by which our revenues from
the sale of power exceed our costs to supply p6wer, are impacted
by changes in rharket-prices,for electricity, fuel, fuel
transportation; emission allowances,"RECs", electricity,
transmissionmand relatedocongestion charges-and other posts.,'
Unlike most commodities, the limited ability to store electric .
power requires that it must be consumed at the time of.'
productionm "As a result, wholesaie market pyices for electricity
m. ay fluctuate substantially over relatively shoftfperiods of time
and'can'be unpredictable. Amongfthe factors that influence such'
prices are:

* demand for electricity and supplies ofelectricity available
from current or new generation resources;

'.'variable .production .costs, primarily fue.1 (and the- associated.
fuel transportation costs) and 6ifiission allowance expense for
the generation resources used to nieet.the.demand for,.,,

electricity; ' ' ' ' '
o transmission capacity afd, sewrvice'into,.or out-of, markets "

served;- '. ,, . ., ' ,

,i changes in the regulatory framework for wholesale power , -

markets; t '.: ' "
0 liquidity in the -wholesale electricity, market, as well asgeneral
..credit worthiness of key participants in the market; and

*'weather and economic conditions impacting demand for
electricity or the'facilities necessary to deliver electricity.-

See.Exhibit 99(a) for more information concerning the market
fluctuationsin wholesale energy, fuel, and emission allowance
prices over the past fiveyears. The'volatility.0ofthese business
factors has increased significantly with'the' current economic
downturn.
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Our risk management policy and programs relating to
electricity andfuel prices, interest rates,foreign currehcy and:
counterparties may not work as planned, and we may suffer
economic losses despite such'programs. ,,-

We actively manage thermarket risk inherent-in our generatioin.m
energy marketing activities, as well as our debt, foreign currency
and counterparty credit positions. We have implemented'
procedures to~monitor.compliance with our risk management
policy and programs, including independent validation of
transaction and market prices, verification of risk and transaction
limits, portfolio stress test, sensitivity analyses and daily
portfolio reporting o,f various risk management metrics.
Nonetheless, ourtrisk management programs may not work:as

nplaned." Foexariple, actual electricity and fuel •rices may be'

significantly different or more volatile thin the hfstorical trends.
and assunlptions ý0on khich'we based our risk mana'gement
calculations: Additionally, unfores een mgrket disruptiohns could
decrease market depth and liquidity, negatively impactinig our
ability to enter into new transactions. *We enter into fin'ancial
contracts to hedge commodity basis risk, and as a result ae "
e•o•osed to the risk that the correlation betweendelivery points
could chaA'ge' with actual physical delivery. Similarly, interest
rates or foreign currency exchange rates could change in
significant ways that our-risk management procedures were not
designed to addre'ss.. As a.result,.we cannot-always predict the
impact-that our risk management decisions may~have on us if
actual events result in greater losses or costs than our risk
models predict or greater volatility in our earnings and financial

positiofi.; . -; "

In addition, our trading, marketing and hedging activities are'
exposed to counterparty' credit risk and market -liquidity risk.,
We have adopted a credit risk 'management p6licy•and program

• to- evaluat6 coutiterparty credit risk. However;:if counterparties -

fail to perform, the-risk of which has increased due-to the - •
economic downturn;/we may be forced to enter inito"alternative -

arrangehients at'then-current market prices. In that event, our -'

• financial results ar'e likely to be'adversely affected. .

We do-not always hedge against risks associated with electricity.
and fuel price volatility. - ' -- - •

We attempt to mitigate risks associated'with satisfying our, -

contrdctual-electricity sales obligations by either reserving,
generation capacity-to deliver eiectricity:or-purchasing the' • "-
n~cessary financial or physical products and services through
competitive'markets'to satisfy our net' firm sales~contracts. We
also routinely enter into contracts, such as fuel and electricity -

purchase and sale commitments, to-hedge ouiý.exposure'to fubl
requirements and other electricity-related commodities.
However, based on economic and other considerations, we may -

not hedge the entire exposure of our operations froni commodity
- price Volatility. ý To-the extent we do not hedge against -

- commodity-price volatility, our results of operations and.
financial position may be adversely affected.

We face intense competition in our energy supply business,
which may adversely affect our ability-to operateprofitably. ."

Unlike our regulated delivery businesses, diir energy supply
.business is dependent on our ability to operate in a competitive
environment and is not assured of any rate' of return on capital
investments through a priedetermined rate structure. . - -

Competition is impacted by electricity. and fuel prices, :new..
market entrants, .-onstruction by others ofigenerating assets and
transimiission capacity, technolbgical-advances in power;,- - .
generation, the actions of environmental and. other regulatory ,
authorities.and other factors: These competitive,-factors: may -

negatively-impact our ability-to sell'electricity and related .-
products and services, as well as the ýrices- that :we may charge -

for such products and ,services, which could adversely affect our
results of operations and our-ability-to grow our business. -

We sell our, availableienergy and capacity. into the competitive
wholesale -markets through contracts with'various'durations..
Competition in the wholesale-power markets 6ccurs principally
on the-basis of the price bfproducts and, to a lesser gxteht ,'on -'

- the basis of reliability and availability. -We believe that the , "
commencement of commercial operation of new electric.
facilities in'the regi*otial markets'where We own or control -

generation Lapacityand:the, &,out ion of demand eide ' " -'

managementresources :vill cohtinue to increase the' -

competiifieness ,of ihe whole§ale.electicity -marketin th-ose
regions, which could have a material adverse effect on the prices
we receive for electricity. , - - . - -

We also face competition, in the wholesale markets for electricity
capacity and ancillary services. We primarily compete with '
other electricity suppliers based on our ability fo aggregate -

supplies at competitive prices from' di.ffer'ent'sour6es and to
efficiently utilize transportation from third-party pipelines and
transmission from electric utiliiiesand•ISOs. We 'also compete
against other energy marketers-on' the-Basis of relative financial .
cohdition and access to credit sources, and our competitois may
have greater financial resources than we have.

Competitors in the wholesale power markets in which PPL : ,
Generation subsidiari6s and PPL EnergyPlus operate include .
regulated utilities, industrial. companies, non-utility generators . ,.
and unregulated subsidiaries of regulated utilities" In the past,
PUHCA significantly restricted mergers and acquisiti.ons and . "

other investments in the.elec.tric utility sector. Entirely new., .
competitors, including financial institutions; have entered-the
energy markets as a result of-the repeal, Of PUHCA. The repeal .
of PUHCA also may lead to consolidation in our industry,.
resulting in competitors with significantly greater financial-' . - "

resources than- we have. ' -"-'- .. , - ' , ,- -

Disruptions-in our fuel supplies could occur; which could,
- adversely affect our ability.to operate our generation facilities. - •

"We purchase fuel from a number of suppliers. Disruption in the
delivery of fuel- and other lroducts -consumed during.the" ; .- "
production of electricity (such as lime,ý lime'stoneiandother
chemicals), including disruptions, as a result of Weather, , . -

transportation difficulties, global demand and supply,dynamics,.-.,
labor relations, environmental regulations or the financial " " .
viability of our fuel suppliers, could adversely affect our ability
to operate our facilities, which could-result in lower sales and/or
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higher costs-and thereby adversely affect our results of ,
operations., . . .

Despite federal and state. deregulqtion initiatives, our supply-;,.
business is still-subject to extensive regulation,..,which. may!...
increase our costs, reduce our revenues, or prevent or delay.
operation.of ourfacilities.. .:;,., S .:" ; •

Our generation subsidiaries sellelectricity intothe wholesale
market0 Generally, our generatiOn, subsidiaries and our
marketing-subsidiaries-are subject to regulation by the FERC.
The FERC.has authorized us to sell generation from our
facilities and power fromn. our marketing subsidiaries at market-.
based prices.. The FERC retains the. authority to modify or.
withdraw our market-'based rate authority and to impose "cost of
service!. rates if it determines thatthe market is not competitive,
that we possess imarket.powei or-that-we,are not charging just
and reasonable rates. Any reduction by the FERC in the rates
we mayreceive or any unfavorable .regulation-of our businessby
state. regulators,could materially'adversely affect our results of.
operations. See "FERC Market-Based ,Rate.Authority"' in Note',
14 to the Financial Statements for. information -regarding recent -,

court decisions that could impact the FERC's.market-based rate
authority program, and "PJM RPM Litigation" in Note 14 to the
Financial, Statements for information regarding the FERC's
proceedings, that could impact PJM's capacity pricing model.

In- addition, the acquisition,. construction, ownership and,
operation ofelectricity generation facilities require numerous. ,,-,

.permits, approvals, licenses and certificates 'from federal .state:
and local governmental agencies. We may- not be ableto obtain
or maintain-all required regulatory approvals. If there is a delay
in obtainingmany requiredregulatory approvals or if we -fail tq o
obtain or maintain .any required approval Or: fail to .comply [with,..,
any applicable l aw or regulation, the operation of our assets. and •
our, sales of electricity could be prevented or .delayed. or, become,,
subject.toaddcitional costs... . .- - , .-. , - ,.. . .

Our generation facilities may not operate as planned, which -

may increase our expenses or decrease our revenues and, thus,
have an-adverse effect on our financial performance. ,

Our ability to manage operational risk with respect to our-- 2 .,
generationplants .is critical to our finlancial .performance.,.-. .
Operation of pur power:plants-at expected capacity levels .
involves many risks, including the breakdown or failure.of ,'
equipment or processes, accidents,- labor, disputes and fuel i,
interruption. In addition, weather and natural disasters can,
disrupt our.generation plants. Weather conditions also. have,a.,
direct impact onthe river flows required to operate our
,hydroelectric plants at expected capacity levels., Depending on
the timing and-duration of bothplanned and unplanned, .-. .
complete or. partial outages at our pqwer plants (in particular, if.-
such outages..are during peak periods.or.4uring periods of,,or
caused, by, severe-weather), or if our planned ,uprates at power,.,,.
plants are, not completed-as scheduled, our revenues from
.expected energy sales could significantly decrease and pur
expenses significantly-increase, and wecould be required to .
purchase power at then-cunrrent marketpricesto satisfy our
energy sales commitments or, in the alternative, pay penalties-

• and damages for failure to satisfy them. Many of our generating

units -are reaching mid-life; and we face the potential for-more'..
frequent Unplanned outages andthe-possibility of planned, - - -

outages,.of-longer'duration to-accomm6date- signifrdant . - -.

.... investments iti major component replacements at these-facilities. .

Changes in technology may negatively impact-the value- of our -

power plants. - - - ' .-- ,--• - ". . " , , -

.A basic premise. of ourbusinessý is that generating electricity'at.
central power-plants achieves ecohfomies 'ofscale and produces-
electricity at relatively;low.prices. There are-alternate

"technologies toproduce~electriciti, most notably fuel cells, - '
microturbines, windmills and photovoltaic-(solar)'cells, the , .
development, of which has been expanded due'to'global climate-:--

. change concerns.-l Research and development activities are .. .
ongoinigto'seek improvements in alternate techrnologies. , It is-

' possible tthat'advances'will reduce the cost of alternate m'ethods
of eledtricity production-to- a level: that is equal to or.below-that •
of certain" central station producti6n. -Also,• as, new technologies -

are -developed and become available,'the quantity and pattern, of
electricity-usage (the '.demand") by customers'could decline,. - - -

-- ith' a correspýofnding decline in revenuesderiyed by generators.
These alternative energy-sourbes couldresult iniadecline'to the -

dispatch&and capacity factors.of ourplahts. Asa'resultlof all of
these factors, the value of our generation facilities could be .
significantlyreduced... .
The loadfollowing conirdats.-that PPLEnergyPlus~is awarded -.

- do notprovidefor specific levels of load and actual-load ,.'
significantly.below or above our forecasts could adversely',: -

affectouir-energy margins. :.: " - ' , 2 , ,• -;

SWe generally hedge ouirload-following obligations: with,'eergy-
purchases fromtnhird parties, and'to a lesse'r extenit with its..- 2

- - ownedg'ene'ratit6n."If the actual load, is significantly lw4i than -

the expected load, we may- be requiired to resell poowxer at a lower'.
price than w.as purchased'to supply~thie load-obligatlion, :resulting -

in a financial loss.-Alternafively;,asigiff canit increasein ioad,,
could'adversely affect our energy ma'rgins because we are '- -

required under the terms of the load follo.ing c6 ntracts -6 -

provide the energy necessar to fUlfill increased deanihd at the"'
contract pri6e, w'hich could beflower thantle -ost.to procure.
addtonal energy 'on thie open market. Therefore, any significant
de&:ease or'increase in load compared to our forecasts could,

have a material adverse effect on our-results of operations or

financial position ..... - --. -. :'..,-

.Our earnings may be affected by whether we decide to, or are'
able to, continue to~enter into or renew long-erm powersale,
'fuel purchase and fuel transportation agreements to mitigate

marketpriceýand supply risk._ "

As a result of the PLR contracts and 6ertain other-agreements, a
substantial portion of ourgeneration production and capacity -

value was committed through 2009 under power sales, "
agreements of various terms that includedfixed prices for - "
electric power. With t0e explraion of these agreements we have
been actively seling our generatioh at fixedprices in the "-
wholesale energy market anrd participating in loadbf6llowing or
fulI reqirement!s a'ticoris with .utility companies in the PJM,
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New England Power Pool and Midwest ISO regions..-In
connectionwith these activities, wNe have entered into.longer-
term fuel purchase and-fuel transportation agreements that

,include fixed prices for, a significant portion of our forecasted
needs. Whether we decide to, or are able to, continue to enter
into such agreements or renew existing agreements in the-.future,.
prevailing market'conditions will affect our financial
performance. For example, in the absence of long-term power
sales agreements, ;we-would sell-the-energy, capacity and other
products from- our.facilities in the competitive wholesale power .

markets under contracts of shorter duration atthen-current.-
market prices. -Current forward prices' for electricity are lower -

• than the-prices under some-of our existing power sales- -

agreements-.. In addition, if we do -not secure or maintain '.-

favorable fuel purchase and transportation agreements for .ur,,
power- generation- facilities, our- fuel- costs (and associated fuel'
transportation- costs), could exceed the revenues we derive from
our energy salest, .Given the volatility and. potential for material
differences' between actual electricity prices and fuel and 'other
costs,,if we do not secure ormaintain long-term electricity, sales- .
and fuel purchase-and-fuel transportation agreements, our - •

- margins will be• subject to increased volatility and, depending oft
future electricity and fuel-costs (and associated. fuel -- •
transportation costs), our financial results may be materially
adversely affected. -" , -,-

If marketderegulation is reversed or discontinued, our
business.prospects andfinancial condition could be materially.
adversely affected. - • -.. .

In some markets, state legislators, government agencies,,and -

other interested parties have made proposals to change the use of
- market-based pricing,'re-regulate areas of these markets~that - -

. have previously been deregulated, or permit electricity delivery
companies to~construct or acquire generating facilities. .The -.. .
ISOs thaitoversee thetiransmission systems in certain wholesale -

electricity markets have from time to time been authorized to
impose' price limitations and'other mechanisms to address -

volatility in the power markets. These types'ofprice limitations
* and other mechanisms may reduce profits that our wholesale -.

- power marketing and trading.blisinesswould have iealiied under
comipetitivve market conidifionis'absent-such limitations-and-

- mechan'isms. Although we generally expect electricity markets -.

- to continue to be competitive, otli&rpr 6posals to re-regdilateodUr
industry may be made, and fegislaivie or oiher action affecting
the electric pow;er restructuring process may cause the process'to
be delayed, discontinued or reversed in states in whichwe . •
currently, or may in the future, operate.

We rely "on transmission and distribution assets-that we do not'
- own or control to deliver our wholesale electricity. If •

transmission is disrupted, or not operated efficiently, or if -

capacity is inadequate, our ability to sell and deliver power may
be hindered." .- . ..-

We depend on'.tiansiflission and distribution facilities-"owned and
operated by utilities arid other energy' companies to deliver the
ele6tricity and natural. gas we sell to the wholes'fale market, as .

. well as the nhtural gas we purchase for use in our electric .
generation facilities. If transmission is disrupted (as a result of"

weather, natural disasters or other reasons) or not operated
efficiently by ISOs, in applicable markets; or if capacity is • '"
inadequate, our ability to sell and deliver products and satisfy

'our'o0-ntractual obligations may"be'hindered, or wemay be-
unable to 'sell products on the most favorable terms. - ...

The FERC has issued regulations that requir e wholesale electric
transmission services to be offered on-an open-access, non--

* discriminatory basis, Although-these regulations are designed to'
• encourage competition in-wh0hesale market transactions' for-

electricity, thereiis the potehtial that--fairandb•diual'acces tO' ;'-s..

transiimission systems will not be available-or-that trarisimission
capacity- will not be available in the amounts wedesire. We- .

cannot predict-the timing of industry- changes -as a result of these
iinitiatives or the adequacy~ of-transmission facilities in.specific-i -1
markets. or whether ISOs in applicable-mariketswfll efficiently
operate transmission networks, and pi-ovide related:services.

Our costs to comply with existing and new environmnental laws.
are expected to continue to be significlant, daid we-plan- to:incur
significant capital expeniditures for pollution control - . "
improvements that;' if delayed, -would adversely affect our
profitability and liquidity.. ': . ' ' --

Our business is subject to extensive federal; state and local ....
statutes, rules and regulations r~lating to environmental -. ' "
protection. To comply with existing and future environmental
requirements and as a result of voluntary pollution' Control- -, .
measures we may take, we7 have spent and expbct to spend' , -

substantial- amounts in the future on environmental controltand
cmliance . '

In order to comply with existing and recently enacted federal.
and-state environmental laws-and regulations primarily - -

• governing: air-emissions from coal-fired plants, in'2005 PPL -

began a program to install scrubbers and 'other.p6llution control'" -
equipment (primarily aimed at sulfur dioxide, parti6kulate and
nitrogen oxides with co-benefits for mercury emissions
'reduction). The cost to i nstall:.this equipmuerit Was approximately-
$1.6 billion, of which'$19 milliori remains to'be spebt.-1 The " :
remaining unspent balance is included in the-2'010 through -2012
capital budget. The scrubbers at our Montour and Brunner

.. Island plants are now in service.' Many s'tates and environmental
groups have challenged certain federil- laws and regulations
relating to air emissions as not being'sufficiently strict. "Asa a
result, it is possible that state and, federal' regulations will be ,
adopted that impose.more, stringent restrictions than are ... -

currently in effect, which could require us to significaintly'
increase capital expenditures for pollutioni cohtrol equipment. -

We may not be ableto obtain or-maintain all environnaerital .
regulatory'approvals necessary f6i our planned 'capital projects " .
or which are-otherw'ise necessary to our-'busifiess., If there isa- --
delay in obtaining any r~quired environmental-reguldtOry- . "
approval or if we fail to- obtain, maintain or comply with any' .
such approval, operations at our affected -facilities could be -' "
halted or-subjected to additional costs. Furthermore,- at some of .
our older, generating. facilities- it may be uneconomic for us to -

install necessary equipment, Which could cause us to close those
units..' - , ' .
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Additionally, the:expandinginational and international focus'.on
climate change andthe related desire~to reduce carbon dioxide
and other, greenhouse gas emis'sions has lead fo numerous federi
legislative and regulatory proposals, and e&'eral states 'already:.'
have passed'legislation"'capping ciiboh-.dioxide, emissions. The,
continuation of this'trend may heighten or inake more likely the
risks identified above. *'

'For more information regarding environmental matters,-.:
including'iexisting and proposed federal, state and local statutes,
rules and'regulatiOns to:which we are subjedt,ýsdee --
"Environmenial Matters--- Domestic" inrNofet 4,toitlie Financial
Statements..' . ' , ''

W. we are subject to the risks, of nucleargenerationt,.including th,
risk that our Susquehannanuclear plant could become .,ubjec•
to revised security. o safety requirements that would increase.
our'capital and operating expenditures, and uncertainties .
associated with decommissioning our plant at the end of its
licensed life.

Nuclear generation accounted for about 32% of our. 2009
generation output. The risks of nuclear'generationgeneraly,
include:.. .: •..

the potential harmful effects on the environment and human
'health from the :operatiohnof nii"lear faciliiies and :the: sorage,

hanidlin'g and 'disoosil of'radioactixe rmaterials; ,
limlitations on the amounts and' typesof 'insurance
commercially available to cover'losses andalidbilities that'

-,might arise in connection-with nuclear operations; and,
*,'uncertainties with respect'to the iechniological and financial

aspects of decommissioning nuclear. plants at the end of their
licensed lives. The licenses for our two nuclear units expire i
2042 and 2044, See Note 20 to the Financial. Statements for
additional informatiof on the ARO related' tod the
decommissionfing.

The'NRC has broad authority under federal law to impos "e
licensing requirements, including security, safety and employee-
relatedr Ytquirnmients'for'the operation 0of uear generation
facilities,. In th.'ev'fio 'fnoncomipliande, the NRc hais auttdrity
to, impose fines or-shut down a unt, or both, 'dependinIg uponits

assessment of the severit%' of the-situation, until compliance is .
achieved. In addition, revised security or safety requirements
proimigaied by the NRC could necessitate substantial capital, or
operating expenditures at our Susquehanna nuclear'r'plant.. In'

, addition, alttoiigh'we. have no reason.ito anticipate a senous
nuclear incident t' 6uýr Susquelianna piait, if an incident aid'.
occur, any resulting operational loss, damages and injuries coulc
have a material' adverse effect on, our res uits of operations; cash
flows or financil condition'. . ; ": .

Risks Related to International Delivery Segment-.

(PPL and PPL. 'Enrg Supply,).'" ". ...

Our U.K. delivery business is subject4o'tisks with =respect to
rate reguilation and operational Performance.

Our U.K. delivery'business is rate regulated and operatesrunder
an incentive-based regulatory framiework. In addition, its ability'

fl- to manage operational. risk:is'critical to its financial, '
perforimance:._.Disruptibn to'the distribution network could
reduce profitability both.directly through ,the higher costs for;
-network restoration anfd also. throughý the, system6f penalties and-
rewards ,thatfOfgem has-in. place relating to customer service "

" levels . . .: -" '- -

-: In' December,2009, Ofgerih completed'itý rate 'review' for the five-
year period from.Aprill;, 2010,through.Mai-ch 3'; 2015,,thus'.-
reducingregulatory rate risk in the International.'Delivery.
Segment until the next rate reviewwhich will be effective
April 1, 2015'. The results of the rate review are further

6." discussedin' 'Item, 7. Management's Discussion:and Analysis of
t Financi~dl Condition and Results of Operations'- Results of

Qperations:' The regulated'income, of the 6hiternational!Delivery
Segment and also the RAB are to some extent linked to
movements in the Retail. Price Index (RPI)!: Reductions in the-
'RPI would adversely- impact, revenues .and the.debt/RAB ratio.

Our U.K.'delivery business exposes'us to risks related to U.K.,
laws and regulations,'taxes, economic conditions; jioreigh:
currency exchange ratefluctuations, andpolitical conditions

• andpoliciesof the U.K. government.: These risksmayýreduce K
• , the resufltsof operationsfrom 'our U.K. deliver~y business.,

The acquisition, financing, development- and operation of,
proj ects in the U.K., entail significant financial risks including:

S ... ' ' . " ' • -' t

, changes in laws or regulatiorisxre•atinfg to U.K. operations,
'including tax lawsafid regullations;' -

o changes in govemment.policies,':persOnnel,0or, approval
I requirements; ,,..'

, i changes ingene'ral economic conditionslaffecting-the U.K.;
* regulatory revieV0s of tariffs fot distribution companies;'
• severe Weather and natuiral digatderjimpdbts 'oi• the'electric

sector and 6ur assets; " ..
"i changes in labor relationis; '..

- . limitations 6n'foreign investment or, o•nership of projects and'
returns or distibutons to foreign investors; ' , -

e limitatilons obnthe ability of foreign companies to borrow',
money.from foreigrn lenders, and, lack of local capital'or' loans;

* fluctuations in currency exchange ratesa.nd in converting U.K.
rexeiiutes to U.S: dollarsW Ihich can increas'ýe ur expenses `
and/or impair our ability to meetlsuch expEhses', afinddifficUlty.
movJing funds out of the country in which the' funds were

".•' complian4..with U.S. fcreign.6 f-upt j/raýtices laws.

Risks Related to PennsylvaniDelvery Segment

(PPL ahdPPL "El'tct6ic'"

Regulators may not approve the rates. we request.

Our 'Pennsylvahi delivery business is rate-regiilated. While'
such, regulation is genierallypremised on the'redovery of.
prudently- incurred costs,' 'including en ergy, su'pply'costs.for
customers,"and'a reas6nable'rate'ofreturm'on'invested capital;
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the ratesthat we may [charge our-delivery customers are subject,
to authorization 'f the applicable regulatory authoiities., Our , .,
Pennsylvania deliverY, business'is" subject to: substantial capital:, .
expenditure requirements over.the,,next several years, which will.
require rate increase-re.quests tothe regulators.. There is no
guarantee thafthe rates authorized byregilators will match our
actual costs or provide.a particular return on invested capital at,
any given time.

Our transmission and distribution facilities may not operate as
planned, which may, increase oiur expienses or decrease our. •
revenues and, thus,, have-an adverse effect on our financial...
performance., .. i, ,..

ouriability to manage operationalrisk, with respect.to Our-,•.:
transmission and distribution ýsystems is critical to the finAncial"
-performance of our:deliverybusiness., Our.delivery business
also faces several risks, includingt the, breakdown or failure, of or.',"

damage to equipment or processes (especiallydueto severe:,
weather or natural- disasters); accidents and, labor disputes-and :7
other factors. Operation of our delivery systems below our, -
expectations may result in jost- revenues or increased.expenses,
including.higher maintenance costs. .. . -. -.

• . . . - . . ..

We may be subject to higher transmission. costs and other risks.
as a result ofP, JM's regional transmission expansion plan
(RTEP) process. .

PJM and the FERC have ,the, authority to require upgrades or' .
expansion of the regional transmission-grid, which can result in
substantial expenditures fortransmfission owners.: As discussed*
*in Note 8 to the Financial Statemefits; we expect to make';, ,
:substantial expendituires to construct .the Susquehanna-Roseland

transmission line that PJM has 'determined is necessary for.the,
reliability of the regional, trafismission grid. Although the';FERC
has granted our request for incentive*r.ate treatment of-sucht..
facilities,.we cannot predict -the, date when these,-facilities will be
in service or whether delays may occur dueto public opposition
or other factors. Delays c uld result in significant cost increases
forfthese facilities and decreased reliability of thetregional :
transmission grid. -As a result,.we cannot predict-the ultimate,
financial or:operational impact of this project or otlierRTEP -,

projects on PPL.Electric . ..o. .- '.

We could be subjectto higher'costs an d,(or penalties related to
mandatoryv eliability standards...,;;. •. - .

Under the Energy Policy Act, owners and operators of the bulk
power transmission system are-now subject to mandatory ,.
reliability standards promrulgated by the NERC and enforced by
the FERC,. ,Compliance.with reliability standards may subject us,
to higher operating costs and/or increased capital expenditures,'
and violations of these standards could result insubstantial .
penalties.,

We could be subject to higher costs and/or penalties related to
Pennsylvania Conservationand Energy, Efficiency Programs.,

.Act 129 became effective'in October 2008. This law',created,
requirements for en rgyefficiency and conservation programs.,

- and for the use of smart metering technology, imposed new PLR

electricity supply procurement'rules pro'vided remedies 'for !,)::
marketmiisconduct, arid made changes to. the existing•,-.'.-
Alterrnative EnergyPortfolio Standard.- Utilities not meeting the.
requirementsof;Act'129 are subject-to significant penalties§,that
canffot be-recovered in, rates., ýhe law also requires, electrici.',
utilitiesJto meet. specifiet goals for reduction: inr customer:,

- . electricit4 usage and peak demand by specified dates: (2014'and:.,
2013). Although we expect-tO meet these requirements,.
numerous factors outside of our, control could prevent:,
compliance .with these requirefient's~and-resultin:penalties, to us!
See "Regulatory Jssuies`ý,Enetgy Policy Act of 2905 Reliability

Standards' in"Notetl4 -to the Financial.Statements for additional'
information. '" ' - .

Riate-deregulation,'remains subect to political risks.,,

Although-pri'or initia'tives: have'hot resulted in the enactmnent of.
legislation; the possibility remains:tlfat ceertain .Pennsylvania',

. legislators could 4introduce legislation to,-xtend generation rate
caps or otherwise limiiit cost r~6overy through rates fgr - .i '

Pennsylvania utilities after the end of applicable transition
periods, 4lhich-iri PPL.E,&tric'scase-Wa'-Decembe 31,`2009'!
If such Ilegislation.were 'introducedandulftimiately enacted;'PPL-
Electric could face severe financial consequences including

operating losses and significant cash flow shortfalls. In addition,
'"continAuing uncertainy .regarding'PPE Electrim's ablhty'to recoVer

its mairket supply ani'd other'costs' ofoperating its business could
i adversely affect iutS credltquality, finanlcing costs and availability -.

'of credit facilities necessary tooperate its business.,

Other Risks Related t"'A'S ents'"

(PPL, PPL Energy'Suj'ply and'PPL'Electric)

.We'will selectively pursue growth ofgeneration and'
transmission and'distribution capacity, wh'ich ..involves a -
number of uncertainties and may not achieve the desired'
financial results. . ".,."• .5. .,

We will pursue expansion of6iir'generation and transmission
and distribution capacityover theinext several years through".."

power uprates at certain of our existing-power plants, the
potential c6nstructio6n of new power plants, the potentil
acquilitibn 6f exiisting plants, the potential construction or
-acquisiti6 n Oftrans 'iision and i'igitribution projects and capital"
investmentsto6,lýupgrade transmission and distri bution
infrfa~truqtuie.,re'will rigorcii'slyscutiniize opportunities to:
expand our generating capability and may determine not to

.proceed with aný expansion. These.types6of projects involvenum e rofis risk s.."" cou l ff u li in c ogt
A risls'Anyplanned power uprates cou

overruns, ... redfcedlant fficien6.and higher operating and,
other costs. Withi respect to the constructioin of new plants' the

.acquisition of existing plants, or the construction or acquisition.;_
* of transmissin, and distribution projects, we may be required to
expend significant sums for preliminary engineering, permitting,
resource exploration, legal and other expenses before it can be'.
established whethera project is feasible, economically attractive.

- orcapable 'of being financed. -The success of both a fiew ' r
acquired project wo.ud fikivybý 'ontig`eit; ai'nng" n ther things,
upon the negotiation of satisfactory operating contracts, -

14 . ' ,



obtaining acceptable financing, maintaining acceptable credit- markets suchi'peaks. ocg.ur in c6ld winter, months., IAs a~result.
ratings, as wellas receipt of required and appropriate,. ,. our overall.operating results.in the-future may fluctuate -. .'

governmental approvals. If we were unableto complete substantially ona seasonal basis if. weather~conditioiis~such as,
cons truction or'expansion ofa facility,*we would'generallybke.>'I` heat waves, extreme cold Weather or severe storms occur. .,The
unable to recoverour.'investment in the project. 'furthermore; .- - patterns of these .fluctuationsmay change depending on the1type'
we might be unable to run any new or acquired plantsas,-..- and location of our facilitie§ and the terms ofourcontracts~to'. .
-efficiently asprojected, which could result in higher than sell electricity. ., .... . -.$ 2'.

projected. operating, and other costs' and reduced;earnings'. . .. .. : .. . , .o heofhlegalprc es dings
" .... "' We cannotpredict the outcome'of the eeding

The economic, and financial markets in which we operate, investigations, currently being conducted.with respect to, our,
could adverselyzaffect our financial, condition andresults of current and 'past:business activities., An-adverse determination.,
operations. could hav e a -material adverse effect on our financial

*'• ... :~.. ,. ,. '. condition, results.of operations .or cash flows,
In 2008, conditions iii the financial markets became disruptive to . '. . ,. . K . . , ,.
the, processes ofmanaging credit risk, responding to liquidity , We-are involved in .leg4lbpr6ceedings,iclaimsi and litigation. and".
needsý,measuring at, fair value derivatiVes'andiother financial '-: subject to ongoing state and. federal investigations:arising out of
instruments and managing market risk. The-contraction of . our business operations;'the most significant of whichlare!'
liquidity in the -wholesale energ ;markets and accompanying . summarized'in.,'ýLegal Matters;'s" "Regulatory jssues., and din..
significant'decline in.wholesale! energy prices:significantly,. ." "Environmental Matters - Domestic!'-in:Note.14.to-the Financial.
*impacted our earningsduring the second half of.2.00.8 andthe . Statements. :We cannot predict the'ultimate outcome of these
first half of 2009.: The breadth, and:depth of these- negative.. -,' :, matters, nor canewe r'easonaly.,estimate theý costs or liability that
economic conditions.had a wide-ranging impact on the U.S.,and , could potentially result from a'negatiye'outcome ineach case.
international business:environment,.includinig ouribusinesses'. ,_,...,.** .. ,*,;. . . -,.

and may continue to.do so. As a result of the economic,.-.. 7 .. We may'need significant additional financing to pursue growth
downturn, demand for energy commodities has declined . ; . opportunities&, : ,. ., ... :. '-

significantly. This teduced demandwill continue to impact the . . .. , ,- ,... . . ', -
key domestic wholesale energy markets we serve (such as-PJM) We continually review potential acquisitions and deyelopment.
and our Pennsylvania delivery business, especially industrial., . projects and may enter into significant acquisitionf agreements or

customer demand.- The, combination of lower ýdemand forpqwer- development' commitments in the future.,. An, acquisition .

and natural gas and other fuels has put downward.price.pressure . agreement prdevelopment commitment may require access to.,.,
on the wholesale energy market in general, further impacting our substantial 'apital from~outside sources on-acceptable terms. -

* energy marketing results. In'general, current economic and . We also may need external.financing to.fund capital, ,,

commodity market conditions-will continue to.challenge the expenditures, including capital expenditures necessary to comply
predictability regarding our unhedged futu•ieffergymargins; . 7 .wvith environmental or'other regulatory:requirements. Our.
liquidity and overall financial condition: ability to arrange financing and our:•ost of capitaltare dependent.

.ofnfumerods~factors; ihnluding general~ecooi0ic condition0s.

Our businesses* are heavily dependent on credit and capital, credit availability and our financial performance. -The inability
among other things, for providing collateral to support hedging ,' to obtain sufficient financing on terms that are acceptable to us
in oure nergy marketing'business. GlobAl bank credit 'apacity - could~adversely affect our ability to pursue acquisition and'
was-reduced and-the cost-of renewing or establishing new credit :development opportunities and fund capital expenditures.
facilities increased significantly in 2098, primarily as a result of '

general credit concerns nationwide, thereby introducing ., ' A downgrade in' our credit ratings, could negatively affect our
uncertainties as to our businesses' abilityito.enier into long-term' ability~to access capital and increase the cost of maintaining
energy commitments or reliably estimate the longer-term cost our credit facilities and any. new debt.
and availability of credit. Although bank credit conditions have . ' , . .. ,

improved since mid-2009, and we currently expect to, have Our current'.credit ratings by Moody's, Fitch and S&P, including
adequateaccess to needed credit and capital based 'on current a January 2009 review by S&P that resulted in a negative,.,
conditions, deterioration in the financial,markets could adversely ' outlook for us, are listed in' "Item 7:. Management's Discussion.
affect our financial condition and liquidity. . ' and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations -

Financial Condition - Liquidity and Capital Resources 7 Credit

The current condition of the economic and financial markets in Ratings.'."'While we do not expect these ratings to limit our
which we operate, is expected to continue:to'.impact numerous 'ability to fund short-term liquidity needs or access new long-,
other aspects. bf our'business operations discussed elsewhere in .' term debt, a'nyratings downgrade could increase our short-term
this Risk Factor section. ' .brrowihg costs and negatively affect our ability to fund short-

termn liquidity needs and access.new long-term' debt. See "Item

our operating results could fluctuate on a seasonal basis, .7. Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial"
especially as a result, of severe weather conditions. Condition and Results: of Operations - Financial Condition -

Liquidity and.Capital Res'ources - Ratings Triggers" for
Our businesses are subject to seasonal demand cycles. For - additional information on the impact of a downgrade in our
exaniple, in some markets' demand for, and' mark~i prices of, credit rating.
electricity peak during hot summer months, while in other



Sig niand matenance : , conitibution requirements.to
expenses, including health care.'andpengion costs;wcould significantly.

.adversely affect'U'oufutureearnings andliquidity. ';<..' -

There isa risk thatwe miay
We continually-focts on-limiting and reducing where possible'- .charges iihthefuturefor ce
our operation and maintenance expenses.' However, we expect-. could adversely affectour e
to continuet6 face increased cost pressures in our operations;
Increased costs of materials and labor may result from general Under GAAP, we are requir
inflhtion, increased regulatory requirements, especially in_ impairment on an annual ba•

'respect, of environffiental-protectioni, the need for higher cost circumstances indicate, that t
expertise inthe workforce or-other factors: ;In addition ..pursuant Although'.no goodwill'impai
to collective bargaining agreements, we are contradtually ; - " annual review in the fourth
committed to provide specified levels-of health care and-pension i predict whether future impai
benefits to certain current employees and retirees. We provide a
similar level of benefits to:0ur-management employees. These We also review our-long-live
benefits give rise to, significant~expenses,. Due to general. '- or circuImstances'indicate tha
inflation with respect- to siich':&cfsts,! the aging~demographics o6f: may notibe recoverable. Dui
our wOrkfor&e and other factors,.we have experienced significant . charges related to certain sul
,health. care cost inflation"'in:recent years, andmwe expect our- the. Long. Island generation b-
health care costs, including,prescription' drug coverage,' to. , 2008, PPL recoided impairm

* continue to increase despite measures that we'have taken and" . hydroelectric expansion proj
expect to take to require employees and retirees to bear a higher its natural gas distribution an
portion of the costs of their health care benefits.. In addition, we -in 2008, During 2007, PPL
expect to continue 'to incur significant costs with respect to the certain domestic telecommur
defined benefit pension plans for our employees and retireesA .. natural gas distributi6n and-p
The measurement of our expected future health care and pension of our Bolivian businesses: p
obligationj, "cost'aiahd liabilities, is highly dependent on-a variety, 9. and'i 7 to the Financial Stal

•• of assumptions, .nio t of which relate tolfactors beyond our these charges. Weareunabli
control. These~asSumptions-include investment returns; interest charges, or other losses on sa
rates, health care-cost trends, benefit improvements, salary - occur. in future years.
increases -and ihedemographics of plan participants:, if our - . ".
assumnptiqns prove to bednaccurate, ourfuture costs and ca~h " " .. ," .

A -- ,- .

ITEMI B UNRESOLVED STAFF COMMENTS,
. - . -, aPPL .Corporation, PPL Energy. Supply, LLC and PPL Electric Utilities' Corporation

, fund these -benefits could increase,:

be required.to record impairment
rtain of our investments,--which'."
'arnings. ' , -' -v -,

ed to test our recorded goodwill for',.
sis,. or more frequently if events or
:hese assets may be impaired.. i." -

rments were recorded based on our
quarter of 2009, we are 'unable to.
rment chargesmay be necessary.

d assets"for impairment when events
.t the carrying valie of these assets -,
ing 2009; PPL recorded impairment .2
fur dioxide emission allowances and
usiness, that is being, sold. During '

ent charges related to a cancelled
ect, certain emission allow'ances and..
d-propane busiriesses that-were sold
mpaired'certain transmission rights,.
iications assets, certain assets'of the
ropane businesses, and the netassets
ior to theirisale in 2007. See-Notes 8,
tements. for additional information on,
e.to predict'whether impairment
les 'of other.asses or.businesses; may

-A-- .°

A ',' ~A'

None.,
'A . . - -

2~3A'A.A
-' ~ '''p--,.'-'' -

2-''. ~' . -

- .~.. -' A

ILI,
'2

•t • {. .- A'. -! -.

A.,- - -
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ITEM 2.,PROPERTIES.

Supily Segment

PPL Energy Supply's system capacity (winter rating) at December 31,' 2009, wvas:

'Plant
Total MW,

Capacity (a) % Ownership

• Pennsylvania .
Susquehanna ................................... .......... .. ......
Montour .......... :.................................
B runner Island .................................... .............
M artins C reek ...... ..........................................
Keystone ............................................
Conemaugh ...... ............................ ......
Ironwood (c) ......i... ........Iowoo (c:..... ...................... :....... i.....v.......... :

Lower Mt. Bethel .....
Com bustion turbines ........................................
Safe Harbor Water Power Corp...........
H ydroelectric .................. .......... ; ...... ................
O ther (c)'(d).. ............... ................................

-2,451
1,530
1,476
1,672

11;718-
1,718
'759.
• 624
ý'465
-421
172
48

90.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

' §' 1,234
.16.25--

100.00

100.00
' ' " 33.33".

'100.00

100.00

PPL Energy..
Supply's Ownership

or Lease Interest
in MW

,2,206•

1,530'I: '.-1476 (b)'
" " T,6ý72 '

279
"759"
624
465
.140
172
. 489

9,583

' .30'7'.:

222". .. .. . 153
1,8604
1,',. .,286 .:

Primary Fuel

Nuclear
Coal
-Coal'

'Natiiral Gas/Oil,.-,
'Coal. I
Coal"
Natural Gas
Natural:Gas

'Natural'Gas/Oil
.,ýHydfo
.Hydr-

Various

* Coal
Coal
,Coal.
Hydro,

* aural Gas

S.1. 13,054
MontanaColstrip Units 1 & !2 ........................ 6 1. 76,14

Colstrip Unit 3 ............................ .......... 740:
"Corette ..... ; ............................................................ 15j"
Hydroelectric ...... ................... .............. ........... 604

IllinoisUniversity Pafrk............................ .............. 585:',.. ... ..•... ... ... .......: , • . .P ,

Connecticut , " " 244'
W allingford '.... .. ....... ................... ....... ......... , ', -

New York . .
Shoreh m and Edgewood.................................... ..... . ' 159

50.00
.391.00

100.00
"100.00

100.00, ` • 585

f1b0. 00 244 Natural Gas

. • . . .

HdMainel'ei.. . . . .. .' 1H ydroelectric.'...:........ .. ......... .. ....v....... :. . . " . . ' '"12 !'

100.00 " . ' (e) Natural Gas/Oil

100.00 12 Hydro

100.00. . . 5 (f) Landfill Gas/Solar
New Jersey - -,, . ,

Other.; ....: . ....... .......................... .. ..,.. 1 1

Vermont
M oretow n ...... ................................. ....................

New Hampshire
Colebrook ................................

3 100.00

100.00

1 ,719

Landfill Gas

Landfill Gas

Total.Systeni Capacity. . ... ........................... '' "16,180

(a) The capacity of generation units is based on a number of factors, including the operating experience and physical conditions of the units, and may be
revised periodically to reflect:changed'circu~mstan'ces. . .' ,' - ' . . .1 " '

(b) PPL Energy Supply expects a reduction of up to 30 MW in net generation capability due to the estimated increase in station service usage during the
-scrubber operatioh.

.(c) Facilitie's not'owned by PPL Energy 'Supply, but there is a tolling agreement or power purchase agreement in place.'
(d) Includes renewable energy facilities owned by a PPL Energy Supply subsidiary.
(e) Facilities owned by'PPL Energy Supply, but there are tolling. agreements.in place for 100% of the oiutput. In May 2009, PPL Generation signed a'

definitive agreement to sell the Long Island generation business. The tolling agreements related to these plants will be transferred to the new, owner
upon completion of the sale. See-Note 9 to the-Financial Statements for-additidnal information.on the anticipated sale:

'(f) Includes renewable energy facilities owned by a PPL Energy Supply subsidiary for which there are power purchase' agreements in place.
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PPL Energy Supply continuously reexamines development projects based on market conditions and other factors to determine whether'
to proceed with the projects, sell, cancel or expand them, execuie.toiling agreements or pursue other options. At December 31, 2009,

PPL Generation planned to implement the following incremental capacity increases.

I Project

PPL Energy Supply.
Total MW Ownership or Lease Expected

Primary Fuel Capacity (a)- Interest in MW In-Service Date (b)

Pennsylvania
t'toltwood (c) ................................... Hydro 125 125 (100%) 2013
Susquehanna (d) ............................... Nuclear 59 53 (90%) 2010 - 2011
Martins Creek (e) .............................. Natural Gas/Oil 30 30 (100%) 2011-.
Chrin Landfill ...... ............................ Landfill Gas 3 3 (100%) 2011

Montana . . ..- . ' .*:. ... , .,. .
Great Falls (f) ....................... :............. Hydro 28 28 (100% ). 2012 ,

Total . , - 245 239 - -.

(a) The capacity of generation units is based on a number of factors, including the operating experience and physical condition of th& units, and. may be revised
periodically to reflect changed circumstances.

(b) The expected in-service dates are subject to receipt of required approvals, permits and other contingencies.
(c) This project includes installation of two additional large turbine-generators.•.
(d) This project inVblves the extended upgrade of Units I and 2 and is being implemented in twio uprates per unit, the first' increase being an average of 50 MW

per unit. The first -uprate for Unit I occurred in 2008. The second uprate is planned to.occur in 2010. The first uprate for Unit 2 occurred in 2009. The
second uprate is planned tqo occur in 2011.

(e) This project involves the'replacement ofLP rotors ind stationary blading for Unit 4. . - - .' ...
(f) This project involves reconstruction of a powerhouse.

Pennsylvania Delivery Segment,

For a description of PPL Electric'g service territory, see "Item 1.,
Business. Background"' At Decerma.ber 3 1,2009, PPL Electric
had electric transmission and distribution lines in public streets
-and highways pursuant to-franchises and rights-of-way secured
from property owners. PPL Electric's system included 371
substations with a total capacity ofý3.0 million kVA, 33,053ý - -

circuit miles of overhead lines and7,310c6able miles of
underground conductors. All of PPL Electric's facilities are

• located in Pennsylvania.. Substantially all of PPL Electric's
distribution properties and certain. transmission properties are
subject to the lien of PPL Electric's 2001 -Senior-Secured Bond
Indenture.

.'See Note 8 to 'the Financial Statements .for information on'.the'

congtrfirction of a -new 500-kilovolt transmission line.,

fhternatiofial Delivery Segment "

For a-,description of WPD's service territory, see "Item L.
Business -.Background.."Y At December 31, 2009, WPD had
electric distribution lines in public streets and highWays pursuant
to legislation arid rights-of-way secured from property owners.
In 2009, electricity distributed totaled 26,358 GWh'based'oi " -'-
operating revei•ues recorded by WPD. WPD's distribution .

,'System in the U.K. includes 651 substations with a total capacity
of 25 million kVA,28,877-miIes ofoverhead lines'arid 23',89§6
cable miles of underground conductors.

" , .. .. . .

- ITEM 3. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS .

See Note 14 to the Financial Statements for information regarding legal,' regulatory and environmental proceedings and matters.

ITEM 4. SUBMISSION OF MATTERS TO A VOTE OF SECURITY HOLDERS .

There were no matters submitted to a vote of security- holders, through the solicitation of proxies or otherwise, during the fourth
-quarter of 2009.q rt-ua~~~~er of 2009.. .......-............ •"...... .. . . ... .. .. . .
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EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF THE REGISTRANTS.

Officers of PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric are elected annually by their 1Boards of Directors (or Board of.Managers for
PPL Energy Supply).to serve'ýt ihe pleasure-of-the respective Bodrds.' There.are'no-fariiily. relationships" among any of the executive
officers, nor is theie any arrangement or understanding between any executtive officer and any other person pursuant.to.which the
officer was selected., ., , .

There have'been no events under any baf!kruptcy act, no criminal proceedings and no judgmeitsor injunctions material to the
e uatinof the abilityand integrity of anyexecutiveofficer duonngthe',pas~t five.years..

Listed below are .the executive officers at December31, 2009.

PPL Corporation

V..

Al..;!,.

Name - • Positions Held During the Past Fiv5 "Years ..... Dates

James . .M 61 Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer OctobJames Chaires ni d.ent.
President

.... , President and Chief Operating Officer ,,
- . . Executive Vice, President and Chief Operating Officer,

June 2
Augus
.5epter

ei 2006 - present .-

006 - September 2006
t 2005 - Jfine 2006.,
nber 2004 - July 2005

William H.. Spence

Paul A. Farr

Robert J. Grey.

Robert D. Gabbard (a)

52 Executive Vice President and Chief-Operating Officer-
President-PPL Generation
Senior Vice President-Pepgco Holdings, Iiic..,,1 .,,,.
Senior Vice President-Coriectiv Holdings

42 Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Senior Vice President-Financial.
Seniofr Vice &reside'nt-Fi ian ciaI an d Controller
Vice Pr'esident and Controller

June 2006 - present
June 2008 - present-
August 2002 - June 2006
Septemb•r 2000 - June 2006

Aprii2007 present
January 20067 March 2007
August 2005 - January 2006'
August 2004 -,July 2005

59 Senior Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary -March 1996 - present

50 President-PPL EnergyPlus.
Senior Vice President-Trading-PPL EnergyPlus
Senior Vice President Merchant Trading Operations-Conectiv
Energy

Vice President and General Manager Power Trading-.
Conectiv Energy

June 2008 - present
June 2008 - June 2008
June 2005 - May 2008

April 1998 -June 2005

Rick L. Klingensmith.(a)' 49 - President-PPL Global August 2004 - present

David G. DeCampli (a)

James E. Abel

J. Matt Simmons, Jr.

52 President-PPL Electric
Senior Vice President-Transmissiofi and Distribution
Engineering and Operations-PPL Electric

Vice: President-Asset Investment Strategy and Development-.
Exelon Energy Delivery-Exelon Corporation

58 -Vice President-Finance and Treasurer

44 "Vice President and Controller
Vice'President-Financeand Controlier-Duke.Energy

Akril 2007 T present
December 2006 - April 2007

April 2004 - December 2006.

June 1999 - present

January 2006 - present
October 2003 - January 2006

Americas

(a) Designated an exiecutive officer 6f PPL by virtue' of their respective positions at a PPL subsidiary.
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PPL Electric Utilities Co

Name

David G. DeCampli

Gregory N. Dudkin (a)

James E. Abel

J. ,Matt Simmons, Jr.

__ .Poiions Held During the Past Five.Years
* .

* fl~at~c
Datee

52 President "April 2007 - presenit
Senior Vice President-Transmission and Distribution December 2006 - April 2007
Engineering and'Operations o .0 D m 2
ViPesid Aset Investet Stratgyani Development Apri2004- Decber 2006
Exelon Energyi Debivery-EXelon Corporation' "

52 Senior Vice President-Operations ""June'2009 -,present

Independent Consultant Febiuary 2009 - June 2009
Senior Vice President ofTechnical Operatioris and July 2006 - January 2009
Fulfillment-Comcast Corporation

RegionalSenior Vice Pfesidenf-Comicast Corporation - Janua'iy 2005 - June.2006

58 Treasurer " . July 2000 - present '

44 Vice President and Controller .

Vice PreSident-Finance and Controller-Duke Energy
Americas

Januaýy 2006-- present
..October 2003 - January.2006

(a) On June'29, 2009, GregoryN.,Dudkin was elected Senior Vice President-Operations ofPPL Electric

PPL Energy Supply, [LC .

Item 4 is omittedas PPL Energy Supply meets the conditions set forth in General Instiction "(I)(1)(a) and (b) of Fo7rm1" 0-K.

"7
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PART II

ITEM 5. MARKET FOR THE' REGISTRANT'S COMMON EQUITY,.
RELATED STOCKHOLDER MATTERS AND

ISSUER PURCHASES OF EQUITY SECURITIES

PPL Corporation "- .

"Additional information for this item is set forth in th6 sectibns entitled "Quarterly Financial, Common Stock Price and Dividend
Data,!" "Item 12. Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial. O.Wners and Management and Related Stockholder Matteis'!-and."Shareowner and Investor Information" of this~report. Af Jýnuary 29, 2010, there were 72,013 common stock shareorners'of reord.

Issuer Purchases of Equity Securities during the Fourth Quarter of 2009: :; ".

(a) (b) (e) (d)

- Total Number of Maximum Number- (or -

Shares (or Units) Approi.mate Dollar, Value). f
Total Number of Average Price Paid. Purchased as Part of Shares (or Units) that May,

Shares (or Units) per Share Publicly Announced Yet Be Purchased Under the
Period Purchased (1) (or Unit) Plans or Programs.(2) Plans or Programs (2)

October Ito October 31, 2009; . .. . "" . $57,495
NovemberI to November 30,2009 .14,124 $29.44 .57,495
December ý to December 31, 2009' . . .$57,495

-Total ." " 14,124 $29.44 .. -. $57,495

(1). Represents shares of-common stock withheld by PPL at the request of its executive officers to pay.taxes upon the yesting.bfthe.officers' restricted stock
awards, as per/fiitted under the terms of PPL's ICP and ICPKE .

(2) In June2007, PPL announced a program to repurchase from timelto time up to $750 million of its'common stock in open inarket purchases, pre-arranged
trading plans or privately negotiated transactions.

PPLE'-eirgy Supply, LLC :

There is no established public trading market for PPL Energy Supply's membership interests. -PPL Energy Funding' a direct wholly9 owned subsidiary of PPL, owns all of PPL Energy Supply's outstanding membership interests. Distributions on the membership
interests will be paid as deternihied by PPL Energy Supply'slBoard of Managers. PPL Energy Supply.made cash distributions to PPL
Energy Funding of $943 million: in 2009 and$750 million in 2(08.

PPL Electric Utilities Corporation-

There is no established public trading market for PPL Eledtrics common stock,.as PPL owns 100%d,of thee outstanding common, shares.
Dividends paidfto PPL on those common shares are determined bV PPL Electric's Board of Directors. PPL Electric paid common
stock dividends-t6 PPL of,$274`million in 2009 andS98 million in 2008.

.... ITEM 6. SELECTED FINANCIAL AND OPERATINGDATA .

PPL EnergyLSupply;LC ' ',, . . :, ...

Item,6 is omitted as PPL Energy Supplymeets the conditions set forth'in .General Instructions (I)(1)(a)and (b) of Form 10-K.'

...........................
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'ITEM 6. SELECTED FINANCIAL AND OPERATING DATA

PPL Corporation (a)(b) .1: 1 1 1 .. ýý ý 11:, 2009 ... .. 2008,/
Income Items - millions - , .-

O perating revenues ............... : ................ ..... ... ..
Operating income .... ............................. .......
Income from continuing operations after income taxes
attributable7 to PPL .......................................................... ..

Net income attributable to PPL .............................
Balance Sheet Items.-- millions (c) .

T otal assets ...... ......... ...................................................... .... .. .
Short-term debt ..................................................
L ong-term debt (d) .....................................................................
Long-term'debt with'affiliate trusts ................... . .........................
N oncontrolling interests ..............................................................
Common equity.......................................
T otal capitalization (d) ............ ........................ ......... I .......

< C apital lease obligations ........................ ....................................
.Financial Ratios .-

''Returin on' average common equity ....... ..........................
Ratio of earnings to fixed charges . total enterprise basis (e)...

Commnion Stock.Data
Number of shares outstanding -Basic - thousands

Y ear-end ............ .. ............ , .. ............... : .............
: , A v erag ....:; ............ *-: ...... ......... ...... = : :: ................... "......... : ......... '

Income from continuing operations after income taxes..
available to PPL common shareowners '- Basic EPS.:............... $

Income from continuing operations after income taxes
available to PPL comm6n-shair'owners Diluted EPS ....... : ..... $

Net income available to PPL'common shareowners -, Basic
E P S ........................................ ....................................... .. .... $

Net income available to PPL common shareowners - Diluted
E P S ........................................................................................... $

Dividends declared per share of common stock ......................... $
Book value per share (c) .................................. $
Market price per share (c) .......................................... $
D ivid.nd pdyout ratio,-.% (f)..... ................. ................. .............
D ividend yield - % ,(g) ..... G ...................................................
Price earnings ratio'(f) (g) . ...................................................

Sales Data - millions of kWh
• Domestic - Electric energy supplied - retail ..........................

Domestic --Electric energyi supplied - wholesale (h) ..................
Domestic - Electric.energy delivered ...........................................
International.- Eledtric'energ,' deliver&l '(i) ..ý ....... f ....... *..,

7,556-.$
'96i.

447
407 ..

. 22,165.
. 639.

"7,143

319
5,496-

13,597

8,007.:$.1,"793 "

907
930

. .21,405.-
.679,.

7,838

319
5,077..

• 13,913

2007.•. 2006 2005_

6,462 $ 6,096 $, 5,498
1,659 , 1,485 -' 1,242

1,001
1,288-

19,972
92:"

7,568

320,

5,556
•13,536

24.47
2.9

825
".865

19,747..
, 42

7,746
89

361
5;122

13,360
10

17.81
2.8

666
669

17,926
. 214

7,081
89

107
4,418-

I_ 11,909
11

15.44
2.3

7.48 16.88-"
2.0 . 3.2

377,183
376,082-

374,581.
"373,626

-373,27.1 .3 9'385,039 .380!145'

380,56 .380,754 379,132;-

2.62 $ - 2.16 $ 1.:751.18 $---,- 2.42 $

1.18 "S 2.41 $.,. 260 $V "2.

1.08 $ 2.48,. $ " 3.37 $ :. . 2.26 $ ., 1.76

.1.08 $
1.38 $

14.57 $
.32.31 $

128
4.27

29.92

2.47 $
1.34 L$

13.55 $
30.69'''$

54.
•,4.37
12.43

3.34 $
1.22 $

14.88 $
,52.09 $

37
2.34,56

.,,15.60.;

. 2.24 L5 1.74
1.,10'.• 6 19 6:

. 13.30 $ 11.62
35.84 $ -2940.

49 '.55:

3.07 3.27
A 16.00 -16.90.

38,912 .. 40,374. .4o40,074 38,810 . 39,413,
38,988 42,712 '33,515- 30427 31,530-
36,717 38,058 37,950 36,683 . 37,358
26,358., . 27,724- .31,652:'.- 33,352 . 33,146`"t.

(a) :'The earnings each yeai were affected-by several items that management considers special. See."Results of Operations 7Segment Results in Item7
Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations" fdr a description of special items in 2009, 2008 and 2007.

(b) See "Item IA. Risk Factors" and Note 14 to the Financial Statements for a discussion of uncertainties that could affect PPL's future financial condition.
(c) As of each respective year-end. ""
(d) The year 2007 excludes amounts related to PPL's natural gas distribution and propane businesses that had been'classified as held for sale at December 31 2007.

.(e) Computed using earnings and fixed charges of PPL and its subsidiaries. Fixed charges consist of interest on short- and long-term debt amortization ofdebt'
discount, expense and premium - net, other interest charges, the estimated interest component of operating rentals and preferred secuities distributions of
subsidiaries. See Exhibit 12(a) for additional information.

(f) Based on diluted EPS. p cs ' , " , .', .•(g) Based on year-n marke t pi'i's.
(h) All years include kWh associated with the Long Island generation business and the majority of PPL Maine's hydroelectric generation busiAess that have been

classified as Discontinued Operations.(i) Years 2007 and earlier include the deliveries associated with the Latin American businesses, until the dates of their sales in 2007.
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ITEM 6. SELECTED FINANCIAL AND OPERATING DATA

PPL Electric Utilities Corporation (a)(b) 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005
Income Items - millions

Operating revenues... -:... ..... -.............. ... ... .... :. $ 3,292 $ 3,401 $ :3;410'. $ 3,259 $ 3,163Operating . . .. ' ..-- .I ,- ." : 3
in...................... ................................ .. 329 375 350 418 377

Net income'... . 142 176 .. ....... 63. -194-- .: • , 147 2. 1
I n c o m e a v a il a b l e to P P L . . .. ý - - .' I: 15. .8-to ~ 2. ... .................... ....................... .•: 124 '158 ,.-:,o` 145• . ' - 180 ' 14•5,-1 .

Balance Sheet Items - millions.(c) -.. -.... 2''-
Total asgets. ...... ........... ............ ........... 5,092 -5,416 - :4,986". ',:5,315 - 5,537.

'S ho t-te m de t . ........ ' ............ .' . ..... ....... 5,092•: ... .. :2 . 5, • ' -•416. . . 2 .. 4 "
-Short-term debt .95.. ... . . .... -. 4 ..- .

............... ................................ 769 1 674 978 2,411Shareowe.....s. ".....".. . 1,896 1646. 1,586 1 ,559. 9375'
• h r o n r q iy .... .................... : ..:....... :.............. ...... ...... 1, 9 ,'4:-. -, 86- : 59 7

Tbtal'capital provided by investors ...................... ............ . 3,368 3,510. 3,301 - 3;579 3,828W
Financial-Rati0S - .-.. -.

Return on average common equity-% .................... ..... 9.08 12.00 11*35 -14.33 -'- " 1.1.20
Ratio of earnings to fixed charges (d)...: ........... 8 - - 3.4 2..7: 2.9 9 , '2.1

Ratio of eamingsjto"ombified fixed charges-arnd preferred, . .. ... - . .,a , .: - -

stock dividends (e) ............. : ................................................ 2.3 'J.2.7 -•3- :''23 2:5' -< 2.1: -

Sales D ata - .,- .. . - -" '*-,',', .-.. . . - , ' ,
Customefs (thoushnd§) (c) ........... ........ 1,398 .F,394"' '.->1,387j 1V 377-"-. 1,365,
Electric energy deliiiered ý-'milli6hs ofkWh-' "> , . .-,-. - , .

Residential .. ............ .. ..................................... 14,256. 14419 14,411 13,7,14- --. 14,"4218
Commercial .. ...' .. - . . . .-- . . , I ." .. . I • 13,837 •" 13;942 " . 13,801, : 13 174- . "1,3; 496-
Industrial ................... ............ .. ........................ 9 508 - 9 547 - 9 638 . 9,777
O ther ............... I ... ...... ..... .......................................... 189 .! a' ,- 189 t .. .. - 19 1 157 - - 1,67

Total,electliC energy delivered ... .................. 36,717 38.__0_58 _37,950 ___6 __83_37,358_

Electric energy suppliedas a PLR - rfiillioný of.kWh 36,695 '38;043 37,9199- 36,577 - -36,917 -

"(a) Earnings for the-years*2009, 2007, 2006 and 2005 were affected by'several items that management considers speciali See.'!Results of'•, .-
Operations - Earnings", in "Item..7! Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results.of Operations' for a
description of, special items in -2009 and 2007i: ,"-, . - -

(b) See 'tem 'A. Risk'Fa'ctors" and Note -14 to the Financial statements for aýdiscussioi' of unc6riainties that' couild affect PPL Electrirc's future
financial condition' ,. ..

(c) As of each respective yeai-efid. " " -" " " . ..
(d) Comiputed usfing earnings- and fiked 'ha'rges of PPL'Electrid and its subsidiarieý. Fixed charges cOi6sist 6finfer~sion short- and long-term'•"

debt; other interest: chargesaiaortizatibn ofdebt'discount, expense and premium - net, andthe estimated interest component of operating
- rentals:, See' Exhibit .12(c)if6r additional informati6n. " .-. . x"., .' .- . , . .

(e) .Computed-using earningsfixed charges and preferred stock dividend requirements of PPL Electric and its.subsidiaries-.;Fixed charges, _.
.. consist of intereston short- and long-termebt other interest-charges, amortization of debt discount, expense and premium - net, and the, .estimat*d interest co and ontermdebta See r ibit 12(c) for addi .

esi e n. er t. - component of operating rentals. SeExlii2c fo diionMal information

a-a -~ - - -,a -- '-a.

, ,

- -- - - a

- .,.~ - -- a,- 4a~ -

-t -..-- at.- .- - -a~ 'a -

.........................................-- - -~. -
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PPL CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES

Item 7. Manaqement's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations

- Overview •.

"P.PL is an energy and utility holding company with headquarters
in Allentown,.Pennsylvahiia. 'Refer to "Item I. Business -

Background" for descriptions of its reportable segments, which
are Supply, International Delivery and.Pennsylvania Delivery.
Through its subsidiaries, PPL is primarily-engaged in the
generation a nd marketing of electricity in two key markets.- the
northeastern and western U.S. - and in the delivery of electricity
in Pennsylvania and the U.K. PPL's overall strategy is to
achieve disciplined growth in energy supply margins while
limiting volatility in both cash flows and earnings and to achieve
stable, long-term growth in its regulated electricity delivery:,,
businesses through efficient operations and strong customer and
regulatory relations.. More specifically, PPL's strategy for its
electricity generation and marketing businessis to match energy'
supply with load, or ctistomer demand, under contracts of .
varying lengths with' creditworthy counterparties to capture
profits while effectively managing. exposure to energy arid fuel :.
price volatility, counterparty credit risk and operational risk.
PPL's.strategy for-its electricity delivery businesses is to own

manage its exposure to earnings and' cash flow yolatility. related
to changes in energy and, fuel prices, interest rates, foreign.
currency exchange rates, counterparty credit quality and the
operating performance of its generatingiunits.. ,

The principal challenge that PP.L faces in its electricity.:delivery
busines'ses is.to maintain high quality'customer service and
reliability in a cost-effective manner. PPL'S electricity- delivery
businesses are. rate regulated. Accordingly, 'these businesses'are
subject to regulatory risk withyespect to csts -that may not be'
recovered and investment returns that may not be collected
thro.ugh'customer rates'.- See ý'Customer Choice - End of -
Transition Period" below for information, on additional, risks'f
PPL's domestic electricity businessmay face . •,

PPL faces 'additional financial risks in conducting U.K:,
operations, such as fluctuations in foreign ;currency exchange;
rates and the effect :these rates'have on the conversion of U.K,
earnings and cash flows to U.S. dollars. PPL attempts to
manage these financial risks through its risk. management
-programs. ...

and operate these businesses at the most efficient cost while '."

maintaining highquality customer service and "reliability.. In order to manage financing hosts and access to credit markets,
.-.... " a key objective for PPL's business ds a'whole is to mhaintain "

PPL faces several risks in its supply business, principally ,' strong credit profile. PPL continually focuses on maintaining an
electricity and capacity Wholesale price risk, fuel supply and appropiiate capital structure and liquidity position.
price risk" electricity' and-fuel basis risk, power plant ''. ;' ' " , . "

performance' evofVing-regulatory frameworks and counterparty 'Se, "Item'lA: Risk Factors". f6r'more& in fofrnation concerning
'credit risk., PPL attempts. to manage these risks through various.' these and other material risks PPL' fac'gin its businesses.
meaisi. For instArice, PPL' operates a'portfolio of generation' " '

assets that is diversified as to. geography, fuel source, cost In May 2009, PPL Generation' signed a definitiv'e. agreement to
structure and operating characteristics. PPL expects to expand , sell its Long Island generation business and related, tolling.,

its generation capacity over. the, nextseveral years through-power.... agreements, and expects-the saleto close on or about.
uprates at certain of its existing power plants, and is continually February 26, 2010. In Novehmber 2009,'PPL Maine-completed
evaluating-the potential construction of new, plants' and the ' ' 'the sale'af the maj6rity o'f itshydroele'trifcgenerati6n busiriess.
potentia•lacquisition 'of existing plants or businesses. PPL is and- These businesses are inclfided in the Suppl1 segimient. In 2008,
'will continue to remain focused on the operating efficiency and' PPL sbld its'natural. gas.distribution and p5ropane businesses,
availability of its existing and any newly constructed or acquired 'which were included in the Pennsylvania Delivery segment. In
power plants. " • 2007, PPL sold its regulated electricity delivery businesses in

Litin America, which were included in the International
'In addition, PPL has executed and continues to pursue contracts Deliverysegment. 'See Note 9 to the Financial Statements for
of varying lengths for energy sales and'fuel supply, while using additionalififormation.
other means to mitigate'risks associated'with adverse changes in.

.the difference, or margin, between the cost to produce electricity
and the price at which PPL sells it. PPL's future profitability
will be affected by prevailing market conditions and whether
PPL decides to, or is able to, continue to enter into long-term or,
intermediate-term power sales and fuel purchase agreements or
renew its existing agreements. Currently, PPL's'commitments
for energy sales are satisfied through its own "generation assets
and supply purchased from third parties. PPL markets and
trades around its physical portfolio of generating assets through
integrated generation, marketing and trading functions.

PPL has adopted financial and operational risk management
programs that, among other things, are designed to monitor and

The purpose 'of "Managbment's Discuss'ion and Analysis of
Financial Condition and Results of Operations" is to provide
information concerning PPL's performance in implementing the
strategies and managing the risks and challenges mentioned
above. Specifically:

* "Results of Operations!' provides an overview of PPL's'
operatingresults in 2009, 2008 and 2007, including a review
of earnings, with details of results by reportable segment. It
'also providesa brief outlook for 2010.

9 "Financial Condition - Liquidity and Capital Resources"
provides an analysis of PPL's liquidityposition and credit
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profile;. including its sources-of cash,(including bank credit
'facilities and sources ofoperating cash flow) and uses of cash
(including contractual obligation's and capital. expenditure
requirements) and' the key risks and uncertainties. that impact
PPL's past-and'future liquidity position arid financial
condition. This' subsection alsoincludes a listingand

-discussion of PPL's current creditratings. . "

. "Financial Condition - Risk.Management Energy Marketing,
& Trading aind Other"' provides an explanation of PPL's risk
management programs relating to market risk and credit risk.

* "Application of Critical Accounting Policies",prbvides 'an
overview of the accounting.policies that are particularly,,-.
important to the iesults of operations and financial condition.:
of PPL and that require itsh management to make significant.
estiimates, assumptions, and other judgments. ' '

The information provided in this Item 7 should be read in
conjunction: with PPL'sConsolidated Financial Statements and
the accompanyingiN6tes.

Terms and abbreviations are explained in the glossary. Dollars
are in millions unless otherwise noted.

,Customer Choice -,End of Transition Period

In 1996, the Customer Choice Act wasenacted' to restructure',
Pennsylvania's electric utility industry in. order to create retail
access to. a competitive market for generation of electricity. The
CustomerChoice Act required each Pennsylvania electric utility,
including PPL Electric, to'file a restructuring plan ,to "unbundle"-
its rates into separate. generation, transmission and distribution
c6mponents'and to permit its customers to directly access'
alteinate suppliers of electricity:. Under the Customer Choice
Act, PPLElectric was required, to act as a PLR.: As, part, of a.
settlement approved by thePUC-and'in connection with the
restructuring plan PPL Electric filed under the Customer Choic6
Act, PPL Electric agreed to provide electricity as a PLR at."
predetermined "capped"' rates-through 2009. In addition, the
PUC authorizedjrecovery of approximately $2.97;billionlof
competitive transition or "stranded". costs (generation-related.
costs that might not otherwise be recovered in a competitive'
market) from customefs during an 1 1.-year transition period. tFor"
PPL Electric; this transition period'ended on December 3,; '

2009. "' . "

As a result of the PUC settlement order and the PLR obl.igation,'.:
PPL Electric, through 2009, generally bore the risk that, ftwould'i,
not be able to obtain adequate energy supply at the "capped"
rates it could charge to its customers' who did not select, an.
alternate electricity supplier.. To mitigate this risk, PPL Electric'.
entered into full requirements energy supply agreements'withfi'
PPL EneryPlus. .Under these agreements, through 20,9; PPL
EnergyPlus supplfed PPL Electric's entire. PLR load at'
predetermined'prices equal to the capped generation rates that .
PPL Electric was authorized to charge its customers..

Related to PPL Electric's transition period, the following has
occurred or will occur:

* InAugust.1999,. CTC. of $24 billion were converted to ,
intangible transition costs when:they'were securitized by theissuance of transitionbonds. The 'intangible transition costs
were. amortized' over the, life of the transition: bonds;'throu'gh
December 2008, in accordance: with an amortization tschedule
filed.with .the PUC. These transition bonds hatured in,'.
tranches, with the final tranche being. repaid in December
2008. . .. ' : ; .

0 Dfuring' the transition period,"PPL Electric was authorized by.the PUC to bill.its customers,'$130' million'for a zprionofthed

costs associated -with decommissioning of the Susquehanna
nuclear'plant. Under the power' supply agreements between
PPLElectric.and PPL'EnergyPlius, these revenues were
passed on'to"PPL EnergyPlus. Similarly, these reve'nues.'
wefe passed on to. PPL Susquehanna under a'power supply:,
agreement between PPL EnergyPlus and'PPL Susquehanna.-;
and invested in the NDT funds., Effective January 1, 2010, ,
these ratepayer billings have.:ceased,." .

• In -December 2009, PPL Electric filed with the, PUC afinal..
reconciliation 'of CTC and, ITCO recoveries.during the

.'.transition period. At December 31, 2009,..PPL Electric has'
'recorded a net r'egiulatoryfliability of0$33 million,related to
'these.recoveries, The net overcollection will be reflected. in,
:6ihstomer-rates iW2010.. ', . , ' " ' '

* At December 31, 2009, PPL Electric's'Iong-term power
purchase agreements-with PPL EnergyPlus-(effective since
2000 and 2002) expired. ' .. '. . '..

" To mitigate 2010 rate increases, PPL Electric implemented
-two' programs in:2008 and 2009 that allowed customers to
make prepayments.toward their 2010 and 2011 electric bills.,
or to defer any.2010 electric.bill increases exceeding 25%."
Any, deferred. amounts are to, be repaid by 2012,. At.
December.31, 2009, PPL Electric has.recorded a liability of.
$36 million for these prqgrams.

* Effective.January 1, 2010, PPL-Electric's rates for generation.
supply.as a PLR'are no longer capped and the cost of electric"

,generation is based on a corripetitive solicitation process. '
During 2007 through 2009, PPL Electric procured through.,

."PUC-approved solicitation.procedures, the electric generation
supplyit-will need in.2010 for'customers.who do not choose
an alternative' supplier. The li-ces in.these contracts will
result in an average residential customer paying.
approximately 30% higher rates,' as compared to the
previously-cappedrates on delivered electricity. PPL'
Electric is, currently:procuring 'the PLR supply.it will need for
the January. 2011. through May'2013 period.' The results of.
all procurerhents continue to require the approval of the PUC.;

* For those customers who choose to procure generation
supply from otherproviders, PPL.Electric.will provide
.services for these'alternative gerneration suppliers' to bill' ..

usage charges, among other duties.. As'required-by a PUC-
approv,.ed plan,.PPL Electric will'be'purchasing certain
receivables from alternative 'suppliers at a discount...
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In October.2008, Act 129 becarme'effective. This law created
requirements for energy efficiency and conservation programs!
and for the use of-smartimetering technology, imposed new PLR
electricity supply. procurement rules; provided remedies for
market, misconduct;,and made changes to. the existing
Alternative Energy. Portf6lio Standard.

Prior to the expiration of the generation rate caps, customers'

interest in purchasing generation Supply from other providers.
was limited.because in recent years,,the long-termn.upply Cl.. .,
agreement between PPL Electric.and,;PPLEnergyPlus provided
a belownmarket cost of generation supply for these customers.,
As a result, a limited amount of"shopping". bccurred. In 2010;
several alternative suppliers have offered to" provide generation
supply in PPL Electric's service territory. When its customers
purchase supply from these.alternative suppliers.or from, PPL
Electric as 'P.LR,' the purchase'of such sdpply has no significant

• impact 6n the operating resiIlts of PPL Electric. The cost to
purchase PLR supply is pdised directly by PPL Electric to its-
customers without markup. For those customers who receive
their.supply from an alternative supplier, PPL: Electric may act:
as billing agent orathe alternative. suipplief miay bill for their "
s Supply.directly, and in: either'case, PPLElectric does not record
revenues or expenses related to this supply. PPL Electric,
remains the distribution provider, for all the customers in its
service territory and charges a regulated rate for the service of-,
delivering that electricity.,

Lower demand for electric power due to increased prices, the.
economic downturn or the conservation provisions of Act 1'29
that require PPL Electric to reduce its customers' electricity-
usage in future periods, could impact future revenues, The:' '.
reduction in volume could be'offset bychanges in customerrates
for this service,, subject to .PUC approval, depending on PPL , ;
Electric's cost structure., Act J.29 includes one-time penalties of
up to $20 millionfor not attaining the required reductions:,by

. 2011 and 2013. At thisitime, PPL Electric expects tomeet these
•targeted reductions. The costs of complying with the. other
provisions of Act 129 would, subject to PUC approval, be
recoverable. through an automatic'adjustment clause. Noneof
the above changes are expected-to~have asignificant impact, on
PPL Electric's 20 10. financial condition, operating results, or cash
flows.., .... .-. - . ' .

".' , ' • , . , '

With the expiration of the long-term'pbow'er purchase agreements
between PPL Electric and PPL ErergyPlus, PPL EnergyPlus,.
'now has multiple options'asUto how; and to. whom, it~sells:the.,
electricity produced by PPL Energy Supply's generation plants."
These sales are based on prevailing market rates,. as compared' to
pre-determined capped rates underthe expired supply
agreements withfPPL Electric.,; PPL EnergyPlus -has.entered into
various wholesale and' retail contracts to:sell this-power and at.
this time has hedged almost' 100% of expected 2010 baseload
generation output. The expiration.of the long-term supply'
agreements with PPL Electric also provides PPL 'Energy Supply,
the ability to adjust its-exposure,to fluctuations in demand'that
existed With supplying PPL Electric's PLR load. Entry.of new
generation suppliers into the Pennsylvania marketplace.provides
PPL Energy Supply the ability to provide-generation supply to,
additional wholesale customers. Overall, these changes and the.
resulting level of hedged electricity prices are expected to have a

positive impact on the financial condition, operating results and
cash flows of PPL Energy Supply. '.,. t,

PPL Electric's customers 'are no longer funding contributions to
Susquehanna's NDT funds. ý PPL will continue to manage the. •
NDT funds until the PPL Susquehanna plant, is'decommisgioned.
If the' balance of the NDT. funds is'notadequate to cover-.
decommissioning costs; PPL Susquehanna will be responsible to
fund 90%. of the shortfall. "The, Susquehanna: nuclear units. .
currently are licensedto operate until 2042 and 2044.

The final expiration of jeneration rate caps in Pennsylvania,
applicable to three'other large regulated utilities, is.scheduled to
occur at the end of 2010. Discussions concerning generation'.
rate caps and rate-increase mitigation are continuing. The final
.result of those discussions and the future impact on the. financial
condition and future cash flows of PPL cannot be predicted at.
this time.

See Note 14 to the Financial Statements for additional
information on Pennsylvania legislative and other regulatory -,:
activities.

Market Events ' .

In 2008, 'conditions in' the financial markets became disruptive to.
the processes of managing credit risk, responding to liquidity
needs;, measuring. derivatives and otherý financial instruments at,
fair value, andmanaging market risk: Bank' credit capacity was.:
reduced and the cost of renewing or establishing new. credit';:.-
facilities. increased; thereby' introducing uncertainties as to PPL's
ability.to enter into long-term energy commitments or reliably.
estimate the longer'term cost and availability of credit.; In
general; bank-credit capacity has increased from the 'significantly
constrained levels of 2008 and early 2009: In.addition, the .c6st"
of renewing or establishing new creditfacilities has improved
when'compared with the 2008'arid early 2009ýperiods.

Commodity Price Risk .

The contraction in wholesale energy market liquidity and.
accompanying. decline.inwholesale energy prices due-to-
conditions~in.the financial and commodity markets significantly
impacted PPL's earnings during the second half of 2008 andthe

.first half of 2009..>"See "Statement of Income Analysis -:.

Domestic Gross Energy Margins - Domestic Gross Energy
Margins By Region" for further discussion.

Credit-Risk

Credit riskis the risk that PPL would 'incur,a loss is a result of
nonperformance by counterparties of their contractual."
obligations. PPL maintains credit policies and procedures to..' -
limit counteiparty credit risk.., Conditions in-the financial and,
commodity markets.have generally. increased PPL's exposure to;
credit risk. See Notes.,17 and .18.to the Financial Statements, and
"Risk Management ý Energy Marketing & Trading and'Other -
Credit Risk" for more information on credit risk.
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Liquidity Risk

PPL expects tocontinue to have access to adequate sources of
liquidity through operating cash flows, cash and cash
ecjuivalents, credit facilities and, from time 'to time, the issuance
of capital market securities. PPL's ability to access capital'
markets may be impacted by conditions in the overall financial .
and capital markets, as -well as conditions specific to .the utility,
sector. See "Financial Condition - Liquidity and Capital
Resources' for an expanded discussion of PPL's liquidity
position and a discussion of its forecasted sources of cash:,

Valuations in Inactive Markets

Conditions in the finaricial markets have generally made it
difficult to determine the fair value of certain assets and.
liabilities in inactive markets:"'-Managemenet has reviewed the
activity in the'energy and financial markets in which PPL
transacts, concluding'thiat all of these markets' were active at
December 31; 2009, with the exceptioni of the mai'ketfor atiction
rate securities. See Notes 17 and 21 to the Financial'Stat'ements
and "Financial Condition- Liquidity and Capital Re§6urces -
Auction Rate Securities" for a discussion of these investments.

Securities Price Risk'

Declines in the market price of'debt and equity securities result
in 'inrealized losses that reduce the asset values'of PPL's
investments in 'its: defined' bdnefit plans and NDT funds.' rBth,

" the d'efinet' benefit plans'aiand th,'.NDT funds earned piositive
returns in the second half of 2009t thereby recbvering a portion
of the negative returns incurred in 2008 and the first quarter of
S2009. PPL actively mnonitors'the performanci of the irivestments
hel'd in its'defined benefit plans and NDT funds 'and periodically
reviews the funds' investment' allocations. See "Fihanicial"
Condition - Risk Management - Energy Marketing & Trading
and Other '- NDT Funds - Securities Price Risk" for- additional
informnation on securities price risk:-

Determination of the funded status of defined benefit plans,
contribution fequifeiienits'and'net'periodic defined efi costs
for future years ar&esubjectto'chang'esin 'various assump'tiofi/,"in
addition to the actual. performance of the assets in the plans. See
"Application of Critical A1ccdunting Policies -' Defined Bene'fits"
for ý'discussioi'of the assumptions and sensitivities regarding
those assumptions.

The Economic'Stimulus Packaiqe

The Economiic Stimulus'Package was intended toistimulate, tHIe• ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r ,e . •. ,,. ... ,:; exp ,,

U.S. economy through federal tax relief, e"pansin of
unemployme'nt beinefits and'other'social' stimiulus' provisions,
dornestc'sending' for educati6n, health care'and infrastru'cture,

including' the energy sectbr. A portion of the benefits inictuded
in the Economic Stimulus Package are offered 1i' the foim of .
loan fee reductlions, exp'anided loan guarantees and secondary'
market inbentiies, includifig delay)ed recognition' for tax.-
purposes" 6f income rdlated to the daicellation of'•ertain types of
debt. See "Finanicial Condition - Liquidity and Capital

.Resources" for`a dis'cigsi'on:6f~theapplicability tb the purI hse
o f n o t e s b y P P l . . . ' - . . . .

'Funds from the Economic Stimulus Package haVe been allocated
to various federal agencies, such as the DOE;aind provided to
state agencies through block grants. The DOE has made awards.
of the funds for, smart grid,. efficiency-related and renewable
energy programs. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has also
made awards.:f&Tfunding.certain energy projects, including solar
projects. As discussed in Note 8 to the Financial Statements; .

•PPL has rec6osidered arfd decided to pursue its. Holtwood
expansion p roject in view of the tax incentives and potential' loan
guarantees-for-renewable energy projects contained in the
Economic Stimulus Package. PPL Energy Supply has applied
for DOE loan guarantees for the Holtwood expainsion project
.and, through its subsidiary PPL Montana, for the Rainbow
red'evelopmentproject. In addition, in July'2009; PPL 'Electric
proposed to: the DOE'that the agency proVide' fiinding for one-
half of: $38 million smart'grid project. The prbject wouild'us&',
.smart griid technology fo str.ength.en reiiabiliiysa'Ve energy and'
improve electric seribce for 60,000 Harrirsburg, Pennsylvania
area customers. It would"als6o proVide benhefits beyond thea
Harrisburg region, helping to speed powei rest6 ration across
PPL Electric's 29-cou'nty'sri~ee't~rritory. In October 2009, PPL
Electric received notification that its grant proposal had'been
seleced' by the DOE for' award negotiations: PPLt'fectric
cannot predict the outcome of these award iiegotiations. "

Results of Odperations

PPL presents' tables analyzing changes in amoiu'nts between
periods within "Segment Results" and "Statement of Income f
Analysis" on a constant U.K" foreign currency exchange rate'
basis, where applicable, in order to isolate the impact of the
change in the exchange rate'o"n'the ite"- eihg explained.
Results computed on a'constant U.K. foreign currency exchange
rate basis are calculated by 'translating current year results at, the
prior. year weighted-average foreign currency exchange rate.

Earnings .. . :,

Net income attributable to PPL and the related EPS were:'"'

2009 2008 ' 2007

Net ineome attributable to PPL $ 407 $ 930 $ 1,288
EPS - basic . . $ 1.08 '$ 2.48 $ 3.37'
EPS - diluted $ ' 1.08' 2.47 , ,$ ,¢ 3.34.

The changes. in net income attributable to PPL froim year to year..
were, in part, due to several special items that management'" '
considers significant. Ijetails of these special iiems ,are provided
within the. review of each segment's earnings..

The year-to-year changes in significant earnings' components,
including domestic grqss energy margins by region and
significant income statement line item§, are explained i the
"Statement of -Income Analysis." '

PPL's earnings beyond,2009.are subject to yarious risks and
uncertainties. See "Forward-Looking.Jnformgtion;!! "Item IA.
Risk Factors," the rest of this Item 7 and Note 14 to the Financial
Statements for a discussion' of the.risks; uncertainties and factors
that may impact PPL's' futureeaiings:
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Segment Results

Net income attributable.to PPL by segment was:'
1", . " ", I ý . -

Supply .
International Delivery
Pennsylvania Delivery

Total

2009

$ 40
243
124

S 407

*2008. - 200

$-. -479: $
290-
161
930' $ 1

07.

568
610.
110

,288

Eastern U.S. non-trading.margins
Western U.S. non-trading margins,
Net energy trading margins
Efiergy-related businesses
Other operation.and maintenance
Depreciation • I s ', I
Taxes, other than income
Other income - net
Interest expense
Income taxes
Discontinued operations (Note 9)
Other
Special items

2009 vs. 2008 2008 vs. 2007
' ,; (3) $-..J62)

20 5
S 81 .. ' (95)

((3) . (4)
(30)' 18

,(19) (18)
" (6) : 7

9 (8)
5 '.(28).

.... (16)' - (61)

'(9) 3
1 2

(469). _ 152
$. (439) $ (89)

Subpl• Segment ' .,

The Supply segment primarily consists of the domestic energ y:,
marketing.and trading activities, as well as the generation and.,.
development.operations of PPL Energy Supply. In December-
2009, PPL Maine sold its.8.33%:ownership.interest in Wyman
Unit 4.":n November 2009, PPL Maine completed.the~sale of
the majority of its hydroelecd'ric ge'neration business. Ini May"'
2009, PPL Generation signed a definitive agreement to sell its
Long Island generation business and ekpects'the sale to close on
or about February 26, 2010. In August 2007, PPL completed the
sale of its domestic telecommunication operations.- See Notes 8
and 9 to the Financial., Statements for additional information.

The Supply segment results reflect the classification of the Long
Island generation business, the majority of the Maine
hydroelectric generation business,.-and the 8.33% ownership
interest in Wyman Unit 4,. as Discontinued Operations. See
Note 9. to the Financial Statemen~ts for additional information.

Supply segment net income attribtitable to. PPLL was:,

2009 2008 2007
Energy, revenues.

External (a)"
Intersegment

Energy-related businesses
Total operating revenues

Fuel and energy purchases,.
External (a)
Intersegment

Other operation and maintenance
Depreciation
Taxes, other than income
Energy-related businesses

Total operating expenses

$ 3,227 $ "337•1
1,806 1,826

391 486
5,424 5,683

$ 1,576
1,810
, 732.

'4,118

o See "Domestic Gross Energy Margins"for.an, explanation of
non-trading margins and net energy tradinsg margins.

Other operation and m'aintenance expenses'increased in 2009
compared with 2008, primarily due ,to increased payroll-
related, costs, higher contractor-related costs and other costs at
PPL's. generation plants.

Other operation and maintenance expenses decreased in 2008
compared with 2007, primarily due to lower costs at.PPL's
nuclear power plants and lower defined benefif ýbsts.

e Depreciation. expense increased in 2009. compared.,with ?008,
primarily due to the' scrubbers at Briunner Island and Montour
and the portions of the Susquehanna uprate projects, that were

placed in service in 2008 and.2009.

Depreciation expense. increased in 2008 compared with 2007,
"primarilydue to the Montour scrubbers and the Susquehanna
uprate project that were placed in service in 2008.

* Interest expense incteased in 2008 ýompared with 2007, .

primarily due to increased interest on long-term debt resulting
from new issuances, partially offset by hedging activities.

* Income taxes increased in 2009 compared, •ith'2008, in part'.'
due, to ower domestic manufacturing deductions, in 2009.,

Income taxes increased in 2008 compared with2007,.
primarily'due to,.the loss of synfuel tax ,credits as the projects
ceased operation at the end of 2007.

.S Special items decreased in.2009 compared with, 2008,
primarily due to. a $476 million after-tax change in energy-
related. economic activity. The change is primarily the result
of certain power and gas cash flowv'hedges failinghedge
effectiveness testing in the third and four~h'quairteis 'of 2008,

-7
as well as the first quirt'r of 2009. 'Hedge accounting is not
permitted for the quarter in which this occurs and, .
accordingly, the entire change in fair value for the'per•ods that
failed Was recorded to the income statement. Howeyer, these
transactions were not'dedesignated as hedges, as prospective
regression analysis demonstrated that these hedges are
expected to be highly effective over the~i" term. ,For 2008, an
after-tax gain of $298 million was recognized in earnings as a
res uit of these, hedge faiiures. Duringthe se cond,,third and.

3,608
70

867
226

29
380

5,180

,3,10Q8 1,419
108 - 156
827 707
193 .163

19 31
467 745

4,722 3,221

24-. 40.
36-- . 3-

200. 154
283 ' 221

Other Income - net "" . 50'
'.Other-Than-Temporary Impairments .. 1 18
Interest Expense - : ". 191
Income Takes -. 31
Income (Loss)from Discoritinued
Operations (13)

Net Income -- "_., -- - 41
Net Income Attributable to.-

Noncontrolling Interests I 1
Net income Attributable to PPL $ -40

J

15 12
481 571

2 3
$ 479 'S 568

(a) Includes impact from energy-related economic activity. See "Commodity
Price Risk (Non-trading) - Economic Actiyity" 'in Note-18 to the Financial
Statements forladditional information.

The after-tax changes in net income attributable, to PPL. between
these periods were due to the-following factors. .-
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fourtlh quarters of 2009, fewerpower and gasc.€
failed hedge effectiyeness testing; therefore, a
previously: recognized'unrealized gains•irecorde
half of 200& and the first quarter of 2009 assoc'
hedges were reversed. 'For 2009,qafter~taix loss
million were fecogijized-in earnings:

The following after-tax amounts", which managen
spelcial items, also impacted the Supply segment's

2009 2

ash flow hedges
portion of the
d intithe second
iat~d with these
es-of $215`;,,

capacity-prices iri PJM. These positive factors arie expectedcto
be partially offset byhigher depreciation, financing costs and.
operation. and maintenance expenses..

International Delivery Segment .

Energy-related econ~inic activity'
(Note 18) , 5.. '(225):$

Sales of assets .- .

Long Island generationbusiness (a) (33)
Interest in Wyman Uinit'4 (Note 9) .(4)
Majority of Maine hydroelectric"

generation business (Note 9)i 22
Domestic telecommunication. .

operations (Note 8)'
Impairments '

Impacts from emission'allowhnces (b) (19)
Other asset impairments (c) (4)
Adjustments - N.DT'investments (d),, . ..
Transmission rights (e)

Workforce reduction (Note 12)' (6)
Other

Change in tax accounting rrnýthod".
related to repairs ý(Note 5) (21)

Montana hydroelectric litigation
. (Note 14) " . (3)•

'Synthetic fuel:tax.adj'usmnt+
(Note 14)

Montana basin seepage litigation
(Note 14) .'. . .

Off-site remediation of ash basin leak
-' (Note 14)
'Settlement of, Wallingford Post-based

ratds (f) 1
PJM billing dispute

Total ,.. $ (293) : $

, ., ," The International Deli'vry segment consists primarily of the'
nent considers electricity distributionoperations in the.U.K.: In 2007, PPL
s earnings. completed the sale of its Latin American businiesses.' In 2008,

the International Delivery spegment recognized income tax
008 2007 benefits, and, miscellanieous expenses'-in Discontinued Operations

in connection with'the dissolution of certain Latin American
'251'- . 32 . holding companies: In 2009;,the'Inte'imational.Deliveiy'segmnent.

recognized $24 million of income tax. expense in Discontinued

Operationis:.related to' a' Correct ion of the calculationt6f tax bases .
of the Latin American businesses sold in 2007. 'See N6te,9 to
the' Financial Statements for additional information-fi. -

(,2.3) The International Delivery.se ment resulfsreflect the:
(25) classification of its•Latin American.businesses as Discontinued
(15) Operations.,; ,' , - ,.

(13)
(1') •(4)

(13)

(5).

33

176 $ 24

International Delivery segment- net income-attributable to PPL
w as: " ,, . , • . .. . .. : +

Utility revenues
- Energy-related businesses.

Total operating revenues:.
Other operation and, maintenance
Depreciation

.Taxes, other than income
Energy-related businet'ses

Total operating expenses .
Other Income - net
Interest Expense
Income Taxes . .
Incime, (Loss),from.D1iscontinued

Operations
Net Income
Net Income Attributable to
Noncontrolling Interests,.

Net Income Attributable to PPL

2009 7'. 2008 2007

'$ - 684 $ - 824 - '863
32 -'"33-. ,-37

.716 857, .900
-140 , 186 , i;.252.
115' "- 134 '147

57 ,' 66 67
16 .< '.,14" 5.. ' :17

. 4328. ' .400 i, 483 •
(1l) 17. 26
87 144. 183
20 '45 (43)

(a) Consists primarily of theinitial impairment charge recorded in Ju'ne,2099
when this business was classified as held for sale. See Note 9 to the
Financial Statements for additional information on the anticipated sal.

(b) 2009 primarily consists of a pre-tax charge'of $37 million related to sulfur
- dioxide emission allowances. See Note 17 to the Financial Statements for'.

additional information.

2008 consists of charges related to annual nitrogen oxide alloWances'iand put
options. SeeNote .14 to the Financial Statements foradditional iiiformation.

(c) 2008 primarily consists of a pre-tax charge of $22 million related to the
cancellation of the Holtwvood hydroelectric expinsidn project. -See Note.8 to
the Financial Statements for additional information. , , • -

(d) Represents other-th'an-temporary imiipairr-e'nt charges on securities, including
reversals ofprevious impairments when previously impaired 'seurit.ies wereýold. ." ; . " .. . + "'•

(e) See "Other Operation and Maintenance" for more inifrmation on the $23..
million pre-tax impairment recorded in 2007. "

(f) In 2003, PPL Wallingford.and PPE'EnergyPlus soughF from the FERC gost-
,,based payments based upon the RMR status of fotir units at the Walliingf6rd,

Connecticut generating facility. In 2007, as a result of a ettlment -,
agreement, PPL recognized $55 million of revenue'and $4 miillion of interest
income.

2010 Outlook.

Excluding special items, PPL projects higher earnings from its
Supply segment in 2910 compared with.2009;,due to growth in"'.
energy margins. The forecast for growth in, energy margins is,,','
based on. hedged power and fuel prices as well as established'

4 '(27) - . -.5
243-. 290

313.
.616-

$ 243 $ 290 .$- 610 -

- The after-tax changes in net income.attributable to PPL between
these periods were due to the,fol lowing factors.

2009 vs. 2008 2008 vs. 2007
U.K.

Delivery margi
'Other operating
Other income -

Depreciation
Interest expense
Income taxes'
Foreign currenc
Gain on transfe
Other

Discontinued Oper
U.S. interest expen
U.S. income taxes
Gain (loss) on ecoi
Other
Special items'

ns $ •17 $ 12
expenses,,. "' - 7., ' . -22

net, ..(4) .. : . (7).
• 'i ' "• (4) ' ;, 4-

e' 28' ''5
24' " 24

y exchanige -rates* (69) ., . (14)
r of equity investment - . (5)

(4),. () '
rations (Note 9)- (5) ' (49)
se 17'

.(32)
nomic hedges (Note 15).. ,, , .- .(12).. , , 10,

.-2 6" •++ .. ' " : : ' (28) (310)
" •' ... ,-'iL • $ . .. 47 $ (320)
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" Lower U.K. other operatingexpenses in 2008 compared with
2007, were primarily due. to lower. compensation.and lower;
pension costs. .

" Lower U.K. interest expensein 2009 compared with 2008', .
was primarily due to lower inflation rates on U.K.;Index-
linked Senior Unsecured Notes and lower debt balances.

* Lower U.K.:income taxes in 2009 cbmpared',with 2008, were
primarily due to HMRC's determination related.to the
Y valuation of a business activity sold in-1999-and to the ,"
deductibility of foreign currency exchange'-losses, partially,
offset by the items in 2008' mentioned-below.-,, , .:-, -

. - .'-• .

Lower.U.K., income-taxes in 2008_compared with2007,_were,
primarily due to HMRC's determination related'to . -

deductibility of imputedinterest on a loan from Hyder and a*
change in tax law that included the phase-out of tax
depreciation on industrial buildings, over a four-year. period.

• Changes in foreign currency exchange rates negatively.

impacted U.K. earnings for both periods. The weighted-
average exchange rates. for;theBritish.pound sterling were
-approximately $1.53 in 2009, $1.91 in 2008 and $2.00 in
2007:

*,,Higher U.S. income taxes in 2008 compared with 2007, was,
primarily due to the change.in a U.S. income tax reserve
resulting' from the lapse in 2007 of anapplicable'statute of

;"'limitations. .

The following after-tax amounts, which 'management considers
special itenms, also impacted the 'InternationalDelivery segment's
earnings.'"' ' "'

2009 -._.' 2008 2007.

Foreign currency-related ecornomic
'hedges - unrealized impacts (Note 18) $ ' 1
Sales of assets ' , ' "
I Latin American businesses (Note 9) (27) $ ,- 259
'Impairments : - '(1) .
Worllfdrce reduction (Note 12); (2) $ (1) (4)
Other

Change in U.K: tax rate'(NP6ie 5) -' ': ' ' '54
Total ,. $ (29)' $ '. (1) 309

2010 Outlook'

Excluding special items, PPL projects lower earnings from its,-
Iriternationial Delivery segment in 2010 compared.with 2009, as
a result of higher income taxes, higher operation and'" -

maintenance 'expenses and higher financing costs.• These.
negative factors are expected to be partially offset by higher
electricity delivery margins and a more'favorable&currency
exchange rate. "

In Decembei 2009, Ofgem completed its rate reyiewi for the five-
year period from -April 1,ý 2010 through,March 31., 2015. Ofgem
all6wed WPD an average increase in total revenues, before.
inflationary adjustm6nts, of 6.9% in each of the five years. Tfie

.revenue increase includes reimbursement to electricity
"" distributors for higher operatingand capital costs to be incurred.

*Also; Ofgem se~t the weighted ayerage costof capital at 4:7%,
which includes pre-tax debt and post-tax, equity costs and .
excludes adjustments foqrinflation, for all distribution .
companies. This.-isa' 0.8!?decreasefrom the previous ,...

regulatory period. Additionally, Ofgem*has-establisheds~trong
incentive mechanisms to provide companies significant -

opportunities to enhance overall returns by improving network
efficiency,,reliability or customer.service. . - .

Pennsylvania Delivery SeQment
The Pennsylvania Delivery segment include*sthe regulated .. ,

electric delivery operations of PPL Electric. In October 2008,.
PPL sold its natural gas distribution and propane businesses",
See Note 9 to the Financial Statem~entg for add'iti6inal, . --"information. " " " • .- " - ' ,[ :.'•

.The'Pennsylvania.Delivery segment results in,2'008 and 2007'
reflect the classification of PPL's natural gas disiribution and
propane businesses' as -Discontinued Operations.-* .. "

Pennsylvania Delivery segment net incdme 'atti-ibutable to PPL
w as: . . . , - -

Operating revenues
External
lntersegment
Total operating revenues

Fuel and energy''purchases
External
Intersegment

Other operation and maintenance
Amortization of recoverable transition

costs
Depieciation
Taxes, other than income'

Total operating expenses

2009 ,2008 2007

3,222 $ 3,293 - $ 3;-254
70 108 156

3,292 ;'. 31,40 1' 3,410

114 : i63 `"207
1. ,8,06 1,826 ' 1,810

417 410 ' 406

304
128
194

2,963

293
131
263

3,026

310
.132
200

3,065

Other Income - net 10 14 - 31
Interest Expense " -." ' 18' `:'111 135'
IncomeTaxes '-79 "' 102 81
lncome (Lossi) rom Discontinued
Operations . 3 (32'

Net'lnzome' 142 _. 179' ., 128
Net Income Attributable to
-Noncontrolling Interests 18 '18 18

Net Income Attributahle to PPL " $ " S 124 - $ 161. $ 110

The' after-tax cha.ges'I in net income attributable to PPL between
these periods were due io the f6.fo\Vil g m factors." - .

2009 vs. 2008 2008 vs. 2007

Delivery revenues (ne t of CTC C/ITC . " "
amortization, interest expense on transitiOn" "
bonds and ancillary cliarges)' . "- - " '$ "(1(6) $ 32

.Other'dperation anid maintenahce .' " 3 - (5)
Other income - net ' "''' (2) '(10)
Interest expense ' ' ' (12) - ' 1
Discontinued operations (Noie 9) (9) - (3)
Other 2 (3)
Special items (3) , 39

$ (37) $ 51

o Deliveryrevenues decreased in 2,009 compared with 2008,
. pfima•rly: due. to unfavorable economic conditions;:[including

industrialcustomers scaling.back on production, and the
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unfavorable impact of weather on sales volumes. See
'Revenue Recognition" in Note 1 to. the Financial Statements
forinformation on aftrue-up of FERC fo'rmula-based
transmission revenues.,

Delivery revenues increased in 2008 compared with 2007,
primarily due to a base rate increase effectiveJanuary .1, ?2008'
and normal load growth.

.* Other operation and maintenance expenses increased in 2008
compared with 2007, primarily due to insurance recovery of..
storm costs in 2007, higher vegetation management costs and
higher regulatory asset amortization.

* Other income - net decreased in 2008 compared with 2007.:'
primarily due toa decrease in intersegment interest income

, resulting from a decrease'in the average balance outstanding
on a note receivable and a lower average floating interest rate.

e Interest expense increased in 2009 compared with 2008,
primarily due to $4,00 million of debt issuances in October

8200 that prefunded~a portion of August 2009 debt maturities.

The following afferi-ta amounts, which management considers
special items, also impacted the Pennsylvania Delivery
segment's earnings. .. .

See Note 14 to the Financial Statements for a discussion of items
that could impact future earnings, in'cluding Pennsylvania
legislative and other regulatory activities.

Statement of Income Analysis -,...',:.,

Domestic.Gross Energy Margins

Non-GAAP Financial Measure

ii

ThM following discussion includes financial inf6rmation
prepared iri accordance with GAAP, as well as a non-GA'AP
financial measure, "Domestic Gross Energy Margins." The
presentation of "Domestic Gross*Energy Margins" ,is intended to
suIplement the investor's understanding 6f PPL's 'domestic non-
trading and trading activities -by combinihg applidable irncome
statement line-items and related adjustments to calculate a single
financial measure. PPLbelieves that "Domestic Gross Energy

.Margins" are u.9eful and meaningful to investors because they
provide them with the results of PPL's domestic'non-trading'and
trading activities as another criterion in making their investment
decisions. PPL's management also uses ."Domestic Gross
Energy Margihs" in measuring certain corporate performance
goals used in determining variable compensation. Other
.companies may use different measures to present the resulits of
their non-trading and trading activities. Additiona.ly.."Dgmestic
Gross Energy Margins" are'not intended toreplace ",Operating
Income," which is determined in accordance with GAAP, as an
indicator of overall operating performance. The following table.
proyides a reconciliation between "Operating Income" and.: ...
"Domestic Gross Energy-Margins" as defined by PPL.

Sales of assets
Gas and propane businesses,(Note 9)

Impairments
Workforce reductidnf (a)
Other '

Change in tax accounting method
• related to repairs (Note 5)

Total

2009 2008 2007

" $ i(6) $ (44).1 ) ''

1. (5) ' (1).

''(3)

" '(9) (6;'. $ '(5

2009 2008'. 2007

$ 961 $ 1,793, $ 1,659

(a) See Note 12 to the Financial Statements for additional information related to
*the 200'9 k,6rkforce reduction.

2010 Outlob'k

Excluding 'special items; PPL projects lowel earnings from its
Pennsylvania Delivery segment in 20'10 compared'with 2009, as
a 'net result of 16wer distribution revenues, primarily due to
continued'slowv economic growth 'and weak customrer demanid;
higher operation and maintenance expenses; offset by I lower
finiancing costs.*.. ..

In late.March 2010, PPL Electric expects tf6file a request with
the PUC-'§'eekirig an increase in 'its distribubion!'rates beginning'in
January 2011. ' . .... '' , .

Operating Income (a)
Adjustments-:

Energy-related businesses, net (b)'
Other operation and mainteriance '(a)
'Amortization of recoverable transition

costs (a)
De'preciation,(a)

-Taxes, other than income (a)
....Revenue'adjustments (c),

Expense adjustments (c)
Domestic gross energy margins

""(27'
1,424

'(38)'
'1,423'

(7)
1,365

'3
4

''2
(1,7

$ 1,7

04 ,293. 310.
69 . 458 442
86 288'8 298
05) (3,219) (1,981)
25 _566 .(262)
31 $ '1564 $ .1,824
"4 .

(a); As reported on the Statements of Income.
(b) 'Amount rej-ifesents the net'of "Energy-related businesses" revenue.and

,. expense as reported on the Statements of Income.
(c), The components of these adjustments aredetailedin the tables below.

The following tables provide the incothe statement line item's
and other adjustments that comprise dome'stic gross energy
margins. .

'4 1 11 .

.4'.
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2009 ,. 2008,. Change.

Revenue
Utility (a) $ 3,902

' Unregulated retail electric and gas (a) 152
Wholesale energy marketing (a) 3,062
Net energy trading margins (a) 17.
Revenue adjustments (b) .
" .WPD utility revenue ' . (684)

S- 4,114 $.

151
;'3,344

(81214)
(84

(212)
1

138.

'140 -

• - (e) Represents'revenues ssociated with the Long Island generation business and
the majority of the Maine hydroelectric generation business. See Note 9 to
the Financial Staterments fof'additioiial informrdtion.

(f) I Included in "Energy purchases" on the Statements of Income.-
(g). Included in "Taxes, other than income" on the Statements of Income.

Domestic Gross Energy MarQins By Region t

Domestic gross energy margins are generated through .PPL's
• . non-trading and'trading, activities: PPL manages its non-fia.dinig

energy business on a geographic basis that is aligned with its
: generation assets. . .

Domestic delivery component of
tutility revenue

Other utility.revenue
Impact from energy-related
S.economic activity (c)
Gains from sale.ofemrisiosn

, allowances (d) ..
,.•Revenues from Supply segment'

" ".discontinued'operations,()•,

. Total.revenue adjustments ' "

Expense
Fuel (a)
Energy purchases (a)
Expense adjustments (b)

Impact from energy-related.
* economic activiti (c) .

Domestic electric ancillaries (f)
Gross receipts tax (g)
Other

Total expqense adjustments

.1 Domestic gross eriergy margins'

• (1;265) (1,325) '.'-60
(61) (52) (9)

274 . (1,061) . 1,335

. 2 . ' * (4)

29 .. 3 . (8)

(1,705. (3,219) 1,514.
* 5,428 ' 4,269 -;l'159

• .931 1,084 (153)
.2,791 . 2,187 '., 604,

"Non-trading,
Eastern U.S.

.Westeni U.S.
Net.energy trading*

Domestic gross~energy margins

2009 2008 Change

$ 1,391,. $ 1,396" $ (5)
323. " '289 ' 34

17 . "(121) 138
,$ 1,731 .. $ 71,564 $ 167

.2008 2007 . Change

$ .1,396 . .1,502 $" (106)'
'"289 '"" 281 ' 8

(121) 41 (162)
$ 1,564 $ 1,824 $ (260)

(109) ' '(632
, '(43') (54

112• 113
15' . 7

(25 (566
. 3,697- 2,705

$ '1,731 $ "1,564

"23 -Non-trading)Y 523 .. "' ' :
Eastem U.S., .) 11 Western'U.S.

1)'. Net energy trading

54 DD6mestic 'gross energy marrgins'):' 541--5 . ..
'" 992

'$. 167 Eastern U.S.

2008 .2007
Revenu'd' .... i :. :;:: .

Utility (a), .

Unregulated retail electric and gas (a)
Wholesale energy marketing (a)
Net energy trading margins (a)
Revenue adjustments (b)

WPD utility revenue
Domestic delivery component of.

utility revenue
Other utility revenue
RMR revenues "
Impact from energy-related
economic activity (c) .

Gains from sale of emission
• allowances.(d)

Revenues from Supplysegment
'discontinuid operations ()..

Total revenue adjustments

A 1,4,14-,
1 51 .

3,344"
(121).

,4,114102 
$

1,436'
41

S .Eastern U.S. non-trading margins were $5 million lower in 2009
Change' compared with 20081 'This decrease was primarily due to lower

. margins on full-requirement sales c6nttracts resulting from mild
. . weather, decreased demand, and customer migration. Alfo

1,908 contributing to the' decrease were higher average baseload
(162) . generation fuel costs of 7%, primarily due' to higher coal -prices.

Partially offsetting these lower margins were net gains resulting'
3. 'from the settlement of-economic positions associated with

(17) rebalancing PPL's portfolios to better align them with current
(4) .strategies, highed capacity revenue, higher baseload gen eration
52. output due to unplanned major outages in 2008, and a 2.2%

(1;206) increase in'the PLR sales prices in accordance with the PUC
•6 Fin) Order

(824) (863).

C"(1,325) (1,308)
(52 ) ". (48)

., . (52)

(10,061 ) 145

6 109 (103)
37' 36 ' __ 1

(3,219) (1,981) . (1,238)
.4,269 - 3,712 '557'

1,084 890, '' 194
2,187 ." 736 - 1,451

Expense.:
Fuel (a).
Energy purchases (a) -
Expense adjustments (b)

t

T

impact hromnenergy-relateu , '..
economic activity (c) - , (632) . • 20 (83

Domestic 6lectiic ancillaries (f)' '(54) -(50) ( -. 4)
Gross receipts tax (g) 1. .113 12 . " 1,
O ther ... . ' 7 . , . . 7.

otal expense adjustments . (566) 262 (828)

2,705 1,888 817
Domestic gross energy margins - . 1;564 S . 1,824 $ (260),.'

EastemoU.S. non-trading margins were $106 milliontlower in
2008 compared with 2007.. This decrease was primarilydue to
higher fuel costs, up 16%, primarily due to~higher coal prices.
Alsocontributing to the decrease was lowver baseload generation,
down 4%, primarily, due tO' the unplanned.outages at the eastern
coal-fired unitsa, id't-ti 'ement ý f the Martins'Creek coal-fired
units.in. September 2007. partially offsettingthese lower.
margins were higher miar'gins from the hedged, sale of generation
in the wholesale market and a 1.4% .increase. in PLR sales prices
in -accordance Withthe PUC Final Order.

Western U.S. .0

Western U.S. non-trading margins wdre $34 million higher in
2009 compared with 2008. This increase was primarily due to
higher wholesale-voltimes of 6% and increased generation from
the hydroelectric units of.5%. •

(a) As reported on the Statements of Income.
(b) " To include/exclude the impact of any reveni'es'and expenses not associated

.with domestic gross energy margins, consistent with the way management
reviews domestic gross energy margins intemally.

(c) See Note 18 to the Financial Statements for additional information regarding
economic activity.

(d) Included in "Other operation and maintenance" on the Statements of Incon•e.
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Western U.S. non-trading margins'were $8 mnillion higher in
2008 compared' with 2007. This increase wasprimarily due to
increased generation from the hydr6elctric units' of 2%. -

Net Energy Trading ' "' ' "

PPL enters into energy contracts to take advantage of market
olýprtunities. As a resuit; PPL may at times create a net open
position in' its portfolio that could result, in significant'losses if
prices do not move in the, manner or direction anticipated.&
However, these trading-activities are subject to risk management
program limits that are designed to protect PPL fr6mn undue'
financial loss. The margins 'from these trading activities are,
reflected in the Statements of Income as "Net energy trading
margins." These'physical and financial contracts cover trading.,
activity associated with electricity, emission allowances,
uranium, FTRs, natural gas, and oil. ' •

Net energy trading margin's increased by $138 million in 2009
compared with 2008. This incdrease'consisted'bf $24l5 million of
higher-unrealized margins partially offset by $77 million of i.
lower realized margins. These 6hanges Were-primarily due'to0
increased marginsin the-power,-~gas and oil trading positions
resulting from unrealized trading, losses in 2008 due to a
dramatic decline in energy prices and a severe'cbntraction of'
liquidity in the wholesale power markets.

Net energy' trading margins decreased.by $162 million.ifn-2008;
compared with 2007.. This decrease-'consists,'of $135'million of
lower unrealized margins and $27 million of lower realized
margins, both driven by significant decreases in power and gas
prices in the second half of 2008.'

-"Utility Revenues

Thechanges inutility-revenuedswere attributable to:'

2009 vs. 2008 2008 vs. 2007

* higher U.K- electric dllivNery' revenues, attribuItable primarily
'td-anin reage-in price6s effective April 1,,a revised estimate of
network. electricity losses, and favorable changes in customer
mixY"These increases were partially offset by lowervolumes'
due.to unfavorable'economic conditions', including industrial
customers scaling back on production, and a decrease in ,
engineering and metering services performed for third parties.

"The increases in utility revenues for 2008 compared with 2007,'
excluding foreign currency eýAhang ra'te iffipacts, were
primarily due. to higher PLR revenue, attributable to normal -load
growth and a favorable price increase, and'higher domestic'
delivery i'evenue, primarily due'to a base 'rate jnc rease effective
January 1, 2008, 'as well as normal load growth. These increases
w~ere partially offset by the unfavorable impact of weather on
residential and commercial sales in 2008.

Energy-related Businesses ' "

Energy-related businesses contributed $11 million less to
operating income in 2009 compared with 2008. The decrease'
was primarily attributable to: .

* contributions "from domestic energy services-related
'businesses' decreasing-by $7 million, primarily due .toa decline
in construction activity-caused by the sloywdowniri the
econom y; and-'." • '.

* contributions from U.K. energy-related businesses decreasing
by $4 million, primarily due to changes in foreign currency
exchange rates. . . . . ' , ,

Energy-related businesses contributed $31 million more to
operating income- in.2008 co.mpared with 2007. The increase
was primarily attributable to-,.

.. 4 . " ' ' ' • ' : ' .. , , " '

* .a$39m.nillion. impairment in 2007 of domestic',
telecommunication operations that were sold iif 20.07 and:,

e an $ 1' million increase in contributions from domestic energy
ser~ices-related businesses mainly due to. increased
construction activity; partially offset by.
$ $11, million of lower pre-tax contributions from synfuel 4

projects. This reflects a $77 million net gain recorded in 2007
on options purchased to hedge the risk associated with the
phase-out of synthetic fuel tax credits. This.decrease 'was
partially offset'by $66 million less in'.operating losses from.
synfueltprojects as the projects ceased operation at the end of
,2007; and . -> ..

e '$5 million less in contributions from the domestic.
telecommunication operations,sold in 2007.; ..

See Note 8 to the Financial Statements for additi6nal
"information oneth sale of domestic telecommunications assets.
See Note 14 to the. Financial Statements for additional

-informationonhthe shutdown ofthe synfuel facilities in 2007.

Other Operation and Maintenance

The increases in other operation and maintenance expenses weredue to-. ',... . . - -, . "- " > •

Domestic:
Retail electric revenue (PPL Electric)

Delivery'
PLR

Other'.

UK.:'
'rioreigff-c'rrency" ýxchange..rates

- Electric delivery reyenue--

$ (60) $ 17-
(21) 19'

9 ' 3

(154) (42)
14 3

(212) '$

The decreasesiin utility revenues for 2009 compared with 2008'
excluding foreign currency exchange rate impacts;,were
primarily due to:

lower domestic retail electric revenues, attributable'46 :
unfavorable &conomic conditions, including industrial -

'.customers scaling back on production. In addition, weather.
had an unfavorable impact oh sales ,volumes. 'These decreases
were partially 0ffset by favorable price•increases. 'See
"Revenue Recognition" in Note 1 'to the Financial -Statements
for information on a true-up of FERC formula-based...

,'transmission revenues.
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Payroll-relatedco~st"
Defined benefit costs - U-.S. (Note 12)
Domestic and international workforce

reductions (Note 12)
WPD distribtition costs
Montana hydroelectric litigation (Note 14)
Other costs at fossil/hydroelectric stations
Other nuclear related expenses
Lower gains on saIle4 6femissibn ii1lowances
Impairment of transmission rights (a)
Contractor-related expenses
U.K. foreign currency exchange rates
Impairment of cancelled generation expansion

project in 2008 (Note. 8)'
Defined benefit costs -,U:K. (Note 12)
PUC-reportable storm costs
WPD recoverable engineering services -

Impairment and other charges - emission
allowances (Notes 14 and 17)

Montana basin seepage litigation (Note 14)
WPD meter operator expenses
Other - Domestic
Other - U.K.

2009 vs. 2008. 2008 vs. 2007

$ : 29 1$ - -2
18 (7).

18 (7)
15 . 7
8 1
7 1
7
4

(24)

2(2)'
"(16)

:,(11)
,(9)

(10)
103
(23)
(15)
(8).

22. . ,(28)".

(4j
(17)-

(9)* 42
(8) '8

*(7) (6).

(5) :(3)
$ 1 $ 58

. , .'2009 vs. 2008 2008 vs., 2007

U.K..foreign currency exchange ý'ates.> -,. - $ . (12) $, . '(3):
Pennsylvania gross~receipts tax (a) ( (12) 6
Domestic property tax expense.(b) .10 . (8)
Domestic sales and use tax 4 " (4)
Other 2 - • (1)

'- . ,$ (8) $ (-1o)-

(a)' The dlecrease in 2009 compared With 2008 wvas 1riniirily:due to a decrease,
in the tax rate in200.9,: The increase in 2008 comparedwith 2007was.
primarily, due to an increase in the tax rate in 2008 Gross receipts tax is
passed ihrough t6custoers. ' . ht . G recei t is

(b) The' chdnge in both periods w'as primarily'due to'a $7 "mnillion property tax
credit recorded by PPL Montanain 2008.

Other Income:.- net ,.' "

See Note 16 t6 the Financial Statements for detailsof other
income.

Other-Than-Temporary impairments ..

'Other-than-temporary impairments de~reased by $' 8-million in
2009 compared with 2008, primarily due-to stronger investment'
returns caused-by improved marke& conditions within the . -

financial narket§. -. ....

Other-than-temporary impairmehts increased by $33 million in
2008.compared with 2"007,'.prim aiily due to negative investment.
retumr.g&aused byithe downturn in the-finrsncidl markets in 2008.

Interest Expense. . .,

The decreases in interest expense were due to:

(a) In 2007, Maine Electric Power Company (MEPCO), ISO New England and
other New England transmission owners submitted a filing to the FERC
seekingto 'roll the revenue requirement of the MEPCO transmission facilities
into the regional tfansmiss§iofi rates in New Englandand to change certain
rules concerning the use of the transmission line for energy and-capacity.
.PPL protested this proposal and recorded an impairment of the transmis'ion
rights baed 'on their estimated fair value.

Amortization of Recoverable Transition Costs

Amortization of 'recoverable transition costs increased by $11
million in 2009 compared with 2008 and decreased by $17-
million in 2008 compared with 2007. The-amortization of -
recoverable transition costs was based on a PUC amortization
schedule, adjusted for ITC and cTC recoveries in customer, rates
and related expenses: Since the amortization substantially -

matches the revenue recorded based on recovery in customer:
rates, there is minimal impact on 'earnings. At the end of 2009,
PPL's recoverable transition ýosts have been fully amortizerd.

Depreciation- , " " .. ,

Increases in depreciation expense, were due tb:

206•9vs. 2008' 2008 vs. 2007

Additions to PP&E (a) . $ 43 $ 39
U.K. foreign currency exchange rates - " .(25) (7)
Extension of useful lives of certain WPD, ' - . ,.
network assets in mid-2007 (Note 1) , (13)

Other (7) , (3):.
$ f1I l . 16.'

(a) Primarily attributable to the completion of theSusquehanna generaton
uprate'and the Montour scrubber projects in 2008 andfthe Brunner Island

scrubber projects in 2009. . .

-Taxes, Other Than Income

The decreases in takes, other than income were due to: .

Hedging activities " '- ' " ,-,
Inflation adjustniment on U.K. Index-linked
Senior.Unsecured Notes ,t

U.K. foreign currency eichange.rates
Repayment of transition bonds • ,

Capitalized interest.
Short-term debt interest expense
Long-term debt interest expense,
Amortization of debt issuance costs
Other

income'Taxes '• "

2009, vs. 2008 2008 vs. 2007

$4 (>30) $ (28)

(29)
(17)
(13)
13
6
4
3
4

$ -" " (59)

6
(8)

(22)
..(1)

, 7
.28

5
(4)

(1:7)

The changes in rinconie taxes were due to:

2009 vs. 2008 2008 vs. 2007-

Higher (lower) pre-tax book incomie
Tax on foreign earnigs (a)
Synthetic fu6l'and other tax credits (b)
Valuatibfnallowance adjustments
Tax returm'adjustmeits (c)
Domestic manufacturing deduction
U.K. FinanceAct adjustmenits (d)
Tax'reserve'adjustments (a) (c) (e)
Other

2"• $ . (298) $ 32
(43)' ' (3)• : : (17)-, 7..' "2

S (13)
40 . (8)

,13. .. (2)
8 46S.- =44

'9 . - (10)
:.(300) $ - :. 171
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(a) During 2009, WPED recorded a $46 million foreign. tax benefit (and a full..'
tax reserve reflected in "Tax reserve'adjustments") related to losses
generated by restngur.turing. '.

(b) The Section 29/45K synthetic fuel'fax crediti 6xbired at tle'end of 2007' -
During2008, PPL~recorded a $13 million adjustment to its estirriated..

,2Q07 fuel tax credits.as:a result of the IRS publishing the final 2007,
inflation-adjusted credit in April 2008.

(c) During 2009, PPL received consent from the IRS to change its method of
accounting for certain expenditures for tax purposes. PPL deducted the
resulting IRC Sec. 481 adjustment on its 2008 taxreturn andrecorded aý
$24, million adjustment to federal'and state income tax expense,.which.
results from the reduction of federal income tax benefits, related to the
domestic manufacturing deduction and a reduction of certain state tax
benefits idlated to state net operating'losse's and regulateit depreciation.

During 2008, WPD recorded tax benefits.ofapproximafely $17 hiillion
from tax retum adjustments that were fully reserved .,, .

(d) The U.K.'s Finance'Act of 2008 enacted in July 2008 included a phase-
out of tax depreciation on certain buldidngs. As a result, WPD recorded '
an $8 million deferred tax benefit duaring 2008 related ,toeth reduction in

its deferred tax -liabilities.

The U.K.'s Finance Act of 2007 enacted in July 2007 included a
; reduction in the U.K.'s statutory inc6me tax rate-Effective April 1 2008,

-the statutory income'taý rate Was reduced from'30% to 28%0 As'a result, -
WPD recorded a$54 million deferred tax benefit during 2007 related to,:

- the.reduction in its.deferred tax liabilities., •...
(e) . PPL recorded an $8 million and,$35. million benefit in 2008 and 200.7 as

a result of the'expiration of aipplicable statutesý of limitations. -

'Additionally, PPL recorded tax benefits Of $27 milion in'2009,forthe ',
settlement of a .tax dispute and foreign currency exchange 1Isses'.:'

See Note- 5 to the Financial Statements for additional .. .

information on income taxes. :.. "

Discontinued Operations .• .,. .

See Note 9.to the Financial Statements for information related:
to : .• . .',

e the anticipated, sale.of the Long Island generation business;
e the sale of the majority of the Maine hydroelectric generation

business in 2009;
* thý sale'of the 833% interest in Wyman Unit 4,in 2009; ,
* thie,sale of the Latin ,American businesses in 2007 aid, thd' ..

substantial dissolutio'n of the remaining holding.companies in'
2008; .and. - '"

e the sale of the natural gas distribution andipropane'businesses
.in.2008. " " , '

Financial Condition;.

Liquidity and Capital Resources ' •. .. .

PPL. expe6ts to continue to 'haveiadequate' liquidity. available,
through operating cash flows, 'cash and cash equivalents and its-
credit facilities.,',Additionally, subject to: market conditions; PPL
currently plans to access debt capital markets in 2010z PPL-
currently does not plan to access commercial'paper markets or
equity capital markets in 2010: : .... . ' .. '

PPL's cash flows from operations and access to cost-effective
bank and capital markets are subject to risks:,and uncertainties
including, but not limited to: . "

" changes-in market prices for electricity;. '"
" changes in commodity prices that may increase the cost of

producing power'oi decrease the amount PPL receivs 'from'
selling power;

i operationt and credit.ri~ks associated.with.:selling.and
marketing products in the wholesale'power markets;

e potential ineffectiveness, of-the trading, marketing and risk
management policy and programs used to mitigate PPL'srisk.,

.exposure to adVerse electricity. and fuel 'prices, interest rates,I.
foreign..currency.exchange rates and couriterparty~credit;

•. unusual or extreme weather'that 'may: damage PPE's:-,
'transmission and distribution facilities or affect energy sales to
custom ers;'), . ,,i... . ,::: :,'-

' reliance on transmission,and~distribUtion facilities, that PPL
.,does not own or:cohtrol to deliver its.electricityand natural.

gas; , ,., , : -, . ,. .

.' unavailability of generating units (due.to unscheduled or.
longer-tharinanticipated.ge'neration outages, weather and

.-; .naturil disasters). andth.resulting-loss of revenues and
additionalcosts, of replacement electricity;,:.. .

e the ability to recover and the timeliness and adequacy of
recovery of costs' associated with regulatedutility businesses;-

* costs of compliance with 'exi§ting and new environmental laws
and With new. security and, safety. requi'rementsfor nuclear.,.
facilities; . . . '

i any adverse outcome of legal proceedings and investigations
with, respect to.PPL's'cuirent, and-past business activities;

e deterioratibn in.the financial markets. that,dould make'
'obtaininginew sources.of bank and.capitalmarkets funding
more difficult, and more costly;-And' ,. -' , '1. I , ..

* a downgrade in PPL's or its rated sub sidiaries'.credit'ratings
'-that could adversely affect their ability to access capitaland.,.

increase the cost of credit facilities and any new debt.
. .i.

See "Item IA.,Risk.Factors". for further discussion of'risks and'
uncertainties affectingPPL's cash flows . .

At.December 3 1, PPL had.the.following:". . .'

-" . .... ' 2069. .o 2008 ,'., .2007-

Cashand cash equivalents ," .IA .' ".$'.;:' '801 '' $' 1,100 - $I .. '430
Short-term investments (a) (b) ' _- . .,_ , .150 .. ,,,108

$ 801 $ 1,250' $ 538

Short-term debt .' $ 639 .$ 679 - .$. . 92

(a) 2008 amount represents tax-exempt.bonds issued by the PEDFA in.,.
December 2008 6n'behalf,of PPL Energy. SUplyand purchased by'a.
suibsidiary of PPL Energy Supply upon issuance. 'Such bonds were
refunded.in April 2009."See Note 7 to-th6 Finadn'ial, Statenients for further'

Sdiscus~sion,• .A . .. - . : . , " •.• , ' ' :

(b) . Includes $15 million of auction rate securities at December,3 1,;2007...See
below for a discussion of auction rate seciurities.

The changesi in PPL s cash and cash equivalent;s p'ositifon resulted
from:

''" ' ' ' 2009 ' 2008 '' '2007

Net Cash Provided by Operating
Activities ... S 1 852 1589 $ 1571,

* NetiCash Used in Investing Activities " -(880)• (1 ,627) (614)
NetiCash Prov-ided'by((Used in),,. f .
FinancingActivities (1,271) 721 ' (1,326)

.Effect of Exchange Rates on Cash an'd
Cagh Equivalents ."_,"____. (13) 5

Net 'Increase (Decrease) in Csh'anid
Cash Equivalents; ,". .': ', " * .',;' $_. ' (299) :$ " 60 7 $ . (364)

.... '5-' .
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Auction Rate Securities*..

PPL held auctionrate securities with an- aggregate par value of
$25. million and $29 million at December 31, 2009 and.2008:
Historically, an active market existed 'for such investments,,and
the auctions provided an opportuhity for investors either.to hold
an investment at a periodically, resetinterest rate ornto sell the"
'investment at its par value fdr immediate liquidity. In early
2008, investor concerns about credit and liquidity in the
financial markets, generallyt as wellas investor concerns over
specific'insurers that guarantee the credit of certain of the
underlying securities, created uncertainty in the auction rate..
securities market and these' securities'generally failed to be,
remarketed through their established auction process:. The
auctions continue to fail and theresultingilliquidity continues to
impact PPL's investment in auction rate securities.

At December 31, 2008,,PPL estimated that the:fair Value of.its
auctionr .ate securities Was $24' millionwhich is reflected in
"Other investments" on,'the Balance Sheet:and'represen'ted a
temporary decline of $5 million from par value.'

In 2009,-PPL liquidated $4 million of atuction lrate securities.at
par. At December 31,, 2009, PPL estimated that-the-fair value of
its auction'rate securities was~equal to par value, which was $25
million and is reflected in "Other investments" on the Balance
Sheet. PPL reversed the previously recorded temporary

'impairment.'. .

Because PPL intends. and has the ability to hold these auction
rate securities until 'they can be liquidated at par V'alue, PPL
believes that it does not have significant exposure to realize
losses on these securities. Based upon' the evaluation of.
available information, PPL believes these investments continue"
to be of high credit quality. Additionally, PPL does not
anticipate having to sell these, securities to fund 'operations. See
Notes 17 and 21 to the Financial Statements for further
discussion of auction rate securities. ' ' ' '

Operating Activities

Net cash provided by 'oprating activities increased by 17%, or:
$2631 million' in 2009 compared with 2008, primarily as a result
of cash collateral received from counterparties and the benefit, of
lower income tax payments due to the change in method of
accounting for certain expenditures for-tax'purposes. These
increases were partially. offset b, a decrease in accounts payable
and the unfavorable ,impact of foreign currency exchange ratesin
2009 comnpared with 2008.

Net cashprovidedby operating activities increased by-1%,'or,

$18 million, in .2008 compared with 2007, primarily-as a result

of higher revenues, primarily due to the hedged'sale of
generation in.the wholesale market, inqreased retail electric sales.
volumes and a, 1.4% increase in domestic: delivery sales prices,
as well as less U.S. income tax payments, primarily as a result of
a refund received in 2008, and opeiating losses incurred in 2007
in'connection with synfiiel projects that ceased.operation at the
end of 2007.: The increases to cash provided by'operating
activities resulting from these items were partially offset by
increased expenditu.es for fuel, primarily due to higher coal

',prices; lower realized net energy traiding'margins, driven by
significant dcreases in power and g'sprces, higher interest
paid,.primarily due to higher debt levels in 2008, cash flows
provided by -Latin America's-operations in 2007 but not 2008,
due to the sale of the Latin American businesses in 2007; and an
insurance recovery of storm costs in'200)7. ' .

A significant portion of PPL's operating cash flows-is derived
from'its Supply' segment baseload generation business, activities.
PPL 6inploys aformal hedging pr'gramfor its baseload

generation fleet,•the primary objective of which is to provide a
reasonable level ofinear-term cash flow and-earnings certainty
over the next three years,' while preserving upside p6tential if
power prices increase over the medium term. See Note 18 to the
Financial Statements- for furher'discussion. Based on its
generation portfolio contracting'practices (including related fuel
purchases and commitments),'PPL expects to achieve relatively
stable cash flows related to baseload generation during the next'
three years, although, fu ture cashlfl0ws'from operating .activities
are expected to be influenced more by commodity prices than
during the past nine years when long-term supply contracts'were
in place between PPL EnergyPlus and PPL Electric.I As "
discussed.inr"Item !L Business§," PPL estimates .thkton average,
approximately 94% of its total expected' annual generation,.'
output (which includes baseload and other generation) for 2010

"is committed -under power sales conti-acts. .:PPL has also entered
into 'commitments of varying .quantitiesand terms for the yearsi'

:2011 and beyond.. In addition, PPL expects to be able to'achieve
relatively stable cash flows related to PPL Electrici's role as PLR
due to contracts it has' entered into to procure the 2010 and a
portion of 2011 PLR electricity supply it expects to need for
residential, small commercial and small industrial customers
who do not choose an alternative supplier. See Note'14 to the

•"Financial-Statements for inf6rmation on these 'energy purchase
contracts. . ," .. . : ... .

PPL's contracts for the sale and purchase of electricity. and fuel'.

•often'require cash'collateral orother credit enhancements, or-,"'
reductions".or terminations of a portion,of the entire contract
through cash settlement, in the event of a downgrade of PPL's or"
its subsidiaries' credit ratings of adverse changes in market.
prices. For example, in addition to limiting its trading ability, if
PPL's or its subsidiaries'•.ratings weretowered to below
."i'nvestment grade" and there was a 10% adverse movement in
energy prices, PPL estimates that,.'based.on' its December 31',
2009 positions, it would have had to post additional collateral 'of'
approximately $291 million, compared with $815 millilon at,
December 31t,.2008. PPL has in place risk management
programs that are designed to monitor and manage its exposure
to volatility of cash flows related to changes in energy and fuel".
prices, interest rates, foreign currency exchange rates;. .

counterparty credit quality and the 6perating~petformance of-its.
'generating' units.

Investincl Activities ,

The primary use of cash in investing' activities is capital'
expenditures. See "Forecasted Uses of Cash' for detail
regarding capital expenditures in 20.09-and~projected
expenditures.for the. years 2010 through.2012.
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'Net,'dash' used in investing activities'decreased'46%, •or. $747
milli-ohi ini 2009 compoared with 2008, primarily as adiesult of A
cha "ge'of $289 million from restricted cash and'cash
equivalents, a change of $249 million from purchases and sales.
of other investments, a change:of $24 lmillion from purchases
and sales of intangible assets and a'd&drease of $ 193 million in
capital expenditures.. -See Note 1 'to the Financial Statements. for
'a discussion of restricted cash addr'dash'equivalenht and Note 7_
to tiie' lFinancial Statements for a discussion of thIepurchase.and -
sale by a subsidiary of PPL.Energy Supply of Exempt Facilities
Revenue Bo3nds issued by the PEDFA'6n behalf of PPL Energy'
Supply. The decrease in cash ,used in irnvesting activiiies 'from
the' above 'items was. partially offset by.the change in proceeds
received from the sale of businesses;-which are discussed: in
Note 9-to the Financial Statements. PPL received $303, million
from 1tfi sale of th "gas and propane'businesses in 2008

compared to proceeds of $81 million received from the sale of,
.the majority of the Maine hytdroelectric generation busihess in.,
2009. . .

'Net cash used-in investing activities, increased 165%, or $1. 0
billion, in'2008 compared with 2007, as PPL'received $303
million from tte6 siale0of the'gas arid piopane busifiesses in 2008
compared, to aggregfte proceeds-of $898 million'received' from-
the sale of the Latin"American'business'6s and'
telecommunication operations, in 2007. See Notes 8 and 9 to the
Financial Siatemients.for.' di'cussionr'of'th'ese saleS:"..
Additionally', there was a change*'6f $354'million fror'i puirchases
and sales"of tfir in , estine'ii 'and a'change of $359 million
from puichases arid sales of intangible assets. The~ihcrease ih
cas'i'uised 'in' investing activities'froni the above ites' was
pdftiAlly'0ffsetiby a decrease of $239 million in capital
expenditures aind"a decrfease of $54 million in the, amount of cash
and 'cash eqquivaleints that became re-strictied. '. " '

Financing Activities - ,

Net cash usedii finafc'ing activities was $'1.3 billion in 2009
compared with $721 million' of cash provided by financing .
activities in 2008 and net cash used in financing activities of
$1.3 billion in.2007. The change from 2008 to 2009 primarily
reflects, fewer issuances 'and increased retirements of long-term
debt in 2009,as well-'as thejnet'repaiyment of short-term "

borrowings in 2009. The chaige' from 2007 't6 2008 primarily'adlo~wer retIremients of long-trh
reflects increased issuancesari lirrtreens'flgterrh
debt, lower repurchases of common stock and imcrIeased short-
term borrowings in'2008 ' '.' " 6 . ""'

In. 2009, cash used in financing acivitiesprimarlly con'sisted'of
net debt retirements of $770 millionand commn6h stock •
dividendspoaid of-$517 million, partially offset by $60 milhon' of
common stock sale l~ioceeds. ' ' '

In 2008, cash provided by financing'activities primarily .Sc#nsisted of net debt issuances of$1.31bbllhon aind $19 million of
c6mmon stock sale pr6c~eds, partially offset' by common stock
dividends paid of $491 millioti and the repurchase"of8Q2,816
shares of-common stockfor $38 million. .

'In 2007, cash used in financing'activities primarily cOnsistedlof
,net debt'retirementsof $170 million, the repurchase of
14,929,892'shares Of commino stock for$712 million and
common stock dividends paid of $459 million, partially offset.by
$32 million, of common'stock saleproceeds. See Note,7 to the'
Financial Statements ford adiscussion of the common stock:
repurchase program.. - '

S, e 7F recasted'Sourcesof Cash" for aidiscussion of PPL's
plans to issue,debt and, equity securities; as well as a discussion-,
of credit facility capacity available to PPL. Also see .,Forecasted
Uses~of Cash".for a' discussion. f plans to pay diy.Jdends on
common and preferred, securities :in -the future; as well as,

'matuities of long-term debt. .'

PPL's debt.financing activity in 2009 was:,

Issuances (a), Retirements

PPL Capital' Funding Senior Unsecured Notes ' ' " ''$ ' '. (201)
PPL Energy Supply Senior Unsecured Notes (a) ' ."' ' V (220)
PPL Electric Senior Secured Bonds (b) .: $ " 298:':. ." "'(586)

"Variable Rate Pollution Control Facilities Note~-•..'' ', ' " ' (9):
PPL Electric short-term debt ' " . .' ' " (95)
WPD short-term debt (net change) 43

Tota""$ 341'$ (1,11)
Net decrease. ""'"(70)

(a) In March 2.09 PPL Energy Supply paid $220•million plus accrued interest,
to'complete tender offirs~to purchase up. to $250 million agg1regate principal
.amouht'0of crtain'of its. outstanding.senior nfotes in or'der to reduce future
interest xpense. Under the Economic Stimulus Package PPL will be
permitte'd to defer reognion of inceme related to the extinguishmentof these
notes f6i tax purposes. 'No amounts will be included in taxable incbme for the

'first fivel yi'ears: Beginnifig in 2014, income rielated to the extinguishment of
these notes wil'lbe included in taxable income ratabli,, over five years. '

(b) Issuanice~is-netofpricing discount. Retirements exclud6 a $9. illion premium
paid in connection with the December:2009,i'edemption of PPLElectric's

'4.30% Senior Secured Bohds due 2013,:' ."/. ' " ' '

SeeNote 7.to the Financial Statements'for more detailed'
information regarding PPL's financingactivities in 2009. "

Foredasted"So'urdes-0f Cash

PPL expects'to, continue ,tohave significant sources.of cash
available in the nearterm; including various credit facilities, a

"commercial'paper program andoperatingleases:' PPL currently
does not plan to access commercial paper markets' in 2010 and
planisto issue'i-p io' $300 nmilli6n and £400-million in long-term
debt securities in 2010, subject to market c6nditions. ,

Credit Facilities '

At December 31, 2009, PPL's total committed borrowing,.
capacity under credit. facilities.andthe use of~this bofeowing
capacity were:
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.,Letters of
Committed - Credit Unused`'
Capaciiy B6r'ro-w Ied li;ued (a) CaoacitY

PPLEn ergy I. :

Domestic Credit " ' ,. ,, .." ..."

Facilities (b) $ 4,125' $ 2859 $ ' 662", $• .3,1.78
PPL Electric Credit
Facilities ) .(). .340 • .6. 334

Toial bomnestic'Credit,
Facilities (d) '" .'4,465' $' 285 $ 668 $' 3,512

WPDH Limited Credit .: . ,"'...

Facility(e) 1. - 50 £ f '-' 132.,: n/a E.. . . 18
WPD (South.West) Credit . .
Facilities(f) 214 60' £' 3 151

Total WPD Credit . " .

Facilities (g) £ 364 £ 192. £ 3 £ 169

(a) The~bori6w'er unaeri e6hchof th•se facilities hasa reimb'Uisement'obligation to
.. the extenjt any letters of credit are drawn upon,, . ,,-

(b) PPLiEriergy'Supply his the ibility to borroiW $3.6 billion under its crddii
facilities. Such borrowings geierally bear interest at LIBOR-based-rates plus a
spread, depending upoui the company's public debt ratin'g. PPL Energy Supply
also has the capability to cause the lenders to issue up to $3.9 billion of letters
of credit under these facilities, which issuances reduce available borrowing
capacity. Under certain conditions, PPL Energy Supply may'request that the
capacity of one of its facilities be increased by up to $500 million.

These credit fdcihities contain a financial covenant requiring debt to total
capitalization to not exceed 65%. At December 31, 2009 and.2008, PPL
Energy Supply's consolidated debt to total capitalization percentages, as
e.alculated in accordance with its credit. facilities,.were.46%/,and 44%.: The
credit facilities also contain standard representations and warranties that must
be made for PPL Energy Supply to borrow under them. -

-.The committed capacity expires as follows: $600 million in 2010, $300
million in-201 land $3.2 billion in 2012. PPL Energy Supply intends t6 renew
or replace the two credit facilities that expire in 2010 in order to maintain its
current total committed capacity level.

(c) Borrowings under PPL Electric's $190 miliion syndicated credit facility
geherall ybear interest at LIBOR-based rates plus a'spread, de,'ending upon the
C'ompany's public debt rating. PPL Electric also has the capability to request
the lendiers to issue up to $190 million of letters of credit under this facility,
which issuances reduce axVailable borri6wing capacity. Under certain.
conditiobs 'PPL Electric may request that the facility's cipacity be inc•e'ased
bS up to $ 100 m illion:' . .. ' .,

The syndicated credit facility contains a financial covenant requiring debt to;
total:capitAlization to not exceed .70%. At December 31, 2009 and 2008, PPL
Electric's consolidated debt to total capitalization percentages, as calculated in
accordance with its credit facility, were 44% and 53%. The syndicated credit
facility also c9oAtains standard representations' and. warranties that must be•.'2
made for PPL Electric to borrow under it., . .. '

Committed capacity includes a,$150 million credit facility related to.an asset-
backed commercial paper program through which PPL Electric obtains
financing by selling and contributing its~eligible accounts receivable'and-
unbilled revenues to a special purpose, wholly owned subsidiary on an
ongoing 6iasi's' The-sub'sidiar 'ple'dges the se assets t0dsecur libansof Up 'tb an
aggr6git'e of$150 millionfrom a.qommercial paper.conduit sponsored by'a.
financial institution. At December. 31', 2009, based on accounts receivable and

nbill, revenue pledged, $15 Amillion w'as available for borrowing.

The committed~capacity expires as foll6ws: ,$150 million in 2010 and $190
million in 2012. PPL Electric intends to renew its existing 1'i 50nilidn asset-
backed credit facility im 2010 in order to maintain its current total committed
capacity level.

(d) The commitments under PPL's domestic credit facilities are'prbvided 15y a
diverse bank group, with no one bank and its affiliates providing an aggregate'
commitment.of, more tharid15% of the total committed capacity. ''".' . :

(e) BorroWirngs tind•i WPDH Limited's'credit 'facility bear interegt at LIBOR-
based rates plus a spread, depending upon thie company's public debt rating.

This credit facility contains financial covenants that require WPDH Limited to
maintain an interest-coverage ratio of not less than 3.0 times consolidated
earnings before income taxes, depreciation and amortization and a RAB that
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ekceeds total nrttddbt by'the higher of an amount.equal toiI5%;of tbtalbnet debt
.or £150 million, in each case as calculated in accordance withhe credit.•
facility. At December 31, 2009 and 2008, WPDH Limited's interest coverage
ratios, as calculated in accordance with its credilt fachty, we're 4.3 and'4." At
December 31, 2009 and,2008,, WPDH Limited's' RAB, aý &alculAted in
accordance with: the credit facilii', exceeded its total net.debt by £325 million,•
or 25%, and £3,85 million,,or 3 .%., .o, , ': "

(f) VWPD.(South West).has twocredit facilities: one under which it can inake cash'
borrowings and another, udeýr which it has the capability tocause the lender to
issue up to approximately.£4 million of letters of credit. Borrowings bear
interest at LIBOR-based rates plus a margin.

The credit facility under. which it can make cash borrowings contains financial
.coxenants"that require WPD' (Sbuth West) to 'Maintain an interest coverage
ratio of not less than 3.0 tfmes' conhsolidated eamingg before income taxes,
depreciation and amortiZation' and total net debt not: in excess of 85% of RAB,
in each case as'calculated in~accordance with the credit facility' At.
December 31, 2009, WPD (South West)'s interest coverage ratio, as calculated
in acc6idance with its credit facility, was'5.3. At December 31, 2009, WPD,
(South Wýit)'s tbtal'nt debt,* as dalculat"in acebraance with the cred"it

'facility, wNa• 670/6ofDRAB.ý--. ,:. .•,• •. : ' .!" . .,nm .

(g) The ýcommitments: under WPD'scredit 'facilities 'are pr'ovided by'eight banks,.
with no one bank providing more than 25% of the total committed capacity.

The committed capacity of WPD's credit facilities expires as follows: £4
million in 2010; £210.million in,2012'and £150 million ini 201.3. WPD (South
West). intends to renew its letterof creditrfacility that expires-in 2010 in order
for WPD to maintain its current total committed capacity level. ,

At Dece'mber:3.1.,-2009.,"he finuse-dca0acity. 9f WPD's ,credit facilities was
approximately $276 million .... "-

In addition to. the financial covenants noted in the table above,

the credit agreements, governingthe,credit facilities contain
various other, covenants. Failure to comply with thecovenants.;
after- applicable grace periods could result in acceleration of
repayment of borrowings ,and/or termination of the agreements.,.
PPL monitors compliance with the. covenants on a regular basis.
At December 31, 2009, PPL.was in material compliance with'
these covenants. At this time,. PPL. believes that these covenafits
and other borrowing conditions will not limit access to these
funding sources.. . , .

See Note 7 to the Financial Statements for further discussion of
PPL's credit facilities. . .

Commercial Paper,, %

PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric usually maintain.

commercial paper programs, urider which commercial paper
issuances are supported by certain credit facilities of each
com•pany, to provide an additional financing source to fund their
short-term liquidity needs, if and when necessary. .

As discussed below under "Credit Ratirigs" S&P lowered its,

rating on PPL Energy Supply's coinmercial, paper to A-3 from
A72 in;January 2009.. Since, PPL Energy Supply did not plan to

issue any commercial paper during 2009 and there wa~s
essentially no liquidity in commercial paper markets for paper
with an A-3 rating, PPLEnergy Supply closed its.$500 million
commercial paper program in January 2009 and requested that
Moody's, S&P and Fitch each withdraw their ratings on its
commercial paper program, which each rating agency
subsequently did.

PPL Energy Supply may reopen its commercial paper program
in the future, depending on market conditions and credit ratings,



to provide an additional financing source to fund its.sliorttt-tiii.,
liquidity needs, if and when necessary. Any fuiture commercial
paper issuances would be supported'by PPL Energy;Supplý's,
credit facilities. .' . -. ,, . -.

PPL Electric has a $200 million.c6mmercial paper program in'
place. As noted below under "Credit Ratings," commercial..
paper for PPL Electric is rated P-2, Aý2 and F2 by Moody's,
S&P and Fitch. Market conditions to issue commercial'pa'per-
with these ratings have strengthened significantly since 2008,
when the :d6wntum in-the financial markets created extremely'
limited-liquidity resulting in .high borrowing rates: PPL Electricr.
did not issue any 1commercial paper during 2009. Based on, its'
current cash positionxand'anticipated cash flows, PPL Electric.
currently does not plan to. issue any commercial paper during
2010, but it may-do so from'time'to time, subject to market
conditions; to facilitate short-term cash flow needs.-,

Operating Leases •- . .

PPL and its'subsidiaries also have available funding sources that
are iprovided through operating. leases. PPL's subsidiaries lease
office space, land, building§'and certain equipment: . -These
leasing structures provide PPL additional operating and "
financing flexibility. The ojýerating leases contain covenants
that are typical for these agreements, -such as maintaining
insurance, maintaining corporate existence and timely'payment
of rent and other fees.

PPL, through its subsidiary PPL Montana, leases a 50% interest
in Colstrip Units 1 and 2 and-a 30% interest in Unit 3 Undeffur

36-year, non-cancelable operating leases. These operating leases
are not recorded on PPL's Balance Sheets. The leases place
certain restrictions on PPL Montana's ability to incur additional
debt,.sell assets and declare dividends. At this time,PPL. •
believes that these restrictionswill not limit access'to these..
funding sources or cause acceleration or termination of the
leases. See Note 7 to the Financial Statements for a discussion'
of other dividend restrictions related to'PPL subsidiaries.

See Note 10 to the Financial Statements forfurther discussion of
the'operating leases.

Long- Term Debt and Equity Securities

Subject to market conditions, PPL and its subsidiarie's cur-rentl
plan to issue up to $300 million and £400 million in long-term
debt securities in 201'0. PPL expects to use the proceeds from
these issuances for the repayment of short-term debt, to fund;-
capital expenditures, and forgeiieral corporate purposes.

'expenditures, various contractual, obligation§,spayment of
'dividen'ds on its' common and preferred securities and Possibly
the purchase orredemption .of a portion of debt securities.',

Capital, expenditures
The table below shows PPL's actual spending for the ,ar.2009

-and current capitalexpenditure projections: for. the years 2010
through 2012. " . ".. ..

... .. . ... . .. ...4 . . - ', . . ,

A. Actual Projected
S" 2009 2010 2011 2012

T--Gnranstisin eacinitri b
--Generating facilities"Transmission and disýtribution,

facilities
Environmental
Other-,
, Total Construction

Expenditures
-Nuclear fuel ,.

Total Capital Expenditures

$ .361 $ 671. $ 673.$ .- :5.07

'8511 62862,'_ 1,097. • '' 990"
178 63 . 19.,. _99
75 114 - 107 .106

1125 1710 1896 .,1,702
. 140, 151 • •.173., . 171

S1,265.$ -1,861 $2,069 $ 1,873

(a)- Construction expenditures include capitalized' interestand AFUDC; which
are expected to be approximately $190 million for the years.201.0 through
2012. ' ,

(b) Includes expenditures for certain intangible assets.

PpL's capital expenditure projections for the years'2010 through
2012 total approximately $5.8 billion. Capital expenditure plans
are revised periodically to reflect changesin operational, market
and regulatory conditions., This table includes projected costs
related to the planned 239 MW of incremental capacity
.increases, PPL Electric's.asset, opt.imiization program focused -on.:
the replacement of aging, transmission and distr-ibuti6n assets,
and thePJM-approved regional transmission. li.e..expansion
project. See.Note 8 to the Financial Statements }for information.
on- the. PJM-approved regional transmission line expansion.
project and 'the other significant development projects.. .

PPL plans to fund its capital,expendituresin-2di0. with ,cashon -n

hand, cash from operations and proceeds from the issuance of
• debt. securities. -.. , .

Contractual Obligations ' ,

PPL has assumed variousfinancial obligations and commitments
in the ordinary course of conducting its business. At,

- December 31, 2009, the estimated contractual cash obligations
of PPL were: - . .. , . ,, , . . :.

PPL currently plans to issue new shares of comi
2010 in an aggregate amount of approximately
under various employee stock-based compensat
dividend reinvestment plan.

Forecasted Uses of Cash

In addition to expenditures required for normal
activities, such as purchased power, payroll, fue
currently expects to incur future cash outflows i

mon stock in ' -Long-term Debt (a)
Interest on Long-terrii$75 million "Debt (b) . ,. - ,

ion plans ai4 its Operating Leases
- .: • Purchase Obligationsk(c)

Other Long-term
Liabilities Reflected on

- 'the Balance Sheet under
e GAAP. (d) (e)

operating . Total ContractualCash

1 and taxes, PPL ' Obligations " •

fbr capital

39

Less
" Than'

Total 1 Year

$ 7,066

'8,342 $ .421
968 108

8,123 3,153

1-3 ... 4-5 . . After 5
Years Years Years

$ 500 $ 1,447 $ 5,119

812 . -705. : 6,404
216. 223,, -421

2,212 . ''868 1,890

80 62 18 ,

$ 24,579 $ 3,744 $ 3,758 $ 3,243 $ 13,834



(a) Reflects principal maturities only based on legal matuiity dates.. See Note7Tto
the Financial Statements for a discussion of the remarketing featire related to
PPLcnergy Supply's 5.70%R/.Esei Put,Securities, as well as discussion of
variable-rate remarketable bonds issued.by the PEDFA on behalf of PPL
Energy Supply and PPL Electric. PPL does not have ariy significant capital
lease obligations. •

(b) Assumes interest payments through maturity. The payments herein are subject
to change, as payments for debt that is or becomes variable-rate debt have been
estimated and payments denominated in British pounidsi sterling have been"
translated to U.S: dollars at a current foreign currencyexchange rate;

(c) The payments reflected herein are subject to change, as certain purchase
obligations included are estimates based on projected obligated quantities
and/or projected pricing under the'contracts. Purchase orders made in the
ordinary course of business are excluded from the amounts presented. The
payments also include obligations related fo nuclear fu.el and the installation of
t the scrubbers* which are also reflected in the Capital Exponditurestable.
presented above.

(d) The amfonts reflectedrepresent WPD's c6ntra&tual:deficit pension funding
. -requirements arising from an actuarial Valuation performed in Maich 2007.

".The U.K. electricitý regulator currently allows a recovery of a substantial
portion of the cntri ting to-the plan deficit; however; WPD. cannot
be certain ,that this will continue beyond the current and next review periods,
which extend to.March 31,2015. Based on the current funded status of PPL's
U.S. qualified pension plans, no-cash contributions are required. See Note 12

.to the Financial Statements for a discussion of expected contributions. -

(e) At December 31, 2009, total unrecognized tax benefits of $212 million were
excluded from thistable as P PL cannot reasonably estimate the amount and -

-period of future payments. SeeNote 5 to the'Financial'Statements for
additional information.

Dividends

- PPL views dividends as an integral component ofshareowner.
return and expects to continue to lia' dividends in amounts that
are within the context of maihtaining a capitalization structure
that supports investment grade credit ratings., In 2009i PPL _

- increased the annualized dividend rate on its -ommon stock from

$1.34 to $1.38 pef share, effective with the April 1, 2009 . -

dividend payment.: Future dividends will b6 declared-at the

discretion of the"Board of Directors and will depend upon
available earnings,,cash flows, financial requirements and other

- relevant factors at the time. As discusged inNote 7Tio the-

Financial Statements, PPL may not declare or pay any cash

dividend on its.common stock during any period, in which PPL
S- Capital Funiding defers interest'paymerits on, its-2007 Series A

Junior Subordinated Notes due 2067. No such deferrals -have

occurred or are currently anticipated. -

PPL Electric expects to continue to pay quarterly dividends on: -

its outstanding preferred securities; if and as declared by its
Board of Directors. - . . . .

- • . . - ' - . ' .

See Note 7 to the Financial Statements for other restrictions

related to distributions on capital interests for PPL subsidiaries.

- Purchase 6r Redemption of Debt Securities - -

PPL will continue to evaluate purchasing or redeeming,

outstanding debt'securities and may decide to take action"- .

depending upon prevailing market conditions and available cash-.

Credit Ratin,qs .- - .. , -

Moody's, S&P and F itch:periodically review the credit ratings on
the debt and preferred securities of PPL and its subsidiaries; .
Based on their respective independent reviews, the rating
agencies may make certain ratings-revisions. or. ratings
affirmations. . , - ,-

A credit rating reflects an assessment by the rating agency of the
. creditworthiness- a~sociated with an issuer andcparticular
securities that it issues. 'The credit ratings ofPPL and its ,
subsidiaries are based on information provided by PPL and other
sources. Theratings of Moody's, S&P and Fitch are not a
recommendation to buy, sell or hold any securities of PPL or its
subsidiaries..- Such-ratings may-be subject to revisions or - - .
withdrawal by the'.agencies at any time, and should beevaluated
independently of each other and any other.rating that may be
assigned to the securities. A downigrade in PPL's or its

.subsidiaries' credit ratings could result in higher borrowing costs
and reduced access tocapital markets. - :-

The-following' table summarizes the credit ratings of PPL, and its

rated subsidiaries at December 31, 2009: . .

- Moody's. - & -S Fitch (a)
PPL

Issuer Rating
Outlook

PPL Capital Funding
Issuer Rating. .

Senior Unsecured Debt -

Junior Subordinated Notes -,

•- Outlook. - - . -

PPL Energy Supply (b)
Issuer Rating '
Senior Unsecured Notes '
Outlook .

.PPL Electric (c) . -

Senior Unsecured/Issuer
- Rating "

- First Mortgage Bonds/
Senior Secured Bonds

Commercial Paper
Preferred Stock
Preference Stock"
Outlook

PPL Montana
Pass-Through Certificates
Outlook

WPDH Limited
, Issuer Rating - .

Senior Unsecured Debt
Short-term Debt
Outlook

WPD LLP -

- -Issuer Rating
- Outlook

WPD (South Wales)
Issuer Rating
Senior Unsecured Debt
Short-term Debt -."

6O utlo o k ' . : ,

Baa2-
Negative:

Baa2
Baa3

Negative

BBB BBB
Negative : * STABLE

B' BBB-

BEW

.. BBB
-,Baa2 BBB
.STABLE . Negative

Baal

A3 -

• , Baa3
Baa3

-Negative

Baa3
- STABLE

A-

A-'
A-2

BBB
BBB

Negative

BBB-
STABLE

BBB
BBB

'BBB-

STABLE

BBB'.
-. BBB

STABLE

BBB-:

F2

"BBB
BBB

STABLE

BBB'

BBB-
BBB .

POSITIVE

Baa3 BBB-
Baa3 BBB-

A-3
"STABLE - Negative

BIBB
- POSITIVE

BBB+ BBB+
BBB+ A-

A-2 " -F2

.Negative POSITIVE

Baal

STABLE

"I,
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Moody's S&P Fitch (a)
WPD (South West) .. BBB+

Issuer Rating Baal' BBB+. BBB+
Senior Unsecured Debt "aa1 '' BBB+ A-,
Short-term Debt P-2 A-2' F2
Outlook,. ;.. STABLE .. Negative POSITIVE

(a) All Issuer Ratings for Fitch are "Issuer Default Ratings.'
(b) Excludes Exempt Facilities Revenue Bonds issued by the PEDFA on behalf

tofPPL En'ei-gy Supply, which are each currently supported by a letter'of
credit and are rated on the basis of the credit enhancement.

(c) Excludes Pollution Control Revenue Bonds.issued by the LCIDA and the
PEDFA on behalf of PPL Electric, of which the LCIDAbonds are insured
and may be rated oh the basis of relevant factors, including the insurer's
'ratings. ' ' - "

In January'2009, S&P completed a review of PPL, PPL'Energy
Supply and PPL Electric and revised its 'outlook for all 'three'
entities to negative from stable. At that time, S&P affirmed the
BBB issuer ratingof both PPL and PPL Energy Supply and-
affirmed the An issuer rating of PPL Electric' As a result ofthe
negative outlook atPPL Energy Supply, S&P lowered'the
commercial paper rating'of PPL Energy..Supply to A-3 from A-
2. S&P, stated in its press release regarding'PPL'and PPL *
Energy Supply that ihe'revision'in the outkok"for PPL andPPL,
Energy' Supply Was based primarily oii 10'vei than-expected cash
flows for 2008 cornbined with.conceii's over further pressu're on."
financia metrics in 2009: S&P stated'in'its press release
regarding PPL Electric'that the revisioin in i't' outlodk reflects the

'linkage with PPL along with their expedta'tion that'PPL Electric's
financialmetric's could weaken beginning in 2010.

At the' request of PPL Energy Supply, in, the" first.,juarter.of
2009, Moody's, S&P. and Fitch'each withdrew their commercial
paper rating for PPL Energy Supply. .

In Februiitry 2009,'S&P reVised'ifs outlook to negative from
Stable for each ObfWPDH Limited, WPD LLP,'WPD (Sbuth
Wales) and WPD)(South'Wedt) and affirmed the issuer and
short-term debt ratings of each of the entities. S&P stated in its
press release fiata the'revision in the outlook is, a reflection of the
change to PPL's outlook and is not a result of any change in
WPD's stand-alone credit profile. "

'In May 2009, Moody's completed areyiew of PPL, PPL Energy
Supply and PPL Electric. As a result of that'review, Moody's
revised ifs outlook for PPL;- PPU Capital Funding, and PPL
Electric to negative from stable. At the sameirtime, Moody's
affirmed the Baa2 senior unsecured'ratiihg and.stable'outlo6k of

:PPL Energy Supply. Moody's stated in its press release that the
revision in the outlook-for PPL Electric reflects Moody's
.expectation that PPL Electric's financial 'metrics will deteriorate
beyond 2009 and considers the potential for additional pressure
on cash flows. Moody's also statedthat the revision in the.•
outlook for PPL and IPPL Capital Funding reflects the increasing
support for corporate earnings and cash. flow anticipated from
PPL Energy Supply .and the, subordinate.position of the'.

unsecured lenders at these entities relative to the unsecured.,
lenders at the subsidiary levels.

At WPD'.s request, in September 2009, S&P withdrew its ratings
.for WPD LLP, since it did not have any securities outstanding.

:In October 2009, Fitch completed'areviewof:PPL'.PPL'Electric
and PPL Energy Supply. As a result of that review, Fitch
lowered the rating of PPL Energy Supply's senior unsecured.
notes to BBB from BBB+.and affirmed all other ratings of PPL
Energy Supply. Atthe'same time, Fitch affirmed all, ratings of
PPL,'PPL Capital Funding arid:PPL Electric. Fitchstated in its
press.release that the change in'the rating of PPL Energy
Supply's senior Unsecured notes aligns such rating with the BBB
Issuer Default Rating in a manher that is consistent with the.
approach.Fitch applies.to other competitive generators and also
recognizes a lower valuation of PPL Energy Supply's power
assets based on current and forward wholesale power prices.
The rating also reflects Fitch's forecast of lower than previously•
expected improvement in PPL Energy Supply's earnings and
cash flow in 2010 and 201 i. " ',

In January 2010, as a'result of implementing its recently revised
guidelines for. rating preferred stock and hybrid securities, Fitch
lowered the rating of PPL Cpital Fuhding's junior subordinated
notes to BB+ from.BBB- and lowered the ratings of PPL'
Electric's preferred stock and preference stock to BBB- from
133BBB'. Fitch stated in its press release that the new, guidelines,
which apply to instruments issued by companies in all sectors,
t'pically resulted in downgrades of one notch for many
instruments that provide for .the ability to defer interest of
dividend payments. Fitch stated that it has no reason to believe
that deferral will.be activated. ,'

Ratings Trigg•ers .

WPD.(South West)'s '1.541% Index-linked Notes due 2053 and'
',2056 andWPD. (South Wales)'s:4.80436% Notes due 2037 may
"be put by the holders'back to,,the issuer for redemption if the
long-tdrm credit ratings assigned to the, notes by Moody's, S&P,
or Fitch, arewithdraWn by any of the-rating agencies or reduced
to"a non-investment grade~rating of Ba L or BB+ in connection

.with a restructuring event. A restructuringevent includes the.
loss of, or a material adverse chanige to, the distribution license.
under which WPD (South West) and WPD,(South.Wales)
operate.. These notes totaled £467 million (approximately $766
million) at December 31, '2009: . .

PPL and PPL Energy. Supply have various derivative and non-.
derivative contracts, including 'contracts.for the sale and
purchase of'electricity'and fuel, commodity transportation and
storage, tolling agreements, and interest rate and foreign:,
currency: instruments, which'containprovisions requiring PPU
and PPL. Energy Supply;to post additional collateral', or permit
the couhterparty to terminate the contract, if.PPL's or PPL •
Energy Supply's creditrating were to'fall below investment
grade:,.See.Note 18 to the Financial, Statements for a discussion.
of "Credit Risk-Related Contingent Features," including a
discussion of the potential additional collateral that~would have-':

'been requiredfor derivative contracts in a'net liability position at
• •December'3l,,2009. ,At December 31,,2009i if PPL's and PPL ,

Energy Supply's credit ratings had been below-investment grade;
PPL Would have been required to.post an additional $298
million of collateral to, counterparties for both derivative and

• non-derivative comr6dity and commodity-related contracts
-used in its generation, mArketiifg and trading operations and
interest rate and~foreign currency contracts.
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Guarantees.for Subsidiaries .

At times; PPL provides guarantees for financing arrangements to
enable certain transactions for. its consolidated affiliates,
excluding PPL Electric: Some of the guarantees contain ,'
financial and other cov'enants that, if not met, would limit or
restrict the consolidated affiliates' access to funds under these:
financing arrangements, require. early maturity of such
arrangements or limit-the consolidated affiliates' ability to enter
into certain transactions. At this time;:'PPL believes.that these
covenants will- not limit access to relevant funding sources. See
Note 1.4 to the Finaficial,Statements for additional information',
about guarantees., .

Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements ,

* PPL has entered into certain agreements,.that may contingently.
require payment to a guaranteed or indemnified party. See Note,
14 to the Financial Statements for a.discussion of these'
agreements.

Risk Management'- EnergyMarketing & Trading and'.'
Other .. . :

I *' ' , . , -'

Market. Risk

See Notes 1,17, and 18 to the Financial.Statements for
information about PPL's risk management objectives, valuation
techniques and accounting designations.

The forward-looking information presented beloW provides:
estimates of what may occur in the future, assuming' certain

* adverse m-arket conditioris and model' assumptions. Actual
future results.may.differ materially from those.presented.-These'
disclosures are: not precise.indicators- of expected future losses,,, -

but only. indicators of possible losses under normal market
conditions at a given confidence level. ,. .

S 'I 'I'." "

Commodity Price Ri.k (Non-trading);s', ,-. "'• .'r

PPL segregates its non-trading activities intotwo categories:
hedge activity and economic activity.. Transactions that are
accounted for as,'hedge activity qualify for hedge accounting.'
treatment. The economic activitycqateg6ry, includes transactions
that address a specific.risk, but:were n6t'eligible for..iedge
accounting or for which hedge accounting was not.,elcted. This,
activity includes the changes in..fair. Value of positions used to.
hedge.a portion of the economic:value'ofPPLs',generation -
assets, load-followiiig and retail activities. This economic
activity is subject to-changes 'in .fair valUe due to-mar.kef'price.
volatility of the input and output commodities (e:g.," fuel and.
power).. Although they do not. receive hedge accounting ',

treatment, these transactions are considered 'non-trading activityJ:
The net fair value of economic positions at December 31, 2009 "
and'2008 was a net liability of $77,.million and $52 rniillion..-See
Note 18 for additional information on economic activity. .:

To hedge the impact of market price volatility, or PPL's energy-.
related assets; liabilities and. other contractual arrangements, PPL
EnergyPlus. sells and:purchases physical:energy at the. wholesale
level under FERC market-based tariffs throughout the U.S. and,

-enters: into financial exchange-.traded and over-the-counter
contracts. PPL's non-trading commodity derivative contracts
mature at various times through 2017.'' .' . .

Withifi PPL's non-trading portfolio, the decision to enter into1

energy contracts is influenced by the expected value of PPL's
generation.. In detehfiiining`the iiumber of.MWhs 'that are
available to be sold forw'ard, P'pL first reduces the ipotential
output by. the amount .of unayailable generation due. to plannedmaintenance on aparticular unit. The potential output.is further,
reduced by the amount of MWhs that historically is'iiot
prbduiied by a plant due to such factors'as equipment breakage.
Finally, the potential output of certain plants (such as peaking
units) is reduced if theirhigher cost, of production will not allowt
thei-nito economically run.during all hours.....

PPL's non-trading portfolio also includes full requirements
energy contracts.. The inet qbligation to servetheseu contracts,

changes minute-by-minute. Anticipated usage pattern.s and"
energy peaks are affected by expected load changes, regional
economic drivers, customeI. shopping or migration and.seasonal
weather patterns. ,PL:analyzes historical. on-peak and off-peak
usage pattems,.expected load changes, regional econ I omic
'drivers, and weather.patterns, among other factorsto determine

monthly levels of electricity that best fits usage patterns.to v,.,

minimize earnings exposure. JTo satisfy its full.requirements
obligations, PPL generally. enters into, contracts to purchase,
.unbundled products of electricity, capacity?:RECsand other
ancillary products. To a lesser extent, PPL reserves a portion of
its generation for- full requirements contracts 'that is expected to,,
be the best match iwith anticipated usage patterns and energy•,'
peaks•., , .. ... .

The following, chart sets'forth the net fair valueof PL's non-.ý
trading commodity derivative contracts.: .'See Notes 17 and .1,8. to,
the Financial.Statements for additional information.' ,,. .

Fair value of contracts outstanding at the6'
beginning of the period ,!".

Contracts realized or otherwise settled during the
period

Faiii value ofnew contracts entered into during
the period. 7

Changes in fair value attributable to changes in
valuation techniques '(a)6Y" '

Other changes ifi fair vdlue -.
Fair value ofecontracts outstanding at the end of

the period .

Gains (Losses)
2009-. 2008

,$ • w ,ý'4•2 $ ' (305)

189 , (49)

143' 10

158
. 546497

$' 1,280 '$ 4'02

(a), Amount represents the reduction of valuation reserves related to capacity, and
FTR contracts upon the adotfion of fair value accounting guidance..

The follo"wing table segregates-the net'fair'value of PPL's non-
trading'commodity derivative contracts at Decembler 31, 2009
based on whether the fair value was determined by prices quoted
in active'maikets for dentiLfal' instruments'or &ther m6ire
subjective means. , , .

''''I'

1.,;,,
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Net Asset (Liability)
Maturity' Maturity
Less Than Maturity Maturity "airExcess Total

1 Year 1-3Years'' 4-SYears of 5Years FairValue
Source of Fair Value
Prices quoted in

active markets for
identical instruments •.

Prices based 'on
significant other ,"
observable inputs $ 363 $: .736 $ 73 . . 1,172

Prices based on
significani'.
unobservable inputs (1). . 13 J30 $ 66 108

Fair value of contracts
outstanding at the
end ofthe period $ 362 $ 749 $ 103 $ 66 $ 1,280

PPL sells electricity, capacity and related services and buys fuel

on a forward basis to hedge the value of energy from its
generation assets. If PPL were unable to deliver firm capacity

and energy or to acceptthe delivery of fuel under its agreements,

under ceiiain'circumstances it could b ereqiuiredto p0ay.

iiquidating,damages. These damages would be based on.,the
.difference between the' market price and the contract.price of the.

commodity. Depending on'.price changes in the wholesale i..
energy markets, such damages could be significant. Extreme
weather conditions, unplanned power plant outages,

transmission disruptions, nonperformance by counterparties (or
their own counterparties) with which it has energy, contracts and

other factors could affect PPL's' ability to meet its obligations, or

cause significant increases in the market price of replacement.

energy. Although PPL attempts to mitigate these risks, there can
berno assurance that it will be-able to fully meet its firm,
obligations, thatit will not be required to pay.ddmages for
failure to perform, oi'thait it will not experience'countdrpa-ty
nonperformance in. the future. , -

Commodity Price Risk (Trdding)."

PPL's trading,,contracts mature at~various time.s,through
2015.. The following table sets forth changes in the net fair value
.ofPPL's trading commodity derivative contracts. See Notes 17

and 18 to the Financial Statements for additional information:

Gains (Losses)
'Fair : .. ' 2009' 2008

-Fair value of contracts outstanding at the ,.,.

beginning ofthe period -, .. $ (75)) S 16

Contracts realized or otherwise settleddiuring the
period ' - '2 (18)

Fair value of new contracts entered into during
the period 31 -28,

Changes in fair value attributable to changes in
valuation techniques (I) 11

Other changes in fair value 36 (112)
Fair value of contracts outstanding at the end of

the period "__ (6) 'j (75)

(a) In the fourth quarter of 2008, PPL refined its valuation approachlfor FTR and
PJM basis:positions, consistent.ywith PPL's practice of pricingother less actiye.
trading points, resulting in changes in valuation techniques- " ,-

PPL will reverse unrealized gains of approximately $1 million,

* over the' next three months as'the transactions areirealized.

The following table 'segregates the net fair value. of PPL',s trading
commodity derivative contracts at December 31, 2009 based on
whether the.fair value wds determined by prices quoted in'active
markets for identical instruments or othermore subjective.
means.*,.

Net Asset (Liability)'
Maturity Maturity
Less Thai"i Maturity Maturity in'Excess Total Fair

I Year 1-3 Years 4-5 Years of 5 Years' 'Value
Source of Fair Value. .

Prices quoted in • .1
'active ma'rkets fOr'' "
identical instruments $ 1 $ -.

Prices based on
significant other
observable inputs (4) $ .(5) $ 2 $ .1 ' (6)

Prices based on ,.
significaiit
unobservable inputs ( _ _ _

Fair value of contracts
outstanding at the
end of-the period $ '(4) .$ (5) $ 2 $ 1 L' (6).

VaR Models

PPL utilizes a VaR model'to measure commodity price risk in
domestic gross energy margins for its non-trading and trading
portfolios. VaR is a statistical model that attempts to estimate
the value of potential loss over a given holding period under-
normal market conditions at a given confidence level. PPL
calculates VaR using a Monte Carlo simulation technique based

,.on a five-dayholding periodat a 95%, confidence level. Given
thecompany's conservative hedging program, PPL's, non-irading
VAR exposure'is expected to be lirhited in :the short term. At
December 31,'2009 and December 31, 2008 tl't VaR for PPL's
'portfolios utsing end-6if-quarter results for the period was as
follows., . ''. . ' ,

: Trading VaR`' N~on-Tr•.ding VaR
"'2009 ' 2008 2009 ' 2008

"95% Confidence Level,
Five-Day Holding Period
•Period End . ' $ 3 $ 3 $ 8 $ .10

Average for the Period 4 '10 9.''.9 14
Hijh 8 22 . 11 ' 20

Low , .1 3... 8 .9

The tr~adii portfolio includesall speculative piositions,'
regardless of the dehvery pertod. All positions not considered
speculative are 6onsidered .n6ntrading.I PPL's non-trading).
portf6li6 includes PPLs entire .portfolih, in'cludimg generation,
with delivery periods'through the next,12 months. Both the',
trading and ni6n-trading VaR computatiohs'exclude FTRs dute to
.the absence of reliable spot and forward markets.. The fair value
of the FTR positions at December 31, 2009 was an unrealized
loss' of $3 million and consisted of the following.

2010 2611

Trading (a) '

Non-trading 1$ ' '(2) $ (1)

Total '' " " . $ (2) $ (1)

(a) The amount of trading FTR positions was less than $1 million at December 31,
2009.
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Interest'Rate Risk

PPL and its subsidiaries have issued debt to finance their
operations, which exposes themto interest rate risk: PPL.
utilizes various financial derivative instruments to adjust the mix
of fixed and floating interest rates in it's debt portfolio, adjust the
duration of itss'debt.portfolio'and lock in benchmark interest rates
in anticipation 'of future financing, when appropriate. Risk' limits
under the' risk management program are designed to balance risk
exposure to volatility in interest expense and, changes in the fair
value of PPL's debt portfolio due to changes in the absolute level
of interest rates. -

At December 31, 20O9,-PPL's'potential annual exposure to
increased 'interest expense, based ona 10% 'increase in interest
rates; was $1 million, compared with $3 million at December 31;
2008.

PPL is also exposed to changes in the fair value of 'its domestic.'.
and international debt portfolios. PPL estimated thatal.0% "
decrease in interest rates at December 31, 2009 would increase
the fair value of its debt portfolio by $285 million, conipared
with $327 million at December 31, 2008.

At 'December 31, PPL had the.following interest rate hedges outstanding.

2009
Effect of a,

10%
Fair'Value, Adverse

Exposure'. Net - Asset ' Movement
Hedged; (Liability) (a) in Rates (b)

.2008'
Effect ofa '

10%6.
Fair Value, Adverse

Exposure ' Net-.Asset'. - Movement
Hedged (Liability) (a) in Rates (b).

Cash flow hedges
Initerest rate swaps (c)
Cross-currency swaps (d)

Fair value hedges
Interest rate swaps (e)

$'" 425
302

7.50

$ 24 $
8

31

(24) $ 200 $ - ' (11)'$
(41) 302 54,.

(125
_(8)

(5)500 . 54.I " (12)

(a) Includ~s accrued interest,' ifapplicable.
(b) Effects of adverse movements decrease assets or increase liabilities, as applicable, which'could result in'an asset becoming A liability.
(c) PPL-utilizes various risk management instruments to reduce its exposure to the expected future cash flow variability of its' debt insttumdnts: These risks

include exposure to adverse interest rate movements for outstanding variable rate debt and for future anticipated financing. While PPL is exposed to'
changes in the fair val0e of these instruments, any changes in the fair value of these instruments are recorded, in equity and then reclassified initoeamings.in
the 'same period luring which the item being hedged affects earnings: Sensitivities represent a 10%'adverse movement in interest rates.

(d)" WPDH Limited rises cross-currency swaps to hedge th6 interest payments and principal of its U.S. dollar-denorninated senior notes with'maturity dates
ranging from December 2017 to December 2028. While PPL is exposed to~changes in the fair value of these instruments,.any change in the fair value of
these instruments is recorded in equity and reclassified into earnings in the same period during which the item being hedged affects earnings. Sensitivities
represent a 10% adverse movement in both interest rates and foreign currency exchange rates.

(e) -PPL utilizes various risk management instruments to adjust the mix of fixed and floating interest rates in its debt portfolio. The change in fair value of these
instruments, as well as the offsetting change in the value of the hedged exposure of the debt, is reflected in earnings: Sensitivitids represent a 10% adve'rse
movement in interest rates. , . . ' ' ' , ., c. . '' . .

Foreign Currency Risk , I i a

PPL has adopted a foreign currency'risk management program
PPL is exposed to foreign currency risk,,primarily through '.' .designed to hedge certain foreign currency exposures, including
investments in U.K. affiliates.: In addition, PPL's domestic . 'firm commitments, recognized assets or liabilities, anticipated,
operations may make purchases of equipment in curynxcies other transactions and net investments,:- In' addition, PPL enter§-inio'
than U.S. dollars. See Note I to the Financial Statements for financial' instruments to protect against foreign currency
additional information regarding foreign' currency translatiori. . translation risk of expected earnings.

At December 3 i, PPL had the following foreign" currehcy hedges outstanding.

2009

1: -

2008
Effect of a

10%
Adverse

Movement.
in Foreign

FairValue, 'Currency Fair Value,
Exposure - Net - Asset Exchange Exposure : Net • Asset
Hedged .. (Liability) 'Rates (a) Hedged . , (Liability)

Net investment hedges (b) f £ 40- $ 13 $ ' (6)"' -£ '68S $ " '34
Economic hedges (c). '... 48 : 2.'2 " (4). ' . ,

(a) Effects of adverse movements decrease assets or increase liabilities, as applicable; which could result in an asset becoming a liability.

Effect of a
10%

Adverse
Movement
in Foreign
Currency,
Exchange
Ratks (a)

$ (10)
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(b). To protect the value of a portion of its net-investment in WPD, PPL executed forward contracts to sell British pounds sterlinig. The settlement dates of these
contracts range from March 2010 througli June 2011: . .L

(c) To economically hedge the translation of 2010 expected income denominfated in British !ouhds sterling to U.S. dollars, PPL ehtered'int6 -a 66mlinati6n'of
average rate forwarids and average rate options to sell British pounds sterling. The forwards and ol~tions have termination dates ranging from-January 2010
throughJbne2010. .. - *.-,-.-

NDT Funds - Securities Price Risk , -

In connectionwith certain NRC requirements, PPL Susquehanna
maintains trust funds to fund certain costs of decommissioning'
the, Sugquehanna nuclear station. At December 31, 2009, these
funds were invested primarily in domestic, equity securities and
fixed-rate, fixed-income securities and-are reflected at fair valtie
on PPL's Balance Sheet-. The mix of securities is-designed to -
provide returns sufficient to fund Susquehanna's.,
decommissioning andto compensate for inflationary increases-in
decommissioning cosf's. However, the equity securities included
in the trusts are exposed to price fluctuation in equity markets, -

and. the values of fixed-rate, fixed-income securities are exposed,
to changes.in interest-rates. PPL actively monitors the --

investment performance and periodically reviews asset . '..
allocation in accordance with its nuclear decommissioning, trust
policy statement. .At December 31, 2009, a hypothetical 10%
increase in ihterest rates and-a 10% decrease in equity prices
would have resulted in an estinmated-$40 million reduction .in the
fair-value of the trust assets; compared with $27. million at

" December, 31, 2008., See.Notes 17 and' 21. to the Financial •
-Statements for additional information regarding the NDT funds.

" Defined Benefit Plank -Securities Price Risk .

See "Application of Critical Acounting Policies - Defined :
Benefits"- for additional information regarding, the effect of
securities price risk-on-plan assets.

--. , ' - t

Credit Risk - ,- .

Credit risk is the risk that PPL would incur a loss as aresult of
nonperformance by counterparties of their cofntractual
obligations. PPL maintains credit policies and procedures with
respect to counterparty credit (including requirements that.
counterparties maintain specified credit ratings) and requires
-other assurances, in the form of credit support or -collateral in
certain circumstances in order.to limit counterparty credit risk.

,However, PPL has concentrations of suppliers and customers
among electric utilities, financial institutions and other energy
marketing and trading compiniesý.' These concentrations may "i
impact PPL's overall exposure to credit risk, positively or -

negatively, as counterparties'may be similarly affected. by,. -,
changes in economic, regulatory- or other conditions.

PPL includes the effect',of credit-risk on its fair value-
-measurements to reflect the probability that a counterparty will..
de'fault when contracts are out of the money-(from the . .

, counterparty's standpoint). hn this cafe, P.PL would have to sell
-into a lower-priced market or -purAchase from a highei-priced "
market:. When-necessary, P-PL iecords an allowance 'for doubtful
accounts to reflect the probability that a counterparty will not, -

pay for deliveries PPL has made butfnot-yet-billed, which are
reflected in "Unbilled revenue6" on the Balance Sheets.. PPL -

also has established a reserve with respect-to certain sales to the
California ISO for which PPL has not yet been paid, which is

reflected in accoutints receivable, on the Balance Sheets.- See Note
14 to the Financial Statements fodr dditional information. Q-

-In 2007, the PUC approved PPL Electric's post-rate cap plan-to
procure default electricity supply for retail customers who do not
.choose an'alternative competitive'supplier in 2010.' From 2007'
through 2009, PPL Electric conducted- six competitive, - .
solicitations to purchase electricity generation supply for these
customers.

In October 2009, PPL'Electric purchased 2010 supply for fixed-
price default service to large, commercial arid, large industrial ,
customers-who elect'to take'that service.- In November'2009,
PPL Electric purchased- supply to provide hourly default service
to large commercial and industrial customers in 2010.

In June 2009, the PUC approved PPL Electric's procurement
plan for-the period January 2011 throughMay 2013. The first
two of 14 planned competitive solicitations occurred in'2009.

Under .the standard Supply Master Agreernent'(the Agreement)
for the bid solicitationprocess, PPL Electric requires all
suppliers to post collateral if their credit exposure exceeds an-
established credit'limit. In the event a supplier defaults on its
obligation, PPL Electric would .be required t6 seek. replacement
power'inthe market.. All ihcremental costs iiic'urred -by PPL
Electric wouldbe recoverable from customers in future rates. At
December 31, 2009, all of the successful. bidders under all of the-
solicitations had an investment grade credit rating from S&P,

- and were not required topost collateral tinderithe Agreeffient.
There is no instance under the Agreement in which PPL Electric
-is required to post collateral to its suppliers .. " ..

See 7'Overview" in this Item 7 andNotes 14, 1,5, 1-7 anid t8 to the
F'inancial Statements for additional information on-the - -

competitive solicitations, the Agreement, credit-concentration
and credit risk. , .- .' ' - . :

Related Party Transactions

PPL is not aware of any material, ownership interests or
operating responsibility by senior management, of PPL, PPL -

Energy Supply or PPL Electric in outside parnerships, including
leasing transactions with variable interest entities,.or other
entities doing business with'PPL.... - .

For additional information on related -party transactions, see

'Note 15 to the Financial Statements.

Acquisitions, Development and Divestitures

" PPL is currently planning incremental capacity increases of 239
- MW, primarilly at its existing generating facilities. See"Item 2.

Properties - Supply Segment". for additional'information.
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PPL continuously reexamines development
market conditions and other factors to deterr
proceed with the projects, sell, cancel or exp
tolling agreements or pursue other options.

projects based on
nine whether to
and them, execute

See Notes 8 and 9.to the Financial"Statements for additional.

information on the more significant activities.

Environmental Matters

See"'Item 1. Business 7 Environmental Matters" and Note: 14,to.
the Financial Statements for. a discussion of environmental,,'
m atters: " ,

Competition

See "Item 1. Businesg - Competition!' under each of PPL's
reportable segments and "Item IA. Risk Factors'! for a
discussion of competitive factors affecting PPL.

New Accounting Guidance

See Notes '1 and' 22 to the Financial Statements for a discussion,

of new accounting guidance adopted and pending adoption...

Application of Critical Accounting Policies

PPL's financial condition and results of operations are impacted
by the methods,assumptions and estimates used in the ,
application of critical accounting.policies. The following* - ,
accounting policies are particularly. important to the financial.
condition or results of operations of PPL, and require estimates
or other judgments of matters inherently uncertain. -Changes in,
the estimates or. other.judgments included within. these
accounting policies could resuliin a significant-change to the
information presented in the, Financial Statements (these'
accounting policies are also discussed.in Note 1 to the Financial'
Statements). PPL's senior manageIment has reviewed these
critical accountingtpolicies 'and. the estimates and assumptions
regarding them with its Audit.Co immittee. In addition, PPL's '
senior.management has reviewed the. folloWing.disclosures.
regarding the application of these critical accounting policies
with the Audit Committee.

Effective January 1, 2009, PPL and its subsidiaries fully applied
accounting guidance that provides a framework for'measuring..
fair value. The fair value measurement concepts provided by
this guidance are used within its financial statements where
applicable. See Notes 1. and '17 to the FinancialStatements for
additional information regarding'fair value measurements.

1) Price Risk!Management ' ' a

See "Risk Management - Energy Marketing & Trading and
Other" above and Note 18' to the Financial Statements. I

2) 'Defined Benefits.

PPL and certain of its subsidiaries sponsor various defined,'
benefit pension and other postretirement plans applicable to the
majority of the employees of PPL and its subsidiaries. PPL and

certain.of its subsidiaries record an 'asset or. liability to recognize
the funded status of all defined benefit plans with an offsetting..
entry to' OCI.or regulatory assets for PPL Electric.
Consequently, the funded status of all defined benefit plans is
fully recognized on the Balance Sheets. See Note 12 to. the'
Financial Statements for additional information aboutthe plang,.

..and the accounting for defined benefits.

PPL'makes certain assumptions.,regarding the'valuation of'
benefit obligations andthe performance.of plan assets. When.,
accounting for defined benefits, delayed recognition in earnings'
of'differences between ,actual results and expected or estimated
results is a guiding-principle.' Annual' net periodicdefined
benefit costs are recorded inlcurrent earnings based on-estimated
results. Any differences between actual and estimated results
are recorded in OCI or regulatory assets fdr PPL Electric. These
amounts in AOCI or regulatory assets are amortized to. income
over future~periods. 'The delayed recognition allows for a
smoothed recognition of costs over the working lives of the.
employees who benefit under the plans: 'The primary
assumptibns are: .. .' . ,

* Discount Rate - The discount rate is used in calculating the
present value of benefits, which is based on projections of
benefit piyments to be made.ili:thefuture. ,The, objective in..
selecting the.discount rate is to measure the single amount

'that, if invested at the'measurement'date in A portfolio of high-
quality debt instruments, would provide the necessary future
cash flows to pay the accumulated, benefits when due.'

. Expected Return on Plan' Assets - Management.projects~the
long-term 'rates& of return on plan assets based on historical,
performance, future expectations and periodic portfolio.
rebalancing among the diversified-asset classes. These
projected returns reduce the net benefit costs PPL recordS,
currently.

* Rate of Compensation Increase'.- Managemenbprojects§
employees' annual pay increases, which are usedi to project
employees' pension benefits' at retirement.' ."

e''Health-Care Cost Trend Rate - Management projects the
expected, increases in the cost of health care.

In selecting a discount rate for its U.S. defined benefit plans,.
PPL starts with an analysis of the expected benefit.payment"

•stream for its plans. This information-is first matched against. a
sppt-rate yield curve. A portfolio of 526 Aa-.graded non-callable
(or callable with make-whole provisions)'bofids, with a total ,
amount outstanding in excess of $541 billions,serves as" the base
from which those with the lowest and highest'yields are
eliminated to develop the ultimate yield curye. The resultsof-,-.-
this analysis are considered together with other economic dat a
and movements'in various bondindices to, determine the.
discount rate assumption. At-December,'31; 2009, PPL
decreased the discount-rate for its U.S. pension plans:frOm'.
6:50% to 6.00% as a result'of this'assessment and decreased the
discount rate for its other postretirement benefit plans"from ,
6.45% .to.5.81%.. .. ' -
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A.similar process is used to. select the discount rate for the U.K.
pension plans, which uses an iBoxx British pounds sterling
denominated corporate bond.index as its base. At December 31,
2009,'PPL decreased.the discount rate for the U.K. pension plans
from 7.47% to 5.55% as a result of this assessment.

The expected long-term rates of return for PPL's U.S.'defined
beneftt pension and other postretirement benefit plans have been
developed using a best-estimate of expected. returfis, volatilities
and correlations for each asset class. ,PPL management. i,
corrnborates. these rates with expected long-termrates of return
calculated. by its independent actuary, who uses a building block
appr~oach:that begin's with a'risk-free rate of return with factors
being added~such as inflation, duration, .creditspreads and equity
risk. Each, plan's specific asset allocation is also considered in
developing a reasonable return assumption.. .

At December 31, 2009, PPL's expected return on plan assets
remained at 8,0.0% for. its U.S. pension plans-and remained at
7.00% for its othel postretirement benefit plims..'The expected
long-term.rates of return for PPL's U.K.:pension plans have~been
developed by WPD. management with assistancefrom an-.,.
independent actuary using a best-estimate of expected returns,'.
volatilities' and.correlations for-each asset class.: For the U.K:.
plans,-PPL's expected return on plan assets remained at 7.90% at
December 31, 2009. . .

In selecting a rate of compensation increase, PPL considers past
experience in light of movements in. inflation rates. At-.
December 31, 2009, PPL's rate of compensation increase
remained at 4.75% for its-U.S. plans..: For thfe U..K. plans, PPL's
.rate of compensation increase remained at 4.00% at ,'
December 31,,2009. .... .

In selecting health care cost.trend. rates, PPL considers past
performance .and forecasts of health care costs. At December 31,

..2009,- PPL's'health care cost trend'rates Were 8.,00% for. 2010,
gradually decliiiing to 5.50% for 2016... .

A variance in the assumptions listed above could have a
significant impact on accrued-defined benefit liabilities or assets,
reported annual net periodic.defined~benefit costs and OCI or
regulatory assets for PPL Electric. While the charts below..
reflect either an increase or decrease in each assumption, the
inverse of this change would impact the accrued defined benefit,'
liabilities oriassets, reported annual net periodic defined beftefit'
costs 'and:OCLor regulatory assets for PPL Electric by a similar.
amount in, the' opposite direction: The' sen.sitivities below reflect
an evaluation of the changebased solely .on.a` change in that
assumption and does not include income-tax.effects.

At December 31; 2009, PPL had recorded the following defined

benefit plan liabilities:..........

Increase (Decrease)
Impact on ,

•dfined Impact on
Chage in b'enefit' Impact on re gultory

Actuarial. assunmption, -assumption liabilities. OCI assets

DiscountRate' . .(025)A $ 194.'$ '(163) $ 31
Rate.of Compensation

Inciease 0.25% 26 .. (21) 5
Health Care Cost Trend, .. ~ ,~ - . . , , , ..

Rate(a), . '1.0%/ '12' "'(8). '4

(a) Only impacts other postretirement b1e'iefits. ',

In 2009; PPL recognized net periodic defined benefit costs
charged to'operatiriglexpense of $70 million. This a.mount
represents a $14 million increase from.2008. This increase in.
expensedwas primarily attributable'to actual asset losses in :2008:.-
As a result,'the expe'cted return 6nf assets in 2009 was lower and-

. amortization of gain/loss was -impacted.

The following chart reflects the sensitivities in the 2009
Statement of Income (excluding income tax effects) associated
with hchange in:dertaini assumptions based on PPL's primary
defined'benefitplans. . .

Change in - Impact on defined., -,
Actuarial assumption. assumption, benefit costs

Discount Rate ' ' (0.25)%, /q$ 7 7
Expected Retumr on Plan Assets ,(0.25)% 12
Rate of Coipefisation Increase 0.25% -' 3
Health Care Cost Trend Rate (a) , 1.0% 2

(a) Only impacts other postretireenint benefits.' .

3) Asset Impairment ,

PPL performs. impairment analyses for long-lived assets that are
subject to depreciation~or-amortization whenever events or
changes in circumstances indicate- that a',long-lived assetfs
carrying value may not berecoverable: 'For these long-lived'
assets to be held and used, such events or changes~in
circumstances are:

0 a significant decreas6 in the market price of an asst " - '

. a significant adverse change in' the manner in which an 'asset is .
being used or in its physical' condition;

. a significant adverse change in legal factors or in the business
climate;; . ' '4'' "' . r . ' :

e an accUmulation, ofcbstý significantly in excess of the amount
originally expected for-the acquisition or.construction of an:.

• '.asset; ' '" " . '' ,: ,

* 'a current-period:operating or cash. flow loss combined with'a.
history'of losses or a forecast 'that. demonstrates continuing
'lo§'es;.,or . .. . . 4 ' .4 '

* a current expectation that,"more. likely' than not, An asset will'
be sold or otherwise disposed of before the end of its
previously estimatedUseful life... : '

For a long-livedasset to be held'and used, an impairmefit is
recognized when the~carrying amount of'the asset is not.
recoverable and exceeds it's fair value.;.The carryirig amount is
not. recoverable if itexceeds the' gum of the undiscounted cash
flows expected to result from the use and eventual disposition of
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Peosion liabilities -, .. . ... . -'s
Other postretirement benefit liabilities

1,290
197

The following chart reflects the'sensitivities in the December 31,
2009 Balance Sheet associated with a change -in certain
assumptions based on PPL's primary defined benefit plans.



.the asset. If the asset is impaired, an impairment loss is recorded
to adjust the asset's carrying value to -its estimated fair value.
Management must make significant judgments to estimate future
cash flows including the useful lives of long-lived assets, the fair
value of the assets and management's intent to use the assets.
,PPL considers alternate courses.of action to recover the carrying,
value 'of a long-liv~d asset, and uses estimated cash flows from
the ."most likely" alternative to assesý'impairment whenever one
-alternative is clearly the most likely outcome. If no alternative.is
clearly the'most likely, then a probability-weighted approach is
used taking into consideration estimated cash flows, from the
alternatives. For assets tested for impairment as of the balance
sheet date, the estimates of future cash flows used inthat test

* consider the likelihood of possible outcomesJhat existed at the'
balance sheet date, including, the assessment of thelikelihood of

. a future sale of the assets: That. assessment is not revised based
on events that occur after the balance sheet. date. Changesin
assumptions and estimates could result in significantly different
results than those identified and recorded in the financial
statements.

For a long-lived asset held "for sale, an impairment exists when
the carrying amount of the asset (disposal group) exceeds its fair
value less cost to sell. If the asset (disposal group) is impaired,
an impairment loss is recorded to adjust its carrying amount to
its fair value less cost to sell. A.gain is recognized for any
subsequent increase in fair value less cost to sell, but not in*
excess of the cumulative impairment previously reco'ghized.

For determining fair value, quoted market prices in active
.markets are the best evidence offair value., However, when
market prices are unavailable, PPL considers all valuation
techniques appropriate in the circumstances and for which,

* market participant inputs can be obtained. PPL has generally
used.discounted.cash flowsto estimate fairvalue; which
incorporates market participanti inputs when-available.
Discounted cash -flows are calculated by estimating. future cash
floW'.streams and applying appropriate discount rates to'
determine the present value of the cash flow streams.

I in 2009, PPL recorded impairments of certain long-lived assets.
See Note l'7.to the Financial Statements for a discussion of:'

. impairments related to certain sulfur dioxide emission
allowances and the Long Island generation business.

PPL tests goodwill for impairment at the reporting unit level.
PPL has determined its reporting':uniits.to'be at orone level,.
below its operating segments. PPL performs:a goodwill,
impairment *test annually or more frequently if events or changes
in. circumstances indicate that-the carrying. Value of the-reporting
unit .may be greater than the, unit's fair value.,. Additionally,
goodwill is tested for impairment after a portion of goodwill has:
been allocated to a business t.bdisposed of. .

* Goodwill is tested for impairment using a two-step: approach.
The first step of the goodwill impairment test compares the
estimated fair value of a reportinglunit with .its carrying amount,
including'goodwill. If the estimated fair value of a reporting
unit exceeds its carrying amount, goodwill of the reporting unit
is~not considered impaired. If the carrying amount exceeds the,

estimated fair value of the reporting unit, the second step is
performed to measure'the amount of impairment loss; -if any.-

The second step requires-a calculation of the implied fairvalue
of goodwill. The implied fair value of goodwill is determined in
the same manneras the amount of goodwill in a busine~ss ,
combination. That is, the estimated fair value.of a reporting unit
is allocated to all.of the assets and liabilities of that unit as if the
reporting unit had beenacquired in a business combination and:
the estimated fair value' of the'reporting unit was.the: price paid
to acquire the reporting unit. The excess of the estimated fair'..-
value of a reporting unit over the amounts assigned to, its assets
and liabilities is the implied:fair value of goodwill. The implied
fairvalue of the reporting unit'srgoodwill'is then compared'with'
the carrying amount of that goodwill.. 'If the carrying amount
exceeds the implied~fair'value, an impairment loss is recognized
in an amount equal to 'that.excess. The loss recognized cannot.
exceed the carrying amount of the'reporting unit's goodwill.

in 2009, PPL was'not required to impair any. goodwill.
Management primarily used discounted cash.flows, which
required significant assumptions, to estimate the fair value of
each reporting unit. A,decrease in the forecasted cash flows of
10%, or an. increase of the discount rate by 25 basis points,--
would not have resulted in an impairment of goodwill '.,

Additionally, in 2009, PPL wrote off $3 million 6f goodwill'
allocated to discoitinued operations..

4) LossAccruals.' ".. .-, ,,

PPL accrues losses for the estimated impacts of vdrious
'conditions, situations .or circumstances involving uncertain or

contingent future outcomes. For loss contingencies, the.loss.
must be accrued if (1) information is available that indicates it is
probable that a loss has been incurred; given the likelihood of the
uncertain future events, and'(2)' the amount of-the loss can be
reasonably estimated. Accounting guidance defines. "probable".
as cases in which "thefuture event or events are likelyto ocdir."
PPL does not record the accrual of contingencies that might
result in gains,'unless recover-y is assured.,"PPL continuously
assesses, potential .loss. contingencies for.environmental..
remediation, litigation claims, regulatory penalties and other
events. , ' , ,.. ' ' .,

'The accountingaspects of estimated loss accruals include (1) the
initial identification and recording.of the loss, (2).the,.
determination oftriggering,6ents, for reducing a-recorded loss
accrual,. and (3) the ongoing, assessment as to whether a recorded
loss accrual is sufficient.. All three..of'these aspects require
significant judgment by. PPL's management. PPL uses its
internal expertise and outside experts (such as lawyers and
engineers), as necessary, to.help*estimate the probability that a';.
loss has been incurredand the amount (or range) of the loss.

No new significant loss accruals were recorded in 2009., In
2008, significant judgment was required by PPL's'-ihanaagement'
to perform an. assessment of the contingency related to the
Montana hydroelectric litigation. " '
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In June 2008,,,PPL's management assessedthe loss exposure'
related to the Montana, hydroelectric litigation, given the June
2008 decision by the Mdntana First'Judicial-District Court.,
(District Court). .7The District Court awarded compensation of..
approximately,$34' million for the years 2000 'thrdugh 2006, and
approximatelW $6 million for 2007 as rent for~the use~of the .State
of Montana's streambeds by PPL Montana's hydroelectric f , I
facilities. The District Court also deferred the determination of
compensation for 2008 and subsequent years to the Montanai.
State Land Board (Land Board). In October 2008, PPL Montana
filedanappeal of the decisionto the-Montana, Supreme, Court
and a' stay-of judgment, including a':stay of the Land.Board's'

'.authority to assess compensation against PPL. Montana for2008
and ftiture periods: Oral agreement of the case was held .before
the Montana Supreme Court'in September 2009.

As part of the. preparation of its 2009ý financial, statements,. PPUs
management reassessed the loss exposure 'for.the Montana
hydroelectric litigation. PPL's management concluded, based on
its assessment and after consultations with its trial counsel, that
it has meritorious' arguments on appeal for'the years 2000-.

* through,2006,. PPL assessed the-likelihood of a~loss for these,
years as reasonably possible: However,.PPL Montana has.not.
recorded, a loss'accrualfor these ye~ars,-as the likelihood of a loss
was notdeemed probable.. .. .

For 2007 and subsequent years, PPL's management believes that
while it'also has.meritorious arguments, it is 'probable'that its'.
hydroelectricprojects will be subject to annual. estimated,
.compensation'rafiging from $3 niillion to'$6 million. Given,that
there was no single amouht within thait range~more likely than

"any other, PPL Montana accrued $3:million.for each of the years
2007 through 2009vfor.a total of $9 million. ' See Note 14 tothe
Financial Statements for additional information on this
contingency. .. ' , " ''' -' '

PPL has identified certain other ev.ents-that could give rise to a-loss,
but that do not meet the conditions for accrual.- Such events -are ,-
disclosed, but not recorded, when it, is "reasonably. possible" that a
loss has been incurred. See Note 14 to theFinancial Statements for
disclosure of other-potential loss contingencies that have not met
-the criteria for accrual.

When anestimated loss is accrued, PPL'identifies, where
applicable, the triggering eventsfor subs'eqtently reducing the
loss accrual ,The triggering events generally occur when the
contingency'has been resolved and the actual loss is;incurred, or
when the.risk of lbss has diminished or~been eliminated. The',"
• following are some of the triggering events that provide for the
reduction'of certain recorded loss accruals:

' Allowances for uncollectible accounts are reduced when
accounts are written off after prescribed collection
procedures have been exhausted,'a better estimate of the'
allowance is determined or underlying amounts are

. ultimately collected.

,. Environmental and. other litigation contingencies are reduced
when the contingency is resolved' and PPL makes actual
payments, a better estimate of the loss is determined or the
loss is no longer considered probable.

PPL reviews' its loss accruals on a regular basis to assure that the
recorded potential loss exposures are appropriate. 'This involves
ongoing:communicationand analyses with internal and external
legal counsel, engineers, operation management- and other
parties. .

5) Asset Retirement Obligations

PPL'is required to recognize a liability, for legal obligations,
associated with the retirement of long-lived assets. 'The initial
obligationshould be-measured at its estimated fair value.' An
equivalent amount should be recorded as an increase in the value

'of the capitalized asset and allocated to expense over the useful
life of'the asset. Until the obligation is settled, the liability
should be. increased, through the recognition of accretion
expense' in the~incorne'stat&ment,lfor changes in the obligation
due to the passage of time., A conditional ARO:must be
recognized when incurredif the fair. value of the ARO can'be
reasonably estimate&,. ' -: . ,

In determining AROs,rmanagement must make significant
judgments and estimates.tocalculate fair Value. Fair value is,-'
developed using'an expected present value technique based on'
assumptions ofm'arket participants that considers estimated
retirement costs in current period dollars that are inflated'to 'the
anticipated retirement'date and then discounted-back to the date
the ARO was incurred. Changes in assumptions and.estimates
included within the calculations of the fair value of AROs could
result in, significantly different results than those identified and
recorded in the-financial stateinents. Estimated ARO costs and
settlement dates, .which affect the carrying value of various
AROs and the related assets;.are reyiewed periodically. to.ensure
that any material changes are' incorporated into' the, latest,
• estimiate of the obligations.;.. .

'At December 31, 2009, PPL had AROs totaling $426 million,
recorded on the Balance 'Shcet, of which $10 million is included
in "Other current liabilities.!"'.- Of the total amount, $348 million,
or 82%, relates to. PPL's nujclear decommissioning ,ARO. The'
most significant assumptions surrounding AROs are the
forecasted retirement costs, the~discount rates and.the.inflation
rates.. A variance in the.forecasted retirement costs,, the discount'
rates or the inflation rates could have a significant -impact on the

"ARO liabilities.,.

The follbwing,'chart reflects the sensitivities related to PPL's
nuclear decommissioning ARO.Jiability as of December 31-,

'2009, associated with-aIchange in thesefassumptionslat the time
of initial-recognition.,- There is no signiificant change to' the
annual depreciation expense :of the ARO asset or-the annual.
accretion expense'of the ARO liability as a result';of changing.
the assumptions. The sensitivities below reflect an evaluation of
the change based solely on-a change in that assumption. I I

Retiremrent.Cost
Discount Rate
Inflation Rate

Change in, ,. Impact.on
Assumption -. ARO Liability

10%/(10), ' $32/$(32)
0.25%/(0.25)% ' $(31)/$34.
0.25%/(0.25)6/. S41/5(37)
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6). Income Tax Uncertainties . . --

Significant management judgment is required in developing
PPL's provision for income taxes primarily, due to the, , , ý
uncertainty related to tax, positions taken or expected to be taken,
in tax returns and the determination of deferred tax assets,

.liabilities and valuation allowances'.

Significant management judgment is required to determine the-
amount of benefit recognized related to an uncertain tax
position. PPL evaluates its tax positions followiig, a two-step
process., The first step requires an entity to determine whether,
based on the technical merits supporting -a particular tax
position/ it is more likely than not (greater than a'50% chance)
that the tax position will be sustained. This'determination' : - "
assumes that the relevant taxing authoritywill examine the tax
position and is aware of all the relevant facts surrounding the tax
position. The second step requires an entity to recognize in the,.
financial statements the benefit of a tax position that meets the
more-likely-than-not recognition criterion. 'The benefit
recognized is measured at the largest amount of benefit that has
a likelihood of realization, upon settlement, that exceeds: 50%.
PPL's management considers'a number of factors inassessing
the benefit to be recognized, including negotiation of a .
settlement. -.

On a quarterly basis,.PPL reassesses its uncertain. tax positions
by considering information known at the reporting date. Based
on management's assessment of new information, PPL may.
subsequently recognize a tax benefit for A previously .
unrecognized tax position, de-recognize. a pOre'viously:recognized
tax position,•or.ne-measure the benefit of a previously -." : ',

• recognized tax position; -The amounts ultimately paid upon
resolution of issues raised by taxing authorities'may differ
materially from the amounts accrued and may materially impact
PPL's.financial statements in the future.

The balance 'sheet classification of unrecognized tax benefits 'and
the need for valuation allowances to! reduce, deferred tax assets
also require significant management judgment; PPL classifies
unrecognized tax benefits as current, to the extent management

* expects to settle an uncertain tax position, by:payment or receipt
of cash, within one year of the reporting date. Valuation ,
allowances are initially recorded and reevaluated each reporting'.
period by assessing the likelihood of the ultimate realization of a
deferred tax asset. .Management considers a number of factors .in
assessing the realization ofa deferredtax asset, including the
reversal of temporary differences, future 'taxable 'income and
o 0ngoing prudent and feasible tax planning Strategies. Any tax.' f
planning strategy utilized in this assessment must meet, the
recognition and measurement criteria utilized by:PPL to account
for an uncertain tax positions. See Note 5to the Financial .'

Statements for the required disclosures. . '

At December 31, 2009,'it was reasonably'p6ssible that during
.the next 12 months the total amount of unrecognized tax benefits
could increase by as much as $34 million or decrease by up to-
$179 million for PPL. This changeý could result from subsequent
recognition, derecognition and/or changes in the measurement of
uncertain tax positions related to the creditability of foreign
taxes, the timing and utilization of foreign tax credits and the

relatedimpact on alternative minimum tax and other ýcredits, the
timing and/or valuation 'ofcertain deductions,. intercompany.
transactions" and unitary filing groups. The events' that could
cause these changes are direct, settlements with' taxing
authorities, litigation, legal or administrative guidanze by
relevant'taxing authorities and the lapse of an apjolicable statute
•of limitationi .. , " , . . " '

7) Regulatory Assets.

PPL's domestic electricity delivery business is subject:to cost-
based rate-regulation. As a result, PPL. is required to reflect the'
effe'fs,.,of regulatoryactions in-its, financial'statements:. PPL
records assets that result from the regulated ratemaking process
that may:not. be recorded, under.'GAAP for non-regulated, entities:
Regulatory assets generally represent incurred costs that have
been deferred because such &osts are probable of future recovery
in, regulated customer rates.

Management continually assesses whether the regulatory assets
are probable of future'recoveryby considering, factors such as
changes in-the applicable'regulatory'and political environments,
the ability to recover costs through regulated rates, recent-rate,'-
orders to other r'egulated entities, and the status of any pending
or potential deregulation legislation. Based on this continual.
assessment, management believes the existing regulatory assets
are probable of recovery, This assessment reflects'the ctirrent
political and'regulatory"climate at the state and federal levels,.':,
and is .subject to change in the future.-' If future *recovery of costs'
ceases to be probable', then asset write-offs would be, required to.
be recognized in-operating income: Additionally; the regulatory
agencies-&an provide flexibilitý in the manner and timing of the ,.
depreciationi of PP&E and" amdrtization'.of regulatory, assets.'

At December 31, 2009 and 2008, PPL had regulatory,'assets of-
$53'1 million and $763 million. All of PPL's regulatory assets
are, either. currently being recovered under specific' rate' orders or'
represent amounts' that will be recovered in future rates based
upon established regulatory'practices. ' ' . . "

-Other Information..

PPL's Audit Committee has approved the independent auditor to
provide audit and..'audit-related services and 'other services
permitted by Sarbanes;-Oxley and SEC rules. "The audit' and.,
audit-r'elated services include 'services in connection withe
statutory and regulatory filings, reviews of offering documents
and-registration statements, and'internýal conitrolreviews."
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S' - ",PPLENERGYSUPPLY, LLC AND SUBSIDIARIES

Item 7. Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results-of Operations

Overview,

PPL Energy Supply is an enfergy company with headquarters in
Allentown, Pennsylvania. Refer to "Item 1. Business -
Background" for.descriptions of its reportable segments, which
are Supply and International Delivery., Through its' subsidiaries,
PPL Energy Supply is primarily engaged'in"tfiegeneration and.
marketing of electricity in two key markets - the northeastern,
and western U.S.'- and.in thedelivery of electricity in the U.K.
PPL Energy Supply's'overall .strategy is to achieve disciplined",-, .
growth in energy supply margink,.whileqlimiting volatility in' both

k cash flows and earnings and to achieve stable, long-term growth
in its -regulated international electricity delivery business through
efficient operations and strong customer and regulatory
relations. More specifically, PPL Energy Supply's strategy. foi,
-its electricity generation and marketing, business is to match:
energy supply with load; or customerdemand, undericontracts.of
varying lengths with creditworthy counterparties.to capture',
profits while effectively managing exposure to.energy.and fuel.-
price volatility,- counterparty credit risk and operational risk.
PPL Energy Supply's strategy for its U.K. electricity-delivery.
business is to own and. operate this business at the mostefficient
cost while 'maintaining high quality .customer service and".,..;..:,_
reliability. , .... , .• ,:., .

PPL Energy. Supply faces several risks in its. supply:business,
principally electricity and capacity wholesale price risk; fuel
supply and price risk, electricity and fuel basis risk, power plant

.performance, evolving regulatory frameworks~and cotinteqrparty',
credit risk. PPL Energy-Supply attempts to manage these risks
through various means... For instance,' PPL Energy Supply..-
operates aportfolio of'generation assets that is diversified as to
geography, fuel source, cost structure and operating-
characteristics. PPL Energy Supply'expects to expand its
generation capacity.over the next several ye'irs through power
u prates at certain of its existing power plants, andis continually
evaluating the potential construction of new plants and the
potential acquisition of existing plants or businesses. PPL
Energy Supply is and will continue to remain focused on the
operating efficiency and availability' of its existing and any.
newly constructed, or acquired power plants. .. ,

In addition, PPL Energy Supply has executed and: continues to
pursue contracts of varying lengths for energy sales and fuel
supply, while using other means to mitigate risks associated, with
adverse, changes in the difference, or margin, between the cost to
produce electricity and the price' at which PPL Energy Supply...
sells it. ,PPL Energy Supply's future 'profitability will be affected
by prevailing market conditions and whether PPL Energy ".,
Supply decides to, or is able to, continue to enter into long-term
or intermediate-term power sales and fuel purchase.a'greerrients'l..
or renew its existing agreements. Currently, PPL Energy,
Supply's commitments for energy sales are satisfied through its'
own generation assets and supply purchased from.third-parties.:
PPL Energy Supply markets. andftrades around its.physical.
portfolio, of generating assets through integrated'generation;: ,, '
marketing and tradingfuncti6ns: ... . .
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PPL Energy Supply has adopted financial and operational risk
management programs that, among other things,.are designed to.
monitor and manage its 'exposure to earnings and cash'flow
volatility'related to Changes in- energy. and fuel prices, interest
rates, foreign currency exchange rates, counterparty credit "
quality and the operating performance of its.ge'nerating units.

.The principal' challenge that PPL'Energy Supply faces in its
international electricity delivery business is tomaintain high
quality customer service and reliability in a cost-effective
manner. PPL Energy Supply.s, international electricity delivery
business is rate-regulated.. Accordingly, the business is subject
to regulatory risk withrespect to the costs.that mnay, not.be
recovered, and investment 'eturns' that, may not be collected
throughcustomer. rates.:..'. ..* '

PPL Energy Supply facesadditional financial risks in
conducting U•K. operations, such as fluctuations in foreign..
currency exchange rates and the, effect these rates have on- the
conversion, of U.K. earnings and cash flows to U.S. dollars. PPL

'Energy Supply attempts to manage these financial risks.through
its risk management programs.,..

In order to manage financing costs'and access to credit markets,
a key objective for PPL Energy Supply's business as a whole is'
to maintain..a strong credit profile.. PPL Energy Supply
continually-focuses on maintaining an appropriate capital,_-
structure and liquidity position..

See "Item IA. Risk, Factois" for more information concerning
these and.other material risks PPL Energy Supply'fades in its
.businesses.•, .; . • . . . , . . .', , ,,. . ,

In, May-2009,.,PPLGeneration signed a'definitive agreement.to,
sell its Long Island"generationbusiness and related'tolling
'agreements and expects the sale to close on;or about
February, 26, 2010. In No'vember 2009, PPL Maine completedd

,the sale of the majority of its'hydroelectric genieration business,.
These businesses are included in the Supply segment. In 200.7,.
PPL Energy Supply sold its regulated electricity delivery
businessesin Latin America, which were included in-the
International Delivery segment. See Note 9 to the Financial,
Statements for additional information.

The purpose of "Management's Discussion and Analysis of
Financial Condition and 'Results of Operations'! is to provide
information concerfiing PPL Energy Supply's,performance in-,
implementing the strategies and managing the risks and
challengesmentioned above. Specifically: ; , ..

•.."Results of Operations'! provides an overview of PPL Enei•gyý,
Supply's operating results in 2009, 2008 and 2007;:including. •
a review of earnings,' with details of results 'by. reportable
segmeht: It also provides abrief outlook for 2010.

"Financial Condition - 'Liquidity and Capital Resources"..' .



• provides an analysis of PPL Energy Supply!s~liquidity
position and credit profile, including its sources of cash
(including bank credit facilities and sources of operating cash
'flow) and uses of cash (including contractual obligations and
capital expenditure requirements) and the key risks• and
uncertainties that impact PPL' Energy Supply's-past and
future liquidity position and financial condition. This

* subsection also includes a listing-and discussion of PPL-.".
Energy Supply's current credit ratings. .. -

.' "Financial Condition - Risk Management - Energy Marketing
& Trading and Other" provides an- explanation of PPL
Energy Supply's risk, management programs relating to
market risk and credit risk.--:. . ..

* "'Application of Critical Accounting Policies" provides an -

overview of the accounting policies that are particularly . -

.. important to the results of operations and financial condition
'of PPL Energy Supply and, that require its management to
make significant estimates, assumptions and other judgments.

The information provided in this Item37 should be read in
conjunction with PPL Energy Supply's Consolidated Financial
Statements and the accompanying Notes.

* Terms and abbreviations are explained in the glossary.' Dollars
are in millions unless otherwise noted.

Customer Choice - End-of Transition Period

In 1996, the Customer Choice Act'was enacted to restructure'
Pennsylvania's electric utility industry in order to create.i'etail'
access to. a competitive market for generation of electricity. The
Customer Choice Act required each Pennsylvania electric utility,
to file'a restructuring planto "unbundle"-itsrates into separate
generation,.transmission and distribution components. and to
permit its customers to directly access alternate suppliers.-of.
electricity. Under the Customer Choice Act, regulated utilities
:were requiredto act as-a"PLR. As part of a settlemenit appr'ved-
by the PUC, PPL EnergyPlus 'and PPL -Electric;.:aPPL,
EnergyPlus affiliate,.entered into full requirements energy
supply agreements at predetermined"capped" rates through .
2009, In addition;,the.PUC authorized recovery-of
approximately $2.97 billion'of competitive transition or
"stranded" costs (generation-related costs that-might not
otherwise be -recovered in a competitive market) from customers-
during an. 1-1-year transition period. -For PPL Electric; this
transition period ended on December 31, 2009.'- . .

With the expiration of the long-term power purchase agreements
between PPL'Electric and PPI2 EnergyPlfis, PPL'EnergyPlus
flow has multiple-options as to how, and'to whom, it-sells the -

electricity produced by PPL Enerjy Supply's- generation plants,.-
These sales are. based on'1revailing market rates, -as compared to

-pre-determined capped rates under the expired supply
- -agreements with PPL.Electric,. PPL EnergyPlus-has entered into
various wholesale and retail contracts-to sell this power and at
this time has hedged almost 100% of expected 2010.baseload

.-,generation output. The expiration of the -long-term supply, - -

agreements with PPL Electric also provides PPL Energy Supply,-
the'ability -to adjust its exposure tofluctuatios" in demaind that' ,

existed with supplying PPL Electric's PLR load., Entry of new'
generation suppliers into the Pennsylvania marketplace provides

- - 'PPL Energy Supply theability to provide'geniration supply to
- additional wholesale customers. Overall, these changes and the-
resulting level of hedged electricity prices are expected to have a.
positive impact on the financial condition, operating results and
cash flows.ofPPL Energy Supply.,.- - . -" , -

PPL Electric's customers are no longer funding:contributions' to'
Susquqehanna's NDT funds. -PPL will continue to manage the •
NDT funds-until the PPL Susquehanna plant is decommissioned.:
If the balan6e of the NDT funds-is not adequate to cover

,decdmmissioning costs, PPL Susquehanna will be responsible to
• fund 90% of the shortfall. The Susquiehanna nucledr units

currehtly are licensed to~operate iintil 2042 and 2044.

Market Events

In 2008, conditions'in the financial markets'became disruptive to
the processes of managing credit'risk, responding to liquidity
needs,:measuring derivatives and other financial instruments at
fair value; and managing market risk. Bank credit capacity was
-reduced and the cost of renewing or establishing fiewcredit
facilities increased, thereby introducing uncertainties 'as to PPL
Energy Supply's ability to enterinto long-termnene.rgy ,,
commitments, or reliably estimate, the -onger-term-cost and..
availability, of credit. In general, bank credit capacity 'hag
increased from the significantly constrained levels of 2008 and
early 2009. In addition, the cost of renewing or establishing new
credit facilities has improved when compared with the,.2008 and..
early 2009 periods. - - -"

Commodity Price-Risk

The contraction in wholesale energy market liquidity and -

accompanying decline, in wholesale energy prices'due to -.

conditions in the- financial and commodity marketssignificantly-
impacted PPL Energy Supply's earnings during the second half .
of 2008 and the first:half of 2009. See."Statement'of Income, ,
Analysis -'Domestic Gross Energy Margins - Domestic Gross -

Energy Margins By Region" for further discussion..

Credit Risk . . . .

Credit risk is the risk that PPL EnergIy Supply-would incur a loss,
a as a result of nonperformance by counterparties of their
contracthal obligations. PPL.Energy Supply-maintains credit
policies and procedures to limit counterparty credit-risk.. -

Conditions in the financial and commodity markets have' - :-. .
generally increased PPL Energy Supply's exposure. to credit risk.
See Notes 15, 17 and 18 to the Financial: Statements, and '.'Risk
Management - Energy Marketing & Trading and Other 2 Credit
-Risk".-for more information on credit risk. , ' ' • "

Liquidity Risk- ' , . -. - -

.PPL Energy Supply expectsto, continue'tb have access to
adequate sources of liquidity through operating -cash flows,- cash
and ca~h-,equivalents, credit facilities and, from time to time, the

- issuance of capital market sequrities:' PPL Energy Supply!s'

ability to access capital markets ma@ be impacted by conditions -
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in the overall finan6ial and.capital markets, as well as conditions
specific to the utility sector. See "Finiancial Condition -
Liquidity and Capital Resources" for an expanded discussion of
PPL Energy Supply,'s liquidity position and a discussion of its
forecasted sources of cash.

Valuations in Inactive Markets

C6hlditions-in the finlincial markets have generally made it
difficult to determine" the fair value of certain assets'and,'.
liabilities in inactive markets. Management has reviewed the
activity in the energy and financial markets in which PPL
Energy Supply transacts, concluding that all of these markets
were active at December- 31, 2009, with the exception of the
market for. auction rate securities. See Notes 17 and 21 to the
Financial Statements and 'Financial Condition.- Liquidity and,-;
Capital Resources - Auction Rate Securities" for a discussion of
these investments....., . "

Securities Pride Risk.,,

Declines in the market pirie of debt a:ndequity securities result
in. unrealized losses that reduce. the asset values of PPL :Energy
Supply's investments in its defined benefit plans and NDT funds.
Both the defined benefit plang and the NDT funds eamed
positive returns in the second half of 2009,,thereby recovering a
portion of the negative returns incurred in 2008 and the-first
quarter.of 2009,. PPL Energy Supply activelyn monitors the,
performance of theinvegtments held in its defined benefit plans
and NDT funds and.periodically. reviews the funds' investment
allocations. See "Financial Condition - Risk Management-
Energy. Marketing .& Trading and Other.- NDT Funds-.-,
Securities Price Risk" for additional information on securities
price risk:.

" PPL Energy Supply's subsidiaries sponsbr. various defined
benefit plan~s and participate in and are allocated costs from
defined benefit plans sponsored by PPL.. Determination of the
funded status of definedbenefit plans, contribution requirements
and net periodic defined benefit Costs. for future years are subject
to. changes jn various agsumptions, 'in, addition to-the actual
performance of the assets in the plans. See "Application 6f.
Critical Accounting Policies - Defined Benefits" for a discussion
of the assumptions and sensitivities regarding. those assumptions.

The Economic Stimulus Packaae ,

Funds from the Economic Stimulus Package have been allocated
to various federal agencies, such as the DOE, and proyided'to * "
state agencies through block grants. The DOE has made' awards
of the funds f6r smart grid,efficiency-related and renewable
energy. programs. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has.also-
made awards for funding certain energy, projects, including solar.
projects. As discussed in Note 8 to the.Financial Statements,
PPL Energy Supply has reconsidered-and decided~to pursue its,
Holtwood expansion projectin view of the tax incentives and
potential loan guarantees for renewable energy projects., .
contained in the Economic Stimulus Package. PPL Energy -.

Supply has applied for DOE-loan guarantees for.the'Holtwood:'
expansion,project and,.through its subsidiary PPLIMontana, for
the Rainbow redevelopment project. . ". , :

Results of Operations

PPL Energy Supplypresents tables'ahalyzing changes'in " -.-..

amounts between periods within "Segment Results" and . .0"Statement of Income Analysis"- on a constant U.K. foreign

currency exchange rate basis, where'applicable, in order to
isolate the impact of thie change in the exchange rate on the item
being explained. .,Results computed on a constantU.K. foreign
currency exchange rate basis are calculated by translating current
year results at the prior year weighted-average foreign currency
exchange rate. -

Earnings

Net income attributable to PPL Energy Suippily was:

.2009 2008 i

- $ 246 $ 768 S

2007

1,205

The changes in net income attributable.to PPL Energy Supply.
from year to year were, in part,-due to several special items that
managementconsiders significant. Details of these special items
are provideclwithin. the review of ea. .se"ment's ear'" in'"..."

The year-to-year changes in significant earningscomponents; -. including, domestic gross energy margins by region and .

significant income statement line items, arebxplitinddin the'
"Statement--0f:Income Analysisl"

PPL Energy Supply's earnings beyond 2060 are slubject, to
various risks and uncertainties. See "Forward-Looking..
Information," "Item 1A. Risk Factors," the rest-of this Item 7-and
Note 14 to the Financial Statements for 'a discussion of th6 risks,'
uncertainties and factors that may impact PPL Energy Supply's
future earnings. - :.,

Segment Results

Net income attributable to PPL Energy Supply by segment was:

TheEconomic'Stimulus, Package was intended to stimulate the
U.S. economy through federal,tax relief, expansion of
unemployment benefits and other social stimulus provisions,
domestic spending' for education, health care and infrastructure,:
including the energy sector. A portion of the benefits included ,
in the Economic Stimulus'Package:are offered in the form of
loan fee reductions, expanded' loan guarantees and secondary
market.iiicentives, including delayed recognition fortax-, .
purposes of.income related to .the cancellation of certain types of
debt. See "Financial•Condition L;Liquidity and'Capital.
Resources" for a discussion of the applicability to the.putchase
of notes by PPL Energy. Supply. . - • - .

Supply
International Delivery

Total

- 2009 ,• 2008 2007

$. 3 $ 478 $ 595
243 290 610

$ 246 $ ..768 $ 1,205
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SupDDV Se-gment
14

The Supply -segmient primarily consists of the domestic ýen&rgy
marketing-and trading activities, as well as the generationiand
development operations of PPLEnergy Supply.. In December
2009, PPL.Maine sold its. 8.33% Ownership interest in Wyman
Unit 4. In November 2009,.PPL Maine completed the sale of
the majority of its hydroelectricigeneration business. In May
2009, PPLGeiieration signed a definitive agreement to sell its
Long Island genefation business and expects the sale to-close on,
or about February 26,2010. In August 2007; PPL'Energy
Supply completed the sale of its domestic telecommunication
operations. See.Notes 8 and 9 to' the Financial Statements for -.

additional information.

The Supply segment results reflect the classification of the Long
Island generation: business,,the majority of the Maine
hydroelectric genieration' business, and the 8.3 3% ownership
interest in Wyman Unit 4, as Discontinued Operations. See
Note 9 to the' Financial' Statements for' additional information..

Supply segment net income, attributable to PPL Energy Supply4

Eastern U.S. non-trading margins ,
Western U.S. non-trading margins
Net energy trading.margins
Energy-related businesses
Other operation and maintenance
Depreciation
Taxes, other than income
Other income - net (a)
Interest expense (b)
Income taxes '-.....
Discontinued operations (Note 9)
Other ' I I . ,
Special items.

4. ,. , , . i : , , :

4.', . '

2009 vs.12008 2008 vs.:2007.

$. `,(3i $ ' (62).

''20. 5
.81 , .(95)

(4) (4)

.(32) 12

(5) 6
: I;i (4), , : • ' ' (21)

(9) (38)
(24) " 61)

* ." '. (9)" ' • ,;I; 3

(469) $ 1521.
$ (475) $ (117)

(a) lncludes interest income from affiliates.
(b). Includes interest ekpense with affiliate. '

See "Domestic Gross Energy Margins" foran 'e(xplanation of
non-trading margins and net energy trading margins.

a Other operation and maintenance expenses increased in 2009
compared with 2008, primarily due to ificreased payroll'--
related costs, .higher conftractor-related costs~ahidother 'c6s'ts' at
PPL Energy: Supply's gen~iation plants. -" .;'- ..was:,.'

Energy revenues (a)
Energy-related businesses

Total operating revenues
Fuel and energy purchases (a)
Other Operation arid maintenance
Depreciation
Taxes, other than income
Energy-related businesses

Total operating expenses

Other Income - net (b)
Other-Than-Temporary Impairments -

Interest Expense (c) ,
Income Taxes .

Income (Loss) from Discontinued.
Operations

Net Income
Net Incorffe Attributable'to -

Noncontrolling Interests
Net Income Attributable to PPL

Energy Supply .

2009

$ 5,037
379

5,416
-. . ,3,679

927
210

29
372

5,217
48' ,'• 18

185.
27

2008 2007

$ 5,200 $ 3,389
478 723.

5,678 4,112
3,215 1,575 ,

* ' 884' ' 753:
180 152
20 31-

464 740
4,763 3,251

45 . 83
36 : 3

169' 106
290. .,249

'63) " IV Y 12
4 '480 .598

I j2, 3

$4_43 $ 4787$" 595

e Depreciation expense increased in 2009 compared with 2008; ,
primarily dueito the schibbeis dthBruntier Island and Montoui'
and the potion's of'the Su.squehanina.uprate projects that were'

ilaiced in' Service'ii.2008i8iid 2069:` "'. "'
S . 4 ... - . .. ' ',',

Depreciation expense increased in 2008 comnpare d with 2007,
pfimarily'due'to the'Montour kcrubbers and'the Susquehanna
uprate project'thatwere placed in service in 2008.

r

* Other income - net decreased in 2008 compared with 2007,
primarily due to a decrease .in earnings on'nuclear plant -

decommissioning trust inivesttiernts:and lower gains on sales
of real 'state!, .' ' " . .

9 Interesrexpense increasedlin 2008 compared with'2007,,
primarily due' to increased interest on 'lonig-term debtr"iesulting
from new issuances. . • . " ' . ..

*'Income taxes increased in 2009 compared. with,2008', in' part
due to lower domestic manufacturing deductions in 2009.

'4t .4 .,, - . .4- ".•

'Income taxes increased in 2008,compared with 2007,
prim'arilydue to the los-'of synftielffai credits'as the projebts!
ceased operatioti at the end bf 2007. '. ' '' "" •

e Special items decreased in 2009 co'rmpared with 2008,
primarily due to a $476 'iiillion-aftersiaxchange in ne'rgy- '

related economic activity. 'The change is primaril" the result
of certain power a'nd'gas cash flowv hedges'fftiling hedge "

-effectiveness testihg in the third and fourth quarters of 2008,;-
at well as the first quarter of 2W009. Hedge -accounting is not
permitted for the'quarter in which this' occurs and,' .

accordirigly, the entire change in fair value for the perib'ds that
failed was recorded to the income 'statemrent.' However, these
transactions were not dedesignated as hedges, as prospective

(a) Includes impact from energy-related economic activity. See "Commodity
Price Risk (Nohitrading) - Economic Activity" in Note 18 to.the Finan'cial
Statements fdr additional information. ";

(b) Includes interest incomefrom.affiliates'. . . .
(c) Includes interest expense with affiliate.

The after-tax changes in net income attributable to.PPL Energy,
Supply between these periods were due to the following factors.
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regression analysis demonstrated that these hedges are
expected to. be highly effective over their term. For 20068, an
after-tax'gain of $298 million was recognized in earnings as a
result of these hedge, failures. 'During'the second;,third and,
fourth quarters of 2009, fewer power~and gas cash, flow hedges,
failed:hedge effectiveness testing; therefore,'a portion of-the
previouslyrecognized unrealized gains recorded in the second
half of 2008.arid the first quarter of 2009 associated with these
hedges were reversed. For 2009, after-tax losses of $215,
million were recognized in earnings .... .... - ..

2010 Outlook

Excluding special items, PPL Energy Supply projects higher
earnings from its Supply segment in 2010 compared with 2009,
due to growth in energy margins. The forecast for gro0vth in!:,
energy margins is based on hedged power and fuel prices as well
as established capacity prices in PJMI- These positive factors are
expected to be partially offset by higher depreciation, financing
costs and operation and maintenance. expenses:

:International Delivery Seament
The following after.tax amounts, which management.
special items, also impacted the Supply segment's earn

Energy-related economic activity
(Note 18);. ,

Sales of assets
'Long Island generation business (a)'
Interest.ih Wyman Unit,4- (Note 9)'
Majority of Maine -hydroelectric.

generation business (Note 9)
- Domestic telecommunication
- ,operations (Note'8)'

. Impairments .
- Impacts- from emission allowances (b)

Other asset impairments (c)
Adjustments - NDT investments ed)
Transmission rights (e)

Workforce reduction (Note 12)
Other

Change in tax accounting method,
related to repairs (Note 5)

Montana hydroelectric litigation
(Note 14),

Synthetic fuel tax adjustment
(Note 14)..

Montana basin seepage litigation
(Note 14) .

Off-sit6 remediation 'of ash basin leak
(Note. 14), ' ' V

Settlement of Wailingford cost-based
rates (f

PJM billing dispute"
Total'

2009 2008

$ (225) .251

"(33)'
(4)

22

(19) . (25

considers ' -. "
nings: ', The International Delivery segment consists primarily of the.

2007 electricity distribution, operations in the U.K. In 2007, PPL
-. ~2 Energy Supply &completed the sale of its Latin American '

buisinesses. In 2008, the International Delivery segment
'32 recognized income tax benefits and miscellaneous expenses in

Discontinued Operations in connection With 'the, dissolution of
certain' LatinAmerican holding companies. In 2009,'the
International Delivery segment recognized $24 million of
income tax expense in DiscontinuedOperations related to a

'(23) correction of the 'calculation of tax bases'of the Latin American
businesses 'sild in 2007. See Note 9 to the Financial Statdments

• ' for addiiional inforrmation. - . -

: ,, (.4) '., •(15) .
(13)

(6) (1)- (1)(4)

(21)

(3)) ,: -

(5),

"33'

$ (293) $ 176 $ 24

The International Delivery segrhent'results reflect the
classification kT its Latih American businesses as Discontinued
Operations. , ' , •

; International Delivery segmient net income'atttibutable to PPL
Energy Supply was:

(a) Consists primarily of the initial impairment charge recoided in Junie 2009
wheni this .business was classifiedas held fdisale.. See Note 9, to the
Financial Statements for addijional information onthe anticipated,•sale.

(b) 2009 primarily consists of a pre-tax chargeof $37 million related to sulfur,
dioxide emission allowances. See'Note'17 to the Financial Statements-for -

additional information.. ' " , ' . ,

2008,consists of charges related to annual nitrogen oxide allowances and, pt
options. See Note 14 to the Financial Statements for additional informatio,n".,

(c) 2008 prinriai'ily consists of a pre-tax charge of $22 million related to the
cancellation of thi Holtwood hydroelectric expansion project. See-Note 8 t6
the Financial Statements, for additional information.

(d) ,Representsother-ýthan-temporary impairment charges on securities; including
reversals of previous impairments when previousfy impaired securities were ,
sold. ''

(e) See "Other Operation and Maintenance" for, more ihforniation on the $23'
million-pre-tax imliairment' recorded in 2007. • ' , . I I.. 1 :

(f) In 2003, PPL Wallingford and PPL EnergyPlus sought from the FERC cost-
based payments based upon the RMR status of four units at the Walliniford,
Connecticut generating facility. In 2007, as a result of a settlement :
agreement, PPL Energy Supply recognized $55 million of revenue and $4
million of interest-income.

2009 ' '2008 ' ' 2007'

Utility-revenues* '$ 684 $ 824 $ '863
Energy-related businesses " • ' 32 -33 ' ' . 37

Total operating revenues .' . .716 , ' 857- '. 900
Other operation and maintenance 140 '186 -252
Depreciation ' . , .. . . 115 134 147
Taxes, other than income 57 66, 67
Energy-relatedbusinesses ' 16 14 ' 17

Total operatingexpenses ' ' ' 328 '400 - ' 483
Other Income-net (11). 17 26
Interest Exepense , 87 144 183
Income Taxes 20 :' 45 (43)

'Income (Loss) from Discontinued.
Operations' ' ' (27)" 5 313

Net Income ".' '., ' - 243 , ', 290 • 616
Net Income Attributable to , , , '.

Noncontrolling Interests ' 6
Net Income Attributable to PPL

Energy Supply $ 243 $ 290 $ 1610
S i, ., .'

The after-'tax chaanges in 'net income attribuiitalie to PPL Ehnrgy
Supply between these periods were due to the following factors.
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2009 vs. 2008 2008 vs. 2007
U.K.

D.e/livery margins - , $ 17 '$ 12
Other operating expenses 7 22
Other incorme'- net (4) "(7),
Depreciation ' (4) 4

Interest expense ,28 5
Income' taxes 24 24
Foreign currency exchange rates "'. (69) (14)'
Gain on transfer of equity investment " ... . (5)•
Other (4) (3)

Discontinued Operations (Note 9) , (5) (49)
U.S. interest expense 17
U.S. income taxes 1 (32)
Gain (loss) on economic hedges (N6te'l 5) "* (12). ' 10
Other .. 2' 6
Special items . .(28) (310)

.$ (47) .$ (320).

e Lower U.K." other operating expens es in 2,008 compared with
2007, were primarily due to lower compensation and lower-
pension costs., .

.o Lower.U.K. int.rest expense.in 2009'compared with 2008

was primarily -due to lower inflation rate's on U.K. Index-
linked Senior Unsecured Notes and lower debt~balances.

o Lower U.K. income taxes in 2009•compared with 2008, were,
primarily due to HMRC's determination related to the•.
valuation of a business activity sold in 1999 and to the '
deductibility of foreign currency exchange losses, partiallyý'
offset by'the items in 2008 mentioned below.

Lower U.K. income taxes in 2008 compared with 2007, were'
primarily due to'HMRC's.determination related to
'deductibility of imputed interest on a loan from Hyder and a
change in tax law that included the phase-out of tax
depreciation on industrial buildings over a four-year period.

a Changes in foreign ctirrency exchange rates negatively
impacted U.K. earnings for both periods. The Wveighlted-
average exchange rates.for the British pound sterling were'
approximately. $1.53' in 2009, $1.91 in 2008 and $2.00 in
2007.

* Higher U.S. income taxes in' 2008 compared with 2007, was
primarily due to the change in a U.S. income tax reserve ,
resulting from the lapse in 2007 of an applicable Statute of '

limitations.

The following after-tax amounts, which management considers
special items; also impacted the International Delivery segment's
earnings.

2009 2008 2007

2010 Ouilook .

Excluding special item§,'PPL'Energy. Supply projects' lower',
eamings.from'its International. Delivery segmdnt in 2010,.

-'compared with 2009; as a result of higher income taxes, higher'

operation and maintenance expenses-and higher financing costs.
These negative'factors are expected~to be partially offset by"
higher electricity delivery margins and.a more favorable .
currency exchange rate . ....

In December. 2009, Ofgem completed its rate review. for'the five-
,year period from, April V,,2010,through March 31., 2015:;'Ofgem
allowed WPD an average increase in total revenues, before
inflati6nary adjustments, of 6.9% in each of the five years. The
revenue increase includes reimbursement to electricity'
distributors for'higher operating and capital costs to be incurred.
Also, Ofgem set the weighted average cost of capital it 4.7%,
wvhich includespre-tax debt and post-tax equity costs and
exclude's adjustments for inflation, for all distribution
companies.. This is a 0:8% decrease from the previous
regulatory period. Additionally, Ofgem has established str6ng
incentive mechanisms to provide companies significant .
opportunities to enhance overall returns by'improving network
efficiency, feliability or customer seirvice.

Statement of Income Analysis --

Domestic Gross Energy Margi.ns

Non-GAAP Financial Measure

The following: discussion includes financial information.
prepared in 'a ccordance with GAAP, as'well as a no'n-GAAP
financial measure, "Domestic Gross Energy Margins.," The
presentation of "Dorhestic Gross Energy Margins" is intended to'
supplement the investor's understanding of PPL Energy Sup'ply's
dbmestic non-trading and trading' activities by combining"" ,
applicable income statement'line items and related adjustments
to calculate a single fimiancial measure. PPL Energy Supply
believes that "Domestic Gross Energy Margins" ar6,useful and
meaningful to investors because they-provide them with the
results of PPL Energy' Supply's ddmestic non1trading dnd trading
activities As another diiterioi'in making theifrinvestment'
decisions.' PPL Energy Supply's management also•uses
"Domestic Gross.Energy Margins" in measuring certain
c0rporate performance goals used 'in determining variable'
compensation. Other companies may use different measures to
present the results of their non-trading and trading activities.
Additionally, "Domestic Gross' Energy Margins" are n'ot ',-

int6fide'd to replace".Operatitig Income,'" which is deterrhinhed in'
accordanhce with GAAP, a's an indicator of overall operatin'g,:1
perfQrmance. 'The following table provides a reconciliation,
between "Operating Income" and' "'Domiestic Gross Energy
Ma'rgiiis"as'defined by PPL'Energy Supply.

Foreign currency-related economic
hedges - unrealized impacts (Note' 8)

Sales of assets
Latin American businesses (Note 9)

Impairments'
Workforce reduction (Note 12)
Otheý

Change in.U.K. tax rate (Note 5)
Total

5'

(27)
(2)

,,(2) $

$ - 259

(1) (4)

_ _ _,, 54
$ (29) $ (1) $ 309
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2009,i 2008 2007

$ 587 $ 1,372 $ 1,278Operating Income.(a)
Adjustments:

Utility (a)
Energy-related businesses, net (b)
Other operation and maintenance (a)
Depreciatioh (a)
Taxes, other than income (a)
Revenue adjustnients'(c), "

Expense adjustments (c)
Domestic gross energy margins.

* (684)
(23)

1,067
325

86
.293k.

80
1,731

'.(824)
(33)

1,070
314
86

(1,032)
• 611

$ 1,564

. (863)

1,005.
299

98
'2232

(213)
$ 1,824

(a) As reported on the Statements of Income.
(b) Amount represents the net-of "Energy-related businesses" revenue And"

* expense as reported on the Statements of Income..
(c) The components of these adjustments are detailed in the tables below.

The following tables provide the income statement line items
* and other adjustments that comprise domestic. gross energy
margins. .. . ...

Revenue . . . -. ,
Wholesale energy marketing (a) -

Wholesale 6nergy marketing to'
affiliate (a)

Unregulated retail electric and gas (a
Net energy trading margins (a)
Revenue. adjustments (b)

Miscellaneous iwholesale ehnrgy
m riaarketing to affiliate. I Irt.

Impaict from 6nergy-related,
economic activity (c)

Gains from sale of emission
* allowances (d)
RMR'revenuies.
Revenues from Supply segment

discontinued operations (e)
Total revenue adjusftments

Expense'
Fuel(a)Energy purchases (a)

Energy purchases~from 'affiliate (a)
Expense adjustmeiits (b)

• Impact from energy-related
economic activity (c)

Other. .

Total expense adjustments

Domestic gross energy mirtigins'

2008 2007 Change'

1$ 3,344 5 1,436. $ 1,908""

1,826
151'

'(121)

1,810
102
41

(14) - -(15);- ' -1 - P

(1,061) . 145 (1,206)

'6. '.109 (103)
(52) 52

16
S.,'49
. (1.62).

37
(1,032)
4;168

36
223

3,612
(1,255)
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2009 .2008 Change
Revenue

Wholesale'energy. rharketing (A)
Wh01dsale energy marketing to •
affiliate (a)

Unregulated retail electric and gas (a)
Net energy trading margins (a)
Revenue adjustments (b)

Miscellaneois wholesald energy
marketing to affiliate

Impact from energy-related
economic activity (c)

Gains from sale of emission
allowances (d)

Revenues from Supply~segment
discontinued operations (e)..

'Total revenue adjustments

Exlense ' ' . "
Ftiel-(a)
Energy purchases (a)
Energy purchases from affiliate (a) . -

Expense adjustments (b)
Impact'from energy-relat6d

economic'activity (c).
Other

Total expense adjustments

Domestic gross energy margins'

1,084 890 .' 194
2,023:.. 529' 1,494 .

108 , . 156 • (48)

- (632') 200 . <(832)
21' 13 " 8

(611 213 . (824).
2;604 1,788 816

$ 1,564 $ 1,824 '$ (260)

$ 3,062.• S :'.3,344 $

* 1,806 1,826
152 151

17 .(121) "

(12) ' .(.14).

274 " (1,061)

2 ' 6, .

29 .37
293 (1,032),

5,330.: . 4,168

, 931 .. 1,084
2,678 2,023

.70 108

(282)

(20)

138

(a) As reported on the Statements of Income.
2 (b) To include/exclude the impact of any revenues and expenses not agso'ciated

with domestic gross energy margins, consistent with the way management
-1,335 reviews domestic gross energy margins internally..

(c) See Note 18 to the Financial Statements for additional information regarding
(4) economic activity.

(d) Included in "Other operationi and maintenance" on the Staterfients of Income.
• (8) (e) Represents revenues associated with the Long Island generation business and

1,325 the majority of the Maine hydroelectric generation business. See Note,9 to
'1,162 the Financial Statements for additional information.

•(153)" Domestic Gross Eh'i.qye Margqins By Reqion'
.. 655 .. . ,

(38)
Domestic gross energy'margins are generated through PPL

523 Energy Supply's non-trading and trading activitie ':PPL Energy

523 Supply manages its nor-trading energy business on a geographic
531 basis that is aligned with.it generation assets.

(109)
29

-. (80)
3,599

$ 1,731

I , .

(632)
21.

(611)
2,604

$ 1,564,
'995

$ ' 167 2009 2008: Change
Non-trading

'Eastem U.S.
• Western U1S.

Net energy trading
Domestic gross energy

Non~trading
",. -Eastern U.S.

Western U.S.
Nbt energy trading

Domestic gross energy

$ 1,391 '$ 1,396 ,$ , (5)
323 .289., 34," ':: .17 , ' (f21) - 138

margins" $ '1,731 $ 1,564, $ 167

2008 2007 Ciange

.$ 1,396 $ 1,502-' S (106)'.

'289 . 281 8
(121) 41 (162)

margins S .1,564 .1,824 $ (260)
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Eastern U.S.

Eastern U.S. non-trading margins were $5 million lower in 2009
compared with 2008. This decrease was primarily due to !o'0er
margins on full-requirement sales contracts resulting from mild
weather, decreased demand, and customer migration. Also
contributing to the decrea'se were higher'afve'rage baseload
generation fuel costs of 7%, primarily due, to higher coal price's.
Partially offsetting these lower margins were, net gains resulting
from the settlement of economic positions associated with*
rebalancing PPL' Energy Supply's portfolios to better align them
with current strategies, higher capacity revenuep higher biseload
generation output due to unplanned major outages in 2008, and a
2.2% increase in the PLR sales prices in accordance with the
PUC Final Order.

Eastern U.S. non-trading margins were $106 million lower in.
2008 compared with 2007. This decrease was primarily due to
higher fuel costs, up 16%, primarily due to higher coal prices.
Also contributing to the decrease vwas lower basetload gendrati6n,
down 4%, primarily due to the unplanned outages at the eastern
coal-fired units and retirement of the Martins Creek coal-fired
units in September 2007. Partially offsetting these lower-
margins were higher margins from the hedged sale of generation
in the wholesale market and:a 1.4% increase in PLR sales.prices
in accordance with the PUCG Final Order.

Western U.S.

Western U.S. non-trading margins werd'$34 riillion highefr in
2009 compared with 2008. 'This ificrease was primaril)'dueto
higher wholesale volumes of 6% and increased generation from
the hydroelectric units of 5%. ' ,

Western U.S. non-trading nmargili's were'8 million higher ih'.
2008 compared with 2007; This increase was primarily due to
increased generation from the hydroelectric units of 2%; "

Net Energy Trading

PPL Energy Supply enters into energy'contracts to tak•'
advantage of market opportunities. As'a result, PPL, Energy'
Supply may at times create.a net open position in it's portfolio
that could result in -significant losses if prices do not move in the
manner or, direction anticipated. However, these trading....
activities are subject to risk management program limits that are
designed to protect PPL Energy Supply from unduefi~nancial
loss:. The margins from the-se.irading activities are reflected in
the Statements of Income as "Net energy trading margins."
These'physical and financial contracts cover trading activity
associated with electricity, emission allowances, uranium, FTRs,
natural gas, and oil.

Net-energy trading marging'increased by $138: million in 2009
compared with 2008. This increase consisted of $215 million of
higher unrealized margins partially offset by $77 million of.
lower realized margins. 'These changes were primarily due to
increased margins in the powedgas and oil trading positions.
resulting from unrealized trading losses in 2008 due to a
dramatic decline in energy prices and a severe contraction of
liquidity in the wholesale power markets.

Net energy trading margins decreased by $162 million in 2008
compared with 2007. This decrease consists of $135 million of
lower unrealized margins and. $27 million of lower realized
margins, both driven by significant decreases in power and gas.'
prices in the second half of 2008.

Utility Revenues .

The~chinges in .utility revenues were attributable'.to:,.., . , .

.., *' 2009 vs. 2008 2008 vs. 2007

U.K. foreign currency exchange rates, - (154), $ .(42),.
U.K. electric delivery revenue ., '',, 14 . . . ,3.

.. , (140) $'. (39)

'Higher U:K. electric delivery revenues for 2009' compared with'
2008,' exýluding foreign'-currency-exchange rate impadts, were
primarily due to' an inicrease-in prices effective Api'il 1, a reVisdd'
estimate of network electricity losses,.and favorable changes in

customer mix. These increases were partially offset by lower
volumres due t6 unfavorable economic conditions, including
industrial customers scaling back on production, and a decrease':
in engineering and metering services performed for third parties.

Energy-related Businesses " .. "

Energy-related businesses contributed$10 million less to
operating income in 2009 compared .with 2008;. The~decrease
was primarily attributable to: '

' contributions from domestic energy services-related.
businesses decreasing by $6'million,• primarily due to a decline
in construc.tion activity caused by the'sloiwdown'in theý'
economy; and ' ' " " .

' -contributions from U.K. energy-related businesses decreasing

by $4 million, primarily due to changes in foreign cuIrrency

exchange rates. " " .' . . ' -

Energy-related businesses contributed $30 million more to,
operating income in 2008 compared with 2007.- The.increase
was primarily attributable to: ..

a aq$39 million impairmentinh.2007 of domestic
teleconmmunication operations that were sold in 20 07; and

e an $11 million increase in contributions' from domestic energy
services-related businesses mainly due to increased
construction activity;' partially offset by

* $11 million of lower pre-tax contributions from synfuel
projects. This reflects a $77 million net gain recorded in 2007
on options purchased to hedge the' risk associated with the
phase-out of synthetic fuel tax credits. This decrease was
partially offset by $66 million less in operating losses from

'synfuel projects as the projects ceased operation at the end of
2007; and

* $5 million less in contributions from the domestic .
telecommunication operations sold in 200.7.

See Note 8 to the Financial Statements for additional
information on the sale of domestic telecommunication assets.

'See Note 14 to the Financial Statements for additional
information on the shutdownof the synfuel facilities in 2007.
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Other Operationand Maintenance-

The changes in other" operation and maintenance expenses were.
due to: -.. -. .,, -- .

2009 vs. 2008. 2008,vs..2007

U.K. foreigrn currindy.exchdhge rates- ' ' $ (24) $, : (8)
Impairment of cancelled generation expansion - '.. -

project, in 2008 (Note 8) " -(22) 22
Defined benefit costs - U.K. (Note 12) ' (16) q(28)
WPD recoverable'engine6ring ser'i'es: (9) . (17)
Impairment and other charges - emission
allowances (Nqtes. 14 and 17) . . (9) . 42

Montapa~basin~seepage litigation (Note 14)j, , (8) 8
Uncollectible accdunts (8) 4
Trademark'roSaltyfee&s froth a PPL subsidiary

(Note 15) - (7) 9' .9
WPD meter operator expenses .. . (7) .(6)

Pdiyroll-related costs •.24 - (6)
Allocation of corporate ser'ice costs 16 ,(21)

WPD distribution costs '15 7'
Domestic and international workforce

reducti 'ons .(Note- 12) . ... 13 (10)
Contractor-related expenses 1. (72)

Defined beniefit costs - U.S. (Note 12) 11 (3)
Mopi'itna hydroelectric litigation (Note 14) " 8 • l
Other costs at fossil/hydroelectric stations 71
Other nuclear related expenses 7 (10)
Lower gains on sales of emission allowances -. 4 103"
Impairment of transmission rights (qa)- (23)
Other.-J

1Domnti"i............ ... " .. (4) 10

(a) The change. in both periodswas primarily, due. to a $7 million'property tax
credit recorded by PPL Montana in 2008. "

Other Income - net ..

See Note 16 to the Financial, Statements for details of other.
income. ' . - ,..

Other-Than-Temporary Impairments.

Other-than-temporary impairmentsdecreased by $'18 million in
2009-compared with 2008, primarily due to stronger iVestdne'nt
returns. caused by improved mar..t conditions w.ithin the.
financial markets.r c-.i

Other-thari-ntei'nporary imip'airmenis ihicrieased by $33 million in
2008 compared with 2007, primarily due to negative ipvestment
returns caused by'the downturn.in the financial markets in 2008.

I.nterest Income from Affiliates

Interest income from affiliates decreased by $12 million in 2009
compared with 2008,: and decreased by $,1-5 million .in-.2008
compared With 2007. The decrease in 2009 vwas primai-ily due to
the decline in the average balance outstanding and the floating
interest rate on the collateral'deposit related to thePLR contract.
The decrease ih 2008 wa's the result of reduced average balances
outstanding on notes receivable from'affiliates and the floating
interest rate on the collateral deposit related to the PLR contract.

Interest Expense ,

The changes in interest expense, which includes "Interest
Expense with Affiliate," were due to:

-nna u - ... .2009'V¢s. 2i08 207'0'8 vs. 2007

Other- U.K. (5) ' (3)
$ • (3).$ . 65.,

(a) In 2007, Maine Electric Power Company (MEPCO),ISO New England
and other New England transmission owners submitted a filing to the,-
FERC seeking to roll the revenue requirement of the MEPCO transmission
facilities into the regional transmission rates in New England and to
change certain rules conceming thý use of tfie transmission line for energy-
and capacity. PPLEnergy Supply protested this proposal and recordedan
impairment of the transmission riglits based on their estimated fair value.

Depreciation

The increases iri-depreciation expense were due to:

- .2019 w~. 2008l

Additions to PP&E -(a)
U.K. foreign currency &xchahge rates
Extension of useful lives of certain.WPD
network. ssets in mid-2007 (Note 1)

Other

40
(25)

2008 vs. 2007
$ '.37

(7)

nlllatl on'adUJ~ metlll-;ll PI.U , ex; •'•lll. n t

Senior-UnseCured Notes $
U.K. foreignlcurrency;eichange rates.'
Long-term debt interest' expense,.-
Hedging activities
Capitalized interest
Short-term debt interest expense
Amortization of debt issuance•costs "
Other

•.. ." . o $1 _,

(29). $ - '6'
-,(17) " " (8)

(13) -- -. 21
(3) .(4

12 (l)
6 8
6 5

(3) (3),
__.(41) $- . , 24

(13)
. (4) (2)

$ 11 $ 15

(a), Primarily attributable to the'completion of the Susquehanna generation
uprate and the Montour scrubber projects in 2008 and the Brunner Island
scrubber projects in 2009.

Taxes, Other Than Income

The changes" n..taxes, other than income were due to:

Income Taxes, . - ... ,.. ,

The changes'in income:taxes.were dibeto: .. ..

2009 vs. 2008 2008 vs. 2007

Domestic propri'y tax expense (a)
U.K. foreign currency exchange rates
Othei

2009 vs. 2008 2008 vs. .2006
$ ." ' 10 $ - (7

(12)' ' (31

-2' (2
! $' "(121

Lower pre-tax book income
Tax on foreign earnings (a)

Synthetic fuel and other tax credits (b)
Tax reserve adjustments (a) (c) (d)
Tax return adjustments (d) ' -

7 Domestic manufacturing deduction
U.K.:Finance Act adjustments (e) -

Y 'Other-

, ' . , . ' , " . , . :.

$ (300) $ (6)
(43) . (3).

- (17) 72
(2) 44
44 - ' (f6j)
13 (2)
8 .. 46
9 (6

$ (288) $' 129'

)
(a) During 2009, WPD recorded a $46 million foreign tax benefit (and a full'

tax reserve reflected in "Tax reserve adjusfments")'related to losses
generated by restructuring., . . .,',""
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(b) The Section 29/45K synthetic fuel tax credits expired at the end'of 2007.
During 2008, PPL recorded a $13 million adjustment to'its estimated
2007 fuel tax credits as a result of the IRS publishing the final 2007
inflation-adjusted credit in April 2008.

(c) During 2007, PPL Energy Supply recorded a $35 iniilion benefit as a
result of the expiration of applicable statutes of limitations. The
expiration' of applicable statues of limitations resulted inman $8 million
benefit in 2008. Additionally, PPL Energy Supply recorded taxbenefits
of $27 million in 2009 for the settlement of a tax dispute and foreign
currency exchange losses.

(d) *.During 2009, PPL Energy .Suiply received consent'from the IRS to
change its method of accounting for certainexpenditures for tax
purposes.. PPL Enrergy Supply deducted'the resulting IRC Sec. 481
adjustment on its 2008 tax.return and recorded a $21 million adjustment
to federal and state income tax expense, which results from the reduction
of federal income tax'benefits, related to the domesticmanufacturing
deduction and a reduction of certain state taxbenefits related to state net
operating losses. During 2008,!WPD recorded tax benefits of
approximately $17 million from tax return adjustments that were fully.
reserved.

(e) The U.K.'s Finance Act:'of2008, enacted in July'2008, included a phase-
. out of tax depreciation on'ceitain buildinigs. As'a result, .WPD recorded

an $8 million deferred tax benefit during 2008 related to the reduction in
its deferred tax liabilities. ..

The U.K.'s Finance.Act of 2007, enacted in July 2007, included a
reduction in the U.K.'s statutory income tax rate. Effective'April 1, 2008,
the statutory income tax rate was reduced from 30% to 28%. As a result,

• WPD recorded a $54 million deferred tax benefit during 2007 related to
the reduction in its deferred tax liabilitiei.

See'Note 5 to' the Fijiancial Statements"for additionl .d
information on income taxes.

Discontinued Operations'

See Note 9 to the Financial Statements for information related
to:

* the anticipated sale of the Long Island generation business;

• the.sale of the.majority of the Maine hydroelectric generation
business in 2009;

e the sale of the 8.33%0 interest in Wyman Unit 4 in 2009;'and.
e the sale of the Latin American businesses in 2007 and the

substantial dissolution of the remaining holding companies in.
2008..

Financial Condition .

Liquidity and Capital Resources

PPL Energy Supply expects to continue to have adequate.
liquidity available through operating cash flows,,cash and cash
equivalents and its credit facilities. Additionally, subject to
markdt conditions, PPL Energy Supply currently plans to access
debt capital maikets in 2010.

PPL' Energy Supply's cash flows from'operationS and access to
cost-effective bank and capital markets aie subject to risks and
uncertainties including, but not limited to: : . -

e changes in market prices for electricity;
e. changes in commodity-prices that may increase the cost of

producing power or decrease the amount PPL Energy Supply
receives from selling power;

* operational and credit risks associated with selling and
markeiing products in the wholesale power markets;

* potential ineffectiveness of the trading, marketing and risk
management policy and programs.used to mitigate PPL .
Energy Supply's risk exposure to adverseelectricity and fuel..
prices, interest rates, foreign currency exchange rates and
counterparty credit; .

* unusual or extlreme.weather that may damage PPL Energy:
Supply's international distribution facilities or, affect energy-
sales to customers; .... . ,

* reliance on transmission and distribution facilities that PPiii'
Energy Supply does not,own':or.control to deliver, itss .
electricity- and natural gas; . L .. ,

• unavailability of generating'uqnits (due to unscheduled or,
longer-than-ahticipated generation outages, weather and
natural disasters) and the resulting loss of re-•,enui eandi
additional costs of replacement electricity;

e the ability to, recover and the timeliness and.,adequacy of'.
recovery ,of costs associated with.in terational electricit,
delivery businesses;

* costs of compliance with existing and-new environmental laws
and with new security and safety requirements for nuclear.
facilities; .

9 any adverse outcome of legal proceedings 'and, investigations
with respect to PPL Energy Supply's current and past business
activities;

* "deterioration in the financial markets that could make
obtaining new sources of bank and capital market&s fuinding
more difficult and more costly; and-

rae downgratde in PPL Energy Supply's or its rated subsidiaries'
credit ratings that could adversely affectitheir ability to access
capital and increase the cost'of credit facilities and .any new
debt: ' : . .

See "Item IA. Risk Factors" for further discussion of risks and
;uncertainties affecting PPL Energy Supply!s cash flows.,.

*At December 31, PPL Energy Supply had the following:
• p*

2009 2008 2007

Cash and cash equivalents ' " $ 245 $ 464 $ 355
Short-term investments (a)(b)' 150 102

$ 245 $ 614 $ 457

Short-term debt $ 639 $ 584; $ 51

(a) 2008 amount represents tax-exempt bonds issued by the PEDFA in
December 2008 on behalf of PPL Energy Supply and purchased by a
*subsidiary of PPLEnergy Supply upon issuance. Such bonds were
refunded in April 2009. See Note 7 to the Financial Statements for further
discussion.

(b) Includes $10 million of auction rate securities at December 31, 2007t. Seem,
belowfor a discussion of auction rate securities.

The changes in PPL Energy Supply's cash and ca'sh equivalehts
position resulted from: -

Net.Cash Provided by Opeiating
'Activities

Net Cash Used in Investing Activities
Net Cash Provided by (Used in)

Financing Activities
Effect of Exchange Rates on Cash and
Cash Equivalents

Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash and
Cash Equivalents

2009. ' 2008 .. 2007

$ 1,413 $ 1,039 $ 1,094
(551), (1,696) . (305)

(1,081) 779 (963)

(13) 5

$ (219) $ 109 $ (169)
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Auction Rate Securities.

PPL Efergy Supply held auction rate securities with an.
aggregate par value of $20 million and $24 million at..
December 31, .2009 and 2008.. Historically, an active'market-'
existed for such investments, and the auctions provided 'an"
opportunity for investors either to hold an investment.at a

* periodically reset interest rate or to sell the investment at its par
value for immediate liquidity.'. In early 2008, inyestor concems
about credit and liquidity in the financial markets, generally, as
well as investor concerns over specific insurers that guarantee.
the credit of certain of the undd!g securities, createdseic

uncertainty in the auction rate. securities market and these
securities generally failed to.,be remarketed. through their
established auction process.. The auctions" continue to. fail and
the resulting illiquidity continues to impact PPL'Energy Supply's'
investment in'auction rate se'curities: 'Ar

At December 31, 2008, PPL Energy Supply estimated thft'the
fair value of its auction rate securities was $19 million,.which is
reflected in "Other investments" on the 1Balance Sheet arid:"

* represented a temporary decline of $5 million from par value..

In 2009, PPL Energy Supply liquidated $4 million '6faudtioini
rate securities at par? At December 31, 2009, PPL Energ,'
Supply estimated that tIe 'fair value of its auctiohn'rate securities
was equal to pait 'value, which was $20 ibillion and is reflected in.
"Other iifvestments"dn the Balance Sheet. PPL'Energy Siipply.
reversed the previously recorded temporary. impairment.

-Because PPL Energy Supply intends and has the ability-to held
these auction rate securities until they can be liquidated at par
value,;PPL Energy Supply believes that it does not.hd-'e'-:-..
-significant' exposure to realize losses on these s&eurities."Based&"
upon the evaluation of available information, PPL Eneigy .
Supply believes these investments continuie to 'be of high credit'.
quality. Additionally, PPL Energy Supply 'does not anticipate
having to sell these securities to fund operations; See Notes 17
and 21 to the Financial -Statements for further discussion of
auction rate securities..

O0eratinq Activities

Net cash provided by operating activities increased by 36%, or,.
$374 million, in 2009 compared with 2008, primarilyas a result
of the, returnof $300 million in cash collateral from PPL Electric
related to thelong-term-PLR *ieergy supply agreements (which
expired at.the end of 2009); cash collateral received from,
counterparties; and the benefit of lowerincom'etax payments,
due to the change in method of accounting for certain.,
expenditures for tax purposes. 'These increase's were partially
offset by a decrease in accounts'payable and the-unfavorable
impact. of foreign currency exchange .rates in,2009 compared
with 2008.. .. . '

Net cash provided by operating activities'decreased by 5%,.or
$55'milion, in 2008 compared with 2007, primarily as a result
.of increased expenditures for fuel, primiarily due to higher coal
prices, lower realized net energy-trading margins, driven by
significant decreases'in'power and gas prices, higher interest

* .paid, primarily due to higher debt levels in 2008, and cashý,flows"

provided by Latin America!s operations in 2007 but not 2008,
due to th6 sale ofthe.LatinAmericah'businesses:in.2007. The
decreases to cash provided by oper'ating'activities resulting from'
these items were partially 6ffse't by fiiglhrrevenumes,' due'
primarily to'the hedged sale of generation.in the~whblesale'"
market, increased sales volumes to PPL Electric undeirthe PLR
contracts .to support the PLR load and a 1.4% increase in PLR.
sales pprices, as' well as less US. income tax payments" primarily
as a.result-of a refund received in' 2008, and operating los'ses.
incurred in 2007'in connection with synfuel'projects that ceased
operation at the end.of 2007. " .

A significant portion of PPL Energy. Supply's operating cash
flows is derived from its Supply segment baseload generation',
business activities'. 'PPL'Energy Supply employs a formal'

'hedging piogram for its baseload generation fleet, the primary,
objective of which is to provide a reasontable level of neari-term
cash"flow and earnings certainty over.the next three' yeai's, while'.
preserving upside .potential.if 'power prices increase over the'
medium term. See-Note 18 to' the Financial Statements for.
further discussion. Based on its generation portfolio contracting
practices'(including related fuel purchases and commitments),
PPL 'Energy Supely expects to achieve relatively stable-cash
flows related to baseload'generation during the next three'years,
although, future cash flows from operating activities are.
expected to be Jnfluenced' more:by'commoditf prices.:than dufring
the past nine years:when long-term Supply'contracts were in -

place.-betweeh PPL EnergyPlus and PPL Electric. As disculssed
in "Item 1. Business;'.'. PPL Energy Suppl y estimates that, on
average, approximately 94% of its total expected annual
generation output (which includes baseload and other.,
generation) for 2010 is committed under power sales contracts.
PPL Energy Suppl'yhas also entered'into commitments of'
varying-quantities and terms f6r the,years'2011 and beyond..'

" . ' -" .'j " ' - .,' . •,. . ,. '

PPL Energy Supply's contracts for the sale and'.purchase of
electricity and. fuel, often require cashcollateral or other credit'
enhahcements;. or r'eductib'nsor terminations of .a portion of the
entire contract, through cash'settlement, in' the event of a
downgrade ofPPL Energy Supply's'or, its. subsidiary's credit,'
'ratings or-adverse changes 'in market prices. For.example, in
addition to:limiting its irading ability, if PPL Energy Supply's-or
its 'subsidiary's'ratings were lowered to below "investment
grade" and-there was a'l 0% adverse movement in'energy prices,
PPL Energy Supply estimates-that, based on, its December 31',
2009 positions, it-would,.have had to post additional collateral 6f

"'approximately $29 l'. Million; compar'ed with .$815 million at
December 31,22008'... PPL Energy Supply hds.in-ilace risk
management programs, that-are designed to monitor and manage
its. exposure.to volatility' of cash flows related to changes.in
energy and fuel 'prices, int~erest rates, foreign currency exchanige
rates, counterparty credit quality and'.the operating performance
of its generating units. -'' " , . .

Investing Activities

The primary use of cash in investing activities is capital.
expenditures; * See "Forecasted Uses'of Cash" for detail
regarding. capital expenditures in'2009 and.projected.
expenditures for the years.'2010 through 2012:.'i.
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Net cash usedin investing activities decreased 68%, or $L._,-
billion in 2009 -compared with 2008, primarily as a result ofta
change of,$37i million from restricted'cash and cash-.
equivalents; a change of $249 million from purchases and sales
of other investments, a change of $244' million from purchases

* and sales of intangible assets, a decrease of $207 million in.
capital. expenditures and $81 million of proceeds received .in
2009 from the sale of the majority of the Maine hydroelectric
generation business. See Note.1 to. the Financial Statements for
a discussion of restricted cash-and cash equivalents and Note.7.

• to the Financial Statements for'a discussion ofthe purchase and
sale by a subsidiary of PPL Energy Supply of Exempt Facilities
Revenue Bonds issued-by the PEDFA on behalf of PPL Energy .
Supply and Note.9 to the Financial. Statements for a discussion,,-
of the sale-of the majority of the Maine hydroelectric generation.

.- business. .*' ', , - ..

Net cash Used ,in investing activities increased,456%, or $1.4 -

-billion, iri.2008 compared with 2007, asPPL Energy Supply
received aggregate proceeds of $898 million from.the sale of its,
Latin American businesses and telecommunication operations in
2007; which are discussed inNotes 8 and 9 to the Financial - -. -

Statements. Additionally, there was a change of $329 million
from purchases and sales of other investments,.achange of $352.
million from purchases and sales of intangible-assets, and-an -

increase of $42 million in the amount of cash and cash.
equivalents that became restricted: The increase in cash used in-.
investing-activities from the above items -was partially offset by-
a decrease of $217 million in capital expenditures.-

Financinq Activities - -...

Net cash- used in financing activities was $1. ..- -billion in 2009 "" -

compared with $779 million.of net cash providedby .financing -
activities in 2008 and net.cash used'in financing activities of .

* $963 million in 2007.' The change from 2008 .to 2009.primarily -

reflects no issuances-oflong-termldebt.in,2009, reduced ::. .
contributionsfrom Member; increased distributions, to Member
and less short~term borrowings in 2009. Thecchange from,2007;,.
to 2008 primarily reflects increased issuances andio0wer,, --

retirements .of long-term debt,'.reduced distributions to and ' : -

• contributions from Member and increased short-termiborrowihgs
in 2008. -. . .. ,-. .

-In 2009, cash used in financing activities l 3rimarily consisted of.
$943- million in distributions to Member, and net debt retirements
of $177 million, partially offset by $50 million in contributions
from'Member. In 2008,.cash proyided by financing activities
primarily consisted of net debt issuances- of$1:1, billion and,
$421 million in contributions from Member., partially offset by-
$750 million~in distributions to Member.;, nr2007, cash used in
financing activities primarily consisted-,f net debt retirements of
$180 million and $1.5 billion of distributions to:Member,- ".
partially offset by $700 million in contributions from Member.

See 'Forecasted Sources of Cash" for a discussion of PPL -

Energy Supply's plans to issuedebt securities, as-well as a- .
discussion of credit facility capacity available toPPL.Energy,
Supply. Also-see '1Forecasted Uses-of Cash'-' for information -,

regarding maturities. of PPL Energy Supply's -long-term debt.

....-PPL Energy Supply's debt financing activity-in 2009-was: - :

" . , -. - Issuances - Retirements

PPL Energy Stipply Senior Uisecured Notes (a) -" - , $ - -(220)
WPD short-term debt (net cjhange) $ . 43 - .

Total $$ .ý43 $ (220)

- Net decrease.- - , - $ (177)

(a) ii Maich 2009, PPL Energy Supply paid $220 million, plus accrued inierest,
to complete tender bffers io purchase up to $250 million dggregate' principal

,amount of certai- of its outstanding.senior notes in order to reduce future
interest-expense; Under the Economic Stimulus Package, PPL will be. .
permitted to defer recognition of income related.to the extinguishment of -

these notes for tax purposes. No amounts will be included in taxable income
for the first five years. Beginning-iri 2014, income r~lated to the ' - -

extinguishment of these'notes will be included in taxable income ratably
over five years., - '- ., - - - - - -- - - ' . ...-

See Note 7 to the Financial Statements for more detailed . .
information regarding PPL Energy Sufpply's financing-activities

- in 2009: .. ..-,, . . . - -. .,..

Forecasted Sources 6f Cash. .. ., - ....

PPL Energy Supply expects to continue to have significant
sources of cash available in the near term, including various.-

- credit facilities, operating leases and contributions. from, - .
Member- Additionally, PPL Energy Stipply expects to thave
access to debt capital markets and- currently plans to issue up to
$300 million and-W400 ,million in long-term debt securities ,in
2010, subject to market conditions.- , '., .-, .

Credit Facilities " " , ... -. . - - .- - - .-.-

At-Decemberi 31, 2009, PPL Energy Supply's total committed
- - borrowing capacity under credit facilities and the use ofthis

borrowing capacity were:, , ' -: . -"

• -. ,Letters of ,
" : C"ommitted .. " ... ,Credit - UnuSed

.. .. Capacity.,' Borrowed'. Issued (a) tcapacity

PPL Energ 'Supply' -' - .
- Domestic Credit - - --

,.Facilities (b) 4,$ 4125 $ 285 $ 662 $ 3,178

WPDH Limited Credit
F.cilit, (c) f £ 150 £ 132 n/a £ 18

WPD (South West)Ci'dit
Facilities (d), : 214 , 60 £ 3 - , 151

-Total WPD Credit 192 £ 3 - ' .

Facilities (e), £ 364. £ :19f J .3 f 169

(a) The borrower under each of these facilities has a reimibursement obligationi
t6 the extent any letters oftcredit are dradwn upon. . ' .

(b) PPL Energy Supply has the ability to .borr6w $3.6 billion under it's credit'-
facýilities. 'Such bdh'owings generally bear interest at LIBOR.bas.ed rates
plus a'spread, depending upon' the company's public debt rating. PPL, -:t
Energy Supply-also, has the capability to cause the lenders to issue up to $3.9,
billion of letters of credit under these facilities, which issuances reduce '
available borrowing capacity. Under certain conditions; PPL Efiergy 'Su~iply
may request that the capacity of one of its facilities be increased by up to

3$500 millidn;.- ,
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* These credit facilities contain a finrancial covenant requiring debt to total
capitalization to not exceed 65%. At December 31,2009 and 2008, PPL
Energy Supply's consolidated'debt to total capitalization percentages as

* calculated in accordance with its'credit facilities, were 46% and-44%. The
credit facilities also contain standard representations and warranties that
must be made for PPL Energy Supply to borrow under them.

,The commitments tinder PPL.Energy Supply's domestic credit facilities are
provided by a diverse bank group, with no one bank and its affiliates*,
providing an aggregate commitm entof more than. 16% of the total
committed~capacity. ..

S Thlecommitted'capacity expires asfollovws: $600,million in 2010,$300
million in 2011 and $3.2 billion in 2012. PPL Energy Supply intends to
rehew or replace the two credit facilities that expire.in 201 0in order to
maintain its c'tfrrent total committed capacity level. ,

.(c) Borrowings. under WPDH Limited's credit facility bear interest at LIBOR-
-. based rates.plus a spread, depending upon the company's public debt rating.

This credit facility contains financial covenants that re'quiri WPDH Limited
tolmaintain an interest coverage ratio of not less than 3.0 tirries consolidated
earnings before income taxes, depreciation and amortization and a-RAB that
exceeds total net debt by the6 higher of an anmount equiaa to 15% of total riet
debt or £150 million, in each case as calkulated in accordance'with the credit
facility:-At'December-31, 2009. arid2008, WPDH Limited's interest "
coverage ratios, as calculated in accordance with its credit facilit, were 4.3
and 4.6: At Dedemb'er 31'2009 and 2008• WPDlH-Limited's RAB3• as

'calculated in accord•rnce With the ciedit ficility' ý.ieeded its'total net debt
'by'£325 million, or 25%; and'£385 nillion, or 31%.

(d) WPD (South West) has two credit facilities: one under which it can make
cash borrowings and another under which it has the capability to cause the
lender to issue up to approximately £4 million of letters of credit.
Borrowings bear interest at LIBOR-based rates plus a margin.

The credit facility under which it can make cash borrowings contains
financial covenants that require WPD (South West) to maintairi an interest
coverage ratio of not less than 3.0 times consolidated earnings before income.
taxes, depreciation and amortization and total net debt not in excess of 85%
of RAB, in each case as calculated in accordance with the credit facility. At
December 31, 2009, WPD (South West)'s interest coverage ratio, as
calculated in accordance with its credit facility, was 5.3. At December 31,

S,2009, WPD (South West)'s totalnet debt, as calculated in accordance with
the credit facility, was 67% of RAB.

(e) The commitments under WPD's credii facilities are. provided by eight banks,
with no one bank providing more than 25% of the total committed capacity.

The committed capacity of WPD's credit facilities expires as follows: £4
million in 2010, £210 million in 2012 and £150 million in 20.13. WPD "
(Softh West) intends to renew its letter of credit facility that expires'in'2010
in order for WPD to maintain its current total committed capacity level.

At December 3 i, 2009, the unused capacity of WPD's credit facilities was
approximately $276 million.

Commercial Paper

As discussed below under..'Vredit Ratings,'".S&P lowered its
ratingon PPL Energy Supply's commercial paper to A-3.from.
A-2 in January. 2009. Since PPL Energy Supply did not plan to';
issue any-commercial papertduring 2009 and there-was 'I.
essentially no liquidity in commercial! papermarkets forpaper-4.
with an. A-3 rating, PPL Energy Supply closed its $500 million
commercial paper program in January 2009 and requeste.d,-that_
Moody's, S&P and Fitch eachwithdraw their ratings on its
commercial paper program, which each:rating agency, .: -
subsequently did.' . - ..

PPL Energy Supply may reopen its commercial paper program
inthe future, depending on market conditions and credit ratings,
to provide an additiohal financifig-source to fund its short-term
liquidity, needs, if and when necessary.'.-A , y-futunre c6inmercial
paper isuances would be supported byPPL Enetgy.Suppply 's

credit facilities. .

"Operating Leases ."

PPL Energy Supply and its subsidiaries also have available:,. .,,
fnding sources that are provided through..6perating ,leases.: PPL
Energy, Supply's subsidiaries lease office space, land, buildings
and certain equipment: These leasing structures provide PPE
Energy Supply additional opetatigiantd financirig lexibility .
The operating leases contain-covenants that are typical fot: these
agreements, such as maintaining.insurance, maintaining ,.,

corporate existence'and timely, payment of rent.and otheri fees.

PPL Energy. Supply, through- its subsidiary PPL Montana, leases
a-50%o nterest in Coistrip ,Units 1 and 2, and a 30% ifiterest in
Unit 3,.under four 361,-year non-cancelable operatihg leases..,._,

,These operating leases are not recorded on PPL Energy Supply's.
Balance Sheets. The leases place certain restrictions on PPL-ý

-Monftana's ability to incur additional debt, sell assets and declare
dividends..At this time, PPL Energy Supply believes that these-

restrictiýons~will not limit access to these fundihg sources!0r.
,cause.acceleration or termination of the leases. See Note 7, to0the
Financial Statements fdr-a discussion of other 'dividend
restrictions related to WPD. ,

See Note 10-to the Financial Statements for further discussion of

the operating leases,. ,: ,- , ,'..-.' ,.

Long-Term Debt Securities, and Contributions from Member.

Subject to market conditions, pPL Energy Supply currently
Kplans to issde up to $300 million and £400 million in long-term,
.debt securities in 2010! PPL expects to use the proceeds from

these isstuances for the repayment of slhort-term debt, to fund
capital expenditures, and for general corporate pufloseis.-

From time to time, -as determined ýby.ts .Board of.Dir6ctori, PPL.
Energy Supply's Member,.PPL Energy Funding, makes capital
contributions to PPL Energy Supply. PPL Energy Supply uses
these &ontributions for general corporate purposes' .. '"

.1.

In addition to the financial- covenants noted in the -table above, .

the credit agreements governing the credit facilities contain
*various other covenants. Failure to comply with the covenants
after applicable grace periods. could result in acceleration 6f.
repayment of borrowings and/or termination of the agreements.
PPL Energy Sup'ply monitors compliance with the covenants on,.
a regular basis. At December 31,2009, PPL Energy Supply.was
in, material compliance with these covenants. At this time,, PPL
Energy Supply believes that these covenants and other
borrowing conditions will not limit access to theseffunding,
sources.. . *, , ., .

See Note 7 to the Financial Statements forfurther discussion of,.
PPL Energy Supply's.credit facilities. , . - '
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Forecasted Uses of Cash

Inaddition to expenditures required for normal operating
activities, such as .urchased power; piayroll; fuel dnd.taxes, PPL
Energy Supply currently'expects:to incur, future cash outflows'
for capital, expenditures, various contractual obligations,
distributions to its Member and possibly, the purchase or
redemption of a portion of its debt securities.

Capital Expenditures' .

The table beloW shows PPL Energy Supply's actual spending for
the year 2009 and current capital expenditure projections for the
years 2010 through 2012.

(a) Reflects principal maturities onlybbased on legal maturity dates. See Note .7 to
the Financial Statements for a discussion of the'remarketing feature related to
PPL Energy Supply's 5.70% REset Put Securities, as well as discussion of
variable-rate remarketable bonds issued by the PEDFA on behalf of PPL
Energy Supply. PPL Energy Supply does not have any significant capital
lease obligations. . . , * .

(b) Assumes interest- payments through maturity., The payments herein are subject.
9" .to change, as payments for debt that is or becomes variable-rate debt have been

'estimated and payments denomjinated in" British, pounds sterling have been
translated to U.S. dollars at a cdirrent foreign currency exchange rate.

(c) The paymhents reflected herein are subject to changE, as certain purchase
obligations included are estimates based on projected obligated quantities
and/or projected pricing under the contracts. Purchase orders made in the
ordinary course of business are excluded from the amounts presented; The
payments also include obligations related to nuclear fuel and the installation of.
the scrubbers, which are also reflected in the Capital Expenditures table
,presented above.

(d) The amounts reflected representWPD's'contriactual deficit pension 'finding'
requirements arising from an actuarial-valuation performed in'March 2007.
The.UK. electricity regulator currently allows a recovery of a substantial

- portion of the contributions relating to the plan, deficit; however, WPD.cannot
-be certain that this will continue beyond the current and next review periods,'
which extend to March 31, 2015. Bdsed.on the current funded status of PPL

* Energy Supply'sU.S. qualified:pension plans, no cash contributions are
required. See Note 12 to the Financial Statements for a discussion of expected

-contributions. . .-'. (e) At December 31, 2009;.total unree "..."
unrecognized.tax benefits of $124 million were

excluded from this table as PPL Energy Supply cannot reasonably estimate the
amount and period of future payments., See Note 5 to the Financial Statements
for additional information. .. .

Distributions to.Memnber.

From time to time, as determined by its Board of Managers,:PPL
Energy Supply makes return of capital distributions to its
Member.

Construction, expenditures.(a) (b)
Generating facilities;
transmigsion arid distril~ution'

facilities .

Environmental
Other
Total Construction .

- Expenditures
Nuclear fuel . "

Total Capital Expenditures

Actual' -Projected
.,2009 2010 : 2011 2012

l

. 361 $ 671 S

247 320
178 ,, 63

11 " ' 31

673 5'. 07

358 '385.
19. 99
33 ' 3,1,

797' .1,085 1,083 1,022 -

. 1',:',140' " 151.. 173: 17I
,' 937 $ 1,236 $ 1,256 $ 1,l193.

'(a)

(b)

Construction expenditures include capitalized interest, .which is expected
to be. approximately $156 million for the years 2010 through 2012.
Inciudes expenditures 'for certain intangible assets.'

PPL Energy Supply's capital -expenditure'piojections for the
years 2010 through 2012 iotal approximaftly $3.7 billion.:
Capital expenditure plans are revised periodically to reflect
changes in' operational, ffiarket and regulatory conctitions: This"
table includes projeited-costs'related to the planned 239' MW of
incremental capacity increases. See'Note 8 to the Financial
Statements for informiation regarding'the significant
development proje~ts.

PPL Energy Supply plans to fund its capital' expenditures in
.2010 with cash on hand, cash from operaitions, contributions
from Member and proceeds from the issuaince of debt securities.

Contractual Obliations ..

PPL Energy 'Supply has assumed various financial obligations
and commitments in the ordinary course of condiicting it's
business. At December 31, 2009, the estimated contractual cash
obligationh' of PPL Energy' Supply 'Were:'

Purchase or Redemption of Debt Securities

PPL Energy Supply will continue toaeValilate purchasing or
redeeming outstanding debt securities and 'may decide io tdk6
action depending upon prevailing market conditions afid
available cash.

Credit Ratins

Moody's,.S&P and Fitch periodically review the credit ratings on
'the debt securities of PPL Energy Supply and its.subsidiaries.

Based on their respective independent reviews, the rating
agencies may make, certaini ratings revisions or raiings-
affirmations., ' "

A credit-rating reflects an assersmnent by the.rating agency'of the
creditworthiness associated with an issuer and' particular
securities thatit issues. The credit ratings of PPL Energy' Supply'
and its subsidiaries aie based on information provided by PPL
Energy Supply' and other'.sources. The ratings of Moody.'s, S&P,.S

-'and Fitch are not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold.any.
5 securities of PPL.Energy Supply or its subsidiaries. Such ratings
.1 may be subject to revisions or withdrawal by the agencies atiany
. time and should be evaluated independently of each other and.
0 ' any other rating that filay be assigned to the securities., A-.

downgrade in PPL Energy Supplys'or .its. subsidiaries'.credit
ratings could result in higher borrowing costs and reduced access
to capital m arkets. . .I . "

Less
Than

Total 1 Year
1-3 .' 4-5;,.

Years 'Years

Long-term Debt (a) . ' $ 4,992 • " ' $: 500 $
Interest on'Long-term

Debt (b) ' ' 4,497 $ 291 558•
Operating Leases' ",' 968 108 216
Purchase Obliitions'(c) 5,896 i: 1,459 ' 1,680'
Other Long-term .' ' . '

Liabilities Reflected on.
the Balance Sheet:'
underGAAP'(d)(e) '"'' 80 ' 62 '' '18

Total Contractual Cash
Obligations" $ 16,433 $ 1,920' $ 2,972 $

1,037

477
223
867

After
Year

$ 3,45

3,17
42

1,89

2,604 $ 8,937
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The following table, summarizes the. credit ratings of PPL Energy
Supply and its rated subsidiaries at December 31,2009:.

PPL Energy Supply (b)
Issuer Rating
Senior Unsecured N6tes.

'Outlook

PPL Montana
Pass-Through Certificates
Outlook

WPDH Limited
Issuer Rating
Senior Unsecured Debt
Short-term Debt
Ouitlook

WPD LLP
Issuer Rating
Outlook

Moody's S&P

BBB
Baa2 BBB"

STABLE ',Negative

Baa3 BBB-
STABLE -STABLE

Fitch (a)

BBB
BBB

STABLE

BBB

Baa

Baa

STAB

3 BBB . BBB-
3 BBB- BBB

'A-3.
3LE Negative -POSITIVE •

BBB
POSITIVE

In October 2009, Fitch completed a review of PPL Energy
Supply. As a result of that review, Fitch lowered the rating of
PPL Energy Supply's senior uinsecured notes-to BBB from
BBB+ and affirmed all other ratings of PPL Energy Supply.
Fitch stated' in its press release that the "change in the rating of
PPL Energy Supply's senior unsecured notes aligns' such rating
with the BBB Issuer Default •Rating in a manner that is
consistent withthe approach Fitch applies to other competitive
generators and also recognizes a lower valuation of PPL Energy
Supply's power assets based on current and'forward wholesale
power prices. The rating also reflects Fitch's -forecast of lower
than previously expected improvement in PPL Energy Supply's
earnings and cash flow in 2010 and 2011..

Ratin-gs Trigqgers "

WPD (South West)'s 1.541% Indek-linked'Notes due 2053 and
2056 and WPD (Sout.h Wales)'s 4.80436% Notes due 2037 may
be put' by the. holders, back to the• issuer for redemption if the
long-term credit ratings assigned' to the notes by-Moody's, S&P
or Fitcharewithdrawn by any of the rating agencies or reduced'
to a non-investment grade rating of Bal or BB-1 in connection
with a restructuring event. A restructuring event. includes the
loss of, or a material adverse change to, the distribution license
under which WPD (South West) and WPD (South Wales) -
operate. These notes totaled £467 million (approximately $766
million) at December 31, 2009.

WPD (South Wales)
Issuer Rating
Senior Unsecured Debt
Short-term Debt

'Outlook-,

WPD (South Westj
Issuer Rating
Senior Unsecured Debt
Sho rt-term Debt
Outlook

BBB+t
Baal BBB+

A-2

'rnBBB+
A-
F2

STABLE.

.Baal
Baa l
P-2

STABLE

,Negative 'V' POSITIVE

'BBB+
BBB+

A-2
Negative

BBB+
A-
F2

(a).
(b)

All Issuer.Ratings for Fitch are "Issuer Default Ratings."
Excludes Exempt Facilities Revenue Bonds issued by the
behalf.of PPL Energy, Supply, which are each curfently st
letter of credit and are rated on the basis of the credit enha

Ih January. 2009, S&P completed a review of PPL
Supply, upon which it revised its outlook to negati'
and affirmed its BBB issuer rating. 's a result oft
outlook, S&P lowered PPL.Energy Supply's comm
rating to A-3 from A-2. S&P stated in itspress rel
revision in theoutlook for PPL Energyý Supply was
primarily on lower-than expected cash flows for 20
with concemrn over further pressureonfinaficial, me

At the request'of'PPL Energy Suplly' in the' first q,
2009, Moody's, 'S&P 'and Fitch, ehch withdrew thei
paper rating for PPL Energy Supply.'

In 'February 2009; S&P revis'ed its outlook to negat
stable, for eachd if WPDH. Limited, .WPD LLP,.WP]
Wales) and WPD (South West).and:affirmed the is:
short-term debt ratings of each of the entities, S&P
press release that the revision in the outlook is a rel
change to PPL's outlook to negative from 'stable an
result of any change in WPD's standzalone 'credit pr

In May 2009, Moody's, cotmple'ted a review of PPL
Supply and affirmed. the Baa2 senior unsecured Lati
outlook of'PPL, Energy Supply_ .

At WPD's request, in September 2009,; S&P withdr
*for WPDlLLP, since it did not.have any securities-

POSITIVE' .. .. ', - ...

PPL'Energy Supply has various derivative and non-derivative.
PEDA on" 'contracts, including contracts for the sale and purchase of.-PEDFA on

upported by a electricity and fuel, commodity transportation and storage,
aneement. tolling agreements, and interest rate and foreign currency.

instruments, which contain provisions requiring PPL Energy
Energy ' " Supply to post additional collateral, or permit the counterpartyto
vye from stable terminate the contract; if PPL Energy Supply's credit rating were
he negative ". to fall 'below investment grade. See Note 18 to the Financial
ercial paper Statements for a discussion of 'Credit Risk-'Related. Contingent
ease, that the 'Features," including a discussion of the potential'additional
based collateral that would have been required for derivative6.contracts
)08 combined ' in,,a net liability position at December 31,.2009: At.
etrics in 2009. December 31, 2009, if PPL Energy Supply's credit rating had

been' below investment grade, PPL Energy Supply 'xould have'
uarterof'- " been required to-post an additional $298 million of collateral'to
r.commercial "-' counterparties for both derivative and non-derivative commodity

and commodity-related' contracts used in its generation,
'marketing and trading operations and interest rate and foreign

ive from' ' 'currency cofitracts.. : . "

D(South'
suer and,. : Guarantees for Subsidiaries .

stated in its" .. .

flection of the' ' At-times, PPL Energy, Supplyprovides guarantees for-financing'
dtis not a ' arrangements to enable certain transactions for its consolidated
rofil& " " affiliates. Some of the guarantees contain financial and other

- covenants that, if not met, would limit or restrict the,•
Energy , consolidated affiliates' 'access to funds under these financing'
ing and stable arrangements; .require early maturity of such arrangements or

limit the consolidated affiliates' ability to enter.into certain
transactions. At this time, PPL Energy:Supply believes that

ew its ratings these covenants-will not limit access to relevant funding sources.
)utsta•ning. See Note 14 'to the Financial Statements-fol additional"'

information about'guarantees.5 , -.
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Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements

PPL Energy Supply has.:entered into.certain agreements that may
contingently require payment to a guaranteed orfindemnified: .
party. See Note 14 to the Financial Statements .for a discussion
of these agreements. . . .

Risk Management - Energy Marketing & Trading.and
Other,

Market Risk . .

See Notes 1, 17, and 18 to the Financial Statements for
information about PPL Energy Supply's risk management
*objectives, valuation techniques and accounting.designations.. ,-_

The forward-16oking informatibn.presented below provides ',/

estimates of what mrny occur in the future, assuming certain
adverse market conditions and.model assumptions., Actual.-.,
future' results may differ materially from those presented. These.
disclosures arernot-precise indicators of expected future -losses,
but only indicaiors of possible losses -undernormal market
conditions at a given confidence.level.

Commoditj Price Risk (Non-trading). .

PPL Energy Supply segregates its nbnditrading activitiesinto two
categories: * hedge activity and economic activity. Transactions
that are accounted for.as hedge activity qualify for hedge.. ,:4
accounting ,treatment.. The economic activity category includes
transactions that address a specific risk, but were not eligible for
hedge accounting-or for. which hedge:accounting was not
elected. This activityincludes the changes in fair value of
positions used to hedge a portion of the economic value of PPL
Energy Supply's generation assets, load-following and retail
activities. This.economic activity is'subject to changes in-fair
value due to market price volatility of the input and output
commodities (e.g., fuel and 0ower).,,,Althouighthey do not
receive hedge accounting.treatment, these trahsactionsare.,
considered non-trading activity.,,The net fair value of economic
positions atDecember3l, 2009,.and 2008.was-a net lidbility~of..L
$77 million.and-S52 million. See Note 1.8 for additional .
information on economic,activity. , ' . .* . ... .. -.

To hedge the impact of market price volatility on PPL Energy.',,
Supply's energy-related-assets, liabilities and, other contractual.,_:.'
arrangements, PPL EnergyPlus sells and purchases physical.-,>. -
energy at the wholesale level under FERC market-based tariffs
throughout the U.S. and enters into financial exchangeýtraded.
and over-the-counter contracts. PPL Energy Supply's non-.
trading commodity derivative contractsmature at variohs.times,
through.2017...........;• .. ., %.:

-, - ' . .' • . • , .

Within PPL's non-trading portfolio;, the decision to enter into.
.energy contracts is influenced by the: expectedwalue of.PPL-.
Energy:Supply's generation. Indetermining the'numberof
MWhs thatare available to be sold forward, PPL Energy Supply
first reduces the potential output by the amount of unavailable
generation due to planned maintenance on a particular unit.: The
potential output is.further reduced by the amount of MWhs, that.
historically is not produced by a plant due to such factors, as, t,

equipment breakage.- Finally,. the potential output.:of dertdin.
plants (such as.peaking units) is reduced if their higher cost of 7.

production will not allow them to economically run during all
.hours.,

PPL Energy Supply's non-trading portfolio alsoincludes full
requirements energy.contracts. Thenet obligation to serve these
contracts changes minute-by-minute. Anticipated usage patterns
and energy peaks are, affected by expected load changs. " "
regionial economic'drivers, customer shopping or migration and
seasonal weather patterns. PPL Energy Supply analyzes
historical on-peak and off-peak usage patterns, expected load
changes, regional economic drivers, and weather patierms,
among other factors, to determine 'monthly. levels of electricity
that best fits usage patterns to minimize earnings'exposure;'.To
satisfy its full requirements obligations, PPL Energy Supply,
generally enters into contracts to pur6hase unbundled products
of electricity, capacity, RECs and other an. cillary products. 'To a
lesser extent, PPL Energy Supply reserves a portion of its
generation for full requirements contracts that iseexpected to be
the best'match with'anticipated usage patterns and ener'gy eaks.

The following chari. sets forth the net fair value of PPL Energy
Supply's non-trading commodity derivative contracts. See Notes
17 and 18 to the Financial Statements for additionafil information.

• Gains (Losses)
2009 2008'

Fair value of contracts outstanding at the beginning of
the period .'. :': $' 402 $ (305)

Contracts realized or otherwise settled during the period 189 ' (49)
Fairvalue of new contracts entered into during~the.' ' 1 .- .
period :, " '..' .. , . . 143 " . 101

Changes in fair value attributable to changes in' valuation.,
•techniques(a) .. .1.5,8.,. ; ... ,., ., -•:

Other changes in fair Value - , 546' 497
Fair value of contracts.outsiahding at thehend ofthe' " • .

period $ '-'' ;•" ' " . 11280 S 402

(a) Amouiit repe'esents the reducItion 'ofvalu•tion reserves related to capacity and
FTR contracts upon.the adoption of fair value accounting guidance.-,,

The.following table segregates the net fair value of PPL Energy
Supply's non-trading commodity derivative contracts at

' December.31, 2009 based on whether. the fair valuewas.,,:-
- determined: byprices quoted, in, active -markets for identical'
instruments or other more subjective means *...

Net.Asset (Liability) . . .
Maturity . " . Maturity
Less Than , Maiirity' Maturity" in Exciss Total'Fair

1 Year 1 3:Years 4-5:Years of 5 Years ' alue

Source~of Fair Value
Prices cjuoted in

active markets for
identical instruments

Prices base.d on.
significant other

'observable inputs '$ 363 $ 736 $. 73 $ 1,172
Prices based on
significant.. " ,
unobservable inputs (1 13 .' o 30 .S ."66 108

'Fair value of contracts
outstanding at the
66d ofithe'period ""$' 362 $ 749 103 "$ 66 $ '1,280.
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PPL Energy Supply sells electricity, capacity and related
services and buys fuel on a forward basis to hedge the value of
energy from its generation assets. If.PPL Energy-Supply were
unable to deliver firm capacity and energy or to accept the
delive•y of fuel, under its, agreements, under certain
circumstances it could be required to pay liquidating, damages.
These damages would:be basedon the difference between the.
market price and the contract price ,of the commodity.*
Depending onprice'changes in the-wholes/-ae energy markets;, -,

such damages could be significant. Extreme weather conditions,
unplanned power plant outages, transmission disruptions,
nonperformance by counterparties (or theirown counterparties)
with which it has energy contracts and other factors could"affect
PPL Energy Supply's ability to meet its obligations; or cause..
significant increases in the market price of replacement energy.
Although PPL Energy Supply attempts to mitigate these risks,.
there can be no assurance that it will be able to fully meet its .
firm obligations, that it will not be required to pay damages for
failure to perform, or.that:it.will not experience'counterparty
nonperformancein the -future. ,, --

C Commodity Price Risk (Trading) . - -

PPL Energy Supply's trading contracts mature at various times
through 2015. The following table sets forth changes in the net
fair value of PPL Energy Supply's trading commodity derivative'-
contracts. Sde Notes 17 and 18 to the- Finafncial Statements for,'
additional informati01.- . '

-. Gains (Losses),-,,.
Fai vaue f -"- - --2009 ý2008:,,

.Fair value of contracts outstanding at the beginning of .
the period . - -- ' $ - , (75) $ 16

Contracts realized or otherwise settled during the period `2 (8
Fair value of new contracts entered'into during the 31 28

period 31 28
Changes in fair value attributable to changes in

valuation techniques (a).11
* Other changes in fair value, ;(. 36 •(112

Fair value ofiblintracts outstanding atthe end of the -

period - - : - $- (6),S (75

(a) In the fourth quarter of 2008, PPL Energy Supply.refined its valuation
. appibach for FTR and PJM basis positions, consistent with PPLEnergy' "

Stipiply's practice bf pricing other less activ'-tradifig'pbinti, resulting'in - -

changes in valuation techniques. .. ,. .

PPL Energy Supply will reverse unrealized gains of
approximately $1 million over the next three months as the
transactions are realized ' . - - "

The following table- segregafes the net fair value of PPL Energy"
Supply's trading commodity derivative contracts at - ' -

December 31, 2009 based on whether the fair Value was
determined by prices quoted in active markets for identical.-
instruments or'other more subjective means. • : :

, Net Asset (Liability)
Maturity Maturity

Less Thar- Maturity Maturity - in Excess "'Total Fiir
1-Year -1-3 Years - 4-5 Years of5Years ' Value ''

.Source ofFairValue, .,, - " " , - -

Prices quoted in "- -

active markets. for - -"
identichlý instruments -S " ., ' . - --'" -, --

Prices based on -- •, -"
significant-other - - .- -- . -. -" , .
observable inputs (4) $- (5)' $ 2 $ 1 I - .(6)

Prices based on - - - " ,

- significant • " -
unobservable inputs (1) (1)

Fair value of contracts - •
outstanding at the
end of the period L ($- (5) $ 2_$ 1$ (6)

VaR Models -

PPL Energy Supply utilizes a VaR model to measure commodity
price risk in domestic gross energy margins for its non-trading
and trading porTfdlios. VaR is a statistical model that attempts to
.estimate the value of potential loss over a given holding period -

under normal market conditions at a given confidence'level:-,-
-PPL-Ene'rgy,-Stpply calculates VaR using a M`rif Carl6
simulation technique. based on a five-day- holding period at.a
95% confidence level. Given the company's conservative
hedging program, PPL's non-trading VAR exposure is expected

-,, to be limited in-the short-term. At-December 31., 2009-and
December 31,12008, the VaR for PPL Energy Supply'ý portfolios -

- using' end-of-quarteri results for the period wvas asrtf0l1ows. ,.,

95% Corfidence Level,
Five Daiy Holding Period

Period End
Average forithe Period
High
Low

- " - TrAdifig,VaR. - Non'Trading VaR
. ,,- - 2009. 2008 _'-..2009 " .2008:

5- -. 3 '3 S
10
22
3

8$
9
81
8

10"
14
20

9

) - The trading lortfolio includes all speculative positions, • - .
regardless of the delivriy period. All positions riot considered " .
speculative' are considered ndn-trading. . PPL Energy Supply's
non-trading portf0li6 includes PPL Energy Supply's ehtire .
portfolio, including generation, with delivery peri6ds'through the
ndxt 12- months:-. Both the tradifig and non-tradihg VaR
computations exclude .FTRs due to th6*absence of reliable spot-
and forward markets. The fair value of the FTR positions at
December 31, 2009 was an unrealized loss of $3 million and

ý'cOnsisted of'the following. :,)-." ', - . - -

- Trading (a)
Non-trading

Total

2010 2011

$ (2) (1
$ (2) $ (1)"

(a) 'The amount of trading FTR positions was less than $1 million at Dece'm'ber 31,
". 2009. " - - ,

-"Ihterest Rate Risk " .

S.. " .... fnePPL Energy Supply and its subsidiaries have issued debt to
fina•nce their operations, which exposes them to interest' rate risk.
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Both PPL and PPL Energy Supply manage the interest rate risk
of PPL Energy Supply by.using various financial derivative
instruments.to adjust,th.e mix of fixed and floating interest rates
in its debtportfolio,.adjust'the duration of its debt portfolio and
lock in benchmark interest rates inlanticipation of fuitutre'
financing, when appropriate. Risk limits under the risk'
management ,program, are designed)t6 balance risk exposure to
volatility in interest expense and changes in the fair value of PPL
Energy Supply's debt portfolio due to changes in'the absolute
level of interest rates.

At December 31, 2009, PPL Energy Supply's potential annual
exposure to increased- interest expense, based on a 10% increase
in interest rates; wasnot significant, compared with $2 million at
December 31, 2008. '

PPL Energy Supply is also exposed to changes in the ffir value
of its domestic and international debt portfolios. PPL•Energy
Supply estimated that a 10% decrease in interest rates at,
December 31, 2009 would increase the fair value of its debt
portfolio by $187'million, c6mp'ared with $234million at
December 31, 2008..

At December 31, PPL Energy Supply had the following interest rate hedges outstanding. , .

2009 '..
-Effect of a -

.Fair Value,
Exposure Net: =Asset
Hedged (Liability) (a)

10%
Adverse'

MoVement
in Rates (b)

" 'Exposlure
Hedged

2008
. Effect of-a

10%.
Fair Value,' Adverse
Net-Asset--. Movement

(Liability) (a) An Rates (b) -

)2 $ 54: $ :(8)

Cash flow hddged'
Interest rate swaps (c)

Cross-currency swaps,(d),
Fair value hedges ,

Interest rate swaps (e)-

S ~,P_:302,~ $- 8 $ (41) R. -

3.
g

(a) Includes accruedinterest, if applicable. "" . . " : .. , ,
(b) Effects of adverse-movements decrease.assets or in&rease liabilities, as applicable, which could result in an-asset becoming a liability.' . - .
(c) .PPL and PPL Energy Supply utilize various risk management instruments to reduce PPL Energy Supply's exposuie to the expected future cash flow- '.-.

variability of fiPL Energy .6pply's debt inPsPtrumets. These ,isks include exposure to adverse interest rate movements for outstanding variable rafe'debt and
' "for future aritici'ated finanicing. WhileIPPLEnergy Stipply is exposed to changes in the fair value of these instruments, any changes in the fair value-of
these instruments are recorded in equity and then reclassified into earnings-in the same period during which the item being hedged affects earnings.

(d)_ WPDH Linmited uses cross-currency, swaps to hedge the interest payments and-principal-of its U.S: dollar-denominated senioi notes with maturity dates
ranging from December 2017 to December 2028. While PPL Energy Supply is exposed to changes in the fair -•alue of these instrumpents,- any change in the
fair value of these instruments is recorded in equity and reclassified into earnings in the same period during which the'item being hedged affects earnings.
Sensitivities represent a 10% adverse movement in both interest rates arid for'eign ctirrency exchange'rates.

(e) PPL and PPL Energy Supply utilize various risk management instruments to adjust the.mix of fixed and floating interest rates in PPL-Energy Supply's debt
portfolio. The change in fair value of thes&'instruments, as well as the offsetiirig-6hange in the value of the hedged exposure of the debt, is reflected in
earnings. ,Sensitivity iepresents a 10% adverse movement in interest rates. -"

Foreign Currency Risk

PPL. Energy Supply' is exposed to foreign currency risk,
primarily through investments in U.K. affiliates, In addition, .
PPL Energy Supply's domestic operations may. make purchases'
of-equipment in. currencies other than U.S. dollars. - See Note,1 '7.
to the Financial Statements for. additional information regarding
foreign currency translation.. ....

.PPL and PPL Energy Supply haiv'e adopted a foreign currency

.-risk management program designed to hedge certain 6'freign.

.currency exposu res, including firm commitments, recognized
-assets-or liabilities, anticipated trafisactions and net'investments.

.- In additi6n,'PPL and PPL Energy Supply enter-into'financial' -

instruments to protect against foreign currency translation risk of
expected earnings.

At December 3 1, PPL Energy Supply had the. following foreign currency hedges outstanding.

2009 .. . _

Effect-of a-
10%

Adverse
Movement
in Foreign

Fair Value, Currency
Exposure Net - Asset Exchange Ex

Hedged, . (Liability) Rates (a) H

20008& -

Effect of a.
:10%

"Adverse
Movement
in Foreign:

Value, Currency
Asset Exchange

bility), Rates (a)

34 5 (10)

Fair
posure " Net -
edged - . (Liar

68- $Net investment hedges (b)
Economic hedges (c)

£ - .40 $
48

13 $ " (6) £
2 (4)

(a) Effects of adverse movements decrease assets or ihcrease liabilities, as applicable, Which could result in an asset becoming a liability. •
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(b)' To protect the value of a portion ofPPL Energy Supply'snet. investment in WPD, PPL executed forward contracts to sell British pounds sterling. The
.,settlement dates of these contracts range from March 2010 through June 2011.

(c) To economically hedge the 'translation of 2010 expected income denominated in British pounds sterling to U.S. dollars, PPL entered into a combination of .

average rate forwardsand average rate options'to sell British pounds sierling. The forwards and options-l ave'terrfiination dates-raf ging from January 20 10through Jude 20 10.',,'. . .. ."; " .. . . • ""

NDT Funds - Securities Price Risk Supply also has estiablished a.reserve with respect to certain
,' " " , ,. •l,'• t,- th'p (?l~ri I'Zf .fnr whc PPI- Pn~'roa, £Znnli; hnie .nnt

In'connection with. certain NRC-requirements, PPL- Susquehanna
maintains trust funds to fund certain costs of decommissioning
the Susquehanna nuclear, station. At December,31, 2009, these
funds were invested primarily in domestic equity securities and
fixed-rate, fixed-income securities and are reflected at fair value
on PPL Energy Supply's Balance Sheet. The mix-of securities is.'
designed to provide.returns sufficient to fund Susquehanna's
decommissioning and to compensate for inflationary, increases in
decommissioning costs. However, the equity securities included
in the trusts'are'expose.d to price fluctuation in equity markets,
and the values 'of.fixed-rate, fixed-income securities are exposed
to changes in interest rates. PPL actively monitors the
investment Oerformance .and:periodically r&views asset,,
allocation iri accordance with its nuclear decommisrsioniing tru•t, •
policy statemient.. At December 31,' 2009, a hypothetical. 10% " ..
increase in. interest rates and a 10%'decrease'in equity prices
would have resulted in an estimated $40 million reduction in the
fair. value of the trust assets,:compaied with$27 million at
Decemb&er'3.1, 2008. See Notes 17 and 21 to-the Financial
Statements foi additional information regarding the NDT. funds.

Defined Benefit Plans - Securities Price Risk.

'See "Appli~ation.of Critical Accounting Policies - Defined
Benefits".' for additidnAl information. regarding the effect of
securities:pfice risk on plan assets.,-. - .-. , '

Credit Risk, ,..

Credit risk is the risk that PPL Energy Supply would incur a loss
as.a result of nonperformance by counterparties of their
contractutilobligations. 'PPL Energy Supply maintains credit
policies' and ptocedures with respect to counterparty credit
.(including requirements. that counterparties maintain specified
credit ratings) and reqtlires other assurances in the form of credit
support or collateral in certain, circumstances in order to limit
counterparty credit risk. However, PPL Energy Supply has'
concentratidns of suppliers and.customers'among electric
utilities, financial institutions:and.other energy marketing atid
trading companies., These conc'entrations may' impact PPL

• Energy Supply's overall exposure to credit risk, positively.,or'
negatively, as counterpafrties may-be similarly affected by'
changes in economic, regulatory or other conditions:,.

PPL Energy'Supply includes the effect of credit risk on its fair
value measurements to reflect the probability that a counterparty
will default whenifcontracts are' out of the money (from the
counterparty's standpoint);' In this case, PPL Energy Supply
would have to sell into a lower-priced market or purchase from a
higher-priced market.. Whenrnecessary,'PPL Energy Supply
records an allowance for doubtful accounts to reflect the -
probability.that a counterparty will not pay"for'deliveries'PPL
Energy Supply ýhas made but rot'yet billed; which are reflected'
in "Unbilled revenues" on the Balance Sheets. PPL Energy'

yet .been paid,'which is 'reflected in accounts receivable on the
Baalance' Sheets. See Note 14 to'the Financ'ial Statements for
additional information. . ""' ' ..

See "Overview". in this Item 7 and Notes 15, 17'and 18 to the
Financial Statements for additional information on'.'credit-.
concentration and credit risk.

Related' Party Transactions

.PPL Energy Supply is not awar'e:of any material.6wnership "
interests or operating. responsibility by senior management of
PPL Energy Supply in ouitside partnerships;'including leasing.

'transactions with variable interest entities, or other'entities doing'
business with PPL Energy'Suppl. ',

For additional information on related party transactions,'see, '
Note 15.to.'the Financial Statements..' ".. --

Acquisitions, Development and Divestitures

PPL Energy Supply is currently planning incremental capacity
increases of 239 MW, primarily.at its existing, generating
facilities. See "Item 2.Properties - Supply Segment', for
additional informnation. .

PPL:`Eiirrgy Supply. continuously reexamines development
projects based on market conditions and other factors to '

deteirnine whether to proceed with the projects, sell, cancel or
expand them, exe.cute tolling agreements or pursue, other .options."; ... .. •

See Notes 8 and 9 to the Financial Statements. for additional
information on the more significant'activities.'

Environmental Matters . .. -.

See "Item 1. Business - Environmental Matters" andNote 14 to'
the Financial Statements for a discussion of environmental'...-
m atte'rs. . . ' ,•' - :

Competition .- .. ' .,.

See "Item 1. Business - Cdmpetition', under the Supply and,,
International Delivery segments and "Item 1AX,Risk Factors" for;
a discussion of competitive factors affectingPPL-Energy
Supply. "

-: . New Accounting,.Guidance,

See Notes I and 22 to the Financial Statements for a discussion
Of new accounting guidance adopted and'penditfg'adoption.
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Application of Critical Accounting Policies

PPL Energy Supply's financialcondiftio'n and* results of
operations are -impacted by the methods, as'sumptions arid
estimates 'used in.the application of critical accounting policies.
The following accounting'policies.are particularly important.to
the financial, condition or results of operations of.PPL Energy
Supply, and, require estimates or other judgments of matters
inherently:uncertain. Changes in the estimates. or other -.

judgments included within these accounting policies;could-result
in a sigrificant change to the information presented'in the
Financial Statements (these accounting policies are~also
discussed in Note 1 to the Financial Statements)..; PPL's senior
man agement has reviewed these critical accounting policies and
the estimates and assumptions regarding them with its Audit
Committee. In addition, PPL's senior management hasraviewed:
the following disclosures regarding the application .of these
critical accounting policies withtthe Audit Committee.

Effective January 1, 2009, PPL Energy Supply fullyapplied
acc'untinig guidance that provides a framework for measuring
fair value: The fair value measurement concepts provided by.
this guidance are used within its financial statements where
applicable. .'See Notes I and '17 to the Financial'Statements for
additional information regarding 'fair valuemeasurements.

.1) Price Risk Management

See "Risk Management - Energy Marketing & Trading. and
Other" above and Note' 18 to the Financial Statements.

2) Defined Benefits

PPL Energy Supply subsidiaries sponsor various defined befiefit'
pension and other postretirement plans. and participatein and are'
allocated a significant portionof theliability and netperiodic',
defined benefit costs of plans isponsored-by PPL. Services based
on participation in those plans: PPL Energy Supply subsidiaries
record an asset or liability to recognize the funded status of all
defined benefit plans with an offsetting entry to :0(1.
Consequently, the funded status of all defined'benefit planslis:
fully recognized on the Balance Sheets. See Note 12.to the
Financial Statements for additional information about the plans
and the accounting for defined benefits.

PPL and PPL'.Energy Supply make certain assumptions
regarding the valuation of benefit obligations' and the
performance of plan assets. When accounting for defined
benefits, delayed recognition in earnings of differences- between
actual results and expected or estimated results is a guiding
principle.- Annual net periodic defined benefit costs are recorded'
in current earnings based on estimated results. Any differences .
between actual 'and estimated results are recorded in'•OCI. These
amounts ini AOCI are amortized to income over future periods..
The delayed recognition.allows forni smoothed recognition of
costs over the working lives.of the 'employees.who benefit under
the plans. The primary assumptions are:

e Discount Rate - The discount rateis.used in~calculating the
present value of benefits, which is based on projections of
benefit payments to be made in the future. The objective in

selecting the discount-rate is to measure the single amount.'
that, if invested aithe measurement date in'a portf6lio of high-,

" quality, debt instruments, would'pi`0vide the necessary future
cash flows to pay the accumulated beriefits when due...

a Expected Return on Plan Assets . Management projects the'
long-term rates of return on plan assets based on historical
performance, future expectations and periodic portfolio
rebalancing among thediversified asset classes. These
projected' returns reducethe net benefit costs PPL Energy',
Supply records currently., ' ', ' .

* Rate'of.Compensation Increase -'Management projects
employees' annual pay increases, Which are Yised to'project

.employees' pension benefits at retirement.'

* Health Care Cost Trend Rate - Management projectsthe
expected increases in the cost of health care::;.

In selecting a discount'rate for, its U.S. defined lbenefit plans,.
PPL and'PPL Energy-Sutpply start with an. analysis of the-
expeCted~benefit payment Stream for its plans. This information
is first matched against, a-spot-rate.yield curve.. A portfolio'of.,
526 Aa-graded non-cdllable (or callable -with make-Whole
provisions) bonds; with-a t6tal-amount-outstanding in excess of
$541 billion, serves as the base fromn which thos6 with the lowest
and highest yields are:eliminated to develop the tulfimate yield
curve. The results of this analysis are'considered together with
other economic data and movements in various bond indices to
determine the discount rate assumption.' At December. 31,2009,
PPL and PPL Energy Supply. decreased the discount rate for
their U.S. pensionplans from. 6.50%'t6 6.00% asa.result of this'
assessment. PPL decreased the discount rate4f6r.its.other,.
postretirement benefit plans from 6.45% to 5.816/.'and PPL'
'Energy Supply decreased the discount rate for its other'
postretirement benefit plans from 6.37% to 5.55%.

A similar process is used~to select'the discount rate'for the U.K.
pension plans, which ,uses 'an iBoxx British'pounds sterling.
denominated corporate bond indexý;as.its base; At-December 341,
'2009, PPL and PPL Energy Supply decreased the discountrate
for the U.K. pension plans from 7.47% to 5'..55% 'as a result of '
this assessment. :....

The expected long-term rates of return for PPL and PPL Energy
Supply's U.S..'defined'benefit pension' and'other postretirement.;,.
benefit plans have been developed using a.best-estimate of -t'
expected returns, volatilities and'correlations for each asset
class. PPL management corroborates these rates' with expected
long-term rates of return calculated by its 'in dependent actuary;
who uses a building block approach that begins with a risk-free
rate of return with factors being added such asiJnflation,
duration; credit spreads' and equity risk: Each plan's specific
.asset allocation is also considered in developing' a reasonable
return assumption. . ' '

'At December.31, 2009, PPL's'expected return on.p!an assets
remained at 8.00% for its U.S. pension 'plans and remained at
7.00% for PPL's othef postretirement benefit plans. PPL Energy
Suipply'sexpected'retum on plan'assets increasedfrom 7.78% to:,
8:00%/o as A result of the settlement of the PA Mines, LLC'
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Retirement plan; which historically earned a lower rate.of return.
The expected long-term rates. of return' for PPL and PPL Energy
Supply's U.K. pension plans.have beenrdeveloped'byWPD'
management with assistance from an indeperident actuary.using
a best-estimate of expected returns, volatilities and correlations
for each asset class.: For the U.K. plans, PPL'and PPE Energy.
Supply's expected return-on plan assets remained at 7.90% at,.
December 31, 2009.

In selecting a rate of compensation increase, PPL Energy Supply.
considers past experience in light of movements ininflation
rates. At December 31, 2009,PPL.and PPL Energy&Supply's
rate of-compensation increase remained at-4.75% for their U.S..
plans.' For the U.K: plans,.PPL andPPL Energy Supply's rate of
compensation!increase remained at 4:00% at December 31,_
2009.. . , . .... . .

In selecting health~care cost trend rates,:PPL and PPL Energy
Supply considerpast performance and- forecasts of health care
costs.- At December 31, 2009, PPL and PPL Energy Supply's

* health care cost trend rates were 8.00% for. 2010,.gradually-"
declining to 5.50% for 2016... . . ... ' .

A variance in the assumptions listed above could have a
significant impact on accrued defined benefit liabilities or assets'
reported annual net periodic, defined benefit costs and' OCIV.'
While the charts below. reflect'either an increase or decrease in.
each. assumption, ,the inverse of this!chanige would impact the
accrued defined benefit liabilities or 'assets,5 reported annual net'
p'eriodic defined benefit costs and OCI by a similariamount in
the opposite direction. The sensitivities ,below reflect an
evaluation of the change~basedsolely'on a changein that
assumption and does not include income-tax effects.

At December 31,2009, PPL Energy Supply had recorded the
following defined benefit plan. liabilities: .,,'. ..

Pension i, ' ."iab'i 884 .
Other postifetirernent benefit liabilities 91.

The following chart reflects the sensitivities in the December 31,
2009 Balance Sheet associated.with a-change in certain
assumptions. based on PPL's' anýd PPL Energy Supplys pima"y.,
defined benefit plans. , -

- ."', Increase (Decrease)

Impact on
Change in' defined bienefit" JI mpact on.

Actuarial assumption . assumption ... liabilities OCI

Discount Rate .. . (0.25)%/, $ 1, . 146.- (1146),,,
Rate ofCompensation Increase 0.25% / :.. . :' 18.. . :..(18)
Health Care Cost Trend Rate (a). 1:0% . . .5 ." (5)

(a) Only impa~ts other postretirereni'benefits: ," - :: •

In'20 09, PPL Energy Supplywas allocated and recognized net.
periodic defined b~nefitlcosis chargedto operating 'expense of
$23 million. This amount represents a $1 million increase from
2008. ' . ' "' -

The following chart reflects the sensitivities in the 2009
Statement of Income (excluding income taxeffects) assodiated

With .achange ,in certain assumptions based on PPL's and PPL ;
Energy Supply's primary:defined benefit plans.

Actuarial assumption
Change in

assumption
Impa

be

Discount Rate, ... (0:25). $
Expected Return on Plan Assets' (0.25)%
Rate of Cbfrnpensation In.rease 0.25%
Health Care Cost Trend Rate (a) "1.0%

(a) Only-impacts other.postretirement benefits. j; , -

ct on defined
nefit costs

6.
9

. 2 '

3) Asset Impairme"it. : '' '.'

PPL Energy Supply performs impairment analyses for long-lived
assets that are subject to depreciation or amortization whenever.
events or changes in circumstances, indicate that a long-lived
asset's~carryingxalue may not be recoverable. For these long-
lived assets to be held ahid used, suchlevents or changes in
circumstances are:

" a significant decrease in the market priceof an asset;
" a significant adverse, change.in the. manner.-in which an asset is

being used or.in its physical condition; . ..

i a significant adverse change in legal factors or'in the business
clim ate;. •,; .. . .. :

" an accumulation of costs significantly in excess of the amount,
originally expected for. the, acquisition or construction 9f-an:
, asset;* ., ' . , . , , . . . • . . .

" a current-period operating or cash flow loss combined with a
history. of losses or a forecast that demonstrates, continuing
losses; or:

@ a current expectation that, more likely than not, an asset will
be sold or otherwi'e disposed of before the end of its,
previously estimated useful life.

g -""( t b ." ,: ',. ,

For a long-lived, asset to be.held and.used, an impairment is'.
recognized when the carrying amount:of the asset.is not.
,recoverable and exceeds its' fair value., The carrying amount is
notrecoverable if it exceeds-the sum of the undiscounted cash
flows expected to, result from-the~use and eventual disposition of
the asset. If the asset is im.paired, ,an impairment loss is recorded
to adjust the asset!s carry ing yv4lue to its estimated, fair.value..

,-Management must make significant judgments to estimate. future

cash, flows, including,.the useful.lives of long-!ived assets, the fair
value of the asset'sand management's intent to use the assets.,
PPL Energy, Supply considers alternate courses of action to
recover. the carrying ?Nalue of a: ,ong-lived asset, and uses
estimated cashflows'from,the "most likely'! alternative to assess
'impairment whlenever.one alternative is clearly the most likely.
'outcome. If no alternative is clearly the most likelY, t.hen a
•.probability-weighted, approach is~used takiiig into consideration

estimated cash -flows-fiom the alternatives., For assets tested for
i.mpairment as o6f.the balance. sheet date,.the estimates of future
cash flows used in thattest cornsidefthe likelihood of possible
outcomes that existed at the balahce. sheet date, including the
assessment of the, .ikelihoQd.of a future sale of the assets. That
assessment is not revised based on, events that occur after the
balance sheet date. Changes in assumptionsand estimates could
result in significantly different results than those identified and
recorded in the financial, statements.. . ' .
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For a long-lived asset held for sale, animpairment exists ;When.:
the carrying amount of the asset (disposal group) exceeds its fair
Yvalue less cost to sell. If the asset (disposal group) is impaired,
an impairment loss is recorded'to adjust its carrying amount to
its fair value less cost to sell. A gain is recognized for any
subsequent increase in fairValue less cost to sell, but not in
excess of the cumulative, impairment previously recognized.

For determining fair value, quoted market prices in active
markets are the best evidence of fair value: However, when
market prices are unavailable, PPL Energy Supply considers all
valuation techniques appropriate in the circumstafices and for

* which market participant inputs can be obtained., PPL Energy
Supply has g'nerally used disc6unted cash flows to estimate fair
ývalue,"xvliich incorporates market participant inputs when'
available. :DiscOunted cash flows'ar6' calculated by estimating
future cash flow streams and applying appropriate discount rates
to determine the present value of the cash flow streams.'

In 2009, PPL Energy Supply recorded impairments of certain
long-lived assefs/'See Notel 7 to the Financial Statements fora

. discussion of impairments related to certain sulfur dioxide
emission allowances and the'Long Island generation business.

PPL Energy Supply tests goodwill for impairment at the
'reportihg.'uhit levl: PPL Energy Supply has determined its
reporting units to bd at or one level below its operating
segments. PPL Energy Supply performs a goodwill impairment
test annually -or more frequently if events or changes in-
circumstances indicate that the carrying value of the reporting
unit may be greater than the unit's fair value. Additionally,
goodwill is tested for impairment after a portion of goodwill has
been allocated to 'abusiness to be disposed of.

Goodwill is tested for impairment using a two-step approach.
'The first step of the goodwill'impairmnent test compares the
estimated -fair value of a reportilg Unitwith itscarrying amount,
including goodwill. If the estifinated fair valueof a reporting
unit exceeds'-its:carrying amount, goodwill of the reporting unit
is not considered iinpaired. If the'carrying amount exceeds the
estimated fair valhe of the reporting unit, the second step is
performed to. measure the amount of imrpairmenft loss, if any.

, t . . ,. ' • - . .,

The second step requires a calculation of the implied fair value
of goodWill. The implied fair valbe of goodwill is determined in
the same manner as the amount of goodwill'in a business
combination: That is,' the estimated fair value of a reporting unit
is allocated to all of the assets and liabifities of that unit as if the'
reporting unit had been acquired in abusiniess'combination"and
.the estimated fair value of the r6porting unit was the'price paid
to acquire the reporting unit: The excess:of the estimated fair
value of a reporting unit overtthe amounts assigned to its assets
and liabilities is the implied fair value of goodwill. The'implied
fair-value of the repotting unit's' goodwiil is then compared with
the carrying amount of that goodwill'. If.the carrying amount.
exceeds the implied fair value, an impairment loss is recognized
in an amount equal to that excess. The loss recognizedcannot'
exceed the carrying amount of the reporting unit's goodwill.

In 2009, PPL Energy Supply was notrequired to' impair any
goodwill. Management primarily used discounted cash flows,

which required signrificant assumptions, to egtimatethe fair value
of each reporting unit. A-'decrease' in the forecasted 'cash. flows
of 10%, or.an increase of.the discount rate by 25 basis points,
would not have resulted in an impairment.of goodwill.

Additionally, in 2009,-PPL Energy Supply wrote off $3 million.
of goodwill allocated to discontinued operations...

4) Loss'Accruals .

PPL Energy Supply accrues. losses for the estimated impacts- of
various conditions, situations.or circumstances involving
uncertain or contingent future outcomes. For loss'contingencies;-.
the loss must be accrued if((1) information is available that
indicates it is.probable that a loss has been incurred; given.the.,
likelihood of the uncertain future events, and (2) the amount of'"
the loss can be reasonably'estimated. 'Accounting guidance
defines."probable" as~cases in which."the'future.event or events-
are likely to occur." .PPL Energy Supplydoes not record the, ,
accrual of contingencies that might result in gainls, unless
recovery is assured. . PPL Enrergy Supply continuously assesses
potential loss contingencies for environmental remediation,
litigation claims, regulatory penalties and' other events.

The accounting' aspects of estimated loss accruals. include.(1) the
initial identification and recording of the loss, (2) the*
determination of triggering events, for reducing a recorded'loss
accrual, -and (3) the ongoing assessment as to.whether a recorded
loss accrual is sufficient. All three .of these aspects require' ' -

significant judgment by PPL Energy Supply's managementu. PPL
'Energy Supply uses itsiinternal expertise and outside experts'
.(such as lawyers and engineers); as necessary, to help estimate'
the probability that a loss has been incurred and the amount (or
range) of the loss.

No new significant'loss accruals were recorded in.2009. In-
2008, significant.judgment was required by PPL Energy
Supply's management' to perform an assessment of the' '

contingency related to the Montanan hydrderectric litigation.''

In June 2008, PPL's management assessed the loss exposure
* related to the"Montana hydroelectric litigation, given the June'.

2008 decision by the Montana First Judicial District Couirt
(District Court). The District Court awarded Compensatib0n of
approximately $34 million for the years 20Q0 through 2006, and
approximately $6'inillioh for 2007 as rent for the use of the State
of Montana's streambeds byPPL Montana's hydroelectric
,facilities.. The District Court also 'deferred the determination of
compensation for2008'and subsequent years to the Montana
*State Land Board (Land.Board)., In October 2008, tPPL Montana
filed an'appeal of the.decision t6 the Montana Supreme Court
and a stay of judgment, including~a. stay of the Land.Board's.
authority to assess compensation against PPL Montana for 2008
and future 'periods. .Qral agreement-of the case was held before
the'Montana Supreme' Court in September_.2009.

As part of the preparation of its 2009 financial statements, PPL
Energy Supply's management reassessed the loss exposure for
the Montana hydroelectric'litigation. PPL's management:
concluded, based on its assessment and after consultations with,.
its trial counsel, that ithas meritorious arguments on appeal for,
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the years 2000 through 2006. PPL assessed.the likelihood of a
loss for these years as. reasonably possible. However- PPL
Montana has not recorded a loss accrual for these years, as the
likelihood of a loss was not deemed probable.,

For 2007 and subsequent years,•PPL's management believes that'
while it also hasmeritorious arguments, it is probable-that'its •'
hydroelectric projects will.be subject to annual estimated
compensation' ranging from $3 Million to $6"million. Given that

.there was no single amount within that-range more likely than
any other; PPL Montana accrued' $3 'million for each of the years
2007 through 2009 for a total of $9 million. See Note. 14 to the
Financial Statements.for additional information on this
contingency.

PPL Energy Supply has identified certain.other events that could
give rise to a loss, but that do not meet the conditions for accrual.
Such events are disclosed, but not recorded, when it-is "reasonably
possible" that a loss has been incurred. -See Note 14 to the
Financial Statements for'disclosure of other pbtential'loss
contingencies that have not fnet'the criteria for'accrual..

When'an estimated loss is accrued, PPL Energy Supply
identifies, where applicable, the triggering events for
subsequently reducingthe loss acdrual. The triggering eveiits
generally occur when the contingency has been resolved and the
acttal loss is incurred, or'when the risk of loss has diminished or
been eliminated. The following are some'of the triggering
events that provide for the reduction of certain recorded loss
accruals:

e Allowances for uncollectible accounts are reduced when
accounts are written off after prescribed collection
procedures have been exhausted, a better estimate of the
allowance is determined or underlying amounts are
ultimately collected.

e Environmental and other litigation contingencies. are reduced
when the contingency is resolved and PPL Energy Supply
makes actual payments, a better estimate of the loss is
determined' or the loss is no longer considered probable.

PPL Energy Supply reviews its loss'accruals on a regular basis
to assure that the recorded potential loss exposures are
appropriate. This involves ongoing communication and analyses'
with internal and external -legal counsel, engineers, operation
management and other parties.

5) Asset Retirement Obligations

PPL Energy Supply is required to recognize aliability for legal
obligations associated with the retirement of long-lived assets.
The initial obligation should be measured at its estimated fair'j'
value., An equivalent amount should'be recorded as an increase
in the value of the capitalized asset and allocated to expense over
the useful life of the asset. Until the .obligation is settled, the
liability should-be increased, through the recognition of
accretion expense.in the income statement, for changes in the'
obligation due to the passage of time. 'A conditional ARO must
be recognized when'incurred if the fair value of the ARO can be
reasonably estimated.

In determining AROs, management must make significant
judgments. and estimates to.calculate fair value. 'Fair value is
developed using an expected present value technique based on
assumptions of market participants that considers'estinriated
retirement costs in current period dollars that are inflated to the
anticipated retirement date and then discounted back to the date
the ARO was incurred. Changes in assumptions and estimates
included within the calculations of the fair value of AROs could
result iri' significantly different results. than those identifi'ed and
recorded in ihe'finaficial statements: Estimated ARO costs and
settlement dates, which affect the carrying yalue of various
AROs and 'the related assets,.are reviewed-periodically to ensure
that any material changes are, incorporated into the latest
estimate of the obligations. '. •

At December 31, 2009, PPL Energy Supply..had AROs totaling
$426 million recorded on the Balance Sheet, of which $10
million is.included in "Other current liabilities." Of the total
amount, $348.frillion, or 82%, relates to PPL-Energy Supply's
nuclear decommissioning .ARO.' The -most significant
assumptions surrounding AROs are'the, forecasted' retirement
costs, the discount rates and the inflation rates. A variance in the
forecasted retirement costs; the discount rates or the inflation
rates could have a significant impact on theARO.liabilities.'

:The following-chart reflects the sensitivities related to PPL

Energy Supply's nuclear decommissioning ARO' liability as of
December 31, 2009, associated with a change. in these
assumptionsat the time of initial recognition. There is no
significant change to the annual depreciation expense of the
ARO asset 'or the annual accretion expense of the ARO liability
as'a result of changing the assumptions. The sensitivities below
reflect an evaluation of the change based solely on a'change-in
that assumption.

Retirement Cost
'Discount Rate
Inflation Rate

' Change in
Assumption

10%/(0.)%
0.25%/(0.25)%
0.25%/(0.25)%

Impact on
ARO Liability

$32/$(32)
$(31)/$34
$41/S(37)

6)'. Income Tax Uncertainties -

.Significant management judgment is required in developing PPL
Energy Supply's provision for income taxes primarily due to the
.uncertainty related to tax positions taken Or expected to be taken
in tax returns and'the determination of deferred tax assets,
liabilities and valuation allowances.

Significant management judgment is required to determine the
amount of b enefit recognized related to an uncertain tax
position' .pPL Energy Supply evaluates, its tax positions.
following atwo-step process. The first step requires an entity to
determine whether' based on the' technical merits supporting a
particular tax position, it is more likely than not (greater than a
50% chance) that the tax position .will bevsustained. This
determination assumes that the relevant taxing authority will
examine the tax position and is aware of all the relevant facts
surrounding the tax position. The second step requires an entity
to recognize in. the financial statements the benefit of a tax
position that meets the more-likely-than-not recognition
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criterion. The benefit, recognized is measured at the largest
amount of benefit that has a likelihood of realization, upon
settlerient, that exceeds 50%. PPL Energy Supply's
management considers a number of factors in assessing the
benefit to be recognized, including negotiation of a settlement:

On a quarterly basis, PPL Energy Supply reassesses its uncertain
tax positions by. considering information known at the reporting
date:. Based.on management's assessment of new information,
PPL Energy Supply may subsequently recognize a. taxbdnefit
for a previously unrecognized tax position, de-recognize a
previously recognized tax position,.or-re-measure the benefit of
a previously recognized tax position., The amounts ultimately-..
paid upon resolution of issues raised by taxing authorities may
differ materially from the amounts accrued and may materially
impact PPL Energy Supply's financial statements in the future..,

The balance sheet classification of unrecognized, tax benefits and
the need for valuation allowances to reduce deferred tax assets
also require significant management judgment. PPL Energy C
Supply classifies unrecognized tax benefits as current, to the..
extent management expects tosettle~an~uncertain tax position, by
payment or receipt of cash, withinmone year of the reporting date:
Valuation allowances are initially recorded and -reevaluated each
reporting period by assessing. the likelihood of the ultimate
realization of a deferred tax.asset. Management considers a
number of factors in assessing the realization of a deferred tax
asset, including the reversal of temporary.differences, future -

taxable income and ongoing prudent and feasible tax planning-
strategies. Any tax planning strategy utilized-in this assessment
*must meet the recognition and measurement criteria -utilized by
PPL EnergySupply to account for an uncertain tax positions..,
See Note 5 to the Financial Statements for the required
disclosures.

iy

At.December 31, 2009, it was reasonably possible that during
the next 12 months the total amount of unrecognized tax benefits
could-increase-by.as much as $111 million or decrease by up to..
$123 million for PPL Energy Supply. This change could result.
from subsequent recognition, derecognition and/or changes in
the measurement of uncertain taý positions related to the
creditability of foreign taxes, the timingand utilization of
foreign tax credits and the. related impact on alternative
minimum tax. and;othbr credits,'the timing and/or valuation, of
certain deductions, intercompany 'transactions and unitary filing
groups.. The,events:that'could '6duse these, changes are, direct
settlements with taxing authorities, litigation, legal or
administrative guidance by relevant'taxing authorities and the
lapse-of an applicable statute of limitation. - .. ,

Other Information

PPL's Audit Committee has approved. the independent auditor to
provide auditand audit-related services and other services
permitted by;Sarbanes-Oxley andSEC rules. '.The audit and -

audit-related-services include services in connection with
statutory and regulatory filings, reviews of offering documents
and registration statements, and internal control reviews. See
"Item 14. Principal Accounting. Fees and Services" for more
information.
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PPL ELECTRIC UTILITIES CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES

Item 7.-Management's Discussionand Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations-

._,' . Overview -

PPL Electric is, an electricity delivery service provider in easterni
and central Pennsylvania With headquarters iri Allentown,,
Pennsylvania.-, Refer to "Item I:-.Business -. Background" for a
.description of its business. PPL Electric's strategy and' principal
challenge is to ownand'operate its electricity delivery business
at the most efficient cost while maintaining high quality.
customer service and reliability. .. ..... .

•PPL Electric's electricity delivery business is" rate-regulated.,''
Accordingly, this business is subject to regulatory risk with
respect to costs that may be recovered 'and investment returns
that may be collected through customer rates'. See "Customer.
Choice - End of Transition Period" below for information, on
additional risks:PPL-Electric may face.

In order to manage'financing costs and access to credit markets,;
a key Objective for PPL Electfic's business as a whole is to.
maintain, a strbng credit profile.'PPL Electric continually .I
focuses. on maintaining an appropriate capital Structure and
liquidity position., ':, ' . ' .

See,-'.ltem lA. Risk Factors" for more information concerning
these ahd other material risks PPL Electric faces in its business.

The purpose. of"Managemekt's Discussion and Analysis of
Financial Condition and Results.of Operations'" is to provide "K.

information concerning PPL- Electric's' performance in
implementing the strategies and managing the, risks and -
challenges mentioned above.. Specifically:. ., . '

o "Results of Operations" provides an overview bofPPL":,.
Electric's operating results in 2009, 2008 and 2007, including
a review of earnings. 'It.also provides a brief outlo"A for,..
2 0 1I0 ... "," ' ; .. .. • ' : .• • .. . . . .

o "Financial Condition - Liquidity and Capital Resources"
provides an analysis of PPL Electric's liquidity position and
credit profile, including its 'sources of cash (including bank
credit facilities and sources of operating cash flow) and uses

of cash (including contractual obligations' and capital;
expenditure requirements) and the key risks and' uncertainties
that impact PPL Electric's past and future liquidity position
and financial condition. Thi§ subsection -also includes a.
listing and 'discUssion of:PPL;Electric's current• credit ratings.

" "Financial Condition,'-:Risk Management" provid~es'an.
explanatiOn'ofPPL Electh-ic's risl& management- programs
relating'to market riskand credit risk.

........ ....

" "Application of Critical Accounting Policies" provides an
overview of the accounting policies that are particularly
important to the' results of operations and financial condition
of PPL Electric and that require its management to make
significant estimates,. assumptions and dth&r judgments.,

The information provided in.this Item 7 should be read'in.
conjunction, with PPL Electric's.Consolidated Financial
Statements and the accompanying Notes.

Terms and.abbreviations are explained imf the glossary., Dollars
are in millions unless otherwise noted.

-Customer Choice.- End of. Transition Period .

In .1996, the Customer Choice Act 'was enacted to restructure
Pennsylvania's electricutility inrdustry.in order~to create retail
access to a competitiv&emarket.C forgenerationof-electricity. The
Customer Choice Act required each Pehnsylvania0electric utility,
including PPL Electric, to file a restructuring plan to "unbundle"
its rates intd'separate generation,.transmnission and distribution.
components and to'permit its customers to directly access,
alternate suppliers of electricity,., Under the Customer•Choice'
Act, PPL Electric was required to act as a PLR. As pai.rt of a'
settlement approved by the, PUC and in connection with the
restructurifig planPPPLElectric filed under the Customer Choice
Act, PPL Electric agreed to provide electricity as a PLR at
predetermined "capped" rates through 2009. In addition, the
PUC authorized recovery of approximately $29.7 billion of
competitive transition.or "stranded" costs (generation-related
costs that might not.otiierwise be recovered in a competitive
market) from customers during an I l-year transition period., For
PPL' Electric,: this transition periodended on December 31,

.2009. "

As a result of the PUC settlement order-and the PLR obligation,
PPL Electric, through 2009, generally borethe'risk that it would
not be able to obtain adequate energy supply at thei'capped":
rates'it could charge to its.customers who did not select an,
alternate electricity supplier. To mitigate this)risk, PPL.Electric
entered into full requirements energy. supply. agreements with .
PPL EnergyPlus, a PPL'Electric affiliate. Under these
agreements, through ,2009, PPL EnergyPlus supplied PPL
Electric's ehtire PLR load- at predetermined prices equal t6 the
capped' generation rates that PPL Electric wasauthorized to
charge its customers. . ' .

'Related to PPL Electric's transition period, the'following has
occurred or 'Will occur:

* In August 1999, CTC of $24 billion were.converted.to..
intangible.transition costs whe~n they were securitized by.the-"
issuance of transition bonds'.. The intangible.transition costs'
were amortized oveir the life of the transition bonds, through
December 2008, in accordance withan amortizati6n schedule
filed with the PUC. These transition bonds matured in
tranches, with the.final tranche'being i'epaid in December.
2008.. , . :, ' .. -' '.

- During the transition, 1eriod, PPL Electric was authorized by
the'PUC'to bill its customers $130 million for a portion' of the
costs associated with decommissioning of.PPL's
Susquehanna nuclear plant. Under the power supply
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.agreements between PPL Electric andPPL.EnergyPlus, these
revenues were-passed on to PPL.EnergyPlus. Similarly,
these revenues were passed on to PPL Susquehanna under a'
power supply agreement between PPL EnergyPlus and PPL
Susquehanna and invested in the NDT. funds. Effective
January 1, 2010, these ratepayer billings have'ceased.

, In December 20.09, PPL Electric filed with the PUC a final
reconciliation of CTC and ITC,recoveries during the
transition period. At December 31, 2009, PPL Electric has ,
recorded a net regulatory 'liability, of $33 million related to
these recoveries. The net~overcollection will'be reflected in-,
customer rates in 2010.

* At December 31,.2009, PPL Electric's long-term power
purchase agreements with PPL EnergyPlus (effective since
2000 and 2002) expired.

" .To mitigate 2010 rate increases, PPL Electric implemented
two programs in 2008 and 2009 that allowed customers to
make:pr'payments toward their 2010 and*201 1 electric bills
or to defer, any 2010 electric bill increases exceeding 25%.
Any-deferred amounts are to be repaid bY 20!2. At,
December 31, 2009, PPL Electric has recorded a liability of
$36 million for these programs.

" Effective January'l1 '2010, PPL Electric's rates for generation
supply as a PLR are no longer capped and the cost of electric
generation is based on a competitive solicitation process.
During 2007 through 2009, PPLElectric-procured through
PUC-approved' solicitation procedures, the electric generatiod
supply it will need in 2010 for customers who do not choose
an alternative supplier. The prices in these contracts will
result in an average residential cust6mer paying

• approximately -30% higher rates, as compared to the
previously-capped rates on delivered:electricity: PPL
Electric is currently procuring the.PLR: supply it will need for
the January 2011 through May 2013 period. -The results of
all procurements continue to require the approval of the. PUC.

* For those customers, who choose to procure generation
supply from altemativeproviders, PPL Electric will provide.'
services for these alternative generatibn suppliers to bill
usage charges, among other duties. 'As required by a PUC-
approved plan, PPL Electric will be purchasing certain
receivables from alternative suppliers at a discount.

In October 2008, Act 129 became effective. This law, created
requirements for energy efficiency aind conservation programs
and for the use of smart metering technology, imposed new PLR
electricity, supply. procurement rules , provided remedies for
market misconduct, and made changes to the existing
Altemative Energy Portfolio Standard..,

'Prior to 'the expiration of the generation -rate caps, customers'
interest in purchasing generation supply from other providers
was limited because in recent years, 'the long-term supply
agreement between PPL Electric and PPL EnergyPlus.provided
a below-market cost of generation supply for these customers.-
As a result, a limited amount of "shopping" occurred:-, In 2010,
several alternative suppliers •have 'offered to provide generation

supply in PPL Electric's-service territory. When its customers'
purchase supply from these alternative suppliers or from PPL

- Electric as. PLR, the purchase:bf.such. supply.has no significant
impact on. the operating'results of PPL Electric. The cost to

'purchase PLR supply is passed directly by.PPL Electric to its
customers without markup. For those customers who receive
their..supply'from an alternative, supplier, .PpL:Electric'may act
as billing agent or the alternative supplier may bill for their.
supply directly; and-i'i either case,,PPL Electric does not record.
revenues or expenses' related to this' supply. PPL Electric
remains the distribution.provider. for all.the:customers in its.
service territory and charges a regulated rate for the-service of.
delivering that electricity. '-, ,.

Lower demand for. electric.power due to increased prices, the
economic downturn or the conservation provisions of Act! 129
that require PPL Electric, to reduce its'customers' electricity.,
usage in future periods, could impact .fu'ture'revenues. The
reduction in volume could be offset by changes in customer rates
for this service, subject to PUC approvaldepenfding on PPL
Electric's cost structure. Act 129 includes one-time penalties of
up to $20 million for not-attaining the required reduction's by
2011 and 201,3.'.At this time, PPL Electric expedts,.t6.meet, these
targetedreductions. The costs of complying-with the' other.
provisions of Act 129 would, subject to PUC approval,'be.
irecoverable through an automatic adjustment clause. None of
the above changes are expected to'have a significant impact on
PPL Electric's 2010 financial condition, operating results or:.cash
flows. :. , . . '

z The final expiration.of generation rate caps in Pennsylvania,
applicable to three.other large regulated' utilities, is, scheduled to,

.occur at the end of 2010.-.Discussions 'concerning-generation'
rate caps and rate increase mitigation are continuing.:,.The final-
result of those 'discussions and the future impact on the financial..
condition and future cash flows of PPL Electric cannot be
predicted atfthis'time. -

See Note f1•'to the Financial Statements' for additional.',
"information on Pennsylvania legislative and other regulatory,
activities.

Market ,Events .

In 2008, conditions in the financial markets'became disruptive to
the processes of managing credit risk, responding to liquidity
needs; measuring. financial .instruments at fair value-.and

..managing market'price risk. Bank credit capacity was reduced
and the cost of renewing.:or, establishing nei~credit facilities
increased, thereby introducing, uncertainties as to PPL"'Electric's
ability to reliably estimate the longer-term cost and availability
of credit:' In-general, bank. credit capacity has increased, from the
significantly constrained levels, of 2008 and ýarly 2009.. In
addition, the cost of renewing or' establishing'new credit
facilities has improved' when compared with the 2008 and early
2009 periods. : .. ..... .

Credit Risk ' - -.... ... .-

Credit risk is the risk that PPL Electric would incur a loss as a
result of nonperformance by counterparties of their contractual
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obligations. PPL Electric maintains credit-policies and,:
procedures-to limit counterparty credit risk. *C6nditions in the
financial and, commodity markets have generally increased PPL,
Electric's exposure to credit risk.' See.Notes.15, 17 and 18 to the
Financial Statements, and "Risk, Management - Credit Risk'. for
more information on credit risk.- .

Liquidity Risk

PPL Electric expects to continue to have access t6 adequate
sources .of liquidity.through operating cash-.flowsý,cash~and'ash
equivalents, credit fa6ilities and, from time to time, the issuance

* of-capital market securities. PPL Electric's ability to access -

capital markets.may be impacted by-conditions inthe overall
financial and capital markets, as well as conditions: specific to
the utility sector. See "Financial Condition - Liquidity and
Capital Resources" for an expanded discussion of PPL Electric's
liquidity position and-a discussion of its forecasted sources of
cash. v ' - " "

Securities ,Price Risk " , - ,

PPL Electric participates in and is allocated costs from defined
benefit plans sponsored by PPL. Declines in the market price. of
debt and equity securities result in unrealized losses that reduce
the asset-values of PPL's defined benefit plans. PPL's defined -,-

benefit-plans earned positive returns in the second half of 2009,
thereby -recovering a portion of thenegative returns incurred in
2008 and the first quarter bf 2009. .. ." .

Determination of the funded status of defined benefit plans,
,contribution'requirements and net periodic, defined benefit costs
for future years are. subject to changes in various assumptions; in

• addition to the. actualperformance of the- assets in the plans. See
"Application of Critical Accounting Policies - Defined Benefits"
for a discussion of the assumptions and sensitivities r6garding

. those-assumptions. " -- ." . . : . ,.- - ,

The Economic. Stimulus Packaqe . -, -

The Economic -Stimulus Packagewas intended to stimulate. the
U.S. economy through federal tax relief, expansion of ,.-
unemployment benefits and'other social, stimulus provisions,
domestic spending for education, health care and infrastfruture,
including the energy sector. A portion of the benefits included
-in the Economic Stimulus, Package- areioffered.in the form-of
loan fee reductions;, expanded loen guairantees and 'secondary.
market incentives. -, - , • - .

• Funds-from the Economic Stimulus Package have been allocated
to various federal agencies, such as the DOE, and provided to
state agencies through block grants., The- DOE has made:awards
of the funds for smart grid and efficiency-related Programs'. In-
addition, in-July 2009, PPL Electric proposed to tlie -DOE that
the agency provide funding for one-half of a $38 million smart
grid project. - The project would use smart grid technology to

- strengthen reliability, save energy and improve electric service
- for 60,000 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania area customers. It would

also provide behefits beyond the Harrisburg region, helping to
-speed power restoration across PPL Electric's 29-county service
territory. In October 2009, PPL Electric received notification .-

that its grant-proposal had been selected- by the DOE for award. -

negotiations. PPL Electric cannot predict the outcome of.these.
award negotiations.

Results of Operations . .

Earnings - - -

Income available'to PPU wash

2009,' 2008 2007

$ .124 $ 158' $ 145

The changes in income available to PPL from year to year were,-
in part, attributable' to seVeral special iterhs-that management -

considers significant. Details of these special items are provided
below. , . - -- .- -"-- - -- --

- The after-tax changes in income available to PPL between these
periods were due to the following factors. -'

Delivery revenues'(net of CTC/ITC "
- amortization, interest expense-on transition
bonds and ancillary charges) . ,

Other operation and maintenance
Othr income - net (a)
Interest expense -- "
Other
Special items - .

2009 vs. 2008 2008 vs. 2007

1.6) $ .32
3 - (8)

(2)" (1:0)
12) 1 - - - i
2 (3)

(9) 1. 1
34) $. .13

- $ (:

(a), Includes interest income from affiliate. • - -

e Delivery revenues decreased in 20"09 compared with .2008, -

primarily due to unfavorable economniic condiiions, including
industrial customers scaling back on production and the
unfavorable impact ofweather~ot sales volumes.. See .

- - - "Revenue Recognition" in Note 1 to the Financial Statements
for information on a ti"ae-up of FERC formula-based
transmission revenues.-: " -"

Delivery revenues increased in 2008,compared With 2007,
• .. primarily due to a base rate increase effective.January 1, 2008and normal'load growth.

- Other operation and maintenance expenses increased in 2008
compared with 2007, primarily due to insurance recovery of

' -storm costs in'2007, higher vegetation mahagemerit costs and-
• higher regulatory asset amortization.

. Other income -°net decreased in 2008 compared with 2007,
- primarily due toa decrease in interest income from affiliate
resulting-from a.decreasein the average balance-outstanding
on a note-receivable from an affiliate and a lower average
floating interest rate. , , - ,

- . Interest expenseincreased in;,2009 compared with 2008,
priprimarily. due to-$400',million of debt i~suafices in October-
2008 that prefunded a portion of August2009 debt maturities.
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The following.hafter-'tax, amounts, which management considers*
special items; also. impacted'earnings.

Impairments
Workforcereduction (a)
Other

Change in tax accounting method
related to repairs (Note 5)

Total

2009 2008 2007

(5) $ (1)

(3) _ .
$. '(9) $ 1

(a) See Note 12 to the Financial.Sthtements for additional information related to
the 2009 workforce reduction.

PPL Electric's earningsmbeyqnd- 2009 are subject to various ris~ks
and uncertainties. See "Forward-Looking-Information,",
"Item IA. Risk Factors,',the.rest of this Item.7 and Note 14 to
the Financial Statements for a discussion-.f the.risks,
uncertainties and factors that may impact PPL Electric's future
earnings.... .. . ..... .....

2010 Outlook

Excluding special items, PPL Electric projects lower earnings in
2010 compared with 2009, as a net result. of lowerdistribution -
revenues, primarily due to continued slow economic growth and.
weak customer demand; higher operation and m aintenafice'
exp.enses; offset by lower financing costs.

In late March 2010, PPL Electric expects to file a request with
thePUC seekirig an increase in its distribution rates beginning in -
January 2011. .v' .

See Note 14 to the Financial Statements for a discussion of items
that could impact future'earmings, including Pennsylvania
legislative and other iegilatoi-y activities.

The increase in PLR:revenue for 2008 compared with 2007 vNas
attributableto nofmal load growth; as, well as a favorable price",
increase. The increasein delivery revenue, for~the same period,.
was prirfiarily due to aibase rate increase effectiveJanuary 1,
2008, and n6rmal -load growth. -Thege increases-were partially
offset.by the unfavorable impact of weather on residential.and •
commercial sales in 200$.

) Wholesale Electric to Affiliate

PPL Electricthas a contract to sell to PPL EnergyPlus the
electricity that PPL Electric purchases unddr'contracts with, ,
NUGs. The decrease of $38 million in wholesale electric to..
affiliate in2009 compared with 2008 was primarily due to the
expirati6nwof.NUGcontracts in 2008. and 2009.-"The final NUG
contract.will expire in 2014. "

The decrease of $48 millionin-wholesale electric to:affiliate'in
2008 compared. with 2007 was -primarily due to the expiration of
a NUG contract at the end of 2007 and the expiration of two
NUG contracts during 2008: The decrease'was partially offset -.

by. higher prices on certain NUG contracts.

Energy Purchases , - - - -

Energy purchases decreased-by $49 million for 2009 compared
*with 2008, primarily~due tot the, expiration of NUG contracts'in
2008 and 2009; as well as lower a•ncillary charges, which are .
primarily the result of lower-pricing., The final NUG contract
will expire in 2014.

Energypurchases.decreased by $43 million for 2008: comphired,.
with 2007,primarily:due to the expiration of a NUG contract at.
the end of 2007 -andtwo-NUG contracts ,in 2008; pattially offset
by higher prices on certain NUG-contracts.:.

Energy Purchases from Affiliate ' -

Energy purchases from affiliate decreased by'$20 million in
2009 compared with 2008. The decrease was attributable to
unfavorable, veather and the impact of economic conditions,
primarily on, industrial customers' load,' partially. offset-by higher
prices for- energy purchased ;under the power supply contracts
with PPL EnergyPlus that support the.-PLR load...

Energy-purchases.from affiliate.increased by $16 million in 2008
compared with 2007T 'The.-increase 'vas primarily due to higher -

prices for energy purchased under the power supply contracts •.
with PPL EnergyPlus that support the PLR load, as well as
higher PLR load. ' ..- ,_.

OtherOperation:and.Maintenance .. ., .:

The increases. in other operation and maintehance expense were
due to: ' .
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Operating'Revenues .

3..-

Retail Electric -
- , 3 , ' ,.3,*3

"Tihe:changes ih re'venues from retail electric operations~were
attributable to:

-"" '" -' -' - 2009 vs. 2008 2008 vs. 2007--'

- - . - r. - I- - $ . (60) $ 17
""':$ ~ '"(20) 19

Delivery
PLR'
Other .. , 9 . .3

$ (71) $ 39.

The decrease in retail electric revenues for 2009 compared with"
2008 was attributable to.unfavorable'economic conditions, - - .
including industrial customers: scaling back on production. In
addition, weather had an unfavorable impact on sales volumes.
These decreases were partially offset by favorable price

• increases. See "Revenue Recognition" in Note 1, to-,the Financial
Statements for information on a true-up of FERC.formula-based
transmission revenues. . '- ..



,2009 vs. 2008 2008 vs. 2007

Workforce reduction (Note 12) $ 9
Uncollectibleadcounts . ' . 7 $ ... ,
Employee benefits . " 5. .(6)
Insurance recovery of storm costs,. 3 5
Payroll-related costs' '' " 3 (3)'
Regulatory asset amortization. ' . ' 4
PUC-reportable storm costs (11) (4):
Vegetation management costs (5) 5
Contractor-related expenses '(2) .1
CusItomer education programs -' " ' ' (2)

Other '_'_-_',_5-
$.' 7 $ -8'

Amortization of Recoverable Transition Costs
, .,.i, , . , ,"

Amortization of recoverable transition costs increased by $11.
million in 2009 compared'with 2008 and decreased by $17
million in 2008'compared ',vith '2007. : The amortization of.

recoverable transition costs was based on a PUC amortization
schedule, adjusted for ITC and CTC recoveries in customer iate!
and related expenses. Since the amortization.substantially'-
matches the revenue recorded based on recovery in customer.
rates, there is minimal 'impact.on earnings. At the end of 2009,
PPL Electric's recoverable transition costs have been fully
amortized .' : '.

Taxes, Other Than Income

Taxes, other than income decreased by $9 million in 2009
comparedwith 2008. The decrease was primarily due to a $12
million decrease in'Pennsylvaniasgross receipts tax expense,
which reflects:a decreasein the tax rate in 2009. Gross receipts
tax is passed through to customers.

Taxes, other than income increased by $3 million in 2008
compared with 2007. The increase was primarily due to a $6'
million increase in Pennsylvania gross receipts taxeýxpense,
which reflects an increasefin the tax-rate in 200.8..

Other Income"- net '.' "

" See N6te 16 to the Financial'Statements for details of other
income. ,

InterestlIrncome from Affiliate . .

Interest~incom'e from affiliate decreased by $5 million in 2009
compared with 2008, andcdecreased by'.$10'million in 2008
compared With 2007. These decreases were the result of a
reduced average balance outstanding on a note receivable from
an affiliate and a lower average rate on this note due to the
floating interest rate." ., ..

Interest Expense'.

,.'The changes in interest expense, which incluides.PInterest"
Expense" and "Interest Expense with Affiliate," were due to:,

2009 vs. 2008. 2008.vs..2007,.'

Long-term debt interest expense (a) $ 24 $ 7
Repayment of transition bonds (13) • : (22)
Interest on PLR contract collateral (Note 15) (8) (7)
Other 4' (2)

$ 7. (24)

. (a)., The increases were primarily due to $400 million of debt issailnces in
October 2008 that prefuided a portion of August 2009 debt maturities.

Income Taxes-.

The changes in income taxes were due to:

Higher (lower) pre-tax bookincome
Tax" return adjustments (a)
Tax reserve adjustments
Other . . . -

2009 vs. 2008 2008 vs. 2007

$- (19) $ '" 16"
.' (2)..........-7

(2) .' " 1j

_ _ •__ ' " ,'(3)
...•"$ '(23)>$'". ' . ....... 19

(a) During 2009, PPL Electric received 'conseht from the IRS to change its
method of accounting for certain expenditures for.tax puiposeý. PPL
deducted the resulting IRC Sec. 481 adjustment on its 2008 tax return and
recorded a $3 million adjustment to federal and state.income tax expense
which results from ihe reversal' of pi16r years'site, income tax.benefits
related to regulated depreciation

See Note 5 to the Financial Statements for additional
information on ino6me taxes,

Financzial Condition'

Liquidity and Capital Resources "

PPL Electric'continues to f6cus on maintaining" a strong credit'.
profile and liquidity position. PPL Electricexpects to continue

* to have adequate liquidity .available through operating cash
flows, cash' aiid cash equival&nts and its.credit facilities. PPL
Electric currently d.oes-not' plhn to access' commercial paper
markeis of debt and equity capital markets in 2010.

_ PPL Electric's cash flows from operations anidaccess to cost-effective bank and 'capital markets are subject to risks and.-'.

uncertainties including, but not limited to:

*-unusual or extreme weather that"mfay damage'.PPL Electric's
transmnssion and'distribution-facities or affect energy sales to
customers;' " .

e the ability'to recover and the timeliness and adequacy of
recovery of costs associated with regulate~dutility businesses;.

e any adverse outcome of legal Oroceedjngs arid investigafion'
with respecf to'PPL Elecffic's durreen.and'past busine's

"•activities; '. ' •. : ,. #

e 'deterioration in the financial markets that' could miike
obtaining new sources of bank and capital :markets fundifig
more difficult andfiihre costly; and.' ' '-.'

• a downgrade in PPU'Electnic's credit ratings'that'-cold
adversely affect its ability to access capital and increase the
cost of credit facilities and any new debt.' " . "• ,
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See "Item IA. Risk Factors".forvfurther discussion -of risks and
uncertainties affecting PPL Ele~Ztric's cash flows.

At December 31, PPL Electric had the following:

Cash and cash equivalents

Short-term. debt.

2009 1 2008'

$ 485. $ 483

$ 95

2007

$ 33

S "41

The changes in PPL Electric's cash andi cash equivalents positionresulted from:

2009 , 2008 "2007

Net Cash Provided by'Operating
Activities --

Net Cash Provided by (Used in)
Investing Activities

Net Cash Provided .by (Used in)
Financing Activities

Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash' and
'Cash Equivalents

$ 294 $ 648 $ 568

"6 (226) (239))

S (298) 28 (446)

$ 2 $ 450 $ (1177)

Operatincq ActiVities

Net cash provided by operating activities decreased by" 55%', or
$354 million, in 2009 compared with 2008, primarily as a result
of the repayment by PPL Electric of $300 million in cash
collateral related'to the long-term PLR efiergy supply
agreements with PPL Energy Supply, which expired at the end..
of 2009. The decrease also reflects the impact of lower delivery
revenues and higher payments of interest and income taxes.

Net cash provided by operating activities incre'~sed by 14%, or
$80 million, in 2008 compared with 2007,"primarily as a result
of increased. revenues, which was due primarily to a base.rate
increase effective January 1, 2008 and normal load growth, as
well as less interest incurred on long-term debt, as a r'esult of the
repayment of transition bondsg during 2007 and 2008..'• The
increases to cash provided by operating activities resulting from
these items were, partially, offset by increasedenergy'purchases,
primarily as a result 6f higher-prices for energy purchased from
PPL EnergyPlus under the PLR contracts and higher PLR load,
as well- as an insurance recovery, of Storm costs in 2007.

PPL Electric expects be able to achieve relatively stable cash
flows from operations through the support of (i) contracts it has
,entered into to procure the 2010 and a portion of 20 1.1 PLR..
electricity supplyit expects to heed for residential, small

'commercial and small industrial customers who.do not choose
an alternative supplier and (ii) purchasing receivables from
alternative suppliers for those customers.who purchase
generation from other suppliers. SeeNote 14'tothe Financial.
Statements for information on the energy purchase contracts and
"Customer Choice .- End of Transitihn Period" in '"Overview", in.
this Item 7 for a discussion of the ability of customers to
•purchase generation supply from other providers and PPL
Electric's purchase of the related receivables.

regarding capital expenditures in 2009 and projected
expenditures for the gears 2010 through 2012.

Net cash provided by.investing activities was $6 million in 2009
compared with cash used in investing activities of $226:million
in 2008. The change from 2008 to 2009 primarily reflects th,.e..
receipt of $300 million froman affiliate as repayment of a
demand loan. .. : .

Net cash used in investing activities remain'ed-relatively stable in
2008 compared with 2007, but there were significant changes in
certain components. In 2008, there was a net decrease of $69.

'million in restricted cash and cash equivalents compared to a net
.increase of $8 million in 2007. Capital expenditures decreased
$18 million in 2008:compared with 2007. In 2008i PPL Electric
loaned $23 million to an affiliate 'compared with receiving $23
million in 2007 from an affiliate as partial repayment-of a -
demand loan. Additionally, PPL Electric received net proceeds-
of $25,millionfrom purchases and sales of investments in 2007
compared with none in.2008:'.,

.Financing.Activities "

Net-cash used in financing activitieswas $298,milliin' in 2009
comparedwith net cash provided by financing' activities of $28
rihillion in.2008. The change from 2008 to 2009 primarily
reflects less issuances and increased retirements of long-tertm
debt, contributions received from PPL, increased common stock
'dividends to PPL and the repayment of short-term borrowings in
2009. PPL Electric had net debt retirements of $392 million ih'
2009 compared with net debt issuances of $1'48 million. in.2008,
received $400 million of contributions from PPL in 2009 and-
paid $176 million more of common stock.dividends'to PPL in
2009 compared to 2008.

Net cash provided .by financing activities was $28 million in
2008 compared with net cash used in financing activities of $446
million in 2007. The change from.2007 to 2008 primarily
reflects increased issuances and less retirements'of long-term
debt, less common stock dividends to PPL and increased short-
term borrowings in 2008., PPL Electric had nef debt. issuances of
$148 million in 2008 compared to net debt retirements of $306
million in 2007, and it paid $21 million less. of common-stock
dividends to PPL in 2008 compared to 2007.

See "'Forecasted'Sources of Cash" 'for a discussion of'PPL
Electric's plansto issue'debt and equity securities, as well as a.
discussion of credit facility capacity available to PPL Electric.
Also see "Forecasted Uses.of Cash". for a discussion of PPL,
Electric's plans to pay dividends on its common and'preferred",
securitie's; as well as maturities of PPL Electric's long4term debt.

PPL Electric's debt financing'activity in 2009.was: ' .

'Issuance ' Retirements

Senior Secured Bonds (a) . $ 298 $ (586)
Variable Rate Pollution Control Facilities Note' . .... . (9)
Short-term'debt - (95)

Total '' $ 298 $ (690)

Net decrease. $ ; '(392)

Investingq Activities

The primary use of cash in investing activities is capital
expenditures. See "Forecasted Uses of Cash" for detail
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(a) Issuance is net of pricing discount. Retirements exclude a $9 million premiu
paid in connection with the December.2009 redemption of PPL' Electric's.

".430% S•6niof Secutred Bonds due 2013.

See Note 7 to the Financial Statements for more detailed
information regarding :PPL Electric's financing activities in.
2009. .

Forecasted Sources-of Cash

PPL Electric &xpects to continue to have signifilant sources of
cash available in the near term, including various credit facilities
and a commercial paper program. PPL Electric currently does
not plan to access commercial papermarkets or debt and equity
capital markets in 2010, but may decideto, do's0, subject to;.
market conditions, toenhance its liquidity.

Credit Facilities :. . " " -

At December 31, 2009, PPL Electric's total committed-
borrowing capacity urider its credit facilities and the use of this
borrowing capacity were;

. .. .. :• . t• tersof
Committed C . ,. credit,, Unused

Capacity Borrowed Issued (d) Capacity

5:year Syndicated Credit
Facility (a). S 190 $ 6 $ 1 84

Asset-backed Credit
Facility (b) ' 150 - a'..' , 150

Total PP ElE ctric., ' , . . , .
Credit Facilities (c) S. $ 340 . $ . 6 $ 334

(a) The commitments under this credit facility are provided by a diverse bank
group, with.no one bank and its affiliates providing an aggregate commitme

'of more than 18%. of the total'conr'miitedcc'&pacity':

Borrowings under this credit facility generally bear interest at L1BOR-based
rates plus a spread, depending upon the company's public debfrating.. PPL

'Electrici' also has the: capability to request the leriders'to issue up to $190

million of letters of credit under this facility, which issuances reduce'availat
borrowing capacity. Under certain conditions, PPL Electric'may request,tha
the facility's capacity be increased by up to $100 million.,

This'credit facility, contains a.financial covenant requiringdebt to total -

capitalization to not exceed 70%. -At Decembei 31,,2009 And 2008, PPL
Electric's consolidated debt to total capitalization' percentags's, as calculated
accordance with its credit facility, were'44% and 53%ý This credit facility

- also. contains staiidard represe'nttions and warranties that must be made for,
PPL Electric to borrow under it.

h(b) ' Tis credit facility relates to an asset-backed commercial paper program
through which PPL.Electric obtains financing by gelling Snd contributinig its

. eligible accounts receivable and unbilled revenues to a special purpose,
wholly owned subsidiary on an ongoing 'basis.'The'subsidiary pledges these
assets to secure loans of up to an aggregate of $150 million firoma.

* commercial paper conduit sponsored by a financial institution. At
December 31, 2009, based on accounts receivable and unbilled revenue
pledged, $150 million was available for borrowing.

(c) The committed capacity expires as follows: $150 nillion in 2010 and $190
. million in 2012; PPL Electric intends to renew its existing $150 million ass

bicked credit facility in 2010 in order to maintain its current total committee
'.capacity level.

(d), PPL Electric has a reimbursement obligation to"the extent any letters of cred
are drawn upon. ., "" "

in 'addition to the, financial dovenant noted in the table abov 'e'thie
creditfagreements "gyevning the credit facilities •contain various
other covenants.: Failure to comply with the' covenants 'ifter
applicable grace periodsiould result in acceleration of""'

m repayment of borrowings and/or termination of the agreements.
PPL Electrid monitors compliance with' the 'covenants on a
regular ba.sis. At December.31, 2009, PPL Electric was in
material compliance with these covenants. At this time, PPL

,,Electric believes that these,covenants and other -botrowing.,
'conditions will not limit access to these funding sources..

See Note 7 to the Financial Statements for further discussion of
PPL Electric's &redit facifities.'

Commercial Paper

PPL Electric maintains a commercial paper program for up to

$200 million to, provide an additional financing source to fund
its short.-term liquidity needs, if and when nece~ssary." '-
Commercial paper issuances a~e suPl6rted.by PPL Electric's
five-year syndicated credit facility bas'ed on available capacity.

As noted below under "Credit Ratings," commercial paper for
PPL Electric is rated P-2, A-2 and F2 by Moody's, S&P and.
'Fitch. Market donditions-to issue commercial paper with 'these
ratings have strengthened.significantly since 2008, when th'e.
downturn in the financial markets created extremely limited
liquidity resulting in high borrowing rates.' PPL Electric did not

-..:issue any commercial paper during 2009. Based, on its cui-rent
cash position and anticipated cash flows, PPL Electric currently
does not plan to. issue any commercialpaper during 2010, but it
.may do so •from time to time,,subject to market.conditiofis, to
'.facilitate shortiterm cash.flow needs.

Contributions from PPL . '

nt '
n From time to time PPL may. make capital contributions to PPL

Electric. PPL Electric may.use these contributions for general
- corporate purposes. • "

)le I Long-Term Debt and Equity Securities'

PPL Electric currently does not plan to issue any debt or equityX
securities in 2010.

in-
Forecasted Uses of Cash

In addition to.expenditures required for~normal operating
"activities, such as purchased power, payroll, and taxes,-PPL
'Electric currently expects to incur future cash outflows for r'
capital expenditures, varioug c6ntractual obligatiorispayment of

'dividends on its comnon and preferred securities and possibly.
.. the'purchase or redemption of a portion of its debt securities.

Capit.l Expendituifes .

ct- The table below shows PPL Electric's actual spending fir the

year 2009 a'nd cdrrent capital expenditure projections for the
lt years 2010 through 2012. '
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Actual Projected
2009 2010 2011 2012

Construction expenditures (a) (b)
Transmission and.distribution
facilities $ ' ''"' '$ 264 $ 542$ 739$ 605

Other . '34 47 38 39
Total Capital Expenditures $ 298 5;. 589 $ 777 $ 644

(a) Construction expenditures include AFUDC; which is expected to be.
approximately $34 million for the years 2010 through 2012.

(b) Includes expenditures for intangible assets.

PPL Electric's capital expenditure projections, for the years 201.0
through 2012 tota approximately $ 2.0 billion. Capital .
expenditure plans are revised 'periodically'tb refle'ct chaniges in."
operational, tnarket and iegulatory conditions.:' The table
includes projected costs for the asset optimization program
focused on the re'placemeint of aging transmission aiad
distribution assets,.and the PJM-approved regional transmission
line expan.sion project. See Note '8i-o the Financial Statemenits
for additional infdrmation. " ''.

PPL'Electric plans to fund'iis capital expenditiies'in 2010 with
cash on hind and cash fromn.{peiations. '..

As'discussed in Note, 7 to the'F.ihancial Statements, PPL' Electric
may not pay dividends on its 'common stock, excepi in certaini
circumstances,: unless,. full dividends have been paid on the
,6.25% Series Preference Stock forthe then-current dividend
-period. PPL Electric does not, at this time, expect that such
limitation would significantly' impact its ability to declare
dividends. . . : .-

PPLElectricexpects.to continue to pay quarterly dividends on.
its outstanding preferred securities, if and as declared by its
Board of Directors...' .

Purchase, or Redemptin of, Debt Securities

PPL Electric will continue to evaluate purchasing or redeeming
outstanding debt securities and may decide to take action
depending upon prevailing market conditions and available cash.

Credit Ratinq , ' '. '. ...." .

Moody's, S&P and Fitch' periodically-review the credit ratings on
the debt and preferred securities of PPL Electric. Based on their
respective-indepiendent reviews, the rating'agencies may make
certain' ratings revisions or ratings affirmations..Contrakicua'l Oblig iitons

PPL Elect
commitme
At Decem
obligation

ric has assumed Various finanicial 'obligations and A credit rating reflects an assessmdnt by, the rating agency of the
nts in the ordinary couie 6fconducting its business:., creditworthiness associated with an issuer and particular
ber 31, 2009, the estimated coitractual dash - ,- securities that it i'ssue-s. 'The credit ratings of PPL Electric are
s of PPL Electric were: .based on information provided by PPL Electric and 6ther

sources. The ratings of Moody's, S&P'and Fitch are not a
, Less . recommendatibn'to by, sell or hbld any securities of PPL

Total Than 1-3 - 4-5 After 5 Electric. 'Such ratings .may. be" su ' 6Ject to revisions or withdrawal
,'Total 1 Year Years , Years. Years - by the.agencies at any time and should be evaluated

ebt (a), $ 1,474 1. ",410 $' 1,064 indepeodently of each otheran ther ratingitlat may be
ng1,454 $ 89 $ 173 147 1045 assigned to thesecurities.A ow.ngrade .iA PPL Electric's credit

ligations (c) 3,142 2,599 37 6 . ratings could result- in higher borrowing costs and reduced access

term ( to capital markets. "
teflected on .' .. '

Long-term D
Interest on L

Debt (b)
Purchase Ob
Other Long-i

Liabilities R
the Balance
GAAP (d)

Total Contra
Obligations

Sheets unde

ctual Cash

,r The following table summarizes th6'credit ratings of PPL
Electric at Dem ber 3;2009:, ' ' ' '

$ .6,070 $ 2,688 >$ 7i0: $'. :563 $: 2,109 • I• qt

(a) Reflects principal mat"ritie'only based on legal maturity dates. See Note 7 to
the Financial Statements for a'discussion of variable-rate remarketable bonids
issued by the PEDFA on behalf of PPL-Electric•. PPL Electric.does not have
any capital or operating lease obligations.

'(b) Assumes interest payments th'r•ugh mattiity. The Paiyments herein Are subject
to change, as payments for variable'-rate debt hav•e been estimated.

(c)' The payments reflected'herein are subject to change, as the purchase obligation
reflected is an estimate based on projected obligated quantities and projected
pricing under the contract. Purchase orders made in the-ordinary course of
business are excluded from the amounts presented..

(d) At December 31; 2009, total unrecognized tax benefits of $74 million were
excluded fromrthis table as PPL Electric cannot reasonably estimate the,
amount and period of future payments. See Note 5 to the Financial Statements
for additional information.

Dividends

From hime to time, as determined by its Board of Directors, PPL
Electric pays dividends on its common stock to its parent, PPL.

' ), .; . ;-,- , .! . . . Vl OO y S.,
PPL Electric (b)

Senior Unsecured/Issuer
Rhtign"g Baal

First Mortgage
Bonds/Senior Secuired
Bonds : " ; " - A3

CommercilPaper P" "2
Preferred Stock. Baa3
Preference Stock Baa3':
Outlook Neiative

.S&P Fitch (a)

A-

"" "A-.
'A-2"

BBB
,BBB

Ne'gative

• BBB

'A-
F2

BBB
BBB

STABLE

(a) Issuer Rating for Fitch is an "Issuer Default Rating." .

(b) Excludes P9llution Control Revenue Bonds issued by.the LCIDA.and the
PEDFA on behalf of PPL Electric, of which the LCIDA bonds are insured
and may be rated on the basis of relevant factors, including the insurer's

• ratings. " '" • . ; ' . :

,..In January 2009, S&P completed a review of PPL Electric, upon"
which it revised its outlook to negative from stable and affirmed
the A- issuer rating o "PPL Electric. S&P stated in its press

release .thlt th'ý'revision in' its outlook reflects the linkage with
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PPL, whose outlook was also revisedto negative fromstable;` 'ý'
along with their expectation that PPL Electric's'financial'metrics
could weaken beginning in 2010.- .

In May 2009, Moody's completed areview of PPL Electric. As'
a result of.that review; Moody's revised its outlook for PPL
Electric to'negative:.from stable.: Moody's.stated in its.press
release that, the -revision in the outlook for PPL Electric reflects
Moody!s expectation that PPL Electric~s financial metrics. will
deterioratebeyond 2009 and considers'the potential, for-"
additional -pressure on cash':flowvs. " . ,. ' ,

In October 2009, Fitch completed'a review of PPL 'Electric,
upon which.it affirmed all ratings of PPL Electric. ..

In January-20 10, as a result of implementing. its recently revised
guidelines for rating preferred stock and hybrid securities,, Fitch
loweredthe ratings of PPL Electric's preferred stock and
preference stock to BBB- from BBB. Fitch stated in its press
release thiitthe new.guideliiies,'which apply~tb instruments -'

issued bycompanies in all'sectors; typically.,resulted-in
downgrades:.of one notch, for many instrumrenis, that provide fdr
the.ability to defer interest'or'dividend payments. Fitch stated
that it has io reason to believe that deferral will be'activate&d

•Off-Balance -Sheet Arrangements . .

PPL Electric has entered into certain agreements that may-.'
.contingently require payment to- a guaranteed or indemnified
party. See Note 14 to the Financial Statements for a.discussion
of these agreements:.. " . '

Risk Management

Market.Risk .

Commodity Priceand VOlumetric Risk - PLR Contracts..,

PPL Electric has, an obligation. to actas a PLR...This role has'the
potential to~expose PPL Electric to- electric generation priceand
volumetric risk. Through 2009, PPL Electric and PPL
EnergyPlus' had power supply agreements under which PPE
EnergyPlus sold PPL Electric (under a. predetermined pricing
arrangement)'energy and, capacity to fulfill this .PLR obligation.
As a result, PPL Electric ihd shifted these risk'sto PPL -
EnergyPlus:' For its 201OPLR obligation, PPL Electric'has .
entered into power puf hase'agreements'with several
counterparties, whichinclude-fixed prices that shiftthese'risks to
the counterparties. PPL Electric is-in theprocess bf procuring
such supply,,for the.periodJanuary 20.11 through May 2013: In:,
the event a supplier defaults on itsbbligation; PPLUElectric:s'
would be required to seek replacement power~in the market. All
incremental costs incurred by PPL Electric would :be recoverable
from.custom.6rs in future~rates. See "Overview." inthis Item 7'

* and Note 14 to the'Finiancial Statements~for information on,the
'PUC-approved procurement plan and other ongoing

* Pennsylvania regulatory and legislative activities.

* ' ' ' ' J

Interest Rate Risk .

PPL Electric; has issued debt to finance its operations, which
exposes it to i'terest rate risk. PPL Electric's potential annual

'exposure to..increasedinrteres t expense, 'based on.a 'l0%:increase'
in interest.rates, Was' not significant at December 3 1, 2009 and
2008. PPL Electric estimated that a 10%'decrease in interest.: .
rates at December 3 1;2009 would increase the. fair value of its
debt portfolio by $69 million',compared W-ith $50 millioon at.
December 31, 2008_, . .: " "";•

Credit Risk ' .

Credit risk is the fisk-that PPL'Electric would incur a loss as a
result of nonperformance by'counterparties of their contractual
obligations. PPL Electric requires that counterparties maintain
specified credit ratings.and requires other assurances in the form
of credit support or collateral in certain circumstances in'order-to
limit counterparty credit risk. However, PPL Electric has ,
concentrations, of suppliers, financial institutions- and customers.:
These 'concentratioiis may impact PPL Electric's' overall
exposure to credit risk; positively or negatively, as
c6unterparties may be similarly affected by changes in

:'economic, regulatory or other conditions. ':

In 2007, the PUC approved'PPL Electric's p6st-rate cap plan to
procure default-electricity supply for'retaitl'customers who do not
choose an alternative competitive supplier in 20 10. From 2007-
through'2009, PPL Electric, conductedsik competitive
solicitations to purchase electricity generation supply for these
customers. : ' . . ' .. . '

In October .20091, PPL Electric purchased 2010 supply for fixed-.
price default s6rvice'to large commercial and lairge indus'trial'
customers who elect totake that service. 'Ih November 2009,.
PPL Electric purchased supply-to provide hourly default service
to large, commercial and industrial' customers in 2010.

In Juhe'2009, the PUC approved PPL Electric's procurement
plan for.the period January 2011 through May 20113'. The first
two of 14 planned comjaetitive solicitations occu'rred in 2009..

Under. the standard Supply Master Agreement (the Agreement)
for the bid solicitation process, PPL'Electric requires all '

suppliers to post collateial if their-credit exposure exceeds an,
esiablished credit limit. In the event a supplier defahlts on its.
obligation, PPL Electric would be required to seek replacement
power in the market 'All incremental' costs. incurred by PPL
Electric would be recoverable from customers in future rates. At
December 31-, 2.009, all of.the-successful bidders under all 'of the
solicitations had~an investment' grade credit'rating from S&P,
and were not required to-post collateral under the Agreement.,.
There is no instance under the Agreement in which PPL Electric'
is required to post collateral to its suppliers.

See '"Overview" in thisItem 7 and*Notes 14, 15, 17 and 18 to the
Financial-Statements for additional inf6rmation'on~the "

competitive'solicit'•iions, the Agreement' and, credit
concentration anid'risk:.. :
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Related Party Transactions

PPL Electric is not aware of any material ownership interests or
operating responsibility by senior management of.PPL Electric;
in outside partnerships, including leasing transactions wijh
variable interest entities, or other entities doing business with
PPL Electric. .

For additional iiiformiahtion on'related.party transactions, see.
Note 15 to the Financial Statements.

Environmental Matters

See "Item 1. Business "Environmental Matters" and Note 14.to
the.Financial Staterhents.for a discussion of environmental
matters.

Competition

See "Item 1. Business ,- Segment Information- Pennsylvania
Delivery Segment-. Competition" -and "Item lA. Risk Factors"',
for a discussion of competitive factors affecting PPL Electric.

New Accounting Guidance -

See Notes, I and 22to the FinancialVStatements for a discussion
of new accounting guidance adopted and pending adoption.

Application of Critical Accounting Policies,

PPL Electric's financial condition and results of operations are .
impacted by the methods, assumptions and estimates used-in the
.applicdation.of critical accounting policies. The following
accounting policies are particularly important to the financial
condition or results of operations of PPL Electric, ard.require:
estimates or other judgments of matters inherently uncertain.
Changes in the estimates or other judgments included Within-
these accounting policies could result in a significant change to
the information presented in the 'Financial Statements (these-"
accounting policies are also discussed in Note :1 to.the Financial
Statements). PPL's senior management has reviewed these
critical accounting policies and the estimates and assumptions
regarding them with its.Audit Committee. In addition, PPL's.
senior management has reviewed the following disclosures
regarding the application-of these critical accounting policies
with the Audit Committee.

-Effective January 1, 2009, PPL Electric fully applied accounting
guidance that provides a framework for measuring:fair Value.
The fair,value measureme'nt concepts provided by this guidance
are used within its financial statements whereapplicable.. See
Notes 1 and 17 to the Financial Statements for additional'"
information regarding fair value measurements.

1) Defined Benefits "

PPL El6ctric participates in and is allocated a significant-1ortion,
of the liability and net periodic. defined benefit pension and other
postretirement costs of plans sponsored by.PPLServices based
on participation in those plans. PPL Electric records an asset or
liability to recognize the funded status of all definedbenefit

phlnswith an offsetting entry toregulatory assets:
Consequently, the funded status ofall defined benefit plans is
fully recognized on the Balance Sheets. S.ee Note 12. to the
Financial Statements for additional information about the plans
and the accounting for defined-benefits.

PPL makes certain assumptions regarding the valuationbof
benefit obligations and.the performancelof plan assets. Wheen'.:
accounting for, defined- benefits-,delayed recognition .in earnings'.
of differences between actual results 'and expected or-estimated'
results is a guiding principle. Annual.net periodic defined
benefit costs are recorded in current earnings based on estimated
results. Any differences .between actual 'and estimated results
are recorded in regulatory'assets:;:The amount in regulatory -

assets is amortized to income over future periods. The delayed
'recognition allows for a smoothed recognition of costs over-the
working lives of the employees whobenefit under the plans.
The primary assumptions are:-.. ,' . '

4 Discount Rate -The discount rate i "iusedin calculating the
- present Value of benefits, which is based on projections, of,

benefit payments to be5made in the ftiture. The objective in
selecting the discount- rate is to measure the single amount
that, if invested at.the measurement date in a portfolio. of high-
quality debt instruments, would provide the necessary future
cash flows to pay the accumulated benefits when due:

o Expected Return on Plan Assets - Managerment.projects the
long-term rates of return on plan assets based on historical
performance, future' expectations and.periodic portfolio
rebalancing among the' diversified asset classes. These
projected returns reduce the het benefit costs PPL.Electric
records currently.

* Rate of Compensation Increase - Management prdjects.'.
employees' annual pay increases, which are used to project
employees' pension benefits at retirement. ,

o Health Care Cost Trend Rate- Management projects the
expected increases in the cost of health care. ..

In selecting a.discount rate forlits,.U.S.-defined benefit plans,
PPL starts with an analysis' of the expected benefit payment,
stream forits plans. 'This inf6rmation is firstmatched against a
spot-rate yield curive. A portfolio of 526 Aa-graded non-callable
(or dallable with make-whole .provisions) bonds, with a total
amount outstanding in excess of $541 billion, serves as the base
from which th'ose with, the lowest* and highest )Iields are
eliminated to develop the ultimate yield curve. The results of

'this analysis are considered'together with other econdmic data
'and movements in various bohd'indices to determine the-
discount rate assumption. At December 3.1, 20.09, P.PL-
decreased the'discountrate for its U:S. pension plans fr6m.
6.50% :to 6.00% as a result of this assessment and decreased the
discount rate for its other postretirement benefit plans from'
6.45% to 5.81%. '. . .

* The expected long-term rates of return for. PPL's U.S. defined''
benefit pension and other postretirement benefits have been
developed using a best-estimate of expected returns, volatilities -

and correlations for each asset class. PPL management '
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corroborates these rates with expected long-term rates of return
calculated by its independent actuary, -who Uses a building block
approach that begins with a risk-free rate of return with factors
being added such as inflation, duration, credit spreads and equity
risk. Each plan's specific asset allocation is:also considered in

* developinga reasonable return assumption. AtDecember 34l,
2009, PPL's. expected return on plan assets-rermaihed at 8.00%
for its U.S. pension plans-and remained-at -7-00% -for its other..
postretirement benefit plans.

* In seleciing a rate of compensation increase, PPL considers past
experience in light of movements in inflation rates. At,,
December 31,2009, PPL's rate of compensation increase
remained at 4.75% for its U:S. plans.

In selecting:health care cost trend rates- for PPL's other
postretirement benefit plans, PPL considerspast performance
and forecasts of health care costs: At December 31, 2009, PPL's
health care cost:trend rates were 8.00% for 2010, gradually
declining to 5.50% for 2016.

A variance in the assumptions listed above could have a
significantimpact on the accrued defined benefit liabilities or
assets,.reported annual net periodic .defined benefit costs and the
regulatory assets allocated to PPL Electric.; While the charts
below reflect either an •increase or decrease in each assumption,
the inverse of this change would impact the accrued defined
benefit liabilities or assets, reported annual.ne.t periodic defined
benefit costs and regulatory assets by a similar.amountin the
opposite direction. The sensitivities below reflect an evaluation
of the change, based solely on a change in that assumption and
does not include income tax effects. -

At.December 31,2009, PPL Electric had recorded the following
defined benefit plan liabilities: .

:Change in ,.Impact on defined
Actuarial assumption assumption benefit costs

DiscountRate (0.25)/% $1 , i
Expected Return on PlanAssets (0.25)/% " 2
Rate of Compensation Increase 0.25% " 'f. 1"
Health' Care Cost Trend Rate (a) . 1.0%/ '. ", ' ".

(a) Only impacts other postretirement benefits.

2) Loss Accruals '•

PPL Electric accrues losses for the estimated impacts of various
conditions, situati6ns or cirCumstances involvihg uIncertIain or
contingent futur&eoutcomes. For loss c6ntingendies; the loss
mjiust he'a~ccid if (1) information i~s available'that indicates it is.
probable that a loss ha' been incurred, given the'likelihood of
the uncertain future'events, and (2) the amount of the'loss can be
reasonably estimated. Accounting guidance defines "probable"
as cases in which "the future event or events are lik ely to occur."
PPL Electric does not record the accrual df contingencies that'

might:result in gainis, unless recovery is assured. PPL Electric"
'continuously:assds'ses'potential.10ss ýcontihgencies f6r " "
environmental remediation, litigation claims, regiilatory
penalties and other eefits.

The accouniting asp'edts of estimated loss accruals include (1)' !he
initial identification and recording of the loss, (2) the'
determination of triggering events for reducing'a recorded los's
accrual, and (3) the ongoing assessment as to'whether a recorded
loss accrual iý sufficient. All three of these aspects require' '1
significant judgment by'PPL.Electrlc's managemnent. PPL ...
Electric uses its internal expertise and outside experts (ýucli as
lawyers and engineers), as necessary, to help estimate the
probability thlat a los's has been incurred and the amount (or
range) ofthe loss.

Pension liabilities
Other postretirement benefit liabilities

$ 245
73

Th6 following chart refledts the sensitivities in the
200,9 3•iiane She'tet associated with a change in cd.
assumltions bhsed on PPL's primary defined bnefi

Increase (Decrease)
Impact on

defined I
Acturia "s~u o " .Change in benefit r

Actuarial assiumption a~ssumption liabilities

Discount Rate .. . (0.25)% $ 31 5.
Rate ofCompeýsation hicrea•e '0.25% , '5 5"
Health Care Cost-Trend Rate (a) 1.0% 5

(a) Only impacts other postretirement benefits,.

In 2009, PPL Electric was allocated net periodic de
costs charged to operating expense of $24 million.
represents a $6 million increase compared with the
recognized during 2008.'

The following chart reflects the s~nsitivities in the
Statement of Income (excluding income tax effects
with a change in certain assumptions based on PPL
defined benefit plans.

- ,' No new significant logssaccruals were recorded in 2009.

PPL Electric has identified -certdin other evenits that could give rise
to a l6ss, but that not meet the conditi6ns for accrual. Such

Dec~mber 31, events"dre disclos~d; but not recoided, when it vi 'reasonably'
rtain '. -i possible" that a loss has been incurred. See'Note 14 td the
it plans.'. Financial Statem'ents fordilsclosure of other potential ltoss'

contingencies'thlat havel:not met the criteria for accrual.'. -

mpact on When an estimated loss is accrued, PPL. Electric identifies,
egunatory where'applicable, the triggering events for subsequently..

assets ' reducing the loss accrual. The triggering events generally occur
3,1 when the' c6niingency 'has been rtes6lved and the kctual loss:'is

"' incurred, or when the risk of loss has diminished or bee' i5 ' eliminated, qThe'foll~wing are some of the triggering •e ents thtit'

provide"for' the reduction of certain recorded loss accruals:

efined benefit e Allowances for u-ncollectible 'accousts are fediiced when
This, amount 'accounts are written off after prescribe~d.collecttioi
charge pro&6dures have been exhausted, a b'eteifesiimate of the

allowance 'is detefmnined or underlying amoutits are,
'ultithately collected' . ' ' "

2009 " " "" ' " '- ' : '" ". ..

) associated'' " Envirdhmefital'and other litigation, contingencies are reduced
spriay .wn contingency is resled' arid PPL Electric 'makes

'actual 'payments;' a better estimate' of the loss is determined o't
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the loss is no longer considered probable.

PPL Electric reviews its loss accruals on a regular basis to' assure
that the recorded potential ,lss exposures are appropriate. This
involves ongoing communication and analyses with internal and.
external legal counsel, engineers, operation management and
other parties. A' .

3) Income Tax Uncertainties

Sigiificant management judgment' is required in developing PPPL
Electric's provisi6n for incomIeltaxes primarily due to the,
uncertainty related t6 tax positions taken or expected to be taken
in' tax returns and th'e determiination of deferred tax assets,
liabilities and valuation allowances. :.

Significant management judgment is required 0,-de'termine the
amo.unt ofbe•nefit recognized related to an unceriain tax-
position. P'PL Electriqc valuates its tax positions following a
two-step process.. The first step requires an entity to deterniine
whether, based on the technical merits supporting a particular"
tax position, it is more likely than not (greater than a 50%
chance) that the tax position will be'sustained. This.
determination assumes that the relevant taxing authority will
examine the tax position and is aware of all 'the relevant facts.-
surrounding the tax position.. The second 'step requires 'an enti iy'
to recognize in the financial statemients th'ii b+i.efitof a tax
position that meets the more-likely-t an-notrecognition
criterion. Tihe benefit recognized, is measured at the largest
amount of benefit that ha. 'a likelihood of realizatiori, upon
settlement, that exceeds 50%. PPL Electric's m'anagement
considers a hu'number of f.6tors in assessing'the benefit to be

recognized, including negoti'ation of a settlement.. •

On a quarterly basis, PPL Electric reassesses its uncertain tax
positions* by considering information known at the reporting
date. Based on management's assessment of new information,
PPL Eiectric may subsequpentiy re.joghize a tax benefit for a
previously unrecognized tax position, de-recognize a previously
recognized taxLposition, or're-measure the benefit of a
previously recognized tax p6sition. The amounts ultimately paid
upon reSolution',of issues raised by taxing authoriiies may differ
materially from the amounts accrued and may materially impact
PPL Electric's financial statements in the future..'

The balance sheet classification'of unrecognized tax bejiefits and
the need forvaluation allowances to' reduce deferred tax assets.
also require significant management judgment. 'PPL Electric'

classifies unrecognized tax benefits as current, to. the extent
management, expects to settle an uncertain tax position,' by.,
payment or receipt of cash, within one year of the, reporting date.
Valuation allowances are initially recorded and reeyaluated each
reporting period by assessing the likelihood of the ultimate
realization of a deferred tax 'Set. Management considrs a
number of factors in assessing the realization of a deferred 'tax'
asset, including the 'reversal ofi temporary differenceS, ffiture
taxable income and ongoing prudent and feasible•tax planning
strategies. Any tax planlning strategy utilized in this assessment
must meet thie rec'gnition'and measurement criteria utilized by'

PPL Electric to accountfor an uncertain tai positionss See Note
5 to the Fina ncial Statements for the required disclosures.

At December, 31, 2009, it was reasonably possible thatrduring
the next 12 'months, the total amount of unrecognized tax'benefits
could increase by as much as $23:million or decrease by'up to
$22 million for PPJElectric. This change could result fromrthe'
timing and/or valuation of certain deductions,;intercompany
transactions and unitary filing groups. The events that could
cause these changes are.direct settlements with taxing'
authorities, litigatibn, legal or:a'dministrative giidance bý 0

relevant taxing authorities and the lapse of an' applicable statute
of limitation.

4) Regulatory Assets '

PPL Electric's electricity delivery business is' subject to cost-
based rate-regulation. As a result, PPL Electric is required to
reflect the effects of regulatory actions, in its'financial .I .
statements. PPL Electri6 records assets that', esult from the
regulated ratemakinig process that may not be recorded under
GAAP, for non-regulated entities. Regulatory assets generally'7
represent incurred costs that have been deferred because'such
costs are probable of future recovery in regulated customer rates.

Management-continually assesses'whb'tber the regulatory assets
are probable of future recov~ryby,,consid'ering factors 'such as
changes:in the applicable regulatory diid political environments,
the ability to recover costs through regulated rates, recent rate'
order's-to other regulated entities, and.the.staits of aiy pending
or potential deregulation legislation:" Based on thiSgcontinual..
assess-ment, management beli&,es-the existing regulatory. assets,
are probable.of recovery. 'This assessment reflects, the current
political and' regulatory climateat the stAte and federal levels,
and is subject to change in the future. If future recovery of costs
ceases to be probable, then asset write-o'ffs would be required to

.be recognized in operating income. Additionally, the regulatory
agencies can provide flexibility in the manner and timing of the
depreciation of PP&E and amortization of regulatory assets:

At December 31, 2009 and 2008, PPL Elecffic 'had regulatory
assets of $531 million and $763 million. All of PPL Electric's
regulatory ;assets are either currentlY bein'ig rec'overed undeir
specific rate'orders or represent aniounts that will be recov'ered
in futuie raites based'upon establii-shied regulatory"practices.

Other Information

PPL's Au'dit'Committe6 has approved"the independent auditor to
provide audit and audit-related services and other services
permitted by Sarbanes-Oxley. and SEC rules. The audit'an;d
audit-related services include services in connection with
statutory and regulatory filings, reviews of offering documents
and registration stateme.nts, and-internal control reviews.
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ITEM 7A. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET RISK

PPL Corporation, PPL Energy Supply, LLC and PPL Electric Utilities Corporation

Reference is made to "Risk Management - Energy Marketing & Trading and Other" for PPL and PPL Energy Supply and "Risk
Management" for PPL Electric in "Item 7. Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations."
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Report of Independent Reqistered Public Accounting Firm

To the Board of Directors and Shareowners of PPL Corporation

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of PPL Corporation and subsidiaries as of December 31,
2009 and 2008, and the related consolidated statements of income, equity, comprehensive income, and cash flows for each
of the three, years'in the period ended December 31, 2009.* These financial statements are the responsibility. of the Company's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United
States). Those standards require that we plan and- perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and'disclosures.in the financial statements: 'An. audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe
that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.' . ,

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial'
position of PPL Corporation and subsidiaries at December 31, 2009 and 2008, and the consolidated results of their operations
and their cash flows for each of the three years in. the period:ended December 31, 2009, in conformity with U.S. generally
accepted 'accounting principles.

We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United
States), PPL Corporation's internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2000, based on criteria established in
Internal Control-Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the-Treadway Commission
and our report dated February'25, 2010 expressed an unqualified opinion thereon.

~,V4~4 4.4iLLP

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

February 25, 2010
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

To the Board of Directors and Shareowners of PPL Corporation

We have audited PPL Corporation's internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2009, based on criteria
established in Internal Control-Integrated Framework issued by. the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the
Treadway Commission (the COSO criteria). PPL Corporation's management is responsible formaintaining effective internal
control over financial reporting, and for its assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting
included in Management's Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting at Item 9A. Our responsibility is to express
an opinion on the company's internal control over financial reporting based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United
States). Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether effective
internal control over financial reporting was maintained inall material respects. Our audit included obtaining an.,
understanding of internal control over financial. reoorting, assessing the risk that a material weaknessexists, testing and
evaluating the design and operating effectiveness of internal control based on the assessed risk, and performing such other
procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion. .:. .

• A company's internal control over financial reporting.is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the
reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally

* accepted accounting principles. A company's internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures
that (1) pertain to.the maintenance of records that, in'reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and

* dispositions .of the assets'of the company; (2) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to
permit preparationiof financial statements in accordance with.U.S. 'generally accepted accounting principles, and that receipts
and expenditures of the company are being made only in'accordance with authorizatiofis of management and directors of the
company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use, or
disposition of the company's assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.

Because of its'inhefent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also,
projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate
because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.

In our opinion, PPL Corporation maintained, in all material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of
December 31, 2009, based on the COSO criteria.

We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States),
the consolidated balance sheets of PPL Corporation and subsidiaries as of December 31, 2009 and 2008, and the related
consolidated statements of income, equity, comprehensive income, and cash flows for each of the three years in the period
ended December 31, 2009 and our report dated February 25, 2010 expressed an unqualified opinion thereon.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
February 25, 2010
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm'.

To the Board of Managers and Sole Member of PPL Energy Supply, LLC

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of PPL Energy Supply, LLCýand subsidiaries as of
December 31, 2009 and 2008, and the related consolidated statements of income, equity, comprehensive income, and cash
flows for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2009. These financial statements are the responsibility of
the c6npany's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our:audits. •

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company AccountingOversight Board (United
States). 'Those standards require that we plan and perform the-audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material misstatement. We were not engaged to perform an audit of the Company's internal
control over financial reporting. Our audits included consideration of internal control over financial-reporting asa basis for
designing audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on-the
effectiveness of the Company's internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit
also includes- examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures inythe financial statements,
assessing the, accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, and evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis~for our. opinion.

In our opinion; the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated~financial
position of PPL Energy Supply; LLC and subsidiaries at December 31, 2009 and 2008, and the consolidated i'esults of their
operations and their cash'flows for each of the three years in the period ended Decemtiber,3" 1-2009, in conformity with U.S.
generally accepted accounting principles.

"4•UP .

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
February 25, 2010
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Report of Independent Registered Public -Accounting Firm

To the Board of Directors and Shareowner of PPL Electric Utilities Corporation

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of PPL Electric Utilities Corporation and subsidiaries as of
December 31, 2009 and 2008, and the related consolidated statements of income, shareowners' equity, and cash.flows for
each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2009. These financial statements are the responsibility of the
Company's management.. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on.these financial statements based on.our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United
*States). Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether-the
financial statements are free of material misstatement. We were not engaged to perform an audit of the Company's internal
control over financial reporting. Our audits included consideration of internal control over financial reporting as a basis for
designing audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Company's internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit
also includes examining, on a test basisevidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in-the-financial statements,
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, and evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion; the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial
position of PPL Electric Utilities Corporation and subsidiaries at December 31, 2009 and 2008, and the consolidated results
of their operations.and their-cash-flows for each of the three years. in the period ended December.31, 2009, in.conformity with
U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.

" .• • "fLLP

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
February 25, 2010
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ITEM 8. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31,
PPL Corporation and Subsidiaries-
(Millions of Dollars, except share data)

Operating Revenues
Utility ........................ ......................... .............. $
Unregulated retail electric and-gas ..........................................
Wholesale energy marketing .

R ealized ................... . ......... ........... .........................................................
U nrealized econom ic activity (Note 18) .............................................................

N et energy trading m argins ....................................................................................
Energy-related businesses .
T otal O perating R evenues .....................................................................................

Operating Expenses
Operation

Fuel ............... ; ........................................
Energy purchases

R ealized ..........................................................................................................
Unrealized econom ic activity (Note 18) .......... ...............................................

O ther operation and m aintenance .......................................................................
Amortization of recoverable transition costs .......... ...............................

D epreciation (N ote 1) ............ ............................... .........................................
Taxes, other than incom e (N ote 5) .........................................................................
Energy-related businesses (Note 8) ...................................................................
Total O perating Expenses ............................................................................... .

Operating Income............................................

O ther Incom e - net (N ote .16) ...................................................... , ..............................

Other-Than-Temporary Impairments .; ..................................

Interest Expense .........................................................................................

Income from Continuing Operations Before Income Taxes ...........................

Income Taxes (Note 5) ..............................................

Income from Continuing Operations After Income Taxes ...................................

Income (Loss) from Discontinued Operations (net of income taxes) (Note 9) ..........

N et In co m e ..................................................................................... ..........................

Net Income Attributable to Noncontrolling Interests .................................................

Net Income Attributable to PPL Corporation .................................................. $

Amounts Attributable to PPL Corporation:
Income from Continuing Operations After Income Taxes .................... $
Income (Loss) from Discontinued Operations (net of income taxes) ......................
N et In com e ....................... : .................... : ..................... : ....................................... $

Earnings Per Share of Common Stock:
In~ome from Continuing Operations After Income Taxes Available to PPL
Corporation Common Shareowners:
B asic ..................... ....................................... ............................................. . . .... $
Diluted ................................................... $

Net Income Available to PPL Corporation Common Shareowners:
B asic ......................................................................................................... . . ... $
D ilu ted ..................................... ........ ....................... ........... $

Dividends Declared Per Share of Common Stock...................................... . $

Weighted-Average Shares of Common Stock Outstanding (in thousands)
B a sic ...................................... ........... .......................... ...................................
D ilu ted l ................................................................................................ .................

2009

3,902
152

3,291.
(229)

17
423

7,556

931

2,636
155

1,424
304
469
280
396

6,595

961

49

18

396

596

130
466

(40)

426

19

407

447
(40)
407

2008 2007

4,114
1'51

2,288
1,056
(121)
,519

8,007•

$ 4,114
102

1,581
(145)

41
769

6,462

1,084 890

1,634
553

1,423
293
458
288
481

6,214

1,793,

55

918
(182)

1,365
310
442

- 298
762

4,803

1,659

97

36 3

455 472

1,357 1,281

430 259

927 1,022
23 293

950 1,315

20 27

'930 $." 1,288

°$ 907 $ 1,001
23 ' 287

$. * 930 $ 1,288

1.18
1.18 $

2.42 $
2.41 $

2.62
2.60

1.08
1.08

1.38

$$ •

• $ .

2.482.47

1.*34

373,626
374,901

3.37$ . "3.34

$ 1.322

380,563,
'"383,492

376,082
376,406

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of thefinancial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31,
PPL Corporation and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars)

Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Net income $................................................. .$
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by operating activities

Pre-tax gain from the sale of the Latin American businesses ................................
Pre-tax gain from the sale of the majority of Maine hydroelectric generation

business ....................... ............................
D epreciation ............................................................................................... . .
Amortization of recoverable transition cbsts and othet ..................
Defined benefits.............................................. I .....................
Impairment of assets ..... ................ .: ............. : ......................
Gain on the sale of emission allowances ............................
Deferred income taxes and investment fax credits ...........................................
Unrealized (gains) losses on derivatives, and. other hedging activities ..................
O th er ... .. .... . .... ....... . ................... ......... .........

Change in current assets and current liabilities
A ccounts receivable .................................................................... ..........................
Accounts payable ............................................
Unbilled revenues ........................ ....................
Fuel, materials and supplies.......................................................
C ounterparty collateral.................................................. ................ * ..... ...............
Price risk management assets and liabilities ..........................................................
O th er ......................................................................................................................

Other operating activities
O th er assets ......................... ................................................................................
Other liabilities ....... ; .......... 1 .......................................

Net cash provided by operating activities .......................................................
Cash Flows from Investing Activities

Expenditures for property, plant and equipment ........................
Proceeds from the sale of the majority of Maine hydroelectric generation business.
Proceeds from the sale of the gas and propane businesses .........................................
Proceeds from the sale of the Latin American businesses .........................................
Proceeds. froni the sale.of the telecommunication operations ...............................
Expenditures for intangible assets .........................................
Proceeds from the sale of intangible assets ................................
Purchases of nuclear plant decommissioning trust investments ..........................
Proceeds from the sale of nuclear plant decommissioning trust investments ...........
Purchases of other itnfestments ....................................

* Pr& eeds from the sale of other investm ents ................. :.; ................. : .......................
Net (increase) decrease in restricted cash and cash equivalents ................................
O ther investing activities...........................................................................................

'Net cash used in investing activities .......... ................... ; ...................
Cash Flows from Financing Activities

Issuance of long-term debt .......................................
Retirement of long-term debt ................. ...... ; . ..................................
Relurchase of com m on stock ..............................................................................

* Issuance of com m on stock ........................................... I...............................................
Paym ent of com m on stock dividends .......................................................................
Net increase (decrease), in short-term debt..: .............. ! .........................................
Otherfiriancing activities .... I ........................................ ........

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities .........................
Effect of Exchange Rates on Cash and Cash Equivalents .................................
Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents........ ...........

Cash and Cash Equivalents at Beginning of Period ....................................
Cash and Cash Equivalents at End of Period............................. .............................. $

Supplemental Disclosures of Cash Flow Information .

Cash paid during the period for:
Interest - net of am ount capitalized ......................... ........... .............................. $
Incom e taxes - net ............................................................................................. .. $

2009 2008

426 $ 950 $

2007

(38)
471
389.(Ii5)

127
(2)

104
329

23

76.
(150)

2
(21)
334

(231)
96

12
20

1,852

(1,225)
81'

(88)
16(227)

201

154218

(10)
(880)

298
(1,016)

60
(517)

(52)
.(44)

(1,271)

(299)
1,100

801

461
383

(100)
105

(6)
43

(279),
71

118

(85)
(35)

I
(77)
(16)

, 21
. (51)

1,589

(1,418)

303

(332)
19

(224)
197

(290)
195
(71)(6)

(1,627)

1,338
(671)

(38)
* 19

(491)
588
(24)

721

(13)
670
430

$ 1,100

(186)
119
(99)
25
12

(45)
(4)

(12)
- , (79)

1,571

(1,657)

851
47

(65)
111

(190)
175

(601)
860

(125)
(20)

(614)

985
(1,216)

(712)
32

(459)
61

(17)

(1,326)

5

(364)
794

$ 430

1,315

(400)

458
433
(39)
124

(109)
42

(22)
38

460 $
16 $

423 $
300 $

389
376

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of the financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS AT DECEMBER 31,
PPL Corporation and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars, shares in thousands)

Assets
2009 2008

Current Assets
C ash and cash equivalents ..................................................... ............................................. $
Short-term investm ents ............................. ................................ .........................................
Restricted cash and cash equivalents................... ..................
Accounts receivable (less reserve: 2009, $37; 2008, $36)

Customer ....................................................O th er ..................................................................... •........... i............................................

U nb illed rev enu es ................................................................................................................
Fuel, materials and supplies (Note 1) ........................ ........... ..
P rep ay m en ts ......................................................................................................................
Price risk management assets (Notes 17 and 18) ...................
O ther intangibles (N ote 19) ....................................................... . ............. .......................
Assets held for sale (Note 9) ...........................................
Other current assets ............................. ! ....................
T otal C urrent A ssets ......................................................................................... ...................

Investments
Nuclear plant decommissioning trust funds (Notes 17 and 21) ...........................................
Other investments ......................... ................................
Total Investments ..................................................

Property, Plant and Equipment (Note 1)
Electric plant

Transm ission and distribution .......................................................... ..........................
G en eration ....................................................................................... .................. ....
G en eral ............................ I ................ ..........................................................................

Electric plant in service ...................................... ................................ ..............
C onstruction w ork in progress .....................................................................................
N uclear fuel ..................................................

Electric plant .................................................................
Gas and oil plant ............ .......................................
O ther property ............................................................................................................. .....

Property, plant and equipment, gross .......................................
Less: accum ulated depreciation ...........................................................................................
Property, Plant and Equipm ent, net .....................................................................................

Regulatory and Other Noncurrent Assets
Regulatory assets (Note 1) ........ ...................... ........................
Goodwill (Note 19) .................................................
O ther intangibles (N ote 19) ...................................................................................................
Price risk management assets (Notes 17 and 18) ...................................
Other noncurrent assets ........ ......................................
Total Regulatory and Other Noncurrent Assets ...................................................... I .............

801 $ 1,100
150

105 320

409
59

600
357
102

2,157
25

127
10

4,752

548.
65

613

8,686
10,493

899
20,078

567
•506

21,151
68

.166
21,385

8,211
13,174

.531
806
615

1,274
400

3,626

456
77

599
337

84
1,224

17

19
4,383

• 446
76

522

.8,046
9,588

840
18,474
.1,131

428
20,033

68
* 156

20,257
7,882

12,375

763
763
637

1,392,
570

4,125

Total A ssets ......................................................................................... . ............ $ 22,165 $ . 21,405

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial, Statements are an integral part of Ihe financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS AT DECEMBER 31,
PPL Corporation and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars, shares in thousands)

Liabilities and Equity

Current Liabilities .. "
Short-term debt (Note 7) ...................................... .......
Long-term debt: ..................................... .............. " ......
Accounts payable .............................................. ............
T ax e s .......................................................... -......................................... . ............. I..............
Interest .......... ................................................
Dividends ........... .............................................
Price risk management liabilities (Notes 17 and 18) ....................................................
Counterparty collateral...............................................
O ther current liabilities ............................................................... .........................................
T otal C urrent Liabilities .............................................. ....................................................

L ong-term D ebt (N ote 7) ....................... ........ .............. ............................................. .

Deferred Credits and Other Noncurrent Liabilities
Deferred income taxes and investment tax credits (Note 5) ...........................
Price risk m anagem ent liabilities (Notes 17 and 18) ............................................................
Accrued pension obligations (Note 12) ...................................
Asset retirement obligations (Note 20) ................. ; .......................
Other deferred credits and noncurrenf liabilities ................................................................
Total Deferred Credits and Other Noncurrent Liabilities .......................

Commitments and Contingent Liabilities (Note 14)

Equity
PPL Corporation Shareowners' Common Equity

Common stock $0.01 par value (a) ...................................
C apital in excess of par value............................................ .............................................
E arn ing s rein vested ..................................... ............................... .....................................
Accumulated other comprehensive loss (Note 1) ..................................
Total PPL Corporation Shareowners' Common Equity ...................................................

Noncontrolling Interests (Notes 3 and 6) ..................................
Total Equity ................. . .. .................. .. .I ............ I ..... : .....................

2009 2008

$ 639

619
92

113
135

1,502
356
726

-4,182

7,143

2,153
582,

1 ,283

'416
591

5,025

$ 679
696
766

77
130
•131

1;324
22

499
4,324

7,142

1,761
836
899
370
677

4,543

4 4

2,280 2,196
3,749 74 3,862
(537) -:(985)

5,496 5,077
319 319.

5,815 5,396

T otal L iabilities and E quity ..........- *... .......... I ................................. ................................... $ 22,165 $ 21,405

(a) 780,000 shares authorized; 377,183 shares and 374,581 shares issued and outstanding at December 31, 2009 and 2008.

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part 6fth.fnancial statements.

*nerlpato h finac taeet.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF EQUITY:
PPL Corporation and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars)

PPL Corporation Shareowners
Accumulated

Common Capital in other Non-
stock shares Common excess of par Earnings comprehensive controlling

outstanding (a). stock value reinvested loss interests Total

December 31, 2006'(b) ......... 385,039 $ 4 $ 2,823 $ 2,613 $ (318) $ 361 $ 5,483
Common stock issued (c) ............... * 3,177 48 48
Common stock repurchased (d) ........ (14,945) (7.12). (712)
Stock-based compensation.............. 26 26
Net income ..................... .... 1,288 27 1,315
Dividends, dividend equivalents
and distributions (e) ...................... (466) (25) (491)

D ivestitures ..................... ................. (35) (35)
Acquisitions .(8) (8)

.Other comprehensive income ......... ;_ _ __ 250 250
December31, 2007 ........................ 373,271 $ 4-$ 2,185 $ 3,435 $ (68) $ 320 $. 5,876

Common stock issued (c) ............... 2,158 $ 29 $ 29
Common stock repurchased (d) ...... (848) (38) (38)
Stock~based compensation .............. 20 , 20
N et income ........ .............................. 930 $ 20 950
Dividends, dividend equivalents
and distributions (e) ..................... . (503) . (20) (523)

D ivestitures ............................. (......... (1) (1)
Other comprehensive income ........... $ (917) (917)
December 31, 2008 (f)... ............ 374,581 $ 4 $ 2,196 $ 3,8.62 9 985 $ 319 ,$ 5,396

Common stock issued (c) ............ 2,649$ 83 $ 83
Common stock repurchased ............ (47) (1) (1)
Stock-based compensation .............. 2 2
Net income ..................................... $ 407 $ 19 426
Dividends, dividend equivalents I
and distributions (e) ....................... (.521) (19) (540)

Other comprehensive income .... $ 449 . 449
Cumulative effect adjustment (g).'...g.
December 31, 2009 (f) ................... 377,183 $ 4 $ 2,280 $ 3,749 $ (537) $ .319 $. 5,815

(a) Shares in thousands. Each share entitles the holder to one vote on any question presented to any shareowners' meeting.
(b) '-Capital in excess of par value" and "Earnings reinvested" have been adjusted by $13 million to reflect the adoption of new accounting guidance. See "New

Accounting Guidance Adopted - Accounting for Convertible Debt Instruments That May Be Settled in Cash upon Conversion (Including Partial Cash Settlement)" in
Note 1 for additional information.

(c) 2009 includes common stock shares issued through the ICP, ICPKE, DRIP, ESOP and DDCP. 2008 and 2007 include common stock shares issued through the ICP,
ICPKE, DDCP and the 2-5/8% Convertible Senior Notes, net of forfeitures. "Capital in excess of par value" for 2009 includes $7 million for a company contribution
to the ESOP.

(d) In 2007, PPL's Board of Directors authorized the repurchase by PPL of up to $750 million of its common stock. During 2007, PPL repurchased 14,929,892 shares of
PPL common stock for $712 million. During 2008, PPL repurchased 802,816 shares of PPL common stock for $38 million.

(e) "Earnings reinvested" includes dividends and dividend equivalents on PPL Corporation common stock and restricted stock units. "Noncontrolling interests" includes
dividends and distributions to noncontrolling interests.

(f) See "General - Comprehensive Income" in Note 1-for disclosure of balances of each component of AOCI.
(g) See "New Accounting Guidance Adopted - Recognition and Presentation of Other-Than-Temporary Impairments" in Note I regarding this cumulative effect

adjustment.

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part ofthefinancial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME.
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31,
PPL Corporation and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars)

2009
Net income........................................$ 426N et in co m e ~~ ~............................... ....................... ,...... ....-................................... $ " 42

Other comprehensive income (loss):
Amounts arising during the period - gains (losses), net of tax (expense) benefit: .

Foreign currency translation adjustments, net of tax of $4, $(11), $7 ............... 101
Available-for-sale securities, net of tax of $(44), $55, $(8) ................. .... . 41
Qualifying derivatives, net of tax of $(356), $(120), $131 ................................... 492
Equity investee's other comprehensive income (loss) ....... ........................... ...... 1
Defined benefit plans:

Prior service costs, net of tax of $(I), $0: .......................................................... 1
Net actuarial gain (loss), net of tax of $147, $294, $(104) ............................... (340)

Reclassifications to net income - (gains) losses, net of tax expense (benefit):
Foreign currency translation adjustments, net of tax of $(8) ...................... ..........
Available-for-sale securities, net of tax of $(3), $(2), $2 ................................... 4
Qualifying derivatives; net of tax of $(92), $17, $(26) ............. ,v':."........... ....... 131
Defined benefit plans:

Prior service costs, net of tax of $(8), $(9), $6 ............................................... .13
Net actuarial loss, net of tax of $(4), $(11), $(19)........................................... 4
Transition obligation, net of tax of $(I), $(I), $(l) ......................................... 1

Total other comprehensive income (loss) attributable to PPL Corporation ..... 449
C om prehensive incom e .......................................................................................... 875

Comprehensive income attributable to noncontrolling interests. .................. 19
Comprehensive income attributable to PPL Corporation ................ $ 856

2008

$ 950

'2007

$ 1,315

(500)
(50)
240

(3).

(577)

(129
11

(190)

.2
(69)

20.

2• . (917)
33
20

$ 13

2
- * 233

-64
.(3)

49

14
40

250
-• . .1.,565

.27
$ 1,538

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of the financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31,
PPL Energy Supply, LLC and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars)

2009 2008 2007
Operating Revenues

Wholesale energy marketing
R ealized .......................................................................................................... $ 3,291 2,288 $ 1,581
Unrealized econom ic activity (Note 18) .............. ( .......................................... ...... . (229) 1,056 (145)

Wholesale energy marketing to affiliate (Note 15) .................................................... 1,806 1,826 1,810
U tility ................. .................................. ...................... ............................. ............... ' 684 ' 824 863
U nregulated retail electric and gas ............................................................................ 152 151 102
N et energy trading m argins ........................................................................................ 17 (121.) 41
Energy-related businesses .............. i ............................................................ ; ............. 411 51.1 760
Total O perating R evenues .......................................................................................... 6,132 6,535 -'5,012

Operating Expenses
Operation

Fuel....... ..... . ....................... ................................................ 931 1,084 890
Energy purchases

Realized:.................................. ................... 29523 1,470 711
Unrealized economic activity (Note 18) ....................................... : ................ 155 553 (182)

Energy purchases from affiliate (Note 15) ........................ ........... 70 108 156
Other operation and maintenance ....................................... 11,067 1,070 1,005

Depreciation (Note 1) ....... ............................................ 325 314 299
Taxes, other than incom e (N ote 5) .. 8............................................................... ........... 86 86. 98
Energy-related businesses (Note 8): .......................................................................... 388 478 757
Total Operating Expenses .............................................................. 5,545 5 5163 3,734

Ope ating Income ............................................... ........................... . ......... ............. . 587 1,372 1,278

Other Income - net (Note 16) ................................................ 35 48 80

Other-Than-Temporary Im pairm ents .............................................. I .............................. 18 36 3

Interest Incom e from Affiliates (Note 15) ................ " .................................................... 2 14 29

Interest Expense ............................................................................................. ............... 272 3 13 289

Income from Continuing Operations Before Income Taxes .................... .......... 334 1,085 1,095

Income Taxes (Note 5) "................................................. 47 335 206

Income from Continuing Operations After Income Taxes ....................................... 287 750 889

Income (Loss) from Discontinued Operations (net of income takes) (Note 9) .............. (40) 20 325

N et In com e .................................................................................................................... 247 770 .1,2 14

Net Income Attributable to Noncontrolling Interests ..................................................... 1. 2 9

Net Income Attributable to PPL Energy Supply ......................... $ 246 $ 768 $ 1,205

Amounts Attributable to PPL Energy Supply:
Income from Continuing Operations After Income Taxes ........................................ $ 286 $ 748 $ 886
Income (Loss) from Discontinued Operations (net of income taxes) ......................... (40) 20 319
N et Incom e ................................................................................................................. $ 246 $ 768 $ 1,205

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part ofthe financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OFRCASH FLOWS FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER31,
PPL Energy Supply, LLC and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars)

Cash Flows from Operating Activities
2009 2008

$ 247 $ 770N et in co m e ................................................................................................................
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by operating activities

Pre-tax gain from.the sale of the Latin American businesses ............................
Pre-tax gain from the sale of the majority of Maine hydroelectric generation

business ......... ................. ........................
D epreciation ............................................... ......... .................................. .
Amortization of energy commitments and other .................... I ........
Defined benefits ..........................................
Impairment of assets: ............. . .. ..................... : ......
Gain on the sale of emission allowances .......... ; .............................: .......
Deferred income taxes and investment tax credits ...........................
Unrealized (gains) losses on derivatives, and other hedging activities ...........
Other .......... .....................................................

Change in current assets and current liabilities.
Accounts receivable .............................................
A ccounts payable ....................................................................................... ..
Collateral on PLR energy supply from affiliate ..... ... ..............
U nbilled revenues..................................... .................................. ............
Fuels, materials and supplies ........................... :.......
Counterparty collateral .......................................
Price risk management assets~and liabilities.:.................................................
O th er ...................................................................................................................

Other operating activities
Other assets................................................
Other liabilities ............. ........................ .......

Net cash provided by operating activities ...................................................
Cash Flows from Investing Activities

Expenditures for property, plant and equipment .......................................................
'Proceeds from the sale of the majority of Maine hydroelectric generation business.

Proceeds from the sale.of the Latin American businesses .........................................
Proceeds-from the sale of the telecommunication operations ................
Expenditures for intangible assets ............ ....................... .........
Proceeds from the sale of intangible assets ...: ...... :.... ....................... 7......
Purchases of nuclear plant decommissioning trust investments....:.......... :..; ............ .
Proceeds from the sale of nuclear plant decommissioning trust investments ............
Purchases of other investmhents .................................................................................
Proceeds-from the sale of other investments
Net (increase) decrease in restricted cash and cash equivalents ....................
Other investing activities ............................. ...........

-N et cash used in inVesting activities ...................................................................

Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Issuance of long-term debt ....................................... .......................................
Retirem ent of-long-term 'debt .................................... . ......................................
C ontributions from M em ber ......................................................................................
Distributions to Member.........................................
-Net increase in short-term debt .............. ............... s ............
O the• financing activities .........................................................................................

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities .................. ..............
Effect of Exchange Rates on Cash and Cash Equivalents: ....................................
Net Increase (Decrease) in-Cash and Cash Equivalents . ..................

Cash and Cash Equivalents at Beginning of Period ..................................................
Cash'and Cash Equivalents at End of Period ...........................

Supplemental Disclosures of Cash Flow Information
Cash paid (received) during the period -for:

Interest - net of am ount capitalized .......................................... * ..........................
Incom e taxes - net ............................................................................... : ........... ...

(38)
327

75
(113)
123

(2)
, 141

-<330
24,

77
*(178)

300
9

(25)
334

(223)
16

J15
(26)

.1,413

(907)
81

.317
66

(97)
93

J (6)-
165

(285)
69

14.1
72

2007

$ 1,214

(400)

309
104
(34)
102

(109)
112
(27)
39

(217)
104

(89)
(26)

1
(88)
(21)

*(69)
29
12

(50)
.67

15-(58),
1,039

(1,114)

(78) (325)-
" 16 19

-(227) (224)
.201 197 -

-. (197)'
154 102
219 (152)

* (10) ' (2)
., (551) (1,6)96)

- "849
(220) - (266)

50 421
(943) .(750)

43 534
S(11) f(9)

(1,081) " 779
* " -(13)

(219) - 109
464 355

$ .245 $ -. 464

(6)
(86)

1,094

(1,331)

851
47

(65)
111

(190)
1.75

(561)
795

(110)
(27)

(305)

136
** (378)

700
'-(1,471)

62
(12)

(963)
5

(169)
524

$ . 355

$
$

274 $
(91) $

271 $
149 $

228
196

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of the financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS AT DECEMBER 31,
PPL Energy Supply, LLC and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars)

.2009 2008
Assets

Current Assets -

Cash and cash equivalents ............... ...... ...... .................... .. $
Short-term investments ............... ............................
Restricted cash and cash equivalents .................................
Accounts. receivable (less reserve: 2009, $21; 2008, $21)

Customer ................. .. .... .................................
Other.:............................. ............................

U nbilled revenues ..........................................................................................................
Accounts receivable from affiliates ...................................
Collateral on PLR energy supply to affiliate (Note 15) ........................ ;...
Fuel, materials and supplies (Note 1)..................................
P rep ay m en ts .................. ............................................... .................................. .........
Price risk'management assets (Notes 17 and 18) ........................................................
O ther intangibles (N ote. 19) .............................................. :............................................
Assets held for sale (Note 9) ..........................
Other current assets .............. ....................................
Total Current Assets .................................. . ..........

Investments
* Nuclear plant decommissioning trust funds (Notes 17 and 21) ......................
O ther investm ents ................ I ....................... ........ ; ...........................................
Total Investments .....................................................................

Property, Plant and Equipment (Note 1).
Electric plant

Transmission and distribution .......................... . .......

G eneration .............................................................. ... ........ ....... ....................... .
General ....................................................

Electric plant in service ..................................... .
Construction work in progress ........ ...................... ......
N u clear fuel ..............................................................................................................

E lectric plant ................ ............... -............................................................... . .
Gas and oil plant .....................................................
O ther property .. .. ...... ; ...... - ....................... ..... ... ........ : ....................... ..........

' Property, plant and equipment, gross ................... ............
Less: accum ulated depreciation ...................................................................................
Property, Plant and Equipment, net ................................ I .. .......

245 $ . 464
150

99-.

168.
*31

402
465

'.325
.56

2,147
25

127
1 .

315

• ,. 3,791

548
58

606 -

4,024
10;493.'

285
14,802.

422
--506,

15,730
68

164
15,962

6,169
9,793

220
-66
408
159
300
301
-71

1,221
17

6
3,698

. 446

68
514

, 3,540
• 9,588.

286
13,414

. 1,031
.428

14;873
68

154
15,095
51935
9,160

763
, 507

,.1,346
.481

. 3,047

S 16,469

Other Noncurrent Assets
•Goodwill (Note 19) .... ......................... ................ ........ 806
O ther intangibles (N ote 19).. 7 ........ ........................................................................ . 477
Price risk management assets (Notes 17 and 18) ............. ........... .......... 1 ............. . 1,234
Other noncurrent assets ................................................ 317,
Total Other Noncurrent Assets ................................... . ........... . 2,834

Total Assets ................................................... .. 17,024. $

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of the financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS AT DECEMBER'31,
PPL Energy Supply, LLC and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars)

2009 2008

Liabilities and Equity

Current Liabilities
Short-term debt (N ote 7) ......... .........................................................................................

* A ccounts p ayable ............................................ 1. ....................... ......................... ...............
Accounts payable to affiliates ...........................................................
T ax es ................................... .. ................................................... ....... ..............................
In tere st .............................. ........................................................................ * .................* ..
Deferred revenue on PLR energy supply to affiliate* ......... I .............................................
Price risk management liabilities (Notes 17 and 18)... ................. ...... ............
Counterparty collateral.. ......................... ..................... ....... ............
O ther current liabilities ................................... ..... .............................................
Total Current Liabilities ............... .......................

L ong-term D ebt (N ote 7) ................................................... ............................................

Deferred Credits and Other Noncurrent Liabilities"
Deferred incometaxes. and-in-,estment tax credits (Note 5) ............ . ... ...
Price risk management liabilities (Notes 17 and 18) ................................................ .......
Accrued pension obligation! (Note 12)............... ...... .:;. ........ .
Asset retirement obligations (Note 20) ..... * ...... I ...................... ............ .............
Other deferred credits and noncurrent liabilities ...... ........ .........
Total Deferred Criedits and Other Noncurrent Liabilities..............................................

$ .639
537

51
33
86

1,502
356
481

3,685

584
684

62
31
88
12

1,313
* 22.

371
3,167

.5,031 5,196

1",511
582

-883
416
330'

3,722

- 1,118
836
556

'.370
* '414

3,294

Commitments and Contingent Liabilities (Note 14)
-i!

Equity
Member's equity ................ .................. ....... I .................
Noncontrolling interests............................................
Total Equity .......... .....................................................................

T otal L iabilities and E quity .............................................................................................

- 4,568 4,794
18 . 18

4,586 4,812

$ 17,024 $ 16,469
1

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of the financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF EQUITY:::'
PPL Energy Supply, LLC and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars)

%, -.

Non-
Member's controlling

equity interests Total

D ecem ber 31, 2006 ........................................................................................................ $ 4,534 $ 60 K 4,594
Net income ....................................... .......... ..................... . 1,205 9 1,214
Other com prehensive incom e ........................................................................................ .. .. 240 240
Cum ulative effect adjustm ent (a) ...................................................................................... (1) , .. (1
Contributions from member ........................... ..................... 700 700
D istributions ............................................................................................................... ( ,471) (7) (1,478).
D ivestitu res ...................................................................................................................... . ( 35). (35 )
A cqu isition s ........................................................ ........................................................... (8 ) (8 )
O th er ............................... 2 .......................................... .............................................. ;......" (2 ) (2 )

Deebe 1 20................. ...................... $ 5,205 $ 19 $ 5,224•D ecem ber 31, 2007 ......................................................................... ....'. .. .. .. :...".....•$5 2 5 $1 $5, 4

N et incom e............................................................................................... ....................... $ 768 $ 2 $ 770
Other comprehensive loss .............................................. . (850) (850)
Contributions from member .......................................................................... .. 421 '. 421
D istributions ................................................................................................ ................ (750 ) (2 ) (752 )
D ivestitures .......................................................................................... ......... ... ... ...... .. ... )
D ecem ber 31, 2008 (b) ............................................................................. ... ......... $.. 4,794 $ 18 $ 4,812

N et incom e .......... ............................... . ............................................................... ' 246 $"1 $ , 247
Other comprehensive income ....................................... .... .... 421 421
Contributions from member.................................................... 50 50
Distributions ................................................................... (943) (944)
December 31, 2009 (b) ............ ................................ $ 4,568 "$ 18 $ 4,586

(a) Relates to the adoption of accounting guidance regarding uncertain tax positions.
(b) See "General - Comprehensive Income" in Note 1 for disclosure of balances of each component of AOCI.

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of the financial statements..
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31,
PPL Energy Supply, LLC and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars)

N et incom e ........... : ...................... ......................... ...................... .. ............ . $
Other comprehensive income (loss):
Amounts arising during the period gains (losses), net of tax (expense) :benefit:

Foreign currency translation adjustments, net of tax of $4, $(11), $7 ..................
Available-for-sale securities, net of tax of $(44), $55, $(8) ...... ..............
Qualifying derivatives, net of tax of $(330), $(125), $124 ...................................
Equity investee's other comprehensive income (loss) ........ ...........
Defined benefit plans: -

Prior service costs ................................ .........
Net actuarial gain (loss), net of tax of $136, 243, $(98) ...............

Reclassifications to net income - (gains) losses, net of tax expense (benefit):
Foreign currency translation adjustments, net of tax of $(8) .............. .................
Available-for-sale securities, net of tax of $(3), $(2), $2 ......................................
Qualifying derivatives, net of tax of $(91), $19,.$(22) ...................................
Defined benefit plans:

Prior service costs, net of tax of $(6), $(5), $3 ................................................
Net actuarial loss, net of tax of $(3), $(5), $(18) ..................... ...

Transition obligation, net of tax of $(1), $(1), $(1) ............... .........
Total other comprehensive income (loss) attributable to PPL Energy Supply.
Comprehensive income (loss) ......... ......................................

Comprehensive income attributable to noncontrolling interests......................
Comprehensive income (loss) attributable to PPL Energy Supply ................... $

2009

247

101
41

454
I

(326)

4
131

9
4
1,

421
668

2008 ....

$ ,770

2007

$ 1,214

(500)
(50) ,
249
-..(3)

29
"11

(,182)

(1)
(500)

2
222

2
(73)

64
(3)
46

12
12

2
(850)

(80)

*10
40

1
240

* 1,454
9

$- - J.1,445
1 2

667,$ (82)

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of the financial statements
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31,
PPL Electric Utilities Corporation and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars)

2009 2008 2007
Operating Revenues

R etail electric ............................... ...................... ............................................. $ 3,222 $ 3,293 $ 3,254
Wholesale electric to affiliate (Note 15) ..... . ......... ...................... 70' 108 156
Total Operating Revenues ............................................................... .......... 3,292, 3,401 3,410

Operating Expenses
Operation

Energy purchases "................ ............................ 114 , .163 206
Energy purchases from affiliate (Note 15) .......................................................... 1,806 1,826 . i.1,810
Other operation and m aintenance ....................................................................... 417 410 402
Amortization of recoverable trdrisition costs ................................ 304 293 310

Depreciation (Note 1) .......................... .................... . 128 131 132

Taxes, other than income (Note 5)............................................. 194 - 203 200
Total O perating Expenses ...................................................................................... 2,963 3,026 3,060

O perating Incom e .................................................................................................... 329 375 350

O ther Incom e - net (N ote 16) .................................................................................... 6 5 12

Interest Income from Affiliate (Note-15),............... ............................. ............... 4 9 19

Interest E xpense..... .......................... ............... ....................................................... 116 101f . 118

Interest Expense with Affiliate (Note 15) ............................................................ ...... 2 10 17

Income Before Income Taxes ................................................................... 221 278 246

Incom e Taxes (N ote 5) ................................................................................................ 79 102- 83
Net Income.. ............... .............. ................................ 142 176 163

Dividends on Preferred Securities (Notes 6 and 7) .................................................... 18 18 18

Income Available to PPL ................ ............................................. $ 124 $ 158 $ .145

The accompanying Notes to. Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of thefinancial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31 ,:
PPL Electric Utilities Corporation and Subsidiaries.,,.:.
(Millions of Dollars)

2009 .2008 2007
Cash Flows from Operating Activities

Net income .................................................
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by operating activities

D ep reciation ........... .......................................................... ................................... .
Amortization of recoverable transition costs and other ....................................... t
Deferred income taxes and investment tax credits .......................................
O th er .............................................................. ......................................................

Change in current assets and current liabilities
A ccounts receivable ..........................................................................................
Accounts payable . ...........................................
Prepayments ............................................. ..
Collateral on PLR energy supply from affiliate ...................................................
O th er .....................................................................................................................

Other operating activities
.O ther assets ................... * ................................................................................. . .
Other liabilities .............................................

N et cash provided by operating activities .........................................................

$ 142 $

128
.324

(22)

(4)

176

131 1
313

1.
3,.

(9)."(1.7)'

(300),
50

(3)
4

294

(22)
. .. *, (i.) ,

27.

.23
(12).
648

Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Expenditures for property, plant and equipment ......................................................
Expenditures for intangible assets ............................................................................
Purchases of investments.... .....................................
Proceeds from the sale'of investments ................................................................
Net (increase) decreage inlnotes receivable from affiliate ......................................
Net (increase) decrease in restricted cash and cash equivalents ..............................
Other investing activities ....................................... ......... ...........

Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities ...........................

Cash Flows from Financing Activities-
Issuance of long-term debt ......................................................................................
R etirem ent of long-term debt .................................................................. ...............
Contribution from PPL ..........................................
Payment of common Sto&k dividends to PPL ............................................ : ..........
Payment of dividends on preferred securities ............................ 1'

Net increase (decrease) in short-term debt .................................. ...................
O ther financing activities .......................................... ........................................... :.

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities ..............................................

Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents .........................................
Cash and Cash Equivalents at- Beginning of Period ..................... : ..................... ,
Cash and Cash Equivalents at End of Period ......................................................

Supplemental Disclosures of Cash Flow Information
Cash paid dfliring the period for:

Interest - net of am ount capitalized .......................................................................
Incom e taxes - net ............. ......................................................................

163

* 132
326

17
5

. (5)

.,26
(13)

(84)

19
.. (18),

568

(286)-

-(32)
57
23"
(..8).
7

(239)

250

-(555)

;.. ., (119)y
(18)

(1)

(3)
(446)

(288)• (268)
(10) (7)

(90)
90

300 .. . (23)
1 ',69
63 • .i
6 . (226)•

"298
(595)
400

(274),'
(18)
(95)
(14)

(298)

2
483

$ 485

489

(98),
(18)

54

(4)
28

450 (117)
33 150

483 $ 33

$
$

116 $
106 $

88 *$
59 $

110
87

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of the financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS AT DECEMBER 31,,
PPL Electric Utilities Corporation and Subsidiaries-.
(Millions of Dollars, shares in thousands.)

Assets

2009 2008

Current Assets /
Cash and cash equivalents .............................................. $
Restricted cash and cash equivalents .....................................
Accounts receivable (less reserve: 2009, $16; 2008, $14)

C u stom er ........................................................................................... .................. .........
O th er ............................................................................................................................

Unbilled revenues .................. .........................................................................................
M aterials and supplies ................................................................ f ...........................................
Accounts receivable from affiliates ................................................................................
Note receivable from affi liate-(Note 15) ...............................................................................
Prepayments ........................................................................................................................
Prepayment on PLR energy supply from affi liate ................................................................
Other current assets .................................................
Total Current Assets ............................. ...................................................................

Property, Plant and Equipment (Note 1)
Electric plant

Transmission and distribution ................... ..............................................................
G en eral .. ....................................... . ...............................................................................

Electric plant in service .............................................. .........................................
Construction work in progress ............................................

Electric plant ......................................................
O th er p ro p erty ............................................................................................... ........ * ...............

Property, plant and equipment, gross ..............................................................................
Less: accumulated depreciation .......... .......................................................... ........
Property, Plant and Equipment, net ......................................................................................

485 $
"l

483I.

240
•..19

198
33
7

24

29
1,036

.4,662
535

5,197
118

5,315
2

5,317
2,008
3,309

233
11

190
37

8.

300
7

12
13

1,295

4,506.
489

4,995
79

5,074
2

5,076
1,924
3,152

281

130
250
192
116
969

$ 5,416

Regulatory and Other Noncurrent Assets .

Recoverable transition costs (Note 1) .....................................
Intangibles (Note 19) .................................................... . 139
Taxes recoverable through future rates (Note 1) ................................................................ . 253
Recoverable costs of defined benefit plans (Note 1) ................. ........................................... 229'
Other regulatory and noncurrent assets ............................. ............................. 126

Total Regulatory and Other Noncurrent Assets ...................................... 747

T otal A ssets .......................................................................................................................... $ 5,0 92

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of the financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS AT DECEMBER 31,
PPL Electric Utilities Corporation and Subsidiaries,"
(Millions of Dollars, shares in thousands)

Liabilities'and Equity

Current Liabilities
Short-term debt (N ote 7) ........................................................ ...........................................
Long-term debt ................... ....................... ...............................
A ccounts payable ....................................................................... : ................................
Accounts payable to affiliates .............. "...... ......................
T ax es ................................................................................................................. .....
Collateral on PLR energy supply from affiliate (Note 15) ...................................................
O vercollected transm ission costs ................................................... .......................................
Customer rate mitigation prepayments ............... ............................................
Overcollected transition costs.......................... ................
Other current liabilities ...............................................
T otal C urrent L iabilities .......................................................................................................

Long-term Debt (Note 7)..............................................

Deferred Credits and Other Noncurrent Liabilities
Deferred income taxes and investment tax credits (Note 5) ................................................
A ccrued pension obligations (N ote 12) ............................................................ .................
Other deferred credits and noncurrent liabilities ...................................................................
Total Deferred Credits and'Other Noricurrent Liabilities ....... ; ........................................

2009 2008

$ 53

186
61

39
36
33

110
518

1,472

769
245-
192

1,206

$ 95
495
.57
186
65

300

5

119
1,322

1,274

767'
209
198

1,174

Commitments and Contingent Liabilities (Note 14)

Shareowners' Equity
Preferred securities (Note 6) ................................................................................................
Com m on stock - no par value (a) ..........................................................................................
Additional paid-in capital. .....................................................................................................
Earnings reinvested ........................................................ ...................................................
Total Shareowners' Equity ....................................................................................................

301 301
364 364
824 424
407 557

1,896. 1,646

Total L iabilities and Equity ..................................................................... ......................... $ 5,092 $ 5,416

(a) 170,000 shares authorized; 66,368 shares issued and outstanding at December 31, 2009 and 2008.

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of the financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF SHAREOWNERS'. EQUITY > , ,
PPL Electric Utilities Corporation and Subsidiaries'
(Millions of Dollars, shares in thousands)

Common stock Additional
shares Preferred Common paid-in Earnings

outstanding (a) securities stock capital reinvested Total -

December 3l 2006 ............................................. 66,368 $ 301 $ 364 $ 424 $ • 470 $ .1,559
N et incom e (b) ...................................................... 163 163
Cumulative effect adjustment (c) .......................... ..... .". 1 1
Cash dividends declared on preferred securities.. ... (18) (18)
Cash dividends declared on common stock .......... , ... . '(19) (119)
December 31, 2007 ............................................. . 66,368 $ 301 $ . 364. $ , 424. $ '49.7. $ . 1,586

N et incom e (b) .....................................................
Cash dividends declared on preferred securities...
Cash dividends declared on common stock.........
December 31, 2008 ......................................

Net income (b) ........................
Capital contribution from PPL ..................
Cash dividends declared on preferred securities...
Cash dividends declared on common stock ..........
D ecem ber 31, 2009 ..............................................

.176-,$ 176
-(18) -: (18)

.__(98). o- (98)
66,368 $ 301 $ 364 $ * 424 $ .557 $ 1,646

142. $ 142
$ 400 400

(18) (18)
. ....__ ______ (274) ...... (274)

66,368 $ 301 $ 364 $ 824 $ 407 $ 1,896

(a) All common shares of PPL Electric stock are owned by PPL. . . - ".
(b) PPL Electric's net income approximates comprehensive income.
(c) Relates to the adoption of accounting guidance regarding uncertain tax positions. . ' . '"

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of thefinancial statements.
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COMBINED NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

General

Terms and abbreviations are explained in the glossary. Dollars
are in millions, except per share data, unless otherwise noted.

Business and Consolidation

(PPL)

PPL is an energy and utility holding company that, through its
subsidiaries, is primarily engaged in the generation and
marketing of electricity in the northeastern and western U.S. and
in the delivery of electricity in Pennsylvania and the U.K.
Headquartered in Allentown, PA, PPL's principal direct.
subsidiaries are PPL Energy Funding, PPL Electric, PPL
Services and PPL Capital Funding.

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

PPL Energy Funding is the parent of PPL Energy Supply, which
serves as the holding company for PPL's principal unregulated
subsidiaries. PPL Energy Supply is the parent of PPL.
Generation, PPL EnergyPlusand PPL Global.

PPL Generation owns' and operates a portfolio of domestic.
power generating assets. These~power plants are primarily.
located in Pennsylvania, Montana,. Illinois, .Connecticut and New
York and use well-diversified fuel sources including coal,
uranium, natural gas, oil and water. PPL EnergyPlus sells
electricity produced by PPL Generation subsidiaries, participates
in wholesale market load-following auctions, and markets
various energy commodities such as: capacity, transmission,
FTRs, coal, natural gas, oil, uranium, emission allowances;..
RECs and other commodities in competitive wholesale and
deregulated retail markets, primarily in the northeastern and
western U.S.

In May 2009, PPL Generation signed a definitive agreement to
sell its Long Island generation business and related tolling
agreements. In the fourth quarter of 2009, PPL Maine
completed the sales of the majority of its hydroelectric
generation business andits 8.33% ownership interest in Wyman
Unit 4.

See Note 9 for additional information on both the anticipated
and completed sales.

PPL Global owns and operates WPD's electricity delivery
businesses in the U.K. In 2007, PPL Global completed the sale
of its Latin American businesses.

It is the policy of PPL and PPL Energy Supply to consolidate
foreign subsidiaries on a one-month lag. Material intervening
events, such as debt issuances and retirements, acquisitions or
divestitures that occur in the lag period are recognized in the

current Financial Statements. Events that are significant but not
material are disclosed..

The consolidated financial statements of PPL and PPL Energy
Supply include their share of undivided interests in jointly
owned facilities, as well as their share of the related operating
costs of those facilities.' See Note 13forl additi6nall information.

(PPL and PPL Electric)"

PPL Electric is a rate-regulated subsidiary of PPL. PPL
Electric's principal business is'the transmission and distribution
of electricity to serve retail customers'in its franchised territory
in eastern and central Pennsylvania and the supply of electricity
to retail customers in that territory as a PLR.' '

(PPL, ,PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

The consolidated financial statements of PPL, PPL Energy
Supply and PPL Electric include each company's own accounts
as well as the accounts of all entities in which the company' has a
controlling financialinterest. Co.dlidation'generally hads'bee i.
applied to subsidiaries in' which'PPýL, PPL Energy Supply and
PPL'Electric have'a majority voting Interest. However, the
voting interest approach is not effective in identifying'

controlling financial interests in entities that are not controllable _
through voting intejrest6 or in which the equity investors do not'
bear the residual economic risks. These types'of entities are
referred to 'as variable interest entities; :PPL, PPL Energy Supply
and PPL Electric consolidate a variable interest entity when they
are determined t6 be the. primary beneficiary of the entity. The'

prifmiarý beneficiary''of g variable interest entity is the -party that
absorbs a majority of th& entity's expected losses, receives'a
majority of its expected residual returns, or both, as a result of
holding variabie interests. 'See Note 3 for additional information
regarding variable interest entities. Irvestmernts in entities in
which a company has the ability to exercise significant influience
but does not have a controlling financial interest are accounted"
for under the equity method. All ot~her investments are carried at
cost or fair value. All significant-ntercompany transactions
have been'eliminated. Any nohcontrolling interests dre reflected
in the consolidated financial statements.

Reciulation '

(PPL and PPL Electric)

The cost-based rate-regulated utility operations of PPL and PPL
Electric reflect the effects of regulatory actions in their financial
statements. The regulatory assets below are included in
"Regulatory and Other Noncurrent Assets" on the Balance
Sheets of PPL and PPL Electric at December 31 and are
probable of future recovery in regulated customer rates.
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2009 2008

Recoverable transition costs (a) $ 281
Taxes recoverable through future rates $ 253 250
Recoverable costs of defined benefit plans 229 192
Unamortized loss on reacquired debt 33 26
Costs associated with severe ice storms - January

2005 9 11
Other 7 3.

$. 531 $ 763

(a) A return on these assets is included in regulated rates.

The recoverable transition costs are the result of the PUC Final
Order, which allowed PPL Electric to begin amortizing its
competitive transition (or stranded) costs of $2.97 billion, over
an 11-year transition period-effective January 1, 1999.. In.
August 1999,,competitive transition costs of $2.4 billion were
converted to intangible transition costs when they were
securitized by the issuance of transition bonds. The intangible
transition costs were amortized over the life of the transition
bonds, through December 2008, in accordance with an
amortization schedule filed' with the PUC. The assets of PPL
Transition Bond Company, including the intangible transition
property, were not available' to creditors of PPL or PPL Electric.
Tlie.remaining competitive transition costs were also amortized
based on an amortization schedule previously filed with the
PUC, adjusted for those competitive transition'costs that were
converted to intangible transitiori costs. These costs were fully
amortized in 2009.

Taxes recoverable through future rates represent the portion of
future income taxes that will be recovered ihrough future rates
based upon established regulatory practices. IAccordingly,' this
regulatory asset is recognized when the offsetting deferred tax.'
liability is recognized. For general-purpose financial reporting,
this regulatory asset and the deferreditax liability are riot offset;
rather, each is displayed separately. Because this regulatory
asset does not represent c'dsh tax expenditures already incurred

by PPL, this regulatory asset is not earning a current return.
This regulatory asset is expected to be recovered over the period
that the underlying book-tax timing differences reverse and the'
actual cash taxes are incurred.

Recoverable costs of defined benefit plans represent thee portion
of unrecognized transition obligation, prior service cost, and net
actuarial loss that will be recovered through future rates based
upon established regulatory practices. These regulatory assets
are adjusted at least annually or whenever the funded status of
PPL's defined benefit plans is remeasured. These regulatory
assets for PPL and PPL Electric do not represent, cash
expenditures already incurred; consequently, these assets are not'
earning a current return.

Unamortized loss on reacquired debt represents losses on long-
term debt reacquired or redeemed that have been deferred and
will be amortized andrecovered through 2029.

In December 2007, the PUC approved recovery of $12 million
of costs associated with severe ice storms that occurred in
January 2005. Monthly amortization began in January 2008 and
will continue through Arigust 2015.

The remainder of the regulatory assets included in "Other" will
be recovered through 2013.

PPL and PPL Electric had the following regulatory liabilities at
December 31, 2009. No significant regulatory liabilities existed
at December 31, 2008.

2009

Overcollected transition costs
PURTA tax refund

* $ 33
10.

$ ,43

The overcollected transition costs will be refunded to customers
in 2010 and are reflected on the Balance Sheetin !'Other current
liabilities" for PPL and in '"Overcollected transition costs" for
PPL Electric.

In December 2009, PPL Electric reached a settlement with the
Pennsylvania Department of Revenue related to the appeal of its
1997 PURTA tax assessments that resulted in a $10 million
reduction in PURTA tax. The $10 million is expected to be
refunded to. customers in 2011 and is reflected in "Other deferred
credits and noncurrent .liabilities¶' on PPL's and PPL Electric's
Balance Sheet.

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

WPD operates under distribution licenses'granted and price
controls set by Ofgem; The price control formula that governs
WPD's allowed revenue is normally determined every five years.
Ofgem completed a review in December 2009.

WPD is not subject to accounting for the effects of certain types
of regulation as prescribed by GAAP.

Accounting Records (PPL and PPL Electric)

The system of accounts for PPL Electric is maintained in
accordance with the Uniform System of Accounts prescribed by
the FERC and adopted' by the PUC.

Use of Estimates (PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with
GAAP requiresmanagement to make estimates and assumptions
that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities, the •
disclosure of contingent liabilities at the date of tfihe:" ..i...ia..
statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses
during the reporting period. Actual results could differ from
those estimates. .

Transition obligation
Prior service cost
Net actuarial loss
Recoverable costs of defined benefit plans

2009 2008

$ 10 S 10
55 69

164 113
$ 229 $ 192

Of these costs, $15 million for PPL and PPL Electric are
expected to be amortized into net periodic defined benefit costs
in 2010. All costs will be amortized over the average service
lives of plan participants.
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Loss Accruals (PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

Potential losses are accrued when (1) information is available
that indicates it is! "probablet' that a loss has been incurred,'given
the likelihood of the uncertain future events and (2) the amount
of the loss can be reasonably estimated. Accounting guidance
defines "probable" as cases in which "the future event or events
are likely to occur." PPL and its subsidiaries.continuously assess.
potential loss contingencies for environmental remediation,-
litigation claims, regulatory penalties and other events. PPL and
its subsidiaries discount loss accruals for environmental,
remediation when appropriate.

PPL and it6 subsidiaries do not record the accrual of
contingencies that might result in gains, unless recovery 'is
assured.

Changes in Classification (PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL
Electric)'

The classification of certain amounts in the 2008 and 2007
financial statements have been changed to conform to .the current
presentationm The changes in classification did not affect "Net.'
Income Attributable to PPL'Corporation" or "PPL Corporation
Shareowners' Common Equity," "Net Income Attributable to
PPL Energy Supply" or PPL Energy Supply's "Member!s equity"

-or "Income Available to PPL" or PPL Electric's "Shareowners'
Equity".

The. classification on the Statements of Cash, Flows has not been.
changed for the classification of amounts to Discontinued .
Operations..

Comprehensive Income (PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

Comprehensive income, which includes net income and OCI,
consists of changes in equity from'transactions not related to
shareowners. .Comprehensive income is shown on PPL's and
PPL Energy Supply's Statements of Comprehensive Income.

AOCI, which is presented on the Balance Sheets of PPL and.,
included in Member's Equity on the Balance Sheets of PPL
Energy Supply, consisted of these after-tax amounts at ' •
December 31.

2009 2008
PPL Enermv Supply
Foreign currency translation adjustments $ '(136) $
Unrealized gain's on available-for-sale " '

securities.' '... ' ' '"' " ' " 62
Net unrealized gains (losses) on qualifying
derivatives . , ' 573

'Equity investee's AOCI " ' (2)
Defined benefit plans: .....

Prior service cost , ' (44)
Actuarial loss ' • , , (930)

(237)

18

(12)
'(3)

(54)
(608)

Transition obligation (7) " (8)•' $ J484) $ (904)

Earnings Per Share (PPL) "

EPS is computed using the two-cla'ss method, whi6h is an
earnings allocation method for computing EPS'that treats a
participating security as having rights 'to earnings that would
otherwise have been available ,to common shareowners-. Share-
based pa y.ment awards that'ir Iovid•'le'cipients a non-forfeitable
right to* dividends 0& di'ý'idend equ'ivalents are considered
participating, securities.

Basic EPS is compu ted by dividing income available to PPL
common shareowners by the weighted-average number of
common shares outstanding during the period.' Diluted EPS is
computed by dividing income available to PPL common
shareowners by the weighted-average number of shares
outstanding that are increased for additional shares that would be
outstanding if potentially dilutive non-ýparticipatinrg'secutrities
were convyrted to common'share's. In' 2009, these §ecurities
consi'sted of stock options and performance units granted under
the incentive compensation plans. In 2008, these securities
consisted of stock options, performance' units and PPL Energy"
Supply's 2-5/8% Convertible Senior Notes. In 2007, these
securities consisted of stock options and PPL Energy Supply's 2-
5/8% Convertible Senior Notes.

Price Risk Management

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

PPL and PPL Energy Supply enterinto energy and energy-
related'coftr'acts'to'hedge the variability of expected cash flows
associated with their generating units and marketing activities, as,
well as for trading purposes. PPL and PPL Energy Supply enter
into interest rate derivative contracts to hedge their exposure to
changes in the ffi" value of their debt instruments andcto hedge
their exposure to varhability in expected cash flows associated
with existing debt instruments or forecasted issuances of debt.
PPL and PPL Energy Supply also enter into foreign currency..
derivative contracts to hedge foreign currency exposures related
to.firm commitments, recpgnized assets or liabilities, forecastdd'.'
transactions, net ifnvestments and foreign eamings'translation.:

PPL and PPL Energy Supply have contracts that meet the
definition of a derivative. Certain derivative energy contracts
have been excluded from the requirements of derivative
accounting treatment because they meet the definition of a
N.PNS. These contracts are accounted for using accrual
accounting. All contracts that have been classified as derivative

PPL
Foreign currency translation adjustments
Unrealized gains oii available-for-sale

securities
Netmuorealized gains (losses) on qualifying

derivatives
Equity investee's AOCI
Defined benefit plans:

Prior service cost
Actuarial loss
Transition obligation

2009., 2008

$ (136) $ (237)

62 18

602 (21)
'(2) (3)

(61)
(993)

(9)
$ (537)

(75)
(657)

(10)
$ (985)
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contracts are reflected on the balance sheet at their fair value.
These contracts are recorded as "Price risk management assets"
and "Price risk~management liabilities" on the Balance Sheets.-
Short-term derivative positions are included in "Current Assets"
and "Current Liabilities." PPL records long-term derivative
positions in "Regulatory and Other Noncurrent Assets" and
"Deferred Credits and Other Noncurrent Liabilities" and PPL
Energy Supply records long-term derivative positions in "Other
Noncurrent Assets" and "Deferred Credits and Other Noncurrent
Liabilities." On the date the derivative contract is executed, PPL
may designate the derivative as a hedge of the fair value of a
recognized asset or liability or of an unrecognized firm
commitment ("fair value hedge"), a hedge of a forecasted
transaction or of the variability of cash flows to be received ,or
paid related to a recognized asset or liability ("cash flow
hedge"), a foreign currency fair value or cash flow hedgIe
("foreign currency hedge") or a hedge of a net investment in a
foreign operation ("net investment hedge"). Changes in the'fair
value of derivatives are recorded in either. OCI or in current-
period earnings. *Cash inflows and outfl0wi -related to derivative
instruments are included as a con'iponent' of operating, investing
or financing activities on the Statements of Cash Flows*,*
depending on the underlying nature of the hedged items..

See Note 18 for additional information on derivatives.

(PPL and PPL Ele~tric)

To meet its obligation as'a PLR to its customers, PPL Electric
has entered into contracts that meet the definition of a derivative.
These contracts have been excluded' from the requirements of
derivative accounting treatment because they meet the definition
of a NPNS and are accounted for using accrual accounting. See
Notes 17 and 18 for additional information:

Revenue

Utility Revenue

(PPL)

The Statements of Income "Utility"' line item contains revenues
from domestic and U.K. rate-regulated delivery operati6ns.

(PPL Energy Supply)

The Statements of Income "Utility" line item contains revenues.
from the U.K. rate-regulated delivery operations.

(PPL Electric)

Since most ofPPL Electric's operations are regulated, it is not
meaniiigful to use a "Utility" caption. Therefore, ihe revenues of
PPL Electric are presented according to specific types of
revenue.

Revenue Recoqnition

(PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

Operating revenues, except for"Energy-related businesses," are
recorded based on energy deliveries through the end of the
calendar month. Unbilled retail revenues result because '
customers' meters are read.and bills are rendered throughout the
month, rather than all being-read at the end' of the month.
Unbilled revenues for a month are calculated by multiplying an
estimate of unbilled kWh by the estimated average cents per
kWh. Unbilled wholesale energy revenues are recorded, at
month-end to reflect estimated amounts until actual dollars and
MWhs are confirmed and invoiced. At that time, unbilled
revenue is reversed and actual revenue is recorded.'

PPL Energy Supply records energy marketing activity in the
period when the energy is delivered. Generally, the wholesale
sales and purchases that qualify as derivative instruments held
for non-trading purposes are reported gross on the Statements of
Income within "Wholesale energy marketing" and "Energy
purchases." Additionally, the bilateral sales and purchases that
are designated as speculative trading activities and qualify as
derivative instruments for accounting, purposes are reported net
on the Statements of Income within "Net energy trading
margins." Spot market activity that balances PPL Energy
Supply's physical tidading positions is included on the Statements
of Income in "Net energy. trading margins."

Certain PPL subsidiaries participate in RTOs, primarily in PJM,
but also in the surrounding regions of New York (NYISO), New
England (ISO-NE) and the Midwest (MISO). In PJM, PPL
EnergyPlus is a marketer, a load-serving entity to its customers
who have selected it as a supplier and a seller for PPL's
generation.subsidiaries. PPL Electric is a transmission owner
and PLR in PJM. In ISO-NE, PPL EnergyPlus is a marketer, a
load-serving entity, and a seller for PPL's New England -, •
generating assets. In the NYISO and MISO regions, PPL
EnergyPlus acts as a marketer. PPL Electric does not participate
in ISO-NE, NYISO or MISO. A function of interchange
accounting is to match participants' MWh entitlements
(generation plus scheduled bilateral'purchases) against their
MWh obligations (load plus scheduled 'bilateral sales) during
every hour of every day. If the net result during.any given hour,
is an entitlement, the participant is credited with a spot-market.
sale to the ISO at the respective market price for that hour; if the
net result is an obligation, the.participant is charged with a spot-
market purchase from the ISO at the respective market price for
that hour. ISO purchases and sales are not allocated to
individual customers. PPL records the hourly net sales and
purchases in its financial statements as wholesale energy
marketing and energy purchases.

"Energy-related businesses" revenue includes revenues from the,
mechanical contracting and engineering subsidiaries, as Well as,
WPD's telecommunications and properIty subsidiaries. The •..
mechanical contracting-and engineering subsidiaries record
revenues from construction contracts on the percentage-of-
completion method of accounting, measured by the actual cost
incurred to date as a percentage of the estimated total costfor
each contract. Accordingly, costs and estimated earnings in
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excess of billings on uncompleted contracts ire recorded as a
current asset on the Balance Sheets, and billings in excess of
costs. and estimated earnings on uncompleted contracts are
recorded as a current liability on the Balance Sheets. The
amount of costs in excess of billings was $5 million and $10
million at December 31, 2009 and 2008, and the amount of
billings in. excess of costs was $69 million and $80 million at.
December 31, 2009 and 2008.

(PPL and RPL Energy Supply)

During 2007, PPL recognized $55 million of revenue related to a
settlement agreement for cost-based payments based upon the
RMR status of units at its Wallingford, Connecticut generating
facility.

(PPL and PPL Electric)

Beginning November 1, 2008, -PPL Electric's transmission
revenues- were billed in accordance with a FERC tariff that -
utilizes a formula-based rate recovery mechanism: The tariff
allows for recovery of actual transmission costs incurred, a "
return on 'transmission plant placed in service and an incentive.
return, including a return on construction work in progress, on:
the Susquehanna-Roseland transmission line project.* The tariff
utilizes estimated costs for the current year billing to customers
and requires a true-up to adjust for actual costs in the subsequent
year's rate. In August 2009, the FERC approved this formula-
based rate recovery mechanism. As a result, the annual update
of the rate is now implemented automatically without requiring
specific approval by the FERC before going into effect. PPL
Electric accrues or defers revenues applicable to any estimated
true-up of this formula-based rate. At December31, 2009 a net
asset of $5 million was accrued, which will be reflected in future
billings.

In 2009, PPL Electric recorded a3$3 million pre-tax true-up ($2
million after-tax) related to the 2008 portion of the FERC ...
formula-based transmission revenues. The true-up, reflected in
the Pennsylvania Delivery segment for PPL, is not considered by
management as material to the financial statements of PPL and
PPL Electricfor the years 2009 and 2008.

PPL Electric is charged transmission related costs by PJM
applicable to PLR customers. PPL Electric passes these costs on
to customers through an estimated transmission service charge
and records a true-up to adjust for actual cost. Any over- or
undercollectionsfrom customers are refunded or collected
through a transmission service charge adjustment. At
December 31; 2009, a liability of $39 million was accrued on the
Balance Sheet in "Other current liabilities" for PPL and as
"Overcollected transmission costs" for PPL Electric:

Allowance for Doubtful Accounts

Accounts receivable collectability is eValuated using a
combination of factors, including past due status based on
contractual terms. ,Reserve balances are analyzed'to assess the
reasonableness of the balances in-comparison to the actual :
accounts receivable balances. and write.roffs: Adjustments are
madeto reserve balances based on the results of analysis, the
aging of receivables, and historical and industry trends.

Additional specific reserves for uncollectible~accounts
receivable, such as bankruptcies, are :recorded on a case-by-case,
basis after having been researched and. reviewed by
management. The nature of the item, trends in write-offs, the
age of the receivable, counterparty creditworthiness and ,
economic conditions are considered as a basis forudetermining
the adequacy ofthe reserve. for uncollectible account balances..

Accounts receivable are charged-off in 'tle period in which the.
receivable is deemed uncollectible. Recoveries of accounts
receivable previously charged-off are recorded when it'is known
they will be received..

The changes in the allowance for doubtful accounts, including
unbilled revenues, were:.

PPL
2009
2008
2007

Balance at
Beginning
of Period

$ • .40
40
52

Additions
Charged

Charged Other
to Income Account

$ 30
29
31

5

$ .29
24
29

Balance
Deductions at End

(a) of Period

$ 335. .. 37
,29 40

43. 40

PPL Energy Sunplv
2009
2008
2007

.26
22
31

$ 6$:
91
9

21
26
22

PPL Electric
2009-
2008
2007

$ 14
18
19

$ 27 $ 16
28 " :14
30 18

(a) Primarily related to uncollectible accounts written off.

(PPL and PPL Energy Supplj) "

The California ISO reserves of $17 million accounted for 46%
and 47% of the total allowance for doubtful accounts of PPL and
81% of the total allowance of PPL Energy Supply at
Decemnber 31,2009 and 2008. SeeNote .14.for additidnal
information.

Cash (PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

Cash Equivalents

All highly liquid debt instruments purchased with original
maturities of three months or less are considered to be cash
equivalents.(PPL, PPL Eih6'gy Supply and PPL Electric)

Accounts receivable 'are reported in the Balance Sheets at the
gross outstanding amount adjusted for an allowance for'doubtful
accounts. :' " -'. , , -, .; • . I I,
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Restricted Cash and Cash Equivalents substantially the full term of the asset or liability. ,

Bank deposits and other cash equivalents that are restricted by
agreement or that have been clearly 'designated for a specific
purpose are classified as restricted; cash and cash equivalents.,
The change in restricted cash and cash equivalents is reported as
an investing activity on the Statements of Cash Flows. On the
Balance Sheets, the current portion of restricted cash and cash
equivalents is shown as "Restricted cash and cash equivalents."
while the noncurrent portion is included in "Other noncurrent
assets" for PPL and PPL Energy Supplyand in "Other regulatory
and noncurrent assets" for PPL Electric. For PPL and PPL.
Energy Supply, the December 31, 2009 balance of restricted
cash and cash equivalents consisted primarily of margin deposits
posted by counterparties to PPL Energy Supply in connection
with trading activities and the December 31, 2008 balance
consisted primarilyof margin deposits posted by PPL Energy
Supply to counterparties in connection with trading activities..
For PPL Electric, the December 31, 2009 and'2008 balances of.
restricted cash and cash equivalents, including the noncurrent *
portion, consisted primarily of funds deposited with a trustee to
defease the First Mortgage Bonds. See Note 17 for the amounts
recorded at December 31, 2009 and 2008.. ..

Fair Value Measurements (PPL, PPL Energy Supply and
PPL Electric)

PPL and its subsidiaries value certain financial and nonfinancial
assets and liabilities at fair value. Generally, the most
significant fair value measurements relate to price risk
management assets and liabilities, investments in securities
including investments in the NDT funds and defined benefit
plans, and cash and cash equivalents. PPL and its subsidiaries
use, as appropriate, a market approach (generally, data from
market transactions), an income approach (generally, present
value techniques and option-pricing models), and/or a cost
approach (generally, replacement cost) to measure the fair, value
of an asset or liability. These valuation approaches incorporate
inputs such as observable, independent market data and/or
unobservable data that management believes are predicated on
the.assumptions market participants would use to price an asset
or liability. These inputs may incorporate, as applicable, certain
risks such as nonperformance risk, which includes credit risk.

PPL and its subsidiaries prioritize fair value measurements for
disclosure by grouping them into one of three'levels in the fair
value hierarchy. The highest priority is given to measurements
using Level 1 inputs. The appropriate level assigned to a fair
value measurement is based on the lowest level input that is
significant to the fair value measurement in its entirety. The
three levels of the fair value hierarchy are as follows:

" Level 1 - quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for
identical assets or liabilities that are accessible at the
measurement date. Active markets are those in which
transactions for the asset or liability occur' with sufficient
frequency and volume to provide pricing, information on an'
ongoing basis.

* Level 2.- inputs other than quoted prices included within
Level I that are either directly or indirectly observable for

* Level 3 - unobservable inputs that management believes are.
predicated on the assumptions market participants would use
to measure the asset or liability at fairvalue.

Assessing the significance of a particular input requires
judgment that considers factors specific to' the asset or liability.
As such, PPL. and its subsidiaries' assessment of the significance
of a particular input may affect how the assets and liabilities are
classified within the fair value hierarchy. See Notes 17 and 18
for additional information on fair value measurements.

Investments (PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

Generally, the original maturity date of an investment.and
management's ability to sell an investment prior to its original
maturity determine the classification of investments as either
short-term or long-term. Investments that would otherwise be
classified as short-term, but are restricted as to withdrawal or use
for other than current operations or are clearly designated for
expenditure in.the acquisition or construction of noncurrent
assets or for the liquidation of long-term debts, are classified as

.long-term.

Short-term Investments

Short-term investments generally include certain deposits as well
as securities that are considered highly liquid or provide for
periodic, reset of interest rates. Short-term investments have
original maturities greater than three months and are included in
"Short-term investments" on the Balance Sheets of PPL and PPL
Energy Supply and in "Current Assets-Other" on the Balan.ce
Sheets of PPL Electric.

Investments in Debt and Eauitv Securities

Investments in debt securities are classified as held-t6-maturity
and measured at amortized cost when there is an intent and
ability to hold the securities to maturity. Debt and equity
securities that are acquired and held principally for the purpose
of selling them in the near-term are classified as trading.
Trading securities are generally held to capitalize on fluctuations
in their value: All other investments in debt and equity
securities are classified: as available-for-sale. Both trading and
available-for-sale securities are carried at fair value. The
specific identification method is used to calculate realized gains
and losses on debt and equity securities. Any unrealized gains
and losses on trading securities are included in earnings.
Through March 31, 2009, unrealized gains and losses on all
available-for-sale securities were reported, net of tax, in OCI or
recognized in earnings when the decline in fair value below
amortized cost was determined to be an other-than-temporary
impairment.

As described in "Recognition and Presentation of Other-Than-
Temporary Impairments" within "New Accounting Guidance
Adopted," new accounting guidance has modified the criteria for
determining whether a decline in fair value of a debt security is
other than temporary and whether the other-than-temporary
impairment is recognized in earnings or reported in OCI.
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Beginning April 1,; 2009, when a debt security is in an unrealized
loss position:

" if there is an intent to sell the security or a requirement to
sell the-security before recovery, the other-than-temporary
impairment is'recognized currently in earnings; or.

" ifthere is no intentto sell the security or requirement to sell
the security .before recovery; the portion of the other-than-
temporary impairment that is considered a credit loss is
recognized currently in earnings and the remainder of the
other-than-temporary impairment is reported in OCI, net, of
tax; or

" if there is no intent to sell -the security or requirement to sell"
the security before recovery and there is no credit loss, the
unrealized loss is reported in OCI, net of tax.

Equity securities were not impacted by this new accounting
guidance; therefore, unrealized gains and losses on available-for-
sale equity securities continue to be reported, net of tax, in OCI.
Earnings continue to be charged when an equity security's
decline in fair value below amortized cost is determined to be an
other-than-temporary impairment. See Notes 17 and 21 for
additional information-on investments in debt and equity .
securities.

Long-Lived and:Intangible Assets

The following' capitalized interest was excluded from "Interest
Expense" on the Statements of Income.

2009
2008
2007

PPL

$ 44
57
54

PPL Energy
. Supply

$ 45
56
54

(PPL, PPL Energy Supply ahd PPL Electric)

Included in PP&E on the balance sheet are capitalized costs of
software projects that were-developed or obtained for internal
use. These capitalized costs are amortized ratably over the
expectedlives of the projects when they become operational,
generally not to exceed five years. Following are capitalized
software costs and the accumulated amortization.

December 31, 2009 December 31, 2008
Carrying Accumulated "Carrying, Accumulated
Amount Amortization Amount Amortization

$ 97 $ 52 $ 62 $ ' . 39PPL
PPL Energy

Supply
PPL Electric

24
37

19
15

24
17

18
10

Amortization expense of capitalized software costs was as
follows: .

Prooertv. Plantand EauiDment

(PPL, PPL Energy Supply and.PPL Electric).

PP&E is recorded at original cost, unless impaired. If impaired,.
the asset is written down to fair value at that time, which •
becomes. the new cost basis of the asset. Original cost includes
material, labor, contractor costs; certain overheadsand financing
costs, where applicable. The cost of repairs and minor
replacements are charged to expense as incurred. PPL records
costs associatedWith planned major maintenance projects in the
period in which the-costs are incurred. No costs are accrued in
advance of the period in. which the work is performed.

(PPL and PPL Electric) -

AFUDC is capitalized as part of the construction costs for
regulated~projects. .The debt component of AFUD.C.is credited
to "Interest Expense" and the equity component is credited to
"Other Income -,net" on the Statements of Income.

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

Nuclear fuel-related costs, including fuel, conversion,.
enrichment, fabrication and assemblies are capitalized as PP&E.
Such costs are amortized over the period the fuel is spent using
the unit-of-production method and included in "Fuel" on the.,
Statements of Income..

PPL's unregulated entities and PPL Energy Supply capitalize
interest costs as part ofconstruction costs for non-regulated'
projects.

2009
2008
2007

PPL
PPLý ' Energy Supply-- PPL Electric

$ 13 $ 2 $ '' 5
8 2 3.

10 . .4.

The amortization of capitalized software is'incluided in
"Depreciation" on the Statements of Incomie.

Dept eciati Io (PPL,PPL Energy Supply and PPL ElectrIc)

Depreciation is computed over the estimated useful lives of
property using yarious methods including the straight-line,
composite and group methods'. When a comriponent of PP&E is
retired that xas' depreciated under the composite or group
metliod,'tlie original cost is'charged to accumulated.depreciation.
When all or'a significant portion of an operating unit that Was
depreciated under the composite or g'roup method is retired or
sold, the property and the related accumulated depreciation
account is rfeduced and any gain 'or loss is included in! income,
unless otherwise required by regulators..

In 2007, WPD reviewed the useful liyes of its distrib itioh
netw6rk assets. Effective.April1,'2007, after conf•ideriig
information from Ofgrniand oth&r internal and external surveys,
the weighted av.erage useful lives were exien'ded to 54 years
from 40 years... The effect of this' change in useful lives, for 2007
was to increase income from continuing operati'ns aftef income
taxes attributable to PPL/PPL Energy Supply and net income
attributable to PPL/PPL Energy Supply, as a result of lbwer
depreciation, by $13 million (or $0.03 per share, basic and
diluted, for PPL). , r.$9.0 s i
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Following are the weighted-average rates of depreciation 'at
December 31.

Generation
Transmission and distribution
General

Generation'
Transmission and distribution
General

2009
PPL

Energy PPL
PPL Supply Electric

2.48% 2.48%
2.17% 2.33% 2.04%
7.32% 10.19% 400%

2008

PPL

2.39%
'2.58%:
8.09%

PPL
Energy
Supply

2.39%
.3.076
11.6%

PPL
Electric.

2.20%
4.33%

The annual provisions for depreciation have been 'computed
principally-in accordance with the'following ranges, in years, of
assets lives. I

Generation
Transmission and distribution
General

PPL

40-50
5-70
3-60

PPL
Energy
Supply

40-50
5-60
3-60

PPL
Electric

15-70
5-55

Go od-,ill and Other Intangible Assets (PPL, PPL Energy
Supply and PPL Electric)

Goodwill represents the excess of the purchase price paid over
the estimated fair value of the assets acquired and liabilities
assumed in the acquisition of 'a business. 'PPL's'reporting units
are significant businesses that have discrete financial
information and the operating results are regularly reviewed by
segment management'

Other acquired intangible assets are initially measured based 'on
their fair value. Intangibles that have finite useful lives are
amortized b'oer their useful lives based upon' the pattern in which
the economic benefits. of the ýintangible assets 'are consumed' or
otherwise used. Costs incurred to renew or extend terms of
licenses are capitalized as intangible assets.

When'determining the useful life of an intangible asset,
including intangible assets that are 'renewed or extended, PPL'"
and its subsidiaries consider: the' expected use of the asset; the
expected useful life of other assets to which the useful life of the
intangible asset may relate; legal, regulatory, or contractual
provisions that may limit the useful life",the company's historical
experience as evidenceof its ability to support renewal or
extension;'the effects of obsolescence, demand, competition, and
other economic factors; and the level'of maintenanrce
expenditures required to obtain the expected futur6 cash flows
from the asset.

PPL and its subsidiaries account for emission allowances as
intangible assets. Since the economic benefits of emission
allowances are not diminished until they are consumed, emission

allowances are not amortized; rather they are expensed when
consumed. Such expense is included in "Fuel" on the'
Statements of Income. Gains and losses on the sale- of emission
allowances are included in "Other operation~and'maintenance"
on the Statements of Income. In addition, "vintage year" swaps
are accounted for as nonmonetary transactions that are required
to be measured at'fair value. Certain emission allowances' are
expected to be. sold rather than. consumed. These emission
allowances, are tested for.impairment when events or changes in
circumstances, such as a decline in market prices, indicate that
their car12iiig value 'might' be impaired., "

PPL and its'subsidiaries also account for RECs as intangible
assets.and the associated. costs are not expensed until the credits
are consumed. Such expense is included in "Energy. purchases"
on'the Statements of Income. Gains and losses on the sale of
RECs are included in"Other operating and maintenance" on the
Statements,'of Income.' ' '' ' ' '

See Note 19 for additional information 'on. goodwill and other
intangible assets.

Asset.Impairment (PPL, PPLEnergy Supply and PPL,Electric)

PPL and its subsidiaries review long-lived assets that are subject
to depreciation or amortization, inclu'ding.finite-lived, ..-'.-,
intangibles, for impairment when events or circumstances
indicate carrying amounts may not be recoverable.:

For a long-lived asset to be held and used,. an impairment exists'
when the carrying amount exceeds the sum of the undiscounted
cash flows expected to result from the use and eventual
disposition of the asset. If the asset is impaired, an impairment
loss is recorded to adjust the asset's carrying amount to its fair
value.. See Notes 8 and 17 for a discussion of impairment .:
charges recorded associated withlong-lived assets to'be:held and
used. , . ' ' ' . • ' '.

For a long-lived asset held -for sale, an impairment exists when
the carrying amount of the'asset (disposal group) exceeds its fair
value less cost to sell. If the asset (disposal group) is impaired,
an impairment loss is recorded to adjust the carrying amount of
the asset (disposal group) to its fair value less cost to sell. See
Notes 9 and 1.7 for a discussion of impairment 'charges recorded
associated With long-lived assets held for sale.

Goodwill is reviewed for impairment, at the reporting unit level,
annually or more frequently when events or circumstances
indicate that the carrying amount of a reporting unit may be.
greater than the unit's fair value. Additionally, goodwill must be
tested for impairment after a portion of goodwill:has .been
allocated to a business to be disposed of.. PPL's reporting units
are 'at or one level 'below its operating segments. If the carrying
amount of the reporting unit, including goodwill, exceeds its fair
value, the implied fair value of goodwill must be calculated,.
The implied fair value of goodwill is determined in the same
manner as the amount of goodwill in a business combination.
That is, the fair value of a reporting unit is allocated toall assets
and liabilities of that unit as if the reporting unit had been
acquired in a business combination. The excess of the fair value
of the reporting unit over the amounts assigned to its assets and
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liabilities is the implied fair value of goodwill. If the implied
fair value of goodwill is less than the carrying amount, an
impairment loss is recognized for an amount equal to that
difference.

Asset Retirement Obligations (PPL, PPL Energy Supply and
PPL Electric)

PPL and its subsidiaries recognize various legal obligations
associated with the retirement of long-lived assets as liabilities in
the financial statements. Initially this obligation is measured'at.
fair value. An equivalent amount is recorded as an increase in
the. value of the capitalized asset and allocated-to -expense over
-the useful- life-of the asset.. Until the obligation is settled, the-
,liability is increased, through the recognition of accretion
expense in the income statement, for. changes in the obligation -.

due to the passage of time. Estimated ARO costs and settlement
dates, which affect the carrying value of various AROs and the
related assets, are reviewed periodically to ensure that any
material changes are incorporated into the latest estimate of the
obligations.

See Note 20 for a discussion of accounting for AROs.

Compensation and Benefits

Defined Benefits (PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

PPL and certain of its subsidiaries sponsor various defined
benefit pension and other postretirement plans. An asset or
liability is recorded to recognize the funded status of all defined
benefit- plans with an offsetting entry to OCI or regulatory assets
for PPL Electric. Consequently, the funded status of all defined
benefit plans is fully recognized on the Balance Sheets. -.

Tlhe expected return on plan assets is determined based on a
market-related value of plan assets, which is calculated by
rolling forward the prior year market-related valtule with
contributions, disbursements and long-term expected return on
investments. One-fifth of the difference between the actual
value and the expected value is added (or sgubtracted if negative)
to the expected value to determinie the new market-related value.

PPL_ uses an accelerated' amortization method for the recognition
of gains and losses, for its pension plans: Under the accelerated
method, gains and losses in excess of 10% but less than 30% of
the greater- of the plan's projected benefit obligation or the
market-related value of plan assets are amortized on a straight- I

line basis over the estimated average future service period of
plan participants. Gains and losses in excess of'30% of the
plan's projected benefit obligation'ar6 amoritized'on a straight-
line basis over a period equal to one-half of the average future
service period of the plan participants.

See Note 12 for a discussion of defined benefits.,

Stock-Based Compensation ' .'•t,

(PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric) "

PPL grants stock options, restricted stock, restricted stock units'
and performance units to certain employees; and' stock units and
restricted stock units to directors, under several stock-based
compensation plans. PPL and its subsidiaries recognize -

compensation expense for stock-based awards based on the fair
value method. Stock options with graded -vesting (i.e.,, that Vest
in installments) are valued as a single award. PPL grants stock
options with an exercise price that is not less than the fair.value
of PPL's common stock on the-date of grant. See Note 11 for a
discussion of stock-based compensation. -Stock-based'
compensition is included in "Other operation and maintenance"
expense on the Statements of Income.

(PPL Energy Supply and.PPL 'Electric) ' - "

PPL Energy Supply's and PPL Electric's stock-based
compensation expense includes an allocation'of PPL Services'.
expense. .. .

Other. • - ' - .. '

Income Taxes . . , -

(PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric) ',

PPL and its domestic subsidiaries file a consolidated U.S. federal
income tax-return. ' . ' .. . ...

Significant management-judgment is.required in developing PPL
and its, subsidiaries' provisionfor income taxes primarily due- to
the uncertainty related to tax positions taken or-expected to be .
taken in tax returns and the determination of deferred tax assets,
liabilities and valuation allowances.

Significant management judgment is required to determine the
amount of benefit to be recognized in relation to an' uncertain tax
position.- PPL and its subsidiaries evaluate tax positions . ,
following a two-step'process. '-The first step requires an entity to
determine whether, based. on ,the technical merits supporting.a,
particular tax position, it is more- likely than not (greater than a.
50% chance)- that the tax position will be sustained. 'This'. ' -

determination assumes that the relevant taxing authority will
examine the tax position and-is-aware ofall the relevant facts
surrounding the tax position. The -second step requires an entity
to recognize in the financial statements the benefit of a tax
position that meets the more-likely-than-not re.ognition
criterion. The benefit recognized. is measured at the largest
amount of benefit that has a likelihood- of realization, upon
settlement,- that exceeds 50%. The amounts ultimately paid upon
resolution-of issues raised bytaxing authorities may differ
materially'from the amounts accrued, and may materially impact
the financial statements of PPL 'and its subsidiaries in the future.:

Deferred income taxes reflect the net future tax effects of -

-temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets
and liabilities for accounting, purposes and their basis for income
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tax purposes, as well as the tax effects of net operating losses
and tax credit carryforwards.

PPL and its subsidiaries record valuation allowances to reduce
deferred tax assets to .the amounts that are more likely than not
to be iealized. PPL and its subsidiaries consider the reversal of
temporary differences, future taxable income and ongoing ,
prudent and feasible tax planning strategies in initially recording
and subsequently reevaluating the need for valuation allowances.
If PPL and its subsidiaries determine that they are able to realize
deferred tax assets in the future in excess of recorded net,
deferred tax assets, adjustments to the valuation allowances
increase income by reducing tax expense in the period that such
determination.is made. Likewise, if PPL and its subsidiaries
determine that they are not able to realize all of part of net
deferred tax assets in the future, adjustments to the valuation
allowances would decrease income by increasing tax expense in
the period that such determination is'made;..

PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric defer investment tax
credits when the credits are utilized and are amortizing the
deferred amounts over the average lives of the related assets.

See Note 5 for additional discussion regarding income taxes.

(PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

The income tax provision for PPL Energy Supply afidPPL
Electric is calculated in accordance with an intercompany tax
sharing policy which provides that taxable income be calculated
as if PPL Energy Supply, PPL Electric and any domestic
subsidiaries each filed a separate consolidated return. PPL
Energy Supply's intercompany tax receivable was $21 million
and $15 million at December 31, 2009 and 2008.. PPL Electric's
intercompany tax receivable was $19 million and $15 million at
December 31, 2009 and 2008.

Leases

(PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

PPL and its subsidiaries evaluate whether arrangements entered
into contain leases for accounting purposes.

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

See Note 10 for.a discussion of arrangements under which PPL
and PPLEnergy Supply arelessees for accounting purposes.

PPL EnergyPlus has entered into several arrangements whereby
PPL EnergyPlus is considered the lessor .for accounting
purposes. See Note 10 for additional information on these leases
and Note 9 for information regarding the anticipated sale of the
Long Island generation business, which includes-certain of these
leases. .

Fuel, Materials and Supplies

(PPL, PPL En'ergy Supply and PPL Electric)

Fuel, materials and supplies are valued at the lower of cost or
market using the average cost method.

(PPL and PPL. Energy Supply)

Fuel, materials and supplies consisted of the following at
December31: :

PPL PPL Energy Supply
2009 , 2008 2009 2008

Fuel $ 151 $ 140 $ 151 $ 140
Materials and supplies 206 197 174 161

- .. $ 357 $ 337 $ 325 $ 301

(PPL and PPL Electric" Guarantees (PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

The provision for PPL Electric's deferred income taxes for
regulated assets is based upon the ratemaking principles
reflected in rates established by the PUC and the FERC. The
difference in the provision for deferred income taxes for
regulated assets and the amount that otherwise would.be
recorded under. GAAP is deferred and included on the Balance
Sheet in taxes recoverable through future rates in "Regulatory
assets" for PPL and in "Taxes recoverable through future rates"
for PPL Electric.

Taxes, Other Than Income (PPL, PPL Energy Supply and
PPL Electric)

PPL and its subsidiaries present sales taxes in "Accounts
Payable" and value-added taxes in "Taxes" on their Balance
Sheets. These taxes are not reflected on the Statements of
Income. See Note 5 for details on taxes included in "Taxes,
other than income" on the Statements of Income.

Generally,.the initial.measurement of a guarantee liability is the
fair value of the guarantee at its inception. However, there are
certain guarantees excluded from the scope of accounting
guidance and other guarantees that are not subject to the initial
recognition and measurement provisions. of accounting guidance.
See Note 14 for further discussion, of recorded and unrecorded
guarantees.

Treasury Stock ,(PPL.and PPL Electric)

PPL and PPL Electric restore all shares of common stock
acquired to authorized but unissued shares of common stock
upon acquisition.

*1*,/

Foreigqn Currency Translation and Transactions (PPL and
PPL Energy Supply).. ,. , .

Assets and liabilities of international subsidiaries, where the
local currency is the functional currency, are translated at the
exchange rates on the date of consolidation and related revenues
and expenses are translated at average exchange rates prevailing
during the year. See "Business and Consolidation" above for a
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discussion regarding the use of a lag period.. Adjustments . *
resulting from translation are recorded -in AOCI. The effect of
translation is removed from AOCI upon the sale or substantial
liquidation of the international, subsidiary that gave. rise to the
translation adjustment. The local currency is the functional:
currency for PPL's U.K. operating company.

At December 31, 2009, the British pound sterling had
strengthened in relation to the U.S. dollar as compared with the
prior year end. Changes in exchange rates resulted ina foreign
currency translation gain of $106 million for 2009, which ,
primarily reflected a $225 million increase in PP&E offset by an
increase of $119 million to other net liabilities. At
December 31, 2008; the British pound sterling had weakened in.
relation to the U.S. dollar compared with the prior year end.
Changes in these exchange rates resulted in a foreign currency
translation loss of $520 million for 2008, which. primarily
reflected a $1.1 billion reduction to PP&E offset by a reduction
of $580 millionto other net liabilities. Changes inexchange*
rates resulted in a foreign currency translation gain of $65
millionfor 2007, which primarily reflected a $173 million
increase in PP&E offset by an increase of $108 million to other
net liabilities.

Gains or losses relating to foreign currency transactions are
recognized currently in income. The net transaction losses were
insignificant in 2009 and 2007, and $2 million in 2008.

New Accounting Guidance Adopted (PPL, PPL Energy
Supply and PPL Electric)

Accounting for Convertible Debt Instruments That May Be
Settled in Cash uwon Conversion (Including Partial Cash
Settlement)

Effective January 1, 2009, PPL and its subsidiaries
retrospectively adopted accounting guidance that requires an
issuer to separatelyaccount for the liability and equity
components of convertible debt instruments that may be settled
in cash (or other assets) upon conversion in a manner that
reflects the issuer's nonconvertible debt borrowing rate when
interest cost is recognized in subsequent periods. The discount
that results from separating the liability and equity components'.
will be amortized over the life of the debt and recognized as
interest expense.

This guidance was applicable t6 PPL Energy Supply's 2-5/8%
Convertible Senior Notes due 2023 (Convertible Senior Notes),
which upon conversion required cash settlement of the principal
amount and permitted settlement of any conversion premium in
cash or PPL common stock. During 2008, all of the Convertible.
Senior Notes were either converted at the election of the holders,
or redeemed at par as a result of PPL Energy Supply calling the
notes for redemption. This guidance required only retrospective
application with regard to the Convertible Senior Notes, as none
of these notes were outstanding at the effective date. The
retrospective application impacted PPL in periods prior to 2006.
As such, PPL reduced the opening balance of"Eamings
reinvested" by $13 million with a corresponding increase to
"Capital in excess of par value.'"

Business Combinations .

Effective January 1, 2009, PPL and its subsidiaries prospectively
adopted accounting guidance that changes the accounting and
reporting for business combinations occurring after its adoption.
In addition, this guidance requires entities to recognize changes
in unrecognized tax benefits acquired in a business combination,
including.business combinations that occurred prior to
January 1, 2009, in income tax expense rather than in goodwill.
The January 1, 2009 adoption did not have a significant impact
on PPL and its subsidiaries; however, the impact in future
periods could be material. .

In the first quarter of 2009, PPL and PPL Energy Supply
recorded an income tax benefit of $14 million as a result. of
settling anincome tax dispute:- Prior to the adoption of this
guidance; $7 million of this income tax benefit would have been
recorded as a reductiowto goodwill.

Noncontrollinq Interests in Consolidated Financial
Statements

Effective January 1, 2009, PPL and its subsidiaries adopted
accounting guidance that was issued to improve the relevancy,
comparability, and transparency of'the financial information an
entity provides when it has a noncontrolling interest in a
subsidiary and when it changes its ownership interest in a
subsidiary. This guidance:

* requires ownership interests in subsidiaries held by parties
other than the parent to be presented in the consolidated .
statement of financial, position within equity, but separate,
from the parent's equity;

" requires the amount of consolidated net income attributable
to the parent and to the noncontrolling interest to be
presented on the face of the consolidated statement of,
income;

* addresses the accounting for changes in a parent's
ownership interest while the parent retains its controlling
financial.interest in its subsidiary and for the
deconsolidation of a subsidiary; and

* requires enhanced disclosures, relating to noncontrolling
interests. .

PPL and its- subsidiaries adopted this guidance prospectively
except ,for the presentation and disclosure requirements, which
required retrospective application.

At December 31, 2009 and 2008, PPL reflected PPL Electric's
preferred securities of $301 million within "Noncontrolling'
Interests" on the Balance Sheets. In addition, at December 31,
2009 and .2008, PPL and PPL Energy Supply reflected
previouslyrecorded minority interests .of $18 million within
"Noncontrolling Interests" on the Balance Sheets.

Determining Whether Instruments Granted in Share-Based
Payment Transactions Are Participating Securities,

Effective January 1, 2009, PPL and its subsidiaries
retrospectively adopted accounting guidance that requires
unvested share-based payment awards that contain
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nonforfeitable rights to dividends or dividend equivalents to be
considered participating securities and to be included in the
computation of EPS under the two-class method. The'two-class,
method treats share-based payment awards that pay
nonforfeitable dividends as a separate class of stock for purposes
of computing EPS..

The adoption did not have a material impact on PPL and its
subsidiaries. As a result of its application, PPL's restricted stock".
restricted stock units, and stock units granted to directors are
now considered participating.securities; therefore, PPL is
required to compute EPS under the two-class method. For the
years ended December 31, 2008, the retrospective application
caused PPL's basic EPS for income from continuingoperations
after income taxes available to PPL Corporation common
shareholders to decrease by $0.01 and basic EPS for net income
available to PPL Corporation common shareowners to decrease
by $0.01. For the year ended.December 31, 2007, the .•
retrospective application caused PPL's basic EPS for income
from continuing operations after income taxes available to PPL
Corporation common shareholders to decrease by $0.01 and
basic EPS for net income available to PPL Corporation common
shar'eowners to decrease by $0.02.. Additionally, PPL's diluted
EPS for net income available to PPL Corporation common
shareowners decreased by $0.01 for the year ended
December 31,2007. See Note 4 for additional information.

Disclosures about Derivative Instruments and Hedqing
Activities

Effective January 1, 2009, PPL and its.subsidiaries prospectively'
adopted accounting guidance that applies to all derivative
instruments, including bifurcated derivative instruments and
nonderivative instruments that are designated and qualify as
hedging instruments, as well as related hedged items. This
guidance requires an entity to expand disclosures to provide
greater transparency about: -"

" how and why it uses derivative instruments;
" how derivative instruments and related hedged items are

accounted for; and
" how derivative instruments and related hedged items affect

its financial position, results of operations and cash flows.

The guidance was issued to provide greater transparency'by
enhancing existing disclosures; therefore, the adoption did not
have a material impact on PPL and its subsidiaries',financial
statements. The enhanced disclosures are presented in Note 18.

Fair Value Measurements

Effective January:l, 2008, PPL and its subsidiaries adopted
accounting guidance that provides a framework for measuring
fair value, butelected to defer, until 2009, applying'this.
guidance to nonfinancial assets and nonfinancial liabilities that
are n§ot recognized or disclosed at fair value injthe financial * .

statements 'on a recurring basis. B Effective January 1, 2009, PPL- -
and its subsidiaries fully applied this guidance -to fair value
measurement concepts used within their financial statements .
where applicable:

Issuer's Accountingq for Liabilities Measured at -Fair Value
with a Third-Party Credit Enhancement,

Effective January 1,2009, PPL and its subsidiaries prospectively'
adopted accounting guidance that applies to liabilities issued
with an inseparable third-party credit enhancement when 'the
liability is measured or disclosed at fair value on a recurring
basis. This guidance.indicates that an issuer shall disclose the
existence of a third-party credit enfiancement, and the fair value
measurement of the liability shall not include the effect of this
third-party credit enhancement.

The initial adoption did not have a material impact on PPL and
its subsidiaries' financial statements, as this guidance only
impacts the fair value disclosure of certain credit-erhanced debt
instruments. See "Financial Instruments Not Recorded-at Fair*
Value" within Note 17. for these disclosures. .

DetermininqFair Value When the Volume and Level of
Activity for the Asset or Liability Have Significantly .
Decreased •and Identifying Transactions That Are Not
Orderly. • -..

Effective April 1, 2009, PPL and its subsidiaries prospectively
adopted accounting guidance that: ,

* provides additional direction for estimating fair value when "
the volume and level of activity for the asset or liability
have significantly decreased;

* includes guidance on identifying circumstances that indicate
a transaction is not orderly; and

* emphasizes that the-o9bjective of a fair value, measurement'
remains the-same; that is, fair value is the price that would
be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in
an orderly transaction between market participants at the
measurement- date under current market conditions.

Comparative.disclosures are requited only for periods ending
after initial adoption. The adoption did not have a material
impact on PPL and' its subsidiaries' financial statements.

Recognition and Presentation.of Other-Than-Temp6rary
Impairments

Effective April 1, 2009, PPL and its subsidiaries retrospectively
adopted accounting guidance that modified the requirement that
an entity have the intent and ability to hold an impaired debt ":
security to recovery, in order to conclude an'impairmenti was•-i" '.
temporary. Under this guidance, an impairment of a debt
security is other than temporary-if (1) an entity has the intent to
sell the security, (2) it is more likely than not that an entity will
be required-to sell- the security before recovery, or (3) an entity
does not expect to recover the entire amortized cost basis of the
security, referred to as a credit loss. •

In addition, this guidance changes the recording of an other--
than-temporary impairment on a debt' security if the reason foi'
the other-than-temporary impairment is the recognition of a'
credit loss. In this situation, the other-than-temporary
impairment will be separated into the -credit loss component,
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which is recognized in earnings, and the remainder of the other-
than-temporary impairment,' which is recorded in OCI.

For a debt security held at the beginning of the period of
adoption for which an other-_than-temporary impairment was
previously recognized, if an entity does not intend to sell the
debt security and it is not more likely than not that the eitity will
be required to sell the debt security before recovery of its,

amortized cost basis, the cumulative effect of applying this.
guidance was recognized as an adjustment i6 the opening
balance of retained earnings with a corresponding adjustnient to
AOCI.

This guidance affects the accounting for PPL's and PPL Energy
Supply's investments in debt securities in the NDT funds. Prior.
to its application, PPL and PPL Energy Supply were unable to
demonstrate the ability to hold an impaired debt security in the
NDT funds until recovery; therefore, an unrealized loss, on a'debt
security always represented an other-than-temporary impairment
that required a current period charge to earnings. Based,orn the"
application of this guidance, certain unrealized losses on .
investments in debt securities are no longer considered other-.
than-temporary impairments and will be recorded to OCI..

Related SEC guidance was also amended to no longer apply-to
debt securities. As a result of the adoption, PPL and PPL
Energy Supply recorded an immaterial cumulative effect
adjustment to the opening balance of retain't earnings wvith, a
corresponding reduction to AOCI. V

The FASB-Accountinq Standards Codification TM and the
Hierarchy of Generally Accepted Accountinq Principles

Beginning with the period ended September 30, 2009, PPL and
its subs idiaries'adopted accounting guidance that establisheg'the
FASB Accounting Standards CodificationTM (ASC) as' the,
primary source of authoritative GAAP, other than guidance
issued by the SEC. This guidance eliminates the previous
GAAP hierarchy of accounting andrepoiting guidance and
replaces it withtwo levels of literature: authoritative and non-
aujhoritative, and organizes GAAP pronouncements in a
consistent manner by accounting topic. The adoption did not
impact PPL and its subsidiaries' restilts'of operations, cash flows:
or financial positions since the ASC did not change existing
GAAP.. '.

Employers' Disclosiires abdut Pensions and Other
Postretirement Benefits

Effective December.3 I., 2009, PPL and its subsidiaries
prospectively-adopted accounting guidance that reqtuires 'fix .
employer to enhance its disclosures about plan assets of defined.
benefit plans to provide users of financial statements with an
understanding of: .

" how investment allocation decisions* are made, including the
factors that are pertinent to an understanding of investment
policies and strategies;-.

" the major classes of plan assets;
" the inputs and valuation -techniques used to measure the fair

value of plan assets;

" the effect of fair value measurements using significant
unobservable inputs (Level-3) on changes in, plan assets for
the period; and , I . 1 1. , , ' - ,

* significant concentrations'of risk-within plan assets..

This guidance -was issued to provide greater transparency within'.
disclosures;therefore, the 'adoption did not have a material
impact on PPL and its subsidiaries' financial statements.: The
enhanced disclosures are presented in Note 12.

New Accounting Guidance Pending Adoption

See Note 22 for a discussion of new accounting guidance
pending adoption. .

2. Segment and Related Information

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

PPL's reportable segments are Supply, International Delivery
and Pennsylvania Delivery. The Supply. segment primarily
consists of the domestic energy marketing and trading activities,
as well as..the generation and development operations of PPL.
Energy Supply. In 2009 and 2007, PPL Energy Supply sold or .
agreed to sell certain Supply.segment businesses. See Notes-8
and 9 for additional information.

The International Delivery segment consists primarily of the.
electricity distribution operations in the U.K. In 2007, PPL.
completed the sale of its Latin American businesses. In 2008,
the International Delivery segment recognized income tax.
benefits and miscellaneous expenses in Discontinued Operations.
in connection with the dissolution of. certainLatin American,
holding companies..* In 2009, theInternational Delivery segment
recognized $24 million of income tax expense in Discontinued,.
Operations related to a correction of the calculation of tax bases
of the Latin American businesses sold in 2007. See Note 9 for-,
additional information.

The Pennsylvania* Delivery segment includes the regulated
electric delivery operations of PPL Electric. This segment also
included the, gas delivery operations of PPL Gas Utilities prior to
its sale in October 2008. See.Note 9 for additional information.,

The operating results of the Long Island generation business, the.
majority of the-Maine hydroelectric generation business, the,,
Latin American businesses and the natural gas distribution and
propane. businesses have been classified, as Discontinued
Operations on the Statements of Income. Therefore, with the
exception of net income attributable to PPL/PPL Energy Supply,,
the operating results from these businesses have been excluded
from the income statement data tables below.

PPL Energy Supply's reportable segments are Supply and
International Delivery. The International Delivery. segment at
the PPL Energy Supply level is consistent.with the International
Delivery segment at the PPL level. The Supply segment
information reported at the PPL Energy Supply level will not
agree with the Supply segment information.repgrted at the PPL
level because additional Supply segment functions exist at PPL "
that are outside of PPL Energy Supply. Furthermore, certain
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income items, including PLR revenue and certain interest
income, exist at the PPL Energy Supply level but are eliminated
in consolidation at the PPL level. Finally, certain expense items
are fully allocated to the segments at the PPL level only.

Segments include direct charges, as well as an allocation of
indirect corporate service costs, from PPL Services. These
service costs include functions such as financial, legal, human.
resources and information services. See Note 15 for additional
information.

Financial data for the segments are:

PPL PPL Energy Supply
.2009 2008 2007 2009 2008 2007

Income Statement
Data

Revenues from
external
customers

Supply(a) 3,618 $ 3,857 $ 2,308 $ 5,416 $ 5,678 $4,1
International

Delivery 716 857, 900 716 857 901
Pennsylvania

Delivery 3,222 3,293 3,254
7,556 8,007 6,462 6,132 6,535 5,01

Intersegment
revehues (b) -

Supply 1,806 1,826 1,810.
Pennsylvania

Delivery 70 108 156

Depreciation
Supply. 226 193• 163 210 180 15
International

Delivery 115 134 147 115 134 14
Pennsylvania

Delivery 128 131 132 _ " _ _ _

469 458 442 325 . 314 . 29!
Amortization -

recoverable
transition costs
and other

Supply 90 66 106 88 '51 .9,
International
Delivery (13) 15 10 (13). 15 l1

Pennsylvania.
Delivery 312 302 317

389 383' 433 75. 66 10,
Unrealized (gains)
losses on
derivatives and
other hedging
activities -

Supply 329 (279) (22) 33,0 . (285)t (2'

Interest income (c) .....
Supply'' 2 7 11: 7 27' 5:
International
Delivery 1 10 22 . 1 10.. 2

Pennsylvania
Delivery 11 16 28 " '

14 33 61 8 37 7
Interest . ' :
Expense (d)

Supply 191 200 154 '-185 169 , 10l
International
Delivery . 87 144 183 .87 144 18

Pennsylvania
Delivery 118 -111 135 .'

PPL PPL Energy Supply
2009 2008 2007 2009 2008 2007

Income from
Continuing
Operations'Befo
Income Taxes -

Supply
International

Delivery'
Pennsylvania

Delivery

Income Takes
supply,
International

Delivery
Pennsylvania
Delivery

Deferred income
taxes and •
investment tax
credits

2 Supply -

85 749 780 44 755 835

290 330 260 290 330 260

221 ".278 241 ;._ _ . .' ..
596 .'1,357 1,281. 334 - 1,085 ,1,095

31 283 22Y' 27 290 249

20 45 (43) 20 45 (43)

• 79: . 102 81
130 430 '259' ' 47 335 I '-206

138 ' 112 6' ' 152 193 120
Intematidrial .

Delivery : ....- . ' 12 (38), .- 12' I ' (38)

2

Pennsylvania
Delivery (23) 1 18

127 1 f4 (14) 164 194 - 82
Net Income

Attributable to: . ' .,
PPL/PPL Energy
Supply

Supply (a) (e) - 40 479 " 568 3 478 595
Intemraticnal " '. " ;..,'. ,. -" I : ý :,- I Z " " "-', ,

Delivery(f) 243 .290 610, .243 290 610
2 Pennsylvania

Delivery(g) . 124 161 110, M _ _-

7 " S 407$ 930 $1,288 $ '246- $ .768 $ l,205
Cash Flow Data , -' ' :
Expenditures for

9 lohglived;ass~ets'"
Supply.,K $ *723ý -$i,1,142 $ 1,043 $, _.694$ t;l 117.' $ .1,019international' ' " "' " 'Delivery '240' 267 340"' 240 i 267 340

Pennsylvania , , -
4. Delivery. . 298 *. 286 1302. _ _ _ . _

0
$ 1,261 _ 1,695 $ 1,685 $ 934 $ 1,384 $, 1,359

1'.'' %".•" 5

PPL PPL Energy Supply
As of December 3i, "' As of December 31,

2009- '2008 -"2009 " .2008
Sheet Data . ..Balance

Total assets , .
Supply-
International Delivery
Pennsylvania Delivery

$ 12,766 $ 11,993 $ 12,508 $ 12,270
4,516 4,199 4,516 4,199
4,883 5,213-

$.,',22,165 ($.21'`405 .$ 17,Q24, $ '16,469'7)

5

2 Geographic D;
Revenues frorr

external
customers,

PPL PPL Energy Supply
.2009 • 2008 2007 , 2009 2008 2007

Ita,

$ 6,840 $ 7,150 $ 5,562 $ 5,416 $ 5,678 $ 4,112
716 857 900 716 . 857 900

$ 7,556 $ 8,007 $ 6,462 $ 6,132 $ 6,535 $ 5,012

/
U.S.
U.K.

6

3

396 455 472 272 313 289
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PPL PPL Energy Supply
As of December 31, As of December 31,

2009 2008 2009. 2008
Long-Lived Assets

U.S. $ 10,181 $ 9,762 S 6,676 $ 6,433
U.K. 3,517 3,167 3,517 3,167

$ 13,698 $ 12,929 $ 10,193 $ 9,600

(a) Includes unrealized gains and losses from economic activity. See Note 18
for additional information.

(b) See "PLR Contracts" and "NUG Purchases" in Note 15 for a discussion of
the basis of accounting between reportable segments "

(c) Includes interest income from affiliate(s).
(d) Includes interest expense with affiliate.
(e) Includes the results of Discontinued Operations of the Long Island

generation business and the majority of the Maine hydroelectric generation
business. Also includes the loss on the sale of PPL Energy Supply's interest
in Wyman Unit 4. See Note 9 for additional information.

() Includes the results of Discontinued Operations of the Latin American
businesses. See Note 9 for additional information.

(g) Includes the results of Discontinued Operati6ns of the natural gas and
propane businesses. See Note 9 for additional information.

3. Variable Interest Entities

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

In December 2001, a subsidiary of PPL Energy Supply entered
into a $455 million operating lease arrangement, as lessee; for
the development, construction and operation of a gas-fired
combined-cycle generation facility located in Lower Mt. Bethel
Township, Northampton County, Pennsylvania'. This generation
facility has a total capacity (winter rating) of 624 MW at
December 31, 2009. The owner/lessor'of this generation .
facility, LMB Funding, LP, was created to own/lease the facility
and incur the related financing costs; The initial lease'term
commenced on the date of commercial Operation, which
occurred in May 2004, and ends in December 2013. Under a
residual value. guarantee, if the generation facility is sold at the
end of the lease term and the cash proceeds from the sale are less
than the original acquisition cost, the subsidiary of PPL Energy
Supply is obligated to pay up to 70.52% of the original
acquisition cost. This residual value guarantee protects the other
variable interest holders from losses related to their investments.
LMB Funding, LP cannot extend or cancel the lease or sell the
facility without the prior consent of the PPL Energy Supply
subsidiary. As a result, LMB Funding, LP was determined to be
a variable interest entity and the subsidiary of PPL Energy
Supply was considered the primary beneficiary that consolidates
this variable interest entity.

The lease financing, which includes $437 million of "Long-term
Debt" and $18 million of "Noncontrolling Interests," at
December 31, 2009, is secured by, among other' things, the
generation facility. The debt matures at the end of the lease. At
December 31, 2009 and 2008, the facility, which was included in
"Property, Plant and Equipment" and "Other intangibles" on the
Balance Sheets, had a carrying value of $435 million and $441
million, net of accumulated depreciation and amortization *of $48
million and $51 million.

4. Earnings Per Share

(PPL)

The basic and diluted EPS computations and reconciliations of
the amounts'of income, and shares (in thousands) of common
stock used in the calculations are: ' .

2009 ' 2008 2007
Income (Numerator)
Income from continuing operations after

income taxes attributable to PPL $ 447 $ 907 $ 1;001
Less amounts allocated to participating

securities 2 , 5 5
Income from continuing operations after

income taxes available to PPL common
shareowners $ 445 $ 902 $ 996

Income (loss) from discontinued
operations (net of income taxes)
attributable to PPL $ (40)

Less amounts allocated to'participating
securities

Income (loss) froi 'discontinued
operations (net of income taxes)
available to PPL common shareowners $(40)

23. $ 287

S . 23 $ 286

Net income attributable to PPL
Less amounts allocated to participating

securities
Net income available to PPL common

shareowners

Shares of Common Stock
(Denominator)

Weighted-average shares - Basic EPS
Add incremental non-participating
securities:

Stock options and performance units
Convertible Senior Notes

Weighted-average shares - Diluted EPS

Basic EPS
Available to PPL common shareowners:

Income from continuing operations
after income taxes

Income (loss) from discontinued
operations (net of income taxes)

Net Income

Diluted EPS
Available to PPL common shareowners

Income from continuing operations
after income taxes

Income (loss) from discontinued
operations (net of income taxes)

Net Income

$ 407 $ 930, S 1,288

2, 5 6

S 405 $ 925 $ 1,282

376,082 373,626 380,563

324 836 1,328
439 ' 1,601

376,406 374,901 383,492

S 1.18 $ 2.42 $ 2.62

(0.10) 0.06 0.75
$ 1.08 $ 2.48 $ 3.37

$ 1.18 $ 2.41 $ 2.60

(0.10) 0.06 0.74
S 1.08 $ 2.47 $ 3.34

While they were outstanding, PPL Energy Supply's 2-5/8%
Convertible Senior Notes due 2023, (Convertible Senior Notes),
which were issued in May 2003, could be converted into shares
of PPL common stock under certain circumstances, including if
during a fiscal quarter the market price of PPL's common stock
exceeded $29.83 per share over a certain period during the
preceding fiscal quarter or if PPL Energy Supply called the debt.
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During 2008, all then-outstanding Convertible Senior Notes
were either converted at the election of the holders or redeemed
at par by PPL Energy Supply.

The terms of the Convertible Senior Notes required cash
settlement of the principal amount and permitted settlement of
any conversion premium in cash or PPL common stock. Based
upon the conversion rate of 40.2212 shares per $1,000 principal
amount of notes (or $24.8625 per share), the Convertible Senior
Notes had a dilutive impact when the average market price of
PPL commonstock equaled or exceeded $24.87.

During,2009, PPL issued 559,744 shares of common stock
related to the exercise of stock options, vesting of restricted
stock and restricted stock units and conversion of stock units
granted to directors under its stock-based compensation plans.
In addition, PPL issued 235,013 and 1,854,559 shares of
common stock related to its ESOP and its DRIP. See Note 11
for a'discussion of PPL's stock-based compensation plans.

The following stock options to purchase PPL common stock and
performance units were excluded in the periods' computations of
diluted EPS because the effect would have been antidilutive.

Deferred Tax Assets
Deferred investment tax credits
NUG contracts and buybacks
Regulatory liabilities
Accrued pension costs

* State loss carryforwards
Federal tax credit carryforwards
Foreign capital loss carryforwards
Foreign - pensions
Foreign - other
Contributions in aid of constiuctiormi
Domestic - other
Valuation allowances

2009 2008

S 16 $ 20
6 .. 22

28
265 241
184 159
23 23

144 126
168 87

6 9
.98 79

189 192
(312) 1 (i85)
815 673

Deferred Tax Liabilities
Plant - net
Recoverable transition costs
Taxes recoverable through future rates
Unrealized gains on.qualifyingderivatives.
Foreign investments
Reacquired debt costs
Foreign - plant
Foreign - other
Domestic - other

Net deferred tax liability

1,8

5

.3,0
S 2,2

55 1,467
116

04 103
437 72

5 , 6
14 12
46 519
35"' 67
67 55
D63 2,417
48 $ 1,744

(Thousands of Shares)

Stock options and performance
units

2009 2008 2007

2,395 606

5. Income and Other Taxes

(PPL)

"Income from Continuing Operations Before Income Taxes"
included the following components:

Domestic income
Foreign income

2009 2008 2007

$ 306 $ 1,027 $ 1,021
290 330 260

$ 596 $ 1,357 $ 1,281

PPL had federal foreign tax.credit carryforwards that expire by
2019 of $23 million at December 31, 2009 and 2008. PPL also
had state net operating loss carryforwards that expire between
2010 and 2029 of $2.8 billion and $2.5 billion at December 31,
2009 and 2008. Valuation allowances have-been established for
the amount that, more likely than not; willnot be realized.

PPL Global had no foreign net operating loss carryforwards at
December 31, 2009 and 2008. PPL Global had foreign capital
loss carryforwards of $514 million and $451 million at
December 31, 2009 and 2008. All-of these losses have an
indefinite carryforward period. Valuation allowances have been.
established for the amount that, more likely than not, will not.be
realized. Of the total valuation allowances related to foreign
capital loss carryforwards, $63 million was previously allocable
to goodwill; however, upon adoption of new business.
combination guidance, effective January 1, 2009,:all changes.in
valuation allowances associated with business combinations are
now recognized in tax expense rather than in.goodwill. See
Note 1 for additional information.

The changes in deferred tax valuation allowances were:

Additions
Balance at Charged to . Balance
Beginning Charged Other at End
of Period to Income Accounts • Deductions of Period

2009 $ 285 $ 24 S 17(a) $ 14(b) $ 312
2008 (c) 323 9 47(a) 285
2007(c) 352 " 2 . ' 31(d) 323

Deferred income taxes reflect the net tax effects of temporary
differences between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities
for accounting purposes and their basis for income tax purposes
and the tax effects of net operating loss and tax credit
carryforwards.

Net deferred tax assets have been recognized based on
management's estimates of future taxable income for U.S. and
certain foreign jurisdictions in which PPL's operations have
historically been profitable.

Significant components of PPL's deferred income tax assets and
liabilities from continuing operations were as follows:

(a) Related to the change in foreign net operating loss carryforw'ards,
including the change in foreign currency exchange rates.

(b) Resulting from the projected revenue increase in cdnnection with the
expiration of the generation rate caps in 2010, the valuation allowance
related to state net operating loss carryforwards was reduced by $13
million.
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(c) Pennsylvania state legislation, enacted in 2007 and 2009, increased the net
operating loss limitation. As a result, the deferred tax asset (and related
valuation allowance) associated with certain of its Pennsylvania net
operating loss carryforwards for all periods presented were increased to
reflect the higher limitation. There was no impact on the net deferred tax.
asset position as a result of the legislation and related adjustments.

(d) Primarily related to the change in domestic net operating loss
carryforwards.

PPL Global does not pay or record U.S. income taxes on the
undistributed earnings of WPD as management has determined
that the earnings are permanently reinvested. Historically,
dividends paid by WPD have been distributions of the current.
year's earnings. WPD's long-term working capital forecasts and
capital expenditure projections for the foreseeable future require
reinvestment of WPD's undistributed earnings and WPD would
have to issue debt or access credit facilities to fund any
distributions in excess of current earnings. Additionally, U.S.
long-term working capital forecasts and capital expenditure
Projections for the foreseeable future do not require or anticipate
WPD distributing any more than future earnings to its parent in
the U.S. The cumulative undistributed earnings are included in
"Earnings reinvested" on the Balance Sheets. The amounts
considered permanently reinvested at December 31, 2009 and
2008.were $622 million and $1.2 billion. If the earnings are
remitted as dividends, PPL Global may be subject to additional
U.S. taxes, net of allowable foreign tax credits. It is not
practicable to estimate the amount of additional taxes that might
be payable on these foreign earnings. -.

Details of the components of income tax expense, a
reconciliation of federal income taxes derived from statutory tax
rates applied to "Income from Continuing Operations Before
Income Taxes" to income taxes for reporting purposes, and .
details of "Taxes, other than income" were:

2009 2008 2007
Reconciliation of Income Tax.
Expense

Federal income tax on Income
from Continuing Operations•
Before Income Taxes at statutory
tax rate - 35%

Increase (decrease) due to:
State income taxes (a) (b)
State net operating loss valuation

allowance (c)
Amortization of investment tax

credits
Difference related to income

recognition of foreign affiliates
(net of foreign income taxes) (d)

Enactment of the U.K.'s Finance
Act 2008 and 2007 (e)

Change in -federal tax reserves (a)
Change in foreign tax reserves (a)

(d)
Stranded cost securitization (a)
Federal income tax return

adjustments (b),
Foreign income tax return

adjustments (b)
Federal income tax• credits (b)
Domestic manufacturing

deduction ' .
Other , . .

Total income tax expense

Effective income tax rate

$ 209

40

(13)

(10)

$ 475 $* 448

47 29

(10)

(93) (48)

(8)
6 10

17 5
(6) .(7)

.(10) . (6)

(17).

(2) 15

(3) (' (17)" (5) (9).
(79) (45)

$. 130 $ 430 $
21.8% .... , 31.7%

(10)

(39)

(54)
(27)

(7)

(8)

(2)

(57)

(15)
1

(189)

20.2%

(a) Changes in income tax reserves impacted the following components.of
income tax expense, which are presented in the "Reconciliation of Income
Tax Expense" table. 2009 2008 2007

Change in-foreign tax reserves $ 17 $ .5

2009 2008 2007
Income Tax Expense

Current - Federal
Current - State
Current-ý Foreign

Deferred - Federal
Deferred - State (a)
Deferred - Foreign (b)

Investment tax credit, net - Federal
Total income tax expenic from

continuing operations (c)

Total income tax expense - Federal
Total income tax expense - State
Total income tax expense - Foreign

Total income-tax expense from
continuing operations (c)

$ (59)
21
41
.3

135
* (10)

16
141
(14)

$ 130

$ 62'
11
57

$ 130

$ 237 S 181
9 9

70 83
316 273

72 32
43 20
13 (52)

128 _
(14 (14

$ 430 'S 259

$ 295 $ 199
52 29
83 31

$ 430 $ 259

Change in federal tax ieserves (f) 6 10 .$ (27)
.Stranded cost securitization (6) , (7) . (7)
State income taxes (f) (5) 3, 1

S 12 . 11 $ (33)

(b) Adjustments from filing prior year tax returns impacted'the following
components of income tax expense, which are piesented in the'
"Reconciliation of Income Tax Expense" table.

2009 2008 2007

State income thxes (f) . $ 31 $ 4 $ (1)
Federal income tax return

adjustments (f) (10) (6) (8)
Foreign income tax.return adjustments (17) (2)
Federal income tax credits (g) 16

$ 213) $ l)

(c) Pennsylvania H.B. 1531, enacted in October 2009, increased the net operating
loss limitation to 20% of taxable income for tax years beginning in 2010. In
coinjunction with the projected revenue increase related to the expiration of
the generation rate caps in 2010, PPL recorded a $13 million reduction to
state deferred income tax expense related to the reversal of deferred tax'.
valuation allowances for a portion of its Pennsylvania net operating losses.

(a) Includes a' $13 million reduction to state deferred tax expense related to the
reversal of deferred tax valuation allowances. See "Reconciliation of Income
Tax Expense" for additional information.I

(b) Includes a $54 million deferred tax benefit recorded in 2007 related to the
U.K. tax rate reduction effective April 1, 2008. See "Reconciliation.of
Income Tax Expense" for additional information.

(c) Exclude curreni and-deferred federal, state and foreign tax eipense (benefit)
recorded to Discontinued Operations of $21 million in 2009 and $154 million
in 2007. Excludes realized tax benefits related to stock-based compensation,
recorded as an increase to capital in excess of par value of $1 million in 2009,
$7 million in 2008 and $25 million in 2007. Also, excludes federal, state, and
foreign tax expense (benefit) recorded toOCI of $358 million in 2009, $(212)
million in 2008 and $20 million in 2007.
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(d) Income tax (benefits) related to foreign income, which are present6d in the
"Reconciliation of Income Tax Expense" table.

2009 2008 2007
Domestic income
Foreign income

2009 2008 2007

$ 44 $ 755 $ 835
290 330 260

$ 334 $ 1,085 $ 1,095Losses generated through restructuring
and fully reserved (reflected in
"Change in foreign tax reserves") $

Impact of lower U.K. income tax rates
U.S. income tax on foreign earnings -

(46)
(23) S (22) $ (16)

net of foreign tax credit (16) (21) (14)
Other (8) (5) (9)

$___ 3) _(48) $ (39)

(e) The U.K.'s Finance Act 2008, enacted in July 2008, included a phase-out of
tax depreciation on certain buildings. As a result, PPL' recorded an $8 million
deferred tax benefit during 2008 related to the reduction in its deferred tax
liabilities.

The U.K.'s Finance Act of 2007, enacted:in July 2007, included a reduction in
the U.K.'s statutory income tax rate. Effective April 1, 2008, the statutory
income tax rate was reduced from 30% to 28%. As a result, PPL recorded a
$54 million deferred tax benefit during 2007 related to the reduction in its
deferred tax liabilities.

(f) During 2009, PPL received consent from the IRS to change its method of
accounting for certain expenditures for tax purposes. PPL deducted the
resulting IRC Sec. 481 adjustment on its 2008 federal income tax return and
recorded a $24 million adjustment to federal and state income tax expense
resulting from the reduction of federal income tax benefits related to the
domestic manufacturing deduction and reduction of certain state tax benefits
related to state net operating losses and regulated depreciation. The $24
million of income tax expense consisted of $29 million expense reflected in
"State income taxes," offset by $4 million benefit reflected in "Federal
income tax return adjustments" and a $1 million benefit reflected in "Change
in federal tax reserves."

(g) During March.2008, PPL Energy Supply recorded a $13 million expense to
adjust the amount of synthetic fuel tax credits recorded during 2007. See
Note 14 for additional information.

Deferred income taxes reflect the net tax effects of temporary
differences between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities
for accounting purposes and their basis for income tax purposes
and the tax effects of net operating loss and tax credit.
carryforwards.

N~t deferred tax assets have been recognized based on
management's estimates of future taxable income for U.S. and
certain foreign jurisdictions in which PPL's operations have
historically been profitable.

Significant components of PPL Energy Supply's deferred income
tax assets and liabilities from' continuing operations were as
follows:

2009 2008
Deferred Tax Assets

Deferred investment tax credits
NUG contracts and buybacks
Accrued pension costs
Federal tax credit carryforwards
Foreign capital loss carryforwards
Foreign - pensions
Foreign - other
Other domestic
Valuation allowances

Deferred Tax Liabilities
Plant - net
Unrealized gain on qualifying derivatives
Foreign investments
Foreign - plant
Foreign - other
Other domestic

Net deferred tax liability

,$ 12.
6

149
23

144
168

6
100

(144)
464

1,046
417

5
546
35
41

2,090
$ 1,626

$ 16
22

135
23

126
87
9

98
(127)
389

796
81
6

519.
67
33

1,502
$ 1,113

2009 2008 2007
Taxes, other than income

State gross receipts
State utility realty
State capital stock
Property - foreign
Domestic property and other

$ 187 $ 199
5 4
6 5

57 66
25 14

$ 280 $ 288

S 193
5

8
67
25

$ 298

See Note I for information on a settlement related to PURTA tax
that will be returned to PPL Electric customers.

For tax years 2000 through 2007, PPL Montana protested certain
property tax assessments by .the Montana Department of
Revenue on its generation facilities. The tax liabilities in dispute
for 2000 through 2007, which had been paid and expensed by
PPL Montana, totaled $45 million. In January 2008, both parties
reached a settlement for all years outstanding. The settlement
resulted in PPL Montana receiving a refund of taxes paid and
interest totaling $8 million. This settlement was recorded in
2008, of which $7 million was reflected in "Taxes, other than
income!' and $1 million was reflected in "Other Income - net"'on
the Statement of Income.

(PPL Energy Supply)

"Income from Continuing Operations Before Income Taxes"
included the following components:

PPL Energy Supply had federal foreign tax credit carryforwards
that expire by 2019 of $23 million at December 31, 2009 and
2008. PPL Energy Supply also had state net operating loss
carryforwards that expire between 2010 and 2029 of $9 million
at December 31, 2009 and 2008. Valuation allowances have
been established for the amount that, more likely than not, will
not be realized.

PPL Global had no foreign net operating loss carryforwards at
December 31, 2009 and December 31, 2008. PPL Global had
foreign capital loss carryforwards of $514 million and $451
million at December 31, 2009 and 2008. All of these losses
have an indefinite carryforward period. Valuation allowances
have been established for the amount that, more likely than not,
will not be realized. Of the total valuation allowances related to
foreign capital loss carryforwards, $63 million was allocable to
goodwill; however, upon adoption of new business combination
guidance, effective January 1, 2009, all changes in valuation
allowances associated with business combinations will be
recognized in tax expense rather than in goodwill. See.Note 1
for additional information.
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Changes in deferred tax valuation allowances were:

Additions
Balance at Charged to
Beginning 'Charged' Other
of Period to Income Accounts

(b) Excludes current and deferred federal, state, and foreign tax expense recorded
to Discontinued Operations of $22 million in 2009, $1 million in 2008 and

i$121 million in 2007. Also, excludes federal, state and foreign tax expense
(benefit) recorded to OCI of $338 million in 2009, $(168) million in 2008
and $19 million in 2007.Balance

at End
Deductions of Period

$ 144
$ 47 (a) 127
.. 6 174

2009
2008
2007

$ 127
174
178 $

$ 17(a)

(a) Primarily related to the change in foreign net operating loss carryforwards
including the change in foreign currency exchange rates:

'PPL Global does not pay or record U.S. income taxes on'the'
undistributed earnings of WPD as'management has determined
that the earnings are permanently reinvested. Historically,
dividends paid by WPD have been distributions of the current
year's earnings. WPD's long-term working capital forecasts and
capital expenditure projections for the foreseeablW future require
reinvestment of WPD's undistributed earnings and WPD Would

have to issue debt. or access credit facilities to fund- any

distributions in excess of current earnings. 'Additionally, U.S.

long-term working capital forecasts and capital expenditure '
projections for the foreseeable future do not'requir6 or. anticipate

WPD distributingany more than future earnings to its parent in

the U.S. The cumulative undistributed earnings are included in

"Members Equity" on the Balance Sheets. The' amounts,

Sconsidered permanently reinvested at December 31, 2009 Aind

2008 were $622 million and $1.2 billion. If the earnings are

remitted as dividends; PPL Globai may be subject to additional

U.S. taxes, net of allowable foreign tax credits. It is not

practicable to estimate the amount of additional taxes that might,

be payable on these foreign earnings.

Details of the'components of income tax expense, a

reconciliation of federal income taxes derived from statutory tax

rates applied to "Income from Continuing Operations Before
Income Taxes" to income taxes for reporting purposes, and

details of "Taxes, other than income" were:

Reconciliation of Income Tax Expense'
Federal income tax on Income from
Continuing Operations Before Income
Taxes at statutory tax rate -35%

Increase (decrease) due to:,
State income taxes (a) (b)
Amortization of investment tax credits
Difference related to income

recognition of foreign affiliates (net of
foreign income taxes) (c)

Enactment of the U.K.'s Finance Act
2008 and 2007 (d)

Change in federal tax reserves (a)
Change in foreign tax reserves (a) (c)
Federal income tax return adjustments

(b)
Foreign income tax return adjustments
'(b)
Federal in'come tax credits (b)
Domestic mandfacturing deduction
Other

Total income tax expense

Effective income tax rate

2009

$ 117 $• 380 $ 383

27 .40 36
(8) (8) (8)

2008 2007

(93) (48)

(8)

17 5

(7) (11)

'(17)(2) "15
(3) (17)

S(1) , (7)
(70) (45)

$ ' 47 $ 335

14.1% ' 30.9%

(39)

(54)
(28)

(10)

(2)
(57)
(15)

(177)
$ 206

18.8%

(a) Changes in income tax reserves'impacted the foiowing components of
income tax expense, which are presented in the "Reconciliation of Income
Tax Expense" table..

2009 2008 2007

Change in foreign tax reserves
Statre inecome taxes

$ 17 $
(31

5

Change in federal tax reserves I $ (28)
$ 14 $ 16 $ (28)

(b) Adjustments from filing prior year tax returns impacted the following
components of income tax expense, which are presented in the
"Reconciliation of Income Tax Expense" table.

2009 ' 2008 2007

State income taxes (e) $ - 25' $ 2 $ 2
Federal income tax return ,. '

adjustments (e) .. .(7) (11) ' (10)
Foreign income tax return adjustments (17) (2)
Federal income tax credits (f) _ 16. __

$ 18 $ '(1,0) $ ' (10)

(c) Income tax (benefits) related to foreign income, which are presented in the
"Reconciliation of Income Tax Expense" table.

2009 2008 2007

2009 2008 2007
Income Tax Expense

Current - Federal " $ (155)
Current - State (3)
Current - Foreign 41.

,(117)
Deferred - Federal 128
Deferred - State , 32
Deferred - Foreign (a) 16

176.
Investment tax credit, net - Federal - (12)
Total income tax expense from

continuing operations (b) $ 47

Total income tax expense - Federal $ (39)
Total income tax expense - State 29
Total income tax expense -. Foreign 57

Total income tax expense from
continuing operations (b) $ 47

$ 61
10
70

141
144
49
13,

206
* (12)

$ 335

$ 193
59
83

$ 13
28
83

124
121
25

(52)
94

(12)

$ 206

$ 122
53
31

Losses generated through restructuring
and fully reserved (reflected in
*"Change in foreign tax reserves") $ (46)

Impact of lower U.K. income tax rates (23)
U.S. income tax on foreign earnings -
net of foreign tax credit (16)

Other (8)
$ (93)

$ (22),$, (16)

(21)
(5)

$ . .(48)

(14)
(9)

Q 39)

$ • 335 $ ,206

(a) Includes a $54 million deferred tax benefit recorded in 2007 related to the
U.K. tax rate reduction effective April 1, 2008. See "Reconciliation of
Income Tax Expense" for additional.information.

(d) The U.K.'s Finance Act 2008,.enacted in July 2008, included a phase-out of
tax depreciation on certain buildings. As a result, PPL Energy Supply
recorded an $8 million deferred tax benefit during 2008 related to the
reduction in its deferred tax liabilities.

The U.K.'s Finance Act of 2007, enacted in July 2007, included a reduction
in the U.K.'s statutory inkome tax rate. Effective April 1, 2008, the statutory
income tax rate was reduced from 30% to 28%. As a result, PPL recorded a
$54 million deferred tax benefit during 2007 related.to the reduction in its
deferred tax liabilities.
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(e) During 2009, PPL Energy Supply received consent from the IRS to change
its method of accounting for certain expenditures for tax purposes. PPL
Energy Supply deducted the resulting IRC Sec. 481 adjustment on its 2008
federal income tax return and recorded a $21 million reduction in federal
income tax benefits related to the domestic manufacturing deduction And
certain state tax benefits related to state net operating losses. The $21 million
income tax expense consisted of $24 million expense reflected in "State
income taxes," offset by $2 million benefit reflected in "Federal income tax
return adjustments" and a $1 million benefit reflected in "Change in federal
tax reserves."

(t) During Mai-ch 2008, PPL Energy Supply recorded a $13 million expense to
adjust the amount of synthetic fuel tax credits recorded during 2007. See
Note 14 for additional information.

rates applied to "Income Before Income Taxes' to income taxes
for reporting purposes, and details of "Taxes, other than income.
were:

2009 2008 " 2007
Income Tax Expense

Current - Federal
Current - State

Deferred - Federal
Deferred - State

Investment tax credit, n
Federal

Total income tax expen

.$ 80 $
22

-102
(4)

(17)
(21)

93 $ 72
8 ''(7)

01 65
10 24
(7) (4)

3 20

2009 j 2008 2007
Taxes, other than income

State capital stock
Property - foreign
Domestic property and other

$ 3
57
26

$ 86

$ 3
66
17

$ 86

$ 5
67
26

$ 98

For tax years 2000 through 2007, PPL Montana protested certain
property tax assessments by the Montana Department of
Revenue on its generation facilities. The tax liabilities in dispute
for 2000 through 2007; which had been paid and expensed by
PPL Montana, totaled $45 million. In January 2008, both parties
reached a settlement for all years outstanding. The settlement
resulted in PPL Montana receiving a refund of taxes paid and
interest totaling $8 million..: This settlement was recorded in
2008, of which $7 million' was reflected in. "Taxes, other than,
income" and $1 million was reflected in "Other Income - net" on
the 'Statement of Income.

(PPL Electric)

The provision for PPL Electric's deferred income taxes for
regulated assets is based upon the ratemaking principles.
reflected in rates established by the PUC and the FERC. The
difference in the provision for deferred income taxes for
regulated assets and the amount that otherwise would be
recorded under GAAP is deferred and included in "Taxes
recoverable through future rates" on the Balance Sheets.

The tax effects of significant temporary differences comprising
PPL Electric's net deferred income tax liability were as follows:

Total income tax expense - Federal
Total income tax expense - State

Total income tax expense

Reconciliation of Income Tax
Expense

Federal income tax on Income
Before inconie Taxes at statutory
tax rate - 35%

Increase (decrease) due to:,
State income taxes (a) (b)
Amoriization of investment tax'I credit

Stranded cost
securitization (a)

Other (a) (b)

Total income tax expense

Effective income tax rate

(2)
$ 79
'$ 74

5
$ 79

(2). (2)
$ 102 $ 83

$ 101 $ 94

102 $ 83

$ 77 $ 97'"$ 86

.15 . 1 3 2

(2)

.(6)(5)
2

$ 79

35.7%

(2) (2)

(7) • (7)
.1
5

"$ 102
36.7%

4
(3)

$ .83

33.7%

(a) -Changes'in income tax reserves impacted the follo%,ing components of
income tax expense, which are presented in the "Reconciliation of Income
Tax Expense" table.

Stranded costsecuritization
State income taxes

2009 2008 2007

$ (6) $ (7). $ (7)
2 1

Other' (1) 2
• ' ' $ . (7) $ (5) $ (4)

(b) Adjustments from filing prior year tax returns impacted the following
components of income tax expense, which are presented in the
"Reconciliation of Income .Tax Expense" table.

2009 2008. 2007

State income taxes (c) . $ 5 $ 2 $ " (4)
Other (c) (1) • 4 3

$ 4$ 6 $ (1)

(c) During 2009, PPL Electric received consent from the IRS to change its
method of accounting for certain expenditures for tax purposes. PPL Electric
deducted the resulting IRC Sec. 481 amount on its 2008 federal income tax..
return and recorded a $3 million adjustment to federal and state income tax
expense resulting from the reversal of prior years' state income tax benefits
related to regulated depreciation. The $3 million income tax expense
consisted of $5 million expense reflected in "State income taxes" offset by a
$2 million federal benefit reflected in "Other".

2009 2008 2007

Deferred Tax Assets
Deferred investment tax credits
Accrued pension costs
Contributions in aid of construction
Regulatory liabilities
Other

Deferred Tax Liabilities
Electric utility plant - net
Recoverable transition costs .
Taxes recoverable through future rates
Reacquired debt costs
Other

Net deferred tax liability

2009 2008

3 $ 4
36 37
99 79
28
39 43

205 163

802 667
116

.,105 104
14 11

23 20
•944 918'

$ 739 $ 755

Taxes, other than income
State gross receipts
State utility fealty
State capital stock
Property and other

187 $ 199
5 4
2 2

(2)
S 194 S " .203

$ ' 193
5
3

(1)$ 200

Details of the components of income tax expense, a
reconciliation of federal income taxes derived from statutory tax

See Note 1 for information on a settlement related to PURTA tax
that will be returned to PPL Electric customers.
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Unrecognized Tax Benefits (PPL,'PPL Energy Supply and
PPL Electric)

Changes to unrecognized tax benefits were as follows:

PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric had accrued interest
of $35 million, $28 million and $7 million.

PPL and its subsidiaries recognize interest and penalties in
"Income Taxes" on their Statements of Income. The following
expenses (benefits) were recognized at December 31.:

2009 2008 .' 2007

2009 ; 2008
PPL

Beginning of period
Additions based on tax positions of prior y'ears
Reduction based on tax positions of prior years
Additions based on tax positions related to the
current year

Settlements
Lapse of applicable statutes of limitations
Effects offoreign currency translation'

End of period

PPL Energy Suoply
Beginning of period
Additions based on tax positions of prior years
Reduction based on tax positions of pribr years
Additions based on tax, positions related to the
current year

Settlements
Lapse of applicable statutes of limitations
Effects of foreign currency translation
End.of period

PPL Electric
Beginning of period
Additions based on tax positions of prior years
Reduction based on tax positions of prior years
Additions based on tax positions related to the

current, yeari .' - . .
Lapse of applicable statutes of limitations
End of period

$ 202
36

(11)

50
(55)
(8)
(2)'

$ 212 $

$ 119 $
17'(5)

204
38

(13)

-12.
.(12)

(8)
(19)

:202

PPL
PPL Energy Supply
PPL Electric

$ ,-1 $
(1)
(2)

4
2
2

$ (1)
(4)
3

50
(55).

130
, 21

(0)

9
(12)

(2) ". (19)
$ 124 $ 119

The amounts recognized during 2009, 2008 and 2007 for PPL,
PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric were primarily the result
of additional interest accrued or reversed related to tax positions
of prior years and the lapse of applicable statutes of limitations,
with respect to certain issues.

PPL or its subsidiaries file tax returns in five major tax
jurisdictions. PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric's U.S.
federal and state tax provision are calculated in accordance with
an intercompany tax sharing policy with PPL, which provides
that their taxable income be calculated as if PPL Energy Supply
and its domestic subsidiaries andPPL Electric and its*
subsidiaries each filed a separate consolidated-tax return. Based
on this tax sharing policy, PPL Energy Supply or its subsidiaries
indirectly or directly file tax returns in five major tax
jurisdictions and PPL Electric or its subsidiaries indirectly or
directly file tax returns in two major tax jurisdictions. With few
exceptions, at December 31; 2009, these jurisdictions, as well as
the tax years that are no longer subject to examination, were as
follows:

$ 77 S
16
(6)

68
17
(3)

3.
(8) (8)

$ 74 $ 77

At December 31, 2009, it was reasonably possible that during
the. next 12 months the total, amount of unrecognized tax benefits
could increaseby as much as.$34 million or decrease by up to
$179 million for PPL, increase by as much as $11 million or'
decrease by up to $123 million for PPL Energy Supply and
increase by as much as $23 million or decrease by up to $22
million for PPL Electric. These changes could result from
subsequent recognition, derecognition and/or changes in the
measurement of uncertain tax positions related to the
creditability of foreign taxes, the timing and utilization of
foreign tax credits and the related impact on alternative
minimum tax and other credits, the timing and/or valuation of
certain deductions, intercompany transactions and unitary filing
groups. The eyents that could cause these changes are direct
settlements with taxing authorities, litigation, legal or
administrative guidance by relevant taxing authorities and the
lapse of an applicable statute of limitation.

At December 31, the total unrecognized tax benefits and related
indirect effects that, if recognized, would decrease the effective
tax rate were:

U.S. (federal)
Pennsylvania (state)
Montana (state)
U.K. (foreign)
Chile (foreign)

. I PPL and .
PPL Energy Supply

1997 and prior
2004 and prior
2005 and prior
2006 and prior
2006 and prior

PPL Electric
1997 and prior
2004 and prior.

6. Preferred Securities

(PPL)

PPL is authorized to issue up to 10 million shares of preferred
stock. No PPL preferred stock was -issued or outstanding in
2009, 2008 or 2007.

(PPL and PPL Electric)

Details of PPL Electric's preferred securities (with no stated
maturity date and no sinking fund requirements), which are
reflected on PPL's Balance Sheets in "Noncontrolling Interests,"
as of December 31, 2009 and 2008, were:

PPL
PPL Energy Supply
PPL Electric

2009 . 2008

$ 119 " - 129,,-
95 103
15 21

At December 31, 2009, PPL, PPL Energy. Supply and PPL
Electric had accrued interest related to tax positions of $36
million, $27 million and $5 million. At December 31, 2008,
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Optional
Redemption

Issued and Price Per
Outstanding Shares Share

Amount Shares Authorized, at 12/31/09

4-1/2% Preferred
Stock (a)

Series Preferred
Stock (a)

3.35%
4.40%
4.60%
6.75%

Total Series Preferred
Stock

6.25% Series
Preference Stock (a)
(b)

Total Preferred
Securities

$ 25 .247,524 629,936 $

2 20,605
12 117,676
3 28;6149 90,770,

110.00

103.50
102.00
103.00
101.35

26 257,665 10,000,000.

250 2,500,000 10,000,000 (c)

which such price is $100 per share (plus, in each*case; any
unpaid dividends in arrears).

Dividends on the preferred stock are cumulative. Preferred
stock ranks senior to PPL Electric's common stock and its
Preference Shares.

Holders of the outstanding preferred stock'are entitled to one'
vote per share on matters on which PPL Electric's shareowners
are entitled to vote. However, if dividends on any preferred
stock are in arrears in an amount equal to or greater than'the
annual dividend rate, the holders of the preferred. stock are
entitled to elect a majority of the Board of Directors of PPL
Electric.

Preference Stock

Holders of the depositary shares, each of which represents.a
quarter interest in a share of Preference Shares, are entitled to all
proportional rights and preferences of the Preference Shares,
including dividend, voting, redemption and liquidation' rights,
exercised through the bank acting asa depositary. The
Preference Shares rank senior to PPL Electric's common stock
and junior to its preferred stock; they have no voting rights,
except as provided by law, and they have a liquidation
preference of $ 100 per share.

Dividends on the Preference Shares will be paid when, as and if
declared by the Board of Directors at a fixed annual rate of
6.25%, or $1.5625 per depositary share per year, and are not
cumulative. PPL Electric may not pay dividends on, or redeem,
purchase or make a liquidation payment with respect to any of
its common stock, except in certain circumstances, unless full
dividends on the Preference Shares have been paid for the then-
current dividend period.'

$ 301 3,005,189

(a) In 2009, 2008 and 2007, there were no changes in the number of shares of
Preferred Stock or Preference Stock outstanding.

(b) These shares were issued to a bank that acts as depositary in connection with
the 2006 sale of 10 million depositary shares, each representing aquarer
interest in a share of PPL Electric's 6.25% Series Preference Stock
(Preference Shares).

(c) Redeemable by PPL Electric on or after April 6., 2011, for $100 per share
(equivalent to $25 per depositary share).

Dividend requirements of $18 million were included in "Net
Income Attributable to Noncontrolling Interests" on PPL's.
Statements of Income for 2009, 2008 and 2007.

Preferred Stock

The involuntary liquidation price of the preferred stock is $100
per share. The optional voluntary liquidation price is the
optional redemption price per share in effect, except for the 4-
1/2% Preferred Stock and the 6.75% Series Preferred Stock for

7. Financing Activities

Credit Arrangements and Short-term Debt

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

PPL Energy Supply maintains credit facilities in order to enhance liquidity and provide credit support, and as a backstop to its
commercial paper'program, when necessary. PPL Energy Supply had.the following credit facilities in place at:,

December 31, 2009 December 31, 2008
Letters of Letters of

Expiration Borrowed Credit Unused Borrowed Credit
Date Capacity (a), Issued Capacity (a) Issued

PPL Energy Supply Domestic Credit Facilities (b)
364-day Bilateral Credit Facility (c)
364-day Syndicated Credit Facility (d)
5-year Structured Credit Facility (e)
5-year Syndicated Credit Facility (f)

Total PPL Energy Supply Domestic Credit Facilities

Mar-10
Sept- 10
Mar-I l

June- 12

S 200 n/a
400
300 n/a

3,225 $ 285
$ 4,125 $ 285

$

28

37
$ 66

4 $ 196
400

85 15
73 2,567
2 $ 3,178

n/a $ 96

n/a 269
285 255
285 *$ 620
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December 31,2009 .. December 31,2008
Letters of Letters of

Expiration Borrowed Credit Unused Borrowed Credit
Date Capacity (a) Issued Capacity (a)" Issued

WPD Credit Facilities
WPDH Limited 5-year Syndicated Credit Facility (g) Jan-13 £ 150 £ 132 n/a £ 18 £ 121 n/a
WPD (South West) 3.year Syndicated Credit Facility (h) July-12 210 60 n/a 150 37 n/a
WPD (South West) Uncommitted Credit Facilities (i) 65 21 n/a - 44 . 8 n/a
WPD (South West) Letter of Credit Facility Mar-10 4 n/a £ 3 1 n/a £ 4

Total WPD Credit Facilities (j) £ 429 £ 213. £f 3 £ 213 £f 166 £ 4

(a) Amounts borrowed are recorded as "Short-term debt" on the Balance Sheets.

(b) These credit facilities contaih a financial covenant requiring debt to' total capitalization to not exceed 65%. "

(c) In March 2009, PPL Energy Supply's 364-day bilateral credit facility was amended. The amendment included extending the expiration date from March 2009 to
March 2010 and reducing the capacity from $300 million to $200 million. Under this facility, PPL Energy Supply can request the bank to issiie letters of credit but
cannof make cash borrowings.

(d) In-September 2009, PPL Energy Supply's 364-day syndicated credit facility was amended and restated. The amendment included extending the expiration date
from September 2009 to September 2010, increasing the capacity from $385 million to $400 million and limiting the amount of letters of credit that may be issued.
Under this facility, PPL Energy Supply has the ability to make cash borrowings and to request the lenders to issue up to $200 million of letters of credit.
Borrowings generally bear interest at LIBOR-based rates plus a spread, depending upon the company's public debt rating.

(e). Under this facility, PPL Energy Supply has the ability to request the lenders to issue letters of redit but cannot make cash borrowings. PPL Energy Supply's
obligations under this facility are supported by a $300 million letter of credit issued on PPL.Energy Supply's behalf under a separate, but related, $300 million
five-year credit agreement, also expiring in March 2011.'

(f) Under this facility, PPL Energy Supply has the ability to make cash borrowings and to request the lenders to issue letters of credit. Borrowings generally bear
interest at LIBOR-based rates plus a spread, depending upon the company's public debt rating. The interest rate on the borrowings outstanding was 0.73% and
2.70% at December 31, 2009 and 2008. Under certain conditions, PPL Energy Supply may elect to have the principal balance of the loans outstanding on the final
expiration date of the facility continue as non-revolving term loans for a period of one year from that final expiration date. Also, under certain condifions, PPL'
Energy Supply may request that the facility's capacity be increased by up to $500 million.

(g) Under this facility, WPDH Limited has the ability to make cash borrowings but cannot request the lenders to issue letters of credit. Borrowings under this facility
bear interest at LIBOR-based rates plus a spread, depending on the company's public debt rating. The cash borrowings outstanding at December 31, 2009 were
comprised of a USD-denominated borrowing of $181 million, which equated to £ 107 million at the time of borrowing and bears interest at approximately 1.55%,
and GBP-denominated borrowings in an aggregate of £25 million, which bear interest at a weighted-average rate of approximately 1.53%. The interest rates at
December 31, 2008 were 3.73% on USD-denominated borrowings and 3.11% on GBP-denominated borrowings.

This credit facility contains financial covenants that require WPDH Limited to maintain an interest coverage ratio of not less-than 3.0 times consolidated earnings
before income taxes, depreciation and amortization and a RAB that exceeds total net debt by the higher of an amount equal to 15% of total net debt or £150
million, in each case as calculated in accordance with the credit facility.

,-(hi) In July 2009, WPD (South West) terminated its £150 million five-year syndicated credit facility, which was to expire in October 2009, and replaced it with a new
£210 million three-year syndicated credit facility expiring in July 2012. Under the new facility, WPD (South West) has the ability to make cash borrowings but
cannot request the lenders to issue letters of credit. The new facility contains financial covenants that require WPD (South West) to maintain an interest coverIage
ratio of not less than 3,0 times consolidated earnings before income taxes, depreciation and amortization and total net debt not in excess of 85% of its RAB, in
each case calculated in accordance with the credit facility.

Borrowings under this facility bear interest at LIBOR-based rates plus a margin. The borrowings outstandingat December 31, 2009 bear interest at a weighted-
average rate of approximately 3.02%. The interest rate at December 31, 2008 on the borrowings outstanding under the previous facility was approximately 3.01%.

(i) The weighted-average interest rate on the borrowings outstanding under these facilities was 1.22% and 2.77% at December 31, 2009 and 2008.

(j) The total amount borrowed under WPD's credit facilities equated to approximately $354 million and $299.million atDecember 31,2009 and 2008..At
December 31, 2009, the unused capacity of the WPD credit facilities was approximately $349 million.

During 2008, PPL Energy Supply maintained a commercial paper program for up to $500 million, under which commercial paper
issuances were supported by its credit facilities, to provide an additional financing source to fund its short-term liquidity needs, if and
when necessary. PPL Energy Supply had no commercial paper outstanding at December 31, 2008. In January 2009, PPL Energy

Supply closed its commercial paper program.

(PPL and PPL Electric)

PPL Electric maintains credit facilities in order to enhance liquidity and provide credit support, and as a backstop to its commercial

paper program. PPL Electric had the following credit facilities in place at:

December 31, 2009 December 31, 2008
Letters of Letters of

Expiration Borrowed Credit Unused ' Borrowed Credit
Date Capacity (a) Issued Capacity (a) Issued

5-year Syndicated Credit Facility (b) May-12 $ 190 $ 6 $ 184 $ 95 $ 1
.Asset-backed Credit Facility (c) Jul-10 150 150 '

Total PPL Electric Credit Facilities $ 340 $ 6 $ 334 $ 95 $ 1
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(a) ý Amounts borrowed are recorded as "Short-term debt" on the Balance Sheets.

(b)" lUnder this facility, PPL Electric has the ability to make cash borrowings and to request the lenders to issue letters of credit. Borrowings generally bearinterest at
LIBOR-based rates plus a spread, depending upon the company's public debt rating. The interest rate on theborrowings outstanding at December 31, 2008 was
2.44%. Under certain conditions, PPL Electric may elect to have the principal balance of the loans outstanding on the final expiration date of.the facility, continue
as non-revolving term loans for a period of one year from that final expiration date. Also, under certain conditions, PPL Electric may request that the faciliiy's
capacity be increased by up to $100 million. "

" This credit facility contains a financial covenant requiring debt to total capitalization to not exceed 70%. .,

(c) PPL Electric participates in an asset-backed commercial paper program through which PPL Electric obtains financing by sellingiand contributing its eligible
-accounts-receivable and unbilled revenue to a special purpose, wholly owned subsidiary on an ongoing basis. The subsidiary has pledged these assets to secure
loans from a commercial paper conduit sponsored by a financial institution. In July 2009, PPL Electric and the subsidiary extended the expiration date of the
credit agreement to July 2010. The subsidiary's borrowing costs under the credit facility vary based on the-commercial paper conduit's actual cost to issue'
commercial paper that supports the debt. Borrowings under this program are subject to customary conditions'precedent. PPL Electric uses the proceeds under the
credit facility for general corporate purposes.

At December 31,-2009 and 2008, $223.million and $76 million of accounts receivable and $192 million and $170 million of unbilled revenue were pledged by the
subsidiary under the credit agreement related to PPL Electric's ahd the subsidiary's participation in the asset-backed commercial paper program. Based on the
accounts receivable and unbilled revenue pledged, $150 million was available for borrowing at December 31, 2009. PPL Electric's'sale to its subsidiary of the

- accounts receivable and unbilled revenue is an absolute sale of the assets; and PPL Electric doec not retain an-interest in these assets. Ho%ýever, for financial
-reporting'purposes, the Wubsidiary's financial results are consolidated in PPL Electric's financial statements>. PPL Electric pefforms certaiii record-keeping and
cash collection functions with respect to the-assets in return for a servicing fee from the subsidiary. ". . .

PPL Electricmaintains a commercial paper program for up to $200 million to provide an additional financing source'to fund its short-
term liquidity needs, if and whenr necessary. Commercial paper issuances are supported by PPL Electric's five-ye-ar syndicatedci~edit
facility that expires in May 2012 based on available capacity. PPL Electric had no commercial paper outstanding at December 31,
2009 and 2008.

Long-termDebt

- 2009 (a) 2008
PPL Energy PPL Energy .

Supply PPL Electric PPL Supply- PPL ElectricU.S. - I

4.33%'- 7.0% Senior Unsecured Notes, due 2009-2047 (b) "
Junior Subordinated Notes, due 2067 (d)
8.05% - 8.30% Senior Secured Notes, due 2013 (e)
7.375% 1945 First Mortgage Bonds, due 2014 (f)
4.30% - 7.125% Senior Secured Bonds, due 2009-2039 (g)
4.70% -.4.75% Senior Secured Bonds (Pollution Control

Series), due 2027-2029.(h)(i)
Variable Rate Senior Secured Bonds (Pollution Control Series),
due 2023 (h)(j) . .. .. ,

Variable Rate Exempt Facilities Notes, due 2037-2038 (k)
Variable Rate Pollution Control Facilities Note, due 2027 (1)

U.K.
4.80436% - 9.25% Senior Unsecured Notes, due '2017-2037 (in)
1.541% Indek-linked Senior- Unsecured Notes, due 2053-2056
(n) •

Fair value adjustments from hedging activities
Fair value adjustments from purchase accounting (o).
Unamortized premium
Unamortized discount

Less amount due within one year
Total Long-term Debt

PPL

2,700(c) -
500
437
.10

1,150

224

2,600 S 3,151 $ <2,850

-437
$2

500
437

10
1,436

- 10
.1,150

'224

.437
4"7 $ 10

1,436

-.' 224\

On .

224

onOn On
231 231 .231 - 2131 .

9 9
5,342 3,268 1,474 6,088 3,3518 1,769

-1,327 1,327 1,26f 1,261

397 397 - 377 377
1,724 1,724 . . 1,638: 1,638
7,066 4,992-. .'1,474 - 7,,726 51' 1:56' - 1,769

44 3" 80 5, .
35 35 35 35

9 9 10 10
11) (8 (2) (13) '(10)

7,143 5,031 1,472 7,838 5,196 1,769
. , • - .(696).i " (495)

$ 7,143 $ 5,031 $ 1,472 $ "7,142 S 5,196 $ 1,274

(a) Aggregate maturities of long-term debt are:
PPL - 2010, $0; 2011, $500; 2012, $0; 2013, $1,137; 2014, $310; and $5,119 thereafter.

,PPL Energy Supply - 2010, $0; 2011, $500; 2012, $0; 2013, $737; 2014, $300; and $3,455 thereafter.
'PPL Electric - 2010, 2011 and 2012, $0; 2013, $400; 2014, $10; and $1,064 thereafter.
None of the debt securities outstanding have sinking fund requirements.
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(b) Includes $300 million of 5.70% REset Put Securities due 2035 (REPSSM). The REPS bear interest at a rate of 5.70% per annum to, but excluding, October 15, 2015
(Remarketing Date). The REPS are required to be put by existing holders on the Remarketing Date either for (a) purchase and remarketinig by a designated
remarketing dealer or (b) repurchase by PPL Energy Supply. If the remarketing dealer elects to purchase the REPS for remarketing, it will purchase the REPS at
100% of the principal amount, and the REPS will bear interest on and after the Remarketing Date at a new fixed rate per annum determined inlthe.remarketing. PPL
Energy Supply has the right to terminate the remarketing process_. If the remarketing is terminated at the option of PPL Energy Supply or under certain other
circumstances, including the occurrence of an event of default by PPL Energy Supply under the related indenture or a failed remarketing for certain specified
reasons, PPL Energy Supply will be required to pay the remarketing dealera settlement amount as calculated in accordance with the related remarketing agreement.

Also includes $250 million of dotes that may be redeemed at par beginning in July 2011. - .

In March 2009, PPL Energy Supply completed tender offers to purchase up to $250 million aggregate principal amount of certain of its outstanding senior notes in
order to reduce future interesi expense. Pursuant to the offers, PPL Energy Supply purchased approximately $100 million aggregate principal amount of its 6.00%
Senior Notes due 2036 for $77 million, plus accrued interest, and approximately $150 million aggregate principal amount of.its 6.20% Senior Notes due 2016 for
$1.43 million,,plus accrued interest. In connection with the extinguishment of these notes, PPL and PPL Energy Supply recorded a net gain of $25 million, which is
reflected in "'Other Income - net" on the Statement of Income~for 2009. PPL recorded an additional net gain of $4 million in "Other.lncome - net" on the Statement
of Income as-a result of reclassifying gains and losses on related cash flow hedges from AOCI into earnings.

(c) Includes $100 million of notes that may be redeemed at par beginning in July 2012.

In March 2009, PPL Capital Funding retired the entire $201 million of its 4.33% Notes Exchange Series A upon maturity.

(d) The notes bear interest at 6.70% into March 2017, at which time the notes will bear interest at three-month LIBOR plus 2.665%, reset quarterly, until maturity.
Interest payments may be deferred, from time to time, on one or more occasions for up to ten consecutive years. The notes may be redeemed at par beginning in
March 2017. In connection with the issuance of the notes; PPL and PPL Capital Funding entered into a Replacement Capital Covenant, in which PPL and PPL
CapitalFundingagreed for the benefit of holders of a designated series of unsecured long-ternmindebtedness of PPL or PPL Capital Funding ranking senior to:the
notes that (i) PPL Capital Funding will not redeem or piarchasethe notes, or otherwise satisfy, discharge or defease the principal amount of the notes and (ii).neither
PPL nor any of its other subsidiarie's will purchase the notes beforethe end of March 2037, except, subject to certain limitations, to the extent that the applicable

* redemption or repurchase price or principal amouit defeased does not*exceed a specifiedamount of proceeds from the'sale of qualifying replacement capital
secunities during the 180-day period prior to'the date of that redempt'ion, repurchase'or defeasance. The designated series of covered debt benefiting fromrthe.
Replacement Capital Covenant at December 31, 2009 and 2008 was PPL Capital Funding's 6.85% Senior Notes due 2047.

(e) Represents lease financing consolidated through a variable interest entity. See Note 3 for additional information.

(f) The 1945 FirstMortgage Bonds were issued under, and secured by, the lien of the 1945 First Mortgage Bond Indenture.' inbDeeember.2008, PPI ,Electric,.6rmpleted
an in-substance defeasance of the First Mortgage Bonds by depositing sufficient funds with the trustee solely to satisfy the principal 'and remaining interest
obligations on-the bonds when due. The amount of funds on deposit with the trustee was $14 million at December 31, 2009. and $15-million at December 31, 2008,

and is recorded as' restricted cash, primarily in other noncurrent assets on the Balance Sheets. . .. - . . , . . . ,

Als in December 2008, PP.L Electric discharged the lien 'under the 1945 First Mortgage Bond Indentur'e,' which covered substantially all electric distribuiion pladif
and certain transmission plant owned by PPL Electric.

(g) The senior secured bonds are secured by the lien of the 2001 Senior Secured Bond Indenture, which covers substantially all electric distribution plant and certain
transmissioi plant owned by PPL Electric.'

In May 2009, PPL Electric issued $300 million of 6.25% FirstMortgage-Bonds due 2039..(6.25% Bonds). The.6.25%:Bonds may be redeemed any time prior-to
maturityat PPL Electric's option at make~whole redemption prices. PPL Electric received proceeds of $296.million, net of adiscount and underwriting fees,lfrom
the issuance of the 6.25% Bonds.' Approximately $86 million of the proceeds were used in August 2009 to partially fund the repayment at~maturity of $486 million
aggregate principal amount of PPL Electric's Senior Secured Bonds, 6-1/4% Series. The balance of such repayment was funded from the issuance in October 2008
of $400 million of 7.125% Senior Secured Bonds due 2013.-The balance'of the proceeds from the issuance of the 6.25% Bondi was used for'generalrcorporate
purposes, including capital expenditures. .. . . ...

In December 2009, PPL Electric Utiiities redeemed the entire $M06 million aggregate principal amount of its 4.30% Senior Secured Bonds'ijde 2613T PPL Electric
paid apremium of $9 million in connection with the redemption. The total loss on the redemption of approximately $10 million pre-tax, Which.includes unamortized
fees and discounts, isreflected in "Regulatory assets" and "Other regulatory and noncurrent assets" on the Balance.Sheets of PPL and.PPL Electric at December 31,
2009 as an unamortized' loss on reacquired debt and will be amortized through the original maturity of the debt. Additionally, PPL recorded a net gain of
ýapproximately $4 million pre-tax in "Other Income - net" on the Statement of Income as.a result of reclassifying-gains and losses on'related cash flow .and, fair value
hedges from AOCI and Long-term Debt into earnings.

(h) PPL Electric issued a series-of its senior secured bonds to secure its obligations to make payments with respect to each series of Pollution Control Bonds tlhat' were
issued by the LCIDA and the PEDFA bn behalfof PPL Electric. These senior secured~bonds were issued in the same principal-amount, contain lbaymentand
redemption provisions that correspond to and bear-the same interest rate as such Pollution Control Bonds. These senior secured bonds were issued under the 2001
Senior Secured Bond'Indenture-and are secured 'as noted in (g),above. , .

(i) The senior secured.bonds may'be redeemed at par beginning in 2015. . . , . .. .. .•

(j) The relatedPollution Control Bonds-are strhitured as variable-rate remarketable bonds. PPL Electric may convert the interest ratIe on the bonds from time tdtime,t'o
a commercial paper rate, dailyrate, weekly rate or a term rate of at-least one year. The bonds are subject to mandatory purchase under certain circumstances,

- . - including upon conversion to a different interest rate mode. To the extent that a purchase is required prior to the maturity date, PPL Electric has the ability and intent
torefinanice the bonds on a long-term basis. At December 31, 2009 and 2008, the bonds were in a term rate mode and bear inierest at 4.85% until October 2010 at
which time the bonds will be r•emarketed based'upon the interest rate mode elected by PPL Electric.

(k) - The-PEDFA-issued-Exempt Facilities Revenue Bonds on behalf of PPL Energy Supply in December 2007 (Series 2007 Bonds) and December 2008 (Series 2008
Bonds). In connection with the issuances of such bonds, PPL Energy Supply entered ihto loan agreements Wvith the'PEDFA p~ursuanf to which the PEDFA loaned to
PPL Energy Supplythe proceeds of the bonds on payment terms that correspond to those of the bonds. PPL Investment Corp. acted as initial purchaser of the Series
2008 Bonds upon issuance. At December 31 2008, the Series 2007 Bonds and the Series 2008 Bonds bore interest at 3.20% and 5.50%.

In April 2009,ý the PEDFA issued $231 million aggregate principal amount of Exempt Facilities Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2009A and 2009B due 2038 and
Series 2009Cdue 2037 (PPL Energy Supply, LLC Project), on behalf of PPL Energy Supply. The Series 2009A bonds, in an aggregate principal amount of$100 -
million, and the.Series 2009B bonds, in an aggregate principal amount of $50 million, were issued by the PEDFA in order to refund $150 million aggregate principal
amount of Exempt Facilities Revenue Bonds, Series 2008A and 2008B (PPL Energy Supply, LLC Project)due .2038that were i~sued by the PEDFA ini December
2008 on behalf of PPL Energy Supply, and for which'PPL Investment Corp..acted as initial purchaser. The Series 2009C bonds, in an 'aggregate principal amuint of
$81 million, were issued in order'to refund $81 million aggregate principal amount of Exempt Facilities Revenue Bonds, Series 2007 (PPL Energy Supply, LLC
Project) due 2037 that were issued by the PEDFA in December.2007 on behalf of PPL Energy Supply. Among other things; the-completed refundings were~able to.
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take advantage of provisions in the Economic Stimulus Package that eliminated the application of the AMT to interest payable on the refinanced indebtedness. The
refundings of the'bonds were effected by the ultimate distribution of $231 million by the PEDFA to the bond holders, including PPL Investment Corp. As a result of
the iefundings:of the bonds, PPL Investment Corp. received proceeds of $150 million, which is reflected as a cash flow from investing activities on the Statement of
Cash Flows for PPL and PPL Energy Supply in 2009.

Similar to the Series 2007 Bonds and the Series 2008 Bonds, the Series 2009A, 2009B and 2009C-bonds are structured as variable-rate remarketable bonds. PPL
Energy Supply may convert theinterest rate'mode on the bonds frohm time to time to a commercial paper rate, daily rate, weekly rite'or a term rate of'at least one
year. The bonds are subject to mandatory purchase under certain circumstances, including upon conversion to a different interest rate mode, and are subject to
mandatory redemption upon a determination that the interest on the bonds would be included in the holders' gross income for federal tax purposes. To the extent that
a purchase is required prior to the maturity date, PPL Energy Supply has the ability and intent to refinance the bonds on a long-term basis. The Series 2009A bonds
bore interest at an initial rate of 0.90% through June 30, 2009. The Series 2009B bonds bore interest at an initial rate of 1.25% through September 30, 2009. The
Series 2009C bonds were in a weekly, interest rate mode through December 9, 2009.

PPLEnergy Sulfply elected to 'change the interest rate-mode oh the Series 2009A and Series 2009B bonds to a commercial paper rate mode upon expiration' of the
initial rate period for each series. The Series 2009A bonds were converted to a commercial paper'rate mode in July 2009 and'currentlyV bear interest at 0.62% through
August 31, 2010. The Series 2009B bonds were converted to a commercial paper rate mode in October 2009 and currently bear interest at 0.50% through March 31,
2010. At the end of each commercial paper rate period, the bonds will be remarketed based upon an interest rate mode elected by PPL Energy Supply.

PPL Energy Supply converted the interest rate mode on the Series 2009C bonds from a weekly interest rate mode to a commercial paper rate mode in December
2009. The bonds currently bear interest at 0.62%through August 31, 2010, at which time the bonds will be remarketed based upon an interest iate mode elected by
PPL Energy Supply. '

In connection with the issuance of each series of bonds by the PEDFA, PPL Energy Supply entered into separate loan agreements with ihe PEDFA pursudant to which
the PEDFA loaned to PPL Energy Supply thý proceeds of the Series 2009A, Series 2009B and 'Series 2009C bonds on payment terms that corresponid to those'of the

.bonds. PPL Energy.Supply issued separate, promissory notes to the PEDFA to evidence its obligations under each of the loan agreements. Thege'loan agieements
and promissory notes'replaced those associated with the refunded 2007 and 2008 PEDFA bonds in a non-cash transaction that is excluded from the Statement of
Cash Flows in 2009.

Separate letters of credit were issued under PPL Energy. Supply's $3.2 billion five-year syndicated credit facility to the trustee in support of each series of bonds. The
letters of credit permit the trustee to draw amounts to pay principal of and interest on, and the purchase price of, the Series 2009A, Series 2009B and Series 2009C
bonds w~henýdue. PPL Energy Supply is required to reimburse any draws on the letters of credit within one business day of such draw.

(1) -In June'2009, PPL Electric repaid its $9 million obligation under a Variable-Rate Pollution Control Facilities Note in connection with the early redemption in full of
the.underlying pollution control revenue bonds that were issued by the Indiana County Industrial Development Authority and due in June 2027. t

(m) Although financial information of foreign subsidiaries is recorded on a one-month lag, WPD's December 2008 retirement of $225 million of senior notes is reflected
in the 2008 Financial Statements and its December 2007 retirement of $175 million of senior notes is reflected ih the 2007 Financial Statements due to the'
materiality of these retirements.

Includes £225 million ($369 million at December 31, 2009 and $345 million at December 31, 2008) of notes that may be redeemed, in total but not in part, on
December 21, 2026, at the greater of the principal value or a value determined by reference to the gross redemption "yield on a nominated U.K. Government bond.
Additionally,.the £225 million of such notes may be put by the holders back to the issuer. for redemption if the long-term credit ratings assigned-to the notes by
Moody's, S&P or Fitch are withdrawn by any of the rating agencies or reduced to a non-investment grade rating of.Bal or.BB+ in-connection with a restructuring
event. -A restructuring event includes the loss of, or a material adverse change to, the distribution license under which the issuer operates. -

• Change from 2008' to 2009 includes an increase of $66 million resulting'from movements in foreign. currency exchange rates.

(n) The principal amount of these notes is adjusted on a semi-annual basis based on changes in a specified index, as detailed in the terms of the relatedindentures. The
adjustment to the principal amount from 2008 to 2009 was a decrease of approximately £3 million ($6 million) and is offset by a $26 million increase resulting from
movements in foreign'currency exchange rates. .- "

These notes may be redeemed, in total by series, on December 1, 2026, at the greater of the adjusted principal value and a make-whole value determined by reference
to the gross real yield on a nominated U.K. government bond. Additionally, these notes may be put by the holders back to the-issuer for. redemption if the long-term
credit ratings assigned to the notes by Moody's, S&P or Fitch are withdrawn by any of the rating;agencies or reduced to a non~investment grade rating of.Bal or BB+

,in connection with a restructuring event. A restructuring event includes the loss of, or a material adverse change~to, the distribution license under whichthe issuer
operates.

(o) Represents adjustments made to record WPD's -long-term debt at fair, value at the time of acquisition of the controlling interest in WPD-in 2002. -

Legal Separateness (PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL obligations (with its affiliate PPL EnergyPlus)- through 2009,
Electric) . .. ... as further described in Note- 15 under "PLR Contracts" (also

see Note 14-under "Energy Purchase Commitments" for
In 2001, PPL Electric completed a strategic initiative to confirm information on'current PLR supply procurement procedures);
its legal separation from PPL and PPL's other affiliated a agreed to limit its businesses to electric transmission ind
companies., This initiative was designed to enable PPL Electric distribution and related activities;
to substantially reduce its exposure to volatility in energy prices adopted amerdmentsto its Articles f and
and supply risks through 2009.and to reduce its business and Bylaws containing corporate governance and operating, '
financial risk profile by, among other things, limiting its ... provisions designed to clarify and reinforce its legal and
business activities to the transmission and distribution of, corporate separateness from PPL and its other affiliated
electricity and businesses related to or arising out of the electric companies; - •

transini'sion and distributioni businesses. In connection with this - appointed an independent director to its Bdard'of Directors
initiative, PPL Electric: " and required the unanimous approval of the Board Of..

.... . Directors, including the consent of the independent director, to
a obtained long-term-electric supplycontracts to meet its PLR amendments to these ýorporate governanceand operating
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provisions or to the commencement'of any insolvency
proceedings, including any filing of a voluntary petition in
bankruptcy or other similar actions.

In addition, in connection with the issuance of certain series of
bonds, PPL Electric entered into a compliance administration
agreement with an independent compliance administrator to
review, on a semi-annual basis, its compliance With the
corporate governance and operating- requirements contained in
its Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws. Such series of bonds
are no longer outstanding and the compliance administration
agreement has terminated, but PPL Electric continues to comply.
with the corporate separateness provisions, in its Articles of
Incorporation and Bylaws.

The enhancements to PPL Electric's legal separation from its
affiliates are intended to minimize the risk that a court would
order PPL Electric's assets and liabilities to be substantively
consolidated with those of PPL or another affiliate of PPL in the
event that PPL or another PPL affiliate were to become a debtor
in a bankruptcy case. Based bn these various measures, PPL
Electric was able to issue and maintain a higher level of debt and
use it to replace higher cost equity, thereby maintaining a lower
total cost of capital. Nevertheless, if PPL or another PPL •
affiliate were. to become a debtor in a bankruptcy case, there can
be no assurance, that a court would not order PPL Electric's
assets and liabilities to be consolidated with those of PPL or
such other PPL affiliate.

The subsidiaries of PPL are separate legal entities. PPL's
subsidiaries are not liable for the debts of PPL. Accordingly,
creditors of PPL may not satisfy.their debts from the assets of
the subsidiaries absent -a specific contractual undertaking by a
subsidiary to pay PPL's creditors'or as required by applicable
law or regulation. Similarly, absent a specific contractual.
undertaking or as required by applicable law or regulation, .PPL
is not liable for the debts of its subsidiaries. Accordingly,
creditors of PPL's subsidiaries may not satisfy their debts from
the assets of PPL absent, a specific contractual undertaking by
PPL to pay the creditors of its subsidiaries or as required by
applicable lawor regulation.

Similarly, the subsidiaries of PPL Energy Supply and PPL"
Electric are.separate legal. entities. These subsidiaries are not
liable for the debts of PPL Energy Supply. and PPL Electric.'
Accordingly, creditors of PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric
may n6t.satisfy their debts from the assets of their subsidiaries
absent a specific contractual undertaking by a subsidiary to pay
the creditors or as required by applicable law or regulation. In
addition, absent a specific contractual undertaking or as required
by applicable law or regulation, PPL Energy Supply and PPL
Electric are not liable for the debts of their subsidiaries.
Accordingly, creditors of these subsidiaries may. not, satisfy their'
debts from-the assets of PPL.Energy Supply or PPL Electric
absent aspecific contractual undertaking by'that parent to pay
the creditors 6f its subsidiaries or as required by applicable law
or regulation.

Common Stock Repurchase Program (PPL). .

In June 2007, PPL's Board'of Directors authorized the
repurchase by PPL of up to $750 million of its common stock.
A total of 15,732,708 shares wererepurchased for $750 million,
excluding related fees, Under the plan during 2008 and' 2007.
These purchases were primarily recorded as a reduction to..
"Capital in excess of par value" on the Balance Sheet.

Distributions, Capital Contributions and Related,
Restrictions

(PPL)

In February 2009;.'PPL announced an increase to its'.quarterly
common stock dividend, effective April 1, 2009, to 34.5 cents
per share (equivalent to $1.38 per annum). Future dividends,
declared at the discretion of the Board of Directors, will be
dependent upon future earnings, cash flows, financial
requirements and other factors..

.Neither PPL'Capital Funding nor PPL may declare or pay any
cash dividend or distribution on its capital stock during any
'period in which PPL Capital Funding defers interest payments
on its 2007 Series A Junior Subordinated Notes due 2067.. At
December3 1, 2009, no interest payments were deferred.'.

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

The PPL Montana Colstrip lease places certain restrictions on
PPL Montana's ability to declare 'dividends. At this time, PPL
believes that these covenants will not limit PPL's or PPL Energy
Supply's ability to operate as.desired and will not affect their
ability to meet.any of their cash obligations. 'WPD subsidiaries,
also have financing'arrangements:that limit their ability to pay,
dividends. However, PPL does not, at this time, expect that any
of such limitations would significantly impact PPL's or PPL
Energy Supply's ability-to meet their cash obligations.

(PPL Energy Supply).

During 2009, PPL Energy Supply distributed $943 million to.its-'
parent'company, PPL Energy Funding, and received cash capital
contributions of $50 million.

(PPL and PPL Electric) .. I: .. '

As discussed in Note 6, PPL'Electric may not pay dividends 6n'
its common'stock, except in certain circumstances" unless full
dividends have been paid on-the Preference Shares for the then-
current div.idend perio; .The quarterly dividend rate for PPL
Electric's Preference Shares is $1.5625 per share. PPL Electric,'_,
has declared and paid dividends on its outstanding Preference
Shares since issuance. Dividends' on the Preference Shares are
not cumulative and future dividends, declared at the discretion of
PPL Electric's Board of Directors, will be dependent upon' future
earnings,: cash flows, financial'requirements and other factors.

PPL Electric is subject to Section 305(a) of the Federal Power
Act, which makes it unlawful for a public utility to make or pay
a dividend' from any funds ."properly'included in capital
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account." The meaning of this limitation has never been
clarified under the Federal Power Act. PPL Electric believes,
however, that this statutory restriction, as applied to its
circumstances, would not be. construed or applied by the FERC
to prohibit the payment from retained earnings of dividends that
are not excessive and~are.for lawful and legitimate business
purposes. .

(PPL Electric)

During 2009, PPL Electric paid common stock dividends .of
$274 million to PPL, and received cash capital contributions of
$400 million.

8. Acquisitions,,Development and Divestitures:

(PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

PPL and its subsidiaries continuously evaluate strategic options
and, from time to time, PPL and its subsidiaries negotiate with
third parties regarding acquisitions and dispositions of
businesses and assets, joint ventures and development projects,
which may or, may not result in consummated transactions' Any
such transactions may impact future financial-results. See Note
9 for information on anticipated and completed sales 6f
businesses that were presented as discontinued operations by
PPL and PPL Energy Supply.

Domestic

License Renewals (PPL andPPL Energy Supply)

PPL Susquehanna operates-Units 1 and 2 pursuant to NRC
operating licenses., In November 2009, the NRC approved PPL
Susquehanna's application for 20=year, license renewals for.each
of the Susquehanna-units, extending the expiration date to 2042'
for Unit I and to 2044. for Unit 2. At December 31, 2009 and ,
2008, $17 million- and $15million of license renewal costs were
capitalized and are included in noncurrent !'Other intangibles" on
the Balance Sheets.

Development

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply) .

In 2007, PPL requested FERC approval to0expand the capacity',
of its Holtwvood hydroelectric plant by 125 MW. In 2008, PPL
withdrew the application due to then-prevailing economic
conditions, including the high cost of capital and projected
future energy prices. As.a result, the Supply segment recorded
an impairment of $22 million ($13 million after tax), which is
included in "Other operation,and maintenance" on the'
Statements of Income.

In April 2009, PPL filed anew application with the FERC to
expand' capacity at its'Holtwood hydroelectric plant by 125 MW,
and in October 2009 the FERC granted the approval. PPL.
reconsidered this project in light of the availability of tax
incentives. and potential federal loan guarantees for renewable
projects contained in the Economic Stimulus Package. In
approving this application, the FERC extended the operating

license for the Holtwood plantto August.2030. The expansion
project has an expected capital cost of approximately $434
million. Site preparation began in the fourth quarter of 2009'.and
construction began in the first quarter of 2010, with commercial
operations scheduled to begin in 2013. A-PPL subsidiary has.
applied to the' DOE for a federal loanguarantee for the project.

In March 2009, PPL Montana received FERC approval for its,
request to redevelop the Rainbow hydroelectric facility, near
Great Falls, Montana, for total plant capacity of approximately
60 MW (an increase of 28 MW). The expected redevelopment-
project cost is $230 million. Construction began in October
2009, with commercial operations scheduled to begin in 2012.
A PPL subsidiary has applied to the DOE for a federal loan,
guarantee for the project.

In 2008, PPL Susquehanna received NRC approval for. its
request to increase the generation capacity of the Susquehanna
nuclear plant. The total-expected capacity. increase is 159 MW,
of which PPL'Susquehanna's 90% ownership share is 143 MW.
The first uprate for Unit 1 was 50 MW and was completed in.
2008. The second uprate for. Unit I is.scheduled to be completed
in 2010.. The first uprate forUnit 2 was 50 MW and.was
completed in 2009, and the second uprate is scheduled to be
completed in.201 1.- The remaining increase is 59 MW, of which
PPL Susquehanna's share is 53'MW. PPL Susquehanna's share
of the expected capital cost for the total uprate of 1 43 MW is.
$345 million.

In October 2008; a PPL subsidiary submitted a COLA to the
NRC for the proposed Bell Bend nuclear generating unit (Bell
Bend) to be built adjacent'to PPL's.Susquehannaplant. The-
COLA was formally docketed' andaccepted for review by the
NRC in. December 2008. The NRC is.now reviewing:the .
COLA.. In May 2009, the NRC-published its official review'
schedule that culminates with issuance of Bell Bend's final, .

safety evaluation report in 2012, after' which public hearings will
be held before Bell Bend's license can be issued. .

In 2008,-a PPL subsidiary submitted-Parts I and II of an "
application for a federal loan guarantee for Bell Bend to the
DOE. In June 2009, the DOE announced that it was working to-
finalize:loan. guarantees related .to four projects; none of which.,
was.Bell Bend. -None of the ten applicants who submitted Part II
applications has.been formally eliminated'by the DOE; however,
the DOE has stated that the $18.5 billion currently appropriated'
to support new nuclear projects.would not likely be enough for.
more than four projects. A PPL subsidiary submits quarterly
application updates for Bell Bend to the DOE to remain active in
the loan application process and plans to continue to do so in
2010. , ' ' - - .

The President's proposed budget for fiscal year 2011 includes an.
additional $36 billion of loan guarantees for nuclear projects. If.
this, increased loan.guarantee authorization' is approvedi-PPL ,
belie{es:that Bell Bend could be a-candidate for a share of such
additional guarantees.. However, PPL has made no decision-to.
-proceed with construction of BellBend and expects that such
decision will not be made for seyeral years given the anticipated
lengthy NRC license approval process. Additionally, PPL has .
announced that it does not expect to proceed with construction
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absent a joint arrarigement with other interested parties and a
federal loan guarantee or other acceptable financing. PPL and
its subsidiaries are authorized by PPL's Board of Directors to
spend up to $ 111 million on the COLA and other'permits
necessary for construction. At December 31, 2009 and 2008,
$77 million and $58&million of costs associated with the,:
licensing application were capitalized and are included in
noncurrent "Other intangibles" on the Balance Sheets,.as PPL
believes it is probable that these costs are ultimately recoverable,
following approval by the NRC either through construction of
the new nuclear unit, transfer of the COLA rights to a joint
venture,or sale of the COLA rights to another'party.

(PPL and PPL Electric)

In June 2007, the PJM directed the construction of a new 150-
mile, 500-kilovolt transmission line between the Susquehanna
substation in Pennsylvania and the Roseland substation in New
Jersey that it identified as essential to long-term reliability of the
mid-Atlantic electricity grid. The PJM determined that the line'
is needed to prevent potential overloads that could occur in the
next decade on several existing transmission lines in the
interconnected PJM system. The PJM has directed PPL Electric
to construct the portion of the Susquehanna-Roseland line in
Pennsylvania and has directed Public Service Electric & Gas
Company to construct the portion of.the line in New, Jersey, in*
each case by June 1,'2012. PPL Electric's estimated share of the
project costs at December 31, 2009 was $510 miillion.

This project is pending certain regulatory approvals. PPL
Electric has identified the approximately 100-mile route for thePennsylvania portion of the line. In February 2010, the PUC and

the New- Jersey Board of PublicUtilities approved the project.
In addition,'both companies are working with the National Park
Service to obtain any approvals that may be required to route the
line through the DelawareWater GapNatiohal Recreation Area.
PPL Electric cannot predict the ultimate outcome or timing of,
the National Park Service approval. However, PPL Electric..
currently anticipates delays in the approval process which will
affect the PJM-directed in-service date and projected.costs of the
line. PPL" Electric also cannot predict What action, if any, the
PJM might tak6 in .tfievent 'of a delay to its scheduled in-'
service date for the new line.

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

Sale of Telecommunication Operations

In the first quarter of 2007, PPL completed a review of strategic
options for the transport operations of its domestic
telecommunications subsidiary, which offered fiber optic
capacity to other telecommunication's companies and enterprise
customers. The operating results of this subsidiary were
included in the Supply segment. Due to significfint capital
requirements for thaetelecommunication operations and
corihpeting capitfl heeds in PPL's cbre electricity supply and
delive.ry businesses. PPL decided to market these operations.
The.transport olerations did not meet the criteria for
discontinued. operations on the Statement of Income because
there Were not separate' and distinguishable cash flows, among

other factors. In August 2007, PPL sold its telecommunication.
operations.

In connection with the sale, in 2007 PPL and PPL Energy
Supply recorded impairments of $39 million ($23 million after
tax) of the telecommunication assets based on their estimated
fair value. The impairments are included in "Energy-related.
businesses" expenses on the Statement.of Income. PPL realized
net proceeds of $47 million from the sale.

Acquisition of a Long-term Tolling Agqreement

In 2008,PPL EnergyPlus acquired the rights to an existing long-
term tolling agreement associated w;ith'the capacity and energy
of Ironwood. The tolling agreement extends through 2021 and is
considered to contain an operating lease for'accounting
purposes. As a result of this agreement, PPL EnergyPlus
recognized'an intangible asset. See Note'l 0 for, additional.
information On the lease.

9. Discontinued Operations

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

Anticipated Sale of Lorg Island- Generation Business

AIs a result of management's ongoing strategic review of PPL's
non-core asset portfolio, in'May 2009,, PPL Generation signed'a
definitive agreement to'sell its Long island generation business,
which is included in the Supply segment, for approximately'
$135 million in cash, adjusted for working capital at the sale
date and subject to reduction monthly, effective' September 1,2009. The Long Island Power Authority has contracted. with
PPL Energy Supply subsidiaries to purchase ill of this business'

capacity and ancillary services as part of tolling agreements that
eipre iln 2017 and 20.18. Each agreement,'is considered to
contain a lease Ifor accounting purposes. These folling
agreements will be transfefred to the purchaser upon completion
of the sale.

The Long Island generation business met the held for sale
criteria in the second quarter of 2009. As~a result, net assets held
for sale with. a carrying amount' of $189 million were written
down to their estimated fair value, (less cost to sell) of.$137
million at June 30, 2009, resulting in a pre-tax impairment
charge of $52 million ($34 millioA after tax). At both

September 30 and December 31, 2009, the estimated fair value
(less cost to sell) was remeasured and additional impairments
totaling $10 million' ($3 million after tax)'were recorded. In
additioni, $2 million ($1 million after tax). of goodwill allocated
to this biisiness was written offiin 2009. The impairment
• charges recognized in the third and fourth quarters of 2009 had
no gignificafnt imrepact on eaamings, as such amounts were
substantially offset by tolling revenues from the LongIsland
generation assets. Thiese'charges are included in "'Income (Loss)
fro'm Discontinued Operations (net of income taxes)" on the
2009 Statement of Income. Closing of the sale is expected to
occur on or about Febru iary 26, 2010., After adjusting for the
delayed closingprovisions, proceeds will approximate $125
million, excludihg working'capital.
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Following are the components of Discontinued Operations in the
Statements of Income.

Operating revenues
Operating expenses (a).
Operating income (loss)
Interest expense (b)
Income (loss) before income taxes
Income taxes
Income (Loss) from
Discontinued Operations,

2009

$ 24
.73

(49)
4

(53)
(20)

2008

$. 26
. 8
18
3

15
5

2007

$ 28
8

20
2

18- 8

electric generating capacity. As a result of this. sale, PPL
recorded a gain of $38.million ($22 million after tax), reflected
in "Income (Loss) from Discontinued Operations .(net of income
taxes)" on the 2009 Statement of Income. In addition; upon
completi6n of the sale ofthe three other hydroelectric facilities
noted above, PPL will receive $14 million in contingent,
consideration and record an associated additional after-tax. gain
of between $7 and $9 million.

Followinig are the components of Discontinued Operations in-the
Statements of Income.$ (33) $ 10 $ 10

(a) 2009 includes impairments to the~carrying value of the business.
(b) Represents allocated interest expense based upon debt attributable to PPL's.

Long Island generation business.

The major classes of assets reported as held for sale on the
Balance Sheet at December 31, 2009 were $41 million of PP&E
and an $86 million net investment in a direct-financing lease
(corresponding amounts at December 31, 2008, were $88
million of PP&E and a $104 million net investment in a direct-
financing lease, which have not been reclassified-on the Balance
Sheet as of that date).

Sale of Maine Hydroelectric Generation Business

In 2004, PPL Maine entered into an agreement'with a coalition
of government'agen cies andprivate groups to sell three of its
hydroelectric facilities in .Maine. Under the agreement, a non-
profit organization designated by the coalition received a five-
year option to purchase the hydroelectric facilities for $25
million and, if the option was exercised, PPL Maine would
receive. rights to increase energy output at its other Maine
hydroelectric facilities. The coalition announced plans to
remove or bypass'the subject facilities to restore runs of Atlantic
salmon and other migratory fish to the Penobscot River. In June
2008, the coalition notified PPL Maine of its intent to exercise
the purchase option. The agreement requires updates to its
representations and warranties, and is subject to approvals by the
FERC and other regulatory agencies. In November 2008, PPL
Maine and the coalition requested the FERC, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers and the Maine DEP to approve the transfer
of ownership of the three facilities. Certain of these required
approvals have been obtained, but PPL cannot predict whether
or when all of them will be obtained. As a result, these three
Maine hydroelectric facilities didrnot meet the held fdr sale
criteria at December 31', 2009.

In July 2009, indirectly related to the above potential sale and as
a result of management's ongoing strategic review of PPL's non-
core asset portfolio; PPL Mfin& signed a definitive agreemenrt to
sell the majority of its hydroelectric generation business, which
was included in' the Supply segment. PPL completed this sale in'
November 2009 for $81 million in cash, adjusted for working
capital. The assets'sold in this transaction included five'
hydroelectric facilities and PPL's 50%'equity interest in a sixth
hydroelectric facility, which had been accounted for as an equity
investment, as well as the rights to increase energy output at
these facilities if the potential sale of the three other
hydroelectric facilitieS (discussed above) is completed. PPL's.
interest in these six facilities represented a total of 30 MW of

Operating revenues
Operating expenses (a)

' Operating income
Other income-net
Interest expense (b)
Income before income taxes
Income taxes
Income from
Discontinued Operations

2009 2008

$ 5 $ lt
(34) 3

39, 8
3. 2
t ' I

41 "9*
• ., 17 . . 4

2007

$ 8
4

.4
2

6
4

$ 24. $ 5. $ 2

(a) 2009 includes the gain recorded on the sale.
.(b) 'Represents allocated interest expense based upon debt attributable to the

Maine hydroelectric'gen~rati'n business.

Upon coinpletion'of the sale, $23 million of PP&E, an $18
million equity method investment and $1 million of allocated
goodwill were refinved from the Balance Sheet.

Sale of Interest in Wyman Unit 4

As a result of management's ongoing strategic review of PPL's
non-cord asset portfolio, in December 2009,PPL Maine sold its
8.33% ownership interest in the 610 MW Wyman Unit 4
generating station, an oil-fired plant located in Yarmouth,
Maine. PPL's interest in the plant was included in the Supply
segment.._ In connection with .the sale, PPL recorded , loss of $6
million ($4 million after tax). This charge is included in
"Income (Loss) from Discontinued Operations (net of income
taxes)"on the 2009 Statement of Income. PPL's share of the
results of operations for the years 2007 - 2009 was insignificant.

Sale of Latin American Businesses'

-In March 2007, PPL completed a review of strategic options for
its Latin American businesses and announced its intention to sell
its regulated electricity delivery businesses in Chile, El Salvador
and Bolivia, which were included in the International Delivery
segment.

In April 2007, PPL agreed to sell its Bolivian businesses,. As a
result, in 2007, PPL recorded impairments totaling $37 million
($20 million after tax) to reflect th& estimated fair value of the
businesses at the date of the agreement. This sale was
completed in July 2007. In 'May 2007, PPL completed the'sale
of it El Salvadoran business for $180 million in cash. PPL
recorded a gain of $94 million ($89 million after tax)'as a result
of the sale. In November 2007, PPL completed the sale of its
Chilean'business for $660 million in cash and recorded a related
gain of $306 million ($197 million after tax). - -,
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In 2008, PPL Global recognized income tax benefits and-
miscellaneous expenses in Discontinued Operations in
connection with the dissolution of certain Latin American
holding companies. This process was substantially completedin
2008..

In 2009, PPL identified a correction to the previously computed
tax bases of the Latin American businesses. The most
significant adjustmentrelated to the sale of the El Salvadoran
business and was largely due to returns of capital in certain, prior
years that had not been reflected in the calculated tax basis: As a
result, PPL and PPL Energy Supply recorded $24 million of
additional income tax expense in 2009, which is reflected on the
Statement. of Income in- "Income (Loss) from Discontinued
Operations (net of income taxes)." The additional expense is not
considered by management to be material to the financial
statements of PPL and PPL Energy Supply for the years ended
2007 and 2009.

Following are the components of Discontinued Operations in the
Statements of Income.

(PPL)

Sale of Gas and Propane Businesses

In July 2007, PPL completed a review of strategic options for its
natural gas distribution and propane businesses and announced
its intention to sell these businesses, which were included in the
Pennsylvania Delivery segment.- Based on the expectation that
the natural gas distribution and propane assets would be sold and
an assessment of prevailing market conditions, an impairment
charge of $22 million and, an associated income tax benefit of $1
million were recorded in 20.07.

In March 2008, PPL signed a definitive agreement to sell these
businesses for $268 million in cash, adjusted for working capital
at the sale date, pursuant to a stock purchase agreement.. PPL
completed the sale in October. 2008. Sale proceeds of $303
million, including estimated working capital, were contributed to
PPL Energy Supply through its parent, PPL Energy Funding. In
2008, PPL recorded impairment and other charges related to-the-
sale totaling $10 million ($6 million after tax). Also in 2008,
PPL Gas Utilities paid a $3 million ($2 million after tax)
premium to prepay the entire $10 million aggregate principal of.
its 8.70% Senior Notes due December 2022. In the firstquarter
of 2009, PPL recognized an insignificant charge in Discontinued
Operations in connection.with the settlement of the working
capital adjustment.

Following are the components in Discontinued .Operations in the
Statements of Income.

Operating revenues
Operating expenses (a)
Operating income (loss)
Other income - net
Interest expense (b)
Income (Loss) before income taxes
Income taxes (c)
Gain on sale of businesses (net of

tax expense of $114 million)
Income (Loss) from

Discontinued Operations
Income from Discontinued

Operations Attributable to
Noncontrolling Interests

Income (Loss) from Discontinued
Operations Attributable to
PPL/PPL Energy Supply

2009 2008 2007

$ 529
$____ 2 4:97

(2) 32
(1) 15
•__ .25
(3) 22

$ 27 (8) (5)

(27)

286

5 313

6

$ (27) $ 5 $ 307

Operating revenues
Operating expenses (a)
Operating income.
Other income - net
Interest expense (b)
Income before income taxes
Income taxes (c)
Income (Loss) from Discontinued Operations

2008 2007.

$ 162 $ 218
154 211

8 7
(3)
4 6
" 1

-(2) 33.
$ 3 $ (32)(a) 2007 includes the impairments to the carrying value of the Bolivian

businesses. Also included are fees associated with the divestiture of the
Latin American businesses of $12 million ($7 million after tax).

(b) 2007 includes $5 million of allocated interest expense based on the
discontinued operation's share of the net assets of PPL Energy Supply.

(c) 2009 includes the.$24,million income tax adjustment referred to above..
2008 includes $6 million from the recognition of a previously
unrecognized tax benefit associated with a prior year tax'position. 2007.
includes U.S. deferred tax charges of $7 million. As a result ofPPL's
decision to sell its Latin American businesses, it no longer qualified for
the permanently reinvested exception to recording deferred taxes.

(a) 2008 and 2007 include impairment and other charges related to the sale of
$10 million and $22 million.

.(b) 2008 and'2007 include $3 million and $5 million of allocated interest
expense based upon debt attributable to PPL's natural gas.distribution-and'
propane businesses, . " ,

(c) As a result of classifying the natural gas distribution and propane
businesses as Discontinued Operations in 2007, PPL recorded a deferred
income tax charge of $23 million related to its book/tax basis difference in
the investment in these assets.
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10. Leases

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

Lessee Transactions

project, which would result in the termination of this leasing
arrangement.

Other Leases ",,

PPL and its subsidiaries have entered into various agreements
for the lease of office space, land and other equipment.Tolling Agreement

In 2008, PPL EnergyPlus acquired the rights to an existing long-
term tolling agreement'for the capacity and energy of Ironwood.
Under the agreement, PPL EnergyPlus rias control over the
plant's dispatch into the electricity grid and will supply the'
natural gas necessary to operate the plant. The tolling'agreement
extends through 2021 and is considered to contain an operating
lease for accounting purposes. The fixed payments under the
tolling agreement are subject to adjustment based upon changes.
to the facility capacity rating, which may occur up to twice per
year. Certain costs within the tolling agreement, primarily non-
lease costs, are subject to escalation.

Rent - Operating Leases

Rent expense for PPL's and PPL Energy Supply's operating
,leases was $86 million, $73 million and $54-million in 2009,
2008 and 2007.

Total future minimum rental payments for all operating leases
are estimated to be:' .

Colstrip Generating Plant

2010,
2011
2012
2013
2014
Thereafter

$ 108
109
107
112

, , " 111

421
$ 968 (a)In July 2000, PPL Montana sold its interest in the Colstrip

generating plants, to owner lessors who are leasing a 50%
interest in Colstrip Units 1 and 2 and a 30% interest in Unit 3
back to PPL Montana under four 36-year non-cancelable leases.
This transaction is accounted for as a sale-leaseback and
classified as an operating lease. These leases provide two
renewal options based on'the economic useful life of the
generation assets. PPL Montana' currently amortizes material
leasehold improvements over no more than the remaining life of
the original leases. PPL Montana is required to pay all expenses
associated with the operations of the generation units. The
leases place certain restrictions on PPL Montana's ability to
incur additional debt, sell assets and declare dividends and,
require PPL Montana to maintain certain financial ratios related
to cash flow and net worth. There are no residual value
guarantees in these leases. However, upon an event of default or
an event of loss, PPL Montana could be required to pay a .
termination value of amounts sufficient to allow the lessor to
repay amounts owing on the lessor notes and make the lessor
whole for its equity investment and anticipated return on
investment. The events of default include payment defaults,
breaches of representations or covenants, acceleration of other
indebtedness of PPL Montana, change in control of PPL .
Montana and certain bankruptcy events. The termination value
was estimated'to be $734 million at December 31, 2009.

Kerr Dam

At December 31,2009, PPL Montana continued to participate in
a lease arrangement with the Confederated Salish and Kootenai
Tribes of the Flathead Reservation. Under a joint operating
license, issued by the FERC to Montana Power in 1985, and
subsequently to PPL Montana as a result of the purchase of Kerr
Dam from Montana Power, PPL Montana is responsible to make
payments to the tribes, for the use of their property. This
agreement, subject to escalation based upon inflation, extends
until the end of the license term in 2035. Between 2015 and
2025, the tribes have the option to purchase, hold and operate the

(a) Includes $9 million in aggregate of future minimum lease payments
related to the Long Island generation business. See Note 9 for
additional information on the anticipated sale of this business.

Lessor Transactions

A PPL Energy Supply subsidiary is the lessor, for accounting
purposes, of each of the Shoreham and Edgewood plants
(collectively with related tolling agreements, the Long Island
generation business). In May 2009, PPL Generation signed a
definitive agreement to sell the Long Island generation business.
The tolling agreements related to these plants, accounted for as"
containing leases, will be transferred to the purchaser upon
completion of the sale. See Note 9 for additional information.

Direct Financing Lease

The'lease related to the Shoreh.am 'plant is classified as a direct-
financing lease. Rental income received during 2009 and 2007
was $14 million-and $13 million in 2008. Total-future minimum
lease'paytments are estimated at $16 million -for each of the years
from 2010 through 2014. .Substantially all of these lease
payments are no longer expected to be received, subsequent to
the anticipated sale of the Long Island generation business.'-

Operatinq Lease

The lease related to the Edgewood plant is classified as an
operating lease. At December 31, 2009, total minimum future
rentals under this lease were estimated to be $25 million,
including $3 million per year for 2010 through 2014. These
minimum future rentals are no longer expected to be received
subsequent to .the anticipated sale of the Long Island generation
business.
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11. Stock-Based Compensation

(PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

Under the PPL Incentive Compensation Plan (ICP) and'the
Incentive Compensation Plan for Key Employees (ICPKE)
(together, the'Plins), restricted shares of PPL common stock,
restricted stock units, performance units and stock options may
be granted to officers and other key.employees of PPL, PPL
Energy Supply, PPL Electric and other affiliated companies.
Awards under the Plans are made by the Compensation
Governance and'Nominating ,Committee (CGNC) of the PPIL
Board of Directors, in the case of the ICP, and by the PPL
Corporate Leadership Cotncil (CLC), in the case of the ICPKE.

The ICP limits the total number of awards that may be granted
under it after April 23, 1999 to. 15,769,430 awards, or 5% of the:
total shares of PPL common stock that were outstanding at
April 23, 1999. The ICPKE limits the total number of awards
that may be gianted under it after April 25, 2003 to 16,573,608
awards, or 5% of the total shares of PPL common stock that
were outstanding at January 1, 2003, reduced by outstanding
awards of 2,373,812, for which PPL common stock was not yet
issued as of April 25, 2003, resulting in a limit of 14,199,796. In
addition, each Plan limits thenumber of shares available for
awards in any calendar year to 2% of the outstanding common
stock of PPL on the first day of such calendar year. The
maximum number. of options that can be awarded under each
Plan to any single eligible employee in any calendar year is three
million- shares. 'Any portion of these options that, has not been
granted may be: carried over and used in any subsequent year. If
any award lapses, is forfeited, or the rights of the participant
terminate, the shares of PPL common. stock underlying such an
award are again available for grant. Shares delivered under .the'
Plans may bemin the form of authorized and unissued PPL
common stock, common'stock held in treasury by PPL or PPL
common stock purchased on the open market (including private
purchases) in'accordancewith applicable securities laws.

Restricted Stock and.Restricted Stock Units

Restricted shares of PPL common stock are outstanding shares
with full voting and dividend rights. Restricted stock awards are
granted as a retention award for select key executives and vest
when the recipient, reaches a certain age or meets service or other
criteria set forth in the executive's restricted stock award
agreement. The shares are subject to forfeiture or accelerated
payout under Plan-provisions for termination, retirement,
disability and death of employees. Restricted shares vest fully if
control of PPL .changes, as defined by the plans.

The Plans allow for the grant of restricted stock units. Restricted
stock units are awards based on the fair market value of PPL
common stock. Actual PPL common -shares will be issued upon
completion of a vesting period, generally three years. Recipients
of restricted stock units may also be. granted the right to receive
dividend equivalents through the end of the restriction period or
until the award is forfeited. Restricted stock units are subject to
forfeiture or accelerated payout under the Plan provisions for
termination, retirement, disability and death of employees.

Restricted stock units vest fully if control of PPL changes, as.,
defined by the Plans.

Restricted stock and restricted stock unit activity for 2009 was:

PPLL
NJonvested, beginning of period

Granted .
Vested -

Forfeited
Nonvested; end of period

PPL Energy Supply
Nonvested, beginning of period-

Granted
Vested
Forfeited .

Nonvested, end of period

PPL Electric
Nonvested, beginning of period

Granted

Vested
Forfeited

Nonvested, end of period

Weighted-
Average

Restricted Grant Date
Shares/Units Fair Value

• .1,656,830 S 36.56
528,580 29.07

(743;968) 30.23
(33,400) 39.79

1,408,042 ". 36.97

'-788,010 ,$
228;000

(416,548)
(22,050)
577,412

123,390 S
81,230-

(49,660)
(740)

154,220

35.07
28.49
28.41
41.16
37.04

39.28
29.49
33.44
42.94.
36.05.

Substantially all restricted stock and restricted stock unit awards
are expected to vest.

The weighted-average grant date fair value of restricted stock
and restricted stock units granted during.2008 was $46.22 'for .
PPL, $46.03 for PPL Energy Supply and $45.92 for PPL
Electric.

The weighted-average grant date fair value of restricted stock
and restricted stock units granted during 2007 was $37.10 for
PPL, $37.88 for PPL Energy Supply and $37.95. for PPL
Electric.-

At December 31, 2009, unrecognized compensation cost related
to nonvested awards was:

Restricted
Stock/Units Weighted-Average

' Unrecognized Period for
Compensation Cost Recognition

$ 11 2.8 years
5 ,1.7 years
2 4.6 years .

PPL
PPL Energy Supply
PPL Electric

The total fair value of restricted shares/units vesting was:.

PPL
PPL Energy Supply
.PPL Electric

Year Ended December 31,
2009 ' 2008 2007 '; -.

$ 22 $ 25 S 32
- ' 12 . . 13 • 8

2,' 2 ' 4

- '
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Performance Units

PPL began granting performance units in 2008. Performance
units are intended to encourage and award future performance.
Performance units represent a target number of shares (Target
Award) of PPL's common stock that the officer would receive
upon PPL's attainment of the applicable performance goal.
Performance is determined based on total shareowner return
during a three-year performance period. At the end of the
period, payout is determined by comparing PPL's performance to
the total shareowner return of the companies included in an
Index Group, in this case the S&P Electric Utilities Index.
Awards are payable on a graduated basis within the following
ranges: if PPL's performance is at or above the 85th percentile
of the Index Group, the award is paid at 200% of the Target
Award; at-the 50th percentile of the Index Group, the award is
paid at 100% of the Target Award; at the 40th percentile of the
Index Group, the award is paid at 50% of the Target Award; and
below the 40th percentile, no award is payable. Dividends
payable during the performance cycle accumulate and will be
converted into additional performance units and are payable in
shares of PPL common stock upon completion of the
performance period based on the determination of the CGNC of
whether the performance goals have been achieved. Under the
Plan provisions, performance units are subject to forfeiture upon
termination of employment except for retirement, disability or
death of an employee, in which case the total performance units
remain outstanding and eligible for vesting through the
conclusion of the performance period. Performance units vest
on a pro rata ba~sis if control of PPL changes, as defined by the
Plan.

Performance unit activity for 2009 was:

Performance Units Weighted-Average
Unricognized Period for

Compensation Cost Recognition

$ 4 1.8 years
1 1.8 years

PPL
PPL Energy Supply

At December 31, 2009, PPL Electric's unrecognized
compensation cost was insignificant and the weighted-average
period for recognition was 1.9 years.

The estimated fair value of each performance unit'granted was
calculated using a Monte Carlo pricing model that considers
historical volatility over three years using daily stock price
observations for PPL and all companies in the Index Group.
Volatility over the expected term of the performance units is
evaluated with consideration given to prior periods that may
need to be excluded based on events not likely to recur that had
impacted PPL and companies in the Index Group.

The weighted-average assumptions used in the model were:

Risk-free interest rate
Expected stock volatility
Expected life

2009 2008

1.11%. '2.30%
31.30% 20.70%
3 years 3 years

PPL
Nonvested, beginning of period

Granted
Forfeited

Nonvested, end of period

PPL Energy SunvPI
Nonvested, beginning of period

Granted
Forfeited

Nonvested, end of period

PPL Electric
Nonvested, beginning of period

Granted
Nonvested, end of period

Performance
.Units

66,785
106,587

(6,908)
166,464

22,583
27,451
(3,607)
46,427

3,732
7,903

11,635

Weighted-
Average

Grant Date
Fair Value

$ 48.94
39.76
45.06
43.23

$ 48.58
38.18
49.04
42.39

$ 48.57
39.95
42.71

Stock Options

Under the Plans, stock options may also be granted with an
option exercise price per share not less than the fair market value
of PPL's common stock on the date of grant. The options are
exercisable in installments beginning one year after the date of
grant, assuming the individual is still employed by PPL or a
subsidiary. Options outstanding at December 31, 2009, become
exercisable in equal installments over a three-year period fromn
the date of grant. The CGNC and CLC have discretion to
accelerate the exercisability of the options,. except that the
exercisability of an option issued under the ICP may not be
accelerated unless the individual remains employed by PPL or a
subsidiary for one year from the date of grant. All options
expire no later than ten years from the grant date. The options
become exercisable immediately if control of PPL changes, as
defined by the Plans. .

Stock option activity for 2009 ywas:

Weighied-
Average

Number of Exercise
Options Price .

Weighted-Average Aggregate

'Remaining Total -
Contractual:- . Intrinsic

Term V Value

Substantially all performance unit awards are expected to vest.

The weighted-average grant date fair value of performance units
granted during 2008 was $48.97 for PPL, $48.69 for PPL Energy
Supply and $48.57 for PPL Electric.

At December 31, 2009, unrecognized compensation cost related
to nonvested awards was:

PPL
Outstanding at

beginning of period
Granted
Exercised
Forfeited

Outstanding at end of
period

Options exercisable at
end of period

4,027,371 $
1,053,320
(137,840).
(340,810)

4,602,041

2,968,551

32.56
31.86
22.15
34.12

32.59 6.8

30.73 5.8

$ 11

.. 11
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Weighted-.
Weighted- Average
Average', Remaining

Number of Exercise -Contractual
Options Price Term

,,Aggregate
*"Total,
Intrinsic

Value

Unrecognized Weighted-Average.
Compensation. Period for

Cost Recognition
$ : 3 ., 1.8 years

1. 1.9 years
PPL -.

PPL Energy SupplyPPL Energv Supply
Outstanding at
beginning of period

Granted
Exercised
Forfeited

Outstanding at end of. ,
period

Options exercisable at
end of period

PPL Electric
Outstanding at

beginning of period
Granted.

Outstanding at end of
period. • .

Optiofis exercisable at

1,434,356 $
262,770
(46,900)

(241,290)

1,408,936

1,022,909

146,120 $
79,550

225,670

* 32.05
* '31.83

19.56.
34:20

32.05

32:84

At December3 1, 2009, PPL Electric's unrecognized
compensation cost Was insignificant and the weighted-average
period'for recognition was 1.9 years.

PPL received cash from stock option exercises during 2009 of
$3 million.

6.3 $

6.2

4

4

Compensation Costs

36.09
32.22

34.72 7.1

Compensation costs for restricted stock, restricted stock units,
performance units and stock options accounted for as equity
awards were as follows:

end of period 100,388 29.05 5'4

Substantiallyall stock option awards~are expected"to vest.'

The estimated fair Value'df each, bption granted was calculated

using a Black-Scholes option-pricing model. PPL dses historical
volatility and exercise behavior to value its stock options. ."
Volatility over the expected term of thie options is evaluated with
consideration given to prior periods that may need to be
excluded based on events not likely to recur that had impacted
PPL's volatility in those prior periods. Management's
expectations for future volatility, considering potential changes
to PPL's business model and other economic conditions, are also
reviewed in addition to the historical data to determine the final
volatility assumption., The weighted-average assumptions used*
in'the model were:

PPL (a)
PPL Energy Supply (b)
PPL Electric(c)

2009

23
17
5

2008

$8 28
22

6

• 2007

$ 26
21
.5

Risk-free interest rate
Expected option life
Expected stock volatility
Dividend yield

2009

2.07%
5.25 years.

26.06%
3.48%

2008

2.95%
5.41 years

20.85%
3.10%

2007

4.85%
6.00 years

21.61%
3.31%

(a) Net of an income tax benefit of $9 million, $11 million and $10 million.
(b) N&t of an income tax benefit of $7. million, $9 million and $9 million.
(c) Net of an income tax benefit of $2 million for each year.

The income tax benefit PPL realized from stock-based,.
arrangements for 2009 was insignificant.

Directors Stock Units (PPL),

Under the Directors Deferred Compensation Plan, a mandatory
amount of the cash retainers of the members of the Board of
Directors who.are not employees of PPL is deferred into stock
units. Such deferred stock units represent the number of shares
of PPL's common stock t9 which the board members are entitled
after they cease serving as a member. of the Board of Directors.
Board members are entitled to defer any or all of their fees and
cash retainers that are not part of the mandatory deferralfin't
stock units. The stock unit accounts of each board member are
increased based on dividends paid or other distributions on.PPL's
common stock. There were 406,5.84 such stock units
outstanding at December 31, 2009, which were accounted -for as
liabilities with changes in fair value recognized currently in
earnings based on PPL's common stock price at the end of each
reporting period.

Compensation Costs (Credits)
2009 .2008 .2007

PPL (a) $ .2 $ (4) $ 5

(a) Net of income tax benefit (expense) of $I million, $(2) million and $2
million.

The weighted-average grant date fair values of options granted
were:

PPL
PPL Energy Supply
PPL Electric

2009

5.55
5.55
5:65

2008

7.61
7.62
7.60

2007

7.08
7:08
7.08

The total intrinsic value of stock options exercised was:

Year Ended December 31,
2009 2008 2007:

PPL 2. $ 20$ 54
PPL Energy Supply' 1 7 i3
PPL Electric 2 3

At December 31, 2009, unrecognized compensation cost related
to stock options was:

Awards paid during 2009, 2008 and 2007 were insignificant.

Stock Appreciation Rights (PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

WPD uses stock appreciation rights to compensate senior
management employees. Stock appreciation rights are granted

":w•ith a'reference price to PPL's common stock at the date of
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grant. These awards vest oyer a three-year period and have a 10-
year term, d uring which time employees are entitled to receive a
cash payment of any appreciation in the price of PPL's common
stock over the grant date fair value. At December 31, 2009,
there were 416,891 stock appreciation rights outstanding, which
are accounted for as liabilities with changes in fair value
recognized currently in earnings based on updated Black-
Scholes calculations.

Compensation costs related to stock appreciation. rights in 2009.
were insignificant. Compensation credits in 2008 were $2
million, with related income tax expense of $1 million.
Compensation costs for 2007 were $5 million, with related
income tax benefits of $2 million.

There. were no awards exercised and paid in 2009. Awards.paid
in 2008 and 2007 were each $2 million.'

12. Retirement and Postemployment Benefits

(PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

Defined Benefits

PPL and certain of its subsidiaries sponsor various defined -

benefit plans.

The majority 'df PPL's domestic employees are eligible for
pension benefits under non-contributory defined benefit pension
plans with benefits based on length of service and final average
pay, as defined by the plans. Certain emlildyees may also be

eligible for pension enhancements in the form of special
termination benefits under PPL's separation plan. See
"Separation Benefits" below for additional information regarding
PPL's separation plan. -,

Employees of PPL Montana are eligible for pension, benefits
under a cash balance pension plan and employees of certain of
PPL's mechanical contracting companies are eligible forbenefits
under multi-employer plans spons6red by various unions. The
employees of WPD are. eligible for, pension benefits und&r a
defined, benefit pension plan with benefits based'on length of,
service and final average pay.

PPL and certain of its subsidiaries also provide supplemental
retirement benefits to.executives and other key management
employees through unfunded nonqualified retirement plans.

The majority of employees of PPL's domestic subsidiaries will
become eligible for certain health care a nd life insurance
benefits upon retirement through contributory, plans.
Postretirement benefits under, the PPL Retiree Health Plan are
paid from funded VEBA trusts sponsored by PPL Services and a
401,(h) account established within, the PPL Services, pension
master trust by the respective, companies. Postretirement
benefits under thePPL Montana Retiree Health Plan are paid%
from company a'ssets. - WPD does not sponsor any
postretirement benefit plans other than pensions.

The following.disclosures distinguish between the domestic :
(U.S.) and .WPD (U.K.) pension plans.

Pension Benefits

PPL
'Net periodic defined benefit costs:
Service cost
Interest cost '

Expected return on plan assets..
Amortization of:.

Transition (asset) obligation
Prior 'ervice cost
Actuarial (gain) loss

Net periodic defined benefit costs
(credits) prior to settlement charges and
termination benefits

Settlement charges (a)
Termination benefits (b)
Net periodic defined benefit costs

(credits)

Other Changes in Plan Assets and
Benefit Obligations Recognized in
OCI and regulatory assets - Gross

Settlements
Current year net (gain) loss
Current year prior service cost (credit)
Amortization of.-,

Transition asset (obligation)
Prior service cost
Actuarial loss

Total recognized in OCI ind regulatory
assets (c) (d)

Total recognized in net periodic benefit•
costs, OCI and regulatoiy'assets'(d) $

U.S.
2009 2008 2007

U.K. Other Postrefirement Benefits'
2009 2008 2007 200

60 $
145

(169).

62 $ '63 $140 . ' 132

(180) . (175)

9 s
156

(189)

16 S
188

(231)

24
.1 7d

(227)

$

9 2008 2007

6 $ 8 $ 8
29 33' ' 31(18) ,.. (21)' • ý(21)

9 9 9
9 9 9
2 5 6

(5)
19
3

53
2'

:9

64

" (4)
20
(9)

29

S 29

(4)
19
'2

4 5 5
2," ', ' 18 • • ' 55.

¢

37 (18) (4) 27 .. 37 43, :!. 42
'3

S 6_

$ 46

S (3)
(137)

9

'4

(2)

_ _ _3

$ 43 ' $ ' :42

$ (2).
.102 $,

.1

$ L_(18) L (4) $ 30 S 37

$ 403' S 476 $ (254)$' -32
(4)

(9)
(4) (5) (5) . , (8)
(2) (18) ,. (5•5)" . (2)

635

5.
(.19)

(3)

84

(24
(22)
(1)

"$ (31')
(2)

(9)i
(9)
(9)

$ (4
5

•'.(9
(9

616 (1482 397 453 (314) .9 '•(60) (23

$ 148 $'645 $ "' (102) $ 379' $ 449 $ (284) $ 46 $ (17) $ l1
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(a) Includes tlie settlement of the pension plan of PPL's former mining subsidiary, PA Mines, LLC in 2009 and a non-qualified plan settlement in 2007.
(b) The $9 million U.S. cost of termination benefits in 2009 was related to a 2009 cost reduction initiative. The $6 million U.S. and $3 million U.K. costs 6f terminaition

benefits for 2007 were related primarilyto the elimination'of positions.at PPL's Martins Creek plant due to the shutdown of two coal-fired units in September 2007,
and the closing of WPD's meter test station.

(c) For PPlLs U.S. pension and other post-retirement benefits the amounts recognized in OCI and regulatory assets are as follows:
U.S. Pension Benefits -. Other Postretirement Benefits

/ . , . 2009 2008 2007 2009 2008 2007

OC1 $ 51 $ 395 $ (87) $ 6 $ (38) $ (7)
"Regulatory assets 33 221 (61) 3 (22) (16)
T•tal recognized in OCI and

regulatory assets. $ 84 $ 616 . $ (148) $ 9 (60) $ . (23) , •

(d) 0vYD is not subject to accounting for the effects of.certain types of regulation as prescribed by GAAP. As a result, WPD does not record regulatory assets. -

The)estimated amounts to be amortized from AOCI and regulatory assets into net periodic benefit costs in 2010 are as follows:

Pension Benefits'
Other

. Postretirement
/ . U.S. U.K. Benefits

Transition obligation
Prior service cost
Actuarial loss
Total

Amortization from Balance Sheet:
AOCI
Regulatoryassets
Total

PPL•Energy SupplyNet periodic defined benefit costs:

Service cost
Interest cost
Expected return onplan assets
Amortization of:

Prior service cost
Actuarial loss

Net periodic pension and postretirement
costs (credits).prior to settlement
charges and termination benefits

Settlement charges (a) ,

Termination benefits (b)
Net periodic defined benefit costs

(credits) ,

Other Changes in Plan Assets and

Benefit Obligations Recognized in

OCI
Settlements
Current year net (gain) loss
Current year.prior service credit
Amrti'zation of: .

Prior service cdst
Actuarial loss

Total recognized in OCI

Total recognized innet periodic.benefit
cost and OCI

S$ 9
$5 19 $.. 4 7

3 52 5
$ 22 $ .56 $ 21

$ 15 .$ 56, $ 13
7 8

$ 22 $ 56 $ 21

Pension Benefits
U.S.

2009. 2008 2007 2009
U.K.

.2008
Other Postretirement Benefits

2007 2009 2008 2007

$ 4$
6

(6)

4
6

(8)

$ 4 $ 9 $ 16 24
6 . 156 188 170

(8) (189) (231) (227)

4 5 5

2 18 55

$ 11 $ . I. $

. 2. ____

6
2

2 2 (18) (4) 27 2 2.

3 __

$ 8 $ 2 $ $ (18) $ (4) $ 30

$ (2)
4 $ 2"7 $ (7) $ 403 $ 476 $ (254)

(5)
(55)

(314)

$ 2 $. 2 $. 2

5. (2)
(1)

_______ • (2). . _ _ _ __27((2)7)
27. (7)

(4)
(2)

397

(5)
(18)
453

$ 8 $ 29 $ (5) .379 $ 3 449 $ (284) $ 2 $ $ 2

(a) Includes the settlement of the pension plan of PPL's former mining subsidiary, PA Mines, LLC in 2009. • . . .
(b) The $3 million U.K. cost of termination -benefits for 2007 was related to the closing of a WPD meter test station. In addition, severance of $2 million was also

recorded for a total charge of $5 million ($4 million after tax). "

Prior service" 'Costs for PPL EnergySupply of $4 million and " expected to' be amortized from AOCI into net periodic bene fit
actuarial loss of $52 million related'.to the5 U.K. pension plans are costs in 2010.
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Net periodic defined benefit costs (credits) charged to operating expense, excluding amounts charged to construction and other non-
expense accounts, were:

Pension Benefits
U.S., U.K. Other Postretirement Benefits

2009 2008 2007 2009 2008 2007 2009 2008 2007

PPL
PPL Energy Supply (a)
PPL Electric (b)

$ 56 $ 24 $ 40 $ (17) $ (4) S 27 $
10 19 (17) (4) 272626

31 $ 36 $. 35
14 16 16
10 13 1014 *5 -.7

(a) In addition to the specific plans it sponsors, PPL Energy Supply and its subsidiaries are also allocated costs of defined benefit plans sponsored by PPL Services,
included in the total cost above, based on their participation in those plans.

(b) PPL Electric does not directly sponsor any defined benefit plans. PPL Electric was allocated these costs of defined benefit plans sponsored by PPL Services, based
on its participation in those plans.... . \

The following weighted-average assumptions were used in the valuation of the benefit obligations at December 31.

Pension Benefits
U.S. U.K. Other Postretirement Benefits

2009 2008 2007. 2009 2008 2007 2009 2008 2007 ,.
PPL

Discount rate
Rate of compensation increase

PPL Energy Supply
Discount rate
Rate of compensation increase

6.00% 6.50% 6.39% 5.55% 7.47% 6.37% 5.81% 6.45%
4.75% 4.75% 4.75% 4.00% 4.00% 4.25% 4.75% 4.75%

6.26%
4.75%

6.00% 6.50%' 6.39% 5.55% 7.47%
4.75% 4.75% 4.75% 4.00% 4.00%

6.37% 5.55% 6.37%ý 6.13%
4.25% 4.75% 4.75% 4.75%

The following weighted-average assumptions were used to determine the net periodic benefit costs for the year ended December 31.

PPL
Discount rate
Rate of compensation increase
Expected return on plan assets (a)

PPL Energy Supply
Discount rate
Rate of compensation increase
Expected return on plan assets (a)

Pension Benefits
U.S. • U.K. Other Postretirement Benefits

2009 2008 2007 2009 2008 2007 2009 2008 2007

6.50% 6.39% 5.94% 7.47% 6.37% 5.17% 6.45% 6.26% 5.88%
4.75% 4.75% 4.75% 4.00% 4.25% 4.00% • 4.75% 4.75% 4.75%
8.00% 8.25% 8.50% 7.90% 7.90%' 8.09% 7.00% 7:80% 7.75%'

.6.50%
4.75%
7.78%

6.39%
4.75%
8.04%

5.94%
.4.75%
8.27%

7.47%
4.00%
7.90%

6.37%
4.25%
7.90%

5.17%
4.00%
8.09%

6.37%
-4.75%,

N/A'

6.13%
.4.75%

N/A

5.79%
4.75%

N/A

(a) The expected long-term rates of return for PPL and PPL Energy Supply's U.S. pension and other postretirement benefits have been developed using a best-estimnite
of expected returns, volatilities and correlations for each asset class. The best estimates are based on historical performance, future expectations and periodic
portfolio rebalancing among the diversified asset classes. PPL management corroborates theserates with expected long-term rates 'of returncalculated by its
independent actuary, who uses a building block approach that begins with a risk-free rate of return with factors being added such as inflation, duration, credit spreads
and equity risk. Each plan's specific asset allocation is also considered in developing a reasonable return assumption.

The expected long-term rates of return for PPL and PPL Energy Supply's U.K. pension plans have been developed by WPD management with assistance from an
independent actuary using a best-estimate of expected returns, volatilities and.correlations for each asset class. The best estimates are based on historical
performance, future expectations and periodic portfolio rebalancing among the diversified asset classes. ..

PPL and PPL Energy Supply
Health care cost trend rate assumed
for next year
- obligations
-cost

Rate to which the cost trend rate is
assumed to decline (the ultimate
trend rate)
- obligations
- cost

Year that the rate reaches the ultimate
trend rate
- obligations
- cost

Assumed Health Care Cost
Trend Rates at December 31,
2009 2008 2007

8.0% 8.4% 9.0%
.8.4% 9.0% 9.0%

5.5% 5.5% 5.5%
5.5% 5.5% 5.5%

2016 2014 2014
2014 2014 2012

A one percentage point change in the assumed health care costs
trend rate assumption would have had the followingeffects on
the other postretirement benefit plans in 2009.

One Percentage Point
Increase Decrease

PPL
Effect on service cost and interest cost
components

Effect on accumulated postretirement
benefit obligation

$ 1 .- . (1)

14 .(2

The effects on PPL Energy Supply's other postretirement benefit
plans would not have been significant. .
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(PPL)

The funded status of the PPL plans was as follows.

. Pension Benefits
U.S. U.K.

2009 2008 2009 2008
Change in Benefit Obligation
Benefit Obligation, beginning of period

Service cost
Interest cost
Participant contributions
Plan amendments
.Actuarial (gain) loss
Termination benefits
Actual expenses paid
Gross benefits paid
Settlements (b)
Federal subsidy
Currency conversion
Divestiture (a)

Benefit Obligation, end of period.

Change in Plan Assets
Plan assets at fair value, beginning of period

Actual return on plan assets
Employer contributions
Participant contributions
Actual expenses paid
Gross benefits paid
Settlements (a)
Currency conversion
Divestiture (b)

Plan assets at fair value, end of period

Funded Status, end of period

$ .2,231

60
145

$ 2,189
62

140

$ 2,152
9

156
5

$ 3,295
15

188
7

Other Postretirement Benefits
2009 2008

$ 451 $ 541
6 8

29 33
6 8

(4) (2)
43 , (94)

(36) (36)

1
125

9
(1)

(104)
(6)

(13)

(1)
(95)

611

(189)

(411)

(180)

(762)
3 2

189

2,460

* 1,637
192
54

(1)

(104)
(6)

1,772

(51)
2,231

2,212
(469)

29

(I)
(95)

(39)
1,637

2,933 2,152
(9)

498 451

1,842
427

95
5

(189)

151

3,388
(770)

92
7

(179)

267'
28
33
6

291
(42)
38
12

(33) "

(696)

2,331 1,842 301 267

$7. , (688)2 $ (594 $ (602.$ (310) $ $ . (184)
L .. L

Amounts recognized in the Balance Sheets consist
of:

Current liability
Noncurrent liability

Net amount recognized,.end of period

Amounts recognized in AOCI and regulatory assets
(pre-tax) consist of: (c)

Transition (asset) obligation
Prior service cost
Net actuarial loss
Total

Total accumulated benefit obligation for defined
benefit pension plans

$ (7) $ (5)
(681).. (589)

$ (688) $ (594)

$ (4)
$ ''120 139

398 300

$ 518 $ 435

$ 2,237 1,999

$ (602) $ 1 (310)
$ " (602ý) _$ (310)

$ . (1)
(196)

$ (197)

S 26
31

101
$ 158

$ , (i)
(183)

$ (184)

$ 35
43
70

$ 148

$ 13 $
1,126

$ 1,139 $

$ 2,806 $

1'6
726

742

2,058

(a) Includes the settlement of the pension plan of PPL's former mining subsidiary, PA Mines LLC in 2009.'
(b) Includes the pension and postretirement medical plans related to the gas'and propane businesses that were sold in 2008. See Note 9for addi'tional information.
(c) For PPL's U.S. pension and other p6st-retirement benefits, theamounts recognized in AOCI and regulatory assets are as follows: ' . " -

U.S. Pension Benefits Other Postretirement Benefits
2009 , 2008 , . 2009 . 2008

AOCI . ' . $ -346$.. 295 $ _95,' $. 89.
Regulatory assets . . . 172 ... 140 • 63 - 59.
Total $ 518 $. 435 $ 158...$ 148

All of PPL's pension plans had pi'ojected and accumfhlated benefit obligations in excess of plan assets at Decembei 31, 2009 and 2008.
All of PPL's other postretiremef1t benefit plans had accumulated postretirernent benefit obligations in excess of plan assets at
December 31, 2009 and 2008. .' ,
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(PPL Energy Supply)

The funded status of the PPL Energy Supply plans was as follows.

Pension Benefits
U.S. U.K.

2009 2008 2009. 2008
Change in Benefit Obligation
Benefit Obligation, beginning of period

Service cost
Interest cost
Participant contributions
Plan amendments

-Actuarial (gain) loss
Settlements (a)

* Gross benefits paid
Currency conversion,

Benefit Obligation, end of period

Change in Plan Assets
Plan assets at fair value, beginning of period

Actual return on plan assets
Employer contributions
Participant contributions
Gross benefits paid
Settlements (a)
Currency conversion

Plan assets at fair value, end of period

Funded Status, end of period

Amounts recognized in the Balance Sheets
consist of:

Current. liability
Noncurrent liability

Net amount recogniz'ed, end of period

$ . 95 $
4
6

89 $ 2,152
4. 9
6 156

5

$ 3,295
15

188
7

Other Postretirement Benefits
2009 2008

,S. . 15 $ *. 16
.1 1

,- (1)

(0.)

(1)

17 15

7
(6)
(2)

(2)

(2)

611 (411)

104 95

78 100
9. (20)
9

(3) (2)
(6)

87 78

(189)
189

2,933

1,842
427

95
5

(189)

(180)
(762)

2,152

3,388
(770)

92
7

(1.79) 1

• 151 (696)

2,331 1,842

_Lj7) $ (17) $ (602) $ 31_0)

$ . (17). $ (17) $ (602) $ (310)
_ $ (17) $ . (17) $ K (602.) $ (310)

$ (17) $ (15)

$, (1) $ (1)
(16) (14)

$ "(17) $ (15).

$ (I) $ (0)

4 -' 4

$ 3 $" 3

Amounts recognized in AOCI (pre-tax) consist of:
Prior service cost (credit)
Net actuarial loss
Total:-

Total accumulated benefit obligation for defined
benefit pension plans

$ 2
30

$ * 32-

$ 2
30

$ 32

$ 13
1,126

$ . 1,139

$ 16
726

$ 742

$ 104 $ 95 $ 2,806 $ 2,058

(a) Includes the settlement of the pension plan of PPL Energy Supply's former mining subsidiary, PA Mines LLC in 2009.

All of PPL Energy Supply's pentsion plans had projected -and
accumulated benefit obligations in excess of plan assets at
December 31, 2009 and 2008. All of PPL Energy Supply's"
other postretirement benefit plans had accumulated
postretirenment benefit obligations in excess of plan assets at.
December 31,2009 and 2008.

In addition to the plans it sponsors, PPL Energy Supply and its
subsidiaries are allocated a portion of the funded'status and ,
costs of the defined benefit plans sponsored by PPL Services
based on their participation in those plans. PPL Energy-
Supply's allocated share of the funded status of the pension
plans resulted in a lidbility of $265 million and $229 million at
December 31, 2009 and 2008. PPL Energy Supply's allocated
share of other postretirement benefits was'a liability of $74
million and $69 million at December 31, 2009 and 2008.

PPL Energy Supply's subsidiaries engaged in the mechanical
contracting business make contributions to various multi-
employer pension and health and welfare plans, depending on

an employee's status. Contributions were $54 million in 2009
and $61 million in both 2008 and 2007. ,* "

(PPL Electric)

. Although PPL Electric does not directly sponsor any defined
benefit plans, it;is allocated a portion of the funded status and
costs of plans sponsored by PPL Services based on its

* . participation in those plans.. PPL Electric's allocated share of
the funded status of the pension plans resulted in a liability of'

* $245 million.-and $209 million at December 31, 2009 and 2008.
PPL Electric's allocated share of other postretirement benefits -
was a liability of $73 million and $69 million at December 31,
2009 and2008.•

(PPL and PPL Electric) "

PPL Electric maintains a liability for the cost of health care of
retired miners of former subsidiaries that had been engaged in
coal mining, as required by the Coal Industry Retiree Health*
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Benefit Act of 1992.. However, total obligations of $59 million
are offset'by assets in a retired miriers VEBA fiind'ahd'excess
Black Lung Trust assets.

Plan Assets - U.S.- Pensi on Plans .(PPL and PPL' Energy

PPL and PPL Energy Supply's U.S. pension plans are invested
in a master trust that also includes a 401 (h) account that is

restricted for, certain other postretirement' benefit obligations.
The investment strategy for the master trust is to achieve a risk-
adjusted return on a mix of assets that, in combination with
PPL's funding policy and'tolerance for return*volatility, will
ensure that sufficient assets are available to provid6'long-term
growth and liquidity for benefit payments. The-mriaster trust
benefits from a wide diversification of agset types, investment
fund 'strategies and external.-investment fund managers, and
therefore has no significdant concentration df risk...

The investment p6licies of the U.S. pension plans outline
allowable investments and define the responsibilities of the
internal pension admin'istrative committee and theýexternal
investment managers: The only prohibited investments are
investmrentsin debtor equity securities issued by PPL arid'its
sitbsidiariesorPPL's pension plan consultdntf-Th6irinestmnent I
policies are reviewed and approved annually by PPL's Board of
Directors.. .

Target allocation ranges have been developed based on input.
from external consultants witha goalof limiting funded status
volatility. The assets in the U.S. pensionplans are rebalanced as
necessary to maintain.the target asset allocation ranges. The..
asset allocation for the.master.,trust and the target allocation, by
asset class, at December 31 are.detailed belov4% ,

,.- :"i • • , ;, . .. )÷, Target"."*' , .. Percentaige of Target Argset

."'Asset Class' . plan assets- Range "Allocati6n
• . 2009 .2008 2009'. 2009.,.

-Equity securities , - . •

U.S ., .. 31% 37% .183.2% _"250
International. . 19% . 15% _10-24% 17%

Debt securities and " -"

derivatives ,38 k "41% '.3.1'45% " 38%
Alternative investments. , . 8% 5% 8-22%/ 15%
Cash and cash equivalents 4% 2% 0-12% .. ,. 5%

Total .100% 100% .. ', 100%

U.S. equity securities include investments in large-cap and
small-cap comPanies.- Intermational equity securities include,.
investments, in developed markets and emerging:markets. The
investments in U.S. and international equity securities include
investments in indiyidual seciurities and investments inr:
commingled-funds::.lnv.estmenits-indebt sec.urities include4U.S.,,,
Treasuries, U.S. governmerit-agencies, residential ,mortgage:-,•.
backed securities, asset-backed securities, investment-grade
corporate bonds, high-yield'corporate bonds, municipal bonds,:
and international debtsecurities. Alternative investments-.
include investments.in real estate, private equity funds and
hedge fund of funds that follow several different strategies.'_
Derivative instrume.its are utilized as a cost-effective means to

mitigate risk and match the duration of investments to projected:
obligations-. ° ' - " ... ." .. '" "

(PPL)

The fair value of net assets in the U.S. pe'n'sion plans by as'Set
class and level within the fair ývalue hierar.c.hy.:was" ;

'December 31, 2009
. Fair Value Measurements Using

Total'. Levell Level 2 Level 3

Cash and cash equivalents $ 90 $ 90
Equity securities:

• U .S .:: . : • . '- ''' : : . , .

Large-cap (a) 511 361 $ o 150
Small-cap(b) ' 84 84

International:,,.,
Deyeloped markets (c). 327 ' 205 ' 122
Emerging markets (d) 71 9 . 62

Debt securities: -
U.S.: ' ' 4 .

U.S. Treasury 212 212,
U.S. government agency' .. 6 6 ', .
Residential mortgage- ' . .. ,
backed (e) ''50 , 48 $ . 2

Asset-backed (f) 9
Investment-grade'
corpforate(g). 191 189 " 2.

High-yi.ld 'corporate (h). 92 84 " 8
Other

International (i) 5 5
Alternative investments: . '

Real estate0) ''" `. r65 '", '"' ' 65"'
' Private equity1(k) . 6 , 6

'Hedge fund of funds (1) 64 64
Derivatives: ' ' "

Foreign currency forward
- contractý (m) " ' - " ''''' 1
To-be-announced (TBA)

debt -securities, (n)". 10 , . .'" ''.. - 10.
Interest rate swaps (4)...(.4')(4). ..

Receivables ('o) 1'5 .8 . " 7Pay~bles (p) ' '' (22).- . (:).: " '•

Total mastertrust assets, 1,783 947,: 808 . "' 28
401(h) account restricted for
other, postretirement benefit
obligations"- ,. (6.)l j1) j.. '__"

Fair yvluea U.S. pension
pla1772 $• 941 $ 803-.$. '28

(a) . Repi'esents'acti'ely and passively managed investments that are rneasfired.
against'various U.S.,equity indices.

(b) Represents actively managed.investments in small-capgrowth-companies•
that are measured against the Russell 2000 Growth:Index.

(c) Represents actively managedinvestments'that are 'measured against the...
.MSCI'.-EAFE Ihdex., . . .,

•(d) Represents actively managed investments that areimeasured againstthe
MSCI Emerging Markets Index.

(e) Represents investments in sbcurities issued by U.S. agencies and

securitized'by residential mortgages.
(f) Represents investments secfiritized by auto loans, 6fe.dit.•ards arid othlr'''

pooledloans.
(g) Represeits investments in investment grddebonds issued by, U.S.

companies across several industries.. ..
(h) Represents investments in hon-investmient grade bonids issued.by U.S.

companies across several industries. -
(i) Represents in vestments in debt securities issued by foreign governments

and corporations' . - , : ' . .
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6) Representt an investment in a real estate fufid thr.bugh a partnership that
invests in core U.S. real estate properties diversified geographically and
across major property types (e.g., office, industrial,'retail, etc). The"
manager. is focused on properties with high occupancy rates with quality*
tenants: This results in a focus'on high income ands'table cash flows with
appreciation being'a secondary factor. Core real estate generally has a
lower degree of leverage when compared to more speculative real estate
investing strategies.

(k) Represents investfiimnts through pAitnerships in multiple e'ariy-state
venture capital funds and private equity fund of funds that use diverse
investment strategies.

(1) Represents investments in hedge, fund of funds, that follow a number of
different investment strategies to create.a well-diversified portfolio.

,(m)
(ri)

(o).

(p)'

Represents contracts utilized to mitigate foreign currency risk associated
with anticipated foreign denominated cash receipts and payments.
Represents'comnmitments to purchase debj securities. Used as a cost
effective means of managing the duration ýf ass'ets in the trust.
Represents interest and dividends earned but not received.(Level 2) as
well as invesiments'sold but not yet settled (Leyel 1).
Represents 'costs incurred but not yet paid.(Level 2) and investments,
purchased but not yet settled (Level 1)....

A reconciliation of master trust assets classified as Level 3 at December 31, 2009 is as f~llox

Residential Investment-
mortgagI ' grade
backed' .. corporate

securities " debt

$ 4 $ 3 $

(1)

Balance at beginning of pefiod-
Actual return on plan assets

Relating to assets still held at the reporting date
* Relating.to. assets sold during the period

Purchases; sales and settlements
Transfers into and/or (out of) Level 3

Balance at end of period

High-yield
corporate. : Pr

debt e'

4'$

4'

8<

vs.

ivate, TBA Debt, , ,
qUity. Securities Total.

5 $ 51 $ 67

(2) • (,1) (3)
'3, (41) (37)

6 $ 1'0 -S'' -28$(2 $. '2

The fair value, measurements of cash and cash equivalents are
based on .imounts on deposit. The fair value measurements of
equity securities (excluding commingled funds), which are

.generally classified as Level 1, are based on quoted prices,in
active markets. The fair value measurements of investments in
commingled funds, which are classified as Level 2 and
categorized as equity securities, are based on firm quotes of net
asset values per share,'which are not consideredquoted prices in
active markets. The fair value measurements of debt secudrities
are generally based dn evaluated prices that reflect observable
,market inf6rmation, such as actual trade information for
identical securities or for similar securities,<adjusted for
observable differences. When this informati6ui is not available,
the fair vtlue of debt'securities is measured using'present value
techniques, which ificorporate'other observable inputs including
interest rates for debt securitie-s: with credit ratings and terms to
maturity similar tothe debt securities being measured. When
these inputs are not observable, the fair value of debt securities
is classified'adLevel-3. The faii value meastsrements 'of
derivative instruments uti ize various inpiuts tlat include quoted
prices for-similarconftracts ormarket-c'rroborated inputs. In
certain instahces~when observable market prices are not
available, theserinstruments nray bevalued using models with
market observ'able inputs including forward piicesanid interest'
rates;.arnong others..............

The'U.S.'pension 'plans hoildIalternativelinvestments incltdi'ng
investments in real estate, private'equity anfdhedge fund of..'
funds.

e Real estate- Repr'esents an inViestment in a partnership 'whose
purpose is to manage investments-in U.S. real estate,'. The
partnership has limitations on the'amounts that may be
redeemed based on available cish to fund redemptions.

Additionally, ,the general partner may decline toaccept
redemptions when. necessary to avoid adverse .consequences
for the patrtnership, it cluding leg'al and tax'imiplication's;',,
among'otteri. The fair value bf the investment is based upon
a partnership'unit'value. ".

e Private equity"- Represents interests in partherships that invest
across' ihdudiries using a nu mber of diverse investment'
strategies. Two of'the'pairterships have limited lives often
years, while the third has a life of 15 years, after which the.
masidi trust will receive. liquidating distributions. Prior to the
end of each partnership's life, the master trust's investment can
notbe redeerined with the-partniership; however, the interest
may be sold to other parties, subject to the general partner's
approval.: The 'riaster trust has urnfunded commitments of $56.
million that may be required during the, lives of the '
.partnerships. Fair valueis based on an ownership interest in
partners" capital to which a proportionate, share of net assetsis
attributed..," , "'

Hedge fund of funds Represents investments in two hedge
fund of funds each with a different investment objective.
Generally, shares may be redeemed onw90 days' prior written."
notice. Both funds are subject to short, term lockups and have
limitations on.the amount that.may be withdrawn based on.a
percentage of the total net asset-value of the fund,, among other'

.restrictions. All .withdrawals are subject to the-general .
.paftiners approval. Major investment strategies for both hedge

.fundof funds include :long/short'eqtiity; market neutral .'. ,:
dis tresseddebt; and relative value. One fund's fair value has
been estimated using the net asset value per.share and the
other fund's~fair value is based on an ownership interest in -
partners' capital to'which a proportionate share of net assets is
attributed,'.
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(PPL Energy Supply) . ..

PPL Montana, a subsidiary of PPL Energy Supply, has a pension
plan whose assets are solely invested in-the master trust, which
is fully disd1osed by PPL (above). The fair value of this plan's
assets of $87 million at December: 31, 2009 repre'sents a 4:9%.
undivided interest in each asset and liability of PPL's master.
trust; including each asset whose fair value measurement Was
determined using significant unobservable inputs,(Level 3).

Plan Assets - U.S.'Other Postretirement Benefit Plans
(PPL) .

,PPL's investment strategy with respect to its other postretirementbenefit obligations is to fund VEBA trusts and a 401(h) account

with'voluntary contributions.and to invest-in a tax*efficient
manner. Excluding the 401(h) account included in the master.
trust, discussed. in the'U.S.• Pensions Plahs section above; PPL's
other postretirement benefit plans are invested in a mix of~assets
for long-teri growth with. an objective of earning returns that
provide liquidity as requiied'for benefitpayments. These plans,.
benefit, from diveisification of asset types, investment fund,,
strategies and'investment fund managers and therefore have no
significant concentration of risk. The only prohibited

• investments are investments in debt or equity securities issued
by PPL and its subsidiaries. Equity securities include-
investments in~domestic large-cap commingled-funds. Securities
issued by commingled funds thatinvest entirely in debt
securities are traded as equity units,, but treated by, PPL as: debt
securities for*assetallocation and target allocation purposes.
Securities issued by commingled money market funds that-inVest-

..entirely in money market'securities are traded as equity':units,
but treated by PPL as cash and c'sh equivalents for'asset
allocation and target allocation purposes: The:asset allocation,
for the VEBA trusts and the target allocation, by asset class, at
December 31, are detailed below. o-. . ,.

... .. Target
Percentage of Permitted Asset

Asset Class .... plan assets Range Allocation

-': 2009:, *2008 .-2009 2009

U.S.equity securities ' 54% 43% . 45-65% 55%
. Debt securities (a) " " 37% 45% 30-50% 40%

December 31, 2009

. , ." Fair Value Measurements Using.
Total Level 1 Level 2 ' Level 3

U.S. equity securities:
Large-cap (a)
Commingled debt (b)
Commingled moihey

market funds
Debt securities:

Municipalities (c)
Receivables (d)' : ,
Total VEBA trust assets
401 (h) account-assets in

master trust ' -

Fair value - U.S. other
postretirement benefit plans

$ 156
61

26

$ .156
61

26

46 46

290 290 ; __"

:i $ •. 6 ' ',5 , '

$ 301 L$ 6 , ,295

(a) Represents invesItrrients'in passively managed. equity index funds tht that*
are measured against the S&P 500 Index.. .,

(b) Represents investments in passively managed commingled funds invested in
obligations ofth6 U.S. Treasury.

(c) Represents investments in a diverse mix of tax-exempt municipal securities.
(d) Represents iht'eiest and diVidends earned but not received as well as

investments 'sold but not yet 'settled.

The fair •value measurements of the domestic other
postretirement benefit'plan assets are based on the same inputs
and measurement techniques used to:measure the U.S. pension

'assets described above.

.Plan Assets - U.K. Pension Plans (PPL and PPL.Energy,
Supply)

The overall investment strategy of WPD's pension plans is
developed by each plan's independent trustees in its Siatement of
Investment Principles in co9npliance with the U.K. Pensions Act of
:1995 and other U.K. legislation: The trustees' primary focus isto
ensure that assets are sufficient to meet members' benefits as they
fall due with a longer term objective to reduce investment risk.
The investment strategy is intended to maximize investment
returns while' not incurring excessive volatility in the, funding.
position. WPD's plans aie invested'in a wide diversification of
asset types, fund strategies and fund managers and there'fore have
no significant concentration 6frisk: Equity Securities primarily..
includeinvestments in'U.K..and 6ther'internati~rial large and mid-
cap companies. Commingled funds that consist entirely of'debt
securities are traded as equity units, but treated by WPD as debt
securities for asset'allocation and target allocation purposes. These
include investrents-mnUK. corporate bdnds andU.K, gilts.' Debt
securities include corporate b.6nds ofI of panies from diversified
U.K. industries. The only alternative investment is an investment

.in a real estate fund. . . ,

The asset allocation and. target ý11ýcation at December 31 of
WPD's pension plans aredetailed below..:

'Cash and cash
equivalents (b)

Total
9% 12%

100% .100%.
'0-15%. 1 5%

100%

(a) Includes commingled debt funds and debt securities.
(b) Includes commingled money market fund.

The fair:value of assets in the U.S. other, postretirement benefit.
plans by asset class and level within the fair-valuie hierarchy was:?
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Percentage of Target Asset
Asset Class . ,. plan assets Allocation

r . 2009 ' 2008 2009
Equity securities:,

U.K. companies " 2 22% - 25/%'
European companies (excluding

the U.K.) 13%' 11%'o
Asian-Pacific companies 10% 10% .
North American companies' 6% '7/
Emerging riiarkets companies 5% 1%
Currency . 2% 2%/
Global Tactical Asset Allocation 1% 1%

Debt securities (a) " . . 35%0 3716/.
Alternative investments and cash 6% 6%

Total .. ""100% 100%

(a) Includes commingled debt funds. , .

Thefair value of assets in the U.K. pension-plans by asse
and level within the fair valhe-hierarchy was:.

18%

12%
10%
9%
5%

3%
33%

8%
00%

Investments in real estate represent holdings in a U.K. unitized
*fund whose fair value is based'upon a net asset value per share:
•The fund's net asset value is based on the value of underlying
properti~es that are independently appraised. in accordance With"
Royal Institutionof Chartere&Surveyors valuation standards at
least' aninually with quarterly valuation, updates based dn recent
sales ofsimilar:properties; leasing. levels, property. olierations' -

and/or market conditions. The fund maybe subjectt.
redemption-restrictions in the'unlikely event of a large forced
sale inorder.to ensure other unit holders.are not disadvantaged.-

Expected Cash Flows - U.S. DefineddBenefit Plans
(PPL) "

Cash and cash equivalents
Equity securities:

U.K. companies (a)
European companies

(exidluding the U.K.)'(b)
Asian-Pacific companies (c)
North American companies

(d)
Emerging markets

companies (e)
Currency (f)
Global Tactical Asset

Allocation (g)
Corfimingled debt:*.

U.K. corporate bonds
U.K. gilts ;
U.K. index-linked gilts

Alternative invesiments:
Real estate (h)

Fair value - international -

pension plans' i t

December 31,2009.
Fair Value-Measureme

Total Level 1 , Level 2,:

$ 5 $ 5..5

501 " ' $ 501

-290 . .290
242 5. -. 242

- 149 . ., 149

110 110
42 - 42

-30 30

308 .. " 308
'24, ' .' .. - .24'
489 4.89

141 ' " 141

,- 2,331 $-- -5 $ 2,326

There are no cash contributions required, for PPL's primary U.S."

t class pension plan because contribution requirements. could be
satisfied by applying prior year'credit balanbes.:-However,tPPL .-

.contributed $120-million to its primary U.S-.pensionplan in
January 2010 to-ensure ffiture compliance w'ith minimum

nts Using. .funding.requirements. • , . -,

Level3 .3 " - , . -"
• • " PPL sponsors various non-qualified'supplemental pension plans-,

.- -. for which no assets are segregated from corporate assets.' PPL
expects'to make approximately.$4 million of benefit payments,

... ,, , under these plans-in 2010.- . " - '." . .

PPL is not required to make contributions to its other - ,
. postretirement benefit plans but-has historically funded these: ,I;

plans in amounts equal-to the-postretirement benefit costs' - - .
recognized. Continuation ofthis 'past practice would cause PPL -

- - to contribute $34million to-its other postretirement benefit plans
* in 2010- . ., - . -

. .- ': The following benefit- payments,: which reflect expected future. "
- . - service, as appropriate, are expected'toIbepaid and the followifig;

federal subsidy payments-are expected to be received by-the - ":
separate plan trusts. ., 0 - - . - -

Other Postretirement
"" .- "- " . ' Expected

ed. " - -. -- Benefit, Federal , -

S . o4' .Pension , ' Payment . Subsidy
red . -- . .

2010" " - $ 15' $ - 42 $ 3 .- ....
2011-. " " 123 47. 3

E-Japfn 2012 131 50 3
2013 145 -'.55 4 . • ,

red: " 2014 .148 .-60 4 - -'. -

2015-2019 . 897 359 "'- 28 .

(a) - Represents passively managed equity index funds that are measur
., against the FTSE All Share Index. _, - - '-, - ..

(b) Represents passively managed equity index-funds that~are measur
against the FTSE Europe ex UK Index.

(c)" Representý an actively maanaged equiiy index fund that aims to
outperform 50% FTSE Asia: Pacific ex-Jadin Indexand 50% FTS

. Index. -. . ,..
(d) Represents passively managed equity index funds that are measur
, against the FTSE North America Index' .

(e) Represents passively iianaged equity index funds that are measur
a, against the MSCI Emerging Markets Index. "

(f Represents investments in unitized passive and actively traded cu
funds. "

(g) The Global Tactical Asset Allocation investment strategy attempt
beinefit from' short-term' market inefficiencies by taking positions
worldwide markets with.the objective to p rofit from relative mov
across those markets.

(h) Represents investments in a unitized fund that owns and manages
industrial and commercial realestate with a strategy of earning cu
rental income and achieving capital growth.

-ed ' --

rrency. .

tsto, --

in
ementi

- U.K.
irrent -

(PPL Energy Supply) - ... . .'., . - ,"

There are no contributions expected or required for the PPL.
Montana pension plan. , - .

The following benefit payments, which reflect expected future
.service, as appropriate, are expected to be paid by the separate
plan trusts. - '

Except for investments in real estate, the fair value
measurements of WPD's pension plan assets'are based on the
same inputs and measurement techniques used to measure the
U.S. pension assets described above. -
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2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015 - 2019

Other
Pension Postretirement.

$ 2 , -1
3.2

4 2
4 2
5

36-'
2

13

Expected Cash Flows - U.K. Pension Plans-(PPL and
PPL Energy Supply)..

The pension plans of WPDare-subject to formal actuarial
valuations every three years, which are used to determine
funding requirements,- Future contributions were evaluated.in
accordance with the latest valuation-performed as of March,31;.,-
2007, in respectiofWPD's principa! pension scheme, to..,
determine contribution requirements for:2009.and forward.'
WPD expects to make.contrib.utions of approximately $62,
million in 2010. WPD is currently permitted to recoverin rates,
approximately 65% of its deficit funding requirements for. its,,.
primarypension plan. This recoveryrate will, increase;to 76%
effective April 1,201-0. . .,.. , - .

The following benefit payments, which reflect:expected future
service, as appropriate, are expected to be. paid by the separate
plan trusts.

Pension .

2010 . $ 161 " , . ' ,,.

20il ,1 - - 165
2012- 170
2013 174

2014 . . .179 ., ,

2015- •2019 " ''97 '

(PPL, PPL'<Energy Supply and.PPL'Electric) "

Savings Plans

Substantially all employees 'of PPL's'domestic subsidiaries are"
eligible to participate in deferred savings plans (401 (k)s).
Employer contributions to.the plans approximated'theý f6llow'ing.,

S' 2009 . 2008,.. 2007'L .

PPL - $ 17 $ 17 $ 16
PPL Energy Supply ' 10 ' 9 9 -

.PPLElectric 4. . 4 .4. 4

Employee Stock Ownership Plan

PPL sponsors a non-leveraged ESOP in which substantially all
domestic employees, excluding those of PPL Montana and the
mechanical. contractors, are enrolled; on the first day.of the ;'
month following eligible employee status. Dividends paid on.--.
ESOP sliaresare treated as ordinary dividends by PPL. Under..
existing income tax laws, PPL;is permitted to. deduct the amount
of those dividends for.inicome tax pur-poses and to. contribute, the
resulting, tax savings (dividend-based contribution). to the ESOP.,

The dividend-based contribution is used to buy shares of PPL's
common stock and is expressly conditioned upon the
deductibility of the contribution for federal. income tax purposes.

Contributions to the ESOP are allocated to eligible partic*ipants'
accounts, as, of the end of each'year, based 75% on shares held in
existing participants' accounts'and 25% on the'eligible

. participlnts' compensation. • .

Compensation expense fir ESOP contributions'was.$8 million
in 2009 and $7 million..in 2008- and 2007.,.These amounts were
offset by the dividend-basedcontribution tax savings-and had.no.
impact on PPL's earnings. . '

ESOP shares outstdinding at December,31; 2009, were 7,691,540
or 2% of total common shares outstanding, and are included in.
-all EPS calculations.

Postemployment Benefits~.. ,

Certain, PPL subsidiaries provid6 health and life insurance
benefits to disabled employeesand, ihcome-benefits to eligible -

-spouses of deceased employees. Postemployment benefits
charged to operating expenses were not significant for 2009,
2008 and 2007, . .,. . .- -.. .

Separation Benefits

Certain PPL subsidiaries provide separation benefits to eligible
employees. These benefits may be provided inrthe case of
separations due to performance issues, loss of job related
qualifications or organizational changes. Certain employees
separated are eligible for cash severance payments, outplacement
services, accelerated stock award vesting, continuation of group.'
health and welfare coverage, and enhanced pension and
postretirement'medical benefits.' 'The type and amount'of' "
benefits provided is-based upon age, years of sfervice and the v
nature of the separation. Separation benefits are recorded when
such amounts are probable and estimable.

In February 2009, PPL announced workforce reductions that
resulted inpthe elimifiation of approximately 200 management
and staff positions across PPL's domestic-operations, or
approximately'6% of PPL's nonrunion, domestic.workforce.
The charges noted below consisted'primarily of enhanced o'
pension'and severance.benefits under PPL's Pension Plan and
Separation, Policy and were.recorded to "Other operation and
maintenance" expenseon the Statement of Income.

" 'As a result of the workforce reductions, PPL recorded a charge
" of $22 million ($13 million after tax)cin 2009.. ' .

PPL Energy Supply eliminated apprioximately'50 'imanagement
and staff positions and recorded a charge.of $13.mi-llion-($8
million after tax) in 2009. Included in this charge w'as $8 •

- million ($4 million after tax) of allocated costs'associated with
the elimination of employees of PPL Services., .. ' •

PPL Electric eliminated approximately 50 management.and staff
positions and recorded a charge-of $9 million ($5,million after':
tax) in 2009.; Includediin this charge was $3m mil-lion ($1. million'
after tax) of allocated costs associated with the,elimination of
employees of PPL.Services.

Separation benefits were not significant in 2008.
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Separation benefits recorded in 2097 were related to the
elimination of positions at PPL's Martins•Creek plant due to the
shutdown of two coal-fired units and the closing of WPD's meter
test station. Total costs recorded were $13 million ($9. million
after tax). These costs included $4 million of cash severance
payments and enhancedpension benefits provided to domestic.
employees of $6 million and $3 million provided to WPD
employees. See "Defined Benefits" above for moreinformation.,

14. Commitments and Contingencies,

Energy Purchases, Energy Sales"and Other
Commitments.

Energy Purchase Commitments • Ii"

(PPL andPPL Energy Stpply)

13. Jointly Owned Facilities. ''"

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

At December 31, 2009 and 2008, subsidiaries of PPL and PPL
Energy Supply owned interests in the facilities listed below. The
Balance Sheets of PPLand PPL Energy Supply include the.
amounts noted in the following table: ,

Ownership
Interest El

December 31, 2009
PPL Generation
Generating Stations

Susquehanna "' 90.00% $
Conemd&g'h 16L25%
Keystone 12,34%

Merrill Creek ;
Reservoir , 8.37%

December 3i; 2008
PPL Generation .
Generating Stations

Susquehanna 90.00% $
Conemaugh 16.25%
Keystone 12.34%
Wyman Unit 4
(a) 8.33%

Merrill Creek
Reservoir 8.37%

Constructioi
Other Accumulated Work

ectric Plant Property Depreciation in Progress

4,571
206
199

$ 3,475 $'
99
61

22 . 15

4,513
206 1
105'

$ .3,4, 72. $ "1!1913

58 6,

15.. 7,

'$ 22 14

PPL and PPL Energy Supply enter into long-term purchase
.contracts 'to supply the fuel r"equirements'for generation
facilities. These contracts include commitments to purchase
coal, emission allowances, linie'stone, natural gas, oil'and.
nuclear fuel. These long-'term contracts extend'through 2019,
excluding a limestone contract that extends through 2030. PPL
and PPL Energy Supply, also enter into long-term contracts for.
the storage and transportation of natural gas.. The long-termr
natural gas -storage contracts extend through 2015, and the long-

n term-natural gas transportation contracts extend through 2032;
Additionally, PPL and PPL Energy Supply have entered-into

7 long-term contracts topurchase power that extend through 2017,
excluding long-term power purchase agreements for the full*

8 output of two wind farms that extend through 2027.

4 As part of the purchase of generation assets from Montana
Power, PPL Montana assumed a power purchase and power
sales agreement, which expires at December 31, 2010. In
accordance with purchase accounting guidelines, PPL Montana
recorded a liability of $58 million as the fair value of the
agreement at the acquisition date. The liability is being reduced'
over the term of the agreemenvt'as an adjustment to "Energy

4 purchases" on the Statements"of-ln'come.' At December 31,-
2009, the $11 millionunamortized balance of this liability was
included in ".Other current liabilities" on.the Balance.Sheet. -At
December 31, 2008, the unamortized balance of this liability was
$24 million, of which $13 million was included in "Other current
liabilities" and $11 million wfs included in "Other deferred,
credits and noncurrent liabilities" on the Balance Sheet.

In 1998, PPL Electric. recorded an $879 million loss accrual for
above-market contracts with NUGs; due to deregulation of its
generation business. Effective January 1999, PPL Electric
began reducing this liability as an offset to "Energy purchases"'
onthe Statements of Income. This reduction is based on the'
estimated timing, of the .purchases from the NUGs-and projected

"market prices for this generation. The final NUG contract

expires in 2014. In connection with PPL'§ corporate realignment
in 2000, the remaining balance ofthis liability was transferred to'
PPL EnergyPlus. At December 31, 2009, the unamortized'
balance of this liabiliiy was $4 millibh, of which $1 million was
included'in'"Otherctirreht' liabilities" and $3 million was
included in "Other deferred, credits artd, noncurrent liabilities" on
the Balance Sheet. At December 31, 2008,'the unamoftized
balance ofthis liability-was $29 million, of which.$25 million
was included 'in "Othercurrent liabilities" and- $4 million was
included in "Other'deferred'credits and noncurrent liabilities" on
the Balance Sheet. ,

In 2008; PPL.EnfrgyPlus acquired the rights to an existing longs
term' tolling agreement, associated with the c'apacity and energy

(a) See Note 9 for information regarding the'December 2009, sale of this
interest. ,,' . "

'In addition to the 'interests mentioned above, PPL Montana had a
50% leasehold interest in Colstrip Units 1 and 2 and a 30%
leasehold interest in Colstrip Unit 3 under operating leases. See

'Note 10 for additional information.' At December,31, 2009 and'
2008, NorthWestem owned a 30% leasehold interest in Colstrip
Unit 4. PPL, Montana and NorthWestem have a sharing.
agreement to govern each party's responsibilities regarding the
operation of Colstrip Units 3 and 4, and each party is responsible
for. 1.5% of the'respective operating and construction costs,.
regardless of whether'a particular cost is specified to Colstrip
Unit 3 or.4. . .. ' "

Each PPL Generation subsidiary prdvides its own funding. for its
share of the facility. Each receives a portion of the total.output
of the.generating stations equal to its percentage ownership. The
share'of fuel and other operating costs associated with the
stations' is included in the corresponding operating expenses on
the Statements of Income: . . ' -
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of Ironwood. Under the agreement, PPL EnergyPlus'has control.
over the-plant's dispatch into-the electricity grid and: supplies, the
natural gas necessary to operate the plant. The tolling agreemeft
extends through 2021. See Note 10 for additional information.

(PPL and PPL Electric)

From 2007 through October 2009, PPL Electric conducted six
competitive solicitations to purchase electricity generation
supply in 2010 .for customers who do not :choose an alternative
supplier. Average generation. supply prices (perMWh) for all
six solicitations, including Pennsylvania gross, receipts tax and
an adjustment-for line losses, were $99.48.for residential.
customers and $100.52 for smallcommercial and. small
industrial customers.

In October 2009, PPL Electric purchased 2010 supply~for fixed-..
price default service to large commercialand large industrial
customers who elect to take that service. In -November 2009,
PPL Electric purchased supply to provide hourly default service
to large commercial and industrial customers in 2010. -,

In June 2009, the PUC approved-PPL Electric's plan to purchase
its PLR electricity, supply for January 2011 through May 2013.
In August and October 2009, PPL Electric conducted the first
two of its 14 planned competitive solicitations. A third
solicitation was conducted in January 20-10. The. solicitations*
include a mix of long-term and short-term pUrchases for
customer supply, including contracts for. load-following, spot,
block and alternative energy credits. .

(PPL. Energy Sutplyo andPPL Electric)- .1

See Note 15 for information on the power supply agreements,
between PPL EnergyPlus and PPL Electric.

Energy Sales Commitments -.. .

(PPL and PPL Enrgy Supply) "

In connection with its marketing, activities or hedging, strategy
for its, power plants, PPLEnergy Supply has. entered into long-.
term power sales contracts that extend through 2023, excluding a
long-term retail:sales agreement fot the full output from a solar
generator that extends through 2034. All long-term contracts, f
were executed at prices approximating, marketprices at the time
of execution..,, , . . ., . . ,

(PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

See Note 15 'for inforrn'ation on-the power supply agreements,
between PPL EnergyPlus and PPL Electric,...

PPL Montana Hydroelectric Licehse Commitments (PPL.
and PPL Energy-Supply)

PPL Montana owns and operates 11 hydroelectric-facilities and
one storage reservoir licensed by the FERC under long-term
licenses pursuant to the Federal Power Act. Pursuant to Section
8(e) of the Federal Power Act, the FERC approved the transfer
from Montana Power to PPL Montana of all pertinent licenses •

and any amendments in connection with the Montana Asset
*.Purchase Agreement. -. .... .... -

The Kerr Dam Project license (50-year term) was jqintly issued
by the FERC. to Montana Power and the Confederated Salish and
Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead Reservation in 1985, and
requires Montana Power to hold -and operate the project -for 30.
years (to' 2015). The license requires Montana Power and PPL
Montana, as successor to. Montana Power, to continue to .:
implement a plan to mitigate the impact of the Kerr Dam-on fish,
wildlife and their habitats.. Under-this arrangement; PPL .
Montana has a remaining commitment to spend. $12 million
between 2010 and 2015; in addition to-the annual rent it.pays to
the tribes. Between 2015 and 202-5, the tribes have the' option to,
'purchase, hold: and operate the project for the remainder of th6 "'
license term, which expires in 2035 . ' - .

PPL Montana entered into two Memoranda of Understanding
(MOUs) with state, federal and privateentities related to the
issuance in 2000 of theFERC renewal license for the nine dams

. for the Missouri-Madison project. The MOUs are periodically: -'
updated and renewed and require PPL Montana to implement
plans to mitigate the impact of its projects on fish, wildlife and
their habitats, and.to increase recreajional opportunities. :The,:
MOUs were created to maximize collaboration between the
parties and enhance the possibility to receive matching funds
from relevant federal agencies. Under these arrangements, PPL
Montana has a remaining commitment to spend $36 million
between 2010 and'2040. . ,.

Legal.Matters. . .

(PPL, PPL Energy Supply,and PPL Electric) . ..

PPL and its subsidiaries are involved in legal.proceedings,,. -

claims and litigation in the ordinary course of business. PPL and
its subsidiarieg cannot predict'the outcome~of such matters, or.
whether such matters may result in material liabilities..-

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply) ..

Montana Power Shareholders! Litigation

In August 2001, a purported class-action lawsuit was filed by a
group of Montana. Power shareholders against Montana Power,
theldirectors ofMontana'Power, certain advisors and consultants
'of Montana Power, and PPLýMontana. 'The plaintiffs allege,.
among other things, that Montana Power failed to obtain - .;
shareholder approval for-the sale of Montana PoWer's.generation
assets to PPL Montana in 1999, and that the sale was null and

- void. Among the -remedies ,sought by the plaintiffs is the .'

establishment of a "resulting and/or constructive, trust" on both
the generation assets and all-profits earned by PPLiMontana
from the generatiori assets, plusinterest on the'amounts subject
to the trust',This lawsuit ispendingin the U.S. District Court of
Montana, ButteDivision. Settlement discussions resumed- in ,
June 2009. A proposed settlement of this lawsuit.has been
reached under whichplaintiffs~will receive approximately $115
million.. Under the -proposed settlement, PPL Montana isinot
required to pay any portion of this' settlement amount., The,
proposed settlement was'filed with the judge in November 2009
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and is pending court approval. PPLand PPL
cannot predict the outcome of this matter.

MontanaHydroelectric. Litigation

Energy Supply which $8. million ($5 Million after taxor $0.01 per share) was.
recorded'in-2009. PPL Montana cannot~predict the outcome of
this matter.

In November 2004, PPL Montana,'Avista Corporation (Avista)
and PacifiCorp commenced an action for declaratory judgment,
in Montana First Judicial District Court seeking a determination
that no lease payments or other compensation for their*
hydroelectric facilities' use and occupancy of streambeds in
Montana can be collected by the State of Montana. This request'
was brought following the dismissal on jurisdictional grounds of
the State of Montana's federal lawsuit seeking such payments or
compensation in theLU.S. District'Court of Montana, Missoula
Division. The State's federal 'lawsuit was founded on allegations
that the beds of Montana's navigable rivers became state-owned
trust property upon Montana's admission to statehood, and that
-the use of them for placement of dam ,structures,affiliated
structures and reservoirs, should. under a,. 1931, regulatory scheme
enacted after all but one of the dams in question were
constructed, trigger lease payments for use of land beneath.- In
July 2006, the Montana'state, court approved a stipulation by the
State of Montana that. it is not seeking lease payments or other
compensation from PPL Montana for the period prior to PPL
Montana's December 1999 acquisition of the hydroelectric
facilities. . '• ,'

In June and October 2007; Pacificorp and Avista, respectively,
entered into settlement agreements with the State of Montana
providing, in pertinent part, that each company Would make
prospective lease payments of $50,000 and $4 million per year
for use of the State's navigable streambed (adjusted annually for
inflation and subject to other ftiture adjustments). Under these
settlement agreements, the future annual payments resolved the
State's claim's for both past and future compensation.

In the October 2007 trial of this matter,.the State of Montana'
asserted that PPL Monftana' should' make a prospective- lease
payment for use of the State's streambeds of $6 million per year
(adjusted annually for inflation) and a retroactive compensation
payment for the 2000-2006 period (including interest) of $41
million. PPL Montana vigorously contested both.such
assertions.

In June2008, the'District Court issued a decision awarding
compensation of approximately $34 million for prior years and,
approximately $6 millionffor 2007 compensation.. The Court'
also 'deferred the' determination of compensation for 2008 and
future years; to the Montana State Land Bodird.

PPL Montana believes that the District Court's decision and a
number of its. pretrial.rulings are erroneous. In October 2008,.,
PPL Montana filed an appeal of the decision to the Montana
Supreme Court and a stay of judgment, including a stay of the,.
Land Board's authority to assess compensation for 2008 and
future periods. Oral argument of the-case was held beforethe:' :".
Montana Supreme Court in September 2009. For 2007 and
subsequent years, PPL's management believes'it is probable that.
its hydroelectric projects will-be subject to annual estimated
compensation ranging from $3' millibn to $6 million.: PPL
Montana's 'loss accrual at December 31, 2009 was $9 million, of '

rJIMI/IVII.0U Di1lln UIb[)Ul

(PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

In September 2009, PJM, reported that it had discovered a:
modeling error in the market-to-market power flow calculations
between PJM and the Midwest' ISO (MISO)-. The error was a.
result of incorrect modeling of certain generation resources that
have an impact on power flows across the PJM/MISO border.
PJM's preliminary estimate of the magnitilde of the error is .
approximately $77 million. To date, the MISO'ddes not agree
with PJM's estimate, Informal settlement discussions on this
issue have commenced. PPL participates in markets in both the
MISO and P-JM. The amount and timing of any payment by
PJM to the MISO relating to this modeling error is uncertain, as
is the. method by which PJM or the MISO'Would allocateany
such payment to PJM and the MISO participants.t PPL cannot
predict the outcome of this matter; however, the imlpact on PPL
subsidiaries is not expected to be material..

Regulatory Issues .

Pennsylvania Activities (PPL and PPL Electric) .

Certain Pennsylvania legislators proposed legislation'in 2009 to
extend' PLR generation rate caps or otherwise limit cost recovery
through rates for Pennsylvania utilities beyond their transition
periods, which in PPL Electric's case wasDeceniber 31, 2009.
PPL and PPL Electric previously expressed strong concern
regarding, the adverseconsequencesof such legislationon
customer service, system reliability, adequate future generation
supply and PPL Electric's financial viability. As generation rate
caps are set to. expire for three other Pennsylvania electric ' -

delivery companies at the end of 2010, it is' possible that a debate
on rate caps, rate mitigation and the crea'tionof a state power
authority may resume in 2010. PPL and PPL Electric believe
the enactment of legislation exten.ding.PPL Electric rate caps
would be a violationof federal law.and the U.S. Constitution.

For several years, PPL and PPL Electric -worked with'
Pennsylvania legislators, regulators and others to develop'"
programs to help customers transition to.marketrat~s, after 2009,:'
including rate mitigation, educational and energy conservation
programs. Two plans were proposed and approved by the PUC.
Under the first plan, residential and small commercial customers
could elect to pay additional amounts with their electric bills

.from mid-2008 through 2009, with such additional amounts,
plus accrued interest of 6%,.applied to their 2010 and.2011
electric bills. Approximately 123,000 customers enrolled in the
program, and at December 3 1 2009, PPL Electric has recorded a,
liability of $36 million related to this activity, .Undernthe second
plan, eligible residential and eligible small-business customers
could elect to defer payment of any increase greater than 25% in
their 2010 electric. bills. Deferred, amounts, plus 6% interest,
will be paid by customers over a one- or two-year period,
depending on their electricity-use..; All deferrals will be paid by
the end of 2012.
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Act 129-became effective in October 2008. The'lhw creates an
energy efficiency and conservation'program and smart metering
technology requiirements, adopts new PLR electricity supply
procurement rules, provides remedies for market: misconduct,.
and makes changes to the existing Alternative Energy Portfolio
Standard. The law also requires electric utilities to meet
specified goals for reduction' in customer electricity usage and
peak demand by specified dates. Utilities not meeting the
requirements 0f Act 129 .'are subject to significant penalties.

Under Act 129, Electric Distribution Ccmpanries (EDCs) must
develop and file an efiergy efficiency and conseivation plan
(EE&C Plan) With the PUC and contract with a conservation
service provider to implement all or a portion, of the EE&C.Plan.
Act 129 re4uifes EDCs to 'cause reduced electricity cdnsumption
of l0/0 by 2011 and 3% by 2013, and reduced peak demand of.
4.5% by 2013. EDCs will be able to recover the costs (capped at
2% of the EDC's 2006 revenue) of implementing their EE&C.
Plans. In October 2009, the PUC approved PPL Electric's
EE&C Plan. The plan includes 14 programs, all of which are,
voluntary for customers. The plan includes a proposed' rate.
mechanism for recovery of all costs incurred by PPL Electric to
implement the plan.

Act 129 also requires insfillation of sniart ineters.for ner .
construction,. upon the request 6f consumeirs 'at' teir cost, o'r on a
depreciation schedule~not exceeding 15 years. Under"Act 129,
EDCs will be able to recover the costs of providing smart
metering technology.:KIn August 2009, PPL Eletric' filed its
'proposed smart meter technology procuiement Airid installation
'plan with- the PUC. All of PPL Electric'g metered customers'
currently have smart meters installed at 'their service locations
and PPL Electric's current advanced metering technology.
generally satisfies the requirements of Act- 129 and does not'
need to be replaced. PPL Electric's'stmart metd"r plan proposes to
study,'test and pilot applications to eihhance and expand smart'
meter capab ifities. PPL Electric' estimates these studies will cost
approximately. $62 million over the next five years. PPL'
Electric has proposed-a rate mechariis'mff'0r' rec6very of.these
costs. "An AXdministraitive' L.awJudge has issued a recommended
decision geerally approving PPL Electric's plan, but PPL.
Electric cannot 'predict whether the.plan Will be approved.

Act'129 also requires the default'service provider (DSP).to
provide electric genieration supply erv'ice to customers pursuant
to a PUC-ap proved competitive procurement plan through
auctions, requests for propos-al and bilateral contract9'at the 'sole
diksretion of the DSP. Act 129 fequifes a mix ,6f spot market
purchases, short-term contracts -and long-term eontracts (4 to 20
years, 'with long-ie, m contracts liimiited to up to 25% of the load
unless oth'erwise approved by the PUC). .The DSP will be able'
to recover the costs associated With a competitive procurement
plan.

Under Act 129,the DSP competitive krocurement plan must
ensure adequate and reliable service "at least cost to cuistomers"
over time. Act 129 grants the PUC authority to extend long-
term power contracts up to 20'years, if necessa'ry, to achieve the
"least cost" standard. The PUC has approved PPL Electric's
procurement plan for the period January 1, 2011f through

May 31, 2013 and PPL Electric has begun purchasing' under that
plan.

FERC Transmission Rates.(PPL and PPL Electric)

In August 2008, PPL Electric asked the 'FERC tb change the
method'for calculating its transmission rates to formula-based
rates to.support continued investment in'its.transmission system:
Under formula-based rates, a fixed earnings level is set for the
utility, and the utility anfiuAlly adjusts its transmission rates,
subject to FERC-review, to reflect cost changes. Theprocess

'offers an'opportunity for public input. The proposed rate design
prevents over-recovery or under-recovery.of the actual costs of
providing transmission delivery service. This 'request would not
-affect generation: charges or distribution rates.:.PPL'Electric

'requested that theproposed rate take effect November 1, 2008.

In October 2008, the FERC accepted the proposed. rate for filing,
effective November 1, 2008, subject to refund, and set the matter
for hearing, but held the.hearingg in abeyance to establish
settlement judge procedures. In May 2009;-a settlement was.
reached by all interested parties which,'among other things,
reduced PPL Electric's,return on equity-to'approximately -
11.70%. P.PL Electric was granted, approval to implement the.
formula-based rate as established in the settlement, effective,
June 1, 2009. In August 2009, the FERC approved the
settlement.. SeeNote '1 for information on a.true-up of these
revenues. .

California ISO and Western Markets (PPL and PPL Energy
-.supply). ."

Through its subsidiaries, PPL made $18 million of sales to the
California ISO during the period October 2000 through June,
2001,,$ $l"7'million of which has. not been paid to PPL .' .
subsidiaries. Given the myriad of electricity supply problems
faced by California electric utilities and the California ISO, PPL
cannot predict whether or.when ,it will receive payment. At
December 31, 2009, PPL continues to be fully reserved for non-
payment for these sales.'

Regulatory pr6ceedings arising out of the California electricity
supply. controversy haýe'been filed-at the FERC.. The FERC has
determined that all sellers of energy into markets operated by the
California ISO and,the California Power Exchange, including
PPL Montana, should be subject to refund liability for the period

.'beginning October 2,.2000 through June 20, 2001 ,.but the FERC
'has not yet ruled;on the exact amounts that-the sellers, including
PPL Montana, would be required to refund. In decisions in " ..
September 2004 and August 2006, the U.S. Court of Appeals for'
the Ninth Circuit held that the FERC had the additional legal
authority to order refunds for periods-prior to October 2, 2000,
and'ordered the FERC to determine' whether or not it would be
.appropriate to grant'such additional refunds,. In February 2008,
the FERC initiated'proceedings to determine whether it would be

.appropriate to grant additional refunds.. In November 2009, the
FERC issued an order scheduling evidentiary hearings in 2010
on such refunds but has suspended: certain of theseproceedings
and instituted.settlement procedures.
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In June 2003, the FERC took several actions as a result of a
number of related investigations. The FERC terminated
proceedings to consider whether to order refunds for spot market
bilateral sales-made in the Pacific Northwest,. including sales
made by PPL Montana, during the period December 2000
through Junes2001*. In August 2007, the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit reversed the FERC's decision and ordered
the FERC- to consider additional evidence. The FERC also
commenced additional investigations relating to "gaming" and
bidding practices during 2000 and 2001, but neither PPL
EnergyPlus nor PPL Montana believes.it is a subject of these,
investigations. .. ,

In February 2004, the Montana -Public Service Commission
initiated a limited investigation of the Montana retail electricity
market for the years.2000 and 2001, focusing on how that
market was affected by transactions involving the possible
manipulation of the electricity grid in the western U.S. The
investigationincludes all public utilities and licensed electricity
suppliers in Montana, including PPL Montana, as well as other
entities that may possess relevant information. In June 2004, the
Montana Attorney-General served PPL Montana and more than
20 other companies with subpoenasrequesting documents,. and
PPL-Montana has provided.responsive documents to the
Montana Attorney General.

While PPL'and its-subsidiaries believe that they have not
engaged in any improper trading or marketing practices affecting
the California and western markets, PPL cannot predict the
outcome of the above-described investigations, lawsuits and
proceedings or whether any PPL subsidiarieswill be the target:
of any additional governmental investigations or named in other
lawsuits or refund proceedings.

PJM RPM Litigation (PPL ,.,PPL.Energy Supply and PPL
Electric) -.

In May 2008, a group of state public utility commissions, state
consumer advocates, municipal entities and'electric
cooperatives, industrial end-use customers and a single electric
distribution company (collectively, the RPM Buyers) filed a
complaint before the FERC objecting to the prices for capacity
*under the PJM Reliability Pricing Model (RPM)-that were set in
the 2008-09, 2009-10 and,2010-11.H RPM base residual auctions:
The RPM Buyers:requested that the FERC reset the rates paidto
generators for capacity in those periods to a significantly lower.
level. Thus, the complaint requests that generators be paid less.,
for-those periods through'refunds-and/or prospective changes in.
rates: The relief requested in thecomplaint, if granted, could
have a-material effect on PPL,. PPL Energy Supply and PPL -

Electric;. PJM, PPL and numerous other-parties have responded
to the complaint, strongly opposing the relief sought by the RPM
Buyers., In September 2008, the FERC entered an order denying
the complaint. In Augtst 2009, the RPM-Buyers, appealed the -
FERC's- decision to the U-S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth
Circuit, PPL cannot predict the.outcome of this proceeding.

In December 2008, the PJM submitted amendments to certain
provisions governing its RPM capacity market. The,,-
amendments were intended to permit the compensation available
to suppliers that provide capacity, like PPL Energy Supply, to

increase.- The PJýM-sought approyal of the amendments in-time
for them;to be implemented for the May 2009 capacity auction
(for service in June 2012- through May 2013). Numerous parties,

including PPL, protested the.PJM's filing. Certain .of the,
protesting parties proposed changes to the capacity market .

auction that would result in a reduction in compensation to -

capacity suppliers.. The changes proposed by thePJM and by
other parties in response to the PJM pi'oposals could .--
significantly affect the compensatioh available to suppliers.of
.capacity participating in'future RPM auctions. In Mar6h-2009,
the FERC entered an order approving in part and disapproving in
part the changes proposed by the PJM. In August 2009, the -

FERC issued an order granting rehearing in part,'d0nying '
rehearing in part and clarifying its March 2009 order. PPL
canniot predict the outcome if 'thissproceeding. No requestjfor.
rehearing'or appeal of th&:Agust 2009 order has been timely,
filed.

FERC' Market-Based Rate Authority (PPL and PPL Energy
Supply) • , . - -

In Decenriber 1998, the FERC auihorized PPL EneigyPlus to
- make wholesale sales of electricpower andrelated products at

market-based rates. 'In thalt order, the FERC directed PPL '
EnergyPlus to file an updated market, analysis within three years
After the~ -- -- -are wihi thdV~a erder,'and-evry three years thereafter. Since then,

- periodic market-b'ased rat .filings With the;FERC hai2e been -

made by PPl EnergyPlus, PPL, Electric, PPL Montana arid moat
of PPL Generation's subsidiaries. These filings consisted of a
Western market-based rate filing f6r PPL Moitana and an,
Eastern marketbased rate filing for most of the other PPL':

.,subsidiaries in the PJM, region. The next filings will be due later
in 2010 ." "-- - - - - - - - - - - - -. -' .

Currently, a seller grahted market-based i-ake authbrity by the FERC
may enter into power contracts during an authorized time'pperiod. If
the FERC determines! that the market is not workably dbinpetitive or'
that the seller possesses market power or is not charging "just and
reasonable" rates, it'may inistitute prospective action, but any.
contracts entered into pursuant to the FEkC's market-based rate
authlority remain in effect and are ghenrally subjecitto ahigh -

standard of review' before the FERC can order changes. Recent

court decisions by'the U'S. C6urt of Appeals f6ir the Ninthi Circuit "
have raised issues that may make it more difficult for the FERC to
continue!its program of promotirig wholesale e-lectrcity competition
through market-based rate authority: These court decisions permit
retroactive refunds and alower standard of review by the FERC for
changing power cointracts, and could have the effect 6frequiring the'

- FERC in advance to rewiewimost, if not ali, power contracts. In
June 2008, the U.S..Supreme Court reiversed one of th6 decisions of
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Nifith .Circuit, thereby upholdingfi ,
the higher standard of review for modifying contracts. The FERC
has, not yet taken action in response'to these recent court decisions.
At this time, PPL cannot predict the impact of these court decisions
on'the FERC's future market-based rate authority-program or on
PPL's business.. , -

• . - • -• I' ; . ,. .
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IRS Synthetic Fuels Tax Credits (PPL andePPL Energy
Supply) ...

PPL, through its subsidiaries, had interests in two synthetic fuel
.production facilities: the Somerset. facility, located'in
Pennsylvania, and the. Tyrone facilit'y, located in Kentucky. Y'PPI
received tax' credits pursuant to Section 29/45Kof the Internal.,
Revenue Code based on the sale of synthetic.,fuel from• these
facilities. The:Section 29/45K tax credit program expired at the
end of 2007, and production of synthetic fuel at these facilities

..and all other synthetic fuel operations-ceased as of December31.
2007. The facilities we&6 dismantledand retiired in 2008.

In April 2008, the IRS published the domestic first purchase
price,(DFPP) for 2007 indicating.that the DFPP reference price,

* increased above, PPL's estimated price levels for 2007 and the
inflation-adjusted phase-out ranige decreased from PPL's
estimate for 2007. .Therefore,:PPL re'orded-an expense of $13
million ($0.04 per share,'basic and diluted, for PPL) in 2008, to
"Income Taxes".on the Statement of Income to~account for this .
difference. .. ., . • ,

• Energy Policy-Act of 2005 - Reliability Standards (PPL; PPI
Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

In August 2005; the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (the 2005
Energy Act) became.law. The 2005..Energy Act sfibstantially,
affects the regulation of energy companies, amends federal
energy laws and provides the FERC with new oversight
responsibilities. Among the important changes in this law. is the
appointment of the NERC to establish and:enforce mandatory.
reliability standards'(Reliability Standards) regarding thebulk
power system. The. FERC o.versees.this. process and
independently enforces the Reliability Standards.•

The Reliability Standards have the force and effect oflaw and.

apply to certain users of the bulk power electricity-system,
including electric utility.companies, generators and marketers*.
The FERC has indicated it intends-to enforce vigorously the
Reliability Standards using, among o ther means, civil penalty.
authority. Under the Federal Power Act, the FERC may assess
civil penalties of up to $1 million per day, per violatibn, for
certain violations. The first group of Reliability Standards
approved by the FERC became'effebtive in June 200T -

Since.2007, PPL Electric and certainsubsidiaries of PPL Energy

Supplylhave self-reported.to the RFC:potential violations-of,
certain applicable reliability requirements and submitted
accompanying mitigation plans, the resolutions of which'
potential violation reports are pending. Any RFC determnination
concerning the resolution of violations of the Reliability
Standards remainssubject to the approval of the NERC. and the
FERC. PPL Electric has reached agreement with the RtFC.'
concerning' some, but not all, of the'reliability matters'reported
by it'to the.RFC; PPL.Electric and PPL Energy Supplycannot
predict the outcome of-these matters:." ' . ',

., 1 .' ' ' .

In the course of implementing its program to ensure compliance
with the Reliability Standards by.those PPL affiliates subject to.
the standards, certain other instances: of potential non-'

compliance will continue-to be identified from time. to-time. -
•- PPL cannot pr~edict the fines or penaltide that-may beimlosed.

U.K. Overhead Electricity Networks (PPL and&PPL Energy.
-Supply) : . .:

In 2002, for. safety reasons, the U.K. Government issued
guidance that low voltage overhead electricity networks within.
three meters horizontal clearance'df A'building should either be _
insulated-or relocated: This imposed a retroactive requirement,

,on existing assets that were built with lower clearances. In 2008,
following ext'ensixle discussion, the UXK: Government :
determined-that the U.K.' electricity. network.should comply .with
the guidance issued.. WPD estimates that the cost-of compliance
will be-approximately $93 million. The projected expenditures
over the next five years, have be'en. allowed to be recovered-
through rates and it-is expected that expenditures beyond.this
five year period will: also be ,recovered through .rates. The
Government has-determined that WPD (South.Wales) should
comply.by 2015 and WPD (Sotth West).by.'2018:

In January-2009, t6 improve network reliability the ,U:K. -

Government enforced't& regulation requiring network operators
to implement a risk-based program 'over 25 years to clear trees.
within falling distance of key, high-voltage overhead'lines. WPD
estimates that the. cost of compliancewill be approximately $107
'million overf.the 25-year period.. The projected expenditures;
oyer the next five years have been allowed to,-be recovered..
through rates and it is expected that expenditures beyond this

. five year period will also be recovered through rates.. •

Environmental Matters : Domestic

(PPL, JPL Energy Supply and PPL:Electric) - .

- Due to the environmental issues discussed belowor other ;. "
environmental matters; PPL subsidiaries may be required td ,t
modify, curtail, replace or cease operating certain facilities or
operations 'to comply with statutes, regulations and other . ' ' "'
requirements of regulatory bodies or courts. .In .this regard, PPL
subsidiaries also may :incur capital' expenditures. or operating

.expenses in amounts which are not now determinable, but could
be significant.

- Air (PPL qnd PPL Energy. Supply)" . .

The Clean Air Act addresses; among other things, emissions

causingacid-deposition,' installatibn of best available control,
technologies for new or substantially modified sources, -

attainment of federal ambient air quality standards, toxic air .
emissions and.visibility standards in the U.S. Anjeridments'to

' the Clean Air-Act requiringiadditional emission reductions are
- likely to continue to be pf6posed'in. the U.S. Congress.- The

Clean Air:Act allows states to develop more stringent -

regulations and in some instances, as discussed below'.,-:
. Pennsylania and Montana have done so.' . -:

Clean Air- Interstate Rule (CAIR) . , ,

Citing its authiority. under the Clean Air Act, in 1997, the EPA .
developed new standards for.ambient'levels of ozone and- fine -
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particulates in the U.S., To'facilitate attainment of these,
standards, the EPA promulgated CAIR for 28 midwestern and
eastern states, including Pennsylvania, to reduce' sulfur dioxide
emissions-by about 50% by 2010and td'extend.tfie current..
seasonal program for reduction in nitrogen oxides emissions to a'.
year-round program starting in 2009. Starting in 2015, CAIR
requires further reductions in the CAPIR region, in sulfur dioxide
of 30% from 2010.levels, anhdnitrogen oxides during'the.ozone,.
season.ofapproximately'17% from.2009 levels. CAIR allows
these reductions to be achieved through cap-and-trade programs.

In July2008, the Unitdd States Courtof Appeals fol'the D:C:
Circuit (the U.S. Circuit Court).issued a ruling that invalidated.
CAIR.in its entirety, including its cap-and-trade.program.

As a result of this decision, in 2008; PPL determined that allof
the annual nitrogen oxide allowances purchasedby PPL , "
EnergyPlus pursuant to CAIR were no longer required, '.had no
value and, therefore, recorded a pre-tax impairment charge of -

$33.million ($20 fnillioi1 after~tax).. Further, PPL EnergyPlus
recorded in the third quarter 2008 an additional charge and
corresponding reserve of $12 million pre-tax ($7 million-after
tax) related to its sale, of certain annual' nitrogen, oxide allowance.
put options. These charges, recorded in PPL and PPL Energy,
Supply's Supbly segment, are included in "Other operation and
maintenance" expense on the Statement of Income. The U.S..
Circuit Court's decision'did not impact PPL EnergyPlus'
seasonal, nitrogen. oxide allowances.

In December 2008, the U.S. Circuit Court remanded CAIR to the
EPA without vacating the cap-and-trade program, effectively '
reinstating, at least temporarily, CAIR and its requirements for'"

. annual-reduction of nitrogen oxides beginning in 2009 arid for
further reduction in sulfur dioxide by requiring the surrender0of
two acid rain allowances for every ton of sulfur dioxide emitted
beginning in 2010. As a result of this December 2008 ruling and.
associated delivery of alldwancesunder other option contracts
that were not in dispute, the reserve recorded 'in the third quarter
of 2008 of $12 million pre-tax ($7 million after-tax) related to
certain annual nitrogen.oxide allowance put options was revised
in the fourth quarter of 2008 to $9 million-pre-tax ($5 million
after tax)., ,. . .. .. . .

See Note 17 for information on impairments recorded in 2009

related to sulfurdioxide emission allowances.

To continue meeting the sulfur dioxide' reduction requirements

under the acid rain provisions of the Clean Air Act, and, the
reductions required by CAIR (remanded.by the U. S'. Circuit.
Court, but currently in place), PPL installed and is operating.
scrubbers at its Montour and Brunner Island plants.; In addition,
with.respect to compliance with annual and ozone season
nitrogen oxide reduction requirements; PPL utilizesWSCRs and
combustion controls at Montour Units .1 and 2, and combustion
controls at Brunner Island Units 1,,2 and 3. Additional emission.
allowances, when needed, are purchased in-the open fniarket, -

The ultimate disposition of CAIR's.cap-and-trade'program and
the value of annual nitrogen oxide allowances, as well as sulfur
dioxide allowances, remain uncertain., If the.EPA-revises CAIR
to require more stringent eniission Yeductions or revises CAIR to

eliminate or-limit the regional cap-'and-trade program, the costs
of compliance are not now determinable, but could be
significant..

Further reductions. in sulfur-dioxide and nitrogen oxide-

emisgions, beyond those required by CAIR, couldýbe required as

a result. of more stringent., national ambient air quality standards
for ozone, iiitrogen' dioxide, sulfur dioxide and fine.particulates.:
If additional reductions were to be required, the costs are not,.
now deterniinable,;but could.be significant.,

Mercury-and other. Hazardous Air Pollutants .

Citing its authority uniderthe.Clean AirAct, in May 2005, the'
EPA issued the Clean Air Act Mercury Regulations (CAMR)'
affecting coMil-fired power plants. These' regulations establish a
cap-and-trade progi'am to'take effect in' two phases, with the first:
phaseto begin in January 2010, and the' second,'more stringent,
phase to begin in: January 2018.:. Because of a February 2008
decision by the U'S. Circuit Court of Appeals overtuhining ..'.
CAMR, the EPA is proceeding to develop standards imposing
MACT for mercury emissions and other hazardous air pollutants
from electric' generating units: Under a fecent'proposed
settlement, the EPA is planning to issue final'MACT standards
by November 20.11. In order to develop these standards, the
EPA is collecting information from coal-and-oil-fired electric

.utility:steam generating units. The costs of complying with the
final MACT standards are-not now' determinable, but could be
significant.. ' " . , ....

Pennsylvania adopted mercury emission standards more
stringent than CAMR.. However, PPL challenged those rules'
under the provisions of the Pennsylvania-Air. Pollution Control
Act in light of.the federal'court decision overturning CAMR, and
in December 2009, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court declared
the PennsylVania'mercury rules invalid and-unenforceable.

In 2006, Montana finalized its mercury emisIsion rules that
require, by 2010, everyt:oal-fired'generating plant in Montafia.to
achiee reductions more stiingent than CAMR's 2018
requirements. PPL has installed chemicalinjection systems to
meet these;requirements. ' .

Regional Haze and Visibility ' .

The Clean Air VisibilityRule was issued by the EPA in June
'2005, to'address'regional haze'or regionally-impaired visibility
caused by multiple sources over a wide'area. The rule require's.
Best Available Retrofit Technology-,(BART) for certain electric.
generating units. Under the BART rule, PPL submitted to the'.
Pennsylvania DEP its analyses of the visibility impacts of
particulate.matter emissions fromMartins Creek Units 3 and 4,
BrunnrerI•sland Units 2 and 3 and: Montour Units I and'2. No
analysis was submitted for sulfur dioxide or nitrogen oxides
because the EPA determined that~meeting the requirements for
CAIR also meets the BART requirements for those pollutants.
PPL's analyses have shown that because PPL had already
upgraded its particulate emissions controls at Montour Units I
and' 2 and Brunner Islarnd.Units. 2 and 3. further. controls are not
justified as there would be little corresponding visibility
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improvement. PPL has not received comments from the.,
Pennsylvania DEP on these submissions. .,

Also under the BART rule, PPL submitted to the EPA its
analysesof the,,visibility'impacts.of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen
oxides and particulate matter emissionsfor Coistrip Units J and:
2* and Corette. PPL's .analyses.concluded- that furtherreductidns
are not needed. The EPA. responded to PPL's reports for
.Colstrip and:Corette'and 'requested~fuirther information and
anialysis. PPL completed fUrther.analysis and submitted.,
addendums to its, initial reports.for Colstrip and Corette.- In
February 2009, PPL received an inforrhation request for
additional. data related to.the: Colstrip. generating station. non-
BART affected emission sources. PPL responded to this request
in March 2009. PPL-has not received comments from-the EPA
on these submissions., -! ..- . - -: .-

PPL-cannot predictwhether any additional ieductions!will be
required in Pennsylvania.or Montana.., If additional reductions
are required,;the costs are notinow determinable, but could be'
significant.

New Source Review (NSR)

The EPA has reinitiated its NSR enforcement efforts. This
initiative targets older, coal-fired power plants. The EPA has
asserted that modification to these plants has increased their
emissions and consequently. they are subject to more stringent
NSR requirements under the CleanAir-Act: In April 2009,,PPL
received EPA information; requests for its Montour and Brunner
-Island planits. PPL has met with,.theEPA and exchanged .
information regarding this matter. The reqfiests are similar to.
those-that PPL received several' years agofor'its Colstrip, .. ,
Corette and Martins Creek plants:,'.PPLss;resporse to the request
for Montotir and,Brunner Island is currently on hold, pending
further discussions with the, EPA. PPLcdinnot predict the -

outcome of this matter. -' ..

In January 2009, PPL-and other'companiýs that own or operate.
the Keystone plant received a notice of violation from the EPA
alleging that certain projects were undertaken'without proper,.
NSR cbmpliance: ,PPL cannot predict the.outcorne'bf.this.
matter. " - " ':" " - " ''

States and environmental. groups. also have initiated enforcement
actions and litigation alleging violations of the NS'R regulations
by coal-fired plants, and PPL is unable to predict whether such
actions will be brought against-any of PPL's plants...

If PPL is found to have violated NSR-'regulations, PPL would;,.'
among other things,. be-required:to'install best, availablecontrol
technology for any pollutant fourid,tohave significantly. r -
increased due to a major plant modification'..The costs to iiistall
and operate such technology are not,now deiei'minhble, but
could be significant. : -. ' .

Pursuanttc the 2007,,U:Sý Supreme.Court decision on global -
climate ýhange,-.as discussed below,,th'e EPA is expected to
regulate'carbon dioxide. emissions in 20.10. Such regulation .

would subject carbon dioxide. emissions to NSRregulations" As'
a result, in October 20.09, the EPA published its~proposal-to,•

require large industrial facilities that.annually emit at least
25,000 tons of greenhouse gases, 'including carbon dioxide,'to.,
obtain construction and operating permits covering significant
increases in.these emissions if.the facility undergoes any major
modification' or. during initial construction.: If the, modifications

"result -in emissions:increases exceeding certain thresholds, which
the EPA has not yet established, the plant will ried to. conduct

.,an analysis of;,and possibly, implement,.best available control
technology for carbon dioxide emissions. To date,.the'EPA has

•'not provided official guidance,; but has indicated that it may look
at efficiency projects as possible Best Available.Control
Technology. for carbon dioxide emissions..'The.implications of.'
these developments are uncertain and any associated costs are
not now determinable, -but could be.significant. .... ..

Op;acity • •.,.

From time to time environmental concerns are raised, With
respect to visible opacityof emissions from our power plants.,
PPL addresses these issues on a case by case basis. If it is -

determined that-actions must be taken to'addres. visible opacity<
'issues, such actions could.result in costs that are not now .
determinable,- but could be significant.' .

Global Climate Change., - . . , •-

There is concern nationally and internationally about global.
climate change and the possible contribution of greenhouse gas

,,emissions including, most-significantly, carbon dioxide from the,
combustion of fossil:fuels..:'This' has resulted in increased.
demands-for carbbn dioxide emission, reductions by investors,.
environmental orgafizations,•government agencies and the
international community.,; These demands and concerns. have led
to increased federal legislative proposals, actionsat regional, :, -
'state and' local: levels, as well as litigation relatirig to-greenhouse'
gas emissions. Of particular note, in April 2007, the U.S. ' .
Supreme Court held that the EPA has the, authority to regulate
greenhouse 'gas emissions from- newmotor- vehicles under' the.-
Clean.Air:Act.' More.recentli,ýin September 2009, the.U.S.
Court of Appeals. for the Second Circuit reversed'a federal...

-district'court's decision andruled that several states and public, ".
interest groups, as well as the.City-of New York, could sue five
electric utility companies under federal common laW for
allegedly causing a public nuisance as a result of their emissions.-
of greenhouse gases: Additional litigati~on.in federal and state,
courts- oveiftheseissues is continuing. -.' ' .

As a result of.the 2007. Supreme Court's decision, in 2008, the
EPA issued, an "Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking,"
proposing alternative approaches to regulate carbon dioxide .'

-emissions. The EPA is moving forward with regulation of
greenhouse gas emissions unider the Clean.Air'Act. In 2009, the

.EPA also-issued a rule, effectiVe January' 1..,.2010, requiring'
economy-wide reporting of greenhouse gas emissions and in
December 2009, issued a final endangerment finding'that
greenhouse gases contribute to air'pollution and may.endanger
public health or welfare. The EPA's proposed light-duty -vehicle
emissions standards; are expected to be finalized by March 31,

.2010, leading to regulation of greenhousegas emissions under
the New"Source Review provisions of the Clean Air Act.
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Accordingly, unless Congress acts sooner, it appears likely that
greenhouse gas emissions will be regulated by the EPA.

In June 2009, the U.S. House of Representatives passed H.R.
2454, the American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009. A.
key element affecting PPL includes adeclining cap on carbonm
emissions.beginfiing in 2012, which requires a three percent *
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions-(below 2005 levels) by
2012, increasing to 83% by 2050. The legislation also would
require that electric utilities meet a mandatory 20% renewable
energy supply and energy efficiency requirement by 2020. In
September 2009, S& 1733, the Clean .Energy, Jobs and American
Power Act, a comprehensive climate change bill, was introduced
in the U.S., Senate. The Senate Committee on'Environment and
Public Works approved S. 1733 in November 2009. Debate.on
climate legislation continues in Congress; however, given other
competing legislative priorities, the timing and elements of any
future legislation addressing greenhouse gas emission reductions
and renewable energy requirements are~uncertain....

Renewable electricity standards are currently included in a
separate Senate bill, S. 1462, the American Clean Energy,
Leadership Act of 2009, which passed in the 'Senate Energy

Committee in June 2009. Under this bill, electric utilities would
be required by 2021 to meet a 15% standard through renewable
sources of energy and energy efficiency. -

At the regional level, ten nbrtheastem states signed, a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)'agreeing to establish a
greenhouse gas emission cap-and-trade program, called the •
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative-(RGGI). The program..
commenced in January 2009 and calls for 'stabilization of carbon
dioxide emissions, at base levels established in 2005, from
electric power plants with capacity greater. than:25 MW.. The
MOU.also provides for a 10% reduction in carbon dioxide:
emissions from base levels by 2019.

-Pennsylvania has not stated an intention to join RGGI,,but.has
enacted the Pennsylvania Climate Change Act of 2008 (PCCA).
The PCCA established:a Climate Change Advisory Committee
to advise the DEP on. the development' of a Climate Change
Action Plan. In December 2009, the Advisory Committee
finalized its Climate Change Action Report which identifies
specific actions that could result in reducing greenhouse gas
.emissions by 30% by 2020. Some.of the proposed actions, such'
as a ma ndcatory'5% efficiency improvemeiit' at power -plants,
could be technically unachievable. In addition, legislation has
been introduced in the Pennsylvania-House of Representatives
that, would,-if enacted, significantly increase renewable and solar
supply requirements.

In the Western U.S., 1.1 states, including Montana, and Canadian.

provinces are members of the Western Climate Initiative (WCI)'
The WCI'has established a goal of reducing carbon dioxide
emissions 15% below.2005 levels by 2020 and'is currently ..
developing greenhouse gas emission allocations, offsets, and
reporting recommendations- .

PPL has conducted an inventory of its carbon dioxide .missions'.
and is continuing to' evaluate options for reducing, avoiding, off-
setting or sequestering its carbon dioxide emissions. In 2009,

PPL's power plants emitted in excess of approximately 25
million tons of carbon dioxide (based onPPs equity share of'
these assets).

PPL understands there-are finrhcial, regulatory and logistical
'uncertainties relatdd to greenhouse gas reductions and the
implementation ofren~wable energy mandates. These will need'
to be resolved before the impact of such requirements.on PPL
can be meaningfully estimated. Such uncertainties, among"
others, include the need to provide -back-up supply to- augment.
intermittent renewable generation,;potential generation'
oversupply that could result from. such renewable generation and
back-up, impacts to the PJM capacity.market.and the need for
substantial~changes to.transmission and distribution systems.to

.. accommodate reniewable energy; which uncertaintiesaie' not,

directly addressed by the proposed legislation. PPL cannot,,
predict, at this time the effect on its future competitive position,
results of operation, ciash flows and~financial position; of any
greenhouse gas-emission; renewable energy-mandate or other.,%
global climate change requirements that may be,adopted,
although the costs to implement and comply with any such
requirements could be significant:]

Water/Waste (PPL and PPL Ehergy Supply)

Martins Creek Fly Ash, Release

In 2005, there was a-release of approxiinately 100 million
gallons of water containing.fly, ash from a, disposal basin at the'
-Martins -Creek-plant used in 6onnection with: the operation of the
'two 150 MW coal-flied generatiig" units at the plant. -This
resulted in ash being'deposited onto adjacent roadways and
fields, and ,into a nearby creek and the Delaware River. The'leak
was stopped, and PPL determined.that therelease was caused by
a failure, in the disposal'basin's discharge structtire." PPL
conducted extensive clean-up 'and completed studies, in
conjunction with a group, of natural resource trustees and,the
Delaware River Basin Cornmission, evaluating the effects of the..
.release on the river's'sediment,.water quality, and ecosystem.

The,'Pennsylvania DEP filedia complaint.in Pennsylvania
'Commonwealth' Court against. PPL Martins Creek and PPL"
Generation, alleging violations of various state laws and
regulations and seeking penalties and injunctive relief. PPL and
the Pennsylvania DEP have settled this matter., The settlement
required a payment of $1.5, million in penalties and-
reimbursement of the DEP's costs. PPL'made.this payment in
the'second quarter of 2008. The.settlement also requires PPL to
submit a report on the completed studies of possible natural
resource damages. PPL submitted, theassessment report to the
Pennsylvania and New 'Jersey reggulatory agenciesin 2007 and,
has continued discussing potential natural resource.damages
with the-agencies; . . , . , .. .

Through December 31, 2009, PPL Energy Supply has spent $28
million for remediation and related costs and an immaterial
remediation liability.remained.' PPL and.PPL Energy Supply.
cannot be certain of the outcome. of thenaturil resource damage
assessment 'or the associated costs,, the outcome of any ,lawsuit
that may be brought by citizen~sor businesses, or the, exact nature
'of any other regulatory or other legal actiofns thaimay be
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initiated against PPL, PPL Energy-Supply or their subsidiaries, as
a result of the disposal basin release.

Basin -Seepage - Pennsylvainia

Seepages have been. detected at activeand retired wastewater.
basins at various'PPL plants, including the Montour and BrUnner
Island generating facilities. PPL has completed an assessment of
some of the seepages, at the Montour aridd Brunner. Island
facilities and is *orking with the Pennsylvania DEP to
implement abatement measures for.those seepages. PPL
continues to assess other seepages.at the,BrunnerIsland'facilitý.
PPL. currently plans to spendupto $64 millio'n toupgrade and/or
replace*certainwa'stewater facilities in respongewto the seepages,:

and for other facility changes?'The potentialadditional'coSt'to-
address the identified seepages 'or other seepages at all ofýPPL's
Pennsylvania plants~is not now determinable, but could be - .
significant. .

Basin Seepage - Montana

In May 2003, approximately 50 plaintiffs brought an action
against PPL Montana and the other owners of the Colstrip plant,

alleging property damage from seepage from the freshwater and"
wastewater ponds at.Colstrip.- In, July 2008, theplaintiffs and the
owner-defendants remaining aftef dismissal of NorthWestern,.
due to its bankruptcy, executed a settlement agreement. PPL
Montana's share of the settlement was approximately $8 million.'
In 2008, PPL Montana recorded an insignificant reserve for its
share of potential additional settlements with three property
owners 'living near the original plaintiffs but who were not
parties to thelawsiuit. In the fourth:cquarter of 2009;'PPL,
Montana settled .withtwo of these property owners.. PPL..
Montana may incur additional costs related to the potential,
claims, including additional grouindwaterinvestigations-and any
related remediAl measures, which are not n6wv determinable, but
could be significant. -. ,.

In2007, six plainitiffs filed a, separate lawvsuitiid-.the Montana
Sixteenth Judicial District.C6ourt against-the Colstrip plant
owners asserting-similar property damage claims as were
asserted by the plaintiffs in, the May 2003 complaint.'The "
lawsuit iS, i. its initial stages of discovery and investigation, and
PPL Montana i, unable to:predict the outcome of these
proceedings., :PPL Montana has undertaken certain groundwater
investigations and remediation at the Colstrip plant to address "
groundwater contamination alleged by the plaintiffs; as well as
other groundwater contamination' at the plant. .PPL Montana,.
may inicur further costs based-on the-outcome of thiS lawsuit and- ,
its additional: groundwater investigations and any related..,
remedial measures, which are not nowdeterminable, but could
be significant.-. - "" ,

* 7 - ,• , . ' - . j'

Other Issues : " . -

In 2006, the-EPA significantly'decreased to l0-parts per billion
"(ppb), the'drinking water. standard related to arsenic., In '%
Pennsyl-vania-and Mdntana, this arsenic'standard has been

" • incorporated into the states' water~quality standards andecould-
result in-more sýtringent limitsto PPL's NPDES permits. for-its
Pennsylvania and Montana plants. Recently,"the EPA developed -

a draft risk assessment of arsenic thatincreases the cancer risk
exposure by more than 20 times, which would lower the current
standard from 10 ppb to0. 1 ppb. If the lower standard became
effective, very. expensive treatment would be required to attempt
to meet the standard and, at this time, there is no assurance that it
could be achieved .. : . .- -

The EPA finalizedrequirem6n'ts• in 2004 for new or modified
coolingwater intake structures. These requirements affect
where generating facilities are built, establish intake design
standards and cotildlead to requirements for cooling towers at
new-and- modified power plants. Anothdr rule, finalized in 2004,
that addressed existing structures was~withdrawn followinga-
2007 decision by the U.S. C-ourt~ofApp~eals for the Second'
Circuit.- In2008, hoIwever; the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that -

the EPA has discretion to use-cost~benefit analysis in
determining the best technology,.ayailable for minimizing. .
adverse environmental impact. The EPA is developing a new
rule which is expected to be finalized in 2012. How'the cost-
benefit analysis.will be employed;.if incorporated; as well as
other issues raised by the Second Circuit.Court-(not revieked by
the U.S. Supreme Court) and actions the states may take on their- ,

own could result in stricter-stanfdards for.,exisfing structures that
could impose significant cosis on PPL subsidiaries.

.In October 2009, the EPA released its Final Detailed Study of "
the. Steam'Electric. Power Generating effluent limitations
guidelines and standards..';Draf regulatiobns that would include
revisions; to the effluent limitations'guidelines ar e expected to be
published in September 2011, with final regulations to be
effective September 2013. PPL expects the revised guidelines
and standards to~benmiore stringent than the icurrent standards,
which.could result in more stringent, discharge permit limits.

PPL has signed a consent order with the Perinsylvania-DEP.. -

underwhich it will~take further actions to minimize the
possibilityof fish kills at.'its Brunner Island plant. Fish are. "
attracted to warm water in power~plant dischargechannels, '.,"

especially during'cold weather. In the past, fish kills have- , -

occurred at Brunner Island when debris at int.ake pumps resulted
in a unit trip or reduction in load, causing.a sudden change in.
water temperature in the discharge channel when fish were •
present. In 2008, PPL paid a'nominal penalty to the DEP for
fish' kills at Brunner'Island that occurred in-2008 and 2007.

PPL'hds committed, to. construct a' barrier to prevent debris from
entering the intake area. PPL expects to construct the debris .
barrier in 2010 ata cost of approximately'$4 million. PPL has
.also-'committed to investigateailternatives to exclude fish from
the discharge areaý. PPL will need to implement one of these fish
exclusion alternativesif a fish kill occurs after the'cooling.
towers become.operatibnakat. Brunner Island in 2010.

The EPA-is considering establishing regulations;under the'
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act,(RCRA) that could
impact the disposal and management of coal combustion
products (CCPs), including ash and scrubber wastes -and other
by-products. Following the large ash release at a-Tennessee
Valley :Authority site in Tennessee in December 2008 and -

subsequent widespread media coverage, the EPA, under pressure
- from certai~n"envir6nrfiental' groups and legislators, has
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committed to proposing CCP, regulations. Draft.regulations are
expected in 2010. The EPA has been seeking information from'
the power industry as it considers whether.or not to regulate .
CCPs as hazardous waste, and PPL has responded to the EPA's
requests. The EPA conducted a,1follow.-up-inspection of PPL
Montana's Colstrip plant and PPL's Martins Creek plant. PPL,is
implementing certain actions in response to recommendations
from these inspections. InJdne 2009, the EPA's Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance issued a much broader,
information-request to. Colstrip and 18 other non-affiliated
plants, seeking information under the RCRA, the Clean Water.'
Act, and the.Emergency Planning. and Community Right-to-,
Know Act.'. PPL responded.to.the EPA'S broader information
request. Although the EPA's.•nforcemefit office issued~the
request, the. EPA has not necessarily concluded that the plants
are in violation of anyEPA requirements. . The-'EPA conducted a.

multi-media inspection at'Colstrip in August 2009 and has not
yet issued a report from that inspection. PPL cannot predict at.
this time the outcome of thesematters Or the requirements of the
EPA's regulations and what irmpact, if any, they. would have on
PPL's facilities, but~the costs to PPL could be significant.

Superfund and Other Remediation, . , .

(PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

PPL Electric' is a potentially responsible party at several site'S
listed by, the EPA under the federal Superfund program; .
including the Columbia GasPlant Site;'the Metal Bank site and
the Ward Transformer site.' Clean-up actions have been or are
being undertaken at all of these sites, the costs of which have not.
been significant toPPL. 'However, should the EPA require
different orfadditional measures in the futureor should PPL's
share of costs at multi-party sites increase significantly more
than currently,expected, the costs to.PPL could. bd.significant.

PPL Electric has been remediating several sites that were not
being addressed under another regulatory program such as
Superfund, but for which PPL Electricmay.beliable;for
remediation. These include a number of coal gas manufacturing
facilities formerly owned or operated .by a predecessor to PPL
Electric. .'"'',; ... .

Depending on the, outcome of investigations at, sites'where
investigationshave not begun or have not been completed, the
costs of remediation and other liabilities could be substantial.
PPL and its subsidiaries also could incur other non-remediation-..
costs' at sites included in the consent orders or other
contaminated sites, the costs of.which are not now determinable;
but could be significant. ,. ,

The EPA is evaluating.the risks' associated with naphthalene, a
chemical by-product of coal gas manufacturing. As a result of.
the EPA's evaluation, individual states'may establish stricter
standards for water quality and.soil.cleanup. This could require
several PPL subsidiaries to take more extensive assessment and
remedial actions at -former coal' gas manufacturing' facilities..
The costs to PPL of complying with any such requirements are
not now determinable, but could be significant.

(PPL andPPL Energy Supply.)

Under the Pennsylvania Clean Streams Law, subsidiaries of PPL
Generation are obligated to remediate acid mine drainage at..
former mine sites and may be required to take additional steps to
prevent potential acid mine .drainage" at preyiously capped refuse'
piles:. .OnePPL Generation subsidiary is pumping mine water~at,
two mine sites'and treating waterat one of these sites: Another
PPL Generation:subsidiary has installed a passive wetlands
treatment systenm'at a'third~site. At December 31, 2009, PPL'..
Energy Supply had.-•ccrued a discounted liability of $24 million
to' cover .the costs of pumping and. treating groundwater at the
two mine sites for .50, years, and for operating and maintaining'
passive,,wetlands treatment at the third site. PPL EnergySupply-
discotinted.this'liability,:based on risk-free rates, at'the timeof the
mine closures', The~weighted average rate used was 8.04%.

'Expected undiscounted payments are estimated at $1 million for.
each of the years from 2010 through 2014, and $144 million-for
work after 2014.

(PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL' Electric)

Future cleanup or remediation work at sites currently under
review., or at sites, not currently, identified, may result in material
additional operating costs for.PPL subsidiaries that cannot be;:.
estimated at this time., , . .,' .'L ,.' ,,' " . ',. "

Electric and Magnetic Fields (PPLi,:PPL EnergySupply and
PPL Electric) . ' ' . • .

Concerns have been expressed by some members of the public
regarding potential health effects of power frdquenty,EMFs,
which are emitted by all devices* carrying electricity, including
electric transmission:and distribution lines and substation. , ,
equipment. ,Government officials in the U.S.. and the U.K. have
reviewed this issue-, The U.S. National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences concluded in 2002 that, for most
health outcomes,- there is no evidence that EMFs cause adverse
effects-, The agency'further noted that there is some
epidemiological evidence of an association with childhood'
leukemia,, but .that the evidence is difficult to interpret without.:
supporting laboratory evidence.: The U.K. National. Radiological
Protection Board (part-of the U.K. Health ProtectioriAgeficy).
concluded in 2004 that,while:the,research on, EMFs does not '
provide-a basis'.to:,find that'EMFs cause any.illnesS,' there is a,.
b'asis.to consider precautionary measures beyond existing
exposure guidelines.:. In April2007, the Stakeholder Group'on-
.ExtremelyLow. Frequency EMF, set up by the U.K..,
Government,' issued its-,interim assessment which describesa.
number.of options for~reducing public exposure to E'MFs. The
U.K. Government responded to this assessment..in.October'2009;
agreeing to some of the proposals, including a proposed'"
voluntary code to optimally phase 132 kilovolt overhead lines to
reduce public exposure to EMF where it is cost effective toudo..
so. PPL and its subsidiaries believe the current efforts to
determine.whether EMFs cause adverse health effects 'should
continue and are taking steps, to reduceýEMFs, whereipractical,
in the design of new transmission~and distributionfacilities :,,,,.
PPL and. its subsidiaries are unable to predict what &ffect;. if any,
the EMF issue might have on their operations and.;facilitie§ ,
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either in the U.S. or the U.K., and the associated cost, or what, if Nuclear Insurance (PPL and PPL Energy Supiply)
any, liabilities they might incur related"to the EMF issue.

Environmental Matters -WPD (PPL'andPPLEnergy
Supply) .

WPD's distribution businesses are subject toen~vironmental
regulatory and statutory requirements.. P PL believes that WPD"
has taken and continues to take measures'to comply with'the
applicable laws and governmental regulations for the protection
of the envirdnmeni. '

The U.K. government has implemented a project to determine
the impact of flooding on the U.K. utility infrastructure,
including -riajor electricity substations. WPD. has agreed with
the Ofgem to spend $28 million on flord, preventiou, which will
be recovered through rates during the 5-year period commencing
April 2010. . ... . *.

U.K. legislaiion hasbeen"passed that imposes a duty on certain
companies including. WPD,to report on climate change -

adaptation)' It is expected that the first,!.'Direction.to Report" will
be issued earl'iin2010 with reports due for submissio'n it'the
endofthe~year. ""

There.are no other material legal or administrativeproceedings
pending against or related toWPD with respect to environmental
matters. See "Environmental Matters -'Domestic - Superfund
and Other Remediation - Electric and Magnetic Fields" for a.
discussion of EMFs.:

PPL Susquehanna is a amember of certain insurance programs that
provide coverage for property damage to members' nuclear
generating stations. Facilities at the Susquehanna station are.
insured against property damage losses up to $2.75 billion under
these programs. PPL Susquehanna is also a member of an
insurance program that provides insurance coverage for the cost of
replacement power during prolonged outages of nuclear units
caused by certain specified conditions. Under the property and
replacement power insurance programs, PPL Susquehanna could
be assessed retroactive premiums in the event of the insurers'
adverse loss experience. .At December 31, 2009, this maximum
assessment was $37 million.

In the event of a nuclear incident at the Susquehanna station, PPL
Susquehanna's public liability for claims resulting from such
incident would be limited to $1216 billion under.provisions of,
The Price-Anderson Act Amendments under the Energy -Policy

,Act of 2005. PPL Susquehanna is lprotected against this liability

by a combination of commercial insurance and an industry
assessment program. In the event of a nuclear incident at any of
the reactors covered by Thl Price-Anderson Act Amendments
under the Energy Policy Act of 2005, PPL Susquehanna could
be assessed up to $235 million per incident, payable at $35'
million per year.

At December 31, 2009, the property, replacement power and

* nuclear incident insurers maintained:an A.M. Best financial

strength rating'of A ("Excellent").

Other Guiarantees and Other Assurances

Labor Unions (PPL, PPL Energ5' Supplý and•PPLElectJic

At December 31, 2009,"the breakdown'ofthe total workforce
that is represented by unions was: -

•)

(PPL, PPL Energy. Supply and PPL'Electric)

.• Percent of
Number of Total
Employees . Workforce

6,840. "65%.
upply" 4,850 , 69%

I RT7(i9

In the normal course of business, PPL, PPL Energy Supply and
PPL Elecl'ic enter into agreements. that provide financial
.performance assurance to third .parties on behalf of certain
subsidiaries. Such agreements include, for example, guarantees,
stand-by letters of credit issued by financial institutions and
surety bonds issued by insurance companies. These agreements

- i are entered into primarily to support or enhance the
creditworthiness attributed to a subsidiary on a stand-alone basis

PPL
PPL Energy Su

......... " .... " ... . ' .or to facilitate the commercial activities in which these

In May 2010, PPL's bargaining agreement with its largest- IBEW subsidiaries enter.

local expires. The agreieie'it"covers'the,following: (PPL.• . . ... .. ..... -- ¢ PL) •:

"" " - Percent of
Number of ,. -. Total -PPL fully and unconditionally guarantees all of the debt
'Employees Workforce .. :- securities of PPL Capital Funding.

PPL 3,200 .. "
PPL Energy Supply 1f210 17% (PPL. PPL Energy. Supply and PPL Elect6ic)
PPL Electric 1,570 72%

nnotpredict' The table below details guarantees provided as of December 31,
Negotiations commenced i.n, February, 26I1, 0. PPL cano piyrteeemer31.209tn. 2009. The'iotal. recorded liability at December'31,.2609 and,".
the outcome of the collective labor bargaining negotiations. '2008 was $3 million and $4 million. Other than as noted in the

. .,. ., . , ,:.,: description for "WPD guarantee of pension and other obligations
S. " .,: ':of unconsolidated entities," .the probability of expected

payment/performance under each of these guarantees is remote.
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Exposure at
December 31,

2009 (a)
Expiration

Date - Description
PPL
Indemnifications for sale of PPL Ga
Utilitie .

as $ 300 • PPL has provided indemnification to the purchaser of PPL Gas Utilities and Penn
Fuel Propane, LLC for damages arising out~of any breach of thb representations,'
warranties and covenants under the related transaction agreement and for damages
arising out of certain other mattersý including certain pre-closing unknown
"environmental liabilities 'relting to formier manufactured gas plant properties or

off-site-disposal sites, iflany, outside of Pennsylvania. The-indemnification
provisions for most representations.and warranties; including tax and
environmental'matters, are capped at 15% of the purchase price ($45 million),.in
the aggregate, and are triggered'(i) only if the individual claim exceeds $50,000,
and (ii) only if, and only to the extent that, in the aggregate, total claims exceed
1.5% of the purchase price ($4.5 million). The indemnification'provisions for
most representations and warranties.expired on September 30, 2009 without any
claims having been made. Certain representations and warranties, including, those

. having to do with transactioifauthorization and title, suvive indefinitely, are
. capped at the purchase price and are not subject týthe a6ove threshold or
deductible. The'indemnification provision for the tax matters representations

survives for the duration of the ýpp~icable statute of limitations, and the
indemnifidatio'n provision forthe environmental matters representations survives
for a period of three years after the transaction closing: The indemnification..
relating'to unknown environmental liabilities for manufactured gas plants and
disposal sites outside of Pennsylvania could'survivesihore than'three years; but
only.'ith respect to applicable.pr•dperty or sites identified by the purchaser prior
to the third anniversary of the transaction closing. The indemnification for
covenants survives until the applicable covenant is'performed and is not subject to
any cap. " '

17 2010 to 2011 .. Standby letter of credit arrangements under PPL Energy Spply's- credit facilities"

f&r the purposes of protecting Various'third parties'against nonperformance by
PPL. This.is not a guarantee byPPL.on a consolidated basis.-

-r 37 . PPL Susquehann'a is c6ntingently obligated to pay this amount related to potential
, : .- i- .. retroactive premiums that could be assessed under its nuclear insurance programs..-

See "Nuclear Insurance" for additional inform- ation.

PPL Energy Supply (b)
Letters of credit issued on behalf of

affiliates

Retroactive premiums under nuclea
insurance programs

Nuclear claims under The Price-
Anderson Act Amendments under
The Energy Policy Act of 2005

Indemnifications for entities in
liquidation and sales of assets

235" . . ." This is the maximum amount PPL Siusquehanna could be assessed for each
incident at any of the nuclear reactors covered by-this Act. See 'Nucleai"
-Insurance" for additional information. , -.

186 2010 to 2012 PPL Energy Supply's maximum exposure with respect to certain indemnifications
. and the expiration of the indemnifications cannot be estimated because, in the

'- " "' ' "' "' case of certain'indemnifiuatioi provisions, themaximum potent ia bilityis not
, capped by the transaction documents and the'expiration date is based ontlie A

, , .- ... applicable statute of limitations. The exposure and expiration dates noted are only
for those cases in which the agreements provide for specific limits.

3-

In connection with the liquidation of wholly owned subsidiaries that have been
:, .deconsolidated upon turning tie entities over to tlhe liquidators, certain affiliates

of PPL Global have agreed to indemnify the liquidators, directors and/or the
entities themselves for any liabilities or expenses arising during the liquidation
process, including liabilities and expenses of the entities placed into liquidation.
In some cases, the indemnifications are limited to a maximum amount that is
based or'distributions made from the subsidiary.to its parent either prior or'

.subsequent to being placed into liquidation. Inwother ca.ses, the, maximum amount.
of the indemnifications is not explicitly stated in the agreements. The -

indemnifications generally expire two to seven yeais subsequent to the date of
dissolution of the, entities: Th6 exposure doted only includes those cases in which
the agreements provide for a specific limit 6n the'amount of the indemnification,
-and the expiration date was based 6n.an estimate of the dissolution date of the
entities. In 2009, $212 million of previously disclosed exposure expired. -

- -f' I

In connection with their sales.of various businesses, WPD and its affiliates hav'e
provided the purchasers with indemnifications that are standard for such
transactions, including indemnifications for certain pre-existing liabilities and
environimental and'tax matters. In addition, in connection with cer'tain of ihese' "
sales, WPD and its affiliates have agreed to continue their obligations under ,
existing third-party guarantees, either for a set peridd of time follbwing the

- transactions or upon the condition that the purchasers make reasonable efforts to -

terminate the guarantees. Finally. WPD.and its affiliates remain secondarily
,.responsible for lease payments uinder certain leases that they have assigned to

third parties.
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Exposure at
December 31,

2009 (a)
,.Expiration

Date Description
A subsidiary of PPL EnergySupply has agreed,to provide indemnification to thle
purchaser of the six Maine hydroelectric facilities for damages arising'out of Any
breach of the representations, warranties and covenants under the related
transaction agreementand for damages arising out of certain other matters,
including liabilities of the PPL Energy Supply subsidiary relating tonthe pre-

,closing ownership or operation of those hydroelectric facilities or relatingto other
assets of the PPL Eriergy Supply subsidiary that were not incluided in that sale.
The indemnification obligations are subject tocertain customary limitations,
including thjresholds for allowableclaims, .caps on aggregate liability, and time
limitationg,f6r claims arising 6rnt of breaches of representations and warranties.

PPL Energy Supply has provided indemnification to the'purchaser of agefierating
.. . ,.. ,facility for losses arising.out.of any breach of the representations, Warranties and

covenants under the related transaction documents and for losses arising with
* .respect to liabilities not specifically assumedby the pur-chaser, including certain

pre-closing environmental and tort liabilities. The indemnification other'tlan for
pre-closing environmental and tort liabilities is triggered only if the purchaser's

.' .• °, losse's reach $1 million in the aggregate, capped at 50% of the purchase price (or

$95 million), and either expired in May 2007 or will expire pursuant-to applicable
statutes of limitations. The indemnification provision for unknown envirorimental
and tort liabilities related to periodsprior to PPL Energy Supply's'6w'nershio of
the real property on which the facility is located is capped at $4 million in the
aggregate and survives for a maximum period of five years after.the transaction
closing. , .

Indemnification to0perators of jointly
owned facilities

6-

WPD guarantee of pension and other
obligations of unconsolidated entities

31

In December 2007, a subsidiary of PPL Energy Supply. executed revised. owners
• agreements for two jointly owned facilities, the Keystone and Conemaugh

generating stations. The agreements require that in the event of any default by an
. owner, the other owners fund contributions for the operation of the generating,

stations; based upon their ownership perceiitages. The:maximum obligations
• -. among all owners, for each station, is &urrently $20 million. The non-defaulting

owners, who make up the defaulting owner's obligations, are entitled to the
generation entitlement of the defaulting owner, based upon their ownership
percentage. The agreements do not have an expirationdate.,

2017 As a result of the privatization of the utility industry in the U.K., certain electric
associations' roles and responsibilities were lisc~ntinued or modified. As a result,'
certain obligations, primarily pensioi-ielafed; associated with these 'organizations
have been guaranteed bythe participating members. Costs are allocated to the
members based on predetermined percentages as outlined in specifii• agreements.
However, if a member becomes insolvent, costs can be reallocated to and are
guaranteed by the.remaining membersý At December 31, 2009, WPD has
recorded an estimated discounted liability based on its current'aliocated
percentage of the-total expiected costs for which the expected

-: , payment/peiformance is probable. Neither~the expiration date nor the maximum
.amount Of potentiai payments for certain obligations is explicitly stated in the

related agree'ments. Therefore, they have been estimated based on the types of
obligations.

2012" Two'WPD unconsolidated affiliates were refihanced during 2005. Under'the
terms of the refinancing,' WPD .has indemnified the lender against certain'tax and

other liabilities.

2018 Reflects principil'payments only. ".

Tax-indemnification related to
unconsolidated WPD affiliates

Guarantee of a portion of an
unconsolidated entity's debt

8

22

(a) Represents the estimated maximum potential amount of future payments that could be required to be made under the guarantee.
(b) Other than the letters' of credit, all. guarantees .of.PPL Energy Supply, on a consol idate, basis;,also apply to PPL on a-consolidated basis. Neither PPL nor PPL

Energy Supply is liable for obligations under guarantees provided by WPD, as the beneficiariies of the guarantees do not have recourse to such entities.

PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric' arid their subsidiaries
provide other miscellaneous guarantees through contracts
entered into in the normal course of business. ,These guarantees
are primarily in thý' form of iii'demnificationii ory.arrantiýs§ related:
to services or equipment and-vary in duration. The'arnomuts of
these guarantees- often arenotexplicitly stated, and-the overall
maximum amount of the obligation under such guarantees,
cannot be reasonably estim'atied."Historically, PPL, PPL Energy
Supply afid PPL Electric and their- subsidiaries have not made*,:
any significant pa~y wentsiwth respect to thse fypes of

guarantees and the probability of payment/perfortmance under
these, guarantees is remote. . ,

PPL 1on ýbehalf of itself and certain' of its subsidiafies, maintains
insuraAce that covers liability assimed under contract for bodily
injurry'and propertydamage. The'coverage requires a$4 million
deductible peroccurrence and provides maximum aggregate.'
coverage of $150 million. This insurance may be applicable to
obligations under certain of'these cofitractdial ar-rangements.`
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15. Related Party Transactions

Affiliate Trust (PPL and PPf Enerjy Supply).

In February 2007; WPD LLP redeemed all'of the 8.23%
'Subordinated Debentures. riaturing in Febiruary' 2027 that were
held by SIUK Capital TrunstI. Upon redemption,.WPD LLP',

paid a premium of 4.115%, or approximately $3 ,million,.on the,-
'principal amount. of $85 million of subordinated debentures.
Payment of $29 million 'was also made to'settle related cross-
currency swaps and is included on the Statement of Cash Flows
as a. component of "Retirement of long-term debt." Interest -

expense on-this obligationwas $2 million for'2007. The
redemption resulted in.a recorded loss 6f$2 million during 2007
This interest expense and loss areb6oth reflected in "Interest - •
Expense" for PPL and PPL Energy Supply on,the Statement of
Income.

PLR Contraicts (P,ýL Enery Supply and PPL Electric)

PPL Electric had power purchase agreements with PPL'
EnergyPlus, effective July 2000 and January 2002, under which .
PPL EnergyPlus supplied PPL Electric's entire PLR load. These.
contracts expired December 31, 2009. Under these contracts,
PPL EnergyPlus providei-d eectricity at the predetermined
capped prices that PPL Electric was authorized to charge itsPLR
customers. .These purchases totaled $1.8 billion in 2009, 2008
and 2007.. These purchases include nuclear de~commissioning.
recovery and almortizatidn oafi up.4fr6nt contract payment and
are included in the Statements'of Income as "Wholesale energy
marketing to affiliate" by PPL Energy .upply,and as "Energy

purchases from affiliate" by PPL Electric.

Under one of the PLR contracts,'PPL Electric'Was required to
make'perforrmaice assurance deposits with PPL EhergyPlu .
when the market, price of electricity was :less' than the contract
price by more than its contract'collateral threshold. .Conversely,

PPL EneirgyPltis was required to make performance assurahce
deposits with PPL Electric when -the. market price of elecfiictity',.
was greater than the contract price by more than its contract.,-,
collateral threshold. At December 31, 2008, PPL Energy Supply
was required.to:provide PPL Electric with. performance
assurance of $300 million. PPL.Electric paid interest equal to
the one-month LIBOR plus 0.5% on this deposit, which is,.
included in "Interest Expense with Affiliate" on the Statements
of Income. PPL Energy Supply recorded the receipt of the
interest as affiliated interest income, which is includedin
"Interest'Income frotm Affiliates" on thfe'Statemenis of Income.
Interest related to the required deposits"was $2 million, $10'
million and $17 million for 2009, 2008 and 2007.

PPL Electric has held competitive solicitations for generation
supply in 2010 and 2011. PPL EnergyPlus was one of the
successful bidders in the first competitive solicitation process
and has entered into an agreement with PPL Electric to supply
up to 67.1 .M'W of total peak load in 2010, at an average'Price of
$91.42 per MWh. : . -.

Under the standaid Supply Master Agreement for the bid,
solicitation process; PPL Electric requires all suppliers to post
collateral once credit exposures exceed defined credit limits. In

no instance is PPL Electric required to post collateral to
suppliers under these si)tply contracts. With respect with its
agreement with PPL Electric, PPL EnergyPlus is required to post
collateral with PPL Electric: (a) when the market price of
electricity to be delivered by PPL EnergyPlus exceeds the
contract price for the forecasted quantity of electricity to be
delivered and (b) this market price exposure exceeds a
contractual credit limit. Based dn the current credit rating of
PPL Energy Supply, as guarantor, this credit limit is $35 million.

PPL Energy Supply has credit exposure to PPL Electric under
certain energy supply contracts. See Note 17 for additional
information on this credit exposure.

NUG Purchases (PPL Energy Supply andPPL Electric)

PPL Electric has a reciprocal contract with PPL EnergyPlus to
sell electricity purchased under contrkctswith NUGs. PPL
Electric purchases electricity from the NUGs at contractual rates
and then sells the'electricity at the same price to PPL
EnergyPlus. These purchases totaled $70 million in 2009, $108
million in'2008 and $156'million in 2007. These arhounts are
included in the Statements of Income as' "Wholesale'electric to
affiliate" by PPL Electric, and as "Energy purchases'fromý
affiliate" by PPL Energy Supply. "

Allocations of Corporate Service Costs (PPL Energy
Supply and PPL Electric)

PPL. Services provides corporate functionss such as financial,
legal, human resources and information services. PPL Ser"vices
charges the respective PPL subsidiaries for the cost of such
services when they can be specifically identified. The cost of
these services that is not directly charged to PPL subsidiaries is
allocated to certain ofthe subsidiaries based on an average of the
subsidiaries' relative invested capital, operation and maintenance
expenses, and number of employees. PPL Services allocated the

'following amounts, which.PPL management believes ate
reasonable, to PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric, including
amounts applied to accounts that are further distributed between
capital and expense.

2009 (a) ' 2008 ' 2007

'PPL Energy SuplIly
PPL Electric

$ . 214 $
121

'209" '$ .. ... 230
116 ' 112

'(a) Excludes allocated costs associated wAith theFebruary 2609 Wolkforce
reduction. See Note i2 for additioal informnation. -

Intercompany Borrowings

(PPL Energy-Supply)'' ... . . . . '

A PPL.Energy'Supply subsidiary has an 800 million demand
note to an affiliate. There was nobalance outstanding at.
December 31, 2009 and 2008.' In 2009, interest'was due
nmonthly at a rate dquIa to 1-montt LIBOR plus 1%': Interest
earned -n this note is included in "Intere'st'Income'from''

Affilidtes" onthe Statemets of rfncome. While balances were
outstandifig, interest eai-ned'was $4 million and $12 million for

".2008 and 2007. Ihterest was not sigificant for 2009'.
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(PPL Electric)

A PPL Electric subsidiary has a $300 million demand ndte'to an.'ý
affiliate. There was no outstanding balance at December 31,
2009 and'a $300 million balanc' outstanding at December 31;
2008. The interest rate was equal to 3-molith ' LIBORl51us;
3.50% and 3-month LIBOR plus 1.00% at December 31, 2009
and 2008. This note is shown on the Balance Sheet as- "Note
receivable from affiliate." Interest earned on the noteis included
in "Interest Income from Affiliate" on the Statements of Income,
and was $4 million, $9.million'and$19 millioinfor'2009,,2008.
and 2007. ..

Intercompany Derivatives (PPL E.nergySupply)

In 2009, 2008 and 2007, PPL Energy Supply entered into, a
combination of average~rate forwards and average rate options'
*with PPL to sell Britishpoundssterling. ,These'hedging,
instruments have terms identical to average rate forwards and,
average rate options entered intoby PPLwith third parties to,
protect the translation ofexpected income denominated in
Britishwp'unds sterling tolU:S; dollars.. Gains and losses,.zboth
realized and unrealized,.on these types-of hedging instruments o.
are included in "Other Income- net" on'the Statements of
Income. PPL Energy Supply recorded a net loss of $9 million
during 2009, a net gain of $9 million during 2008 and a'net loss
of $4 million during 2007 related to average 'rate forwards and
average rate options. Contracts. outstaniding at December 31,
2009 hedge a total exposure of £481million related to the
translation of expected income for 2010. The fair value of these
positions was a net asset of $2 million, which isreflected in ..
"Current Assets.- Price risk management assets" on the.Balan,6e','
Sheet.- No similaii he~dging instruments were outstanding at:
December 31,2008.. .' . ...

In 2007, PPL Energy Supply entered into forward cohtracts with
PPL to sell Chilean pesos. These hedging instruments had terms
1identical to forward sales contracts entered into by PPL with
third parties to protect the value'of.its net investment in Emel, as
well as a portionof the proceeds in excess of its net investment,
expected from the then-anticipated sale of Em el. These':
contracts were terminated in 2007 in connection with the Sale of
Emel. For 2007, PPL Energy Sulply's'Statement of Income
reflects losses, of $7 million.in "Other income - net" and $23
million inDiscontinued Operations related to these contracts.

PPL Energy Supply is also party to forward contracts with PPL
to sell British pounds sterling to protect the value of a portion of
its net investment in WPD. These hedging instruments. have
terms identical to forward sales contracts entered into by PPL
with third parties. The total notional amount of the contracts
outstanding at December 31, 20,.9 and 2008 Was £40'million
.(approxiriately $78 million based on contracted rates) and £687.ý
million (approximately $134 million based oo contracted rates)'.
The fair value of these positions was an asset of $13 million and.
$34 million at December 31, 2009 and 2008, whi6h is included
in the foreign currency translation adjustment component of
AOCI on the Balance Sheets." Additiorially, $8 million ahdni$16
million were included in "Currenit Assets - Price risk'
management assets" on-the Balance Sheets at December 311,
2009 and 2008 and $5 million and $18 million Were included in

"Other Noncurreht Assets - Price risk management assets"' on the
Balance Sheets at' December'31, 2009 and 2008.

Trademark Royalties (PPL Energy Supply)

A PPL subsidiary owns PPL trademarks.and' bills ceriain
affiliates for their use. PPL Energy Supply. was allocated $40
millioh of license fees in 2009, $48,million in 2008 and $39.'
million in 2007. These allocations are primarily included in
"Other operation and maintenance" on the Statemients of Income.

Transmission (PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

PPL Energy Supply owns no domestic t6ansmission or
distribution facilities, other than facilities to interconnec its.
geneiation with the electric transmission system. Therefore,
PPL.EnergyPlus and other PPL Generation subsidiaries must
pay PJM, the operator of the transmission system; to deliver the
energy 'these'subsidiaries supply to 'retail and wholesale,'
customers in PPL Electric's franchised territory in eastern and
central Pennsylvania. PJM in turn pays PPL Electric for the use'
'of its transmission:system. PPL eliminates the impact of these
revenues and expenses on -its Statements of Income.

Other (PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

See Note *1 for discussions regarding the 'intercompany tax
sharing policy and intercompany allocations of stock-based
compensation expense. See Note 7 for a discussion regarding
capital transactions, between PPL and its affiliates. See.Note .12.
for discussions' regarding intercompany allocations of defined
benefits.

16. Other incomne - net

(PPL,_PPL Egnergy Supply and PPL Electric)

- The breakdown-of "Other Income -'net' was:. ,, , ] , ,,

PPL

Other Income
Gains related to the. extinguishment
of notes (Note 7)

Earnings on securities in the NDT
ftnds

Interest income
- 'Mine renmediation liability

adjustment
* Hyder liquidation distributions

Gain (loss) on sales of PP&E
Miscellaneous - Domestic
Miscellaneous - International
Total

.Other Deductions
Economic .foreign currency hedges
Charitable contributions
Miscellaneous - Domestic
Miscellaneous - International

Other Income - net

2009 2008 2007

$ 29

20 $
14

10'
33 4

$
,a 16-

61 .

(2)
6

12
i2

11

S'A '' (1)
11 '.. .. 7 ,

%,

1 1 9
75 64 114

9 ' (9)
6 5

8
6

.7 7.
4 '' 3

$ .49 $ 55 $ 97
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PPL Energy Supply

Other Income
Gains related to the extinguishmentof notes(Note7) _ ,.
Earnings on securitie's in the NDT
funds

Interest income*
Mine remediati6n liability
adjustment -.

H5'der liquidation digtributions
,Gain (loss) on sales of PP&E.
Miscellaneous'-Domestic .

Miscellaneous - Intemational
Total

Other Deductions
Ecohomic foreign 6urrency hedges
Miscellaneous - Domestic
Miscellaneous - International

Other Income .net

2009 2008 .2007

$ 25

20
6

$ 10 $
23 -:

SPPL Electric,

Other I nco me
Interest income
Gain on sales of PP&•E.
Miscellaheous
Total

'Other Dedtuctions
Other Income --net

2009 2008 2007

$8 • ,88 $ 7 . ,. $ - 9

. 8 7 14
2 - , .. ; 2 2

6 6 $ -5. " 12

16

1-'(2):
,, 3 " 6

1 8
, 5., 6 , 8

1 1 9
57 55 93

-9 (9) 8
.. 9 10 2

4 ' 6, 3
S 35 $ 48 8 80

17. Fair Value Measurements .and Credit
Concentrations

(PPL, PPL Energy'Supply and PPL Electric).`7 ,

Fair value-is the price that would be received to selFan asset or
Paidto transfer.a liability-in an orderlytransaction betweent.
market participants at the measurement date (an exit price): Fair
value 'guidance establi hes a fair value-hierarchy that prioritizes
the inputs used to measure fairvalue into three-broad levels. See
Note 1 for~additional information on fairvalue measurements..
See Note 12 for more information regarding the fair value and - .
related valuation techniques Tor retirement-and postretirement -

benefit plan assets.., .'

Recurring Fair Value Measurements

The assets and liabilities measured at fair value •vere:

December 31, 2009
Fair Value Measurements Using

' Total Level 1- Level 2 Level 3
PPL
Assets

Cash and cash equivalents - :
*Short-term investments - municipal deb
-Restricted cash and cash equivalents .
Price risk management assets: - -

Energy commodities
I Interest rate/foreign currency.exchange

NDT funds:
Cash and cash equivalents,
Equity securities:

U.S. large-cap-
U.S. mid/small-cap

- Debt securities:
.- U.S. Treasury

U.S. government agency
Municipality
Investfie'nt-grade corporate
Residential mortgage-backed secir

- Other
,Receivables/payables, net

Auction rate securities

Liabilities
Price risk management liabilities:

Energy commodities
Interest rate/foreign currency exchange

t securities

-- December 31, 2008
Fair Value Measurements Using

Total Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

$ 1;100. $ 1,100
150 150

- 347. 347
$ 298

$ 801 801

129. -129

3,354. 3
77

3,431 3

7 7

.259 176
101 75

3,234- 117
' '77' ". .

3,311 117,-

83
26

'2,460 - 19'
156 5

2,616 , - 19.

4 - 4

1'82 1"16'
69 50.

$ 2,143
152

2,295

$ 298
4

302

66
19

,,-/A ,,.,,IA ,-/•-i ,-/,-i
I.J4I. . 1' . I / I

9-,- 9 14. - 14
. 65 65 '61 -" - 61-

.29 29 33" . 33
ities I 1 ,.. -12 2

"" I, --

3 "3 -3 .3 3
548 332 216" 446 247 199

25 25 24 " ,. 24

$ 4,934 $ 1,265 8 3,527 $ 1427. $ 4,683 I,.1863 8..-. 2 ,4 9 4 ; 8 326

$ 2,080 $ 2 $ 2,068 .$ 10 $ 2,133 -8 -15 $ 2,008 $ . . 110
4 . 4 - •- 27 _" 27

S 2,084 8 2 $ 2;072 $ 10 $ 2,160 $ 158 2,035 $ 110
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December 31, 2009
Fair Value Measurements Using

Total Level 1
PPL 'Energy Supply
Assets

Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments - municipal debt securities
Restricted cash and cash equivalents
Price risk management assets;

Energy commodities
Interest rate/foreign currency exchange

NDT funds:
Cash and cash equivalents
Equity securities:

U.S. large-cap
U.S.Smid/small-cap. -

Debt securities:
U.S. Treasury
U.S. govemment agency.,
Muricipality •
Investment-grade corporate
Residential mortgage-backed securities
Other.

Receivable's/payables, net

Auctibn rate secur'itie"

Liabilities
Price risk management liabilities:

Energy commodities
Interest rate/foreign currency exchange

Level 2 , Level 3

S 245 $ 245 ___ ____

,-III '1.11

3,354 3
27

3,381 3

December 31, 2008
Fair Value Measurements Using

Total Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

$ .464 $ 464
- 150 150

328 328

2,460 19. $, 2,143 $ 298
107 103 4

2,567. 19. 2,246 302

4 4 -

$ 3,234 $ " 117
27

3,261 117

7

259
101

74
9

65
29

7

176
75

74

83
26

182 116
.69§ ' 50.

77 77

66
19

9
'65

29
1 " I

"3.•' '3 3 _

548 332 216

20 -" 20
$ 4,305 $ 691 $ 3,477 $ 137

14
61'
33
2
1

3
446

19

$ 3,974

14
.. 61'•

33
2

3
247 199

$ 1,208 $ 2,445
19

$ 321

$. 2,080 $ 2$ 2,068 $ 10 $ 2,133 $ .15 $ 2,008 $ 110
4 4 , 16 -. 16,

$ 2,084 $ 2 $ 2,072 $ 10 $ 2,149 . 15 $.. 2,024 $ . .110

PPL Electric
Assets i

Cash and ch'swequivalents $ 485' $ 485 $ 483 $ 483
Resticted cdsli ýndcash equivalent's 14 ' . 14 15 ' 15'

• L $"5' 499' $ ''499 $ 498$ ': 498''

A reconciliation 6f n6t assets and liabilities cla~sified as Lev'l 3 is as follows'.

Fair Value Measurements Using SignificantUnobservable Inputs (Level 3) -

December 31, 2009 ' ' ' ' December'31, 2008
Interest ... -- - . -Interest

- . , . Rate/ - , . Rate/.
" Energy Foreign' Auction ' Energy Foreign Auction
Commodities, Currency Rate ' 'Commodities, Currency Rate

net I' Exchange Securities Total . net' . Exchange • Securities Total

$. 188 $ 4 $ 24$ ' 216 $. 134 $ 134.
PPL .. , " :. . I - .
Balance'at beginning of period,, .

Total realized/unrealized gains (losses),
Included in earings
Included in O C I • ' 1 " "

Purchases, sales,, issuances and settlement
net

Transfers (out ot..and/or into Level,3
Balance aie'6nd of period

is,

'(136)
'18

(136)
•(5)

2
11

2

6•(28). 5. $ (5)

104 (4) 100 . 2
(67) 24 (43) 39

$ 107 $ $ 25 $ 132 $ 188

, (11)
$ 4 40
$ 4 *$ 24

(9)
83

$ 216'

$ ,'. 134,
PPL Energy Supply ''

Balance at beginning ofperiod
Total, realized/unrealized gains (losses).

Included in earnings
Included'in OCI

Purchases, sales, issut.ances and settl~menrts,
ý net . I . .. , : - I

Transfers (out of) and/or into Level 3
Balance at end of period •

$ '188

(136)
18

4 ,$ 19 S'.$. , 211. S. 134

. (136)" 2
(5- ' "'11S(28) (5)

. 104 . .
(67) 24

$, . •107 $ ..

(4) ". 100 2 .. (11) .. (9)
' (43) 39.- $ 4 • 35 78

$ 20$ 127 $ 188 $ 4 $ 19 $ 211
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Net gains and losses on assets and liabilities classified as Level 3 and included in earnings are reported in the Statements of Income as
follows.

. December 31, 2009.'
Enerev Commodities. net

December,31, 2008
Energy Commodities, net

' Wholesale
Energy

Marketing

Net Energy
Trading
Margins

Unregulated
Retail

Energy Electric and
Purchases Gas

Net Energy Unregulated
Trading Energy Retail Electric
Margins Purchases and Gas

PPL and PPL Energy Supply
Total gains (losses) included in earnings for
* the period . $
Change in unrealized gains (losses) relating

to positions still held at the reporting date

22 $

12

(16) $ (155) $ 13 $

8

(1) $ : (3) $ 6

I (83)' I (3) . 5

Cash and Cash Equivalents, Short-term Investments, and
Restricted Cash and Cash Equivalents

The fair value of cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash
and cash equivalents is based on the amount on deposit. The fair
value measurements of short-term investments are based on
quoted prices.

Price Risk Management Assets/Liabilities- Energy
Commodities'

The only energy commodity contracts classified as Level 1 are
exchange-traded derivative gas and oil contracts. When
observable inputs are used to measure all or most of the value of
a contract, the contract is classified as Level 2. Over-the-counter
(OTC) contracts are valued by traders using quotes obtained
from an exchange, binding and non-binding broker quotes,
prices posted by ISOs or published tariff rates. PPL's risk
management group obtains.quotes from the market to Validate
the'forward price curves. OTC contracts include forwards,
swaps, options and structured deals for electricity, gas, oil,
and/or, emission allowances and may, be offset with similar
positions in exchange-traded markets. To the extent possible,
fair value measurements utilize various inputs that include
quoted prices for-similar contracts or market-corroborated
inputs. In certain instances, these instruments may be valued
using models, including standard option valuation models and
standard industry models. For example, the fair value of a
structured deal that delivers power to an illiquid delivery point
may be measured by valuing the nearest liquid trading point plus
the value of the basis between the two points. The basis input
may be from market quotes, FTR prices, or historical prices.

When unobservable inputs are significant to the' fair value
measurement; a contract is classified as Level 3. Additionally,
Level 2 and Level 3 fair value measurements include
adjustments for credit risk based on PPL's own creditworthiness
(for net liabilities) and its counterparties' creditworthiness (for
net assets). PPL's credit department assesses all reasonably
available market information and uses probabilities of default to
calculate the credit adjustment. PPL assumes that observable
market prices include sufficient adjustments for liquidity and
modeling risks, but for Level 3 fair value measurements, PPL
also assesses the need for additional adjustments for liquidity or
modeling risks. The contracts classified as Level 3 represent
contracts for which the delivery dates are beyond the dates for

which independent prices are available or for-certain power basis
positions, which PPL generally values using historical prices'.

Price Risk Management Assets/Liabilities -'Interest
Rate/Foreign Currency Exchange . . -

To manage its interest rate, and foreign currency exchange risk,
PPL and PPL Energy Supply generally use interest rate
contracts, such as forward-starting swaps and fixed-to-floating
swaps; foreign currency exchange contracts, such as forwards
and options;'and dross-currency swaps that contain
characteristics of both interest rate and foreign currency
exchange contracts. PPL and PPL Energy Supply use an income
approach to measure the fair value of these contracts, utilizing
both observable inputs, such as forward interest rates and
forward foreign currency exchange rates, and inputs that may
not be observable, such as credit valuation adjustments. In
certain cases, PPL and PPL Energy Supply cannot practicably
o Obtain market information to value credit risk and therefore rely
on their own models. These models use projected probabilities
of default based on historical observances. When the credit
valuation adjustment is significant to the overall valuation, the
contracts are classified as Level 3.

NDT Funds

PPL and PPL Energy Supply generally use the market approach
to measure the fair value of the securities held in the NDT funds.
The fair value measurements of cash and cash equivalents are
based on the amount on deposit.: The fair value measurements of.,
equity securitie§ are based on quoted prices in active markets.
The fair value measurements of commingled equity index funds
are based on -firm quotes of net asset values per share, which are
not obtained from a quoted price in an active market. Equity,
securities are classified as Level 1 and are comprised of -

securities that are representative of the Wilshire 5000 index,'
which is invested in approximately 70% large-cap stocks and
30% mid/small-cap stocks. Investments in commingled equity

* funds are classified as Level 2 and represent securities that track
the S&P 500 index and the Wilshire 4500 index. The fair value
measurements of debt securities are generally based on
evaluated prices that reflect observable market information, such
as actual trade information for identical' securities or for similar
securities, adjusted for observable differences.' When this :- "
'information is notavailable, the fair value of debt securities is
measured using present value techniques; which incorporate
other observable inputs including interest rates for debt
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securities with credit ratings and terms to maturity similar.to the" ,
debt securities being measured.

PPL and PPL Energy Supply recorded impairments of $18
million in 2009, $36 million in 2008 and $3 million in 2007 for,
certain securities invested in the NDT funds. These impairments
are reflected on the Statements of Income in "Other-Than-
Temporary Impairments."t

Auction Rate Securities

Prior to early 2008, auction rate securities had normally been
remarketed on a short-term basis with auction-dates commdnly..
set at seven-day, 28-day, 35-day or 49-day intervals.
Historically, an active market existed for such investments, and
the auctions provided an opportunity for investors either.to hold
an investment at a periodically reset interest rate or to sell the
investment at its par value for immediate liquidity. In early
2008, investor concerns about credit and liquidity in the "
financial markets, generally, as well as investor concerns over:
specific insurers that guarantee the credit of certain of the
underlying securities, created uncertainty inthe auction rate
securities market'and these securities generally failed to be
remarketed through their established auction process. These
auction failures and the resulting illiquidity continue to impact:
PPL's and PPL Energy Supply's auction rate securities. Despite
failed auctions in 2008 and 2009, PPL and PPL Energy Supply
continued to earn interest on these investments at contractually
prescribed interest rates.

PPL and PPL Energy Supply estimates the fair value of auction
rate securities based on the following criteria: (i) the underlying
structure and credit quality of each'security; (ii) the present
value of future estimated interest and principal payments
discourited using interest rates for bonds with ý credit rating and
remaining term to maturity similar to the stated maturity of the,
auction rate securities; and (iii) consideration of the impact of
auctionfailures or redemption at par. The estimatedjfair value
of these securities could chanfge.significantly based on future.
market conditions. " '

PPL's and PPL Energy Supply's auction rate securities are V-,
recorded in "Other investments' on the Balance Sheets. -Based..
upon the evaluation of available information, PPL and-PPL
Energy Supply believe these investments, which include Federal
Family Education. Loan Program-:gharariteed student loan -

revenue bonds, as well as various municipal bond issues,
continue toube. of high credit quality. PPL and,.PPL Energy
Supply do not •have signiificant exposure to realize!l'osses on,
these securities. However, auction rate securities are classified,
as Level 3 because failed auctions limit the amount of ',
observable 'market data that is available for measuring thle fair
value of these securities.

At December 31', 2008, the par value of.auction rate securities,
totaled $29 million for PPL and $24 million for PPL Energy'
Supply. At December 31, 2008, the fair value of auction fate....
securities was estimated to be $24 'million for PPL and $19
million for PPL Energy Supply and the $5 million temporary
declines from par value were recorded to OCI.

In 2009, PPL andPP.L-E'nergy Supply liquidated $4 million of
securities'at par. At December 31, 2009, the fair value of
auction rate securities was estimated to be equal to par value,
which was $25 million for PPL and $20 million for PPL Energy
Supply, and the contractual maturities for these securities was a
weighted average.of approximately 26 years. PPL and PPL
Energy. Supply-reversed $5 million of-previously recorded
temporary 'impairments by. creditihg OCI..

Nonrecurring Fair Value Measurements (PPL andPPL
Energy Supply)

Fair Value Measurements Using
Total Level 2 Level 3 Loss

$ 15 ' ' ' 15'S (30)

Sulfur dioxide emission
'allowancis (a):

March 31, 2009
December 31, 2009

Long Island generation
business (b):

June 30, 2009
September'30, 2009
December 31, 2009

)
13 13 (7)

138 $
'133
128

138
133-
128

(52)
(5)
(5)

(a) Current and long-term sulfur dioxide emission allowances are included in
"'Other intangibles" in their respective areas on the Balance Sheet..

(b) Astefs of the Long Island generation business'dispotal group are included
inf"Akssets held'for'sale" on theBalance Sheet.

Sulfur Dioxide Emission Allowances

Due to a significant decline in market prices at March 31, 2009,
PPL Energy Supply assessed the recoverability of sulfur dioxide
emission allowances.not expected to be consumed. 'As a result,
emission allowances with a carrying amount of $45 milliofn were
written down to their'estimated fair value of $15 million,•
resulting in an impairment charge of $30 million being recorded
during the first quarter of 2009. 'Due to a further decline in
market prices and the reassessment of the' quantity of emission
allowances not expected to be consumed at December 31, 2009,
PPL Energy Supply evaluated the rec.overability of those
allowances. As a result, emission allowances with a carrying
amount of $20 million were written down to'their estimated fair
value of $13 million:, resulting inan i-pairmenrt dhairge of $7
millioni' being iecbrded during the' foutrih quarter of 2009. These

,charges; recorded in the Supply segme'nt for'PPL and PPL.
Energy Supply, are included in "'Other operation anrd
maintenance" oh'the Statem'efit of Income.

When available, observable market prices.were ,used to value the
sulfur dioxide emission' allowances. .Wlhn'observable market
prices were not a'vailable*,*afr value Was modeled using prices
from observable transactions and appropriate discount rates.
The niddeled values were significant to .the overall fair value
measurement..,,

Long Island Generation Business

The Long:Island generation business met the held.for sale,
criteria in the §eeond quarter of 2009. As a result;'bet assets held
for sale with a carrying amount of $189 million 'were written
downto their estimated fair value (less cost to sell) of $137
fnillion'at June,30, 20.09." At both September 30 and
December 3 i, 2009, .the fair value (less. cost to sell)'was
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remeasured and- additional impaiiments totaling $410 million
were recorded. In addition, $2 million of goodwill, allocated to
this business was written off in 2009. See Note .9 for additional
information on, the anticipated sale. -

The fair values in' the table above exclude $1 million-of
estimated costs to sell and-were based oti the negotiated-sales
price (achieved through' an actiVe auction process) adjusted for
the additional anticipated cash flows from operations prior to
and following the anticipated sale date. The sales price is
consistent with and corroborated by fair values modeled
internally using.inputs obtained from third parties and
appropriate discount rates.

Financial Instruments Not Recorded at Fair Value (PPL,
PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

NPNS

PPL and PPL Energy Supply enter into full-requirement sales,
contracts, power purchase agreements, certain retail energy ,and
physical capacity contracts. These contracts range in maturity
through 2023 'and qualify for NPNS. PPL Electric has also
entered into cofitracts that qualify for NPNS. See "Energy
Purchase Commitments" within Note 1.4 for information about
PPL Electric's competitive solicitations. All of these contracts
are accounted for using accrual saccounting; therefore, there were
no amounts recorded on the Balance Sheets at December 31,
2009 and 2008. The estimated fair value of these contracts was:

*Net Asset (Liability)
December 31, December 31,,,,

2009 2008

'Credit Concentration"Associated with Financial

Instruments

(PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electi'i)

PPL and its subsidiaries enter into contracts with many entities
for the purchase and sale of energy. Many of these contracts are
considered a normal part of doing business and" as such, theý fair
value of these contracts is not reflected in the financial
statements. However, the fair value of these-contracts is
considered when committing to new. business from a credit
perspective. See Note 18 for~informati6n on credit policies used
by PPL and its subsidiaries'to manage credit risk, including
master nettinig arrangements and collateral requirements.

(PPL) , ,",

At December 31, 2009, PPL had credit exposure of $3.6 tbillion
,to energytrading partners, excluding the effe&ts of netting
arrangements and collateral. As a result of netting'arrangements
and collateral, PPL's credit exposure was reduced to $1.2 billion.
One of the counterparties accounted for 23% of'this exposure,
and no other individual counterparty accounted for more than
13% of the exposure. Ten counterparties accounted.for $926
million, or.74%, of the net exposure. Nine of these
counterparties had an investment grade credit rating from S&P.
and accounted for 97% of the 'top ten 'counterparty exposures..
The remaining counterparty has not been rated by S&P, but is
current on its obligations.

(PPL Energy Supply)

At December 31; 2009, PPL Energy Supply-had credit- exposure
of $3.6 billion to energy trading partners, excluding related --
parties and the effects of netting arrangements and c6llateral. As
a result of netting arrangements and collateral, this credit. , "-*
exposure was reduced to $1.2 billion.- One of the counterparties
accounted for 23% of this exposure;and n6 otherindividual
counterparty accounted for more than 13% of the exposure.. Ten
counterparties accounted for $926 million, or 74%; of the ndt
exposure. Nine of these counterparties had an investment grade
credit rating.from S&P and accounted for,.,7./:of the'top ten
counterparty exposures. The remaining counterparty'has not
been rated by S&P, but, is current on; its obligations. "

At December 31, 2009,PPL Energy Supply's!credit exposure
under certain energy supply. contracts to PPL Electricý was ;$203
million,,excluding the effects of netting arrangements. As a
result of netting arrangements, this credit exposure was
unchanged.,..

(PPL Electric) . ', ,. " ' ,

At December 31, 2009, PPL Electric had no credit exposure
under energy supplycontracts (including its supply contracts
with its affiliate. PPL 'EnergyPlus). All counterparties had afn
investment grade credit rating from S&P.

PPL'
PPL Energy Supply
PPL Electric

3:
(2

22, '$... 1 . 136
34 . '239.
1 ..6) (103)

Other

Financial instrumenis for 'which the carryiig amount on the
Balance Sheets and the estimated fair, value (based on quoted
market prices for the securities where availalle and estimates
based on current rates Where quoted market prices are not

available) are different, are set forth.b elow' The carrying value
of "Collateral on PLR energy supplyto/from affiliate" at ,
December31, 2008 and."Short-term debt' atDecember 31,2009
and.2008 on the Balance Sheets represented or approximated fair
value, due to the liquid nature of the instruments or variable
interest rates associated with the financialuinstrunsents.

December 31, 2009 (a) December 31, 2008
Carrying Fair Carrying ' Fair
Amount Value Amount*' 'Vahie

$ 7,143 ,$ -7,280- $ 7,838, $ 6,785PPL
Long-term debt

PPL Energy Supply
Long-term debt . . 5,031 5,180 5,196 4,507

PPL Electric . ' .. 4 "
Long-termdebt .. 1,472 4,1567. . 1,769,1' L,;682,

(a) The effect of third-party credit enhancements is, not included in the fair.
value measurement. See "New Accountinig Guidance Adopted - Issuer's
Accounting for Liabilities Measured at FairValue withia Third-Party Credit
Enhancement" 'vithin Note 1 for additional ihformation. ' .
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18. Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities

Risk'Management Objectives '(PPL, PPL Energy Supply,
and PPL Electric)'.

PPL has a risk management policy approved-by, the Board of
Directors to. manage market risk. and counterparty credit risk.'
The RMC,'comprised of seniormanage.ment and 'chaired, by the
Chief Risk Officer, oversees the riskmanagement function'.Key
risk control. activities designed to: ensure compliance with the..
risk policy and"detailed programslinclu.de, but are notdimited to,
credit review andi appr6val, validation of transactions'and market
prices, verification of risk and transaction limits, VaR analyses,.
portfolio stress tests, gross margin'at risk analyses, sensitivity
analyses, and daily portfolioreporting, including open- positions,.
determinations of fair'value, and. other'risk management.metrics.

Market risk is thepotential loss PPL-and its' subsidiaries may i
incur as~a result of price'change's associated with a particular..'.
financial or-commodity instrument. ..

PPL and PPL Energy. Supply, are exposed to market risk from:'.,

commodity price basisiand volumetric risks for. energy and'.
energy-related products associated( with the sale of electricity
'from its generating assets and other electricity marketing
activities and the purchase of fuel ind fuel-related
commodities for generating assets,-as:well.as for proprietary".

'trading activities;- .' . " . .. , .'

. interest rate 'and .price risk associated 'with debt used toifinance
"operations'; as. well as,'debt and equity securities in NDT'funds
and defined benefit-plans; and..,.

*' foreigicurrency exchange rate risk associate'd with
investments in- U.K. affiliates,' as well as purchases'of
equipment:in currencies other than'U..S: 'dollars.

PPL and PPL Energy Supply utilize forward contracts, futures
contracts, options, swaps and structured deals. such ag tolling"'
agreements as part of the risk management. strategy to minimize
unanticipated fluctuations in earnings 'caused. by changes in
commodity prices, interest 'rates and for'eign currency exchange
rates. All derivatives are recognized on the balance sheet at their
fair value, unless'they qualify, for NPNS. . , '

PPLand PPL Electric are exposed to market price and
volumetric risks from PPL Electric's obligation as the PLR to its
customers, .It has mitigated'that risk with the fixed-price PLR
agreement with PPL Energyp.lus, which' expired at the'end of;
2009, and by entering into supply agreements for its customers
for 2010 and 2011. .L... . .

Credit rsk is-the potential loss PPL and its subsidiaries may'.,,,
incur due to a counterparty's no n-performandce, including.
defaults on'payments and energy commodity,,deliveries.

'PPL and PPL Energy. Supply are exiposed to credit risk from:

0 commodity derivativeswith its energy trading partners, which
include other energy companies, fuel suppliers, and financial
institutions;

e interest rate derivatives with financial institutions; and

* foreign currency derivatives, with financial institutions.

PPL and PPL'Electric are exposed to credit risk from PPL : "
Electric's supply agreements for its customers for-2010 and,.
2011. . .

The majority of the credit risk stems from PPL Energy Supply'sý'-
.and PPL Electric's commodity: derivatives for multi-year
contracts.for energy'sales and purchases. If the counterparties"
fail. to perform their obligations under such contracts. and PPL.
and itý.subsidiaries could not replace the sales or purchases at'
the same prices as those under the defaulted contracts; PPL
would incur financial losses. Those losses would be recognized;

'immediately or through lower revenues or higher costs in future
years, depending on the~accounting treatment for the defaulted
contracts..

PPL and its subsidiaries have credit policies to manage their
credit risk, including the use of an establishied credit approval
process, daily monitoring of counterparty positions, and the use
of master netting agreemdnts. -These. agreements~generally,
include creditomitigation.provisions, such as margin, prepayment
or collateral requirements. PPL and its subsidiaries may'request
the additional credit assurance, in certain'circumstances, in the
event that the&counterparties' credit ratings.'fall below.investment:
grade or their-exposures exceed an established creditlimit: See"
Note 17 for.creditconcentration'associated with. financial
instruments. '

PPL's and PPL Energy Supply's. obligation to return counterparty.
cash collateral under master netting, arrangements was $355

"million and $22-million at December 31, 2009 and 2008.

PPL Electric had no obligation to return cash collateral to PPL,
Energy Supply under masternetting 'arrangements'at'
December 3.1,2009 and an obligation of $300 million at
December 31, 2008'. See Note 15 for. additionalinformation.

,At December,31, 2009, PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL
Electric .had not posted any cash collateral under master netting

-.arrangements.-At December-31, 2008, PPL and PPL Electric''
had not, posted any.dash collateral under master netting
arrangbments and PPL Energy Supply only had posted the $300,
million noted above.,

Commodity Price. Risk: (Non-trading)!(PPL and*PPL,'
Energy 'Supply)

Commodity'price and'basis risks are among PPL's and ?PPL'
Energy Supply's most significant risks due to the level'of
investment that PPL and PP'L Energy Supply maintain in their
generation assets, as well as the extent of their marketing and
proprietary trading activities. Several factors influence price
le~vels and volatilities. These factors include, but are not limited

-to, seasonal changes in demand, weather conditions,'available
generating assets within regions, transportation availability and,
reliability within and between regions, market liquidity, and' the
nature.and extent.of current- and potential federal and'state
regulations: .. ' ., .... . . .
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To hedge. the impact of market price fluctuations on PPL's and
- PPL Energy Supply's energy-related assets, liabilities and other

. contractual arrangements discussed above, PPL EnergyPlus sells
and -purchases;physical. energy at the wholesale level under.
FERC market-based tariffs through out the U.S. and enters into
financial exchange-traded and over-the-counter contracts.
Certain contracts qualify for NPNS or'are non-derivatives and
are 'therefore not, reflected in the financial .statements until
-delivery.,.See Note 17 for additional informationon NPNS. PPL
and PPL Energy Supply segregate their remaining non-trading
activities into two categories:' cash flow hedge.activity'and
economic activity. ' . -.

Cash Flow Hedges

PPL and PPL Energy Supply enter-into financial and physical
derivative contracts, including forwards, futures, swaps and
options, to hedge the price risk associated with electricity, gas;
oil and-other-commodities. Many of these contracts have
qualified-foi hedge accounting. Contracts that existed at.
December 31', 2009 range. in. maturity through 2014. At
December 3 1,; 2909, the' ccumulated net unrealized after-tax
gains on qualifying derivatives.that are expected.to be-
reclassi fied into earnings during the next 12 months were $233
million for both PPLand PPL Energy Supply. .Cash flow hedges
arediscontinued if it is no longer probable that the original
forecasted transaction ywill occur by, the end.of the originally
specified time periods and any amounts previously recorded in
AOCI are reclassified to earnings. For 2009, 2008 and 2007,
such reclassifications werean after-tax gain of $9 million, an
after-tax loss of.$8 million and an insignificant amount.

For 2009, 2008 and 2007, hedge ineffectiveness associated with
energy derivatives was, aftertax, a loss of.$174 million,-a gain
of $310 million and a loss Of $3 million. Certain powerand gas
cash flow hedges: failed hedge effectiveness testing. in the third
and fourth quarters of 2008,.as well as the first quarter of 2009..
Hedge accounting isnot permitted for the quarter, in whidh this
occurs and,; accordingly, the entire change in~fair value for the:
periods that failed was recorded to the.. income statement.
However, these transactions were not dedesignated as hedges, as...
prospective regression analysis demonstrated that these hedges.
are expected to be highly effective over their term. 'For.2008, an
after-tax gain of $298 million was recognized in earnings as a
result of these hedge failures. During the second, third and
fourth quarters of 2009,.fewer, power'and gas cash flow hedges
failed hedge, effectiveness'testing; therefore, a portion of the,
previously recognized unrealized gains recorded in the second
half of 2008 and the first quarter of 2009 associated.with these
hedges were reversed. For 2009, after-tax losses of $215 million
were recognized. in earnings as a result of these reversals..

Economic-Activity . ' , . . .

PPL Energy Supply also:uses derivative contracts to,
economically hedge the impact of market price fluctuations on :
its-energy-related assets,.liabilities and other contractual
arrangements that do not.receive hedge accounting treatment.
PPL Energy Supply refers to these transactions as economic
activity. The economic activity category includes energy
derivative transactions that have previously qualified or could

potentially qualify for, hedg6'accounting• however,.these -
transactions have either been disqualified from hedge accounting
or management has not elected to designate them.as accounting';
hedges. This activity includes the changes in fair value of.
positions used to hedge a portion of the economic value of PPL
E•iergy S upply's'generation'assets; load-following and retail
activities. This economic activity is subject to changes in fair
value:duie to market price'volatility of the input.and output ' ..

commodities (e.g., fuel and power). .These contracts range in
maturity' through 201T7. Additionally, premium amortization of.
$53 million associated with options classifie'ddas economic;,
activity and the. ineffective portion of quilifying cash flow,.,
hedges,-including the entirechange in fair value for certain cash
flow hedges that failed effectiveness testing during the current
period as'discussed-in the preceding "Cash Flow Hedges",',,
section, are also included.in economic'activity.

Examples of tran'saction§ representedin this'category include
certain purchase contracts used.. o. supply:.full-fequirement sales
contracts; FTRs or basis swaps used to'hedge basis risk
associated with the sale of generation or supplying full-
requirement sales contracts; spark spfeads (sa!e of electricity
with the simultaneous purchase of fuel); retail gas activities; and
-fuel oil swaps used to hedge price escalation claises in coal
transportation, and. other fuel-,related contracts::-PPL Energy
Supply als o uses options, which include the sale'of call options
and the purchase of put options tied to a particulargenerating
unit. Since PPLIEnergy Supply ownsthe physidal generating
capacity, its price exposure is limited to the cost'of'the.particular
generating unit'and does not expose PPL Energy Supply to
uncovered. market price risk. .PPL.Energy Supplyialso purchases
call options or -sells put optiohs to create. a net purchase position
to cover an overall short position in its' nont-trading portfolio..'

The gains (losses). for'this activity are reflected in the Statements
of Income as follows.. • .

Gains (Losses)
retail "le~~r'. 'a -' 2009 2008. 2007

Operating Revenues.
Unregulated retail electric and gas"'$ S . 6 $ 5 '

Wholesale energy marketing . ' . - (280) '1,056>, $ ( 145)
Operating Expenses " . • . .. .'

Fuel " 49 1(79) 15
Energy purchases ' ' (158) '' (553)' ' 1 ' 85

The net gains (ldsses) recorded'in "Wholesale energy marketing"
resulted primarily'from certain full-requirement sales contracts
.in x'hich'PPL Energy Supply'did noi elect N'PNS and frorfi
hedge ineffectiQehiess,;inCluding hldies that failed'effectiv'eness
testing, as discussed in the "C'Ush Flow.Hedges" section-aboVe.
The net gains (losses) recorded in "Energy purchases" resulted
primarily from certain purchase contracts to supply the fullf
requirement sales contracts noted above' for which PPL Energy
Supply did not elect-h'edge, raitment and from hedge'.,
ineffectiveness, incliiding he'dgesth•f failed effectiveness
testing.

I .'. - " . • -
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Commodity Price Risk (Trading).,(PPL and PPL Energy
Supply)

PPL -Energy Supply also executes energy contracts to take
advantage of market opportunities. As a result, PPL Energy.
Supply may at times create.a net open position in its. portfolio
that could resultvin significant losses if price§.do not~movein.the;
manner or direction anticipated. PPL EnergyjSupply's trading
activity is shown in"Net energy trading margins" on the
Statements',of Income.- . ,

Commodity.Volumetric Activity (PPL.andPPL Ehergy

PPL Eniergy Supply currently employs four primary'strategies,.to
maximize.the value of its wholesale energy portfolio. 'As- further
discussedbelow; these-strategies include the salesofbaselo'ad:
generation, optimization of intermediate and.peaking:generatioih,
marketing activities, and proprietary trading activitie's.

Sales of Baseload Generation. ,..

PPL Energy Supply hasa formal hedging program for~its.
'baseload generation fleet,,which includes 7,370. MW of:' ,.
generating capacity.. The obje6tive of this program is to.provide
a reasonable level of near-term, cash flow and earnings certainty.
for-the next three years while preserving upside potential of
power price increases over the mediulm term; however, in :certain

• instances; PPL Energy Supply Will sell power and purchase, fuel
beyond. this three-year period. -PPL Energy Supply sells its
expected~genefation:output'onwa forward basis us.ing both
derivative and.non-derivative instruments. Both.are included in,
the following tables.. . .. .

The following table jdresents:the expected sales, in GWh, of.
baseload generation based.on, current forecasted assumptions for
2010-2014. These expected sales could be impacted by several
factors,- including plant availability.

2010 2011 2012 2013 . 2014
52,114 52,087 56,130 55,184 . 55,504

The following table presents'the percentage of expected i,.-
baseload generation sales shown above that has been sold
forward undeil.fixed-pricecontracts and the related percentage of
ftiel that has b6een purchased or committed at December 31,.
2009. , . ".

" Derivative Total Power Fuel 'Purchases'(c)
Year ' Sales (a) Sales (b) Coal Nuclear

2010 ". 91% 99% . ., 99% 100%"
2011 '.' ' 80% 88% o'89% -100%/
2012 ' 48% "55% ,70% 100 /.
2013 M -" -, 6%,.' •' 13%- "5.7%.' .*4,10Q.%
2014 1% 5%... 51%, 100%

(c) Coal and nuclear contracts receive accrual accounting treatment, as they are
not derivative contracts. Percentages are based on.both fixed- and variable-
priced contracts.

In addition to the fuel purchases above, PPL Energy Supply
attempts to economically hedge the fuel price risk that is within
its fuel-related contracts and coal, transportation contracts, which
are tied to changesin crude oil or dieseLprices. The following
table presents the volumes (in'thousands of barrels) of derivative
contracts used in support, of this strategy at December 31, 2009.

Contract Tvpe 2010 2011 2012 2

420 408 180Oil' Swaps " -

Optimization'Ofinte&mediate and Peakingq, Generation'

In addition to its baseload generation activities, PPL Energy'
Supply attempts to optimize the overall value of its intermediate
'and peaking fleet,",Which includek'4,349 MW of gas and oil'fired
-generationi. PPt-hie'E -S ' t ihergy Supply'uses hoth 6ption an~dnon-option
contracts to'support this,'strategy. .The. folloving table presents
the volumes of derivative contracts-used in support of this
strategy at December 31, 2009.

I''

Net Power Sales:
Options (a)
Non-optioncontracts (b)

•Net Fuel Sales:.
Non-option contracts (c).'

Net Power/Fuel Purchases:
Non-option contracts '2

Units, .,2010

GWh 507
GWh 1,156

S. Barrels 145,000

Bcf ý 9.3

(a) , Volumes~for option contracts factor in the probability of an option-being.,
exercised and may be less.than the notional.amount of the option.

(b) Included in these volumes are exercised option contracts that converted to
non-option derivative contracts. '

(c) Represents the forward sale of physical oil inventory with a'January 2010
delivery.

Marketing Activities

PPL.Energy Supply's marketing portfolio is comprised of full-
requirement Sales contracts'and their related 9upply contracts,
retail gas'and.electricity sales contracts and other marketing
activitie.s.:;Thefull-reqriiremnent sales.contracts 'and their related
supply contractsmake'up a sighiificant component of the
marketing' portfolio.: TheMobligations'under 'the full-requirement
sales contracts include supplying a'bundled, product of energy,.
capac ity; RECs,.ahd'othr' ancillary products: PPL Energy
Supply uses a variety of strategies to hedge its full-requirement
sales contracts, including purchasing energy at a liquid trading
hub or directly at.the load delivery zone, purchasing capacity
and RECs in the market and supplying the energy, capacity and
RECs with its generation. RECs are not derivatives and are
excluded from'the table, below. The following table presents the
volumes of (sales)/purchase. contracts, excluding FTRs, basis
and capacity contracts, used in support of these activities at
December 31, 2009.

(a) 'Excludes non-derivative contracts and contracts that qualify for NPNS.,.
Volumes for option contracts factor in the probability of an option being
exercised and, may be less than the notional amount of the option.
Percentages are based on fixed-price contracts only.'

(b) Amount represents derivative and non-derivative contracts. Volumes for
option contracts factor in the probability ofan option being exercised and
may be less than the notional amount of ihe-optiori. "Percentiges are'based
on fixed-price contracts'only.
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2014- Proprietary TradingqActivity
Units 2010' 2011 2012 2013 2019

Energy sales
contracts (a) GWh (32,866) (14,693) (4,364). (2,233)

Related energy .
supply .. 't
-contracts
Energy ' "

purchases '-, GWh,"' 28,919 " '12,353. 2,207 92
-Volumetric,

hedges(b) GWh J170;.. 218 , 48
Volumetric - .

hedges (b), Bcf (0.6)
Generation
'Supply GWh 3,327. 2,240 2,232 2,135.

(10,122)
At December 31 2009, PPL Energy Supply's proprietary trading
positions, excluding FTRs; basisand' capacity contracts, .were -
not significant. . , .-

(a) The majdrity of PPL Energy Supply's full-requirement sales contracts
receive accrual accounting as they'qualify foi:NPNS odrare not deriviative
con'tracts. Also included in these volumes are the sales from PPL
EnergyPlus to PPL Electric;to supply PPL Electric's.2010 PLR load
obligation..

(b) PPL Energy Supply. usespower arid gas options, swaps and futures.to"
hedge the.volumetric risk associated with full-requirement sales contracts
since the demand'for pow'r varies hourly. Volumes'folr otibn contracts
fact6rirn the probability of an option being exercised and may be less than
the notional amount of the option. , .

As noted above, PPL Energy Supply's marketing activities als6
include its retail'gas portfolios. PPL Energy Supply has sold a.
total of 8.2 Bcf of gas to retail customers through 2012i.all of
which has been:hedged with gas purchases.'

FTRs and Other Basis Positions

PPL Energy Supply buys and sells FTRs and other basis
positions to mitigate the basis risk between delivery points
related to the sales of its generation, the supply of its full-
requirement sales contracts and retail contracts, as well as for
proprietary trading purposes. The following table presents the
volumes of derivative FTR and basis (sales)/pdchase contracts
at December 31, 2009.:

Commodity Units 2010. 2011 2012

FTRs GWh 38,309 406
Power Basis Positions GWh (19,086) .; (861) ,"
Gas Basis Positions Bcf' 3.2 0.1 (0.3)

Capacity Positions.
-. ,- .' ;- . - , . .

PPL Energy. Supply buys and sells capacity related, to the sales,
of its generatiom and the supply of its full-requirement sales
contracts, as well as, for proprietary trading purposes. The.
following table presents the volumes of derivative capacity
(sales)/purchase contracts (in MW-months),at December 31,
2009. , -

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 - 2023 (a)ý,
(90,960) (49,193) (11,894) 1,626 2,720

(a) 2,972 MW-months deliver in'the 2014 to 2016'ijeriod['d.

Interest Rate Risk. (PPL and PPL Energy S14pply). ,

PPL and its subsidiaries have issued debt to finance its
operations, which results in an exposure to interest rate risk.
PPL and its subsidiaries utilize various financial derivative,

2 instruments to adjust thd'mix of fixed and'floating interest rates
in.its debt portfolio,,adjust the duration of its debt portfoli6 and.
lock in benchmark interest rates-in anticipation of future-
financiiig; when appropriate. -Risk limits under. the:risk
management program are. designed to balance risk, exposure 'to.
volatility in interest expense and changesin the fair-value of',-''
PPL's anc~its subsidiaries'. debt portfolio due to changes'in
benchmark. interest. rates. . .

Cash Flow Hedges . . .'. ..

Interest.rate risks-include exposureito adverse interest rate
movements for outstanding Variable rite debt, and for future,,
anticipated financings. TPPL and PPL Energy Supply may enter

'into financial interest rate swap contra'cts. that qualify as cash,,;,
flow hedges to hedge floating interest rate. risk associated' with

'both existing'and anticipated debt issuances. For PPL, these
interest rate swap contracts range in.maturity'tthrough 2041'and
had a notional value of $425 million at December 3.1, 2009,. For
2009, 2008 and 2007,"hedge ineffectiveness associated-Avith
thesezderivatives, was not significant. 'No-contractswere
outstanding at PPL Energy Supply at December:31, 2009.'

WPDH Limited holds anet notional' position 'incross-currenc y
swaps totaling $302 million to hedge the interest payments and..
principal of its-U.S. dollar-denominated senior notes with maturity
dates ranging from December 2017 to December 2028. For 2009,
'2008 and 2007, no amounts were recorded related to hedge
ineffectiveness '. ' ' -

Cash flow hedges are discontinued if it is no longer probable that
the original forecasted transaction vwill occur by the end of the
originally specified tinme periods and'any amounts previously
recorded'in AOCI are reclassified to earnings.. PPL reclassified
a net after-tax'gain of $1 'million in2009 aidla'net after-t'a los's
of $3 million in 2007. PPL'had no such reclassifications'in
2008. PPL Energy Supply had no such reclassifications in 2009,
2008 and'2007'.

At'December 31, 2009;,the accumulated net unrealized after-tax
losses on qualifying derivatives'that are~expected to be
reclassified into earnings during'the next 1.2 months were $1
million for PPL and insignificant for PPL Energy Supply.

.Amounts are reclassified as thihe'dged interest payments are
m ad e . .. . , " ' ' ... . . .. .. . , ' . :. . ... . . "-

Fair Value Hedqes ' ' .

PP and PPL Energy Suppy exposed to .hanges in die fair
value of their domestic and international debt portfolios. To.,
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.manage this risk, .PPL and PPL Energy Supply may-enter into
financial contracts to hedge fluctuations in the fair Value of
existing~debt issuances due to. changes. in benchmark interest
rates. At December 31, 2009, PPL held contracts that range in
maturit•, through 2047 and.had a notional value of $750 million.
PPL Energy Supply did not hold any such.contracts at
December 3.1, 2009. 'PPL and- PPL Energy .Supply did not
recognize any gains or losses resulting from the'ineffective
portion of fair value hedges or from a portion of the hedging
instrument being excluded,from the assessment of hedgeý,.
effectiveness'for 2009,,-2008'and 2007. Additionally, PPL
recognized a net after-tax-gain of $4 million.from hedges* offidebt
issuances that no longer. qualified as *fair value hedges for:2009;
while the amounts were not significant'for 2008. and 2007., PPL..
Energy Supply did not recognize any gains or losses resulting
fromlhedges-of debt issuances that no longer qualified as fair•
value hedges for 2009, 2008 and 2007'. .

For'ign Currency Risk (PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

PPL and PPL-Energy Supply are exposed to foreign currency.
• risk, primarily through'investments inU.K. affiliates%. In .
addition;,PPL's,,and PPL, Energy Supply's domestic.operations
may make purchases of equipment in currencies .otherthan U.S.
dollars.

PPL and PPL Energy Supply have adopted a foreign currency
risk management. program designed to hedge certain foreign.,
currency exposures, including firm commitments,'reco'gnized..
assets or liabilities, anticipated transactions and netdinvestments.
In addition, PPL.and .PPL 'Energy Supply enter into financial
instruments to protectagainst foreign currency tranglation risk of
expected earnings. .•, . ' .

Cash Flow Hedqies

PPL and PPL Energy Supply may enter into, foreign currency
derivatives associated with foreign currency-denominated debt
and the exchange rate associated~with firm. commitments..

denominated. in foreign currencies' however, at December3 1,
2009, there were no existing contracts ofthis nature. Amounts
previously classified.in AOCIlare reclassified as'the hedged,.
interest payments are made and as the related equipment is-,

.depreciated. -.

'Cash flow hedges.are discontinued, if it is no longer probable that
• the original forecasted transaction will occur by thelend of the.
originally specified time periods and any, amounts previoisly'.-
'recorded in AOCL..are'reclasgified 'to .emrings. There were no
* such reclassifications 'during 2009, 2008'arid 2007. ..

... ~. . .': ..o ;, . . .. ;, ±

Fair Value Hedgqes

PPLand PPL Energy. Supply enter, into foreign? currency forward
contracts to hedge the exchange rates associated with firm -
commitments denominated in foreign c'urrencies; however, at
December 31, "2009; there were no existing contracts of this
nature. PPL and PPL Energy Supply did.not recognize any
gains or losses resulting from the ineffective portion of fair value
hedges or from'a portion of'tlie hedging. instrument beingc:
excluded from the assessment of hedge effectiveness for 2009,

2008 and 2007. 'Additionally, PPL and PPL Energy Supply did
not recognize any, gains, or losses resulting* from hedges ,of firm
commitments that no longer qualified as fair value hedges for
2009, 2008Wand 2007. ' ,, "

Net Investment Hedqes .''.

PPL and PPL Energy Supply may enter into foreign curfency .
contracts to protect. the value of a portion of their net. investment
in WPD. The total notional amount of the contracts'outstanding
at December 31, 2009.was £40 Million (approximately $78r
fnillion based oncontracted rates). The settlement.dates of these
contracts range from. March 2010 through June 201-1,- At.
December 31 ;.2009, the fair value of these positions was a net

assetof$13 million. For'2009,-2008 and 2007, PPL and PPL
Energy.Supply recognized after tax net investment hedge losses
of $5 million, gains of $20 dhillion and $2:million in the'foreign
currency translation adjustment component of OCI. At
December 31, 2009, PPL and PPL Energy Supply had $11
million of accumulated. netinvestment hedge.gains, after tax,
that were included in the -foreign.currency translation adjustment
component of AOCI compared with $,16 million of gains at
December 31, 2908. See Note 15 for additional information.

Economic Activity ...

PPL and PPL Energy Supply" may 'enter intoforeign currency
contracts as an economic hedge of anticipated earnings -
denominated in British pounds sterling... At December 31; 2009,
the total exposure hedged was £48 million andthe 'net fair value
Sof these positions-was a net asset of $2 million. IThese.contracts
had termination'dates'ranging from January 2010 to June 2010.
No similar hedging. instruments were outstanding at
December. 31, 2008,.'Gaing and, losses, both realized and
unrealized, on these, contracts are included in "Other Income -

net" on the Statements-of Income. For 2009, PPLandPPL
Energy Supply recorded net losses of $9 million. -For 2008 and
2007, PPL and.PPL 'Energy Supply. recorded net gains of $9,
million and' net losses, of. $4 million.related to similar' avetage
rate.f6rwards and average:'rate -options.. See Note 15 for
additional information.' ,. ' ' . ,

Accounting and Reporting

(PPL, -PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

All deiivative'instruments are, recorded at! fair value on the
balanceisheet as'anasset.or liability (unless they qualify, for
NPNS), rnd changes in the derivatives'.faifvali'eare recognized
currently in earnings unless specific'hedge accounting criteria
are. met. ' See Note 17.for additional. inforinationmon NPNS.

PPL andis subsidiaries have.elected not to offset net derivative
positions in.the financial statements., 'Accordingly, PPL and its
,subsidiaries do not offset 'such derivative positions against the
fair value of amounts (or amounts tfiat-approximate fair value)
recognized for the right-to reclaim cash collateral .(a receivable)
or the obligation to return cash collateral (a, payable) under
master.netting arrangements. i "
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Gains and losses associated with non-trading bilateral sales of
electricity at major market delivery points are netted with
purchases that offset the sales at those same delivery points. A
majormarket delivery point is.any delivery point with liquid
pricing available.

PPL and'PPL Energy Supply reflect their net realized and
unrealiz'd gains and losses associated with all derivatives that'
are held for trading purposes in the "Net energy trading margins"
line on the Statements of Income.: , : .

The circumstances and intent existing at the time that derivative,':
contracts are •entered into are used to determine their accounting
designation, which is subsequently verifiedby an independent
internal group on a daily'basis. The following summarizes the
guidelines that have been provided to the marketers who are'.
responsible .for contract designation -forderivative~energy,.
contracts. -... . .

" Any wholesaleand retail contracts'to sell electricity and the'
related capacity that do not meet the definiti6ri of a •derivative'
receive.accrual accounting. '.

" Physical electricity-only transactions can receive cash flow
hedge treatment if all of the qualifications are met.

" Physical capacity-only transactions to sell excess capacity,
fromn PPL's and PPLEnergy.Supply's generation qualify for
-NPNS'. The forward value, of these transgctions is.not
recorded in the financial statements and:has no earnings
impactuntil delivery. .. - ,: '.

" Any physical energy, sale or purchase not intended to hedge
an economic exposure is considered-speculati-ve, with-
unrealized gairis or losses recorded immediately through,
earnings,-> ' .. , - - .

. Financial .transactions 'that can ble settled in cagsh'do not
qualify for NPNS because they do:not.require physical
dnlivery.: These transactions can'receive'cash.flow hedge*.
treatment if they lock in the cash flows PPL and PPL Energy.
Supply will receive orpay for. energy expected to be sold or
purchased in the spot market. ' ...

* PPL and PPL Energy Supply-purchase TFTRs, for both',"
proprietary trading activities and hedging purposes. FTRs,
although economically effective as electricitylbasis he'dges;,
do not currently qualify for hedge, accounting treatment.. , -
Unrealized and iealized gains and losses from FTRs~that were
entered into for, trading purposes are recorded in "Net energy.
trading margins" on the Statements of Income. Unrealiied.
and realized gains and losses from FTRs that were entered
intofor hedging.'purposes are recorded in "Energy purdhases"
on the Statements of Income. '- , '. .. - r: "

* Physical and financial transactions for'gas and oil-to• meet fuel
and retail requirements can receive cash flow hedge, treatment.
if they lock in the price-PPL and PPL Energy Supplý.will pay
and meet the definition of.a derivative. -

* Certain option contracts may receive hedge accounting
treatment. Those that are not'eligible are marked to fair value
through earnings. • . .. , - . - - ,

Unrealizedfgains or losses.on'cash -flow hedges:,arerecordedin,
OCI, excluding ineffectiveness' that,is recognized immediately in

'earnings. These unrealized gains and losses become realized ""
when the contracts settle and are recognized in'earnings when:
the hedged transactions occur.,.. .. : -. , -. , .

The following i' a-summary of certain guidelines that-have-been
provided to PPL's- Financb 'Department;.which'is responsible for
.contract designation for interest rate and foreign currency
derivatives.

* Transactions to lock in an interest rate prior to, a debt -

issuance can be'designated as cashfloyd" hedges. Any " -

unrealized gains-or losses-on transactions. receivihg cash flow,
..hedge treatmient are recorded, in OCIland are. amiortized as a
. component of interest expense when the hedged transactions
- occur... •

* Transactions entered into to hedge fluctuations in the fair-,
value oflexisting debt can be designated as fair-.value hedges.
To the extent, that the change in the-fair value of the - ' - .-

derivative offsets the change in the fair-yalue of the existing- .
debt,.there is no earnings impact, as both changes are .
reflected in interest expense. Realized gains and'losses over

Sthe life'of the hedge are reflected in interest expense.

* Transactions entered into to hedge the value of a net
investment0of foreign operations 'can, be designated as net-.
investmentihedges.- To the-extent that.the derivatives are. .
highly effective at hedging the, value of the net investment, .
gains- and losses, are recorded- in :the foreign-currency .-...-

* translation adjustment component of OCI and will-not be
• recorded in earnings until-the investnient is substantially

liquidated. w , . -. . - - - " "

* Derivative transactions that do not qualify for hedge-
, accounting treatment are miarked to--fair valuetthrbugh', 4 .

earnings. .These transactionsgenerally include -hedges of.
earnings translationrisk associated-with sibsidiaries that
report theirfinancial statements in.a'durrency other thdn the-
U.S. dollar. As 'such, these transactions eliminate earnings :
volatility due solely to changes in foreign currency exchange
rates. ' - . . , ,

- 'C ~. -

- .- --
-" 4 2'',.~. -"''.~

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

The following tables present the fair value and location'of derivative instruments recorded on- the-.Balance' Sheets at December,31,
•2009. -" " - "
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P1
Derivatives designated as•

hedging instruments
Assets . Liabilities

PL I • PPL Energy Supply '.
Derivatives not designated as 'Derivatives designated as Derivatives not designated as

hedging instruments (a) hedging instruments hedging instruments (a)
Assets Liabilities: Assets Liabilities Assets Liabilities

Current:
Price Risk Management

Assets/Liabilities (b)
Interest rate swaps
Cross-currency swaps

contracts
Foreign currency

exchange contracts
Commodity contracts

Noncurrent:
Price Risk Management
Assets/Liabilities (b)
Interest rate swaps
Cross-currency swaps

contracts
Foreign currency

exchange contracts
Commodity contracts

Total derivatives

$ 10

1 $ : 4

8
741 219
760 223

-$ 1$ .-

$ 2 -- 8 $ 2
1,395 $ 1,279 741 219 1,395 $ 1,279-
1,397 '1,279 750 223 ' 1,397 - 1,279

40

11- -:.11l '": " :"'"

5
578
634

5
' 1I ' 8 • 640" .464 - '578 118t

118 ' 640 464" .594 118i
-640 464.
640 464'

$ 1,394 $ 341 $- 2,037 $ 1,743 $ 1,344 $ 341 $ 2,037 $" 1,743

(a) $375 million of net gains associated with derivatives that were no longer designated as hedging instruments are recorded in AOCI at December 31, 2009.
(b) Represents the location on the balance sheet.

The after-iax bdAlinces' otf accumulated net gains (losses) (excluding net investment hedges) in AOCI were:

* '2009 2008- 2007

-$ 602 $:- (21) $ (192)
573 (12) (188)

, li
PPL
PPL Energy Supply

(PPL),

The following tables present the pre-tax effect of derivative instruments recognizetd in income or OCI in 2009.

. Gain (Loss) Gain (Loss) -
Derivatives in Fair. Hedged Items in -Location of Gains , Recognized in, . .,Recognized in

Value.Hedging Fair Value Hedging . (Losses) Recognized - -Income on - Income on Related
- Relationships ' Relationships . in Income Derivative Item "

Interest rate swaps Fixed rate debt Interest expense :- $ 12 $ 29
Other income-net 7

Derivative Gain
(Loss) Recognized in'

OCT (Effective
Derivative Relationships' Portion) .

Cash Flow Hedges:
Interest rate swaps $. 64

Cross-currency swaps (45)

-Commodity contracts 829

Location of Gaiis (Losses) Recognized in
Income

Gain (Loss)
Recognized in Income

-. , on Derivative --, -
Gain (Loss), (Ineffective Portion

Reclassified from and Amount Excluded
AOCI intd Income, from Effectiveness
(Effective Portion)-. . Testing)'" .

• , .5 -'* *. (2 --. -
Interest expense -
Other income - net
Interest expense
Other ijicome - net
Wholesale energy marketing
Fuel - -.

(20)
' "58',. '

(20)
(544)

.;: • . .

"- (296)
2

(7)Energy Purchases
Other operati6i and maintenance

_ _ _ Depreciation
$ 848 $ (223) $ (301)

Net Investment Hedges:
Foreign currency exchange

contracts $ (9)
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Derivatives Not Designated
as Hedging Instruments:

Foreign currency exchange
contracts,

Commodity contracts

Location of Gains (Losses)
Recognized inIncome. on

. Derivatives, , 2009 § -v's. 5 . '.1 2''

Other income - net "
Unregulated retail electric and gas
Wholesale energy, marketing
Net energy trading margins (a)
Fuel
Energy purchases

$ (9)
13

588

12
(808)

$ (204)

(a) Differs-from statement of income due to intra-month transactions that PPL defines"as spot
activity, which is not accounted for as a derivative. '

'Sr.

(PPL Energy Supply)

The following tables present thejpre-tax effect of derivative instruments recognized in income or OCI in 2009.

Gain (Loss) Gain (Loss) • . ,
Derivatives in Fair Hedged Items in Fair . Location of Gains Recognized in Recognized in

Value Hedging Value Hedging (Losses) Recognized Income on Income on Related
Relationships Relationshilis in Income Derivative Item

interestate sw-•s Fixed rate debt $lnteres'expeiise " $ 1.

Gain (Loss)

. ,, Recognized in Income
on Derivative

Derivative Gain
(Loss) Recognized in

OCI (Effective
Portion)

Location of Gains (Losses) Recognized in
Income .

Gain (Loss)
• Reclassified from

AOCI into Income
(Effective Portion)

(Ineffective Portion "
and Amount Excluded

from Effectiveness
Testing). Derivative Relationships

Cash Flow Hedges:
Interest rate swaps

Cross-currency swaps

Commodity contracts

Net Investn ent Hedges:
Foreign currency exchange

contracts

Interest expense

Other income - net
$ (45) Interest expense

829 Other income - net
89 Wholesleenergy marketing .;..
Fuel

, . Energy'purchases
Other operation and maintenance

",_____ _ 'Di6reciation ..
$ -. -784

$ 2

-: ' $

(20)
358- $ (26)

, (20) 2
(544) (7)

(222) $ .. . (301)

$ - (9)

Derivatives Not Design'ated
asHedging Instru'ments:

Foreign currency exchange
contracts

Commodity contracts

Location of Gains (Losses)
Recognized in Income on

. Derivatives "

Other income"- net". ' .
Unregulated retail electric and gas
Wholesale energy marketing'
Net energy trading margins (a)
Fuel.

:Energy purchases

2009

$ " "* '(9)'

13
588

12
(808)

$ (204)
, • g |

(a) Differs from statement of income due to intra-month transactions that PPL Energy Supply
defines as spot activity, which is not accounted for as a derivative.
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Credit Risk-Related Contingent Features (PPL andPPL
Energy Supply)I .

Certain of PPL's and PPL Energy Supply's derivative contracts
contain credit contingent provisions which would permit the
counterparties with which PPL or PPL Energy Supply is.in a net
liability position to require the transfer of additional collateral
upon a decrease in PPL's or-PPL Energy Supply's creditdrating.
Most of these provisions would require PPL or PPL Energy
Supply to transfer additional collateral or permit the
counterparty to terminate the contract if PPL's or PPL Energy
Suipply's credit rating were to fall below investment grade;
Some of these provisions also would allow the counterparty to
require additional collateral upon each decrease in the credit.
rating at levels that remain above investment grade. In'either' -

case, if PPL's or PPL Energy Supply's credit rating were to fall-.
below investment grade (i.e., below BBB- for S&P or Fitch, or.
Baa3 forMoody's), and assuming noj.a.ssjgriment to an
investment grade affiliate -were-allowed, most of these credit
contingent provisions require either'immediate payment of the
net liability as a termination payment or. immediate and' ongoing
full collateralization-by PPL or PP1L Energy Supply on-,
derivative instruments in net liability-positions..-.. .

Additionally, certain of PPL sand PPL Energy Supply'.
derivative contracts contain credit contingent provisions that.
requirePPLor PPL.Energy Supply to provide "adequate "

19.. Goodwill-and Other Intan.ble- Assets .

Goodwill (PPL and PPL Energy Supply).

The changes in the carrying aniount of goodwill by segment were:

assurance":of performance if the other party has reasonable
grounds for insecurity regarding PPL's or PPL-Eneigy Supply's"
performance of its obligation under the contract. -A counterparty
demanding adequate assurance could require a transfer of

' additional collateral 6r other security, including letters, of credit,
.cash.and guarantees from a creditwb'thy entity. This would-_ '

typically involve negotiations among'the parties. However,
amounts disclosed below represent assumed immediate payment
or immediaie and ongoing full coliateraiizationfor'derivative
instruments in net liability positions.-with "adequate assurance"
provisions. ' " , -" " . " -

T6-determine net liability positions, PPL and PPL Energy
Supply use the fair value of each agreement. The aggregate fair
value of all derivative instruments with the credit contingent
provisions described above that were in a net liability position at .
December 31, 2009 was $197 million for both PPL and PPL'
Energy Supply, 6f 'which both had posted. collateral of $163f'
million in the normal course of business. At December 3 1,
2009, if the credit contingent provisions underlying these
-derivative instruments were triggered due to a credit downgrade
below investment grade, PPL and PPL Energy Supply would

- have been required to post an- additional $131 million of , -

collateral to their counterparties.

' -"-. - Su.plW- Inteinational Delivery - , - "Total
2009 ./ 2008 2009, ' -2008 2009' 2008-

$ " 94' $ 94 $ - 669 $ . 897 $ 763 $ 991Balance at beginning of period (a)
Allocation to discontinued operations (b) ' (3) : .

Effect of foreign currency exchange rates .... . ._46 (228)
Balance'atend ofperiod $ 91 $ 94.$ '715 $ 669

*(a) There were no accumulated impairment losses related to goodwill recorded at January 1; 2008.1'.
(b) Allocated to the -Long Island and the, majority.qf the Maine hydroelectric generation businesses and written off.

. (3) .
- 46 . (228)

$ 806 $ ,763

11 . 1
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Other Intancgibles

(PPL)

December:3 2109
Gross

Carrying Accumulated
Amount Amortization

December 31, 2008
Gross

Carrying Accumulated
'Amount " AmortiZation," . . I .14-

-The gross canying amount and the a&umulated amortization of
other intangible assets were:

Deceimber 31, 2009 December 31, 2008
Gross Gross

-Carrying Accumulated Carrying 'Accumulated
Amount Amortization Amount Amortization

Subject to
amortization:'

Land and
transmission
rights '$ 272 $

Emission
allowances/
RECs (a) (b) 56

Lease "."" ""
arrangemdnt- >

and other (c) 1" -375
Not subject to " .

amortization
dueto - .,
indefinite life: -

Land and
transmission
rights 16

Easements 76
$ 795 $

!14 &$ $ 244' $ I

88

41 2 372

16
67

155 $ . 787"$ 133

Subject td
amortization:
Land and
transmission .
rights $ 59 $- 23 $ 42 $ 22

Emission
allowances/
RECs (a) (b) . 56,, 88

Lease
arrangement
and other (c) 375. `'41 . 372 23

Not subject to " - " "
amortization
due to
indefinite life: '

Easements ' .76 67"s' .6 ,'__.__,
$, 566 $ .. 64 $ , '569 $ . 45,

(a) Removed from the Balance.Sheets and expensed when, consumed or sold.
Consumption expense was $32 million, $25 million, and $108 million in,
2009; 2008, and 2007. Consumption6 expense is.estimatrd at $26 million for'
2010, $8 millioh.for 2011, $2-millionfor 2012 and-$ S million for2013'and
2014. . • ,

(b) During 2009, PPL Energy Supply recorded $37 million of impairment
charges. See Note 17 for additional. information.

(c) "Other" includes costs for the developrnmnt 'of licenses" the most significan't
of Which is' the COLA' Arimortizationiof these costs begins When the related
asset is placed in service. -See Note 8-for additional informationon the.
COLA.

Current intangible, assets and-long-term intangible, assets are
presented as'"Other intnhe igibles" intheir respective areas on the
Balance Sheets.

Amortization expense~excluding consumption of emission.,
allowances/RECs, was' $19 million, $10 million: and $4 million in

-. 2009, 2008 and 2007, and is estimated to be $20 million per year
:for 2010 through 2014.

(PPL Electric)

The gross carrying amount and the accumulated amortization of
intangible assets were:

December31;'2009 ' 'De'czmber 31,,2008
Gross " Gross'

Carrying "Accumulated Carrying Accumulated
Amount Amortization Amount Amortization

(a) Removed from the Balance Sheets and expensed when consumed or-sold.
Cofisumption expense was $32 million, $25 million, and $108 million in
2009, 2008, and 2007. Consumption expense is estimated at $26 million
for 2010, $8 million for 2011, $2 million for 2012 and $1 million for 2013
and 2014.

(b) During 2009, PPL recorded $37 million of impairmentcharges. See Note
17.for additional information.

(c) '"Other" includes costs for the development of licenses, the most significant
'of which is the COLA. Amortization of these costs begins when the related
asset is placed in service. See Note 8 for additional information on the -

COLA.- '-" "

Current intangible assets and long-term intangible assets are
included in "'Other intangibles'iAn their.respective areas-on the
Balance.Sheets. • . . .

Amortization expense, excluding consumption of emission,
al'owances/RECs, was $22 million, $13 rhillion and $7 million in
2009, 2008 and 2007, and is estimated to be $23 million per year

for 2010 through 2014.

(PPL Energy Supply) " -

The gross carrying amount and the accumulated amortization of
other intangible assets were:

Subject to
amortization:
Land and
transmission
rights $

Not subject to
amortization
due to
indefinite life:
Land and
transmission
rights

214 : $ 91 $ - 203 $ 89

-16. " 16
230 $ 91 $ 219 $ 89
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Intangible assets are.shown as "Intangibles" on'the Balance
Sheets. .- ,: ., . , . . ..

Amortization expense was,$3.million for 2009 and 2008 and $2;
milli on .for. 2007, and isiestimated to, be- $3 million per year' for:-
2010 through 2014.

(PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Eleciric)

The annual provisions for amortization have been computed
principally in accordance with the following weighted-average
asset lives'(ifiyears):, :. .'

..- Weighted-Average,
• , ~Life '"

,Land and-transmission rights , , , -.. 67 '
Emission allowances/RECs (a) "

cdntaining.material are located,.have'been well maintained and
large cap ital and, environmental :investments are'being made at.
these l~lants, -During the previous five years;-theuseful.lives of.
the plants had been~reviewed arid in most cases significantly
extended., Due to these circumstances,,PPL management was -

unable to rea.sonably' estimate-a settlement date or range of - .
settlement'dates for the remediation. of all of the asbestos-.
containing material at the generation plants. If economic events
or other circumstances change that enable PPL and PPL Energy
Supply.to rea'sonabl5€ estimate the fair value of these retirement
obligations, thdywill-b' recorded at that time. , ,.

Other conditional AROs that were-recorded related to treated '.

-wood poles', gas-filled switchgear and.fluid-filled cables. These,
obligations, required by U.K. law, had an' insignificant impact on'
the financial statements.- - - - - , ,' . , .

PPL'hfid PPL Energy Supply. also' identified legal retirement, .
'obligationsý associated with'.the 'retirement'of a reservoir and
certain transmis'sion assets that could'notbe reasonably' estimated
due -to indeterminable settlement dates.

Current AROs areiricluded in "Other current liabilities" and long-
term AROs -are included in "Asset retirement obligations" on the
Balance Sheets.! The changes-in the carrying amounts of AROs
were:

Lease arrangement and omer "'l

(a). Expensed when consumed or sold.' ' '. "

Foll0wing are the weightled-average 'ratl of amortization at ' .
Deýember31. .. " - '' . .. . .. • -

Land and transmission rights .
Emission allowances/RECs (a)
Lease arrangement and. ther

(a) 'Expefiied when consunred or',sold.

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply)

1.23% 1.28%

6.09% .. 6.10%

ARO at beginning of period
~'Accretion expense
New obligations incurred
Changein estimated cash flow or

. settlement date
Change in foreign currency exchange
rates

'Obligations settled
ARO at end of period

2009

$ 389
31' .9

S(19)
$ 426

In November 2009, the NRC approved PPL Susquehanna's • -

application for 20-year license renewals for each of the
Susquehanna nuclear units. Costs of $17 millionwere capitalized
related to these license renewals. The weighted-average period..
prior to the next PPL Susquehanna license renewal is 34-years..
See Note 8 for additional information.

20. Asset Retirement Obligations

(PPLand-PPL Energy Supply), . -

PPL and PPL Energy Supply recognized, as liabilities in the -

•fin h al-fstdtemei't§; ýfri6"us legaaobligations a'ss 6iatedwith tlie
retirement of long-lived assets, the largest of which relates to the
decommis-sionifig of th 'Susquehanna plant. Other AROs recorded
relate to significant'interim retirements at the Susquehanna plant
and various environmental requirements for coal piles, ash basins
and other waste basin retirements.

PPL and PPL Energy Supply have recorded several conditional
AROs, the most significant of which related to the removal and
disposal of asbestos-containing material.

In addition to the AROs that were recorded for asbestos-
containing material, PPL and PPL Energy Supply identified other.
asbestos-related-obligatidns, but 'vere.unable to reasonably"
estimate their fairvalues. These retirement obligations could not
be reasonably estimiated due to indeterminable s'ettlement dates.
The'generation plants, where significant amounts of asbestos-

2008

$ 376
29
12

- (4)

(2)
.(2-2

S,.389-

Changes in ARO costs and settlement dates, which affect the
carrying value of various AROs, are reviewed periodically to
ensure that any material changes areincorporated into the -latest
estimates of the obligation. In 2009, PPL Energy Supply revised
cost estimates for several AROs and recognized additionral
asbestos liabilities at several plants, the most significant being the
asbestos'AROs at the Mofitour plant. In 20.08, PPL Energy_.
Supply revised estimated settlement dates and cost estimates for.
remediating several AROs, the most significant.being.the 'ash
basins at the Montour and Brunner Isldnd plants. In addition, PPL
Energy Supply recognized additional liabilities for,asbestos- -;

containing material at several plants. The effect'of these hew and
revised liabilities was to increase the ARO liability and, related
plant balances by $25 million in 2009 and $8 million, in 2008.
The 2009 and 2008 income statement impact of-these changes was.
ins'ignificant. '- ." '

The most significant ARO recordedby PPL and PPL Energy'
Supply relates to the decommissioning of the Susquehanna
nuclear plant. The expected cost to decommission the
Susquehanna plant is based on a 2002 site-specific study that
estimated'the cost. to dismantle and decommission each unit'
imrffiediately following final shutdown.' PPL Susquehanna's 90%
share of the total estimated cost of decommissioning the
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Susquehanna plant was approximately S936 million measured in
* 2002 dollars. This estimate includes decommissioning the

radiological portions of the statioin and the cost of removalof non-.
radio-logical structures and materials'. In 2010,:PPL Energy

* Supply plans to perform a site-.specific, studyto.estimate the cost
-to decommission each unit. The impact of this study on-the -
recorded ARO is not now determinable, but could -be significant.

The accrued nuclear-decommissioning obligation-was $348
million and; $322 million at December-31, 2009 and 2008,.and is.
included in "Asset retirement obligations" on the Balance Sheets;
The fair Value of investments that are legally'restricted for the
decommissioning of the Susquehanna nuclear plant was $548
million and $446 million at December 3.1; 2009 and, 2008, and is.
included in !'Nuclear plant-decommissioning trust funds" on.thev
Balance Sheets. See'Notes 17 and 21 for.additional information'
on the nuclear decommissioning trust funds. Accretion expense,f
associated with the obligation; was $26 million in.2009, $24-
million in 2008 and $22 million in 2007,-and is included in "Other
operation'and maintenance" on the Statements of Income. • -:,.

(PPL and PPL Electric)'

PPL Electric has identified legal retirement obligations f6r'the
retirement of certain- transmission assets that could not be -•,•

• reasonably estimated due to indeterminablesettlement dates.
These assets are located on 'ights-of-waythat allow the. grantor to
require PPL Electric to relocate or remove the assets. Since this -

olýtionis at, the discretion of the grantor- of the right-of-way, PPL
Electric':is unable to. determine, whentheseevents- may occur.'. -.

-21. Available-for-Sale Securities

(PPL, PPL Energy Supply. andPPL Electric)

PPL and its subsidiaries classify, auction rate -securities, certain,-
short-term investments and securities held -by the NDT funds as
available-for-sale. - Available-for-sale securities are carried on the
balance sheet'at fair value. Unrealized gain's and losses on these -

securities are reported, net of tax, in OCI or are recognized
currently in earnings when a decline in fair -value -is determined to
be other-than-temporary. =- , - • "

(PPL and PPL Energy Supply) 2- -- -,

The following table shows the amortized cost of available-f6r-.sale
securities, and the gross unrealized gains and losses recorded in
AOCI..atDecember 31. See Note 17 for information regarding the
fair value of these, securities.

2009
Gross

Amortized Unrealized
"-Cost Gains'

Gross
Unrealized

LosSes

- :.. 2008
-Gross Gross

Amortized,_ " Unrealized Unrealized
Cost -- Gains Losses (a)

$ 150 '

PPL
Short-term investments-- municipal debt securities
NDT funds:

Cash and cash equivalents
Equity securities:

U.S..large-cap
U.S. mid/smal-cap

Debt securities: " "
U.S.. Treasury
U.S. government agency
Municipality
'lnxestment-grdde corporate . -,

-Residential mortgage-backed securities
Other .-

Receivables/Payables, net..

Auction rate securities " "
Total PPL -

PPL Energv SupDly
Short-term investments - munimcpal debt securities
NDT funds: " -

Cash and cash equivalents
• , Equity securities: .

U.S. large-cap
U.SI mid/small-cap

" 'D'ebt seuuritifs:
. US. Treasury' •

U.S. government agency
- Municipality,

Investment-grade corporate
-. - Residential'mortgage-backed securities " -

Other
Receivables/Payables, net. -

7.'-.

170 $
65

72
9

63
28

1rI-

89
°'36

160 $
60,'

67
13
59 -

31

2

22
-9-

10

2
2

"- -,- 3... 3 .. 3

418 130 400
25 29

$ '443 $ 130. .$ - 579

• $ i5o
7 " ". 4

170- $ 89 160
-. 65 36 60

46 • ; - (5)
$ '46 $

$ .22
9

"- 10

2
2

-72

9
63
28

3
418
20

$' 438"

2 '.. -

2
- 1

67
- 13

59
31
-2

Auction rate securities
Total PPL Energy Supply

-_-, 3 -1- .- _ . .~

130 -- .. 400 - .46
24 ( - (.5)'

$ 130 - - $ 574 $ - 46": $ (5)
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(a) Prior to the April 1, 2009 adoption of accounting guidance addressing qther-than-temporary impairments, there were no unrealized losses recorded in AOCI on debt
securities in the NDT funds.' See "New Accounting Guidance Adopted. Rec6gnition and Presentation of Other-Than-Temporary Impairments" in Note 1 for,
additional information. -'

There were no securities with gross unrealized losses not' recognized in earnings at December 31, 2009. At December 31, 2008, the
fair value of PP L's and PPL Energy, Supply's auction' rate securities in an unrealized los' positron for less than 12 months .vas'$21

million and $19 million. The gross unrealized losses on these securities"were $5 million for PPL and PPL Energy Supply.

The following table shows the scheduled maturity'dates of debt
securities held at December 31, 2009..

Maturity Maturity'

Less Maturity,' in Excess

Than Maturity, 5-10 of 10.
1 Year 1-5 Years Years Years Total

PPL.
Amortized Cost $ 7 $ 79 $ 49 $ 63$ 198
Fair Value ' . 7 81 51 64 • 203

PPL Eneray SuvDIy
Amortized Cost $ '7 $ 79 $ 49 $. 58 '$' 193
Fair Value 7 81 51 59 198

The following table shows proceeds from and realized gains
(losses) on sals of available-for-sale securities.

2009 *' 2008

PPL
P-ro-ceeds from sales of NDT

securities (a)
Other proceeds from sal&s
Gross realized gains (b)
Gross realized losses (b)

PPL" Energy SuplI ,
Proceeds from sales of NDT

securities (a)'-. " - '.. .
Otherproceeds. from sales. -
Gross realized gains (b).
Gross realized losses (b),.

$ 201.
154
ý27
(20)

$ " 20 1'ý
154,
27

.(20)

$ .197
126
19

: . '(23).

2007

$ 175
648

15
(10)"-'',

197 "$
.33.
,19,,.
(23)'

L, '175:
*584

.15
(10)

decommissioning trust funds, PPL Susqlueh'anna would be
obligated to fund 90% of the shortfall.'

When' tlie fair value of a'security is less than anmortized cost, PPL
and PPL Energy Supply nmust make certainassertions to avoid
recording an other-than-temporary impairment that requires'a'
current period charge to earnings. The NRC requires that
nuclear decommissioning trusts be managed by independent
investment managers, with discretion to buy and sell securities
in the trusts. As a result, PPL and PPL Energy'Supply have been
unable to demonstrate the ability to hold an impaired security
until it recovers its value; therefore, unrealized losses on debt
securities through March '31, 2009 and unrealized losses on
equity securities- for all15rio'ds presented, represented otihe'r-
"than-temrnporary impairments that repquireda•cunrent period

charge to earnings. : " -

As described in. "New Accounting Guidance Adopted--
Recognition and Presentation of Other-ThanTemporary

Impairnients" in NRtel', effective April 1,2009, when PPL and
PPL Energy Supply intend to seli'a debt secu'rity or more likely

than not will be reqtreid to-sell a debt security before recovery,
then the other-thah-temporary impairment recognized in '
earnings will equal the'entire'difference between the 'security's
amortized cost basis' aid its fair value. However, if there is no
intent to sell a debt security and it is not mote likely than" not that
they will be required to sell the'security before recovery, but .the
security'has suffered a'credt loss, the other-than-temporary
impairmeit vrill be sediarated into the credit loss. component;
which is' recoghized in earnings, and' the remainder of the other-
thanf-temporary impairn'*ent, which is recorded in OCE
Temporary impairm 'ints of'debt'sectrities and Unrealized gains
on both debt and equity 'securities are recorded to 0CI. There
were'no credit losses on debt securities held in the NDT funds at
December . -"' '

Auction Rate Securities '

At December 31, 2009 and 2008, auction rate securities were,
recorded 'in "Other ihvegtments" 'on the Balance Sheets.
Historically, the fair value of auction rate securities
approximated their par value due to the frequent resetting of the
interest rates through the auction process. The auctions for these
outstanding sediirities failed in 2008 and 2009. "Based upon the
evaluation of available information,'PPL and PPL Energy

'Supply believe'these investments continiue to be of high credit
quality and they'ao' not have signific'ant exposure' to realize
losses on these securities. 'PPL and PPL Energy Supply contifnue
to earn interest on these investments at contractually prescribed
interest rates. PPL 'dnd PPL Energy; Supply'haveno current
plans to sell these securities until they can be liquidated at par
value and do not anticipate having to sell these securities in'
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(a) These proceeds, along with deposits of amounts collected from customers,
are used to pay incomne taxes and fees'related'tb mnanaging the trust.'
Remaining proceeds are reinvested in the trust. ' .

(b) Excludes the impact of other-than-temporary impairment charges
recognized in the Statements of Income. :

NDT Funds'

Beginning in January 1999 'and ending in December 20090, in-
accordance with the PUC Final Order, approximately $1130
million of decommissioning costs were recovered from PPL
Electi'ic's customers through the CTC over th e 11-year, li f6f the
CTC rather thin th6 rem'aining life of the Stiscuehanna nucle'ar
1lant. The recovery included a return on unamortized'
decommissioning costs. Under the power ýuppl" agreements

between PPL Electric and PPL EnergyPlus, these revenues veire
passed on o 'pPL'Ene-gy•Pius Similarly, these revenues were'

passed on to PPL"Susquehanna'r under a power supply agreeme'nt
between PPL EnergyPlus and PPL Susquehanna.

Amounts collected from PPL Electric's customers for
decommissioniAg, less applicable taxes, are deposited in external
trust funds for investment and can only be used for fututre
decommissioning costs. To the extent that the actual costs for
decommissioning 'exceed'the'amounts in the nuclear'



order tofund operations or. for any other purpose. As such, the
decline'in fair'value noted below was deemed.temporary'due to
general market conditions.

At December 31 ,'2008, the'estimated fair 'Value of the'auction
rate securities Was $5 million lower than par:value for PPL and
PPL Energy Supply. In 2008, unrealized losse's of $5 million for
both PPL and PPL Energy Supply were recorded to OCI.
During 2009, PPL Energy Supply liquidated $4 million of these
securities ai par. At Decemfber 31, 2069, the estimated fair yalue
was determined to approximate par value. As such, PPL and
PPL Energy Supply reYersed $5 million of previously recorded'
temporary impairments. See Note 17 for additional information
onf these securities, includingfair value.

Short-term Investments

(PPL, and PPL Energy Supply)

In December'2008, the PEDFA issued $150' million aggregate
principal ano*Unt of Exempt Facilities Revenue Bonds, Series
2008A and 2008B due 2038 (Series' 2008 Bbnds) on behalf of.
PPL Energy Supply. PPL Investment Corp. acted as the initial

• purchaser of the Series 2008"Bonds upon issuance. At
December 31; 2008, these investments were reflected in."Shortt
term investments", on the Balance Sheet. In April 2009, PPL
Investment Corp. 'received $150,millionfbr its'.investment in.the
Series.2008 bonds when they were refunded by the PEDFIA. See
"Long-term Debt" in Note 7 for more information on the .
refundings. No realized or unreahzed gains (losses) were
recorded on.these, securities, as the difference fetween carrying

"value and. fairvalue was.insignificant.

(PPL, and PPL Electric) " ,

In October .2008, the I PEDFA issued. $90 million aggregate
principlal amount of Pollution Control Revenue.Refunding
Bonds, Series 2008 (PPL Electric Utilities Corporation'Project)

' due 2023'(PPL Electric Series 2008 Bonds) on behalf of PPL
Electric.. PPL Electric acted as the initial purchaser of the PPL
Electric Series 2008 Bonds upon issuance. PPL Electric

• remarketed the PPL Electric Series 2008 Bonds to'unaffiliated
investors in November 2008. No realized or unrealized gains,.
(losses) were recorded in 2008 related to these securities, as the,
difference between carrying value and fair, value was
insignificant.

22. New Accounting Guidance Pending Adoption,

(PPL, PPL Energy Supply and PPL Electric)

Accounting for Transfers of Financial Assets

Effective January 1, 2010, PPL and its subsidiaries will adopt,
accounting guidance that was' issued to r'emise the accounting for
transfers of financial assets. This guidance:

'elfiminates the concept of a qualifying specialI-purpose entity
" (QSPE); -therefore, QSPEs will be subject to consolidation

guidance;
i changes the requirements for the derecognition of financial

Sassets ' ' ' " ':, " • . "'":se

" establishes new criteria! for reporting'the transfer of a'
portion of a financial asset as a sale;

" requires transferors to initially recognize, at fair value,
assets obtained and liabilities incurred as a result of a
transfer accounted for as a sdle; dnd

• requires enhanced disclosures to impro-ve the transparency
around transfers of financial assets and a transferor's
continuing involvement.

Early adoption is prohibited.. This guidance will be 'applied
prospectively to new transfers of financial assets. Disclosures
Will be required for all transfers, including those entered into
before the effective date. Comparative disclosures are
encouraged' but notrequired, for periods in which these
disclosures were not previously required. The January 1, 2010:
adoptiofi is not expected to have a significant impact on PPL and
its subsidiaries; however,, the impact in future periods could be
material. ,

Consolidation of Variable Interest Entities

Effective January 1, ,2010, PPL and its subsidiaries will adopt
accounting guidance that was issued to replace the quantitative-
based risks and rewards calculation for determining which
entity, if any, hasa controlling financial interest in a variable
interest entity (VIE) and is the primary beneficiary., The primary
beneficiary miust consolidate'the VIE. This guidancie: .

' prescribes a qualitative approach focused on identifying .
which entity has the power to direct the activities of a VIE
that most significantly impact the VIE's economic
performance and the obligation-to absorb losses, ofor the
right to receive benefits from the VIE that could potentially
be significantto the VIE;- -

. requires ongoinfg assessments of whether a- .entity.is tiie
primary beneficiary of a VIE;

" requires enhanced disclosures to improve the transparency
of an entity's involvement in ad'VIE;.

" requires that all previous consolidation conclusions, b
reconsidered; and

" requires that QSPEs be evaluated. for consolidation
(resulting from the elimination of the QSPE concept in the"`
guidance addressing accounting for transfers of financial
ass6.is). .' •

If the initial application results in consolidation of a VIE, the
.assets, liabilities.ahd non.controlling interets" of the VIE will bemeasured at their carrying amo'ntsas if this giidance had been'
applied from the point in" time the entity became the pimary

berieficia-ry'of the:VIE (iu'nless the fair value option is elected).

Any difference between the net dinrdnts required to be
reco gized and the'amouht of any previously recognized interest
wuill .be reflected as a cumulative-effect adjustment to retained
earnings. If initial applicati6n resiulis in deconsblidation of a
VIE, any retained interest in the VIE will be measured at its
carrying value as if this guidance had been' applied from the.
inception of the VIE. ' "

Early adoption is prohibited. 'Comparative disclosures are not
required for periods in which thlse discl6sures'weie not
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previously required. PPL and its subsidiaries are assessing the
potential impact of adoption to" the financial statements. The
January 1, 2010 adoption is not expected to have a significant
impact on PPL and its subsidiaries; however, the impact in
future periods could be material.

Improving Disclosures about Fair Value
Measurements

Effective January 1, 2010, PPL and its subsidiaries'will
prospectively! adopt accounting guidance-that was issued to
improve disclosures about fair value measurements. This
guidance:

o requires disclosures be provided for each class of assets and
liabilities, with class determined on the basis of the nature
and risks of the assets and liabilities;

*, for recurring fair value measurements, requires disclosure
of significant transfers between Levels I and 2 and transfers
into and out of Level 3 and the reasons for those transfers;
and

* clarifies that a description of valuation techniques and
inputs used to measure fair value, is.required for Level 2 and
Level 3 recurring and nonrecurring fair Value
measurements.

Effective January J, 2011, PPL and its subsidiaries will adopt
provisions of this guidance that require' Level 3 activity of
'purchases,'sales, issuances and settlements be provided on a
gross basis.

This guidance makes corresponding amendments to employers'
disclosures about pensions and other postretirement benefits.

Early adoption is permitted. *Comparative disclosures are
'required only fdr periods ending after initial adoption. PPL and
its subsidiaries are assessing the potential impact of adoption.
The adoption coufd have a significant .im'act on required
disclosures.

Subsequent Measurement - Cash Flow Hedges

Effective April 1, 2010, PPL and its subsidiaries will
prospectively adopt accounting guidance that was issued to'
clarify how an entity should reflect the subsequent measurement
of cash flow hedges in AOCI if, during a priorperiod, hedge.

-accounting was not permitted. This situation may arise if an
entity's retrospective assessment of hedge effectiveness indicated
that the hedging relationship had not been highly effective in a
period, but the piospective assessment of hedge effectiveness
'showed an expectation that the' hedging relationship would be
highly effective in the future; therefore, the hedging relationship
continued even though hedge accounting was not permitted for a
certain period. This guidance:

* requires that the cumulative gain or loss on the derivative
that is used to determine the maximum amount of gain or
loss that may be-reflected in AOCI exclude the'gains or,
losses thatoccurred during the period when hedge
accounting was not permitted; and

, requires that. the cumulative change in the expected future
cash flows on the hedged transaction exclude the changes
related to the period when hedge accounting was not
applied.

PPL and its subsidiaries are assessing the potential impact of
adoption. The potential impact of adoption-is not yet
determinable but could be material.

, 4
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QUARTERLY-FINANCIAL, COMMON STOCK PRICE AND DIVIDEND DATA (Unaudited)
PPL Corporation-and Subsidiaries'
(Millions of Dollars, except per share data)

March 31
2009 .,

Operating revenues as previously reported.......................... $ 2,359
Reclassification of discontinued operations, (b) ............................ (8)
O perating revenues ................................................................................ 2,351.

Operating income as preiiously reported.' ................ ........ 417
* Recllassification of dikcontinued operations'(b) .................................. (5)

Operating income .............. ............................. 412
Income from' continuing operations after incomne taxes as previously
reported ........ ................................ .......... ............. ................... 246

Reclassification of discontinued operations.(b) . . .......... (3
Income from continuing operations after income taxes ......................... .243

Income (loss) from discontinued operations as previously reported .........
Reclassification of discontinued operations (b) ................................... 3
Income (loss) from discontinued operations ....................... .... 3

ror the yuarters .EnueU i.a) . t
June 30 Sept. 30 Dec. 31

$$ 1,673

i04-

29.

(32)
* (3)'

* (7)ý

1,805 $ 1,727

181" .264

50 , . 144

(2•4) . ' .. 13
26 157
20 '' '153

Net income (loss) ' ......................... ........
N et incom e attributable to PPL ......... : ................. ..........................
Income from continuing operations after income taxes available to PPL
common shareowners: (c) .

B asic E P S ......... ........... ;. .................. ......... . ................
D iluted E P S ................................................................................. . .

Net income available to PPL comnin6n shareowners: (c)
Basic EPS ............................................
Diluted EPS ............................ ........................

Dividends declared per share of common stock (d)-. ...................
Price per common share: ... ' • " .

H ig h ................................................ ............... .................................... S .
L o w ......................................................................................................

246
241

0.64
0.64

0.07 0.121
0.07 0.12

0.64
0.64

0.345

33.5424.25

(0.02)
(0.02)
0.345

34.42
27.40

0.05
0.05

0.345:

$ ,34.21
28.27

0.37
0.37

0.40
0.40

0.345

$. 33.05
2.8.82

$

2008
O perating revenues ...................... .............. ..... ................................ $
O p erating incom e...,...-.... ....................... I..... ..................................................
Income from continuing operitions after income taxes....................
Income (loss) from discontinued operations .............................................
N et in co m e ...............................................................................................
N et incom e attributable to PPL .................................................................
Income from continuing operations after income taxes available to PPL
common shareowners: (c)

B asic E P S ...........................................................................................
D iluted E P S ...........................................................................................

Net income available to PPL common shareowners: (c)
Basic EPS .........................................
Diluted EPS ...................... .................

Dividends declared per share of common, stock (d) ..................
Price per common share:

High ............................................. $
L o w ......................................................................................................

1,516
473-
247
.18

265
260

0.64
0.64
0.69
0.69

0.335

$ ~'1,014
385
189.

6
195
190

0.49
0.49

0.50
0.50

0.335

'$ p'2,901' $ '2,506
'384- 551

210 28.1
1 (2) 1

208 282
203 277

0.54 0.73
0.54 ' 0.73

0.54 . • 0.74
0.54 0.74

0.335 0.335

$ . 53.78 $ 37.88
34.95 26.84

55.23 $' 54.'00
44.72 46.04

(a) Quarterly results can vary depending on, among other things, weather and the forward pricing of power. In addition, earnings in 2009 and 2008
were affected by special items. Accordingly, comparisons among quarters of a year may not be indicative of overall trends and changes in
operations. These special items include $24 million of tax expense recorded in the third quarter of 2009 for the correction to the previously
computed tax bases of the Latin American businesses that were sold in 2007. See Note 9 to the Financial Statements for additional information.

(b) In 2009, PPL Generation signed a definitive agreement to sell its Long Island generation business and PPL Maine sold the majority of its
hydroelectric generation business. -See Note 9 to the Financial Statements for additional information on these transactions and other completed
sales.

(c) The sum of the quarterly amounts may not equal annual earnings per share due to changes in the number of common-shares outstanding during
the year or i'ounding.

(d) PPL has paid quarterly cash dividends on its common stock in every year since 1946. Future dividends, declared at the' discretion'of the Board
of Directors, will be dependent upon future earnings, cash flows, financial requirements and other factors.
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QUARTERLY FINANCIAL DATA (Unaudited)
PPL Energy'Supply, LLC and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars)

For the Quarters Ended (a)
March 31 June 30 Sept. 30 Dec. 31

2009
Operating revenues as previously reported ......................................... $ 1,964

Reclassification of discontinued operations (b) ..................... (8)

. Operating-revenues .. .. .... . ...... .. .. . . . .. " 1,956 $
.Operating income as previously reported ................................. 300

Reclassification of discontinued, operations (b).' ....................... (5

O perating incom e .................................................. ....................... 295
Income from continuing operations after income taxes as previously
reported ..................................................................... i91

Reclassification of discontinued operations (b) ....................... ... '(3-

Income' from continuing operations after income taxes ". 188

Income (loss) from discontinued operations as previously reported;..

'.-.Reclassification of discontinued operations-(b).................... 3,

Income. (loss) from discontinued operations ..............;:......... 3

Net income (loss) ........................... ....................................... -. .,191.,

Net income (loss) attributable to PPL'Enigy Supply. .......... 191

1,356 $ 1,456 $ 1,364

34 91

1<-' >9

2008
Operating revenues ...................................- $
Operating income ............ ............ I ..................
.Income from continuing operations after income taxes .....................

Income (loss) from discontinued operations .................
N et in co m e ...................................... ................... ......... ..................

(32)

(31)
(31)

670 $
300

153
5

158

(24)'

(15).
'Ai16)

" 167

89

13
102

102

2,131
441
244

3
247

1,124 $
357
195

9
204

2,610 '$
274

158

161

Net income'atttributable to PPL Energy Supply ................................ 204 157 161, 246

.(a) Quarterly results can vary depending on, among other things, weather and the forward pricing of power. In addition, earnings in 2009 and 2008
were affected by special items.. Accordingly, comnparisons among quarters of a year niay.not be indicative of overall trends and changes in
operations. These special items include $24 million of tax expense recorded inthe third quarter of 2009 by for.thecorrection to the previously
computed tax bases of the Latin American businesses that were sold in 2007. See Note 9 to the Financial Statements for additional information.

(b) In 2009, PPL Generation signed a definitive agreement to sell its Long Island generation business and PPL Maifie sold the majority of its.
hydroelectric generation business. See' Note 9 to the' Financial Stitements for'additional information on these transactions and other completed
sales. • ' ;.. .
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QUARTERLY FINANCIAL DATA (Unaudited)
PPL Electric Utilities Corporation and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars) '

For the Quarters Ended (a)
March 31 June 30 Sept. 30: "Dec. 31

2009 (b)

Operating revenues ................................................. ........................... $ 910 $ 747 $ 809 "$ 826

Operating income.... I . ..... ......... ...................... • 106 61, .78 '984

'N etincom e............................ ............................... ....................... . 54 21 - 32 ' .35
Income available to PPL ....................................... ..... 49 . 17 . . 27 . 31

" °. " ' "2008 :Operating revenues .................. ................ . ...... .............. .................. $ ... '"800" $ .842.'$.. . .. 851.
• . .. 0 8. . ... . .

Operating incom e ............. ....... ........................ ...................... 1 l .178 87 99.

Net income ..... ....................... ........ : ............. 56 36 4'1 43

Ihcome available to PPL ................................................ 51 32 36 39

(a) PPL Electric's business is seasonal in nature, with peak 'sales periods generally occurring in the winter and summer months. In addition, earhings in
2009 were affected by special items. Accordingly, comparisons among quarters of a year may not~be indicative of overall trends and changes in
operations.

(b) During the second quarter of 2009, PPL Electric recorded an $8 million reduction to operaiing revenues and a $5 million reduction to net income
and income available to PPL as'a result of a true-up for the FERC formula-based transmission revenues for 2008 and the first quarter of 2009.

6,

j,
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ITEM 9., CHANGES IN, AND.DISAGREEMENTS WITH ,ACCOUNTANTS
ON ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE

PPL. Corporation, PPL Energy Supply, LLC and. PPL Electric Utilities Corporation,. j ,

None.

ITEM 9A. CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES,

PPL Corporation, PPL Energy Supply, LLC and PPL Electric Utilities Corporation

(a) Evaluation of disclosure controls and procedures.

The registrants' principal executive officers and principal financial officers, based on their evaluation of the registrants'
disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Rules l3a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934) have
concluded that, as of December 31, 2009, the registrants' disclosure controls and proceduiesare effective to ensure that
material information relating-to the regisfra'nts and theii cohsolidated subsidiaries is recorded, pro'ce'sse.d; summarized and
ieported within the time periods specified by the SEC's rules and forms; particularly during the period for which this annual
report has been prepared. The aforementioned principal 6fficers have concluded that the disclosure controls and procedures'
are also effective to ensure that information required to be disclosed in reports filed Under the Exchange Act is accumulated
and'communicated to management, includingthe principal executive andpriiicipalý.fin'ancial~officer's, to allow for timely
decisions regarding required disclosure:, . ' ., . 'n'J ' .'

(b) Changes iii internal control:oVer'financial reporting: ,':"

The registrants' principal executive officers anhd principal financial, officers; have concluded that there were no changes'in the"
registrants' internal control over financial reporting during the registrants' fourth fiscal quarter that have materially affected, or
are reasonably likely to materially affect, .the registrants' internal control ovei :financial reporting.,

Management's, Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting '.' . - :

PPL Corporation ' ' . ' " '. ' .'' '

PPL's management is responsible~for establishifig and maintaining adequate internal control over-financial reporting, as such'
term is defined inExchange Act Rule 13a-l 5(f). PPL's internal control over financial rdporting, is -a process designed to

Spr6vide reasonable assufance to PPL's management'and Boar.dof Directors.regardinig the reliability of fifiandial reporting and*

the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting priniciples"
Because of its inherent limitations, internal control overfinancial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements.

Under the supervision and with the pai-ticipation of our managdment; including ourprincipal exe~utive officer and principal
financial officer, we conducted an evaluation ofthe'effectiveness df our intei-nal control 6vef financialareporting based on the
framework in "Internal Control - Integrated Framework" issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the
Treadway Commission. Based ori our evaluation. under the framework in "Internal Control - Integrated Framework," otir
management concluded that our internal-control over financial reporting was effective as of December 31, 2009. The
effectiven'ess of our internal control over financial relorting .liis been iaudited by Ernst & Young LLP, an independent
registered, public accounting firm, as stated in their report contained on page 90.

ITEM 9A(T). CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES

PPL Energy Supply, LLC and PPLElectric Utilities Corporation'•

Management of PPL's'non-accelerated'filer companies;PPL Energy Supply and-PPE Electric, is.responsible for establishing
and maintaining adequate internal control over finanncil rep6rtingi, as such tefrn is defined ii Exchaiige Act Rule 13a-1 5(f).
PPL's~'mtetnal control over finiancial reporting is a proess designed 'to:provide reasonable assurance -to PPLs management and
Board of.Directors regarding theireliability 9f financial reportinghand the preparation'of finantiial statemhfits' f6r external' "'
purposes I n accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Bec'ause'of its/ inherent hmitatibns internal control
over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements.

Under the supervision and with the participation of our management, including our principal executive officers and principal
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financial officers, we conducted an evaluation'of the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting based on the
framework in "Internal Control- Integrated Framework" issued by the. Committee of Sporisoring Organizations of the
Treadway Commission. Based on our evaluation under the framework in "Internal Control - Integrated Framework," our
management concluded that our internal control over financial reporting was effective as of December 31, 2009. This annual
report does not include an attestation report of Ernst & Young LLP;'the companies' independent registered public accqunting,
firm regarding ifiternal control over financial reporting. Management's rep6rt was not subject to attestation by the companies'
registered public accounting firm pursuant to0temporary rules of the Securities'and Exchange Commission that permit the
companies to provide only management's report in this annual report.

ITEM 9B. OTHER INFORMATION

PPL Corporation, PPL Energy Supply, LLC and PPL Electric Utilities Corporation

None.

PART III

ITEM-•.1. DIRECTORS. EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

PPL Corporation . -. , .

Additional information for this item will be set forth in-the sections entitled,"Nominees for Directors," "Directors Continuing in
Office," "Board Committees - Audit Committee" and "Section. 16(a),Beneficial Ownership Reporting Compliance!! inPPL's 2010
Notice of Annual Meeting and Proxy Statement, Which will be filed with the SEC not later than 120 days after December 31, 2009,

* and which information is incorporated herein by reference. There have been 'no changes to the procedures by which shareowners may
recommend nominees to PPL's board of directors since the filing with,the SEC of PPL's 2009 Notice of Annual Meeting and Proxy
Statement. Information required by thisitem concerning the executive officers ofPPL is set forth at the end of Part:l of this report.

PPL has adopted a code of ethics entitled "Standards of Conduct and Integrity'"tlthat applies to all directors, managers, trustees, officers
(including the principal executive officers, principal financial officers and principal accounting officers (each, a "principal officer")),`
employees and agents of PPL and PPL's subsidiaries for which it. has operating control (including PPL Energy Supply and PPL"'-
Electric). The "Standards of Conduct and Integrity",are posted on PPL's Internet Web site:
www.pplweb.com/about/cortporate+govemance. A description of any amendment to the "Standards of Conduct and Jritegrity'" (other
than a technical, administrative or other 'non-substantive amendment) will be posted on PPL's Internet Web site within four business
days 'following the date of the amendment. In addition,. if a waiver constituting a material departure from a provision of the

."Standards of Conduct and Integrity". is granted to one of the principal officers, a description of the nature' of the waiver, the name of
the' person to whom the waiver was granted and the date of the waiver will be posted on PPL's Internet Web site within four business
days following the date.of the waiver. ....... '

.PPL also has adopted its "Guidelines for.Corporate Governance," which address, among other things, director qualification standards.
and director and board committee responsibilities. These guidelines, and the charters of each:of the committees of PPL's, board of
directors, are posted on PPL's Internet Web, site: w.ww.pplweb.com/about/corporate+governance. .

PPL Energy Supply, LLC ' , ' " ' , , '.. '

Item 10 is omitted as PPL Energy Supply meets the conditions set forth in General Instruction (I)(i.)(a) and (b) of Formn 10-K..

PPL Electric Utilities Corporation

Additional information for this item will be set forth in the s~ctions-entitled"'Nominees for Directors," "Board Committees," and
"Section 16(a) Beneficial Ownership-Reporting Compliance"' inPPL Electric's 2010 Notice of Annual Meeting and Information
Statement, which will be filed with the SEC not later'than 120 days after December 31, 2009, and which information is incorporated
herein by reference. PPL Electric's parent, PPL, has adopted,a code of ethics entitled "Standards of Conduct and Integrity," which
applies to all directors, managers, 'officers (including the principal executive. officers, principal financial officers and principal'
accounting officers),-employees and agents of PPL Electric and its subsidiaries. The full text of the "Standards of Conduct and
Integrity" is posted in the Coiprate Governance section of PPL's Internet Web site: www.pplweb.com/about/cornorate+govemance.
Information required by this item concerning the executive officers of PPL Electric is set forth at the end of Part I of this report.,
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ITEM 11. EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION

PPL Corporation .

Information for this item will be set forth in the secti6nsentitled 'Compensation of.Directors," '"Compensation Committee Interlocks
and Insider Parti~ipation' -and "Executive, Compensation" in PPL's 2010'Notice of Annual Meeting and Proxy Statement, which will
be filed with the' SEC not later. than 120 days after December 31, 2009; and~which information is incorporated herein by reference.

PPL Energy Supply, LLC ,. - .

Item I Iis omitted as PPL Energy Supply meets the conditions-set.forth in General Instruction (I)(l)(a) and (b) of Form1I0-K.

PPL Electric Utilities Corporation

Information for this item will be. set forth in the sections entitled "Compensation of Directors" and "'Executive Compensation" in PPL
Electric's 2010 Notice of Annual Meeting and Information Statement, which will be filed with the SEC not. later than. 120 days'after"
December 31, 2009, and which information is incorporated herein by reference.

ITEM 12. SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT
AND RELATED'STOCKHOLDER MATTERS "," .'

PPL Corporation . - -. . ..

Information for'this item will be set forth in the section entitled "Stock Ownership" in PPL's 2010 Notice of Annual Meeting'and
Proxy Statement, which will be filed with the SEC not later than 120 days'after December 31, .2009, and which information is
ihcorporated herein by reference. In addition, provided below in tabula'r format is' ihformiition as of December 31, 2009, with respect.
to compensation plans.(including individual compensation arrangements) under.which equity securities of PPL'are authorized for
issuance. ' "

Equity Cornpensation Plan Information
'- • . .... Numnber~of securities-to be ', ' '...Numberofsecurities

issued upon 'exercise of Weighted-average exercise remaining available for future..
outstanding options, warrants price of outstanding options, '., issuance'und~r equity

and rights (3) - warrants and rights (3) compensation plans (4)
Equity cdmpensation.',. ; , - "" -" ". . , : " '• .. ,...,. . "'3,458;I7I:-,1CP, '

'plans approved by' ' .-2,778,235 - ICP ' - "$33.03'- ItP ..... . . ' 9,840,240- ICPKE
security holders (1) 1,823,806 - ICPKE ' $31.92 - ICPKE - .'14,,578,022 - DDCP

4,602,041 - Total $32.59 - Combined - 27,876,433 - T6tal

Equity compensation
plan's not approved by
security holders' (2) ' ' ' ' - ' .

(1)' Includes (a) the Amended'and Restated lncentive"Compengation Plan!(ICP), Under which stock options; restricted stock,
restricted stock units,'performance units, dividend equivalents and other stock-based'awards, may.be awarded-to executive'
officers of PPL; (b) the Amended and Restated Incentive Compensation Plan for Key Employees (lCPKE), under which
stock options, restricted stock, restricted stock units, performance units, dividend equivalents and other'stockmlbased awards
may be awarded to non-executive key employees of.PPL, and its s'ubsidiarieb; and (c) the. Directors Deferred.Compensation
Plan (DDCP), under Which stock units may:be awarded'todirector§ of PPL. See Note 1 Ito thefinancial statements for
additional information.. , .'•, .c.', •.

(2) All of PPL's: current compensation plans under which equity secufities of PPL ire authorized'for issuance have been"
approved by PPL's shareowners. ' ' ..
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(3) Relates to common stock issuable upon the exercise of stock options awarded under the ICP and ICPKE as of
December 31, 2009. In addition, as of December 31, 2009, the following other securities had been awarded and are
outstanding under the ICP; ICPKE and DDCP: 45,400 shares of restricted stock, 416,840 restricted stock units and.
101,139 performance units under the ICP; 24,600 shares of restricted stock, 921,202 restricted stock units and 65,324.
performance units under the ICPKE; and 406,584 stock units under the DDCP.

(4), Based upon thefollowing aggregate award limitations under the ICP, ICPKE and DDCP: (a) Under theICP, 15,769,430..
awards:(i.e., 5% of the total PPL common stock outstanding as-of April 23, 1999) granted afterApril123,.1999; (b).under,

-the ICPkE, 16,573,608 awards (i:e., 5% of the total.PPL common stock outstanding as of January 1, 2003) granted after
April 25, 2003, reduced by outstanding awards for which common stock was not yet issued as of such date of 2;373,812
resulting in a limit of 14,199,796; and (c) under the DDCP, 15,052,856 securities. In addition, each of the'ICP and.ICPKE.'

- includes an annual award limitation of 2% of total PPL common stock outstanding as of January 1 of each year..

PPL Energy Supply, LLC

Item 12 is omitted as PPL Energy Supply meets the conditions set forth in General Instruction (I)(1)(a) and (b) of Form 10-K.

PPL-Electric Utilities Corporation , . .-. ",

Information for this item will beset forth in the section entitled"Stock Ownership" in PPL Electric's'2010 Notice of Annual Meeting
and Information-Statement, which-will be filed with the SEC not.laterthan 120 days~after December 31, 2009;and which information
is incorporated herein by reference.

ITEM 13. CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS, AND DIRECTOR INDEPENDENCE

PPL Corporation . - . -

Information for-this item will be set forth in the sections entitled '7Transactions with Related Persons" and "Independence~ofDirectors",
in PPL's 20.10 Notice of Annual Meeting and Proxy Statement, which will be filed with the SEC not'later than 120 days after

December 31, 2009, and is incorporated herein by reference. *.

PPL Energy Supply,. LLC. .. ,

Item 13 is omitted. as PPL Energy Supply meets the conditions set forth in General Instruction6(I)(1)(a).and (b) of Form 1 0-K.

"PPL Electric Utilities Corporation , - . . :,.

Information for this item will be set forth in the sections entitled "Transactions with Related Persons" and "Nominations". in PPLI.'
Electric's 2010-Notice of Annual Meeting and Information Statement, which will be filed with the SEC not later than 1-2.0 days. after
December 31, 2009, and is incorporated herein by reference. - . . . . ,

ITEM 14. PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTING FEES AND SERVICES

PPL Corporation

Infirmatidn for this item will be set forth in the section entitled "Fees to Independent Auditor for 2009 and 2008" in PPL's 2010
Notice of Annual Meeting and Proxy Statement, which will be filed with the.SEC not later than 120, days after December 31, 2009,
and which information is incorporated,, herein by- reference.. . -. . r

PPL Energy Supply, LLC . . . - --. - • ' . , .', .. . . .. . . . , ---- . , . - ,, . ,

The following table presents an allocation of-fees billed, including expenses, by Ernst & Young.LLP (EY) to PPL 'tor the fi'scal years
ended December 31, 2009 and 2008; for professional services rendered for the audit of PPL Energy Supply's annual financial

statements and for fees billed -for other services rendered by EY.... , - , -: .: .
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Audit fees (a)
Audit-related fees (b)
Tax fees (c)
All other fees(d).

2009 2008
(in thousands)

S 2,621 $ 3,03.1
'31 '- .111

2"' 8 . 64'

(a) Includes estimated fees for audif -foinnual financial' statements and review of finan'cial statements included 'in PPL
Energy Supply's Quarterly Reports on Form, 10-Q and for services in connection with statutory and regulatory-

. . filings or engagements, including coidf0rt letters and conisents for financings and filings made with the SEC.
(b) Fees for due diligence work, a re~4ew of eXtensible Business Reporting Language tags a'ssigned to financial"" '-'

statement line items' and foi consultattion to ensure appropriate accounting and reporting in connection with'.
various business and fimiricing transactions. . ' - " .,

(c) The independent auditor did not provide tax services to PPL Energy Supply or any of its affiliates.,

(d) Fees related to access.to-an EY online accounting research tool, ahaudit of grant'applications relating t' network
connections, consultation with outside couinsel regarding U.K. GAAP and miscellaneous regulatory consultingservices. ...... " '.. ... , ' .. • .. , . . ". .

Approval• of Fees The Audit Committee of PPL has procedures for pre-approving audit and non-audit services t'..be' provided 'by the,,
independent auditor. These procedures are designed to ensure the continued independence]of the independent.auditor. More.. ".
specifically, the use of the, independent auditor to perform either audit or non-aud, t services is prohibited unless specifically approved

..inadvance by the Audit. Committee of PPL. As a result.ofthis approval process; the Audit Committee of PPL has established specific
categories of services and authorization levels. All services outside of the specified categories and all amounts exceeding the
authorization levels are reviewved by the Chair of the Audit Committee of PPL, who serves as the Committee designee to review and,,-"
approve audit and non-audit related services during the year,..Alisting of the approved audit and non-auJidit services is reviewed with..
the full Audit Committee of PPL no, late.r than its next meeting. . , . .-

The Audit Committee of PPL.approved .100% of the 2009 and 2008 services-provided by EY. .

'PPL Electric Utilities Corporation

Information for this item-will be set forth in the-section entitled "Fees to Independent Auditor for 2009 and 2008"' inPPL Electric's .,;

2010.Notice of.Annual Meeting and Information Statement, which will be filed with the SEC not later than 120,days after .

December 31, 2009, and which information is incorporated fierein by reference. . .. ' ' ' ,

PARTIV '. -. ' ....

ITEM 15. EXHIBITS. FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES.

PPL Corporation, PPL Energy Supply, LLC and PPL Electric Utilities.Corporation - . .. ..

(a) The following documents are filed as part of this-report: " '" ' '.'' ', ' '

1. Financial Statements - Refer-to the "Index to Item 8. Financial Statements'and Supplementary Data" for an index of the
financial statem'ents included in this report.

2. Supplementary Data and Supplemental Financial Statement Schedule - included in response to Item 8.

All suplilemental financial statement.schedules are omitted because of the absence of the conditions under which they are
'required or because the required information is included in the financial statements or notes thereto.

3. Exhibits . ,

See Exhibit Index immediately following the signature pages. ... ' ' " ' ',
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SHAREOWNER AND INVESTOR INFORMATION

Annual Meetings: The 2010 annual meeting of
shareowners of PPL will beheld on Wednesday, May 19,,.
2010, at the Holiday Inn in Fogelsville,. Pennsylvania, in
Lehigh County. The 2010 meeting for PPL Electric. will be
held on Thursday' May 20, 201.0, at the offices of the
company at Two, North-Ninth Street, Allentown,
Pennsylvania. , .

Proxy and Information Statement Material: A proxy
statement or information statement, and notice of PPL's mhd
PPL Electric!s annual meetings are mailed to all shaieowners.
of record as of February 26,.2010.

PPL Annual Report: The report is published and mailed in.
the beginning of April to all shar6bwners-ofrecord' . The latest
annual report can' be accessed at www.pplweb.com. If you.
have more than one account, or if there is more than one
investor in your household, you m ay call the PPL Shareowni i e
Information Line to reque'st that ohly one annual reportbe
delivered.to your address: Please provide account numbers for
all'duplicate:mailihigs'.

Dividends: Subject to the declaration of dividends on PPL
common stock by the PPL Board of Dire&tors or its Ex5ecuti6e
Committee and PPL Electric preferred stock and preference
stock by the PPL Electric Board of Directors, dividends are
paid on the first business day of April, July, October and
January. The 2010 record dates for'dividends are expected to
-be March 10, Ju'ne'l 0, September 10, and December 10.

Direct Deposit ,of Dividends:. Shareowvners may 'chobse,'to!
have their dividend checks deposited directly.-into their'
checking or savings account.

PPL Shareowner Information Line (1-800-345-3085):
Shareowners can get detailed corporate and financial
information 24 houirsa day using the:PPL Shareo'wner.'
Information Line. They can hear timely recorded messages
about earnings, dividends and other company news releases;.
request information by fax; and request printed materials in

'themail. Other PPL publications, such as the annual and
quarterly reportsto theSecurities and Exchange Commission
(Forms 10.-K and I0-Q), will.be mailed upon request, or write
to:

Manager - PPL Investor Services.

Tw6'North Ninth Street- (G ENTW 13)

Allentown, PAý 1810.1

FAX: 610-774-5106

Via email: invserv@pplweb.com

PPL's Web Site (www.pplweb.com): Shareowners~can
access PPL Securities and Exchange Commission filings,

, corporate governance materials, news releases, stock quotes
and historical performance. Visitors to our Web site can

* provide their email address and indicate their desire to receive
future earnings or news releases automatically.

Shareowner Inquiries:

PPL Shareowner Services
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.'
161 North .Concord Exchange

. South St. Paul, MN 55075-1139

Toll Free: 1-800-345-3085.,
.. Outside U.S.: 651-453-2129

FAX.: 651-450-4085
• www.wel lsfargo.c~m/shareownerservices'

Online AccoUnt Access: Registered shareowners, can access
account information by visiting www.shareowneronline.com.

Dividend Reinvestment Plan: Shareowners may choose
to have dividends on their PPL common stock or PPL Electric

r preferred and preference stock'reifnvested in' pPL comon
- stock in'stead ofre`eeivin the dividr6d by check. .Particpants

in:PPL's Dividend Rieinvestment-Plan may choose' to have,
their comomn stock certificates deposited into their Plan'
account. , -'-.

* 'Direct Registration System: PPL`and PPLEelectric'
participate in the Diitect Registration System (DRS).
Shareowners may choose to have their~common or preferred
s tock'certificates:deposited into. the"DRS."

Listed Securities:

New York Stock'Ex'chan"ge

PPL Corporation:
Common Stock (Code: PPL)"

PPL Energy Supply, LLC:
• '" 7.0% Senior'Unsecured Notes due 2046

(Code: PLS)

PPL Electric Utilities Corporation:
. .4-1/2% Preferred Stock

(Code: PPLPRB),,

4.40%., Series Preferred Stock -.

(Code:- PPLPRA) .

PPL Capital Funding, Inc.:

2007 Series A Junior Subordinated Notes due 2067
(Code: PPL/67). ,.

6.85%,Senior Notes duie 2047 ,
(Code: PLV)
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Fiscal Agents:

Stock Transfer Agent and Registrar;
Dividend Reinvestment Plan Agent
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A..
Shareowner Services
161 North Concord Exchange
South St. Paul, MN 55075-1139

Toll Free: 1-800-345-3085
Outside U.S.: 651-453-2129

Dividend Disbursing Office
PPL Investor Services
Two North Ninth Street (GENTW13)
Allentown, PA .18101

FAX: 610-7-74-5106
Via email.: invserv@pplweb.com

Or call the PPL Shareowner Information Line
Toll Free: 1-800-345-3085 -

Mortgage Bond Trustee
Transfer and Bond Interest PayingAgent
Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas r,
648 Gra's'smere Park Road

'Nashville, TN 37211

Toll Free: 1-800-735-7777
FAX: 615-835-2727

Indenture Trustee
The Bank of New York Mellon
101 Barclay Street
New York, NY 10286

ý t
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements'of Sectionl 3 or 15(d)-of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Registrant has duly caused this report.;
to be signed on its.behalf by the undersigned, thereunto-duly authorized.

PPL Corporatioi
(Registrant)

By /s/ James. H. Miller,

James H. Miller -

Chairman, President and

Chief Executive Officer

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signe.d below by the following persons on -
behalf of the Registrant and in the capacities and on the date indicated.

TITLE

By /s/ James H. Miller..

James H. Miller -

Chairman, President and

Chief Executive Officer

By /s/Paul A. Farr

Paul A. Farr -

Executive Vice President and

Chief Financial Officer

By. /s/ J. Matt Simmons, Jr.

J. Matt Simmons, Jr. -

Vice President and Controller

Principal Executive Officer and Director

Principal Financial Officer

Principal Accounting Officer

Directors:

Frederick M. Bernthal Stuart Heydt

John W. .Conway Craig A. Rogerson

E. Allen Deaver W. Keith Smith

Louise K. Goeser Natica von Althann

* Stuart E. Graham Keith H. Williamson

By /s/ James H. Miller

James H. Miller, Attorney-in-fact Date: February 25, 2010
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant tothe requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Registranthas duly caused this report
to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized..

-_PPL'Energy Supply. LLC
(Registrant)

By /s/ James H. Miller
James H. Miller -

President

Pursuant to the requirements of the SecuritiesExchange Actý of'1 934, this report has been" signed below by the following persons on
behalf of the Registrant and in the capacities and on the date indicated.

- . TITLE

By /s/ James H. Miller -..

James H. Miller -
President

By /s/Paul A. Farr . . ,

Paul.A. Farr,- .

Executive Vice President.

By /s/ I. Matt Simmons, Jr.

J. Matt Simmons, Jr.

Vice President-and Controller

Managers:

/s/ Robert J. Grey
Robert J. Grey

/s/ William H. Spence
William H. Spence

/s/ James-E. Abel

James E. Abel

Principal Executive Officer and Manager

Principal Financial Officer and Manager

Principal Accoiunting Officer

4

Date: February 25, 2010
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities-Exchange 'Act of 1934, the Registrant has, duly caused this report
to be signed on its behalf by the'undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.

PPL Electric Utilities Corporation
(Registrant)

By /s/ David G. DeCampli
David'G. DeCampli- -

President

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act*of 1.934, this report has been signed :below by the following persons on
behalf of the Registrantand in the capacities and on.the date indicated::

TITLE

By /s/ David G. DeCampli 4

David G. DeCampli -
President

By /s/!J. Matt Simmons, Jrk'
J. Matt Simmons, Jr. -
Vice President and Controller

Directors:'

/s/ James H. Miller
James H. Miller

/s/ Paul A. Farr
Pa6l A. Farr

/s! Robert J. Grey
Robert J. Grey

Principal Executive Officer and Director

Principal Financial Officer and
Principal Accounting Officer

Is! WilliamH. Spence
William H. Spence

Is! Dean A. Christiansen
Dean A. Christiansen

Date:, February 25, 2010
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EXHIBIT INDEX

The following Exhibits indicated by an asterisk preceding 'the Exhibit number are filed-herewith. The balance of the Exhibits have
heretofore been filed with the Commission and pursuant to Rule. 12(b)-32 are incorporated herein by reference. Exhibits indicated by
a [] are filed or listed pursuant to Item 601(b)(10)(iii) of Regulation S-K.

3(a) -:Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation of PPL Corporation effective May 21, 2008 (Exhibit 3(i) to
PPL Corporation Form 8-K Report (File No. 1-11459) dated May 21, 2008)

3(b) Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation of PPL Electric Utilities Corporation (Exhibit 3(a) to .PPL.
Electric Utilities Corporation Form 10-Q Report (File No. 1-905) for the quarter ended March 31, 2006)

3(c) Certificate of Formation of PPL Energy Su~pply, LLC.(Exhibit 3.1 to PPL Energy Supply, LLC Form S-4
(Registration Statement No. 333-74794))

3(d) Amended and Restated Bylaws of PPL Corporation, effective May.21, 2008 (Exhibit. 3.(ii) to PPL Corporation

Form 8-K Report (File No. 1-11459) dated May 21, 2008)

3(e) Bylaws of PPL Electric Utilities Corporation; as' amended and restated effective March 30, 2006 (Exhibit 3:2 to
PPL Electric Utilities Corporation Form 8-K Report (File No. 1-905) dated March 30, 2006)

3(f) 2 Limited Liability Company Agreement of PPL'Energy Supply, LLC, dated March 20,-2001 (Exhibit 3.2 to PPL

Energy Supply, LLC Form S-4 (Registration Statement No. 333-74794))

4(a)-i .: . Amended arid Restated Employee Stock Ownership Plan, dated January 1 2' 2007 (Exhibift4(a) to PPL
Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No. 1-11459) for the year ended December 31, 2006)

4(a)-2 . ' - Amendment No. I to said Amended and Restated Employee Stock Ownership.Plan; dated July 2, 2007 (Exhibit
.4(a) ,t0.PPL Corporation Form 10-Q Report (File No.. 1-11459) for the quarter ended September 30,'2007)

4(a)-3 ' .- Amendment'No. 2,to~said Amenided. and Restated.Employee Stock Ownership Plan, dated December 13, 2007
(Exhibit 4(a)-3 to PPL Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No:ý 1-ý 1459)'for the yearended December 31,.
2007)

4(a)-4 Amendment No. 3 to said Amended and Restated Employee Stock Ownership Plan, dated August 19, 2009
(Exhibit 4(a) to PPL Corporation Form I6-Q Report (File No. 1'-11459) for quarter ended September 30, 2009)

"*4(a)-5 .. Amendment No. 4 tosaid Amended and Restated Employee Stock Ownership Plan, dated December 2, 2009

4(b) Trust Deed constituting £ 150 million 9 '/ percent Bonds due 2020,' dated November 9, 1995, between South
". Wales Electriclc andBankers Trustee Corpany Limited'(Exhibit 4(k) to PPL'Corp'oration Form 10-K Report

(File No. 1-11459) for the year ended December'31, 2004)

4(c)-I ... Indenture', dated as of Novemb'eril, 1997, among PPL Corporation, PPL Capital Funding, Inc. and JPMorgain
Chase Bank (formerly The Chase Manhattan Bank), as:Trustee (Exhibit 4. 1' to.PPL'Ciorporation Form 8-K

* Report (File No. 1-11459) dated November 12, 1997)

.4(c)-2 Supplement, dated as of May, 18; 2004, to said Indenture (Exhibit 4.7 to Registration Statement Nos. 333-
116478, 333-116478-01 and 333-116478-02)

4(c)-3 Supplement, dated as of July 1, 2007, to said Indeniure (Exhibit 4(b) toPPL Corpoiation Form 8-K Report (File
No. 1-11459) dated July 16, 2007)

4(d)- 1 Indenture" dated as of August 1, 2001,;by PPL Electric Utilities Corporation and 'JPMolgan Chase Bank
(formerly The Chase Manhattan Bank), as Trustee (Exhibit 4.1 to PPL Electric Utilities Corporation Form 8-K

, Report (File*No. 1-905) dated August 21; 2001) ' ' , .
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4(d)-2 Supplement, dated as of February 1, 2005, to said Indenture (Exhibit 4(g)-5 to PPL Electric Utilities
Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No. 1-905) for the year ended December 31, 2004)

4(d)-3 Supplement, dated as of May 1, 2005, to said Indenture (Exhibit 4(b) to PPL Electric Utilities Corporation Form
10-Q Report (File No., 1-905) for the quarter ended June'30, 2005)

4(d)-4 - Supplement, dated as of December 1, 2005, to said Indenture (Exhibit 4(a) to PPL Electric Utilities Corporation
Form 8-K Report (File No. 1-905) dated December 22, 2005)

4(d)-5 - Supplement, dated as of August 1, 2007, to said Indenture (Exhibit 4(b) to PPL Electric Utilities Corporation
'Form 8-K' Report (File No. 1-905).dated August 14, 2007)

4(d)-6 - Supplement, dated as of October 1, 2008, to said Indenture (Exhibit 4(b) to PPL Electric Utilities Corporation
Formi8-K Report (File No. 1-905) -dated October 20, 2008)

4(d)-7 Supplement, dated as of October 1, 2008, to said Indenture (Exhibit 4(c) to PPL Electric Utilities Corporation
Form 8-K Report (File No. 1-905) dated October 31, 2008) .

4(d)-8 - Supplement, dated as of May 1, 2009, to said Indenture (Exhibit 4(b) to PPL Electric Utilities Corporation Form
8-K Report (File No. 1-905) dated May 22, 2009) . .

4(e)-I - Indenture, dated as of October 1, 2001, by PPL Energy Supply, LLC and JPMorgan Chase Bank (formerly The
Chase Manhattan Bank),. as Trustee (Exhibit 4.1 to PPL'Energy-Supply, LLC Form S-4 (Registration Statement
No. 333-74794))

4(e),-2 .:Supplement, dated as of October 1, 2001, to said Indenture (Exhibit 4.2 to PPL Energy, Supply, LLC Form S-4,
(Registration Statement No. 333-74794)) . ,

4(e)-'3 Registration Rights Agreement, dated October-19,'2001; between PPL Energy Supply, LLC and the Initial.
Purchasers. (Exhibit 4.5 to PPL Energy. Supply, LLC Form- S-4 (Registration Statement.No. 333-74794))

4(e)-4 ,.' ' - Supplement, dated as of August 15, 2004; to said Indenture (Exhibit 4(h)-4 to PPL Energy Supply, LLC Form
10-K Report (File No. 333-74794) for the year ended-December 31, 2004). 7 '- -

4(e)-5 - Supplement, dated as of October 15, 2005, to said Indenture (Exhibit 4(a) to PPL Energy Supply, LLC Form 8-
K Report (File No. 333-74794) dated October 28, 2005)

4(e)-6 '- Form of Note for PPL Energy Supply, LLC's $300 million aggregate principal amount of 5.70% REset Put
Securities due 2035 (REPSsM) (Exhibit 4(b) to PPL Energy Supply, ELC Form 8-K Report (File No. 333-
74794) dated October 28, 2005)

4(e)-7 . ' Supplement, dated as of May 1, 2006, to said Indenture (Exhibit 4(a) to PPL Energy Supply, LLC Form 10-Q
Report (File No. 333-74794) for the quarter ended. June 30, 2006)

4(e)-8 -' Supplement, dated as of July. 1, 2006, to.said Indenture (Exhibit 4(b) to PPL Energy Supply; LLC Form I0-Q
Report (File No. 333-74794) for the quarter ended.June 30; 2006)

4(e)-9 Supplement, dated as of July 1, 2006, to said Indenture (Exhibit 4(c) to PPL Energy Supply, LLC Form I0-Q
Report (File No. 333-74794) for the quarter ended June 30, 2006)

4(e)- 10 Supplement, dated as of December 1, 2006, to said Indenture (Exhibit 4(f)-10 to PPL Energy Supply, LLC
-Form 10-K Report (File No. 333-74794) for the year ended 'December 31, 2006) *-"

4(e)-li Supplement, dated as of December 1, 2007, to said Indenture (Exhibit 4(b) to PPL Energy Supply, LLC Form 8-
K Report (File No. 333-74794) dated December 18, 2007)

4(e)-12.- Supplement, dated as of March 1, 2008, to said Indenture (Exhibit 4(b) to PPL EnergySupply, LLC Form 8-K
Report (File No. 333-74794) dated March 14, 2008)
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4(e)- 13 - Supplement, dated as of July 1, 2008, fotsaid Indenture (Exhibit 4(b) to PPL Energy Supply, LLC Form 8-K
Report (File No. 1-32944) dated July 21, 2008)

4(f)-i - Trust Deed constituting £200 million 5.875 percent Bonds due 2027,odajed March 25" 2003, between Western
Power Distribution (South We'st) plcandJ.P. Morgan Coiporate Trustee Services Limited (Exhibit 4(o)-I to
PP L Corporation Form 1 0-K Report (File No. 1-11459) for the year..eded December 31, 2004)

4(f)-2 - Suppleihent, dated May 27; 2003; to:said Trust Deed-, constituting £50 million 5.87-5 percent Bonds due 2027
(Exhibit 4(o)-2 .i6 PPL Cor1poratiori-Formf I 0-K Report (File No. 1-11459) f6r the year ended December 31,
2004) ', .

*4(g)' Indenture, dated as of-March, '6,-2001, among'WPD Holdings UK, Bankers Trust Company, as Trustee,

Princip al'Paying Ageni, and Transfer Agent and Deutsche BahkLuxembourg; S.A., as Paying and Transfer
Agent .

4(h), :. -Trust Deed.constituting £105 rfiillion'.1.541 percenit Index-Linked Notes due 2053idated December 1, 2006,
between Western Power Distribution (South' West) pla and HSB3C Trustee (CI) Limited (Exhibit 4(i) to PPL
Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No. 1-11459) for the year ended Decýrtnbr 31, 2006)

4(i) - Trust Deed cohstitiiting'£120 million1.,541-percent Index-LinkedNotes due 2056;:dated'December 1, 2006,
betweeni Western"PowerDistribtifion (South West) plc and HSBC Trustee ý(CI) Limited (Exhibit 4(j) to PPL
Corporation Form 10-K Report (File Nd: 1-1:.14.59) for the year~ended December 31, 2006)

4(j) - Trust Deed •onstituting £L25 million 4.80436 percent Notes due2037, datedDecember 21, 2006, between
We'emrn:Power Distribution'(South Wales) plc and HSBC Trustee (CI) Limited (Exhibit 4(k) to PPL
Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No. 1-11459) for the yearended December'31, 2006)

4(k)-i - Subordinated Indenture, dated as of March 1 2007; between PPL'Capital Funding, Inc., PPL Corporation and
The Bank of New York, as Trustee (Exhibit 4(a) to PPL CorporAtion Form 8-K Report (File No. 1-1 1459) dated
March 20,' 2007)

4(k)-2 - Supplement, dated as of March 1,2007, to said Subordinated Indenture (Exhibii 4(b)-to PPL Corporation Form
8-K Report (File No. 1-11459) dated March 20, 2007)

4(1)-i l' - Series 2009A'Exempt Facilities Loan Agreement, dated as of April 1','2009, between PPL Energy Supply, LLC
and Pennsylvania Economic Development Financing Authority (Exhibit 4(a) to PPL Energy Supply, LLC Form
8-K Report (File No. 1-32944) dated April 9, 2009)

4(l)-2 -. Series 2009B Exempt Facilities Loan Agreement; dated as of April 1, 2009, between PPL Energy Supply, LLC
and'Perinsylvafiia Economic Development Financing'Authority (Exhibit 4(b) to PPL Energy Supply, LLC Form
8-K Report (File No. 1-32944) dated April 9, 2009)

4(l)-3 . - Series 2009C Ek-empt Facilities Loan Agreement;, dated~as of April 1, 2009, between PPL Energy-Supply, LLC'
anid Pennsylvania Economic DeVelopineiit FinancingAuthority (Exhibit 4(6) to PPL.Energy Supply, LLC Form
8-K Report (File No. 1-32944) dated April 9, 2009)

10(a) . . $150 Millioni Creditand Reihnbursernemi t Agreement, dated as of April 25, 2001; among PPL.Montana, LLC and
ihe banks named tlherein (Exhibit'10(d) to'PPL Montana, LLC Form-,10-Q Report (File No. 333-50350) for the

. quarter ended June 30, 2001)

10(b) . - Generation Supply Agreement, dated'as of June 20,,2001, between PPL Electric Utilities Cdrp6ration and PPL
' EnergyPlus, LLC (Exhibit '10.5 to-PPL Energy Supply,'LLC:Fdrm S-4(Registration Statement No. 333-74794))

10(c)- I Master Power Purchase and Sale Agreement, dated as of October 15, 2001', between NorthWestern Energy
Division (successor in interest to The Montana Power Company) and PPL Montana, LLC (Exhibit 10(g) to PPL
Montana, LLC Form 10-K Report (File No. 333-50350) for the year ended December 31, 2001)
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10(c)-2 . Confirmation Letter dated July 5, 2006, between PPL Montana, LLC and NorthWestern Corporation (PPL
Corporation and PPL Energy Supply, LLC, Form 8-K Reports (File Nos. 1-.11459 and 333-74794) dated July 6,.
2006)

10(d) -: Guaranty, dated as of December 21, 2001,. from PPL -Energy Supply, LLC in favor of-LMB Funding, Limited
Partnership (Exhibit 10(j) to PPL EnergySupply,-LLC Form 10-K Report (File:No. 3.33774794) for the year
ended December 31, 2000)

10(e)-i Agreement for Lease, dated as of December21,.2001, .between LMB Funding, Limited Partnership and Lower
Mt. Bethel Energy, LLC. (Exhibit 10(m).to PPL- Energy Supply, LLC Form -l0-K.Report (File No. 333-74794)
for the year ended December 31, 2003)

10(e)-2 ..Amendment No. 1 to Agreement for.Lease,ýdatedas of September, 16, Ž002, between LMB Funding, Limited
Partnership and Lower Mt. Bethel Energy,: LLC (Exhibit 10(m)-1, to PPL Energy..Supply, LLC Form 10-K
Report (File No. 333-74794) for the year ended December 31, 2003) .. . •.

10(f)-i LeaseAgreement, dated as of December 21., 200 1, between LMB Funding, Limited Partnership and Lower Mt.
Bethel Energy, LLC (Exhibit 10(n) to PPL Energy- Supply, LLC Form 10-K Report (File No. 333-74794) for the
year ended December 31., 2003). -,'. . .

10(f)-2 Amendment No. I to Lease Agreement, date.d as of September 16, Ž002; between LMB Funding, Limited
Partnership and! Lower Mt, Bethel Energy,, LLC (Exhibit 10(n)- I.to. PPL Energy Supply, LLC Form 10-K
Report (File No.333-74794) for the.year ended December 3.1l,.2003) . .-

10(g) Pollution Control Facilities Loan Agreement, dated as of May 1, 1973,,betweenYPPL Electric Utilities
Corporation and the Lehigh County Industrial Development Authority (Exhibit 5(z) to Registration Statement
No. 2-60834)-..

10(h).:, .- Facility Lease Agreement (BA .1/2) between PPL Montana, LLC and MontanaOL3, LL.C (Exhibit 4.7a to PPL
. Montana, LLC Form S-4 (Registration Statement No. 333-50350))

10(i) Facility Lease Agreement (BA 3) between PPL Montana, LLC and Montana OL4, LLC (Exhibit 4.8a to PPL
Montana; LL.C Form S-4 (Registration Statement No. 333-50350)) . -

10(j) Services Agreement, dated as of July 1, 2000, among PPL Corporation, PPL Energy Funding Corporation and
its direct and indirect subsidiaries in variousltiers; PPL Capital Funding, Inc., PPL Gas Utilities Corporation,,
PPL Services Corporation and CEP Commerce, LLC (Exhibit 10..20 to PPL Energy Supply, LLC Form S-4
(Registration Statement No. 333-74794)) . . . . . : -

10(k)-I - Asset Purchase Agreement, dated as of June 1,,2004,by and between .PPL Sundance Energy, LLC, as Seller,
and Arizona'Public Service Company,. as Purchaser.(Exhibit 10(a) to PPL Corporation and PPL Energy Supply,
LLC.Form 10-Q Reports (File Nos. 1- 11459and 333-74794) for the-quarter ended-June 30, 2004)

10(k)-2 -.. - Amendment No. 1, dated December 14, 2004, to said Asset Purchase Agreeiment,(Exhibit 99:1 to PPL
_ .Corporation and PP.L.Energy Supply, LLC Form .8-K Reports (File Nos' 1-11.459 and -333-74794) dated
-December 15, 2004) . . :.-. - . -. .

10(l)-i - Receivables Sale Agreement, dated as of AugustI, 2004,.between PPL Electric Utilities Corporation, as
Originator, and PPL Receivables Corporation, as Buyer ('Exhibit 10(d) to-PPL Electric Utilities Corporation
Form 10-Q Report (File No. 1-905) for the quarter ended June 30,;2004).,, '- .. . "

1i0(1)2 . -. Amendment No. I to Receivables Sale Agreement, dated-as of August 5,,2008,. between- PPL Electric Utilities •
.,Corporation, as Originator, and PPL Receivables Corporation, as Buyer (Exhibit I 0(b)-to PPL.Electric Utilities
Corp6ration Form 8-K Report (File No. 1-905) dated August 6, 2008) "
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1lO(1)-3

10(l)-4

10(1)-5

IO(m)

10(n)- I

1 0(n)-2,.

- Credit and Security Agreement, dated;as of August'5, 2008,; among PPLReceivables.Corporation, PPL Electric
Utilities Corporation,Victory:Rec~ivables Corporation, the Liquidity)Banks from time to time party thereto and
The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd.,New York Branch (Exhibit ,10(a) to PPL Electric Utilities
Corporation Form 8-K Report (File No: 1-905) dated August 6, 2008).

-Amendment No. i-to said Credit and Security Agreement, dated as of July 28,2009,-among PPL Receivables
Corporation, as Borrower, PPL Electric Utilities Corporation, as Servicer, Victory Receivables' Corporation, asa
Lender, and The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd, New York Branch, as Liquidity Bank and as Agent
(Exhibit 10(a) to PPL EleCtricUtilities Corporation Form 10Q .Report(File No. 1-905) for quarter ended
September 30,2009) . .. . .

- Amended and Restated Fee Letter, dated July 28, 2009, among PPL Receivables Corporation, as Borrower, PPL
S. Electric Utilities Corporation, as .Servicer, Victory Receivables Corporation,.as a Lender, and The Bank of

Tokyo-Mitsubishi .UFJ, Ltd•,'New York Branch, as Liquidity Bank and as Agent (Exhibit 10(1;) to PPL Electric
Utilities Corporation lorm 1O-Q Report (File No. 1-905) for quarter ended September 30, 2009)

$300 Million DemandLoqdn Agreement, dated.as of•August 20,2004; among CEP Lending, Inc. and PPL
Energy Funding Corporation4(Exhibit 10(dd) to PPL Electric Utilities Corporation Form 10K Report (File No.
1-905). for the-year ended December 3.1, 2004) .. : .

- Reimbursement Agreement, dated as of March 31, 2005; among PPL Energy Supply, LLC, The Bank of Nova
Scotia; as Issuer and AdministrativeAgent, and the Lenders party thereto from time-to time (Exhibit-] 0(a) to .
PPL Energy Supply, LLC"Form 10-IQ Report (FileNo. 333.:74794) for. the quarter ended Marbh 31, 2005)

First Amendment to said Reimbursement Agreement, dated as of June 16, 2005 (Exhibit, 10(b) to PPL Energy
Supply, LLC3Form,10-Q Report (File No:A333-74794) for-the.quarteroended -June 30,2005)

Second Amendment to said'Reimbursement Agreemýnt, dated as of September .1, 2005, (Exhibit 10(a) to PPL
Energy Supply, LLC Form 10-Q Report-(File No. 333-,74794) for the, quarter e'nded September 30, 2005)

S'-, Third Amendment to said Reimbursement-Agreement, dated as of March 30; -2006 (Exhibit 10(a) to PPL Energy.'
Supplyý LLCForm.8-K Report'(File No. 333-74794)dated April 5, 2006), -• -"

Fourth Amendment to said Reimbursement Agreement, dated as of April 12, 2006 (Exhibit 10(b) to PPL Energy
' :Supply, LLC-Form l'0-Q.Report (File No. 333"-74794).for the quarter ended-September 30,2006) -.. - - ..

- Fifth Amendment to'said Reimbursement Agreement,' dated as of Noember"1, 2006 '(Exhibit I0(q),6 to PPL
Energy Supply, LLC Form 10-K Report (File No. 333-74794) for the year ended December31, 2006)

.. .Sit A edm n to'ai ein~ism~t': - .... "

Sixth Amendment tosaid Reimibu'rsemen~t Agreement, dated as of March 29, 2007 (Exhibit IO(q)-7 to PPL
" Energy'Suppiy, LLC Form 10-K Report (File No. 333-74"794)for the year eideddDedeinber,3l, 2007)

1 0(n)-4

1O(n)-5

16(n)-6.

I0(n)-8 ' - 'Seventh Aniendnient to said Rei mbursement Agreenm~nt, dated as of0March1'lF 2008 (Exhibit 10(a) to PPL
Energy Supply, LLC Forhi.10-Q Rep6rt (FileNo. 33-3-74794) for the.quiift&e ended March 31, 2008)

10(n)-9 :' -Eighth Amendment to said Reimbursement Agreement, dated as of March 30,'2009 (Exhibit I0(a)'to PPL
Energy Supply,, LLC Form I0-Q -Report' (File No.: 1-32944) f6r the qu'arter ended March 31,,2009)

10(o)-l - . $300 Million Five-Year Letter of Credit and Revolving Credit' Agreement, dated as of December 15, -2005,
. 3- among PPL Energy Supply, LLC and the banks named therein (Exhibit 10(b) to PPL Energy Supply, LLC Form

8'K Report (File No;.333-74794) dated'December 21, 2005) • " - "

10(o)-2 - - First Amendment to said Letter of Credit and Revolving Credit Agreement, dated as of December 29, 2006
(Exhibit 10(t)-2 to'PPL Energy. Supply, LLCForm 10-K Report (File No. 333-74794)-for-tfie year ended - -

-December 31, 2006) - -"-
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l0 (p)-l.

10 (p)- 2

lO(q)

10(r)-i-

IO(r)-2

10(s)-i

10(s)-2

10(t)

10(u)-I

I0(u)-2

I0(u)-3

- $300 Million Five-Year Letter of Credit and Reimbursement.Agreement, dated as of:December- 15, 2005,
among PPL. Energy Supply an~d the banks named therein (Exhibitvl 0(c) to PPL Energy Supply,'LLC Form 8-K
Report,(File No. 333--74794) datedDecemb~r21,-2005) -

- .First Amendment to said Letter of Credit and Reimbursement Agreement, dated as of December 29, 2006
J."(Exhibit I0(u)-2 to PPLEneigy Supply, LLC-Form 10-K.Report (File No. '333-74794),for.the year ended

... December 3.1, 2006) - ., .

- ;3$400'million Amended andRestated 364-Day Credit Agreem'ent, dated as of September 8,.2009, among PPL
Energy Supply, LLC and the banks named therein (Exhibit 10(a) to PPL Eneigy Supply, LLC Form 8-K-Report
(File No. 1-32944) dated September 11, 2009) , .

$200 million Third-Amended and'Restated Five-&'ear Credit Agreiment; dated as of May'4,"2007, among PPL
Electric Utilities Corporation' and the banks namhed therein (Exhibit 10Q(b) to PPL Electric Utilities Corporation
Form 8-K Report (File No. 1-905) dated May 9, 2007) , -

- First Amendment to Third Amended and Restated -CredirtAgreemdnt; dated as of December 3, 2008, by and
;' among PPL Electric Utilities *Corporatioti, ýcertain of the lenders party to the Third Amended and Restated

Credit Agreement dated as of May 4, 2007 andWachovia•d nk,National'Association, as hdministrative agent-
(Exhibit 99.2 to PPL Electric Utilities CorporationForm 8-K Report (File No. 1-905) December 4, 2008)

$3.4-billioln ,Second Amended and Restated Five-Year Credit.Agrfeement, dated as of May 4, 2007, among PPL
Energy Supply, LLC and the banks flamed therein (Exhibit 10(a):td PPL Energy Supply, LLC Form 8-K Report

.(File NO. 333-74794) dated May 9, 2007)..
*. .t

First Amendment to Second Amended and Restiated Credit-Agreement, dated i§ of December 3, 2008, by and
among PPL Energy Supply, LLC, certain of the lenders party to the Second Amended and Restated Credit
Agreementdated as of May 4,,2007 and Wachovia Bank, .National Association, as, administrative agent (Exhibit;
99.1 to PPL Energy. Supply, LLC Form 8:K ReportC(File No. 1-32944), dated December 4, 2008)

• - £150 million Credit Agreement, dated as of Januaqry24, 2007;.among-Western-PowerDistribution Holdings
Limited and the banks named therein (Exhibit 10(y) to.PPL Corporation Form.10-K Report (File No. 1-11459)
for the year ended December 31, 2006)

S.- .Pollution-Contro!:Facilities Loan:Agreement, dated as of.February.1, 2005, between PPL'Electric Utilities
Corporation and the Lehigh County Industrial Development Authority (Exhibit 10(ff) to PPL Electric Utilities
C;orporation Fom 10 31,or 200eN.-4)

. , t m.10,K o ( No. .-905),for the year ended December,31, 200.

Pollution Control Facilities Loan Agreement, dated as of May 1, 2005, between PPL Electric Utilities
Corporation and the Lehigh County Industrial Development Authority. (Exhibit .10(a) to PPL Electric Utilities -

' Corporation Form 10-Q9Report (File No. 1-905) for the quarter~ended June 30,'2005),

Pollution'Control Facilities Loan Agreement, dated as of October 1,2008, between Pennsylvania Economic.
Development Financing Authority and PPL. Electric Utilities Corporation (Exhibit 4(a).to, PPL Electric Utilities
CorporationForm 8-K Report (File No. 1-905) dated October 31, 2008)

I0(v)- £210 million Multicurrency Revolving Facility Agreement, dated July7, 2009,.between Western Power
Distribution (South West) plc and HSBC Bank plc, Lloyds TSB Bank plc and Clydesda le Bank plc (Exhibit

,.()I .10(c) to PPL Corporation F~orm .10-Q Report (File No. 1- 11459), for. quarter ended June. 30, 2009)

L[ 100- Amended and Restated Directors Deferred Compensation Plan, dated'June 12, 2000 (Exhibit i0(h) to PPL
Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No. 1-11459) for the year ended December 31, 2000)

I 0(w)-2 7 Amendment No. 1 to said-Amended and Restated Directors Deferred Compensation Plan, dated December 18,
2002 (Exhibit 10(m)-I to PPL Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No. 1-11459) for. the year ended December
31,2002)
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[] I 0(w)-3 Amendment No. 2,to saidiAmended- and Restated Directors-Deferred Compensation Plan, dated December 4,
2003 (Exhibit 10(q)-2 to PPL Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No. 1-1.1459) for'the year ended
December. 31; 2003) :., .- .. "...

[_1 I0(w)-4 Amendment No. 3 to said Amended and Restated Directors Deferred Compensation Plan, dated as of January 1,
2005 (Exhibit 10(cc)-4 to PPL .orporationioFrm 10r-K Report (File No. 1-1145.9) forthe.year ended December
31,2005) . :. ., , • ,,

L[ I1O(w)-5 - -, Amendment N6.14:to said, Amended andRestatedDirectorsDeferred, Compensation Plan, dated as of May 1,
2008 (Exhibit, 10(x)-5 to PPL Corporation Form, I0-K Report.(File No. 11 11459) for ,the.year ended December
31, 2008)

[jO(x)-1 -" Trust Agreement, dated-as of-April e, 200 1, between PPL Corporation and Wachovia Bank, N.A. (as successor
to First Union National Bank), as Trustee

[_]10(x)-2 - Trust Agreement, dated as, of March 20, 2007, between PPL,.Corporation and Wachovia Bank, N.A., as Trustee
(Exhibit 10(c) to PPL Corporation Form 10-Q Report (File No. 1-1149) for the quarter ended March 31, 20Q7).

[_]J 0(x)-3 ... - Trust Agreement, dated as of March 20;. 2007, between PPL Corporation and Wachovia Bank, N.A., as Trustee
(Exhibit 10(d) to PPL Corporation Form 10-Q Report (File NO'. 1-11459) for the quarter ended March 31, 2007)

[1O(x)-4 - 'Trust Agreement, dated as of March,20, 2007,,between PPL Corporation and Wachovia Bank, N.A.,,as Trustee
(Exhibit 1.0(e) to PPL Corporation Formi 1.0-Q Report.(File No. I-11459) for the quarterended March 31, 2007)

[jO(y)- ;- Amended and Restated.OfficersDeferred, Compensation. Plan, dated;December 8, 2003 (Exhibit 10(r) to PPL
Corporation Form .1 0-K Report (File No. 1 711459)-for.the year ende&December 31, 2003).

[_]I 0(y)-2 , - Amendment No. .1 to said.Amended and'Restated.Officers Deferred Compensation Plan; dated as of January 1,
2005,(Exhibit 10(ee)-1 to PPL Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No..-114459) fOrlthe year ended December
31,2005)

[_] 10(y)-3_. - Amendment No. 2 to said Amended and Restated.Officers Deferired Compensation Plarn; dated as of

January 22, 2007 (Exhibit 1 0(bb)-3 to PPL Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No. 1-11459) f6r the year

ended December 31, 2006)

[j I0(y)-4 .. - AmendmentNo. 3 to-said Amended and Restated Officers Deferred CompensationPian, dated as of June.l,
2008 (Exhibit I0(z)-4 to PPL Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No. 1- 11459) for the year ended December
.31,2008) ". ... * j l. .:.,

[]10(z)-I - Amended and Restated Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan, dated December 8, 2003 (Exhibit 10(s) to
PPL Corporation Form 10-K Report (FileNo. 1-11,459) for the year ended December 31, 2003).

L]10(z)-2 -- Amendment No. I to said Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan, dated December 16, 2004 (Exhibit 99.1 to
PPL Corporation Form 8-K Report (File No. 1-11459) dated December 17, 2004),.

. .: . - ' . . . . . . . " . •. . ' " . . . , : , .

_]1 0(z)-3 - Amendment No. 2 to said Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan, dated as of January 1, 2005 (Exhibit I 0(fO)-
3 to'PPL Corporation Form 10-K Report (File 1-11459) for the year ended December 31, 2005)

[_ 1,0(z)-4. - Amendment No. 3 to said Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan, dated as.of January 22, 2007 (Exhibit
10(cc)-4 to PPL Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No.l-11 459) for the year ended December.31, 2006)

[j_]10(z)-5 Amendment. No. 4 to said Supplement.Executive Retirement Plan, dated as ofDecember 9, 2008 (Exhibit.
10(aa)-5 toPPL Corporation Form 10-'K.RePort (File No. 1-11459) for the year ended December 31, 2008)

I 0(aa)- I - Incentive Compensation Plan, amended and restated effective January 1., 2003 (Exhibit 1,0(p) to PPL
Corporation.Form 10-K Report (File No. 1 11459) for th.e year ended.December 31, 2002).
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L[] 10(aa)-2. - AmendmentNo. I to said Incentive Compensation Plan, dated as of January 1, 2005 (Exhibit 10(gg)-2 to PPL
Corporation Form 10-K Report (File 1-11459) for theyear ended, December 341; 2005).

[_ 1I0(aa)-3 - Amendment No. 2 to said Incentive Compensation Plan",dated as of January 26, 2007 (Exhibit 10(dd)-3 to PPL
Corporation Form 1 0-K Report (File No. 1-11459) for" the year ended December 31, 2006)

[_]10(aa)-4 . - Amendment'No. 3 to said Incentive Compensation Plan, dated as of March 21, 2007 (Exhibit 10(f) to PPL
Corporation Form I 0-Q Report (File No. 1- 11459) for the quarter ended March 31, 2007) '.

[j_10(aa)-5 - Amendment No. 4 to said Incentive Compensation Plan, effective Decemiber,,, 2007 (Exhibit 10(a) to PPL
CorporationForm 10-Q'Repoft (File No. 1-11459) for the quarter ended Septemberi,' 30,2008)

[] 0(aa)-6 - Amendment No. 5 to said Incentive Compensation Plan, dated as'of December 16, 2008 (Exhibit.1 0(bb)-6 to
PPL"Corporation Form 10-K Report (File 1-11459) for the year ended December-3 1l, 2008)

[ 0(aa)-7 - Form of Stock Option Agreement for stock option awards under the Incentive Compensation Plan (Exhibit
10(a) to PPL Corporation Form 8-K Report (File No.1.- 11459) :dated February, 1 2006)

111 0(aa)-8. - Form of Restricted Stock Unit Agreement for restricted stock unit awards under the Incentive Compensation
Plan (Exhibit 10(b) to PPL Corporation Form 8-K Report (File No. 1-11459) dated February 1, 2006),

L] 10(aa)-9 - Form of Restricted Stock Unit Agreement for restricted stock unit awards-under the Incentive Compensation
Plan liursiiant to PPL Corporation Cash Incentive'Premium' Exchange Program (Exhibit 10(c) to PPL
Corporation Form 8-k Report(File No. 15: 1459) dated February 1, 2006)

L]I0(bb)-1 Incentive Compensation Plan for Key Employees,, amended andrestated effective January 1, 2003 (Schedule B
to Proxy Statement of PPL Corporation, dated March 17,-2003) -

[]10(bb)-2 - Amendment-No. 1 to said-Incentive CompensationPlan for Key' Employees, datedas of January 1, 2005
(Exhibit(hh)-l toPPL Corporation Form, 10-K Report (File. 1-11459) for the year ended December 31, 2005

[_]i 0(bb)-3 - Amendment No. 2 to said Incentive Compensation Plan for Key Employees, dated as of January 26, 2007
(Exhibit 10(ee)-3 to PPL Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No. 1-11459) for the year ended -December 31,.
2006) ..

Ll 0(bb)-4

[I 0(bb)-5

[__I0(cc)

[lI0(dd)

- Amendment No. 3. to said Incentive Compensation Plan for Key Employees,,dated as of March 21, 2007
(Exhibit 10(q) to PPL Corporation-Form 10-Q Report'(File No. 1-1 1459) for the,quarter ended March 31, 2007)

- 'Amendment No. 4 to said Incentive Compensation Plan for Key Employees, dated as of-December'15, 2008
(Exhibit 10(cc)-5 to PPL Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No. 1-11459) for the year ended December 31,
2008). .

- Short-term Incentive Plan (Schedule A to Proxy Statement of PPL Corporation, dated March 20,2006)

Agreement dated January: 15,ý 2003 between PPL' Corporation and Mr.:Millerregarding Supplemental Pension
Benefits (Exhibit 10(ii) to PPL Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No. 1-11459) for the year ended
December 31, 2002)' ý . - '" ' " -. -

[_10(ee e) - Employment letter dated December 19, 2005 between PPL Services Corporat.ion and Jerry Matthews Simmons,
Jr. (Exhibit 10(jj) to PPL Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No, 1441•59) f6r the year ended December 3i,." -" 2006) -- . . - --." " . " "

L_] 10(ff).- . Employment letterdated May 31,.2006 bethwee PPIL"Services Corpdrati6n and William H. -Spence (Exhibit
1 10(pp)to PPL Corporation'TForm 10-K Report (File No. 1-H14.59) for'the year ended December 31,2006)

[j10(gg) Employment letter dated' August 29, 2006, between PPL Services Coiporation and' David G. DeCampli (Exhibit-
I O(qq) to PPL Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No. 1- 11459) for the year ended December 31, 2006)
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" O

[] 1 0(hh)., , - Amendment'sto certain, compensation programs and arrangements for Named Executive Officers of PPL
Corporation and PPL Electric Utilities. Corporation and compensation arrangement changes for non-employee
Directors of PPL Corporation (PPL CorpOration and .PPL Electric Utilities Corporation Form 8-K Reports (File
Nos. 1- 11459 and 1-905) dated November 1, 2006)

L]10(ii) :.. F-' orm of Retention Agreement entered into, between PPL Corporation and Messrs. Champagne, Farr, Miller~and,
Shriver (Exhibit 10(h) to PPL Corporation Form 10-Q Report (File No. 1-.11459) for the quarter ended
March 31, 2007)

11]00(jj)-1 - Form of Severance Agreement entered into-between PPL Corporation and the Named Executive Officers
(Exhibit 10(i) to PPL Corporation Form 10-Q Report (File No. 14-1459) for the quarter ended March 31; 2007)

LI 0(jj)-21 " Amendment to said Severance Agreement (Exhibit 10(a) 'to PPL Corporation -Form I0-Q Report (File No. I1
11459) for the quarter ended June 30, 2009) ,

U[ 1 0(kk) Form of Performance Unit Agreement entered into between.PPL Corporation and the Named Executive Officers
(Exhibit 10(ss) to PPL Corporation Form 10-K Report (File No. 1-11459) for the year ended December 31,
• 007 . • " . . .. . . .

S10(11) - 2009 conipensatiin rna-tters regarding PPL Corporation'Nam'ed ExecutiVe Officers' (PPL Corpdration Form 8-K
Report (File No. 1-11459) dated January 28, 2009).1

[j]10(mm) - 2009 comperisafion rmaiters iegaPding PPL Ele'ciric Utiifties Cbrporatioi Named Eeu e Officers (PPL -

Electric Utilities Corporation Form 8-K Report (File No. 1P-905) dated January 28, 2009) .

W1 0(nn) - -~ Establihhment of 2009 annuadl performance g6als and business'criteria for incentive aw.ards to PPL Corporation
Named' Executive Officers (PPL Corporation Form 8-K Report (File No. 1-11459) dated;April 1, 2009)

[ 10(00)'. .Establishmnent f 2009 annua•performance goals and b'hihess criteria for incentivezawards to PPL Electric,
Utilities 'Corporation Named Executive Officers (PPL Electric Utilities Corporation Form 4SK Report (File No.
-1-905) dated April 1, 2009) .. 4. "-,.4 , 4 4 4 4.

[I 0(pp) . Employment letter dated May 22, 2009, between PPL Services Corporation and.Gregory W. Dudkin (Exhibit
10(b).to PPL Corporation Form 10-Q Report (File No., 1-1.1459) for quarter endedJune,30,,2009j ,.. . •

*12(a) PPL Corporation and Subsidiaries Computation of Ratio pf Earnings-to Combined Fixed.Charges and Preferred

* Stock Dividends ., , - . 4 "

*12(b) PPL Energy Supply, LLCand'Sublsidiaries-Computation of Ratio 6f Earnings to'4FixedCharges

* 12(c) PPL Electric Utilities Corporation and Subsidiiries Computation of 'Ratio of Earnings to Cobmbined Fixed'

Charges and Preferred Stock Dividends
• 2l(a)' Subsidiaries of PL CorporationL

*21(b) Subsidiaries of PPL ýiecitric Utilities Corporation .... , r -

*23(a) Consent of Ernst & Young .LLP - PPL Corporation .

*23(b) - Consent of Ernst & Young:LLP - PPL Energy Supply, LLC

*23(c) Consent of Ernst & Young LLP.- PPL Electric-Utilities Corporation

*24 Power of Attorney

*3j(a) - Certificate of PPL's principal executive officer pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
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*31(b) C'2 -:,Certificate of PPL's principal financial officer pursuantto Section,302 of the SaibanesTOxley Act of 2002

*3 i(c) "" . -, Ceriifiiate ofPPL Eneigy Supply's princip'al executiveofficer pursuant to'Sectioun 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley

Actof2002 . " "
'*3.1(d) - Certificate of PPIý Eni'6gy Supply's principal financial • offi..er pp ..ft.to. Sec-in 302.of ihe .Sarbanes-Oxley

Act of 2002

*.3 1(e) . :- Certificate of PPL Electric's principal executive officer pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of
2002 .. . -

*31 (f) • Certificate of PPL Electric's principal financial officer pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of

2002', .

*32(a) . - Certificate of PPL's principal executive officerpursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

*32(b) Certificate of PPL's principal financial officer pursuant to Section 906 of the sarbanes:Oxl1y Act of 2002

*32(c) , -, Certificate of PPL Energy Supply's principal~executiv.e officer pursuant toSeqtion 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley

Act of 2002 . ,, . . . . . ,-

*"32(d) . Certificate of PPL Energy Supply's principal financial officer pursuant to, Sectign.906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley.,

Act of,2002 . : , ,- ., , :. . .,

*'32(e), . ,.- ,-Certificate of PPL Electric's principal executive :officer pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of

2002 .

*32(f) . Certificate of PPL Electric's principal financial officer pursuant to Section 906, of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of

2002 .... ., .-, . . ....

*99(a) - Examples of Wholesale Energy, Fuel and Emission Allowance Price Fluctuations - 2005 through 2009

**101:INS - XBRLlInstance Document for PPL Corporation. . .

**l I .SCH - XBRL Takonbmy Extension Schema for PPL Corpo•ation : '

**10I.CAL . XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase for. PPL.Corporation .

*4 101 .DEF , ., XBRL.Taxonomy Extension Definition'Linkbase for PPL Corporation -

** 101 .LAB - XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase for PPL Corporation

** 101 .PRE XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase for PPL Corporation,

** - XBRL information will be considered to be furnished, not filed, for the first two years of a company's submission of XBRL
information.
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Reconciliation of Financial Measures (Unaudited)
"Earnings from ongoing
operations" should not be
considered as an alternative
to reported earnings, or
net income attributable to
PPL, which is an indicator
of operating performance
determined in accordance
with generally accepted
accounting principles (GAAP).
PPL believes that earnings
from ongoing operations,
although a non-GAAP
financial measure, is also
useful and meaningful to
investors because it provides
them with management's
view of PPL's fundamental
earnings performance as
another criterion in making
their investment decisions.
PPL's management also
uses earnings from ongoing
operations in measuring
certain corporate performance
goals. Other companies may
use different measures to
present financial performance.

Earnings from ongoing
operations is adjusted for
the impact of special items.
Special items include:

" The impact of energy-related
economic activity (as dis-
cussed below).

" Foreign currency-related
economic hedges.

" The impact of sales of assets
not in the ordinary course of
business.

Reconciliation of Earnings from Ongoing Operations to Net Income Attributable to PPL

(Millions of
Dollars)

(Per Share - Diluted) (Per Share - Basic)

20082009 2008 2009 2008 2009

Earnings from Ongoing Operations

Special Items:*

Energy-related economic activity

Foreign currency-related economic
hedges - unrealized impacts

Sales of assets

Impairments

Workforce reductions

Other:

Change in tax accounting method
related to repairs

Montana hydroelectric litigation

Synfuel tax adjustment

Off-site remediation of ash basin
leak

$738 S761 $1.95 $2.02

(225) 251 (0.59) 0.67

$1.95

(0.59)

(0.11)

,)L.UJ

0.67

(0.01)

(
(42) (6) (0.11) (0.01)

(25) (57) (0.06) (0.16) (0.06) (0.16)

(0.03)(13) (2) (0.03)

(24)

(3)

(0.07)

(0.01)

(0.07)

(0.01)

(13) (0.04) (0.04)

1

Montana basin seepage litigation (5) (0.01) (0.01)

Total Special Items (331) '169 (0.87) 0.45 (0.87) 0.45

Net Income Attributable to PPL $407 $930 $1.08 $2.47 $1.08 $2.48

* See Form io-K "Item 7. Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of
Operations" for additional information on these special items.

" Impairment charges (including impairments
of securities in the company's nuclear decom-
missioning trust).

" Workforce reduction and other restructuring
impacts.

" Other charges or credits that are, in manage-
ment's view, not reflective of the company's
ongoing operations.

Energy-related economic activity includes the
changes in fair value of positions used to hedge
a portion of the economic value of PPL's genera-
tion assets, load-following and retail activities.
This economic value is subject to changes in fair
value due to market price volatility of the input
and output commodities (e.g., fuel and power).
Also included in this special item are the ineffec-
tive portion of qualifying cash flow hedges and
the premium amortization associated with op-
tions classified as economic activity. These items
are included in earnings from ongoing
operations over the delivery period that was

hedged. Management believes that adjusting
for such amounts provides a better matching of
earnings from ongoing operations to the actual
amounts settled for PPL's underlying hedged
assets.

Key 201O Earnings Forecast Assumptions
by Business Segment

Supply Segment

PPL projects higher earnings from its supply
business segment in 2010 compared with 2009
due to growth in energy margins. The forecast
for growth in energy margins is based on hedged
power and fuel prices as well as established ca-
pacity prices in the PJM Interconnection. These
positive factors are expected to be partially
offset by higher depreciation, higher financing
costs, and higher operation and maintenance
expenses.

Pennsylvania Delivery Segment

PPL projects lower earnings from its Pennsylva-
nia delivery business segment in 2010 compared
with 2009 as a net result of lower electricity
distribution revenues, primarily due to contin-
ued slow economic growth and weak customer
demand; higher operation and maintenance
expenses; and lower financing costs.

International Delivery Segment

PPL projects lower earnings from its inter-
national delivery business segment in 2010

compared with 2009 as a result of higher in-
come taxes, higher operation and maintenance
expenses, and higher financing costs. These
negative factors are expected to be partially
offset by higher electricity delivery margins and
a more favorable currency exchange rate.



Directors and Officers
Directors

Frederick M. Bernthal, 67, is president of Universities Research Association, a
consortium of 87 research universities engaged in the construction and operation of
major research facilities.

John W. Conway, 64, is chairman of the board, president and chief executive officer
of Crown Holdings, Inc., an international manufacturer of packaging products for
consumer goods.

E. Allen Deaver, 74, is former executive vice president and director of Armstrong
World Industries, Inc., a manufacturer of interior furnishings and specialty products.

Louise K. Goeser, 56, is president and chief executive officer of Grupo Siemens S.A.
de C.V. and is responsible for Siemens Mesoam~rica, the Mexican, Central American
and Caribbean unit of multinational Siemens AG, a global engineering company
operating in the industry, energy and healthcare sectors.

Stuart E. Graham, 64, is former president and chief executive officer of Skanska AB,
an international project development and construction company.

Stuart Heydt, 70, is former chief executive officer of Geisinger Health System, a
nonprofit healthcare provider.

James H. Miller, 61, is chairman, president and chief executive officer of PPL
Corporation.

Craig A. Rogerson, 53, is chairman, president and chief executive officer of
Chemtura Corporation, a global manufacturer and marketer of specialty chemicals,
crop protection and pool, spa and home care products.

W. Keith Smith, 75, is former chief executive officer of West Penn Allegheny Health
System, former vice chairman of Mellon Financial Corporation and former senior vice
chairman of Mellon Bank, N.A.

Natica von Althann, 59, is former senior credit risk management executive of Bank
of America, and former chief credit officer of U.S. Trust, an investment management
company.

Keith H. Williamson, 57, is senior vice president, secretary and general counsel of
Centene Corporation, a provider of Medicaid-managed care and specialty services.

Board Committees

Executive Committee

James H. Miller, Chair
Frederick M. Bernthal
E. Allen Deaver
Stuart Heydt

Audit Committee

Stuart Heydt, Chair
Frederick M. Bernthal
Natica von Althann
W. Keith Smith

Compensation, Governance
and Nominating Committee

E. Allen Deaver, Chair
John W. Conway
Louise K. Goeser
Stuart E. Graham
Stuart Heydt

Finance Committee

W. Keith Smith, Chair
John W. Conway
E. Allen Deaver
Natica von Althann
Keith H. Williamson

Nuclear Oversight Committee

Frederick M. Bernthal, Chair
E. Allen Deaver
Stuart E. Graham
Stuart Heydt
Craig A. Rogerson

Officers
Corporate Leadership Council

James H. Miller, Chairman, President and CEO,
PPL Corporation

Paul A. Farr, Executive VP and CFO,
PPL Corporation
William H. Spence, Executive VP and COO,
PPL Corporation

Robert J. Grey, Senior VP, General Counsel
and Secretary, PPL Corporation

Major Subsidiary Presidents

David G. DeCampli, PPL Electric Utilities
Robert D. Gabbard, PPL EnergyPlus

Rick L. Klingensmith, PPL Global

William H. Spence, PPL Generation

Other Officers
James E. Abel, VP-Finance and Treasurer,
PPL Corporation

L. Gene Alessandrini, Senior VP-Marketing,
PPL EnergyPlus

Gregory N. Dudkin, Senior VP-Operations,
PPL Electric Utilities

Robert M. Geneczko, VP-Customer Services,
PPL Electric Utilities

Jeffrey M. Helsel, VP-Nuclear Operations,
PPL Susquehanna

Michael E. Kroboth, VP-Energy Services,
PPL Energy Services Group, LLC

Victor N. Lopiano, Senior VP-Fossil and Hydro
Generation, PPL Generation, and President,
PPL Nuclear Development, LLC

Dennis J. Murphy, VP and COO-Eastern Fossil
and Hydro, PPL Generation

Joanne H. Raphael, VP-External Affairs,
PPL Services

Timothy S. Rausch, Senior VP and
Chief Nuclear Officer, PPL Susquehanna

William E. Riebling, VP-Engineering and
Construction, PPL Generation

Stephen R. Russo, VP-Human Resources and
Services, PPL Services

James E. Schinski, VP-Chief Information
Officer, PPL Services

J. Matt Simmons, Jr., VP and Controller,
PPL Corporation, and VP-Risk Management
and Chief Risk Officer, PPL Services

Peter J. Simonich, VP and COO-Western Fossil
and Hydro, PPL Generation

Robert A. Symons, Chief Executive, Western
Power Distribution, and VP-United Kingdom,
PPL Global



Shareowner Information
Annual Meeting
Shareowners are invited to attend the annual
meeting to be held Wednesday, May 19, 2OLO, at
the Holiday Inn in Fogelsville, Pennsylvania,
in Lehigh County. The meeting will begin at
lo a.m. EDT.

Duplicate Mailings
If you have more than one account, or if there
is more than one investor in your household,
you may call the PPL Shareowner Information
Line to request that only one annual report
be delivered to your address. Please provide
account numbers for all duplicate mailings.

PPL Shareowner
Information Line
(1-800-345-3085)

Stock Exchange Listing
PPL Corporation common stock is listed on
the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). The
symbol is PPL.

2009

1st quarter

2nd
quarter

3rd
quarter

Shareowners can get detailed corporate and
financial information 24 hours a day using the

Dividends PPL Shareowner Information Line. They can
High Low Declared hear timely recorded messages about earnings,

dividends and other company news releases;

$33.54 $24.25 S.345 request information by fax; and request printed
materials in the mail. Other PPL publications,
such as the annual and quarterly reports to the

34.42 27.40 .345 Securities and Exchange Commission (Forms
lo-K and lo-Q) will be mailed upon request, or
write to:

Direct Registration System
PPL Corporation and PPL Electric Utilities
Corporation participate in the Direct
Registration System (DRS). Shareowners may
choose to have their common or preferred stock
certificates converted to book entry form within
the DRS.

Online Account Access
Registered shareowners can access
account information by visiting
www.shareowneronline.com.

Shareowner Inquiries and
Registrar, Transfer and Dividend
Reinvestment Plan Agent

PPL Shareowner Services
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
161 North Concord Exchange
South St. Paul, MN 55075-1139

Toll-free: 1-800-345-3o85
Outside U.S.: 651-453-2129
FAX: 651-450-4085
www.wellsfargo.com/shareownerservices/

Corporate Offices
PPL Corporation
Two North Ninth Street
Allentown, PA 1810o
610-774-5151

PPL and the PPL logo are trademarks of PPL
Corporation or an affiliate.

S&P 500 is a registered trademark of McGraw-
Hill, Inc.

.)i.r I LO.(l .Jlft

4th 33.05 28.82 .345
quarter

2008

Dividends
High Low Declared

Manager-PPL Investor Services
Two North Ninth Street (GENTW13)
Allentown, PA 180oi
Fax: 610-774-51o6
Via e-mail: invserv@pplweb.com

PPL's Web Site
(www.pplweb.com)

1st quarter $55.23 $44.72

2nd 54.00 46.04
quarter

Shareowners can access PPL Securities and
Exchange Commission filings, corporate
governance materials, news releases, stock

.335 quotes and historical performance. Visitors to
our Web site can provide their e-mail address
and indicate their desire to receive future

.335 earnings or news releases automatically.3rd
quarter

4th
quarter

53.78 34.95

37.88 26.84

The company has paid quarterly cash dividends
on its common stock in every year since 1946.
The dividends declared per share in 2009
and 2008 were $1.38 and $1.34, respectively.
On Feb. 26, 2010, the company increased
its quarterly dividend to $0.35 per share
(equivalent to $1.40 per share per year),
effective with the quarterly dividend paid
April 1, 2010, to shareowners of record on
March 10, 2010.

Dividends
The planned dates for consideration of the
declaration of dividends by the Board of
Directors or its Executive Committee for the
balance of 2OlO are May 19, Aug. 27 and
Nov. 19. Subject to the declaration, dividends
are paid on the first business day of April, July,
October and January. The record dates for
dividends for the balance of 201O are expected
to be June lo, Sept. io and Dec. 10.

Lost Dividend Checks
Dividend checks lost by investors, or those that
may be lost in the mail, will be replaced if the
check has not been located by the loth business
day following the payment date.

Direct Deposit of Dividends
Shareowners may choose to have their
dividends deposited directly into their checking
or savings account. Please consider registering
for direct deposit, which expedites your receipt
of dividends and saves the cost of postage,
paper, handling and transportation.

Dividend Reinvestment Plan
Shareowners may choose to have dividends
on their PPL Corporation common stock or
PPL Electric Utilities preferred and preference
stock reinvested in PPL Corporation common
stock instead of receiving the dividend by direct
deposit or check. Participants in PPL's Dividend
Reinvestment Plan may choose to deposit their
common stock into their plan account. ©PPL Corporation. All Rights Reserved
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PPL Corporation
Two North Ninth Street
Allentown, PA 18101-1179

www.pplweb.com

Printed on recycled and recyclable paper
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X1FROM THE BOARD CHAIRMAN AND PRESIDENT, & CEO

As the eniergy mt/ nesanwea Allegheny Electic. Cooperative, Inc.
(Alleghenty) has positioned itself to be a clear leader in a~ comipetitive environment.
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With the books closed on 2009, We are-pleased to report

that it has been another successful and productive year for
Allegheny Electric Cooperative, Inc. The power provider for

14 electric distribution cooperatives in Pennsylvania and New

Jersey enjoyed better-than-expected margins while continuing

toprovide a reliable supply of electricity at a competitive price.
Further, 2009 was marked by a series of positive developments

that'will help Allegheny establish a solid energy outlook weli into

the future.

'of special note, the past year saw the first true test of our

"Patchwork Quilt" strategy of power supply management. While
approximately two-thirds of our energy comes fronrl self-owned

generation resources and long-term contracts, prior to 2009 we

relied on a single power supply agreement for the remaining

third of our needs. With that contract exioiring at the end of
2008, we usedthe new strategy for power supply that proved to

be an unqualified success.

In development for a number of years and officially launched in

2007, the Patchwork Quilt involves entering into multiple energy

and capacity agreements for different amounts and for different

lengths of time. By diversifying in this way, we are not overly

dependent on any single source for our power supply.

Having this'strategy in place proved especially beneficial during

this time period as a severe global economic downturn, mixed

with a volatile energy market, challenged businesses and

industries worldwide. The strategy is designed to protect us

in volatile markets, as well as allow us totakeadvantage of

opportunities that arise when market conditions change..

The Patchwork Quilt strategylived up to its promise in 2009,

helping to ensure an adequate, reliable and diversified supply

of power. Because of the results we've achieved in today's.
volatile energy markets, our forward-thinking approach has:

, been praised by industry and government officials.

Frank Betley
President & CEO

Lowell Friedline
-Board Chairman

Energy initiatives like the Patchwork Quiltare enabled by

a strong foundation in baseload generation,and these
resources enjoyed an'exceptional year. The Susquehanna

Steam Electric Station (Susquehanna), the nuclear plant we

co-own with PPL Corporation, set a generation record in

2009,. producing close to 2-billion kilowatt-hours of

electricity for Pennsylvania and

New Jersey cooperatives. This -

past year, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission renewed the opera'ting

licenses for the plant's two units for

an additional 20 years, extending

-production to 2044. That production

will be enhanced by an approved



generation capacity increase for the Susquehanna facility,

further helping Allegheny meet future energy needs.

Our Raystown Hydroelectric Project also produced impressive

* results in 2009, maintaining 99 percent availability

at its Huntingdon County location. Of note this past year,
the facility was recognized as a Tier I renewable generation

resource, allowing Allegheny to market renewable energy

certificates (RECs) generated by the plant. Revenue fromthe

sale of these RECs provides funding for our Renewable Energy

Assistance Program (REAP), which helps boost the supply of.
clean energy resources and further enhances our ability to
better serve our members.

Today, close to 65 percent of our energy supply comes from,

these clean, reliable and relativelylow-cost nuclear and

hydropower resources. The dependability of these generation

sources gives,u~s tremendous flexibility in securing power
purchases through the Patchwork Quilt. In 2009, Allegheny was
extremely successfulin negotiating a number of cost-effective

contracts thatw!ill benefit members for years to come.

In serving our members, we can take pride in our record of

excellent operating performance, positive financial results
and.wholesale rates that are lower than they were in 1987.
These strengths are highlighted by Allegheny's retirement of

$3.4 million in patronage capital to its members this past year,
bringing the total repaid since 2006 to more than $14 million.
Further, Allegheny was able to assign more than $7 million to

members as-patronage capital for 2009. -

As Pennsylvania enters a new era of electric com'petition, the

best is yet tocome. At the end of 2009, rate caps were lifted for

PPL Electric Utilities. At the end of 2010, rate caps will come off

for the state's other investor-owned electric~utilities, including
FirstEnergy companies Met-Ed and Penelec. When those final

rate caps are lifted, and Pennsylvania enters a fully competitive

marketplace, Allegheny is-expected to have the lowest rates
for wholesale power in Pennsylvania a nd New Jersey. This is a

striking achievement, and one in which the cooperative program
in Pennsylvania and NewJersey can take great pride.

Getting to this point has a lot to do with decisions made well

before 2009. Over the years, Allegheny made key decisions to-
-invest in its own generation sources and, more importantly, to
hold on to those resources when other power companies were

selling off their generation assets.

Those decisions, combined with highly-effective long-term

strategies and member-focused energy initiatives, have helped

set the stage for Allegheny to be a clear leader in this new era

of competition.
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At the end of 2008, Allegheny's long-term power supply agreement, established in 2001 With the Williams Power Company
and later assumed by Bear Energy LP/JP Morgan Chase, came to an end. This contract served us and our members well
for a number of years, providing a-steady source of power to supplement our diverse mix of self-ownedgeneration and
demand-side management capabilities.

In 2009, we had the opportunity to test the innovative "Patchwork Quilt" strategy of-power supply procurement as a
replacement for the expired long-term power contract. The strategy involves securing power in different amounts, from
different sources, for different periods of time. Developed over the past several years, the plan helps further diversify
Allegheny's power, resources - all the more prudent, given the volatility of the energy market and difficult economic climate
of the past few years.

The Patchwork Quilt plan adds complementary pieces to a solid foundation of power resources, helping us achieve our.
• core mission of stable and affordable wholesale power rates for our member cooperatives in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
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Here is a look at Allegheny's power supply portfolio:

Allegheny's Raystown Hydroelectric. Project is a two-unit,
21-megawatt, run-of-river hydropower facility located at,
Raystown Lake and Dam in Huntingdon County, Pa. In 2009,
Raystown provided 83.3 millionkilowatt-hours, equating to
2.7. percent of the Allegheny members' requirements for the
year. The plant maintained a 99 percent availability.

-Allegheny staff operates the hydroelectric project in close
cooperation with the Baltimore District of the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, which controls water releases from Raystown
Lake, the largest man-made body of water in Pennsylvania.

Since 1966, Allegheny has purchased power generated by
- federal hydroelectric projects located along the Niagara and

St. Lawrence rivers in upstate New York. Both facilities are
operated by the New York Power Authority.(NYPA).

In 2009, Allegheny received an allocation of 31 megawatts from
the projects for the benefit of our 14 rmember cooperatives.

It is estimated that NYPA generation has saved our electric
distribution cooperatives more than $336 million ($9.9 million in
2009) since 1966, compared to the cost of purchasing the same
amount of electricity from other sources.. .



Allegheny owns 10 percent of the Susquehanna Steam Electric

Station (SSES), a 2,400-megawatt, two-unit nuclear power plant
located in Luzerne County, Pa. PPL Susquehanna, a division of

Allentown, Pla.-based PPL Corporation, owns the remaining
90 percent and operates the boiling water reactor facility.

In 2009, this 10 percent share of SSES provided a record
1.95 billion kilowatt-hours of electricity to our member
cooperatives, surpassing the previous record of 1.9 billion

kilowatt-hours set in.2008. The capacity factor of SSES Unit 1
was 97.9 percent; Unit 2, with a refueling outage, achieved a

calendar year capacity factor of,81 .4 percent. This works out, to
arf average annual composite capacity factor for the facility of

89.6 percent.

Both Unit 1 and Unit 2 operate on a-24-month refueling-cycle,
and both are in the process Of being uprated by approximately
14 percent. The uprate is scheduled tobe completed in the

spring of 2011.

In November 2009, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission officially
renewed the operating licenses for Susquehanna Units 1 and 2

for an additional 20 years, extending operation to 2042 for Unit 1

and 2044 for Unit 2..

In 1986, Allegheny and its mef•ber electric distribution .
cooperatives in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. launched the

Coordinated Load Management System (CLMS) to reduce

electricity consumption during.peak demand periods..

By shifting use of residential water heaters, electric thermal
storage units, dual fuelhome heatingsystems and other special

equipment in the'homes'of volunteer cooperative consumer-
members to-off-peak hours, the CLMS improves system

efficiency, cuts' costly demand charges cooperatives must pay.,
for purchased power, and reduces the need for new generating
capacity. The system reduces transmission Zone peaks and,

-during summer peaks, reduces Allegheny capadity obligations
under procedures established bythe PJM Interconnection.

-Over the past year, the CLMS reduced cooperative purchased

.power costs by more than $5.1 million, bringing the total power
cost savings achieved since December 1986 tO more than -

$96.8 million. Currently, 204 substations are used for.load
control, with more than 47,390 load control receivers installed on

appliances (mostly water heaters) in the homes and businesses

* of electric cooperative cohsumer-members.

-In 2007, Allegheny took stepsto.begin updating CLMS'related

equipment. New equipment was placed on-line beginhing in 2008

and continuing through 2009 to provide greater system efficiencies.
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Allegheny and its 14 member cooperatives continue to be very active

in meeting consumer-members' desires to support energy efficiency,

clean and renewable energy generation, and a secure energy future

for electric cooperatives.
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In addition to Allegheny's investmentsin'clean and carbon-
free nuclear and-hydropower resources, and our demand-

side efficiency measures, here are some of our other
initiatives for a better environment:

Allegheny and its member distribution "cooperative
actively followed up with cooperative consumer-members
who were considering the addition of renewable energy
projects to their homes or businesses. By the end of 2009,
there were 76 consumer-member-owned renewable

energy projects that had been interconnected, including
six digesters, 35 wind turbines, 34 solar photovoltaic,
and One small hydroelectric facility. We expect additional
projects to interconnect on a regular basis. See map on

pages 8-9.

As a positive partner in the Commonwealth's alternative
energy initiatives, Allegheny provides a program to assist
cooperative consumer-members who want to install a

clean energy generation system at their home or farm.

Established in 2005, the Renewable Energy Assistance
Program (REAP) provides grants to electric distribution

cooperatives to help cover various interconnection costs,

such~as metering equipment and distribution transformers.
The program also pays for certain transitional costs to help
ensure that otherelectric cooperative consumer-members
do not subsidize the operation orinstallation of a small

renewable energy generation system - whether it is an
anaerobic digester, windmill or solar unit: In many ways,
REAP reflects the electric cooperative tradition of members

helping members, and adds a new chapter to Allegheny's
history of addressing environmental and energy challenges

in a cost-effective and fair way.

In July 2009, our Raystown Hydroelectric Project was
recognized as a Pennsylvania Tier I renewable generation
resource by the Commonwealth's Alternative Energy

Program Administrator. The certification asa Tier I
resource allows Allegheny to market renewableenergy
certificates (RECs) generated by the plant to other load-
serving-entities inthe Commonwealth. Allegheny can

also market Raystown RECs as Class II resources in New
Jersey. Revenue from the sale of Raystown Hydroelectric

Project RECs provides funding for our Renewable Energy
Assistance Program. This follows the plant's 2007

certification as a low-impact hydroelectric facility by the
Low Impact Hydropower Institute. Raystown is the first

hydro plant in Pennsylvania to earn this distinction for
environmental stewardship.
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11 Ada MS Electric

Cooperative, Inc.
20 solar, 1 wind
86.7 total kW

2 I Bedford Rural Electric
Cooperative, Inc.
1 solar
3.5 total kW

3 I Central Electric
Cooperative, Inc.
1 solar
1.9 total kW

41 ciav~erack Rural Electric
Cooperative, Inc.
2 solar, 15 wind
39.8 total kW

5 I Northwestern Rural Electric
Cooperative Association, Inc.
1 solar, 4 wind, 1 digester
564.2 total kW

6 REA Energy
Cooperative, Inc.
1 digester
80 total kW

71 Somerset RUrai El
Cooperative, Inc.
2 digesters
470 total kW

ctrIc ctric

8 Sullivan County Rural
Electric Cooperative, Inc.
1 hydro, 1 solar
109.6 total kW

ill

Cooperative, Inc.
1 digester, 2 solar, 4 wind
186.5 total kW

United Electric
Cooperative, Inc.
2 solar, 5 wind
24.2 total kW

91 Sussex Rural Electric
Cooperative, Inc.
1 solar
5.1 total kW

12 I Valley Rural Electric
Cooperative, Inc.
3 solar, 6 wind, I digester
236.8 total kW



V 1350 kW 100 1W
Wind Digester Hydro

108.3 total kW
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About Allegheny Electric Cooperative, Inc.

Electricity - powering our lives each day with heat, light, sound and motion. At Allegheny Electric Cooperative, Inc. (Allegheny),

a dedicated and experienced team of board members, management and employees makes certain that wholesale electricity
is provided round-the-clock to 14 member electric distribution cooperatives in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. In turn, those 14

member distribution cooperatives own and control Allegheny.

The cooperative electric systems comprising the Allegheny "family" maintain approximately 12.5 percent of all electric distribution

lines in Pennsylvania, spanning one-third of the Commonwealth in 41 counties. New Jersey's lone electric cooperative maintains

roughly 1 percent of the Garden State's total miles of line. Through these facilities, Allegheny member cooperatives deliver

10 electricity to more than 230,000 homes, farms, small businesses and industries with a combination of integrity, accountability,
innovation and commitment to community.

0
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,, Energy Sales to Members ........ 3,161,056 MWh System Rate ............... 5.46 cents per kWh
0~
o Total Operating Revenue........ $202,922,000 Total Retail Customers ............ 230,277

SNet Margins.........$7,917,000 2009 Peak Demand........678 MW
IUU

" Total Assets ............... $486,242,000 Miles of Transmission Line............. 85
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Ii Adams Electric New Enterprise Rural 9 Sullivan County Rural L) United Electric
Cooperative, Inc. Electric Cooperative, Inc. Electric Cooperative, Inc. Cooperative, Inc.
Gettysburg, Pa. New Enterprise, Pa. Forksville, Pa. DuBois, Pa.

211 Bedford Rural Electric
Cooperative, Inc.
Bedford, Pa.

311 Central Electric
Cooperative, Inc.
Parker, Pa.

-1 Claverack Rural Electric
Cooperative, Inc.
Wysox, Pa.

61 Northwestern Rural Electric
Cooperative Association, Inc.
Cambridge Springs, Pa.

10 1 Sussex Rural Electric
Cooperative, Inc.
Sussex, N.J.

131 Valley Rural Electric
Cooperative, Inc.
Huntingdon, Pa.

141 Warren Electric
Cooperative, Inc.
Youngsville, Pa.

7 REA Energy Cooperative, Inc. 111 Tri-County Rural Electric
Indiana, Pa. Cooperative, Inc.

8 1 Somerset Rural Electric Mansfield, Pa.

Cooperative, Inc.
Somerset, Pa.
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I Lowell Friedline I Dr. James Davis
Chairman Vice Chairman
Director, Somerset REC Director, Tri-County REC

I Robert Holmes I Stephen Marshall
Secretary Treasurer
Director, Valley REC Director, United EC

I Thomas Elliott I Robert Guyer
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CPAs & Advisors

225 N. Water Street, Suite 400,

P.O. Box 1580
Decatur, IL 62525-1580

217.429.2411- Fax 217429.6109' www.bkd.com

Independent Accountants' Report -

Board of Directors
Allegheny Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Allegheny .Electric Cooperative, Inc.
(Cooperative) as of December 31, 2009 and 2008, and the related consolidated statements of margin,
members' equities, and cash flows for the years'then ended. These financial statements are the
responsibility of the Cooperative's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
financial statements based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement: 'An audit includes examining,
on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well
as evaluating the overall financial- statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable
basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements- referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of Alleghefiy Electric Cooperative, Inc. as of December 31, 2009 and
Z22008, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the years then ended in conformity with

accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. -

April 27, 2010
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DECEMBER 31, 2009 AND 2008 (IN THOUSANDS)

ASSETS

2069

2009. 2008

Electric Utility Plant; at-cost
In service .(see Note 2)
Less accumulated depreciation

Construction'work in progress
Nuclear fuel in process (see Notes 1 and 3)

Net electric utility plant (see Notes 1, 2 and 3)

16

z.

0

U,

'U
Q_

I.-

>-

zU

ii

"I-

Investments and Other Assets

Investments in associated organizations (see Note 4)
Nuclear Decommissioning Trust (NDT) (see Notes 1 and 5)

Non-utility property, at cost (net of accumulated depreciation of

$6,102 in 2009 and $5,870 in 2008)
Deferred tax asset, net (see Note 10)

Other noncurrent assets

Current Assets'

Cash and cash equivalents
Investments (see Note 4)

Derivative investments (see Note 6)
Accounts receivable, members (see Note 1)

Accounts receivable; affiliated organizations

Other receivables
Inventories (see Note 1)

Other current assets

$ 837,703
(697,804)

1.39,899

'14,620

27,236

S 181,755

27,568

63,455

3,657
11,858
7,028

113,566

38,788
74,837

29,17.0
16,49.1

476
11,218

55879

176,859

1,010
3,845
9,170
" 37

14,062

$ 486,242

$ 823,657

(698,531)

125,126

14,548

21,631

161,305.

17,733
53,732

j3,837
-16,370

5,038
96,710

21,876

76,568
7,240

19,198

-76
413

7,721

6,502

139,594

10,290
5,525

49
15,864

$ 413,473,

Total current assets

Deferred Charges (see Note 7)
,Capital retirement asset
Deferredasset plan'- NDT investments
Deferred asset plan - forward swaps -

Other -

N
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MEMBERS' EQUITIES AND LIABILITIES

Members' Equities (see Note-1)
Membershipfees
Patronage capital
Donated capital

Unrestricted net assets
Retained earnings

Members' equities

$3

49,462

38

100

7,917

$3

43,781

38
100

9,159

53,08157,520

Accumulated other comprehensive income

Total equities

Asset Retirement Obligation (see Note 8)

Long7Term Debt (see Note 9)

Current Liabilities
Current installments of long-term debt
Derivative liability,- forward swaps (see Note 6)
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Accounts. payable, affiliated organization

9,826

67,346

136,880

158,508

5,219

25,287

18,858
213

'49,57i

926
13,053

59,952
73,931

$ 486,242

56,162

131,615,

- 123,977

4,208'

13,330

.1486

17,686

-3,081 17

C-)
0-Z
V)
0,

F-

0-1

m

C-)
V)

Total current liabilities

Other Liabilities and Deferred Revenue
Deferred income tax obligation from safe- harbor lease (see Note 13)

Finahcial transmission rights (see Note 6)
Deferred credits (see Note 14) . _

- 1,234

7,240
75,559,

84,033

$ 413,473

See Notes toFinancial Statements



/DECEMBER 3 009 AND 2008 (IN THOUSANDS)..

'2009 2008

Operating Revenues, $ 202,922 $149,525

operating Expenses
Operations

Purchased capacity and energy costs ' 95,865 45,242

Transmission -

Operation . 22,501 25,588
Maintenance . 251 . 353

Production
18 " Operation . ., 23,088 .23,013

Maintenance 9,784 ' . 11,271

Z Fuel 9,982 8,850

161,471 114,317 "

CL

o Depreciation 4,895 4,382
0

• *Accretion of asset retirement obligation - 5,265' . 5,062
Amortization of capital retirement asset 9,280, . . 610

,, Administrative and general . 10,888 - 10,968
'". - Propertyand other taxes 686

LU~

0 "192,485 136,021

Operating Margin Before Interest and Other Expenses - 10,437 13,504

Other Revenues and (Expenses)

Litigation settlement (see-Note 17) 1,242

Interest expense (9,391) (8,692)-

(9,391) . (7-450)

Operating Margin 1,046 - 6,054



2009 2008 ~\

NonLoperating Margins
Nonoperating rental income
Nonoperating rental expense
Interest income

Other income (expense)

- 1,531

(1,431)

5,987

784

.6;871

7,917

6,745

$14,662

1,423

(1,335)

5,61.9

(2,602)

3,105 -

9,159Net Margin

Other'Comprehensive Margin

Unrealized appreciation (depreciation) in investments

Comprehensive Margin

19

(3,015)
nr0

E Z

$ 6,14:4>

m

Sm
z
.,-4

See'Notes to Financial Statements



/DECEMBER 31, 2009 AND 200(N THOUSANDS)

Membership Da
Fees C

K

onated.
apital

Patronage
Capital

$3-Balance, January 1, 2008 $ 38 $32,151

0~
0

0
LU

LU

-j

Patronage capital retirerrient

Patronage capital assignment -"
Patronage capital - NDT (earnings) losses
Comprehensive margin:

Net margin

Change in unrealized depreciation on investments

Balance, December 31, 2008

Patronage capital retirement

Patronage capital assignment "
Patronage capital - NDT (earnings) losses
Comprehensive margin

Net margin'

Change in unrealized appreciation on investments

Balance, December 31. 2009

3 ".38

(3,231).
• 11,390

3,471.

43,781

(3,478)
1o,0oo

(841)

$3 $ 38 $ 49,462



Accumulated Other -

Comprehensive I Total

Margin Equities

Unrestricted
Net Assets

Retained

Earnings

Total
Members'
Equities

$ 14,861$100 $ 47,153

.(3,231)

$ 6,096 $ 53,249

(3,231)

(11,390)

(3,471)

9,159 9,159

(3,015)

9,159

(3,015)

56,162100 " 9,159

S(10,000)

841

53,081 3,081

(3,478) (3A478)

21

0 0:

m0

F- M
U)z

7,917, 7,917

57,520100-

.6,745

9,826

7,917

6,745

67,3467,9.17

See Notes to Financial Statements



DECEMBER 31, 2009.AND 2008 (IN THOUSANDS)

2009 2008

Operating Activities
Net margin $7,917 $.9,159

Items not requiring cash
Depreciation and fuel amortization 12,763 11,098

Amortization of capital asset retirement 9,280 610

Accretion of asset retirement obligation 5,265 5,062
Deferred income taxes 4,512 1;643

LosES on disposal of equipment . .3
Other than temporary losses (160) 6,454

22 Change in , '

Investmentsin associated organizations (9,835) 7,100
6,
z Accounts receivable, members 2,707 (3,321)
J Other receivables (63) (141)

Inventories (3,497)- (634)

,, Derivative investments - (21,930) -(3,004)
o Other current and non-current assets (1,367) (6,776)
0
o . Accounts payable and accrued expenses 5,528 559

Accounts payable, affiliated organizations 141. 51
,, Derivative liability - forward swaps 25,287

"d other liabilities and deferred charges (17,580) 35,161
Z

0I Net cash provided by operating activities 18,971 63,021-aJ-

. I



Investing Activities

Additions to electric utility plant and non-utility property; net (33,036) - (25,696)

Payments received on notes receivable, members -. 5
-Proceeds from (purchase of) investments, net 1,630. (41,884)
.Proceeds from-(purchase of) other investments (2,717) 3,893

Net cash used in-investing activities .(34,123) (63,682)

Financing Activities 3, 2

Principal payments on long-term debt (4,458) (10,706)
Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt - 40,000 0 o•'Z
Patronage-capital retirement ' (3,478) (3,231) > /

,_-r_0

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities 32,064 (13,937) 0"

Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents' 16,912 (14,598) .
m

Cash and Cash Equivalents, Beginning of.Year , 21,876 36,474 z--4

Cash and Cash Equivalents, End of Year $38,788 $ 21,876

Supplemental Cash Flows Information
Interest paid .$ 9,038 - $ 8,808 .
Income tax received, 1,900

See Notes to Financial Statements



DECEMBER 31, 2009 AND 2008 (IN THOUSANDS)

Note 1: Nature of Operations and summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Nature of Operations " -

Allegheny Electric Cooperative, Inc. (Cooperative) is a rural electric cooperative corporation established under.the laws of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The Cooperative finances 100 percent of its outstanding debt with the National Rural Utilities

Cooperative Finance Corporation (CFC). - "

The Cooperative is a generation and transmission cooperative. The member cooperatives' primary service areas are rural areas
throughout much of Pennsylvania and a portion of New Jersey. The Cooperative extends unsecured credit to its members. The

Cooperative's primary operating asset is its 10 percent undivided interest in the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station.(SSES), a
2,400-megawatt, two-unit nuclear power plant, co-owned by a subsidiary of PPL Corporation (PPL).

24
24 The Board of Directdrs of the Cooperative, elected by its menmbers, has full authority to establish electric rates to its member.

d . cooperatives. Rates are established on a cost of service basis. The Cooperative's Board of Directors has established a deferred
revenue account to offset future increases in power supply costs. - .

>- Principles'of Consolidation

The financial statements include the accounts of the Cooperative and a variable interest entity, Continental Electric Cooperative
0, Services, Inc. (CCS), of which the Cooperative has determined it is the.primary beneficiary: All significant intercompany accounts
0

, - and transactions have been eliminated in consolidation.

U Variable Interest.Entity

_A legal ntity is referred to as a variable interest entity (VIE) if any of the following conditions exist, .which are outlined in the
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) variable interest accounting guidance

.U (ASC 810-10-15-04): (1) the total equity investment at risk is insufficient to permit the legal entity to finance its activities without
-J
< addition'al subordinated financial support.from other parties, or(2) the entity has equity investors thatcannot make significant

decisions about the entity's operations or that do not absor,b their proportionate share of the expected losses or receive the
expected returns of the-entity. .

-In addition, as specified-in VIE accounting guidance (ASC 810-10-25-38), a VIE must be consolidated by the Cooperative if it
* is deemed to be the primary beneficiary of the VIE, which is the party involved with the VIE that will absorb' a majority of the
expected losses, receive a majority of the expected residual returns, or both. .

All facts and circumstances are taken into consideration'when determining whether the Coop&ative has variable interests
that would deem it the primary beneficiary and therefore, require consolidation of the related VIE, or otherwise rise to the level-
where disclosure would provide useful information td the users of the Cooperative's financial statements. r

::TheVIE is regularly monitored by the-Company to determine if any reconsideration events have occurred that could cause its
primary beneficiary-status to change. I '

Continental Electric Cooperative Services, Inc. (CCS) is considered to be a variable interest entity and the Cooperative is
- determined-to be'the primary beneficiary of CCS. As such, the assets, liabilities, and results of.operations have been consolidated
into these financial statements. The general creditors of CCS have no recourse against the general credit of the Cooperative.



4.

Basis of Accounting

The Cooperative maintains its accounting records in.accordance with the Federal Energy Regulatory Cobmrission ýhFRG~if

system ofaccounts as modified and adopted by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Rural Utilities Service (RUS).

In accordance with FERC guidelines, the Cooperative also maintains its accounts-in accordance with Financial Accounting Standards

Board (FASB) Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) Topic 980, Regulated.Operations.

Deregulation

Pennsylvania retail electric customers have the choice of selecting the power supplier, or generator, from which they buy electricity.

The ability to choose alternative energy suppliers has not significantly affected the Cooperative's operations~or ability to recoverits

costs through future rates charged to members. • 25.. . .... - - .,2 5 ,

On'a regular basis, the Cooperative reevaluates its'application of FASB ASC Topic,980, Regulated operations; and Topic 980-20, -.

Disbontinuation of Rate Regulated Accounting. The Cooperative has determined that regulatory assets and liabilities should continue . _

to be accounted for Under the pr6visions of Topic 980 because it is reasonable to assume that the Cooperative will continue to be > M

able to charge and collect its cost of service-based rates. 0
0

Use of Estimates , ,

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principlesgeneraIly-accepted in the United States of America K E
requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure Z >'

of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial report and the reported amounts of.revenues and expenses during the. 0.
years then ended. Actual results could differ from thoseestimates.

Electric utility Plant

Electric utility plant is carried at cost. Depreciation of electric utility plant is provided over the estimated useful lives of the respective

assets on a straight-line basis, except for nuclear fuel, as follows: "

Nuclear Utility Plant , , .

Production Remaining License Life (Extended to 2044)

Transmission .2.75%-

-General plant, 3% -12.5%
Nuclear fuel.' Units of heat production

Non-Nuclear. Utility Plant 3%-33% -

Maintenance and repairs of property and replacements and renewals of items determined to be less than units of property - .

-are charged to' expense. Replacements and renewals of items considered to be units of property are charged to the property

accounts. Aitthe time properties are disposed of, the original cost, plus cost of removal less salvage of such property, is charged to

accumulated depreciation.

Property and Equipment

Property and equipmentare depreciated on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful life of each asset.

/



DECEMBER 31, 2009 AND 2008 (IN THOUSANDS)'

Nuclear Fuel

Nuclear fuel is charged to fuel expense based on the quantity of heat produced for electric generation. Under the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act of 1982, theU.S. Department of Energy(DOE) is responsible for the permanent storage and disposal~of
spent nuclear fuel removed-from nuclear reactors. The Cooperative currently pays PPL for its portion of DOE fees for such
future disposal services.

Other Investments.

Investments are classified as "available for sale" and recorded' at fair value, with. unrealized gains and losses excluded from -

earnings and reported in other comprehensive income. Purchase premiums and discountsare recognized in interest income
using the interest method over the terms of the securities. Gains and losses on the sale of securities are recorded on the trade

26 date and are determined using the specific identification method.

- Effective April 1, 2009, the.Cooperative adopted new accounting guidance related to' recognition and presentation of other-than-

z temporary impairment (ASc 320-10). When the Cooperativedoes not intend to sell a debt security, and it is-more likely than
dnot, the Cooperative will not have to sell the securit' before recovery of its cost-basis, it recognizes the credit component of an

.• other-than temporary impairment of a debt security in earnings and the remaining portion in other comprehensive income.

a-" As a result of this guidancethe Cooperative's consolidated statement of margin as of December 31, 2009, reflectsthe full
0
o impairment (that is, the difference between the security's amortized cost basis and fair value) on debt securities that the

•~ •Cooperative intends to sell; or would more likely than not be required to sell before the expected recovery of the amortized cost

--o basis. For available-for-sale debt securities that management has no intent to sell and believes that it more likely than not will

J__-, not be required-to sell prior to recovery, only the credit loss component of the impairment is recognized in earnings, while the

z noncredit loss is recognized in other comprehensive income. The credit-loss component recognized in earrhings is identified as
- the amount of principal cash flows not expected to be received over the remaining term ofthe security as projected based on

cash flow projections.

Prior'to the adoption Of the accounting guidance on April 1,2009, management considered, in determining whether other-
S - than-temporary impairment exists, (1) the-length of time and the extent to whlich the fair value has been less than cost, (2) the

- financial condition and near-term prospects of the issuer and (3)-the intent and ability of the Cooperative to retain .its investment
in the issuer for a period of time sufficient to allow for any anticipated recovery in fair value:-

For equity securities, when the Cooperative has decided to sell an impaired available-for-sale security and the entity does not •

' - expect the fair value of the security to fully recover before the expected time of the sale, the security is deemed other-than-
temporarily impaired'in the period in which the decision to sell is made. The Cooperative recognizes an impairment loss when

-the.impairment is deemed other than temporary even if a decision to sell has not been made.

, Cash and Cash Equivalents - -

Cash and cash equivalents consist of bank deposits in federally insured accounts, temporary investments, money market funds
and commercial paper. -

• The Cooperative places its cash and tempbrary investments with high quality financial institutions. For purposes-of the
statements of-cash flows, the Cooperative considers all highly liquid-investments with an original maturity of three months or

-less when-purchased to be cash equivalents. Cash equivalents are carried at cost.
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.•One or more of the financial i nsti tutions holding the Cooperative's cash accounts are participating in the FDIC'S Transactionr ",

Account Guarantee Program. Under the program through December 31, 2010, all-noninterest-bearing transaction accounts at these
institutions are fully guaranteed by the FDIC for the entire amount in the account.

For financial institutions opting out of the FDIC's Transaction Account Guarantee Program or interest-bearing cash accounts, the
,FDIC's insurance limits increased to $250,000, effective October 3, 2008. The~increase in federally, insured limits is currently set .
to expire on-December 31,2013. At December 31, 2009, the Cooperative's cash accounts exceeded federally insured limits by
approximately $33,080,000, which Was held at the following institutions: -'

National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance
Corporation Commercial paper, .$ 26,000,000

BB&TCapital Markets 27
Repurchase agreement 1,316,000

M&T Bank " z

Sweep and money market 5,764,000 >M

$ 33,080,000 0

The Cooperative's Cash and investments are in a variety of financial instruments. The related values as presented in the financial -. z

statements are subject to various market fluctuations, which include changes in the equity marketsjinterest ratelenvironment K.-
and the general economic conditions. The Cooperative's credit losses have historically been minimal and within management's Zi

V)mexpectations.

Accounts Receivable and Notes Receivable- " ,

Accounts receivable are stated at the amount billed to members. Accounts receivable are due.in accordance with appiroved policies.
An allowance for doubtful accounts has not been recorded because all accounts receivable are considered fully colle(tible.

During 2009, all notes receivable were received in' full. Previously, notes receivable were stated at their- outstanding. principal amount.
.These notes were included in otherreceivables on the 2008 balance sheet.

Derivatives

Derivatives are recognized as assets and liabilities on the consolidated balance sheet and measured at fair value. For exchange-
traded contracts, fair value is based on quoted market prices. For nonexchange traded contracts, fair value is based on dealer

- quotes, pricing models, discounted cash flow methodologies or similar techniques for which the determination of fair value.may
• require significant management judgment or estimation.

Inventories

The Cooperative accounts for certain power plant spare parts using a deferred inventory method: Under this method, purchases of
spare parts under inventory Control are-included in an inventory account and then charged to the appropriate capital or-expense
accounts when the parts are used or consumed. inventories are carried at cost, with cost determined on the average cost method.

Patronage Capital

Current and future margins (excluding earnings from the Nuclear Decommissioning Trust), will be assigned as patronage capital.



DECEMBER 31,2009 AND 2008(IN-THOUSANDS)

Income Taxes

The Cooperative accounts for income taxes in accordance with income tax accounting guidance (ASC 740, Income Taxes). The
income tax accounting guidance results in two components of income, tax expense: current and deferred. Current income tax

• expense reflects taxes to be paid or refunded for the current periodby applying the provisions of the. enacted tax lawto the
taxable income or excess of deductions over, revenues. The Cooperative determines deferred-income-taxes using the liability (or
balance sheet)method. Under this method, the net deferred taxasset or liabilities, and enacted changes in tax rates and.laws
are recognized in the period in which they occur.:

Deferred tax assets and liabilities~are recognized, for the tax effects of differences between the financial statement and tax
bases of assets and:liabilities. A valuation allowance is established to reduce deferred tax assets if it is more likely than notthat
a-deferred tax asset Will not be realized.

28.-
28. - The Cooperative would recognize interest and penalties on income taxes, if any, as a component of income tax expense.

z Revenue Recognition

-> Revenue from the sale of electricity to members is recorded based on contracted power usage billed under the Cooperative's
-current rate schedule. ,

LU -

o Comprehensive Margin0
U-

Comprehensive margin consists of net margin and other comprehensive Fnargin, net of applicable income taxes. OtherI-

U comprehensive margin includes unrealized appreciation (depreciation) on available-for-sale securities and unrealized
-W appreciation (depreciation) for which a portion of an other-than-temporary impairment has been recognized in margin.

.,,- Impairment of Long-Lived Assets

"U .. -The'Cooperative evaluates the recoverability of the carrying value of long-lived assets whenever events or circumstances
* indicate that carrying amount may not be recoverable. If a long-lived asset is.tested for recoverability and the undiscounted

. estimated future cash flows is expected to result from the use of eventual disposition of the asset is less than the carrying

amount of the asset, the asset cost is adjusted to fair value and animpairment loss is recognized as the amount by which
the carrying amount of a long-lived asset exceeds its fair value. No asset impairment was recognized during the years ended

-December-31, 2009 and 2008.

Reclassifications -- "

Certain reclassifications have-been made.to the 2008 financial statements to conform.to the 2009 financial statement
presentation' These reclassifications had no effect on net margins. . .



Note 2: Electric Utility Plant in Service

,2009 2008

Nuclear Utility Plant (inthousands)

Production

Transmission
General plant
Nuclear fuel

$ 592,770
41,232

3,394
186,151

823,547

14,156

$ 837,703

$ 590,650
41,232
3,289

176,809 .

811,980

11,677

$ 823,657

Non-Nuclear Utility Plant

Total

Note 3: Susquehanna Steam:Electric Station -

The Cooperative owns a 10 percent undivided interest in SSES. PPL owns the remaining 90 percent. Both participants provide their

own financing. The Cooperative'sportion of SSES's gross assets, which includes ele'ctric'utility plant in service, construction and
,nuclear fuel in progress, totaled $6.33. million and $624 million as of December 31, 20,09 and 2008, respectively. The Cooperative's
share of anticipated costs fdr ongoing construction and nuclear fuel for SSES.is estimated to be approximately $129.5 million over
the next five years. The Cooperative receives a portion, of the total SSES outputequal to its percentage ownership. SSES accounted
for approximately'62%'and 59% of the total kilowatt hours sold by the Cooperative during-the years ended December 31, 2009 and
2008; respectively, The balance sheets and statements of income reflect the Cooperative's resl5ective share of assets, liabilities.and
operations associated with SSES.- ..

29.
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DECEMBER 31, 2009.AND 2008 (IN THOUSANDS)

Note 4: Investments

Associated Organizations ý'2009 2008

(in thousands)

National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance Corporation

(CFC) Subordinated Term Certificates, bearing interest
at 5.8%, maturing January 1, 20261

,National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance Corporation

(CFC) Subordinated Term Certificates, bearing interest

from 0% to 5%, maturing January 1, 2014'

National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance Corporation ,

(CFC) Member Capital Securities, bearing interest.
at 7.5%, maturing March 24, 20441.

Other

$16,101

172

$16,491.

258

10,000

$ 1,295

$ 27,568

98g

$17,733

z
LUI

0
"-(-J

1The Cooperative is required to maintain these investments pursuant to certain loan and guarantee agreements. Such investments are carried at cost.



The-Coop~erative makes temporary investment of excess corporate funds in investment accounts managed by qualified registered

investment advisors. The amortized cost, Which includes any premiums or discounts at acquisition, and approximate fair values-of
these investments are as follows:-

2009 2008

(in thousands)

Certificates of deposit
Amortized cost $997 $2,193
Unrealized gains 2- 5

31
999 2,198

- _ Z
Debt securities -z 0

Z rAmortized cost 60,308 52,451
Realized losses (422)
Unrealized gains 1,546 325 >
Unrealized losses (167) (549), , 0

"Equity securities
Amortized cost 1,575 1,071
Realized losses (506)

Unrealized gains 249

1,824 565.

Total investments at fair value 64,510 - 54,568

Commercial paper,, at cost with National Rural
Utilities Cooperative Finance Corporation 10,327 22,000

$ 74,837 $ 76,568



DECEMBER.31, 2009 AND 2008 (INTHOUSANDS)

.Maturities of temporary investments at December 31, 2009:

'Amortized Approximate

cost Fair Value-

One year or less

After one through five years

-(in thousands)

$36,181 $ 36,215

37,026 "38,622",

$ 73,207 $ 74,837-

32

d
z

LU"
_>

0

UI- 0

0
LU

--
LU

'Z
UJ

LU
"-J

-_J

In 2008; the Cooperati~e recorded other-than-temporary impairments on specific debt securities and all mutual fund securities.

The cost-basis of these investments has been adjusted to reflect recognition of this impairment: Total other-than-temporary

impairment reflected in the statement of margins for 2008 was $929,000 for these temporary investments.•No other-than-"

temporary impairment hasbeen recorded for 2009. -, - -. - .

Note 5: Nuclear Decommissioning Trust.

The Nuclear DeCommissioningTrust consists of the followintg as ofDecemrber31, 2009.and 2008:

- Gro.
Unreal

GailDecember 31, 2009 Cost

Decommissioning Trust Fund A:
Money market funds
U.S. Government securities

Corporate bonds-
Other-obligations
Common stocks

$173
7,248

5,467

254

7,000

20,142

2,

2,

ss - Gross'
lized Unrealized
ns Losses

-70n thousands)

•,21 (72)
307 . ....- (14)•

130

591' (37)

932 (123)

Realized
Losses

Fair
Value

(39)

(39).

NRC mandated Decommissioning Trust F~nd B:
Money market funds 307

U.S. Government securities 12,795'

Corporate bonds 7,154

Other obligations 642
Common stocks 14,379

35,277

Total' $ 55,419

$173
7,197

5-760
267

9,515

22,912

'307
12,722
7,537

657
19,320

40,543

$63,455

62
401

22

5,137

5,622

$ 8,554

(135).
(18)

(7)

(75),

(235)

$ (358)

(121)

(121)

.$'(160)



Realized
Losses'

Gross
Unrealized

Gains

Gross
Unrealized

Losses L
Fair

ValueDecember 31, 2008 ,Cost

(in thousands)

Decommissioning Trust Fund A:'
Cash : $1,355
U.S. Government securities. 6,219
Corporate bonds 4,334

Other obligations - 413
Common stocks 8,778

21,099

NRC mandated Decommissioning Trust Fund B:

Cash . 1,078
* U.S. Government securities '12,231
Corporate bonds 6,691

Other obligations .254

Common stocks .. 14,604

536
151

10
579

-* 1,276

836

-91.
17

1,266

2,210

$ 3,486

(3)
(73)

(76)

(2)
* (108)

(110)

$ (186)

(102)

-(2)

(1,851)

(1,955)ý

(256)

(7)

(3,307)

- (3,570)

$(5,525)

$1,35.5
6,752

4,310

421
7,506,

20,1344

1,078

13,065
6,418

264

12,563.

33,388

$53,732
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Certain investments in debt and equity securities are reported in thie financial statements at an amount-less than their historical
cost. Total fair value of these investments at December 31, 2009 and 2008, was $19.8 million and $14.3 million, respectively,-
These declines primarily-resulted from increases in market interest-rates-prior to the balance sheet date and the failure of
certain investments to meet projected earnings targets. Gross unrealized losses of $358,000 at December 31, 2009 were for-
a period of less than 12 months. The gross unrealized losses at December 31, 2008 for a period of less than 12 months were
$161,000 and for a period.-greater than 12 months'was $25,000. .

For 2009 and 2008, the Cooperative recorded other-than-temporary impairments on equity securities and specific-debt
securities in the amount-of $160,000 and $5,525,000, respectively.iThe cost-basis of these inqvestments has been adjusted to
reflect the recognition of these impairments. .

Under ASC Topic 980, Regulated Operatiohs, the Cooperative has elected to defer these losses and pass them on to members
through the future rate structure. AS of December 31, 2009 and 2008, total deferred charges for the Nuclear Decommissioning
Trust other-than-temporary impairment were $3,845,000 and $5;525,000.



DECEMBER 31, 2009 AND 2008 (IN THOUSANDS)

Note 6: Derivatives and Hedging,

In March 2008, the FASB issued ASC Topic 815-10 (formerly FASNo. 161, '"Disclosures about Derivative Instruments and
Hedging Activities, an amendment of FASB Statement No. 133"). This Topic seeks to improve financial reporting for derivative
instruments and hedging activities by requiring enhanced disclosures regarding the impact on financial position, financial

performance, and cash flows. To achieve this increased transparency, the additional guidance requires (a) the disclosure of the
fair value of derivative instruments and gains and losses in a~tabular format; (b) the disclosure of derivative features that are

credit risk-related; and (c) cross-referencing within the footnotes. The.Cooperative adopted this Topic as of January 1, 2009. The

Cooperative does not engage in speculative d'erivative transactions, however, the Cooperative engages-in hedging activities that
are a natural part of power supply and transmission activities.-

The. Cooperative uses hedging instruments, including forwards, futures, financial transmission rights, and options, to manage
34
____ power market price risks. In addition, substantial reliance on the purchase of energy from other power suppliers exposes the
d Cooperative to the risk.that counterparties willdefault. Therefore, an assessment is performed on the creditworthiness of
_ counterparties and other credit issues related to these purchases, which may require the counterparties to post collateral:-

-. Defaults, however, may still occur. If a default occurs, the Cooperative may be forced to enter into alternative contractual

arrangements or purchase energy in the forward, short-term or spot markets at then-current mnarket prices that could varyfrom

a- -the prices previously agreed upon with the defaulting counterparty. The Cooperative has never had a counterparty default or

o - fail to perform, but past performance is no guarantee of future results:
U
U

- Financial Transmission. Rights, -" -
C-,

The Cooperative is issued Financial Transmission Rights (FTRs) by PJM Interconnection LLC, (PJM). These FTRs have been foundLU-

>- to meet the FASB ASC Topic 815, Derivatives and Hedging, definition of a derivative, and therefore must have special derivative
Z"' accounting procedures-applied to them.

The Cooperative received an entitlement~of FTRs. FTRs are defined from a "source" node to a "sink" node (path) for a specific

amount of megawatts of electric power. The holder of an FTR is entitled to receive whoIle or partial offsets of transmission

congestion charges that arise when that specific path is congested. The purpose of the FTR mechanism is to act as a hedge
against volatile congestion charges. -

Market values of FTRs are only observable based on the cleari.ng prices of the FTRs in annual, seasonal and monthly auctions:
The expected value of FTRs fluctuates based on seasonal expectations of the supply and demand of energy for each specific

path. Significant assumptions and modeling projections are necessary to value FTRs. The expected FTR values are considered
in the rate-making process and therefore the fair value of FTRs are recognized on the balance sheet and recorded as deferred

income under ASC Topic 980,.Regulated Operations. The fair value of FTRs Was $13,053,000 and $7,240,000 as of December 31,

2009 and 2008 for the remainder of the-current PJM planning periods that end May 31, 2010 and 2009 and beyond.

•2009 2008

(in thousands)

Fair value of FTRs $13,053' $7,240

Balance sheet locations Current assets Current assets



Forward Swaps

The Cooperative is exposed to market purchases of power and natural gas to meet.the power supply needs of the member
distribution cooperatives that are not met by Cooperative owned generation. Whilethe.Cooperative does not engage in. speculative

practices, the C ooperative Utilizes derivative contracts to manage thisIexposure. Poweris purchased under both long-termand
short-term physically-delivered and financially-settled forward contracts to supply power to member cooperatives. These forward

purchase contracts meet the accounting definition of a derivative; however, a majority of the forward purchase derivative, contracts

qualify for the normal purChases/normal sales exception under previously issued guidance. As a result, these contracts are not
recorded at fair Value and are not subject to the disclosure requirements. Purchased power is expensed when'the power under the

forward contract is delivered.

The Cooperative purchases natural gas futures contracts to hedge the price of natural .gas for use as a basis in determining the price

of power in certain forward power purchase agreements. The Cooperative also purchases capacity swap forward contracts in order
to lock in capacity pricing prior, to the completion of capacity auctions. These derivatives do not qualify for the normal purchases/ -n z
normal sales exception; however, the Cooperative has opted out of the cash flow hedge accounting as allowed under previously. >

issued guidance. For these derivative contracts that do not qualify for the normal purchases/normal salesexception, the Cooperative L)
defers all gains and losses On a net basisas a regUlatory asset or liability in.accordance with ASC.Topic 980, Regulated operatidns. " -I

These amounts are subsequently reclassified as purchased power in the consolidated statements of margin'as the power is delivered z
and/or the contract settles. M _

Generally,. derivatives are reported on the-consolidated.balance sheet at fair. value.-The measurement of fair value is based on 1
actively quoted market prices, if available. Otherwise, indicative price information is sought'from external sources, including broker o

quotes and industry publications. For individual contracts, the use of differing assumptions could have a material effect on the
contract's estimated fair value.

Changes in the fair value of the derivative instruments are recorded-as a regulatory asset or regulatory liability. The change in these
accounts is includedin the operating section of the statement of cash flows.

As of December 31, 2009, the Cooperative had the following outstanding deriyative future's contracts:

Unit of /
Commodity . , Measure Quantity

Natural gas MMBTU, 150,000-

As of December 31, 2009, the fair value of the derivative instruments, excluding contracts accounted for as a normal purchase/

normal sale, was as follows:

Remaining Cost Fair value
Commodity (in thousands) (in thousands)

.Natural gas futures contracts " $966 $ 716

Capacity swap forward contracts 24,321 15,401

Total , " $25,287 $16,117

Balance sheet locations- Current liabilities Current assets
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DECEMBER 31, 2009 AND 2008 (IN THOUSANDS)

-As of December 31, 2009, the'Cooperative has deferred the following losses on-a net basis as a regulatory asset in accordance
with ASC Topic,980, Regulated. Operations.

Amount of
Location of Loss Deferred Loss at

in the Statement of December 31, 2009

Margin at Settlement (in thousands)

Natural gas futures contracts. Purchased Power. $250)

Capacity swap forward contracts Purchased'Power (8,920)

Total -.. $ (9,170)

36

Note 7:, Deferred Charges
6

•Deferred charges consist of the following regulatory assets as of December31, 2009 and 2008.'

2009 " 2008
,w0 (in thousands)

0

Capital retirement asset - $-1,010 $ 10,290'
Deferred asset plan - NDT investments 3,845 5,525

Hi Deferred asset plan 'forward swaps - 9,170 "
Safe harbor lease closing costs 37 49

I $14,062 $15,864

Based on agreements.signed by the 14 member distribution cooperatives on-March 29, 1999, with an effective date of January 1,
1999, and amended in 2004 and 2006, a portion of the SSES impairment writedown that took placein"1998 has been recognized

as a regulatory assetand is referred to as the capital retirement asset. Under these agreements, the Cooperative was to
recover from members certain financing costs related primarily to the Cooperative's investment in SSES in the amount of $311
million no later than December 31, 2009. During 2009, certain members elected to extend repayment under these agreements

to 2011.

Note 8: Asset Retirement obligation

Amounts collected from the Cooperative's rrmembers for decommissioning, less applicable taxes, are-deposited in external trust

funds for investment and can only be used for future decommissioning costs: The fair value bf the nuclear decommissioning
trust was $63.5 million and $53.7 million for the years ended December 31, 2009 and 2008, respectively.

The changes in the car'rying amounts of asset retirement obligations were as follows:



2008

rs~,
/

. , ,2009

Beginning balance
_ Accretion expense

Ending balance

*$ 131,615
-5;265

$ 136,880

(in thousands)

$.126,553
5,062

$131i,615

The amount ofactual obligation could differ materially from the estimates reflected in these financial statements.

Note 9: Long-Term Debt

I2009

(in thousands)

2008

$19,450

.Note payable&CFC, payable in varying quarterly installments

beginning April 2008, plus interest at 6.8%, final payment January 2014

*Note payable CFC, payable-in varying quarterly installments,

beginning April 2014, plus interest at.6.9%, final payment January 2021

Note payableCFC, payable in varying quarterly installments

beginning April.2021, plus interest at 7.0%, final payment April 2025

Note payable CFC, payable in varying quarterly installments

beginning July 2006, plus interest at 6.8%, final payment January 2014

Note payable CFC, payable in varying quarterly installm'ents begirnnin-g April 2014,
plus interest at 6.9%, final payment January 2021

Note payable CFC, payable in varying quarterly installments beginning April 2021,

plhs interest at,7.0%, final payment April 2025

Note payable CFC, payable in varying quarterly installments beginning July 2006,

.plus interest at 7.25%, final payment October 2025.

Note payable CFC, payable in varying quarterly installments beginning July 2006,

- plus interest at 7.25%, fina! payment October 2025

Note payable,-eFC, payable in varying quarterly installments beginning October 2009,
plus interest ranging from 3.3% to 6.65%, final payment October 2025

Total long-term debt

Less current installments

Long-term debt, net of current installments,
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$16;225

38,600

39,700

2,425

5,800

6,200

12,956

2,071

38,600

39,700

2,925

5,800

6,200

13,371.

2,139

39,750

.163,727

5,219.

$158,508

128,185

4,208

$ 123,977
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" DECEMBER 31, 2009 AND 2008 (IN THOUSANDS)

The Cooperative has an additional available borrowing balance with CFC'totaling $40,716,000 at December 31, 2009:

Included in the above, the Cooperative has a $35,000,000 operating line of credit with CFC that expires on March 31, 2011.

There were no outstanding borrowings against this line as of December 31, 2009 and 2008. The interestrate on the line of credit

fluctuates as established by CFC', but shall not exceed the'prime rate plus one percent (4.25% at December 31, 2009).

Additionally, the Cooperative hasa commitment from CFC to provide unsecured letters of credit of up to $25,000,000. Under.

this commitment, the-Cooperative has'an unsecured letter of credit facility for $5,000,000 which expires November 30, 2010. As

of December 31, 2009 and 2008, no funds have been drawn against this facility.

Future maturities of all long-term debt are as follows (in thousands):,

'2010 $5,219
38; 2011 ,5,858

2012 . 6,074
z 2013 6,369

. 2014 7,292

Thereafter. 132,915

CLiI . •The Cooperative is required by covenant to maintain an annual debt service coverage ratio. The Cooperative was in compliance
0
•,o -with the applicable covenant as of December31, 2009 and 2008, respectively,
U

During 2009 and 2008, the Co6perative incurred interest costs of.$9,391,000 and $8,692,000; respectively.

-_J

,, Note 10: Income Taxes

--"' As of December 31, 2009 and 2008, the Cooperative had, available nonmember net operating loss carryforwards of
< appro>Uimately $26 and $46 million, respect.ively for tax reporting purposes expiring in 2010 through 2019,'and alternative

minimum tax credit carryforwards of approximately $1,130,000 and $1,050,000 respectively, wh.ich carry fo.rward indefinitely.

There was no provision for federal'income taxes at December 31, 2009 and 2008. The Cooperative is not subject tostate

income taxes. The Cooperative is no longer subject to-federal income tax examinations by tax authorities for years before 2006.

The Cooperative adopted the provisions of FASB ASC'Topic 740-10, Accounting for Uncertainty in Income Taxes, on January 1,

2009. As a result of theimplementation of Topic 740-10, no uncertain tax positions were.recognized.

Temporary differences that give rise to deferred tax balances are principally attributable'to fixed asset,basis, safe harbor

lease treatment, gain on installment sale, and financial statement accruals. Deferred tax assets also include the effect of net

operating loss carryforwards. The temporary differences and -the carryforward items produce a deferred tax asset at December

31, 2009 and 2008, of approximately $17 and $19 million, respectively. Realization ofthe net deferredtax asset is contingent

upon the Cooperative's future earnings. A valuation allowance of approximately $5 and $3 million, respectively, has been

established against this asset because it has been determinedthat this portion of the deferred tax'asset more likely than not

will be unrealized. The Cooperative will include the utilization of the net deferred tax asset of $12 million and $16 million at

December 3.1, 2009 and 2008, respectively, in future rates charged to members. Therefore; a deferred credit has been recorded
equal to the net deferred tax asset under. FASB ASC Topic .980, Regulated Operations.



Note 11: Related Party Transaction

Two'related organizations, the Pennsylvania Rural Electric Association (PREA) and CCS have provided the Cooperative with certain
management, general and administrative services on a cost reimbursement basis'. Thecosts for services provided by PREA were

$921,000 and $947,000 for the years ended December 31, 2009and 2008, respectively.

Note 12: Employee BenefitPlans,,

All employment relationships are through CCS, the consolidated variable interest entity of the Cooperative. CCS's leave policies
provide for payment of unused leave after the end of each calendar year for 2009 and 2008. A provision has been recorded for

this liability.
39

The Cooperative, throughCCS, participates in a multi-employer defined-benefit pension plan and a 401(k) defined-contribution plan
covering substantially all of its employees. The Cooperative makes annual contributions to the Plans equal to the amount accrued for D z

pension expense. Total pension expense for both plans amounted to $1,586,000 and $1,311,000 for the years ended December 31, Z _1
2009 and 2008,. respectively. 0,

The Cooperative, through CCS, has an employment agreement, that contains a funddd deferred compensation agreement,,with its - 0

President & CEO. q (n

UZ m

Note 13: Commitments and Contingencies

Power Supply and Transmission Agreements .

The Cooperative has entered into power supply and transmission agreementswith various service providers. A significantnumber of

these agreements are umbrella type agreements anddonot bind the Cooperative to enter into any type of transaction.

Since June 2007, the Cooperative has issued periodic Requests for Proposal (RFP) for energy and/or capacity products for varying

,quantities and terms between one and five years beginning in 2009.

As of December31, 2008, there were several significant capacity and energy transactions under these umbrella agreements with
energy deliveries beginning in 2009 and extending through 2013. Additional arrangements were made in 2009 for energy deliveries

'beginning in 2012 and extendi ng.through 2014. "

The Cooperative also purchased capacity for 2009 through June 30, 2013, in a series.of transactions. These transactions contained

specific quantities of capacity, all of which were needed to serve the Cooperative's load.

A summary of the power supply agreements is as follows:



DECEMBER 31,2009 AND 2008 (IN THOUSANDS)

New York Power.Authority

This contract meets a pbition of the Cooperative's base load and peaking requirements and its delivered cost to the

-'Cooperative's members is below market. The current contract terminates in August 2025 for the Niagara Project. The current
contract forthe St. Lawrence Project expires in 2017..

Williams.Energy Marketing & Trading, Inc./ Bear Ehergy/JP Morgan

Effective on April 1, 2001, the Cooperative entered into an arrangement with Williams Energy Marketing.and Trading, Inc.
(Williams). The arrangement provided that Williams received thb output of all power from the Cooperative's owned and
controlled- generating, resources and Williams in turn essentially supplied all of the Cooperative's load requirements¾-The

agreement with Williams was assigned to Bear Energy,(Bear) in late 2007 and then-to JP Morgan Chase (JP Morgan) in March

40 2008. The agreement with Williams/Bear/JP Morgan terminated on December.31, 2008.

The Williams/Bear/JP Morgan agreement contained certain hourly and monthly energy caps. Energy provided above these

z thresholds was purchased at market prices. The Williams/Bear/JP Morgan agreement also contained thresholds related to

output from the Cooperative's resources. If the Cooperative failed to provide energy sufficient to meet the thresholdsthe,.
balance was purchased from Williams/Bear/JP Morgan or other parties at market prices.

LU
0,o The Williams/Bear/JP Morgan agreement requiredcthe Cooperative to provide redit support in the amount of $9 million. The'
o National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance Corporation (CFC) issued an irrevocable standby letter of credit on behalf of the
U
,- Cooperative in thearnount of $9 million in favor of Williams/Bear/JP Morgan. The letter of credit was valid until March 31, 2009.

ULU 2009 Energy Provider
>-LU,-

-z. The Cooperative entered into an arrangement on December 1"7, 2008 to provide Cooperative's remaining unmet loa d
requirements beginning January 1,'2009. The'agreement required the Cooperative to supply a predetermined amount of energy
from its generation resources and power purchase agreements or purchasereplacement.energy for any shortfalls at a market-

<: based.price. The agreement expired On December 31, 2009.

Future Power Supply

Using the RFP process,-the Cooperative had entered into power purchase agreements by mid-2009 With-various counterparties
fora combination of ardund-the-clock, on-peak and off-peak energy and call option products that wouid meet nearly

95 percent of its projected energy requirements in 2010.

The Cooperative entered into an agreement-witha different provider on October 5, 2009, that will provide the remainderof the

Cooperative's energy requirements for 2010 and 2011. The-transition to the new supplier occurred smoothly on January 1,.2010.

Various purchased power agreements require the Cooperative to post collateral deposits for exposure exceeding specified

thresholds. At December 31, 2009, collateral deposits totaled $8,500,000.. Additionally, one agreement requires theCooperative

to provide additicnal credit support in the form of an irrevocable standby letter of credit in the amount of $5,000,000. The letter
of credit is provided by CFC and is valid until December 31, 2013.

SSES Replacement Power Insurance Policy

The Cooperative Mitigated a portion.of the economic risk, of an outage at SSES by purchasinga.Replacement Power insurance
Policy from XLSpecialty Insurance Company. Under the terms of the policy, if SSES had a forced outage event, the Cooperative



would have been reimbursed for the cost of replacement power for the insured quantity of 230 MW. Replacemenert power 'ost, is the
total of the loss,. in dollars, as calculated by subtracting the- insured pri'ce of $75/MWh from the market price index (PJM Western Hub
LMP) and multiplying that difference by the insured quantity. The policy stipulates that the outage limit for each such forced outage is.
90 consecutive days, and the aggregate coverage limit is $25 million: For this coverage, the Cooperative purchased a three year
policy terminating December 31, 2010, from XL with an annual premium of $925,000 per year for each of the policy years.

Transmission Service -

Transmission service for the Cooperative's load is provided through a hybrid arrangement cbnsisting of the PJM Open Access
Transmission Tariff (OATT) and the pre-existing Wheeling and Supplemental Power Agreement with Pennsylvania Electric Company.

Insurance

PPL, as the 90 percent owner and sole'operator of SSES, and the Cooperative, as owner of a 10 percent undivided interest in SSES- 41

are members of certain insurance programs which provide coverage for property damage to the SSES nuclear generation plant.
Under these programs, the plant, as a whole, has property damage coverage for up to $2.75 billion. Additionally, there is coverage for z q> zo

the cost of replacement power duringprolonged outages of nuclear units caused by certain specified conditions. Under the property z
and replacement power insurance programs,.PPL and the Cooperative could be assessedretrospective premiums'in the event :. 0
the insurers' losses exceed their reserves. At December 31, 2009, the maximum amount PPL and the Cooperative jointly could be , o
assessed under these programs ranged from,$20 million to $40 million annually. " '

PPL and the Cooperative's public liability for claims resulting from a nuclear incident is currently limited to $12.5 billion under m

provisions of the Price-Anderson Amendment Acts of 1988. " .- .

In the event of a nuclear incident at any of the reactors covered by the Act, PPL and the Cooperative'could be assessed.up to $111.9
million per reactor per incident, payable at $35 million per year. .

Safe Harbor Lease .

The-Cooperative previously sold certain investment and energy tax credits and. depreciation deductions pursuant to a safe ,
harbor lease. The proceeds from the sale, including interest earned thereon, have been deferred and are being recognized on the
statements of operations over the 30-year term lease. The deferred gain was $1.0 million and $1.2-million as of December'31, 2009
and 2008, respectively. . . . . . ..

Under the terms of the safe harbor lease, the Cooperative is contingently liable in varying amounts in the event the lessor's tax
benefits are disallowed and in the event of certain other occurrences..The maximum amount for which the Cooperative was
contingently liable as of December 31, 2009 was approximately $3.4 million. Payment of this contingent liability has been guaranteed
.by CFC. .

Litigation ,

The Cooperative may be subject to claims and lawsuits that arise pfimarily in the ordinary course of business. At Decbmber 31, 2009,
no such claims or lawsuits existed.



DECEMBER'31, 2009 AND 2008 (IN THOUSANDS)

Note 14: Deferred Credits

Sale/Leaseback Arrangement

The Cooperative previously completed a sale and leaseback of its hydroelectric generation facility at the Raystown Dam (the
Facility). The Facility was sold to a trustee bank representing Ford Motor Credit Company (Ford) for $32.0 million in cash. During

1996, Ford transferred-its interest in the Facility to a third party. Under terms of the arrangement, the Cooperative is leasing the
Facility for an initial term of 30 years beginning June 1988. Payments under the lease are due in semi-annualfinstallments which
commenced January 10, 1989. At the end of the 30-year term, the Cooperative will have the option to purchase the Facility for
an amount equal to the Facility's fair market value or for a certain amount fixed by the transaction documents.

The Cooperative also has the option to renew the lease for a five-year fixed rate renewal and three fair market renewal
42 periods, each of which may not be for a term of less than two years. Payments during the fixed rate renewal period are 30

- percent of the average semi-annual installments during theinitial lease term. The Cooperative will retain co-licensee status
6) for the Facility throughout the term of the lease. The gain of $1.9 million related to the sale is being recognized over the leaseZ.
,•,-d tern. The unrecognized gain isrecorded in other deferred revenue and was $711,000 and $790,000 as of December 31, 2009
-> 'and 2008, respectively.

a- The payments by the Cooperative under this lease were determined in part on the assumption that Ford, or its successor,
0
o will be entitled to certain income tax benefits as a result of the sale and.leaseback of the Facility. In the event that Ford, or its
o successor, were to lose~all or any portion of such tax benefits, the Cooperative would be required to indemnify Ford, or its

successor, for the amount of the additional federal income tax payable by Ford, or its successor, as a 'result of any such loss.
Ul
-j,, The leaseback of the Facility is accounted for as an operating lease by the Cooperative. AS of December 31, 2009, future
z minimum lease payments under this lease, which can vary based on the interest paid on the debt used to finance the
LU

transaction, are estimated as follows (in thousands):

-j
- 2010 $2,361

2011 . 2,361
2012 2,361
2013 2,361

2014 2,361
Thereafter 9,443

Total minimum lease payments $ 2.1,248

The future minimum lease payments shown above are for the initial lease term and the five-year renewal period. These
payments are based on an assumed interest rate of'8.8 percent and may fluctuate based on differences between the future
interest rate and-the assumed interest rate. Rental expense for this lease totaled $1.8 and-$2.0 million in years ended'December
31, 2009 and 2008, respectively.

Deferred Revenue Plan

-The Board has established a Deferred Revenue Plan, which seeks to stabilize members' rates for 2010 and as long as possible
'thereafter to mitigate the effects of expected increases in rates. The deferral of revenue for 2009 was determined as any
amount above the budgeted assignable margins, after excluding earnings from the Nuclear Decommissioning Trust, and for



2008.was-determined as any amount above $10 million, after excluding earnings from the Nuclear Decommissi"oning Trukst Deferred

revenue additions and deletions are recorded in operating revenues in the consolidated statements of margin. At December 31, 2009

and 2008, deferred revenues associated with the Deferred Revenu6 Plan were $46,943,000 and $57,980,000, respectively.

Deferred Credit

With the establishment of a deferred tax asset to record the effect of the temporary differences related to net operating loss

carryforwards, fixed asset basis, safe harbor lease treatment, gain on installment sale and financial statement accruals, the

Cooperative established.a deferred credit of $12 and $16 million for 2009 and 2008, respectively, under FASB ASC Topic 980,

Regulated Operations. The value of the deferred tax asset is considered in the'rate making process as required by Topic 980.

Note 15: -Disclosures About Fair Value of Assets and Liabilities 43

ASC Topic 820; Fair Value Measurements, defines fair value as the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a -n z

liability in an orderly transaction between marketparticipants at the measurement date. Topic 820 also specifies a fair value hierarchy > --
Z M

which" requires an entity to maximize the-se of observable inputs and minimize the use of unobservable inputs when measuring fair _ -O>
value. The standard describes three levels of inputs that may be used to measure fair value:. ,0

Level 1 Quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities - U)

Level 2 Observable inputs other than Level.1 prices, such as quoted prices for sirrmilar assets or liabilities; Z.

quoted prices in active markets that are not active; or other inputs that are observable or can be •rn
corroborated by observable market data for substantially the full term of the assets or liabilities

Level 3 Unobservable inputs that are supported by little or no market activity and that are significant to the

fair value of the assets or liabilities

Following is-a description of the valuation, methodologies and inputs used for instruments measured at fair value on a recurring

bafsisand recognized in the awcompanying balance sheet, as well as the general classification of such instruments pursuant to the,
valuation hierarchy. /

Nuclear Decommissioning Trust and Temporary Investments (Available-for-sale Securities) ,

Where quoted market prices are available in an active market, securities are classified within Level 1 of the valuation hierarchy.

Level 1 securities include highly liquid government bonds and exchange traded equities. If quoted market prices are not available,
then fair values are estimated by using pricing models, quoted prices of securities with similar characteristics or discounted cash

flows. For these investments, the inputs used by the pricing service to determine fair value may include, one, or a combination of;

observable inputs such as benchmark yields, reported trades, broker/dealer quotes, benchmark securities, bids, Offers and reference

data market research publications and are classified within Level 2 of the valuation hierarchy. LeveF2 securities include certain

collateralized mortgage and debt obligations-and certain municipal securities. In certain cases where Level 1 or Level 2 inputs~are not
available, securities are classified within Level 3 of the hierarchy and include auction rate securities. Inputs include quoted market

prices, benchmark securities, bids, offers and broker/dealer quotes.



DECEMBER 31, 2009 AND 2008 (IN THOUSANDS)

Derivatives

the fair value is estimated using inputs that are observable or-that can be corroborated by observable market data and;
therefore, are classified within Level 2 of the valuation hierarchy. For financial transmission rights, inputs include clearing prices
of the FTRs at annual, seasonal and monthly auction's adjustedl for seasonal expectations of the supply and demand of'energy.
For forward swaps, inputs include actively quoted market prices, broker quotes and industry publications.

The following table presents the fair value measurements of assets~recognized in the-accompanying consolidated balance
,sheet measured at fair value on a recurring basis and the level within the FAS• 157 fair value hierarchy in which the fair value

measurerments fall at December 31, 2009 and 2008: .-

* 44,

a-

wý
0~
0

0
0*

z
LU

2009 FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENTS USING

Quoted, Prices in, Significant-
Active Markets for Significant other Unobservable

Identical Assets Observable Inputs Inputs
(Level 1) " (Level 2) (Level 3)Fair Value

(in thousands) -

Available'for-sale securities
. Nudear decommissioning trust

- Investments -

Derivatives
Financial transmission rights

Forward swaps .

$ 63,455-

64,510

$ 45,079

1,824
-$18,376

59,108 3,578.

13,053

16,117

13,053

16,117

2008 FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENTS USING

Quoted Prices in Significant
Active Markets for Significant Other Unobservable

Identical Assets Observable Inputs Inputs
-(Level 1) ,(Level 2) (Level,3)Fair Value

(in thousands)

Available-for-sale securities

Nuclear decommissioning trust

Investments
$ 53,732

54,568

$35,187

16,874-

$18,545.

33,616 4,078

Financial transmission rights7 7,240 7,2.40



The following is a reconciliation of the beginning and endingbalancesof recurring fair value measurements recognized in the .

accompanying balance sheet using significant unobservable (Level 3) inputs:-,

Debt Security. -

(in thousands) .'

Balance, Januaryl, 2008

Total-realized and unrealized gains and losses'
Included in net margin - (422)

Included in other comprehensive margin

Purchases, issuances and settlements - 4,500

Transfers in and/or out of Level 3 "45

Balance, December 31, 2008 3 -- $4,078 -nz

Total realized and unrealized gains and losses - Z. z.M

included in net margin . ,
Included in other comprehensive margin, 0

Purchases, issuances and settlements . (500) ' -

Transfers in and/or out of Level 3 r _ =

Balance, December.31, 2009 $ 3,578

2009 2008

Total gains'or losses for the period included in net margin attributable to the

change in unrealized gains or losses related to assets and liabilities still held
at the reporting date• $ -$ ,$(422)

Realized and unrealized gains and losses for items reflected in the table above are~included in net margin in the consolidated

statements of margin as fnllows: "

2009 2008
" Non-Operating Margins Non-Operating Margins

Other Income (Expense) Other income (Expense)

Total gains and losses $- " - $ (422,000)

Change ii unrealized gains or losses relating to assets
still held at the balance sheet date

(



DECEMBER 31, 2009 AND 2008 (IN THOUSANDS),

The following methods were used to estimate the fair value of all other financial instruments not recognized in the

accompanying balance sheet.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

The carrying amount approximates fair-value.

Investments in Associated Organizations

Management was.not able to estimate the fair value of investments that represent the Cooperative's investment in
memberships and other associated organizations and they remain at their carrying value.

Long-term Debt

46 Due to the current market interest rates-and/or short-term maturities of the Cooperative's debt, carrying amounts approximate

'fair value.
_z-

The estimated fair values of the Company's financial instruments at December 31, 2009 and 2008 are as-follows (in thousands):

2009' 2008

LU Carrying Estimated Carrying Estimated
Amount Fair ValUe Amount Fair Value

0

._ Cash and cash equivalents $ 38,788 $ 38,788 $ 21,876 $ 21,876

Investments 74,837 74,837 76,568' 76,568

' Other investments 63,455 63,455 53,732 53,732
ii .
>- Investment in associated organizations 27,568 27,568 17,733 17,733
z,, Derivative investments 29,170 29,170 7,240 7,240

L - Long-term debt, 163,727 163,727 128,185 128,185
_.j ,

Note 16: Realty TaXes

The Cooperative's portion of local real estate taxes related to SSES are billed by and paid to PPL. The Cooperative is billed and pays

directly to various local tax jurisdictions.local real estate taxes on other property that is exclusively owned by the Cooperative.

Note 17: Litigation Settlement.

- During 2008, the Cooperative executed a settlement agreement with Allegheny Power to resolve issues relating toa,dispute
over previous transmission charges. The execution of the settlement agreement resulted in the recognition of previously

deferred revenue in the amount of $1,242,000.



Note 18: Current Economic Condition

The current protracted economic decline continues to present electric cooperatives with difficult circumstances and challenges,

which in some cases have resulted in large and unanticipated declines in the fair value of investments and other assets. The

financial statements-have been prepared using values and information currentlyayailable to theCooperative.

7~ 9

Current economic conditions have put additional pressure on many cooperatives and affiliated organizations to meet their

financing and liquidity needs. A significant decline in operating revenues could-have an adverse impact on the Cooperative's

future operating results.

in addition, given the volatility of current economic conditions,.the values of assets and liabilities recorded in the financial

statements could change, resulting in material future adjustments in investment values, allowances for receivables, etc. All

known impairments and changes to fair value have been recorded in these financial statements.

Note 19: Subsequent Events

Subsequent events have been evaluated through April 27, 2010, which is the date the financial statements were available to

be issued.

/ .
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